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PREFACE 

The British fight against the attempt of a revolutionary Prance to 
dominate the world lasted twenty-two years. It began in X793 
when men who had set eyes on Protector Richard Cromwell were 
still ItviM, and ended in 1815 when others who were to know the 
youth of^dolf Hitler were ^eady bom. It saw the end of an old 
age and the beginning of a new. 

In that stru^le there were only two constant factors. One was 
the French resowe to create a New Order; the other was the British 
refusal to admit any Order not based on law. Other nations were 
tossed in and out of the storm like leaves. Only Britain, though 
she bent, never broke. For a generation, sometimes with powctinl 
allies hut as often alone, she mught on against a nation with twice 
her population and animated by a strat^e revolutionary fanflririsnn 

which gave its devotees the strength of a man in delirium. Such 
was its Mwer that at times Britain found herself fighting almost 
the whede of Euro^, iflcludi^ her former allies, without, appar^ 
endy, the slightest chance of victory and with very little of survivaL 

Yet her patient, rock-like people never compromised, never gave 
in, never dispaited. They had no Churchill to lead them, for Pitt— 
the pilot who weathered the early storms—was Chatham’s son only 
in his feith and fortitude but by no means in his understanding of 
war, in which at first he was the veritat bungler. After fiirce years 
in which Britain lost almost all her allies and reached the verge of 
bankrtmtey, her enemy threw up the greatest military goiius the 
world had known. For thirteen years, until Sir John Moore twisted 
Eis tail in Spain, no soldier got tne better of Napoleon or, save for 
the stuhhom Russians for a months in the Polish mud of 1806, 
was even able to stand tm to him. " Ihe in-isled Arara^ on which 
the ark of the hopes ot Europe and of civilisation rested” alone 
survived. 

• « * * « 

Survived and triumphed. "Amid the wreck and misery ofnations 
it is our joint exaltation that we have continued superior to afl‘ dWy 

vii , , ■ ■ '‘.V. . 
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ambition and despotism could effect; and our still higher exaltation 
ought to be that we provide not only for our own safety but hold out 
a prospect to nations now bending under the iron yoke of tyranny 
what the exertions of a free people can effect.” The voice is not 
Churchill’s but Pitt’s; the year not 1940 but 1804. 

For this is not the first time Britain has faced a Continent over¬ 
run by a tyrant or seen her allies, one by one, beaten out of the field 
by seemingly omnipotent force. When France collapsed in 1940 
and her coasts became Hitler’s, some, remembering how desperately 
we fought in 1914 and 1918 to save the Channel ports, felt that our 
case was desperate. It was happy for England that at that hour she 
had as Prune Minister a man who was not only a master orator 
but also an historian, and who knew that the lonely and desolate 
place in which his country stood was one in which she had stood 
before. He saw her, awakened and restored by adversity, fulfilling 
her supreme historic function: the faithful custodian of nmnan law 
and liberty in the hour when others fell or slept. Until younger 
nations should awake to join her, he gave her the frith to endure. 

«•«*»»•» 
It is to enshrine the lessons of that earlier war that I have written 

this book. The present volume covers only its first decade: that 
vdiich ended with the Peace of Amiem. But it is tlu; part of the war 
about which least is generally known and that to which our own 
struggle has home rill now the closest aflSuity. Trafrigar and 
Waterloo were so engraved on the mind of the nineteenth century 
that men fi)^t what preceded them and alone made them possible. 

I have tried to portray the British people on their long pilgrimage 
of endiuance and to show, shining toough all their mistakes, what 
Pitt called ” the virtues of adversity endured and adversity resisted, 
of adversity encountered and adversity surmounted.” Because the 
duration of the conflict robbed it of unity, I have not attempted to 
compass it in a single volume. Itwastwo wars, notone. In me first 
the combatants only reached the stage at whidi a final victory for 
Britain became possible by fighting themselves to a temporary 
standstill They had to pause in order to be able to go on at all. Few 
British statesmen imagined that die truce of exhaustion negotiated 
at Amiens could be anything but temporary. But it was necessary 
to prove to a war-worn people that, thou^ revoluti,onary Prance 
had ostensibly changed its rulets and ptint^les and substituted the 
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despotism of a professional soldier for that of political dictators, it 
was still a State with which it was impossible to remain at peace. 
Like ourselves after Munich, our ancestors tried the experiment of 
Kving with and letting live a Europe in which there was no balance 
of power but only unilateral force. Within a year the experiment 
had failed. When the war began again it was a new war. Yet the 
foundations of victory—the theme of my sequel—had already been 
laid. 

This is the story of how they were laid. They were compounded 
of errors and follies, of failures and recoveries, of bitter disappoint)- 
ments bravely borne, of experience and dawning realisation, above 
all of courage, resolution and endurance. The scene of battle ranged 
from the swamps of the Caribbean to the sands of the Egyptian 
desert, from the dark waters of Lough Swilly and the Sound to 
the blue of the Malacca Straits and me Indian Ocean. The me¬ 
chanical and tactical devices of war were utterly different from 
those of to-day; the human and strategical problems strangely 
similar. Weapons and methods of manufacture and transport change 
much in, five generations. Human and national chmctcrisdcs, 
geography and the laws of war change little. 

Within these pages the reader wm find many of the fiuniliar 
phenomena of our own troubled time. He will see on the Condnenc 
the corruption and final breakdown of an outworn society, and die 
emergence fiom its collapse of a dynamic and revolutionary fbroe 
operating not in the peaceful vacuum of a university ckssioom btA 
in the most powerful militaty nadon m Europe. He wili see the 
early enthusiasm to which tnat national rebira gave rise turned 
into a terrible insmunent of force by the cruel and purposeful men 
who rose on its waves to power. He will see the proscription, 
imprisomneut and murder of political opponents, the denial—in 
the name of liberty and patriotism—of all needom of speech and, as 
the appetite for blood grew, an orgy of sadistic cruelty, indulged 
not only as a ddiberate instrument of policy but, by the baser sort 
of Jacobin, for its own sake. He will see mass hatred employed as a 
motive force and ideological ends held out as justifying every means, 
however base and destructive. He will see a “ Great Nation ” de¬ 
nying all morality but the pursuit of its own interests and using, as 
part of its techi dque of conquest, a propaganda appealing to diames- 
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rically contradictory interests and a diplomacy which pretended 
peace while planning war and which overran its victims’ territories 
by hordes of agents acting as the advance guard of armies. He will 
see its unconscious allies or dupes in every decaying eighteenth- 
century State turned hy war into “fifih columnists" and by defeat 
into “ quislings." 

It would be easy to carry the parallel too &r. The French 
jPLcvolution was marked in its early stages by nobility and generosity: 
it was inspired by a creed not of hatred ana racial discrimination but 
of love and brotneriiood. In the long run it permanently broadened 
die horizons of mankind. It is remembeted to-day for the residue 
of what was good in its fiery vitality after it had been confined 
wahin lawful ^unds by the resistance of Britain. Yet without that 
tesktauce it would have consumed the earth and, under the little 
gai^ of tyrants into whose keeping the French people bad com¬ 
mit^ their bodies and souls, would have perpetuated a tyranny 
more awful than the corrupt, inertia it destroyed. Revolutionary 
force can seem very harmless in a school text-book after the lapse 
of a hundred years. We who have seen, the unloosed sur^ of Nazi 
fimaddsm and the Panzers brealdog down the dams of civilisation 
ace better able than our immediate predecessors to undetstand what 
the generation of Pitt and Nelson had to resist. 

«,» • « • • f 

It remains to oepress my debt to those who have helped me: 
t» Milton Waldman, Henry Newnham and H. J. Massingham, whb 
have placed at my disposal their knowle<%e and judgment of books; 
to Lord Quecnboroi^h, who has given valuable criticism, and 
whose galmnt gtand&ther and great-uncle figure in these pages; 
to Eric GiUett, who has generously given me leave to quote 
fiom the unpublished MS., Autobiography of Elizabeth Ham", to 
Colond Alfred Butne, to whom I owe a soldier’s scholarship as well 
as two brilliant studies of the Heldm campaign in the Army Quarterly 
and Pightit^ Forces; and to Frauds McMurtrie, who has checked 
my impetwet pages by his own immense maritime lore, laigcly, 
I bdbeve, in the houn of %e-watching: an activity which 
aSbrded in the still houts of the night part of the inspiration of 
this book. ■'Without their help, and that of my wife who typed 
it, my work could imt have been completw in so difficult 
« time. 
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As my aim has been to present not new facts but old ones focused 
in the light of present experience, I have, on account of the paper 
shortage, omitted both bibliography and appendix of references, 
contenting myself with occasional foomotes. A list follows of 
abbreviations used in these, 

Arthur Bryant. 

Jime, 194.3. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Freedom*s Oton Island 

“ Our good old island now possesses an accumulation of 
prosperity beyond any example in the history of the world.” 

Lord Auckland to Lord GrenoilU^ yd July^ 

" Good and evil will grow up in the world together; and 
they who complain, in peace, of the insolence of the popu¬ 
lace, must remember that their insolence in peace is 
bravery in war.” Dr. Johnson. 

A LITTLE before it grew light on a cold February morning in 
a crowd began to gather on the pamde ground at Whitehall. Agamst 
the seventeenth-century fe^ade of the Treasury and die grey dasde 
stone of Kent's Horse Guards, the first battalions of the three tegH 
ments of Foot Guards -were drawn up in long lines of scarlet am 
white. At seven o’dodk precisely, a cottage of officers appeared 
riding down the Alall from the oicecticHi of Buddngham House. 
At their head was King George EQ of England with his two dde<* 
sons, the Prince of Wales and the Duke of York. 

Mounted on a white charger, in General’s uniform, the Utde, 
erect, blue-cycd man who represented in his person the idea ot 
England rode down the lines. Then the men marched past in comH 
panics, moving in slow time. Two thousand strong, they swung 
out of Storey’s Gate and crossing Westminster Bridge took the read 
to Greenwich, the King and the officers of his staff riding for a time 
after them and the Queen and the Princesses foUowii^ jn carriages. 
All the way through the southern suburbs the troops were acconij- 
panied by a vast, enthusiastic crowd, who so overwhelmed the 
rearguard with embraces and loyal potations that many frll hy the 
way and had to finish their journey in carts. Next day they eaw 
barked under the royal eye for Holland in overcrowded, unsea- 
worthy transports, without stores, medical appliances or resetves d 
ammunition. So the first expeffiriemary force of the longest war 
in Britain’s history passed beyond seas. 

No man living could have guessed its dumtioa. Before it wu 
I 
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end at Waterloo the youngest survivor of those who sailed that day 
was to be in his forties. The nature and purpose of the struggle 
were to change out of all recognition; those who were Britain’s 
allies were to become vassals of her terrible adversary and to be 
aligned against her, and yet more than once, fired by her esamplc, 
to shake off their chains and range themselves again by her side 
against the tyrant. Once, for a short while, Britain herself, victor 
on her chosen element the sea but wearied by the unending conflict, 
was to temporise tvith a momentarily exhausted foe, only to renew 
the fight within a few months when the faith reposed in despotic 
power had been violated. Only one thing was to remain constant; 
the doMcd resolution of die British people and their leaders to 
restore me rule of law in Europe, and to go on tfll they had done so. 
But on that cold February day nothing of this could be foreseen. 

• • • •••«• 
To the island State, which with scarcely half France’s population 

took up her gage of battle, lud come during the past century 
the most astonishing prosperity. Divided a century before by 
violent political and religious controversies which on more than 
oac occasion had degenerated into civil strife, she had achieved 
enduring unitv with the Revolution of l688. This had placed a 
Dutchm^ and later a dynasty of German princes on the throne, but 
had given the real direction of the kingdom to the greater owners 
of land. Wiser than the Stuarts they had overthrown, they exercised 
power by shunning its outward forms. They governed in the King’s 
name and legislated through an assembly of country gentlcm^ 
lawyers and placeholders, more than cqud to their own hereditary 
chamber in status hut subject to their social and territorial influence. 
In this they showed their shrewdness. For the English people did 
not like the appearance of power. 

Nor did ditse supremdiy fortunate creatures exercise power for 
its own sake—these RussdUs and Grenvilles, Cavendishes, Talbots 
md Howards with their scores of thousands of acres, their hereditary 
titles and offices, their State sinecures and pensions for their younger 
sons.and cousins and retainers.' During their rule they evinced 
little desire to oppress their fellow-subjects. Such activity was ah'en 
todieir character. They sought honours and riches with avidity and 
.retained them with firm grasp, securing their continued enjoyment 

’At the beriming of George Ill’s reign there were only 174 BritUh peers. 
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by elaborate entails on their elder children. But diey valued them 
almost entirely for -what they brought in freedom and ease to 
themselves. They extended and improved their domains and 
cheated the King’s Exchequer for the glorious privilege of being 
independent. Tms they adrieved on a scale formerly unknown to 
any society. 

The countryside was dotted with their lovely palaces and noble 
avenues, the fields and woods of the whole kingdom were open to 
their horses and hounds, the genius of man, past and present, was 
brought to decorate their houses and gardens, to fill their libraries 
with the masterpieces of the classical a^ modem mind in bindings 
worthy of them, to covet their walk with paintings and tapestries, 
and adorn their tables with exquisite silver and porcelain. Theirs 
was an ample and splendid desi^ for living. Nor was it a purely 
material one. For such was the subtlety of their'intcUigcnjces that 
they instinctively refused to be chained by their possessions and 
cotnforts. They encouraged &eedom of expression and diveisitY of 
behaviour, preterring a vigorous existence and the society of tneir 
equals to a hot-house tended by serfi. They sent their sons to rough, 
libertarian schook where strawberry leaves were no talisman against 
the rod ^ and afterwards to the House of Commons where men 
used plain words and likewise suffered them. And if by tiieic 
Englim law of primogeniture they transmitted to their fiismom a 
wcuth and freedom equal and if possible snpetiot to their own, the 
same law endowed thm younger sons with incentive and scope for 
action and adventure, Tney Im the doors of opportunity open. 

Nor did they ignore nature. They made no extravagant attempt 
to secure exclusive privil^e for their blood, but fianldy recognised 
the principle of change. They were realists. Thou^ possessing 
almost uEuimited power, the &iglish aristocracy never attempted 
to make itself a rigid caste. The younger sons of a Duke or Marquis 
were by courtesy entided Lords; the younger sons of a 'Viscount or 
Baron, Honourablcs. There tiicir transmitted dirties ended. 
Save for the eldest male their grandchildren were dl commoners 
with the same prefix as groom and gamekeeper. Kinship with the 
great, diough a social asset, was no defence to breach of the law: 
a rnan might be hanged though he were cousin to a Marquis with 

* At Harrow the Duke of Dorset was always beaten twice j once for the 
offence and once for behtfr a Duke. 
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80,000 acres. The great lords looked after themselves and their 
immediate kin; they refused to endanger their privilege by ex¬ 
tending it too vridely. 

'V/itnin the confines of their sensible ambition there was no limit 
but the laws they made to their personal power and enjoyment. 
When Lord Plymouth, passing through a country town, took a 
^cy to an itinerant Punch and Judy mow—a novelty to him—^he 
bought it, proprietor and all The Duke of Devonshire, a quiet man 
who gave no trouble to any one, kept house at Chatsworth for a 
hundrw and eighty persons, killed on an average five bollocks and 
fifteen sheep a week for theit sustenance and paid ^5 a year in 
pensions to every poor family in the neighbourhood. If such great 
ones liked formmty, they dined like Lord Damlcy with Chaplain 
and Tutor in their appointed places, or shot like the Marquis of 
Abercom in the ribbon of the Garter: if they prefiscred obscurity, 
they enjoyed that too like that easy-gohm mem^ of the Beaudew 
tribe who was “ filthy in his person and generated vermin." 

They did as they pleased. The world was their park and plcas- 
aunce, and they never doubted their right to make themselves at 
home in it “ Mr, Dundas I ” cried the Duchess of Gordon to the 
Home Secretary at an Assembly, ” you are used to speak in public— 
will you call my servant ”; Lord Stafford paid a later Home Secre¬ 
tary a private retaining £ee of ;£aooo a year to do his accounts.^ 
And if they chose to be naughty, naughty they were: his Grace of 
Norfolk—‘Jockey of Norfolk ”1—who looked like a barrel and 
reeled like a drunken faun, broke tm a &shionable dance be was 
attending by ringing the clutch bem and distributing cider to a 
mob under the b^oom windows to edbbrate a ^e rumour that 
a fellow “ Radical" had won the Middlesex election. 

Because they eiyoyed life and seldom stood deliberately in the 
way of others doing me same, they were popular. They took part in 
the nation’s amusements and mixed firedy with their neighbours. 
They were healthy, gregarious and generous, and had little fear 
in their mako<up. They governed England without a police force, 

^ " If I were a great nobleman 1 abould come at once to a distinct under- 
steading with my steward, auditors, etc., diat they should upon no account 
take places in the Cabinet under pain of not being lectdved again, in my 
service, since sudi a practice, if mcouraged, might occasion to me great Iom 
and hindrance of bmineat."—John Ward to Mrs. Du^d Stewart, Oct., 
tSop, hsttm to hy, 85. 
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without a BastiUc and virtually without a Civil Service, by sheer 
assurance and personality. When the Norfolk Militia refused to 
march to a field day unless a guinea a man were first distributed, 
their colonel, William Windham, strode up to the ringleader and, 
calmly ignoring their oaths and raised muskets, carried him to the 
guardhouse, standing at the door with a drawn sword and swearing 
to the rude and liberty-loving mob about him that while he lived 
the man should not go free. 

Wishing to be primi inter pares and not solitary despots, the higher 
aristocracy merged imperceptibly into the country gentry. The 
Marquis of Buckingham in his white pillared palace at Stowe was 
only the first gendeman in Buckinghamshite, the social equal if 
political superior of the Vemeys, Chetwodes, Drakes, Purefoys and 
other humbler squires. They went to the same schools, sat round 
the same convivial tables, rode together in the hunting field and took 
counsel with one another at Quarter Sessions. In each femily the 
elder son was the independent lord of his own little world whether 
it was a couple of thousand homely acres or a broad province such as 
feU to the lot of a Htzwilliam or a Northumberland. The younger 
sons and their younger sons after them quickly shaded off into the Eeral body of lawyers and detgymen. Navy and Army officers, 

kers and merchants. Proud blood and breeding flowed in a 
broad unimpeded current through the nation’s veins. 

So did the desire to live well: to dine and hunt and lord it like an 
elder son. The English, despite inequalities of wealth and status, 
preserved a remarkable unity of sodal purpose. Even in their most 
snobbish occasions—and in their veneration for the “ quality ” they 
were snobs to a man—there was something of a family atmosphere. 
On the Continent, where noble blood was a fetish and caste a 
horizontal dividing line, a nobleman’s house tended to be a vast 
barracks rising out of a desert and set against a cowed baedeground of 
miserable hoveb in which ragged creatures of a different spedes 
Hved an animal, sovilc existence. But in England even the cosdiest 
mansion soon mellowed into something cosy and homdy: more 
modest, more human than anything dr^med of by Polish count or 
German baron. French princes «id prince^ at Versailles buflt 
themselves sham cottages in their grounds and dressed as shep¬ 
herds and shepherdesses to feed mrir statycd palates ..on jEliOja^y 
pleasures: in England simplicity, with aturdly nuejj md blrbad 
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bucolic joke, was never far off. The cottage, snug and thatched with 
its porch, oven and tank and its garden warm with peonies and 
rambler roses, stood four-square against the mansion gates. In 
The Deserted Village Goldsmith, by describing what sweet Auburn 
had been before the east wind of enclosure struck its Christian 
polity, idealised yet painted from a still living model the English 
hamlet as our forebears knew it. It was something common to 
England alone: 

“ How often have I loitered o’er day green. 
Where humble happiness endeared each scene I 
How often have I paused on cvety charm, 
The sheltered cot, the cultivated farm. 
The never-frihng brook, the busy mill, 
The decent church that topped the neighbouring hill. 
The hawthorn bush, with seats beneath the shade, 
For talking age and whispering lovers made.” 

The thing that first struck foreigners about England was its look 
of pro^rity. “As always,” wrote the young Comte de la Roche¬ 
foucauld of a Norfolk journey in 1784, “I admired the way in which 
in all these little villages the bouses are clean and have an appearance 
of cosiness in which outs in JEratlce arc lacking. There is some 
indefinable quality about the arrangement of these houses which 
makes them app^ better than they actually are.” The English 
perpetually emulated the good living of their richer neighbours. 
The larger farmers rode three or four times a week with the squire’s 
harriers, kept a decanter of wine on the sideboard to impress 
strangers, and a neat parlour wainscoted in oak and furnished with 
good mahogany. In the same county every weaver’s house had its 
Sower gaid^ and grandfrthet dock and a good open fire round 
which on winter evenings rosy-faced wives and dmdren sat with 
beaming fiiccs spinning wool Houses were still cheap; a good 
cottage could be built for ^so, and ‘William and Dorothy Words- 
wqrto in 1797 were able to rent an ancient mansion in Somerset 
with a deer park for ^30 a year and live there very handsomely on 
a legacy of ^900. 

Poverty there often was and injustice—^in many casw and even 
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districts hatsh, bleak and grinding. With the coining of large-scale 
enclosure in the seventeen sixties and seventies they began to 
increase fiist, for the new methods of farming and l^nrl tenure 
brought wealth to the few but debasement and suffering to the 
many. But in 1789 the process was still comparatively young. 
Though men were everywhere being dimossessed by mysterious 
parliamentary and legal processes beyond thedr understanding of 
rights then forebears had eiyoyed, the countryside as a vmole 
retained the air of well-being msit had pervaded it for the past 
hundred years. The landless householder was still the exception 
rather than the rule. The predominant type, soon to become a 
minority, was the cottager who laboured three or four days a week 
on his richer neighbour s land and two or three on his own, who 
worked & loiter hours than his descendant to-day but did so with 
a freedom of method now unknown. He still regarded the larger 
farmer who was beginning to be his employer as an equal: had 
lived in his house in m bacmelor days as an unmarried frrm servant, 
had perhat» aspired to his daughter, and had shared his bread and 
cheese at w long oaken board and drunk his home-brewed beer or 
cider round his winter ingle-nook. In an unenclosed villas he 
farmed three or four acres of his own in the common fields, hmdiog 
them by a tenure—a copyhold or perhaps a lease for the longest 
survivor of three or more livcs—wmch made him something more 
than a cap-touching tenant dependent on another man’s will and 
gave him social rights founded on the needs and affections of human 
nature. 

Such men could afford to feel independent: they were. “ If you 
offer them work,” wrote an improving farmer, “ mey will tell you 
that they must go to look up their sh^, cut fimes, get their cow 
out of the pound or, perhaps, say that they must take their horse 
to be shod that he may carry th^ to the norse-tace or a cricket- 
match.” It was, indeed, this independence ^ that caused their better- 
to-do neighbours to disregard them in their attempt to enlarge their 

^ The great agricultural innovator, Jethro Tull of Hungetford, oomplained 
that aerioiH farming waa often made tmpoaaible rite independence and 
exoeaaive conservatiam of the English peasant. “ The deflectian of labourers 
is 8U<h that few gendemen can raep their lands in their own hands but.let 
rtv»m for a little to tenants who can bear to be insulted, assaulted, kicked, 
cu^d and Bridewelled with more patience than eenriemen are provided 
with. . , . It were more easy to teach, the beasts or the field titan to drive 
the ]^oU|^hman out of his way."—Hor«-H<rt(gk*«sr Hutbaadry (1731).. 
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own freedom by opeming new avenues to wealth. The tragedy of the 
enclosures is not ^t they changed the older basis of farming and 
land tenure, which was ilt-suited to the needs of a growing country, 
but that they did so without making provision for that continuing 
stake in die soil for the majority which had made the English a 
nation of freemen. When the Parliamentary Commissioners offered 
a poor commoner a few years’ purchase for his hereditary rights of 
grazing and tntfing, they were depriving unborn generations of 
uieir economic liberty. This was forgotten by a vigorous gentry 
exercising untrammelled Wislative power in Parliament and 
possessed by an enlightened if selfish desire not only to enrich (hem- 
selves but to improve on the wasteful and obstructionist frrming 
methods of the past In their impatience they overlooked the feet 
that freedom—their own most prized privilege—generally appears 
iuefEcient in the short run. 

At George Ill’s accession half the cultivated land of England was 
stfil frumed on the old open-fidd system. But during the last 
forty years of the century, nearly three million acres were sulgected 
to Endosurc Acts and at an ever-accclcratiiig rate. The shadow of 
an acquisitive society was feUiM fest on the old world of status 
and inalienable peasant right The loss in general social prosperity 
of an raidoscd village was as marked as the ground landlord’s gain 
in firecing his land from antiquated restrictions. In the former, 
fenns were few and large. In the latter, the small firmer still pre¬ 
dominated. In one typical enclosed village the labourer’s wages 
had droijpcd to 7/- a week and poor rates had risen to 5/a in ihe 
pound: in an unenclosed village a few miles away a labourer could 
cam from 1/3 to 1/6 a day at piece rat« as well as (he perquisites—\ 
butter, eggs, cheese, milk, poultry and fud—ofiiis common rights, 
while poor rates were only 3/4,^ 

In (he decade before the start of the great wars the new rural 
poverty had still ifot banish^ good living firom a great Snd perhaps 
the greater part of rural England. Coming' home through Hamp¬ 
shire after foreign travel, George Rose in 1783 sou^t refuge from 
a showCr in a small poblio-faouse, “ the extreme neame^ of which I 
could not help contrasting with the dirt and inconvenience of the 

’ Tbe companion is taken from the North Budonghainahire villases of 
wmsiow, Molosefi in 1^766, and M^d’s Morton, atill unenclosed in tiioo. 
—Fxemande, 1, 33. 
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houses by the roads on the Continent, The parlour in which the 
family were going to sit down to dinner was as clean and neat as 
possible; and on the table were a nice piece of roasted beef and a 
plum pudding—articles I had not seen for a long time.” He would 
have seen them at the same hour in the corresponding place in most 
English parishes. ^ 

For, though decline and decay had set in, the average eighteenth- 
century vill^e had not yet become i rigid community whh a 
sprinkling of gentry and tenant farmers and a mass of landless 
labourers. It was still a little microcosm of the greater England 
of which it was a part, whose members included every sodaTtype 
from the squire who administered the law to the barber who cuppM 
veins and drew the rustic tooth. Here was the blacksmith \raosc 
smithy was at once the ironmongery of the community and the 
wayside repair-station of an equestrian age, the wheelwright with 
his cunning craft, the clockmaker, the twbr seeking orders from, 
door to door, the upholsterer, glazier, miller, cohbler, &rrier, 
maltster, reddleman and tranter. Arthur Young, writing in 1789, 
enumerated in a Norfolk parish of 231 i^milua 38 humandrnen, 
26 spinners, 12 farmers, X2 publicans, 8 carpenters, with a total of 
37 difFerent classes of employment. Here was a closely-associated 
community rich in diversity, and because in diversity in vital and 
sdf-renewing life. 

Such employments were intricatdy interwoven, nic farrier, the 
miller and the maltster generally also hdd or rented ferms; each 
village craftsman had his garden and, in an unenclosed village, his 
hol^g in the common fidds. Few were solely dependent on their 
craft. The rustic world, by geographical measure, was narrow, but 
there was choice in it. In many counties a subsidiary fonn of 
employment was afiorded by the doth industry, then scattered 
throvghout the rural counties of Norfolk, Sufelk, Yorkshire, 
LancaSute, Gloucestershire, Wiltshire, Somerset and Devon. Like 
other local crafts such as the cottar lace industry and straw plaiting 
of Buckinghamshire, it afibrded domestic occupation and employ¬ 
ment not mily to rnetn, but to women and children, endowing every 
member of the family with a measure of independence. The wealth 
thus acquired and diffused, as Wilberforce said, was not, obtained at 
the expeoK of dppiestic bappiness but in the employment ojf it., Such, 
trades had dieir ups and oqwns, and with die rapid expahsipn of 
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machinery it was soon to be mostly downs. But in the last decade 
before the great war, the weavers of the North Cotmtry were doing 
well, often employing journeymen and apprentices in addition to 
their families. The new mechanical spinning firames gave them 
cheap and plentiful supplies of yam. They enjoyed well-fumishcd 
dweUin® bright with clocks, prints, mahogany furniture and 
Stafibrdshire ware, and plenty of butcher’s meat, oatmeal and 
potatoes cooked as only the housewives of the North know how. 

Good fate was still regarded as the Englishman’s birthright. 
In many counties a gallon of beer a day was not thought an excessive 
allowance for a working man. Men still lived on the fresh fruits of 
the earth they tilled; the germ of the wheat remained in the bread, 
the waste of man and beast went back into the soil and the healthy 
cyde of nature was unbroken. Every substantial cottage had its 
ratebes of home-cured bacon hanging from the smoW beam and its 
copper for brewing ale. Eg«, geese, poultry and rabWts abounded, 
though the wild game whicn in earlier days had come easily to the 
peasant’s pot was disappearing with enclosures and the mowing 
passion or the rich for me chase. But although a term was being set 
to all this prosperity and a stormier horizon lay in the padi of the 
poor, the age ca comparative rustic plenty lingered into the ’eighties 
of the Hanoverian century. Rochefoucauld in 1784. noted bow 
much greater the consumption of meat was in England than in any 
other country and even claimed that in East Anglia the labourer 
enjoyed butener’s meat every day.^ This was almost certainly an 
exaggeration: but in France suai a claim would have seemed 
fantastic. 

How much well-to-do folk contrived to eat staggers the modern 
imagination. With transport still predominantly dependent on the 
beast and the soft cart-4radc, the bulk of what was raised could only 
be consumed locally. Every place and season had its own peculiar 
delicadcs.- Our stout forcbw, reckless of pot-belly and rubicund 
countenance, took cate diat dicy were not wasted, “ My dinner {I 
love to repeat good ones),” wrote John Byng over his slippered ease 
in his inn at nightfrll, "consisted of ^itchcock'd roasted 
pidgeons, a loyn of pork roasted, wifo tarts, jellies and custards." 

^ On one of Coke of Holkhem's £amu he was told that the harvesteta had 
meat three timea a day and aa innoh amall beer aa they could drink,— 
joueaHl4,130. 
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Woodforde, a Norfolk panon -with a modest living, entertained his 
neighbours to such fere as “ fish and oyster sauce, a mce piece of 
boiled beef, a fine neck of pork roasted and apple sauce, some hashed 
turkey, mutton stakes, salad, etc., a wild duti roasted, liied rabbits, 
a plumb pudding and some tablets, desert, some olives, nuts, al¬ 
monds and raisins and apples.” “ The whole company,” he added 
apologetically, “ was pleaW with their dinner, and considering we 
had not above three hours’ notice of their coming, we did very well 
in that short time.” Nor was such feasting confined to the days 
when the good parson entertained. He and his niece Nancy, and 
one can be sure bis domestics below stairs, did themselves almost 
equally well on ordinary days. “ We returned home about three 
o’clock to dinner. Dinner tc^ay boiled chicken and a pig’s fece, a 
bullock’s heart roasted and a rich plumb pudding.” SinaS wonder 
that Nancy sometimes felt iU of an afternoon “ with a pain within 
her, blown up as if poisoned the panon was forced to com¬ 
plain after a somewhat restless night “ mince pie rose oft"; and 
that itinerant Torrington after his inn fete found himself so firc- 
quendy battling—^with true fiiglish stubbornness—against post¬ 
prandial sliunbei. 

They drank as deep: even when it was only tea. JMiss Burney’s 
mother once made Dr. Johnson twenty-one cups in succession. 
After dinner, hotdes of spirits of various kinds—brandy, rum, shrub 
—amoved in ceaseless procession round the table. At Squire Gray’s— 
“ a fine jolly old sportsman ”—die doth was not oeared until a 
botde ofport had been laid down before a mighty silver fox’s head, 
out of which the squire filled a bumper and drank to fox-hunting 
preparatory to passing it about.* Parson Woodforde did not scruple 
to entertain five fcUow-clereymcn with eight botdes of port and 
one of Madeira besides arrack punch, beer and dder. 

It was the hallmark of your true Englishman that he ” loved his 
can of flip.” In London done there were more than five thousand 
licensed houses within the Bills of Mortality, From the Royal 
Family to the pooc labourer ” being in beer ”—a state so habitual 
that it was ordmarily bdd to excuse almost any excess *—tihere was 

‘ Z^ort, 1,17, 
* Mr. Newtan, Secretary of the Royal Academy, dining with some fidends 

in Somerset and being “ a little affected by liquor," found his coadunan 
and footmen mudi more so, so put them into the carriage and himself 
mounted the coachbox,—Fomston, I, 
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a general contempt for heeltaps: the King’s sailor son, the Duke of 
Cwfence, wlicnevcr one of ms guests stopped drinking, would call 
out, “ I sec some daylight in that glass, sir: banish it.” ” We made 
him welcome,” wrote Ramblin’Jack of the fb’c’sle, ** as all English- 
men do tiieir friends, damnabell Drunk, and saw him safe home to 
Dean’s Square, Ratdife way.”^ Even the livestock on occasion 
seemed to par^c of the national passion; a clergyman noted how 
two of his pi^, drinking some of ie beer ground out of one of his 
homc-breWed barrels, got so drunk that they were not able to 
stand and remained lie dead things all night: “ I never saw pigi 
so drunk in my life,” 

Poreigtten, less blessed with picnw, were profoundly impressed, 
if sometimes a little ^palled. All t^ exuberant grossness seemed 
part of the genius or England: these robust islanders, with their 
guzaling and swilling, were like so many pieces of animated roast 
Mcf with their Veins full of ale. It appear^ a point of pride wiA 
them—a mark of theif superiority to other starveling nations—to 
fill themselves op. A farmer at the Wheel at Haddngton Fen ate for 
a wager two dozen penny mutton pies and drank half a gallon of 
ale in half an hour: then, remarkitig that he bad had but a scanty 
sapper, went <hi for the sheer lote or the thing and consumed a 30. 
loafi a pound of cheese and a leg of pork, “ Sir,” said the great Dr. 
Johnson, the very embodiment of Er^Iand, " I mind my belly very 
studiously, for 1 look u^n it that he who 'Will not mind his belly 
will scaredy mind anything ebe.” 

The foundation of this good livn^ was lie wealth of the English 
sofl- Few countries Were more blest by nature: in none had nature 
been turned to such advantage by the cultivator. Since the 
Revolutionary setdement a succession of remarkable men— 
aristocrats, hedge squires and farmers—had devoted their lives to 
the improvement of crops and livestock. Bakeweh’s new breed of 
Leicester sheep id. the 'sixties and ’seventies were said to have given 
his country two pounds of mutton where she had one before. In 
1776 young Thomas Coke began his great work of transforming the 
Holkham estate firom a sandy desert into the agricultural Mecca of 
Europe. 

It was due to such efibrts that England in the grim years ahead 
* Ramblin' Jack (ed. R. R. BelUntiy), *04. 
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was able to sustain tbe long burden of blockade and feed her 
industrial population. 

In the two decades before the war with revolutionary France 
farming was the first hobby of educated Englishmen. From tbe 
King—“ Varmer George ”—who contributed to the Agriadlwral 
Magazine under the pseudonym of Robinson and carried a copy of 
Aruiur Young’s Forme/s Letters on all his journeys—to Parson 
Woodforde, who recorded daily his horticultural activities and his 
observations on the weather, the pursuit of husbandry gripped their 
eminendy practical minds. Great lords would pay ^400 or more for 
the hire of one of Mr. Bakewell’s rams, and yeomen would club 
together to establish cart-horse and ploughing tests. The country 
gentleman who did not look after his estate lost as much caste as be 
who shirked his fences in the hunting field. Practical, hardy, realist, 
the landowners of England were a source of astonishment to their 
Continental neighbours, who did not know at which to wonder 
more: aristocratic absorption in clovers and fiit catdfi or the intelli¬ 
gence with which farmen and peasants, who abroad would have 
been regarded as no better than beasts of burden, conversed on the 
principle of their calling.^ 

This common passion had one important political consequence. 
It helped to unify the nation and, by accustoming men of all classes 
to act together, gave them cohesion in time of triS. It made not for 
theoretical but for practical equality. It was one of the influences 
that constandy tempered the aristocratic government of the country. 
Too many currents of robust popular air broke in on the senate 
and salons of eighteenth-century England for the atmoq>hcre to 
remain hot-house. ; 

They blew not only from the field, but from the jury4>ox, tbe 
lutings and the counting-house. In this land of paradox a lord 
might find his right to lams or goods questioned by process of law 

* “ Captain Fremantle drove me in hia gig to see Mr. Wenar‘* fenn and 
hia famous fat oxen for -which he every year gets two or three 4»' wra 
not at home, but his daughter as fat as the cattle, tho* a civil girl, did the 
honours' of the mansion which is a -wry sn«^ hstlf-rulned bouse—she 
shotved me the fat beasts which are fed some on oil esfee and some on turnips,, 
tod look like elephants. , It k only hi this counW that one inay see a'than 
like Mr. Wenar, who ia vwited and courted by Dukes and Peets, dines; a*' 
thto table, and reUima iheit dinners, and all thia because hd can :^ttm oton 
better than his .brethren, the other Armen. A Oerman 'Battin ooitld hunny 
believe this,”—PPjWM DtttfM#,'HI, yat. 
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in conrts where the final word lay with tlie decision of twelve 
feUow-coimtrymen chosen firom the general body of die nation. 
Strong though the opportunitica of blood were, there was no pro¬ 
fession to which a man of hiunble birth might not aspire. Dr. 
Moore, Archbishop of Canterbury firom 1783 to 1805, was the son 
of a grazier; Lord Eldon, Lord Chancellor with one brief break 
from 1801 to 1827, the son of a coal-factor s ^prentice. 

The way these strange islanders chose tneir rulers outraged 
alike foreign prgudice and logical formulas. An English election 
had to be seen to be believed. It was not that the political constitu¬ 
tion of the country was democratic; it was on die face of it over¬ 
whelmingly aristocratic. The House of Lords was hereditary. 
Of 558 members of the House of Commons, 294—a majority—^werc 
returned by constituencies with less than 250 members. Many of 
the newer and larger centres of population had no representation at 
all, while an imdcr-populatcd county like Cornwall still returned a 
tenth of the English and Welsh members. 157 M.P a were nomiivated 
by 84 local proprietors, mosdy peers, and 150 more on tbe recom¬ 
mendation of another 70. 

Yet the curious feet remained that the English parliaments of 
the eigbteendi century represented not inaccurately the trend of 
populM political feeling. Not all the power and bribery of a few 
great lords, who regarded the Whig rm of England as somcthii^ 
permanendy ordained by heaven, could prevent the younger Pitt 
from carrying the country against the prevailing parliamentary 
majority in the famous .elecdon of 1784. The effect of corruption, 
openly acknowledged and shamelessly displayed, largely cancelled 
itself out. Those who sought entry to Pwli^ent, bei^ English, 
were individualists to a man. They were thetc for their careers or 
local prestige, or out of a sense of personal duty. They were seldom 
much interested in abstract ideas nor indined to press them to 
inhuman eirtrmes. They were often childishly sensitive to what 
their fellow-countrymen—and particularly toeit neighbours— 
thought of them. The very illogicality of the elcctom system 
inclined them to bow to any unmistakable expression of public 
opinion; unlike both ideologicai despots and the representatives of 
a more rational democracy, diey felt the intellectual wealmess of 
their position and claimed no sanctity for their point of view. 

An example of this was the regard paid to county as opposed to 
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borougk elections. The 92 Knights of the Shire -were the ^litc of the 
House and carried fat more weight than coidd be explained by their 
numbers. When they were united—an events however, which only 
happened in a time of national emergency—^no government could 
long withstand their opposition. This was because their election by 
forty-shilling freeholders gave them a real right to speak for 
England: they represented the substance of her dominant interest 
and industry. They were no placemen or carpeti-baggers but 
independent gentlemen openly competing with their equ2s for the 
suffrages of their neighbours—of those, that is, best fitted to judge 
tiheir character and stewardship. Before a county election sturdy 
frediolders rode into the shire town firom every side to heat meeches 
fi;om the rival candidates, to be canvassed by them in market hall 
and street, to march in bannered and cockaaed processions behind 
bands of music, and to eat and ddhk at their expaise in the leading 
inns and taverns. The most important of all county elections— 
because it represented 'the largest constituency—was diat of the 
great province of Yorkshire; on the result of this the eyes of 
Ministers and even of European statesmen were fixed. 

In such contests, and even in those of the close borough, there 
was a wealth of homely plain speakmg and even homelier conduct. 
The candidates, however splendid tii^ lineage and estates, had to 
take their turn of lampoons, brutal jests and rotten eggs and run 
the gauntlet of a fighting, drunken, cheering, jeering crowd before 
they could hope to enter the portals of Westminster. One did not 
have to be an alderman or an hereditary burgess or even a forty¬ 
shilling fiecholdcr to fiing a dead cat at the hustings. The right to 
do so during an election was regarded as an inaliei^le privil«e of 
every Englishman: the only check the rig^t of every other subject 
to return the compliment At the Wycombe election in 1794 Lord 
Wycombe was thrown down in the mud and Squire Dasbwood, 
another candidate, lost his hat and almost his lifo. " Elections ate 
certainly of some use,” wrote radical John Byng, “ as affording 
lessons of humility and civility to a proud lord and a steeped lord- 
Ung.” 

The rowdiest of all elections was that of Westminster. Here, by 
one of the incalculable illogicalities of the English constitution, 
something approaching manhood suffrage prevailed. Every, adult 
male with hu own doorway and a fircpl^ on which to Iwsil his pot 
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had the right to record his vote. Like Yorkshire Westminster was 
regarded by statesmen as a political test: in its noisy humours—^its 
riots, its surffed effigies, its grand ladies cajoling porters and dray¬ 
men with kisses—one could feel the pulse of England. 

But perliaps the most startling manifestation of English licence 
was the power of the mob. Engund had no police force, and it was 
regarded as a Tnarlc of effemiaatc namby-pambyism to wish there to ' 
be one. Facing a mob was like feemg a fence or standing up to an 
enemy in the ring; a thing a gentleman took in his stride. <3ne did 
it widi courage and good humour, and then the monster—which, 
being English itself, respected courage and good nature—did no 
great harm. True in 1780 the London mob surrounded the Houses of 
Parhament, took drunken control of the capital for four days and 
burnt about a tenth of it down. But even this excess was regarded 
as part of the price of popular freedom. And in its crude, barbarous 
way the mob did—under guidance—act as a kind of roi^h watch¬ 
dog of the nadouai liberties and even, on occasion, of morality. 
Thus, when the House of Commons in its dislike of the disrroutablc 
John Wilkes outraged the principles of freedom of choice and speedr 
which it was its duty to uphold, it was the constancy of the mob to 
the cause wbidi hao. brought Straffijid to the scaffiold that shamed 
and finally defeated the Mvocates of despotism. And when an 
aspiring li^y of the frail sisbuhood buried her cat in hallowed 
ground, it was not a dignitary of tire church but the hand of the 
London mob which rebuked her, noisily dinging the corpse back 
through her window within two hours of its interment. 

Liberty outside Parliament was reflected by liberty within. For 
all the power of'the great nominating lords and borougb-mongers 
and the allurements of the Treasury, there were more mdepenefent 
members in the House than is possible under the rigid Party 
machinery of tp-day. In a major issue it was not the Whips but 
men’s consdcnces tfeit turned the scale in the lobbies. Minorities 
could make themselves felt. A great speech could stiU decide a 
hard-fought debate: members were not the tied advocates of parti¬ 
cular interests obeying mandates issued in advance. They gave theit 
constituents not so mtich rigid obedience as unfettered judgment. 

Nor did the complexion of the House'discount the rise oftalent. 
Within its narrow range the old parliamentary system festered it. 
Again and again it recruited to the country’s service the strongest 
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motive power in the world—the force of genius ontxammcUed by 
the rule of mediocrity. A young man of brilliance, who had the 
good fortune to attract the notice of some great peer, might be set 
on the high road to the Front Bench at an age when his counterpart 
to-day is laboriously overloading his brain and memory to satisjEy 
the Civil Service Commissioners. Pitt with £300 a year was Prime 
Minister at twenty-four. Probably at no other time in British 
history could Edmund Burke, a man of genius without any of the 
arts of the demagogue and lacking bom birth and independent 
fortune, have berame a lifelong legislator. like Macatmy and 
Gladstone after him, he entered Parliament by fbe hack door of a 
rotten borough and a discerning aristocrat’s approval 

Behind every Engfeh exercise of hberty was ihe underlying 
conception of law. It was because the law was there, guaranteeing 
the freedom of every man against every other, that die English were 
able to allow and t^e so much licence. The law did not coerce a 
man from acting as he pleased: it pnlv afforded rcdfcss to others 
if in doing so he outraged their rightfiu liberty or the peace of the 
community. Every man could appeal to the law: no man could 
legally evade it Not even the Bang: perhaps it would be truest to 
say in the eighteenth, century, least of all the Kjng. The squire 
who rebuked George HI—a very popular monarch—for trespassing 
oh his land became a national legend. 

In England there was no droit adininiftratif: no sacred principle 
of state with which to crush the cantankerous subject The official 
had to produce the warrant of law to justify his every action. If he 
Cxceedw his authority, whatever his motives, be suffered the same 
penalty as though he had acted as a piiyate dtizoji. There was no 
escape from the law: it was like divine retribution and might over¬ 
take the transgressor at any moment of his life. Joseph Wall, for all 
his fine connections, was hanged at Newgate in front of a cheering 
mob for having twenty years before, while, Governor of Goree, 
sentenced a mutinous sergeant to an tmlawfiil flogging that caused 
death. 

Trial by law was conducted in public. Judges appointed fot 
life and were irremovable save for gross rniwonduct. Issues of 6ct 
•were decided by a juty of common drizens. Any man arrested coqld 
apply to the (Courts fw .joi ipuPediate yrat .of Hdhof. Cprpiwdplli^ 
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on his custodian to show legal cause why he should be detained. 
In all doubtful cases the prisoner was given the benefit of die doubt 
and acquitted. These were the main pillars of English justice, 
together with an unpaid magistracy of local worthies, the absence 
of a paid constabulary and a traditional distrust of the standing 
army which was always kept by Parliament—alone capable of 
voting funds for its maintenance—at the lowest strength compatible 
with national safety, and often a good deal lower. The duties of 
police were performed by the general body of dtiaens serving in 
turn as constables on a compulsory parish rota or paying substitutes 
to deputise for them during their year of office. In tnc £rger towns 
this andent system had long broken down. But the national distrust 
of despotism long made reform impossible.^ 

There was another prindple of freedom scrupulously honoured 
in England. It was the legal sanctity of property. It was individual 
ownership, it was held, that enabled a man to defy excessive 
authority. Without a competence of his own to &11 back on the 
subject could be bribed or intimidated: a John Hampden without 
an estate seemed impracticable to the Bnghsh mind.* The guardians 
of English liberty were the gentlemen of England whose hereditary 
independence protected th^ from the threats and guiles of des¬ 
potism. They were tyrant-proof. That men might be rendered 
servile throum wealth as well as ^ough poverty had not yet 
dawned on them. 

Any interference with a man’s property by the State was regarded 
as pernicious. Freemen were supposra to be firee to do as they liked 
with their own. Taxation had, therefore, to be kept as low as 
possible and the extent of a man’s contnbution to the upkeep of the 
State left wherever practicable to his own choice. " No taxation 
without representation ” was the oldest battle-cry in the armoury of 

^ In London a small patrol of less than ££17 mounted men was maintained 
to guard its highwayman-infested approaches, while a handful of professional 
Bow Street Runners—popularly known as ” redbreasts ” bn account of their 
scarlet waistwata—occasionally patrolled the more lawless districts. For the 
rest the public order of the capital'was left to die medieval constables of the 
parishes assisted by a race of venerable watchmen or " Charlies ” with 
traditional staSs, lanterns and rattlea. 

* ’This was also the belief of the great libertarian pioneers of the United 
Statee. To Washington and Jefferson property and democracy wore synony¬ 
mous : their ideal was the small freeholder scorning all tyrants, political and 
economio, and dispensing almost with government itself. 
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English freedom: it dominated the whole constitution. Those 
assembled in Parliament did not represent numbers but property: 
the greater landowners in the House of Lords, the lesser in 
Commons, side by side with the burgesses who represented the 
nation’s mercantile interest. 

Such an assembly Was naturally tender to the taxpayer and 
unsympathetic to the Executive. In the seventeenth century it had 
made government virtually impossible, and England had only been 
saved from a second civil war by vesting the King’s executive power 
in a Cabinet of Ministers who commanded the support of a m^ority 
in the House of Commons. But though the emenses of government 
steadily rose with the growing complexity of civilisation, taxation 
continued to be kept as Tow as possible. Direct taxation was regarded 
as repugnant to ^glish principles both on account of its com¬ 
pulsion and of the odious power of inquisition it involved. The 
taxpayer was given the option of dedining to purchase the taxed 
article and so of avoiding the tax. For this reason many antiquated 
tariff barriers which wotud otherwise have been swept away in the 
rising tide of firce trade were retained for revenue purposes. Any¬ 
thing which infiinged what an eighteenth-century correspondent 
called “ the sweet majesty of private life ” was disrouraged. 

Because of this, administration and Justice were supported more 
cheaply than in any other country of equivalent size and importance 
in Europe. The cost of administration in Pnsssia was twice as much, 
in France many times that of Britain. The chief dvil expenses were 
the anccures and pensions which the ruling aristocracy, usurping 
the former perquisites of the Court, lavished on their rations ana 
supporters. The Army was pared to the bone: so in time of peace 
was the Navy, especially in the matter of seamen’s pay. Yet economy 
on the Navy was at least kept within limits, for two centuries of 
experience had taught the English that their commercial wealth 
depended on their fleet. 

««■••••* 

For more than a century and a half trade had played an increasing 
part in the direction of English policy. Commerce was the activity 
by which younger sons and their progeny sought to raise themsdves 
to the same standard of wealth and ind^endence enjoyed by their 
elder brothers. The richer the latter under entail and prunogeoitur^ 
the greater became the desire to emulate them. 
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The development of British commerce during the eighteenth 
century was immense. Population was rising, and the luxuries of 
one generation became the necessities of the next. In 1720 the value 
of British imports was just over ^^6,000,000. By 1760 it was nearly 
j{]io,ooo,ooo, by 1789 over ^37,000,000. During these years tea, 
coffee and West Indian sugar became part of the staple dietary of the 
people. Everything conspired to further this process: natural 
health and vigour, free institutions, aptitude for seamanship and 
colonisation and a unique geographical position. 

It brought the British a great Empire, acquired not by any 
flesigti of imperial conquest but through the individual’s search 
for trade. The fight to maintain it against their rivals, the French, 
placed tliem in the middle years of the century on a pinnacle of 
unprecedented glory. Under the leadership of the elder Pitt, they 
gained supremacy in India and a new dominion in Canada, 

Before Clive’s victory at Plassey in 1757 the British had only been 
casual {actors trading mom isolated coastal ports in the anarchical 
Indian peninsula by precarious leave of native princes and in armed 
rivalry with other European trading companies. But in the second 
half of the century the India Company of London found itself 
administering possessions many times the size of England. At 
first it merely regarded this unlooked-for dominion as a windfeU for 
its Actors and shareholders: the imagination of Leadcnhall Street 
could stretdr no further. 

It was not only in India that a race of sober farmers and shop¬ 
keepers failed to visualise the magnitude of their opportunity. 
Along the eastern seaboard of North America, now fireed from fear 
of French ^ression by the conquest of Canada, lived two million 
British setders. These a patronising Court and Parliament treated 
as if they lacked the stubborn independence of their kinsfolk at 
home. The result was a quarrel, persisted in with all the ferocious 
obstinacy and moral rectitude of the race until no alternatives 
remained but either a systematic conquest of the colonics by British 
soldicn or the end of me inmetial connection. 

The issue was still undedded when Britain’s outdistanced com¬ 
petitors in the race for empire seized their opportunity for revenge. 
France, Spain, and Holland—^the three chief maritime powers of 
the Continent—supported by Russia, Sweden, and Denmark, 
joined hands with me colonists. With her fleets outnumbered and 
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her finances in ruin, Britain seemed beaten. Then the brilliance 
of her seamen and the stubborn defence of Gibraltar turned the 
scale. A disastrous war dwindled away into stalemate. The British 
faced the facts and in 1783 made peace. Their former colonics 
became the United States of America. 

But unpcrccived by the islanders, who thought their imperial 
heritage lost for ever,^ the process which had made the first empire 
continued, and at an accelerated pace. What had happened before 
happened again. In every comer of the world where ships could 
sail appeared enterprisiag Britons, begging concessions, planting 
factories and on occasion hoisting the imperial fiag as a protection 
for their ventures. No sooner, in die poet Cowper s phrase, had the 
jewel been picked fi:om England’s crown, than new jewels blazed in 
the empty sockets. Within five years of the final loss of the American 
colonies, Captain Phillip had established the first British setdement 
on the Continent of Australia. An even vaster new Britain in 
America took embryonic shape amid the snows of Canada where 
140,000 defeated French, <5o,ooo migrant loyalists firom the United 
States and a few thousand rough Scottish emigrants contrived to 
live together under King George's writ. Elsewhere a chain of fiirts, 
naval ^es and sugar and spice islands continued to afibrd the 
traders of Britain springboard of opportunity. 

For the moment the drief imperid field for the aspirant to wealth 
was India, which was beginning to take the place of the West Indies. 
From this oriental El Dorado flowed an ever-widening sueam of 
spices, indigo, ivory, sugar, tea, ebony, sandalwood, salqictte, 
cotton, silks and calicoes, and fitbulously rich merchants who bought 
up Englislr estates and rotten boroughs, married their children into 
the aristocracy and received firom ^it less fortunate countrymen 
the envious name of nabob. It was due to them that Britain first 
became conscious of its eastern possession and began to assume a 
direct responsibility for its government. The India Act of 1784, 
subordinating the political power of the Directors of the East India 
Company to a Board of Ckmtrol appointed by the Crown, and the 
impeachment of Warren Hastings in 1787 were symptoms of this 
new interest, half-humanitarian and half-imperial. 

■ •*»*««« 

' Parliament in ha gloom abolkhad the tiiird Secretaryship of Stam i&n 
^the Colomoa) and the Board of Trade.—CJELB.E. II, 1, 
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The commercial aptitude of the nation peroetually modified its 
habits. It was not only to be seen in die spread of new luxuries into 
farm and cottage^ and the splendour of the metropolis, an 
dghteenth-century imperial Rome whose red brick houses marched 
in shapely ranks under the dome of St. Paul’s, with its dazzling 
shops—“ drapers, stationers, confectioners, printseUers, hosiers, 
fruiterers, china-sellers, one close to another without intermission, 
a shop to every house, street after street and mile after mile.” The 
race was setting out on its long trek firom country to town. Already 
London had more than three-quarters of a million inhabitants with 
a circuit of twenty miles from Millbank in die west to Limchousc 
and Poplar hamlet in the east and from Islington in the north to 
Newington in the south.® Elsewhere population was concentrating 
itself in urban entities of a kind unknown to die dvic culture 
of the past. By 1790 Manchester had 80,000 inhabitants, Liverpool 
and BirminghMn over 70,000 and Leeds 50,000. The population of 
Lancashire, hitherto one of the most barren areas of England, had 
grown to <500,000. 

For here on that humid western slope of England an industry 
had arisen to rival the dodi trade of Yorkshire. It had grown out of 
the demand fiir the bright cotton goods of India. Raw cotton, it 
was found, could be grown with slave labour on the plantations of 
the southern American colonies. The traditional skill of Engh'sh 
spinnen and weaven and the astonishing ingenuity of British 
inventors did the rest. In 1771 Richard Arkwight, a Bolton barber, 
improving on the earlier work of the handloom weaver, Hargreaves 
of Blackburn, set up the first water-propeUed spinning fiiame in 
Derbyshire: eight years later Samuel Crompton, a Lancashire 
farmer and weaver, invented his spinning mule. These changed the 
entire nature of the industry and mtima^y of British domestic life. 
The factory with its myriad turning machines took the place of the 
cott^c spinning wheel In 1741 Britain exported ^20,000 worth of 
cotton goods; in 1790 £1,662,369 worth. 

^ Rochefoucauld (p, 23) noted that the humblest peasant had his tea twice 
8 day just like the nch man. 

* Oouvemeur Mortis i^wrted in 1790 that from the western gateway of 
Park Comei; to Chiswick villara there was an almost continuous 

suburban highway running through me Middlesex meadows and market 
gardens : “ should the peace be preserved for twenty years this overgrown 
capital would become immense.’^Morris I, 556. 
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The northern deserts with their water power and coal-seams 
became transformed. Gaunt buildings with rows of windows rose 
like giant wraiths on the wild Matlock hills and in the misty 
Lancashire valleys under the Pennincs, and aroimd them rows of 
cheerless, squalid little houses. Within a few years quiet old market 
towns like Rochdale swelled into noisy, straggling cities, filled with 
unwashed, pagan spinnen and weavers: they seemed to a Tory of 
the old school “ insolent, abandoned and drunk half the week.” 
The capital of this area, now given over to the service of Mammon, 
was the old Jacobite town of Manchester, whose new population 
huddled together in damp, stinking cellars. Its port, importing 
com and raw cotton, was upstart Liverpool, home of the West 
Indian trade and its scandalous o£pring, the slave trade, with wind¬ 
mills and warehouses full of flies, rum and sugar crowding fisr a 
mile along the northern bank of ^e Mersey. 

Farther south in a formerly wild countryside another industrial 
area was growing up round t^ coal and iron-fields of Staflbrdshire 
and north Warwickshire. This was the Black Country—by 1790 a 
land of forges, collieries and canals with grimy trees and hedges. 
The traveller, venturing into this little-trodden, Satanic region, saw 
rows of blackened hovels swarming with ragged child^, and 
instead of chotch mires tail chimneys hdehing metallic vapours 
and at night lit by flames. At its soumem extremity was Birming¬ 
ham—a squalid village afilicted with elephantiasis where “ crusty 
knaves that scud die streets in aprons seemed ever ready to exdaim, 
‘ Be busy and grow rich I ’ ” and where the head grew dfcsty with 
the hammering of presses, the dattcr of engines and the wnirling 
of wheels. Here almost every man in the cobbled streets stank of 
train oil, and many had red eyes and hair bleached green by the 
brass foundries. 

A few, miles firom. Birmingham, the “ toyshop of Europe,” lay 
the great Soho mann factory of Boulton & Watt. Here over nis t>wn 
worn lived the prinedy capitalist who in the course of thirty 
virtuous and laborious jeaxs turned the creative genius of a Scottish 
engineer, Janies Watt, into a dynamic force to refashion the vybrld. 
Here the first practical cylindrical steam-engind were placed cm the 
market, and ihanu&cturers, statramen and prinoa flocked to the 
first wonder of Europe and bi^ the commodity which all thfc w'oild' 
of Mammon needed—" power.” Such men as Bci^pon w^. 
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pioneers of a new race, serving and exploiting the needs of their 
fellow-creatures with an energy and disregard for all other objects 
that make them loom through the mists of time like Titans. John 
Horrocks, the Quaker spiimer, beginning work in a horse quarry, 
within fifteen years amassed a fortune of three-quarters of a million 
and entered Parliament as member for his native town. Josiah 
Wedgwood of Etruria, exploiting the contemporary love for the 
ceramic art, made ;(|50o,ooo out of pottery and transformed a wild 
moorland into a mve of smoking ovens trodden by thousands of 
horses and donkeys laden with panniers and by men and women 
with faces whitened with potter s powder. Far below them in the 
social scale but travelling the same adventurous road were newer 
and ever newer capitalists: dispossessed yeomen venturing their 
little all in the fierce industrial hurly-burly, or spinners earning, 
|)crhaps, 35/- a week, working what would be regarded to-day as 
mconccivahle hours ^ and denying themselves every comfort to 
purchase a mill where others should work as hard for them in 
their turn. 

Moralists deplored what was happening and in the spread of 
depravity and atheism predicted revolution. Instead of thinking of 
national well-being, statesmen and men of substance, they argued, 
were becoming obsessed with sordid considerations of profit- 
making. By 1798 there were 100,000 men and women and 60,000 
children working in the cotton mills, many of the latter indentisred 
by Poor Law Guardians to masten who treated them litde better 
than slaves. Yet the national conscience was not asleep but only 
overwhelmed by a multiplicity of new activities and openings for 
money-making. A great people, firmly hunched on the ocean of 
■untrammelled enterprise, was bound to commit errors, even crimes. 
Liberty had her economic gales as well as political. Yet die sea of 
endea'vour was wide, and it was open. There was room to correct 
mistakes: 

Pot all the while an eternal transformation was taking place. 
As popular energy, overwhelming the barriers of restriction, swept 
aviray obstructions to the free flow of trade and talent * tlw competi- 

^Som« tept themselves awake at night by singing “ Christians Awake 1 ’’ 
—^Fremantle, I, 51. 

j * popular tide that was Sowing towards complete free¬ 
dom of trade w ilh»trated by a letter writtm in 1^7 by Lord Ki^oul to 8 
young Scottish laird, Thomas Graham of ^gowan, ^tined numy years 
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tion of ruder types tended to outproduce and undersell those already 
established. The genteel merchants of Bristol, mellowed by a 
hundred years of wealth and refinement, were no match for the 
products of pushing, hungry Liverpool, whose merchant captains 
were content with a seventh of the wages paid to their haughtier 
rivals. Those who had their way to make by a natural process 
caught up and ultimately outdistanced those witli an inherited start- 
At first sight this seemw to threaten a progressive debasement of 
culture and social standards; the tough and me shover ever tending 
to shoulder out the gendeman and the fidr dealer. Yet, as one bucket 
in the well of commerce fidl, the other rose: the national passion 
for emulation constandy replanted the standards of quality in firesh 
soil; the greasy, aproned, dog-footed mechanic of one generation 
became the worthy merchant of the next. And if the process of 
cultural rise was not so quick as that of fidl, the ardsde and intellec¬ 
tual reserves of society were so vast that they could afford a good 
deal of diludon. 

For in culture England had never stood highet, not even in the 
age of Shakespeare or that of Wren and Newton. Samuel Johnson 
had died in 1784. and Goldsmith ten years earlier. But in 1790 
Reynolds, Romney, Gainsborough, Opic, Rowlandson, Stubhs and 
the young Lawrence were all painting. Cowpet, Crabbe and Blake 
were writihg poetry, BosweS was putting the last touches to the 
greatest biography in the language, and Gilmon had two years before 
finished its grandest history. Wordsworth was bom in 1770, 
Coleridge in 177a, Turner, Jane Austen and Charles Lamb in 1775, 
ConstaUe in 1776, Hazlitt in 1778, de Quinew in 1785 and Byron in 
1788. Shelley was still to be bom in 1792 and Keats in 1795. North 
of the border, where Adam Smith of Glasgow had established an 
international reputation as the first political economist of the age, 
Edinburgh was just entering upon Iict brief but glorious flowering 
pf native wit as the nortiiem Athens. Raeburn was bc^hning to 
paint, Dugald Stewart to lecture, Walter Scott was studying the 

late* to become 'WdUngton’s ri^t-haod man in Spam. “We aee by daily 
experience the fatal eSeota of pomca upon industry and tnaotifactura ; 'and 
the great towm of Birmlnghaiti, ShefiBeld and Manchester feel the aupeiior 
advantage of not sending, membera to- Parliainem, end likevrise that of not' 
being hanqieted with the fetters of the exclusive privile^ whicI^'Cecpota- 
tkma eqjoy. By these means genius has firee scope, and industry. 14' exeriil^. 
to the utmost vrithout control, check, or ^ntat^upt^bm’^--Z^|«wfo^4. . , 
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romantic lore of his coimtry and an Ayrshire ploughman, by name 
Robert Bums, bad published his first volume. And in die realm 
of sdcnce the achievements of late eighteenth-century Britain were 
equally remarkable. Joseph Black the chemist. Hunter the founder 
of scientific surgery, Priesdey the discoverer of oxygen, and Jenner 
who conquered the scourge of smallpox, are among its great names. 
It was an age of gold that had the Adam brothers as its architects, 
Cosway as its miniaturist, Hepplcwhite and Sheraton as its cabinet- 
maken. In the drawing-rooms of London and of the lovely pas¬ 
toral mansions diat looked out on to the dreaming gard^ of 
Repton and Capability Brown ^ a society moved, brocaded, white- 
stockinged and bewigged, more gracious, more subde, more 
exquisitely balanced than any seen on earth since the days of ancient 
Greece. 

Yet this society was governed by no fixed and absolute laws, 
confined by no insurmountable barriers. Under its delicate polish 
lay a heart of stout and, as the event was to prove, impenetrable oak. 
Its people were tough to the core. “ I shall be conquered, I will 
not capitulate,” cried Dr. Johnson as he wrestled with death, guiding 
the surgeon’s blade with his own hand. The Duke of Poruand at 
68 underwent an operation for the stone and was seven minutes 
under the knife without a murmur. Diminutive Jacob Bryant, the 
great classical antiquary, asked by his sovereign what branch of 
activity he was most noted for at Eton, answered to the astonish¬ 
ment ofhis auditor: " CudgehiDg, sir, I was most femous for that.” 
Young girls wore sticks of holly in their bosoms to teach them to 
hold meir heads high, old Edge of Macclesfield at 62 walked 17a 
miles in under fifiy hours for a bet; the Eiing rose daily at 4 a.m. 
and spent three hours on the govenunent cmpatch boxes before 
taking his morning ride in Windsor Park, And the common people 
were tougher, if it were possible, than their betters. At Shirley 
village in Bedfordshire the penny barber told a traveller that hie 
never used a brush since his customers, complaining of the tickling, 
preferred, to be shaved dry. 

They were fighters to a man: a race as game as the cocks they 

1 *' Ttia laying out of die ground in a natural way is carried to greater per- 
fecdon in Eng^d llian in any part of Europe. In foreign countries ... the 
taste ofgardeningis forced and unnatural. . . . They constrain and counter¬ 
act nature; w endeavour to humour and assist her."—Lord Kinooul to 
Thos. Graham, Lyiudock, 5. 
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backed in tbe crowded, stinking pits of Jewin Street and Hockdiffe. 
When challenged they fought to the deadi. " Look, you, sir,” cried 
old General Sherbrooke to a fellow-officer who had offended htin, 
“ my hands are now behind my back, and I advise you to leave the 
room before they are brought forward, for if they once are, I will 
break every bone in your bo^.” “ "Why, my litde man,” asked one 
of the East India Directors of twdve-ycar-old John Malcolm at his 
interview for a commission, “ what would you do if you met 
Hyder Ali? ” “ Cut off his heid,” came the instant reply. 

Boxing was the ffivourite pastime of the nation: all seemed 
ready at a moment’s notice to roll up their sleeves for a mill as they 
had done on the sward under the biilyard at Harrow or behind the 
church wall in the village at home. The last years of the eighteenth 
century saw the classic age of the Fancy: of John Gully and Robert 
Gregson, the Lancashire giant, Cribb and Belcher and Gentleman 
Jackson: the ringside under the open sky with its packed, demo¬ 
cratic crowd lying, squatting and kneeling around it and the top- 
hatted seconds shadowing the combatants in their shirt-sleeves. 
The young loidlings of the day were never so proud as when they 
forgathers with (heir favourite champions at 2iramer’s Hotel or 
took their lessons in the manly pastime in Gentleman Jackson’s 
rooms in Bond Street. When the Jew Mendoza on ^ril 17th, 1787, 
beat Martin in the presence of the Prince of Wales ne was brought 
back to London with lighted torches and to the sttaius of Handd's 
“ See the Conquering Hero Comes.” 

Yet in all tins brutal bruising—and in those days of gloveless, 
timeless contests a dead man sometimes lay on the sward bdbre the 
sport was done—^there was curiously little buHy^. “In Eng- 
Imd,” wrote Southey’s visiting Spaniard, “ a boxing matdi scttlk 
all (hsputes among the lower cksscs, and when it is over they shake 
hands and are mends. Another equally hcneffdal effect is the 
security to the weaker by the laws of honour which forbid all undue 
advantages; the man who should aim a blow below the waist, who 
should mck his antagonist, strike him when he is down or attempt 
to injure him after he had yielded, would be sure to experience the 
resentment of the mob who on such occasions always assemble to 
see what they call ftir play which they enforce as rigidly as the 
Knights of the Round Table and the laws of Chivalry,” * It was not 

^ Espmlia, m, zii. y.B, 
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nnfimng that this intensely individualistic, quatrelsoine and stub¬ 
born race shoidd have this rough and cqualitarian sport to even 
harsh tempers and teach the sobering lessons of defeat. 

At the neart of the English character lay a fund of kindliness. 
Though in the mass rough and often cruel, and passionately addicted 
to baAarous sports like buU-baiting and cock-fighting, they led the 
world in humanitarian endeavour. It was an Englishman who 
in the ’seventies and ’eighties, at extreme risk and personal incon¬ 
venience, travelled 50,000 visiting the putrid, typhus-ridden 
jails of Europe; and it was Englishmen who at the close of the 
century first instituted organised opposition to cruelty to children 
and animals. But nothing so well iilusttates the slow but persistent 
national impulse to mitigate inhumanity as the popular condemna^ 
tion of the slave trade. This movement ran directly counter to the 
immediate material interests of the country; it none the less steadily 
gained strength from its inception by a nandful of Quakers in the 
^xdes until at the end of the century it was espoused by the Prime 
Minister himself and the overwhelming majority of thinking 
Englishmen. 

The transatlantic slave trade had grown up to meet the needs 
of Britain's plantations in the West Indies and American colonies. 
Its headquarters was Liverpool, whose merchants imported seven- 
eighths of the negroes brought &om Afiica to America. In return 
for the slaves sold to the pmtets, diey brought back to England 
sugar, rum, cotton, coffee. Thus the whole of the country indirectly 
benefited fi^om this horrible traffic. The slaves, many of whom were 
kidnapped, were taken firom the West Afiican coast across the 
“ Miodlc Passage to the West Indies in crowded slavets, loaded 
three sbves to a ton, the poor, chained wretches being packed so 
rightly between decks that they were often forced to lie on top of 
one another. The mortality both of seamen and hiunan cargo vras 
appalling, but the smaller the consignment of slaves that arrived, 
the better the price paid for the remainder. For the laws of supply 
and demand, when allowed to find their true level, always operated 
beneficially I 

As is the way with conservative-minded people whose interests 
arc vested in an abuse, every reason was found to justify tbc con¬ 
tinuance of the traffic^ Liverpool merchants and their parliamentary 

^ Boatrell. in his Lift of Joknton went so iar as to claim that " to abolish a 
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representatives declared that, were a measure passed to regulate the 
miseries of the Middle Passive, the West Indian trade would be 
ruined, Britain’s commercial supremacy lost and the Navy be left 
denuded of trained seamen. 

Yet having once been brought to the not very observant notice 
of the British people, the slave trade was doomed. For with all its 
barbaric survivals, Britain was a land of decent folk: of men and 
women with conscience. And because of the blend of freedom with 
order in British political institutions, the dictates of that conscience, 
though slow to mature, were ultimately given efi^ Barbarous 
laws and aistoms *—men hanged in public for petty crimes, lunatic* 
chained to the wall knee-deep in verminous straw, animals tortured 
at Smithfreld and in the bull-ring—of these and their like there 
were plenty, hut they were continually being ameliorated by tire 
advancing pressure or public opinion. Gradually hut instinctivd.y 
a nation of freemen turned towards the light. That age-long 
process was the justification of their freedom. 

For by freedom the Endish meant something more than freedom 
for themselves, thou^ tney certainly meant tijat. Conventional 
and conservative in their prejudices, often thoughtlras and mentally 
laiy, they yet genuinely valued freedom for its own sake: for 
others, that is, as well as for themselves. And dieir ideal* of liberty 
was never an abstraction. It was based not on generalising but on 
measuring: on an impartial calculation of the comparative rights 
and wrongs of every individual case. Burke’s dictum, ” If I cannot 
reform with equity, I will not reform at all,” was a curiously 
English saying for an Irishman. It expressed the intensely personal 
interpretation of the national conception of freedom. 

It derived from the Christian faith acknowledged by the people* 
of all the other lands of Europe save those of the Tutk. Heretic* 

status which in aU ages God has sanctioned and man has continued, would 
not only be robbery to an innumerable claa* of our fellow aubjecta^ bat b 
would be extreme cruelty to the African sava^ies, a portion of Whom it saves 
from massacre or intolerable bondage in their own country and inttoduoea 
into a much happier state of life. ... To abolish that trade would be to 
' shut the gates of mercy on mankind.* ” Many honourable men at the time 
agreed witii him. 

* Rochefoucauld (p. 31) noted with astonishment that the aidebqards 
the most oriiitDcratio houses were furnished with chamberpots whitii* afw 
the departure of the ladies, were resorted to ftecly by the gentlemen a* tiw 
drink circulated. 
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ia Catholic eyes, backsliders io those of Geneva, the rustic English 
by the very freedom of their beliefs kept perhaps nearer to the 
Christian pattern of life than any other people. Dogma counted 
less for them than frir dealing, ritual than honesty. By their laws 
neither priest nor king had any power to constrain the individual 
conscience, for such constraint seemed to them unjust. Save for 
Holland, England was the only European country in which men 
might worship God in any way they pleased. The multiplicity 
of their beliefa was bewiloeting. A French visitor thoiwht that 
the only point in which they agreed was in every Englishman 
believing in some particular pcciuiar to himself alone. 

It was true that there was a State Church to which the majority 
of F.ngligbtnfti stiU beloi^ed and whose membership conferrea 
civic privilege. But this was regarded not so much as a religious 
matter as one of political convenience, and was pardy aimed at 
stopping clerical power from felling into the hands of those less 
toletandy inclined.^ The Church of England was supported by 
Parliament not because it had a monopoly of truth but because 
it was thought the most suitable medium for promulgating 
Christian tcaoiing. “ Gcndemca,” said Lord Chanomot Thurlow 
to the deputation of Nonconformists which waited on him in 1788 
to ask for a repeal of the Corporation and Test Acts, “ I’m against 
you, by God. I am for the Established Church, damme I Not that T 
nave any more regard for the Established Church than for any other 
Church, but because it is established. And if you can got your 
damned religion established. I’ll be for that too! ” * 

After a century's monc^oly of the loaves and fishes it cannot 
be said that the Church oJTEngland was in a very flourishing state. 
Ihere was a good deal of pluralism, in some cases amounting to 
downright scmdal, much neglect both of church and patidbionet 
and a general atmosphere of comfortable complacency. Almost a 
quarter of the nine thousand parishes woe without resident in¬ 
cumbents, and in many churches there was an tininspjring atmo¬ 
sphere of damp and decay; weeds grew in the graveyard and sinall 

denial of political rigbta to the amaP Catholic minority In England, 
whiedt in Ireland amounted to a grave social iqjuatice, was perslated in from 
a widespread belief that CathoUca used TOllticd power to establish religious 
desiKktum. The most populsi British SMtivato were those that celebrated 
past escapes team Popiah tynumy.” 

* Crabb Bobinson, Diary, I, 378. 
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boys played fives in the shady comer under the belfry. And the new 
classes which commerce was creating in place of the old world of 
status were little regarded by comfortable clergymen obsessed by 
tlioughts of tidies and good living. 

Yet here also the fidelity of me English to the principles of 
freedom came to their aid. Those whom the Church neglected, the 
rejected of the Church cared for. The missionary journeys of the 
early Methodists among the pagan outcasts of industrial Britain 
evoked a Christian rcvii^ in the quarter where it was least expected 
and most needed. Wesleyans and Evangelicals, Nonconformists of 
the older denominations and Quakers stepped in and did God’s work 
where well-endowed complacency failed. Among the roughest of 
the rough—the lonely weavers of Yorkshire and Lancashire and the 
foul-mouthed miners of Durham and Cornwall—dbousands of men 
were to be found practising a fiiith as pure as that taught by Christ 
to the fishermen of Galilee and »«ing with quaint but moving effect 
the phraseology of the Bible, This noble work of reconversion— 
the supreme triumph of eighteenth-centu^ English in^vidualism— 
served not only spiritual hut political ends. As much as any other 
single factor the mth and discipline of Methodism helped to save 
Britain firom the fiite of revolutionary Prance. 

This may be claiming too much. England with her solid heart of 
sober, quiet folk had such reserves or strength that it is hard to 
estimate her breaking point The living oak could cany an 
astonishing burden of de^ wood. To comprehend the teal England 
one must probe beneath the rich variegated surfece—the splendours 
of aristocratic salons and provincial parks and palaces, the gamblitig 
dens and cockpits of the metropolis, the grim sores of factory and 
foetid slum—and seek her in the cahn continuity of family life. 
The lessons handed down firom mother to daughter, the hereditary 
craft taught the boy at his father’s knee, the sturdy children playing 
tc^ther in the orchard, the dean-dressed, home-spun village people 
taking the road to church on Sunday motuing, here were the 
enduring roots of national life. It was of these that the At^IkaU 
creed was the decorous, devout e:^ression, commemorating the 
virtues of the past and consecrating the aspirations of the present 
The highest tribute ev^er paid the Establidimcnt was that of tihe, 
Duke of Wellington, who, lookine badc.oyer a quarter of a cqmiuy 
of war and revolution, declared with whatever exaggiratioai: 
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“ It is die Churcli of England that has made England what she is— 
a nation of honest men.’’ 

In the pages of John Nyren's The Cricketers of My Tinie, published 
in 1833, the author recalled the men of Hambledon with whom he 
had grown up in the seventies and eighties of the previous century. 
In his gallery of cricketing heroes we see the fethers of the men who 
tended the guns at Trafilgar and manned the squares at "Waterloo. 
We can watch them over nis old shoulders, making their way with 
curved bat and eager eye up the woodland road from Hambledon 
village to the downland pitch at Broad-Halfpenny on the first 
Tuemay in May. The dew is still on the grass and the sun is shining 
high over “Old Winchester” as they take the field against All 
England. Here is litde George Lear, tne famous long-stop, so sure 
that he might have been a sand-bank, and his fiiend, Tom Suetcr, 
the wicket-keeper who loved to join him in a glee at the “ Bat and 
Ball ”; Lambert, “ the litde famer ” whose teasing art, so fatal to 
the Kent and Surrey men, had been mastered in solitude by bowling 
away hours together at a hurdle while tending his j&ther’s sheep; 
and'‘those anointed clod-stumpers, the Walkers, Tom and Harry” 
with their wilted, apple^ohn faces and long spidery legs as thick at 
the ankles as at the ni|H. “ Tom was die driest and most rigicb 
lonbed chap; ... his skin was like the rind of an old oak, and as 
»pless.... He moved like the rude machinery of a steam-engine in 
the infimCT of construction, and when he ran, every member seemed 
w^y to fly to the four winds. Hfc toiled like a tar bn horseback.” 

"What WcUit^ton became to his Peninsula veterans and “Daddy” 
Hill to Wellington, Richard Nyrcn was to the Hambledon cricketers 
and John Smafl to Nyrcn.. “I never saw,” his son recorded, “a finer 
specimen of the thoroughbred old Rngliiib yeoman than Richard 
Nyrcn. He was a good face-to-free, unflinching, uncompromising 
independent man. He placed a full and just value upon the station 
he held in society and maintained it without insolence or assumption. 
He could t^er wdth a superior, without trenching upon his dignity 
or IcKing his own.” Aadl^JidusAchates, yeoman Small, was wordiy 
of him. He loved music, was an adept at the fiddle and taught 
hunsdf the double bass. He once calmed a hull by talfing outnis 
instrument and playir^ it in the middle of a fidd. His fdlow- 
Ctickecer, the Duke of Dorset, hcarhig of his musical talent; sent 
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fiim a handsome violin and paid the carriage. “ Small, like a true 
and simplc4icarted Englishmaxi, returned the compliment by send¬ 
ing his Grace two bats and balls, also paying the carriage.” 

In the English mcihory there are few lovelier scenes than that 
femons pitch on the Hampshire down. When “ Silver BiUy ” 
Bddham—the first bat of die ^e—was in or runs were hard to get 
and the finish close, Sir Horace Mann, that stalwart patron of the 
game, would pace about outside tbe wound cutting down the 
daisies with his stick in his agitation and the old Jfamiers under the 
trees would lean forward upon their tall staves, silent. ” Oh! it was 
a heart-stirr^ sight to witness the multitude forming a complete 
and dense cirde round that noble acen. Half the county would be 
present, and all their hearts with us.—little Hambicdon, pitted 
against All England, was a proud thought for the Hampshne men. 
Defeat was glory in such a struggle—Victory, indeed, made us tmly, 
‘ a little lower than angds.’ How tbose fine brawn-faced fitUows 
of fermcis would drink to our sutxess! And then what stufiF fbey 
had to drink! Punch i—^not your new Ponche d la Romfne, or 
Patiche d k Groseilk, or your modern cat-lap milk pniich---puuch 
be-deviled; but good, unsophisticated, John Bull stuff—stark i that 
would stand on end—^ptmen diat would make a cat speak I. . . Ale 
that would flare like turpentine—genuine Boniface I ” 

There would this company, consisting most likely of some 
thousands, remain patiendy and anxiously watching every turn of 
fate in the game, as if the event had been the meeting of two armies 
to decide meir liberty. And whenever a Hambledon man made a 
good hit, worth four or five runs, you would hear the deep mouths 
of the whole multitude baying away in pure Hampshire—* Go hard I 
—Go hard!—Tick and turn I—feVft and turn! ’ To the honour of 
my countrymen... I cannot call to recollection an instance of their 
wilfully stopping a hall that had been hit out among them by one of 
our opponents. Like true Englishmen, they would give an enemy 
fairpkiy. How strongly are sJl these scenes, of fifty years by-gc^ 
painted in my memory!—and tbe smdl of that ale comes upon me 
as freshly as , the new May flowers.” 

The words of Mercury are harsh after the songs of Apo^. 
From the high hill vdiich rose out of the woods beyond , tbe -pttfb: 
one could sec on clear days half soutbem Englandr-vallcy 
and forest. Over tbat- v^de cquntryode the sea winds' never oea^ 
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to blow from every point of die compass, free as the hearts of 
oak the land bred. Waving trees and smoke fluttering like a ragged 
banner, feathery heath, lonely cottages at the edge of moor and 
forest, ragged cows and geese and ponies pasturing in the wild by 
ancient prescribed rights. Tidal rivers flowing dirough marshes to 
the ocean with black cattle grazing at their sit edges and wooden 
cobles and crab-boats tossing on meir silver bosom, land of seini- 
notnads, gatherers of shell&h, fowlers, lon^ore fishermen and 
armed smugglers—of Slip-jibbet and Moonsmne Buck tip-trotting 
by in the dark with tubs of Geneva for the parson and “ baccy for 
the Clerk.” Sometimes travellers and shepherds near the coast 
would see the fleet of England riding at Spithcad hi one of the broad 
bays of the Channel shore; “ pleasant and wonderful was the sight as 
seen from Ridgeway HiU, with the West Bay and the Isle of Port¬ 
land and Weymoum and Mclcombe Regis, all lying in the calm 
sunshine,” wrote Elizabeth Ham in after years, “ I see it now." ^ 

Further inland were the fiimiliar objects of the country scene; 
the reapers in the golden field, the cottages of watde and timber 
with their massive brick chimneys and deep-abiding thatcli, the mill 
with its weather-boarded walls and throbbing wheel amid willows 
and alders, the saw pit with sweatiim craftsmen and stacked timber, 
the leafy hue with the great hairy-tooted horses drawing home the 
wain laden with hay and latching children. Along the high roads 
bright liveried postilions glinted like jewels before swaying post- 
chuses, and postmen riding or mounted high on coaches passed 
in the scarlet livery of England. With infinite slowness, soon over¬ 
taken by these fist-moving ones, a vast tilted stage-waggon crawled 
like a snail behind its ei^t horses, their neck heUs making dis¬ 
cordant music while the carrier trudged beside idly cracking his 
whip in the air. Along the road were haymakers at their work, 
mansions with ancient trees and cropping dra, and at every village 
the blacksmith's forge with old Vulcan looking out from nis open 
door, “ gtOT and hairy as any badger.” And perhaps as it grew dack 
and thel^hts were lit on the coaches, the traveUet, might overtake 
a neighbouring gentleman’s hounds, as John Byng did one May 
evening coming home fiom an airing. 

Within the candle-lit windows of the waysidt cottage and the 
firmhouse on the hill, old John Bull would sit dozing with His pot 

^ MS. Diary EUtiabtth Ham, 
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beside the kitchen fire, the dog and cat asleep at his feet, the good 
wife at her wheel, the pretty maid his daughter coming in with her 
pail, the children playing with the caged bird, the tinder-box on the 
shelf, the onions and flitches hanging from the ceiling. From this 
home he was presently to go out to face and tame a world in arms. 
For the moment he was content and at his ease, perhaps more so 
than was good for his continuii^ souL In the tavern down in the 
village old England still lived on where over dicir pipes and bowk, 
gathered round the bare rude table, the local wormies with russet, 
weather-beaten feces cracked their joke and trolled thcic song. 
Though their summer was brief before winter aches and penury 
encompassed them, they knew how to be merry. Cricket matches 
and fives playing, the crowd at the fair gathcrea round the cudgel- 
lers’ high wooden stage, the squeak of a fiddle or the shrill cry of a 
mountebank with his Merry Andrew on the village green on a warm 
summer evening, the carolers and the mumming players coming 
out of the Christmas snovre, these were the outwara symbok of a 
race of freemen taking their pleasures in their own way as their 
fathen had done before them. It seemed a fer cry firom these peaceful 
scenes to the rough humours and turbulent ra^et of London-—the 
butchers of Sheppards’ Market and May Fair elbowing their way 
through the dirty streets to a hanging at Tybum, the footpds in the 
shadows of Park Lane, the foetid cdk of Newgate—or the resdes, 
sullen money-makmg of Manjchestcr and Birmingham. Yet all were 
part of an English whole whose meaning it was hard to compass 
in a word, but whose people were in a greater or lesser degree 
adherents of two dominant ideals—justice and tiieir own freedom. 

“ The nations not so blessed as thee. 
Must in dieir turn to tyrants fell; 
While thou shalt flourish great and ficee. 
The dread and envy of them all.” 

So sang the islanders in their fevouritc ” Rule BritanniV’ and the 
words expressed their firm, unalterable conviction. Their very ver¬ 
satility was part of their heritage of liberty. " Now in as hot a cli¬ 
mate as that of the East or West Indies and sometimes in winter fed. 
the cold of Greenland,” wrote John Byn®, “ up and down; hence 
we ate precarious, uncertain, wnd, enduring mortals. And may we 
so endowed continue, the wonder and balance of the ujilvwrSC.” 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Gates cj Brass 

1789 

“ Libel ty, Kke happiness, is most perfect when least 
remarked. As most misery is caused by the pursuit of an 
abstract happiness, distinct from the occupations that malie 
men happy, so most tyranny springs from the struggle for 
an abstract liberty, distinct from me laws and institutions 
that make men free.” 

Christopher Hobhouse, Fox. 

On Tuesday, 14th July, 1789—^more than three years before the 
event described at me beginning of this book—a great multitude 
of men and women assembled in front of the Bastille, the old royal 
fortress of Paris. They were in a state of intense excitement. They 
demanded that the governor, de Launcy, who held the place for 
the youi^ King of France, should hand it over to the represen¬ 
tatives of the people. The governor, whose command consisted 
of «ghty old pensioners and thirty Swiss Guards, did his best to 
appease them; showed them the emptiness of the fortress and bad 
the ancient guns, long used only for ceremonial purposes, pulled 
back from the embrasures. But the crowd was in no mow for 
reason. Behind it all Paris, surging through narrow, cobbled streets, 
was in revolution, the tocsin was tinging from every tower and a 
great flag, which was not the flag of the French monarchy, was 
Being borne above a raging, shouting, trampling human river. 

As the pressure grew the governor, who hw admitted the crowd 
into the outer courtyard, had the drawbridge leading to the inner 
court raised. Then someone severed the chains of the bridge with an 
oxc and it dropped, Iptting the mob into the heart of the castle. 
Firing begm, and for four hours the peopl^ delirious with rage and 
tapitement, hurled themselves at the walls. During these hours the 
Bastille, with its high antique towers flickering, crimson, became 
the symbol of a dying society; its death throes the commemoration 
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of the birth of a new force in the world, terrible to all who opposed 
it, full of mysterious hope to those who accepted it. 

A few minutes before the great clock of to Bastille tolled five 
someone in the garrison raised a white flag. There was some 
parl^ing through a porthole, a hasty promise of parole by an 
unoflicial spokesman and then as the doors were unbolted all Hell 
let loose. For an hour the multitude from the medieval streets 
swarmed through the fortress howling for blood. Old de Launey 
and his officers were tom to pieces and their heads mounted on 
pikes. The dared prisoners—four coiners, a sadistic debauchee and 
two madmen—were let out into the glare and sulphurous air of the 
new freedom. Then the mob poured back into the dty, bearing 
aloft the dripping heads like banners, to murder the chief magis¬ 
trate in the HotS-de-ViUe. 

The storming of the Bastille told the world that the greatest 
nation in Europe was in revolution. It shattered the stagnant calm 
of the eighteenth century. It announced that Frenchmen were no 
longer prepared to accept the social beliefr on which public order 
depended. 

For the foundation which supported those beliefr had ceased to 
exist. The basis of the feudal polity of Christian Europe, evolved 
gradually out of the anarchy that followed the fall of Rome, 
was that the etgoyment of property and privilege involved the 
fulfilment of so^ duty. The iOiignt and Baron neld their lands 
by tenure of caring for them and those ^ho lived on them: of 
affording to the emtivatot the protection of law and order and 
defence against aggressor, robber and wild beast. The lord fought, 
hunted and. gave law for all and the peasant ploughed for all, 
and' in a primitive age when all occupation was hereditary both 
transmitted their obligations to their children. This compact of 
mutual security ran in an ascending scale through all dje stages of 
society,-each petty lord securing his peace and property by ya^ihtge 
to some more powerful lord.: Kin^ and princeS'paid fisslty to 'a 
supreme " Emperor,” elected for life from mcir number and tyietdr 
ing in theory the vanished authority of the Roman Efopiitei add 
Charlcmagjfe. Binding them all ip; one frith tod morality tyas'tlfo, 
universal or CathoHc Church with hi, grwt 
that all nieti’s souls vtere ■c^oal'ln t^* frlherhood pf 
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lord fot^ht for all and the husbandman ploughed for all, the priest 
prayed for alL The tithes and endo'wmcnts of the medieval Church 
were the price paid by the community for this service. 

The grandeur of its Gothic cathedrals, its achievements in agri¬ 
culture and the arts, its triumphs in arms testified Europe’s debt to 
the system of Christian feudalism. But save in isolated comers its 
practice had long ceased to bear any relation to its theory. Those in 
whose hands the sword was placed used it not as a trust but as a 
means of aggrandisement, those who held land by tenure of service 
treated it as their absolute property, those who administered pious 
endowments converted them to their own use. And though every¬ 
where men still confessed and called themselves Christians, tne 
unity and faith had gone out of Christendom. Instead of an in¬ 
divisible Catholic Church there was an anarchy of warring sects 
and dogmas. Instead of a united Christian polity there was a dis¬ 
cord of national States—^France, Spain, Austria, Russia, Prussia— 
whose rulers seemed absorbed in outwitting one another and adding 
to their territories. The smaller units of Christendom were every¬ 
where threatened by the lack of principle of the powerful. They 
only survived at all through Britain’s age-long opposition to tm." 
balanced power and because of the chronic finandw ctobanassment 
of their larger neighboun. 

For fi:om one end of the Continent to the other, bankruptcy 
impended. To the monarchies of the eighteenth century it was what 
unemployment became to the democrades of the twentieth. Behind 
the costly splendour of their paDadian palaces, gilded dothes and 
aristocratic el^ance leered the same shocking spectre. The trim, 
butterfly-coloured, goose-stepping armies, the crowded, resounding 
Courts, the picturesque schemes of public improvement with whi^ 
enlightened monarchs endeavours to immortalise their names 
wanted paying for. And despite crushing taxation and every in¬ 
genious expement known to spendthrifis and borrowers, there 
Was never enough to balance accounts. The higher the tg-ggrioTi, 
die poorer bcca^ everybody but a few. So desperate was the task 
of raising the wind, that many statesmen pinned their hopes on 
alchemy and the mwtical researches of the Roskrudans. In the 
whole of Europe only Pitt’s Englai^ and the great banking republic 
of Holland remained solvent. 

The causes of this vrere not understood. Men saw dearly enough 
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that the old system for inidating and directing human enterprise 
had ceased to work. Wliat they failed to comprehend was that a 
new economic power had risen in its place whose machinery, 
unable to operate in the outworn conditions of a fundamentally 
different society, only aggravated the situation. The original basis 
of the feudal system was Christian responsibiHty, The original 
basis of medievd creative art was the glory of God. When these 
ceased to provide motive power for economic activity, then place 
was taken by usury. But usury could not keep the wheels of society 
turning if the continuous material development, which was essential 
to pay perpetual interest on capital, was impeded by a static system 
of law and status. 

But though the professional financier was forthcoming to ad¬ 
vance capital to emth’s tittdai rulers, the latter, hampered by 
restrictive laws and customs devised for an opposite id^ of life, 
were unable to increase the productivity of their domains fest 
enough to pay the interest Borrowing lavishly to meet the require¬ 
ments of an increasingly complex and luxurious civilisation, they 
were constantly on the verge of default and were driven to ever 
frrah borrowings at still more exorbitant rates. To meet these com¬ 
mitments and finance their costly wSrs they sought to exact more in 
taxes firom their subjects—or firom such of them as they could legally 
taxr—than the latter were able to pay. In Brandenbure eight out bf 
nine and three-quarter crowns—the annual yield of a tiiirty-acrc 
peasant holding—were taken by the State. The contradiction be¬ 
tween two coimictjng conceptions of society created a mathematical 
impossibility. The new fiealom of finance, loosed firom the fetters 
of Canon law,' was not matched by fireedom of trade, labour and 
contract. The result was universal nrustfation. Britain and Holland 
—though it cost the former her American empire—escaped disaster 
because in both countries with their more clitic constitutions the 
fendal system had hem gradually modified in the interests of 
commerce. Here albue a system of cheap State botrbwing had been 
erected on a popular baris of funded property and fatiomUy- 
appropriated taxation. 

Such were the causes of the poverty which, despite splendid, 
Courts, noble culture and skilful jontricymcd, Jitmg' Hke a pimma 
over a rich.continent.' The peasants, ^ound dowh by 'State;tax^ 
feudal dues arid tithes, lived scarcely letter besurts they 
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tended. Througliout Germany, Italy, Spain and eastern Europe 
they were still ser6, tied by status to the land and without equality 
ofle^ rights. The mutual services they should have rccewcd from 
dieir feudal overiords were no longer paid. Their bowed backs bore 
the burden of an ever-growing number of idle nobles and clerics 
endowed by their ancestors and the pious benefacton of past ages 
with the firuiis of the soil for all time. 

The evil was cumulative. The rights exacted firom society by the 
aristocrat, like those of the usurer, were perpetuaL On the Conti¬ 
nent, not only the eldest son but the entire femily of ihe man en¬ 
nobled became hereditary nobles down to the last generation. 
There was no moderation in this conception of aristocracy. These 
privileged creatures, themselves mostly impecunious on account of 
their expanding numbers, were exempted from every new burden 
of a more complicated social lifr, including taxation. They existed 
partly by scrambling for the public sinecures which were reserved 
for their kind and pardy by the feudal dues levied on the cultivator. 

The state of the dries was little better. The larger kind of mer¬ 
chant, with the capital to finance the bad debts of his noble clients, 
could make fortunes out of their extravagance and ineptitude. 
But the journeyman, who bore the ultimate shock of unpaid bibs, 
chaotic finances and recurrent wars, was desperate. The streets of 
every Contmental town swarmed with beggars. “ The people of 
this place,” wrote an English girl of Piave, “have a fiightfid aspcrt; 
they looked more like beasts than rnen, and they were so nasty and 
dirty that I could not stay a moment without btmg tormented with 
die idea of catching some nastiness or other.” A traveller in 176® 
noted that, compared with the inns between Naples and Rome, the 
worst Highland alehouse was a palace. 

*• •••■«» 

The absurdity of the universal contrast between poverty and 
plenty stared the thinker and philosopher in the fecc. The system 
on which the life of Europe depended was outworn, its underlying 
thesis become ridiculous. It was absurd for the working part of 
mankind which lived in hovds and had not enough to eat to pay 
for the maintenance of an aristocracy which had ceased to perform 
any of the duties for which it was ottigned. It was equally absurd 
for men to scrape and starve in order to support in unrCbristian 
osteptation bishops and abbots who neglected their spiritual iharge 
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for dicing and love-making. Society could only be freed by shaking 
off its ancient shackles. A new social contract was needed. 

So writers and philosophers preached throughout the eightcentli 
century, ridiculing the absurdities of the old system and extolling 
the virtues of an Utopian age of reason which would presently 
succeed it. Human reason, they felt, when released ffom outworn 
prejudice, was capable of solving every terrestrial problem. In 
France a succession of brilliant men Iw the revolt of the mind 
against the tyranny of custom. They claimed tliat the universe was 
governed by certain simple and logical laws: that on their obser¬ 
vance human happiness depended and that it was within the power 
of reason to discover and apply them. Some—-the Physiocrats— 
confined their efforts to seeking a natural economic law and found 
it in the removal of the unnatural barriers that feudal moralists had 
erected to regulate the flow of commerce. “ Laissez faire ei laissez 
passer" was mcir open sesame. Others sought a political solption: 
a revolutionary law or constitution tnie for all ages and countries. 

The piulosophets, who were only expressing what every one felt, 
wron supporters even among kinm and princes. Struggling to 
govern in a tangle of dead wood and irrational aristocratic and 
aerical privilege and immunity, many of them Welcomed these 
heralds of a simpler and—as it was hoped—^more solvent order. 
Catherine the Great of Russia, Charles ffl of SMin, Frederick the 
Great of Prussia, Joseph n of Austtia and Leopold of Tuscany were 
all enlightened rulen who patronised the feshionable French 
philosophers and Encydopaxlists and endeavoured to put their 
theories into practice. In doing so diey fell, to a greater or lesser 
degree, foul of the rights of me old order. Aristocrats, clerics, 
lawyers and dty fathers and conservative folk gencrallv united 
against them to defend thdr privileges. Thus the Hberal-minded 
Joseph of Austria had to face a rebellion of his Belgian, subjects; and. 
even the autocrat of all the Russias discovered the necessity of going 
slow in enforcing the rule of reason on sa unreasonable tcaho. , 

Thds, though the greater part of Europe was at one time cir 
another govenied by innovating royal despots or thek Ministers, 
the age of gold tarried in coming. Peasants sffH died of hurigef in 
ditches, heggari ejchibitcd their wes m cathedral St^ , 
treasuries remained einptyf. . And die useless iioWes,and 
fcondemnod in theory,-by every taribnd bemg/hyhiding 
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more enlightened members, continued to enjoy indefensible privi¬ 
lege. Nor was it only their opposition which defeated the hopes 
or die philosopher kings. There seemed, for all their high and 
imqucstionable intentions, to be something wrong with the kings 
themselves. They were logical and enlightened and clear-headed, 
but they were also greedy, vain and arrogant. In other words they 
were men and women- Frederidc the Great might correspond witn 
Voltaire, but he left his subjects cowed and stupid—“ one cane to 
every seven men ’*—and his neighbours, who had suifered from his 
enlightened aggressions, fearful and suspicious. Kings with the 
power of reason were not uncommon, but they lacked morality. 
Moreover they were too often succeeded by half-wits and weak¬ 
lings. Reason was not hereditary. 

When the dream of regenerating society by a few " wise reigns ” 
died, the greater part of Europe sank baii into apathy. Courtiers 
and prelates continued to Eritter away their time and rentals on good 
music and amoral conduct, burghers to stagnate and the “ swinish 
multitude *’ to suffer. Only in Fi^ce did hope survive. Here in the 
most brilliant Court and capital in the world the philosphers and 
their innumerable aristocratic and middle-class disciples continued 
to maintain that society could be regenerated and that man was not 
only petfcctiblc but hihcrcntly good. He was merely corrupted 
hy unreasonable laws, customs, and snperstitions. If kings could 
not unloose these rusty chains, man by combining could cast 
them off himself. The nation had only to resume control of its 
own destiny, the people to renew with one another the, natural 
contract of a just and rational society. The millenniuip was round 
the comer. 

Prance was the most powerful natiem in Europe, with a popula¬ 
tion three times as big as that of jEngland and nearly double 
that of the British Isles, and boasting a record of splendid acHevc- 
ment in arms, learning and the arts. Under Louis XIV she had 
threatened to establish a suzeramty over the whole Continent, Her 
advance had only been checked by the resolution of William III, who 
had marshalled the Powers of Europe and the genius of Marl¬ 
borough against her. From those twenty years of aggression her 
ftnanccB had never recovered. Though net trade since 1713 had 
multiplied fivefold, she had never been able to shake off the burden 
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of debt The usurer’s stranglehold frustrated instead of stimulating 
economic activity. A great nation was reduced to chronic impo¬ 
tence. A titanic exercise of energy was needed to break the vicious 
circle of bankruptcy and st^ation. 

Though, with her virile, ingenious people, France’s capacity to 
recover financial equilibrium seemed s^-evident, her every effort 
to do so friled. The blame was laid at the door of the aristocrats 
whose irrational privileges alone appeared to stand between the 
nation and a happier future. Theoretically all power was centred 
in the throne, and the once-turbulent nobles of France had been 
reduced to an idle concourse of spineless courtiers, living lives of 
graceful dissipation around the p^ce of Versailles. Yet a weak 
King—and both the successors of Louis XIV were nonentities— 
exercised authority through those who surrounded him. These 
were the men of birth—^the representatives of an exclusive here¬ 
ditary corporation of about a quarter of a million persons—^with 
a leaven of financiers, wits and Jidvcnturers who were admitted, on 
terras, into the charmed circle. 

Increased privilege was the price which the sovereigns of France 
had paid the nobility for the loss of ancient powers—privilege not 
to do but to receive. The aristocrats who monopolised the first- 
fniits of French agriculture were exempted by perpetual Court 
attendance both from the local duties for which those first-fiuits 
were paid and the taxes which maintained the public services. Every 
attempt to rationalise taxation—^the only way in which bankruptcy 
could be averted—was opposed by their interest Mmy nobles— 
for eightccnthrccutury ftance spsuklcd with enlightenmait— 
symyatiiised with reform. ■ But with swarms of nc^y and idle 
relations to sup|>ort few were in a position to waive meir rights 
to fiscal immumty. Eve^ Minister who tried to modify them was 
met hy a dead-weight of obstruction. And in a Court where the 
h^test woiti of an irresolute King had power and where petticoat 
influence—^legitimate and illegitimate—flourished, intrigues could 
wreck the plans of the most capable Minister. In tiwiory the Govern¬ 
ment of France was d^potic: .in practice it hid become almcftt th«i 
weakest in Europe. The dead hand bf the ppst lay heavy cm all: 
on the anstocrat.who was the slave of his upbringing, on the 
ment which was Hdlples? in the face of fruoal and lowj privile 
the King who was , only the chief, flav? of |!i iwtiw,to 
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venerable inertia. Everything was discussed; nothing constructive 
ever done. 

The aristocracy, debarred from activity and common contacts in 
the artificial air of Versailles, became, for all its wit and graceful 
breeding, anaemic and eflfete. It was a society that within its narrow 
range had much that was exquisite and lovdy. Talleyrand in after 
years used to say that those who had not known it had not lived. 
But its members had lost the sense of social responsibility. A habit 
of all taking and no giving had made them inconsequent As 
patrons of the pliilosophers they were the first to join in me fashion¬ 
able intellectual derision of their own illogical privileges. Yet they 
did nothing to forgo or modify them. They scorned to unbend to 
the eager, middle-3ass arrivistes who pressed at their crimson heels. 
A little timely sacrifice of vanity might have saved them, dieir 
cduirtry and the world from untold sufFering. They remained 
mcmably frivolous. 

The middle-dass of France—alert and intelligent—^was not 
frivolous. Debarred from all responsibility by its lade of quarten- 
ings, it was politically both ambitious and inexperienced. It de¬ 
voured the work of the philosophers and longed for the day when 
its own natural intelligence and virtue would be employed to 
regenerate society. Because the aristocracy whose manners it aped 
stood in the way, bec3U« the aristocracy patronised, laughed at and 
ignored it, because the aristocracy had not a tenth of its talent and 
pent-up energy, it liated the aristocracy. It asked, in Figaro’s 
rhetorical challenge, what the aristocrate had done to deserve so 
many good things and answered with embittered irony, “ You 
We given yoursdves the trouble of being bom.” It bowed en¬ 
viously to, wit sneered at, their titles, stars and sacred gen^ogical 
tables. Bankers and rich tnerchants and lawyers and their aspiring 
sons chafed at the elegant, haughty, insouciant creatures whose 
ancestors had been ” qentilhomnes ” in the reign of Philip II and 
who Treated' them, when they called on btisiness, in the steward’s 
room. In their impotent wrath they turned not wily against the 
aiiatocracy but against Church and King who supported me useless 
entumbrance with their authority. Holbach, the banker, in his 
salon said mmy witty, bitter things, “ 4 faire totnher U toimere sur sa 
mdson, • Did«ot, the philosopher, wimed to sec “ the last king 

, strangled with the entrails of the last priest,” 
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The embittered bourgeois had urgent allies. The dumb millions, 
who did not read the Encyclopscdists or mind whether their wives 
were received by the great ladies of the Court, were also growing 
restless. The unreason of France’s administrative anarchy did not 
odbnd thek pnde or their intellect but something more serious— 
their stomach. 

For the frugal and hard-working peasants wanted their land 
freed from the seignorial dues, tolls and services which kept the 
noble in ribbons and stars, gold louis for the faro table and jewels 
for his wife and mistresses. By incredible frugah'ty they had 
acquired ownership of a third of the soil of France, And on this 
third, owing to the fiscal exenmtion of the nobility, the whole 
burden of taxation fell. The land which they had tilled so industri¬ 
ously and saved im with such fierce self-denial to buy was starved 
by the absentee huidlords who should have been its custodians. 
Tne Court and the cities drained the countryside dry. 

In bad years the French people went hungry. When there was 
no bread in the hovels of me wintry villages, the poorer peasants 
flocked to the towns where they joined the worklcass journeymen 
and the mob that lived on the middens and refuse-bins. In these 
seasons rumblings of the storm which was soon to break reached 
the ears of the rich. The nobility who had lost contact with reality 
paid h'tdc heed. The bourgeois, waiting his chance and the dawn of 
a golden future for humanity, saw in those palhd, drawn &ces a 
clmengc and an opportunity. 

Such a season of hunger came with the winter of 1788-9- Xhe 
financial impasse had been growing steadily worse since the war to 
help Britain s revolted colonies. Every fiscal device had been tried 
in turn to save the State’s credit except the one fateful csq)edicnt: 
equalisation of taxation. But on that rock every reformer had 
brok^ 

« • •«« 

It was the paradox of Prance on the eve of storm that while her 
people’s minds were full of fear, that hearts were full of hope. 
From the contemplation of the abps that opened at their feet mey 
looked across to a radiant vision of human perfectian and happiness 
conjured up for them by the phUosophets. Voltaire once observed 
that Rousseau’s picture of the golden ige was such that it made 
one want to walk on. all fonts. To the great Swiss writert who 
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liad inflamed the minds of educated France, the problems of the 
universe—so complex and daunting to the statesman—^were clad 
in a divine simplicity. There was a key to the umversc and its 
scaets that, used aright, would restore mankind to its primi¬ 
tive heritage of innocent peace and joy. That key was the human 
reason. 

For on the elemental truth that reason was sacred and tliat every 
man, possessing reason, partook of thc divine, Rousseau had erected 
an airy superstructure so flattering to human nature that its appeal 
to those conscious of the misgovemment of eighteenth-century 
France was irresistible. Since ^ men enjoyed reason and reason 
was divine, all men—in their exercise of reason—were equal in 
potential wisdom. To substitute Utopia for chaos and frustration 
it was only necessary to fitamc a constitution in which the dictates of 
individual reason and the laws of the State were the same. Some¬ 
where, discoverable by the statesman, was la Volonti Giticrale—a 
General Will expressing the aggregate reason of everyman. It was 
tlie same as the will of God. Every antiquated, irrational law of 
King, Priest or Noble that stood in its way was blasphemy. 

Such a doctrine was as heartening as it was flattering. It offered 
an immediate hope that the wei^t could be lifted &om sill shouldcas. 
It told everyman that he was what he believed himself to be: a 
creature of godlike reason, virtuous instinct and generous intention; 
if not perfect, easily perfectible. It was only W, outworn law, 
custom and superstition that had made him less than himself: 
abolish them and he would discard like a disused skin the meanness, 
greed and cruelty that disfigured his nature. He need no longer 
grovel before the priests and precepts of an abstract morality, for 
tme religion was in his own heart God and man were synonymous. 
All that was wanted to build heaven on earth \vas to ascertain 
the General Will: to assemble the representatives of the People and 
give them power. 

That was why the first of January, 1789, seemed to France like the 
first streak of dawn after a long, d^k night. For on that day the 
King, confronted by a ruined h^est, an empty Treasury and streets 
full of hungry; shivering wretches, took a kep that promised to 
fulfil the, dreams of the philosophers. Advised by Nedker, the Swiss 
banker, he summoned me States General to meet at Versailles. After 
two centuries of absolute monarchy, the nation was to devise the 
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means of its own regeneration. The godlike power of reason was 
to be allowed free ^y. 

France went mad with delight In every pulpit “the divine 
rescript ” was read “ bathed in the tears of the people.” Even the 
aristocracy rejoiced. Only those who watched the hungry, ig¬ 
norant, brutalised poor in the squalid feubourgs and snowy fifing 
and knew something of the ambitions of politicians and the greed 
of speculators and monopolists, had their doubts.^ For human nature 
mi^t be perfectible, but it had still to be perfected. 

It revealed itself at once in the character of the States GencraL 
For the drauties lacking political experience were impractical and 
irresponsible. Tp show its good feith the Crown had doubled the 
representation of the populw or Third Estate, making the number 
of its delegates equal to those elected both by Priests and Nobles, 
the two other traditional Estates of die realm. But it left the 
decision whether they should vote together or sit in separate assem¬ 
blies to their own judgment. On tms elementary point no agree¬ 
ment could be teachei The opening wceb of the session whiA 
was to have seen the formulation of a new social contract—a lucid, 
rational, written constitution enthroning reason and the national 
will—were spent in a long, unseer^ wrangle between the dnee 
Estates. It was only ended by the Tnird Estate, under the lead of 
a renegade nobleman, the Comte de Miraheau, declaring itself the 
sole constituent Assembly and defying both the Crown to dissolve 
it or its fellow Estates to act apart from it. “ We are met together 
by the National Wih,” hliraheau declared, “ force shall alone dis¬ 
perse us.’’ 

Thus the first act of the new deal or Revolution which was to 
restore Prance to its primitive basis of national virtue was not one of 
reasoned agreement out of unilateral violence. The next was the 
stonhing of the Bastille. For, confronted by delays and contra¬ 
dictions, the People grew impatient and suspicious. Some malignant 
influence was keeping them back from the paradise ithey had been 
promised. In Paris they were not only oistTustfuI but hungry. 
The monopolists of grain saw to that. And the politically ambioou? 
and the speetdatots who thri;vp by fludnation and uncertainty 

i««Ttett Etat Tjy their, natui# and their occupations must ew bo, 
strangers to politic^ passions. Ihou intelligence add goodntiss.'irf thspbsilitpn ' 
are a sufficient guarantee against sU apprehensk^ at preset eid^esi^ 
at their excesses.”—hfem.'.de Necker, tn^ ABaaiy 1^.404..'.'^ ' 
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whenever the ordinary processes of production cease to be profitable 
saw to it that the people had plenty of rumours and provocations 
to make them restless. With the summer heats came vague un- 
accounuble fears—stales of bauds of robbers and murderers pouring 
in from the provinces and of military massacres planned by an 
Austrian Queen. They were the presage of revolutionary change; 
of society dragging at its anchors. On July nth, on news that the 
King had dismissed Neckcr, the mob rose. On the 13 th, joined by 
many of the soldiers, it seized the arms in the great arse^ of the 
Invalides. Next day it stormed the Bastille. 

The submerged tenth of Paris bore litdc resemblance to that 
shining and virtuous Humanity acclaimed by the Philosophers. 
It was obscene, destructive and, once it had tasted blood, sadistically 
crueL But there was no mistaking the terrible authenticity of its 
voice. Before it the easy-^oing, good-natured Ki^ surrendered. 
He rode humbly into Paris and made his peace wim the illegally 
constituted Municipality. On the balcony of the Hotel dc Vilfc be 
donned the revolution^ tricolour. “ Sire,” cried an onlooker, 
*' widi that cockade and the Untd Estate, you will conauer Europe." 

A confused period of fear and popular tumult follovred. The 
anchor of the meien regime had gone. In the provinces reactionary 
noblemen were chased by mobs down stinlit streets or fied across the 
fixintiers while behind them the funeral pyre of their chateaux and 
muniment rooms, stuffed with ancieut servile charters, lit up the 
Au^st sky. All one delirious night in the National Assembly an 
excited handful of nobles and churchmen who bad thrown in their 
lot with the Third Estate rose amid cheerily and weeping to propose 
the sonender of one after another of their venerable privileges. 
In the colder light of dawn a new France of social and politiml 
equality was bom. The fimdal system had been abolished overnight. 

France in those antumn months of 1789 seemed like a giant 
awakening from sleep. Her people were gripped by a strange 
^natic fervour. “ The public highways were crowded with 
enthusiasts, some shoutir^ the watchwords of the Revolution, others 
disputing on the most a&tract principles of the universal constitu¬ 
tion which they fully believed that all the nations of the earth were 
shortly to' adopt: tlie most ignorant among them confident of his 
fitnas for die highest duties of a legator and all prepared to shed 
their blood in w defince of the inalienable sovereignty of the 
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sdf-govemed people.” ^ Nothing like it had been seen on earth 
since the day when the English Fifth Monarchists had hailed the 
imminent advent of Christ, “ We desire,” cried one deputy, “ to 
make a Declaration for aU men, for all times, for every country, 
that -will be an example to the -whole world." The tot of the 
human spedcs outside France to acclaim the Rights of Man were 
the negro slaves of Santo Domingo, -who under its influence rose 
and massacred their French masters. 

For from die start the Revolution was dogged by an evil fatality. 
It arose from an inherent conflict between the ideal ihe revolutionary 
theorists pursued and the human reality in which their lot was cast 
The men who orated so splendidly at Versailles or debated in the 
Paris democratic dubs on how to rnake a new France -were not 
statesmen carefully nav^atit^ the ship of state through the shifting 

political and economic &:ts of the hour. They were dreamers who 
had seen a vision, skep-walkets -without eyes for the obstacles at their 
feet. They thought that men were just and rational instead of 
violent, unreasoning and passLonabe acatures; that they were 
swayed solely by love of the commonwealth instead of by greed and 
self-interest But the ignorance of the multitude and harsh economic 
reality did not disappear merely because the representatives of the 
People had abolish^ a few irrational laws. 

During the summec and autumn of 1789 Paris, its popuktion 
swollen by political cxdtemcnt became ever shorter of bread. The 
forestallets of wheat, aided by the weakening of the executive po-wet, 
drove the price up to new and dangerous levels. On October jth an 
armed mob, indted by the oratprs of the Palais Royal, set out to 
cover the thirteen miles to Versailles. It was partly composed of 
women, many of them showing masculine legs striding beneath 
their petticoats. The King return^ from hunting in the forest 
found his Palace surrounded. While the Court debated the pros 
and cons of flight, the Guard was relieved by the half-tramed 
Citizen Army whidi under the Ubcral Marquis de La&yette had 
followed the crowd out from the capitaL In me early hours of the 
6th a mob broke into the Queen's bcochamber: hurried flight down 
a secret passage alone avei^ tragedy. Presently an unappeasable 

* S. T. Coleridge, The Friend, Section I, Bteay IIL In tiie light of later 
experience thie e«^y adherent of the Revolution ^v6 it as hia opinion that 
a ** constitution eqtoliy.Buited to China and Aruedoa or to Boseia and GteoS 
Sritain tnuat be etjuaDy oofit for both." 
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clamour arose dcmauding the seizure of the Royal 
“ baker ” and the “ baker s wife.” A little before twe ^ 
coach, surrounded by drunken fishwives and mysteriously followed 
by laden grain waggons, set out for the capitaL For seven hours the 
b^chanauan rout continued amid obscene jests and threats of 
" A la lanterne'' until the sweating captives were deposited at the 
Hotel de Ville. Thence they were consigned by the dty fathers to 
the palace of the Tuileries. 

These events caused much astonishment in England. The meet¬ 
ing of the States General had at first been greeted with general 
sympathy. Prance, it was felt, was following the British example. 
Whig magnates and parliamentary lawyers imagined they were 
witnessing a repetition of the “ glorious ” Revolution of 1688: 
Dissenters and Protestants haded an end of Popish superstition and 
wooden shoes. The age of reason which William III had established 
in England seemed to be dawning across the Channel: henceforward 
the two great nations of the West would lead the world hand in 
hand. A treaty of commerce with Prance concluded a few years 
before by the young Tory Prime Minister, William Pitt, which liad 
been much criddsed by me Whigs—a party traditionally hostile to 
Bourbon and military France—^was now universally acclaimed as 
a fiir-sightcd act of statesmanship. Pitt assured the new French 
Ambassador “ that France and England had the same prindples, 
namely, not to aggrandise themsclvtts and to oppose aggrandise¬ 
ment in others.” 

Some went further. The leader of die Opposition, Charles James 
Fox, m his generous enthusiasm described the fall of the Bastille 
as the ^eatest and best event that had ever happened. And all 
who fdt that the libcxtarian tradition of England was not yet 
liberal enough—^Dissenters who wanted the last religious ois- 
abiliues repealed, parliamentary reformers who wish^ to sec 
Mancliescer and Birmingham enfranchised, firccthinkcrs and Uni¬ 
tarians who hated the Church monopoly of education—applauded 
the lofty sentunents of French orators who in the course of a few 
weeks seemed to have advanced further on the democratic road than 
slow-movmg Ei^land in a century. Most enthusiastic of all were 
the voung: those who like Wordsworth ” approached the shield of 
human nature from the golden side” and sensed the love of 
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humanity that was coutsii^ like an intoxicatioii through the veins 
of a great people waking from sleep: 

“ France standing on the top of golden hours 
And human nature seeming bom again.’* 

Many, unwisely as it afterwards turned out, crossed the Channel 
and imbibed at the source new and generous sympathies. 

• ••*•••• 

But, when the Paris mob dbreatened the life of the Queen and 
insulted die King, sober Britons began to have their doubts. The 
King of England was no genius. But his people were genuinely fond 
of him ana looked on a decent respect for the throne as a sign of 
good ddzenship. Old Nohbs, as they called him, had been reigning 
for neatly thuty years, and, thou^ he had had ^ full and often 
deserved share of unpopularity and troubles, his natural friendliness 
and good humour and the personal integrity of his life had finally 
turuM him into a national institution. Since the end of the Amerir 
can War and the revival of prc»pcrity under the brilliant young 
Minister whom he had so boldly placed in ofiSce, George Hi’s 
popularity had risen by leaps and bounds. Not even the extrava¬ 
gance and indiscretions of hu eldest son were able to detract from it: 
indeed by contrast they enhanced it. When in the autumn of 1788 
the King’s natural “ rapid and rambling volubility ” degenerated 
under the strain of insomnia into insanity, there was widespread 
grief and alarm. 

He recovered suddenly at a time when hope had been almost 
abandoned. While the States General was meeting at Versailles, 
England was giving itsdf up to a round of thanksgiving services, 
illuminations and roasted oxen. That summer the royal holiday 
pilgrimage to Weymouth became a triumph, his Majesty driving 
through flower-strewn villages and grassy forest rid& lined with 
cheering multitudes: the country folk turning out with artless 
loyalty in their broadcloth, loose white frocks and neckdoths, while 
chariots, chaises, landaus, carts, waggons, and phaetons, drawn 
up in (hiaocratic disarray under the trees, snunmeted with fluttering 
handkcrchiefr. At Lyndhorst the King on an evening walk was 
accompanied by the entire Village repeatedly singing the National 
Anthem. 

Y.E. G 
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This loyalty of the rustic JEnglish to the Crown afforded a curious 
contrast to the uneasy splcncfours of tltc French monarchy. At 
the time of the storming of the Bastille, Britain’s sovereign was 
peacefully taking the sea waters under die dc%htcd eyes of a 
proprietary multitude, a band concealed in a bathing machine 
strifcig up “ God save great George our King ” as the “ Royal 
one entered the water.” ^ Wherever he went die same spontaneous 
acclamations attended him: “ the greatest conqueror,” wrote 
Fanny Burney, “ could never pass through his dominions with 
fuller acclamations oHoy from his devoted subjects than George III 
experienced, simply from having won their love by the even tenor 
of an unspotted life.” It was a loyalty founded on nature by a people 
who gave him their hearts, not because he was their sovereign but 
because, being what they wanted their sovereign to be, he deserved 
them. 

For he was as natural as they. In his femiliar Windsor unifonn— 
the broadskirted blue frockcoat with its scarlet collar and cufS—and 
round hat he looked what he was, an English country gendeman. 
He liked farming, the routine of his duties, but most of all the 
human beings about him. He talked incessantly, to every one, 
pouting out good-humoured comments and questions, such as how 
the apple got into the dumpling, and answering them mosdy 
himstJr wim a voUcy of hoarse “Tutl Tuts!” and “Wliat! 
WhatsI” which somehow removed all sense of ceremony and 
superiority. 

Like his " cousin ” of France, King George was a family man, 
but, unhke Louis, happy in being so since this was what the Engh'sh, 
with their strong sense of the realties of life, wanted their sovereign 
to be. The Queen might be an over-frugal hausfrau, but Royal 
George was a faithful husband and a devoted fiither, and in his feck¬ 
less ddest son an injured one, and his subjects loved li^ for it. 
They knew that he had a good heart. Notmng so won their afico 
tion as his manifest delight in children. When middle-dass Dorodiy 
Wordswotih accompanied her uncle and his family to one of the 
familuir summer evening parades on the terrace at Windsor, the old 
King stopped in front of little Christopher and Mary Woidsworih 
and allovred them to play with hh stick. And when a day or 
two later Mary was weanng a new hat, the old man was quick to 

'•D'Arbk^, II, 316. 
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notice it. “ Ah, Mary,’* says he, “ that’s a pretty hat! that’s a pretty 
hat! ” 

Because of these things and because, despite black spots in the 
national existence, most Englishmen -were tolerably satisfied -with 
their lot. King George’s subjects echoed Parson Woodforde’s prayer: 

“ And may so good a King long live to reign over us—and pray 
God that his amiable and beloved Queen Charlotte may now 
enjoy again every happiness this world can afford with so 
gooa a man, and may it long, very long continue with them 
both here and eternal happiness hereaitcr.” 

They could not follow events across the Channel without their 
viewpoint being aficcted by such personal considerations; and when 
the French people rose in their majesty and established liberty by 
flinging dnmken insults at their sovereign and hutcheting his re¬ 
tainers, they refused to approve such goings-on. Liberty was one 
thing; “ anarchy and confusion ” anomer. Even John Wilkes, tliat 
tried champion of the populace’s right to do as it pleased, observed 
that the new France was not a democracy hut a mobocracy. 

Not that Britons wished to interfere with their neighbour’s 
concerns. The best of them continued to believe chat good would 
come out of evil and that the licence which despotism had begotten 
would be succeeded by ordered freedom. For they knew that die 
French—diat cficrvesccnt people—^muat be given time to learn the 
sober lessons which their own sane land bad only mastered in the 
course of many centuries. 



CHAPTER THREE 

The Failure of Appeasement 

1790-3 

“ This oountiy and Holland ought to remain quiet as 
long as it is possible to do so.” 

Lord Grenville, November, 1792. 

For a time it looked as though the first nation in Europe—formerly 
the terror of her neighbours—^might prefer the road of peaceful 
evolution to that of revolutionary vioSmee. The clamour of the 
angry fishvaves on the march firom VenaiUes was followed by a 
reaction: the upper middle-class and the more hberal of tlie 
nobility assumed a kind of loose control. A business government 
of rich men dedicated to the proposition of liberty for the talents 
irrespective of birth temporarily took the place or the old aristo¬ 
cratic muddle and inertia of Versailles. The King to all appearance 
accepted his new situation as the first derk of the nation. A man 
of genius with one foot in both camps, Mirabcau—a rebel who 
unoMstood the necessity of order and an aristocrat who was also 
a demagogues—kept liaison between King and Assembly. So long as 
he lived mere was reasonable hope that the French Revolution 
would take the steady and decent course that every British lover of 
freedom wanted to see it take. 

No one was more convinced that it would than the Prime 
Minister. A reformer and a lover of peace, William Pitt at 30, 
after six years as the youngest Premier in F.-nglisb history, was a 
living example of the triumph of reason. He had apparendy no 
passions, no prejudices and, save for a liking for port, scarcely any 
weaknesses. By his industry, sound judgment and financial acumen 
he had raised His country in a few years firom the despairing after¬ 
math of a ruinous war to a prosperity unrivalled in the world. He 
had restored her finances, uberalisea her commercial system and 
begun to rationalise her laws and parliamentary system. Without 
hnmiliaung his sovereign, he had reduced the undue influence of the 
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Crown and simultaneously ended the long political monopoly of the 
great Whig families. Instead he had set up a liberal “ Tory ” govern¬ 
ment representing the smaller squires and the commercial classes 
and legislating not for an hereditary clique but for the nation as a 
■whole. He had done, in fact, or oegun to do all those pracdcai 
things about -which the French theoretical philosophers and polir 
tidans never tired of talking. 

The Last thing he wantea was to quarrel ■with them: unlike his 
fethcr, Chatham, he loathed the very thought of war. In the King's 
Speeches of 1789 and 1790 Pitt scrupulously refrained from stressing 
the ^orders across the Channel. “ The present convulsiom in 
France,” he told the House, “ must sooner or later culminate in 
general harmony and regular order, and thus circumstanced France 
■win stand forth as one of the most brilliant Powers of Piurope. 
She will enjoy just that kind of liberty which I venerate.” 

Sut one of his auditors, at least, did not share liis optimism. 
After a quarter of a century in Parliament, Edmund Burke, though 
slightly discounted at home by a certain Hibernian vehemence of 
speech,^ had established a great international reputation as a political 
pnilosopher and the enemy of every kind of oppression. During the 
war with the Colonies he had holmy stood out against the popular 
view and denounced in language wriich is part of human literature 
the senseless tyranny that had alienated British America from 
Britain. More recently he had taken the lead in the impeachment 
of the great Indian proconsul, Warren Hastings. 

In November, 1790, Burke took a momeptous step. For some 
time he had been corresponding with a yoting Parisian who had 

; begged for his reflections on the happenings in ms country. Irritated 
by me extravagant praise lavished on these by a handful of British, 
cranks, he pubhsed his R^ections on the Revolution. With splendid 
eloquence he analysed the divergence between Irench rbctoric and 
practice. Irish in his passion and excessive emphasis, Burke was 
never more English thmi when he applied to every principle of the 
revolutionary philosophers the evidence carefully collected from 
France of what had actually hjqipened when it had been put into 
.effect. 

* Wiltes unkindly said of him tiiHt, Juat ss the Venus of Appellea suggested 
milk and honey, so Burke’s oratory was reminiscent of whisky and polsdw. 
—Sir Charles Petrie, When Britain Saved Europe, 88, ■ 
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Yet it was Burke’s Irish logic that enabled hiui to see more 
clearly than any Englishman tlic imrcaHty of the cliildlike discus¬ 
sions which were going on in the National Assembly about theo¬ 
retical systems and constitutions. An Englishman would not have 
troubled about them at all until their practical effects had begun to 
touch him directly. Burke knew that those effects would be a 
universal conflagration. He saw at once the flaw in the refonners’ 
philosophy: that it coitld not be applied to the world about dicin 
without faster. It was all very well to talk about the divinity 
of reason and the General Will, but how was the reason of any man, 
let alone of a concourse or mob, to be distinguished from his baser 
passions and selfish desires? For these just as much as intellect were 
an inherent part of human nature. To assume that the votes of an 
assembly or the acclamations of a crowd must be synonymous witli 
the will of God was merely to condone despotism which was as evil 
when practised by a mob as by a king. Burke always insisted on 
testing the pretence of liberty by the rc^ty. Before he could approve 
high-souuding generalisations he v^anted to know how they ac¬ 
corded with stable government and justice, with the subordination 
of the mihtar)' arm to the civil, with prosperous commerce and 
agriculture, with peace and order, with the security of property and 
private rights, with morality and religion, with learning and the 
arts, with social manners, in a word with civilisation. “ All these in 
their way are good thin^, too,” he wrote, “ and without tlicm 
liberty is not a benefit while it lasts and is not likely to continue 

long-’ 
Liberty to Burke had to be a practical thing. A nation in which 

a community of nuns could be dragged by a mob from a hospital in 
which they were nursing and scourged naked down the street was 
not redeemed from despotism because its national assembly had 
pronounced its own tolerance to be perfect, inalienable and absolute. 
Liberty to have any meaning had to be based on law, and law' in its 
turn on morality: that is, on justice. For Burke brought to the 
French Revolution the historic English touchstone of every political 
pretension: its compatability with fiiir and kindly dealing. “^When¬ 
ever a separation is made betwetm liberty and justice,” he wote, 
“ neither is safe.” 

Unerringly Burke put his finger on the central weakness of the 
French philosophy: that in its passion for logical abstractions it 
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did not recognise the existence of relimon and morality. It boldly 
assumed that these were identical witli the General Will: the popular 
vote or other mechanical manifestation of democracy that in some 
mysterious way embodied the aggregate of human reason and 
virtue while discarding human folly and passion. The French 
reformers, who had disestablished their Church, thought that under 
a perfect constitution men would have no need for region because 
the ideal State would automatically create the ideal man. Burke 
knew that this was putting the cart before the horse: that in practice 
the ideal State could only grow out of the ideal man. Good men 
were not to be made merely by laws which relied for their sanction 
on force but only by rehgion and morality, which appealed to the 
conscience. Only when the people, he wrote, had emptied them¬ 
selves of all the lust of selfish will—and without religion it was 
impossible they should—could absolute power be safety entrusted 
to the State. 

Burke foresaw that by worshipping an abstract ideal of the 
Popular Will hid calling it liberty, the revolutionary philosophers 
were unconsciously preparing the way for an intolerable tyranny. 
“ If the present prefect of a Republic should feil,” he predicted, 
" all security to a moderate freedom must fail with it. All the 
indirect restraints which mitigate despotism arc removed: insomuch 
that, if monarchy should ever again obtain an entire ascendancy in 
France mider this or any other dynasty, it will prohably be the most 
completely arbitrary power that ever appeared on eatm.” Lookit^ 
up the long avenue of promise which led through the self-worship 
of the State and nation to the precipitous final crag of the Dictator 
and the national storm-trooper, the eager, beak-noW, bespectacled 
scer foretold the course of the Revolution: the pitiless elimination 
of everything that could -withstand the will of centralised despotism, 
followed, after the rise of a military dictator to save the nation from 
its own anarchy, by an epoch of world-wide egression. What some 
thought the dawn of Utopia and , others a harmless exhibition of 
French enthusiasm, Burke denounctil in 1^90 as ,a tornado , about 
“ to burst like a Icvantcr and sweep the cartih with its hurricane." 

His, contempt for the slick arrogance of what .he caDod .the 
"philosophy of vanity,” his jtofot^ histotic4 Sjtjise andiihaimtd 
of the shallow pedantiy that viewed the dndunng 
delidate and mys,ttyious..j^pv^.,.pf,,<lefitiiriear7fj^;,spifi^^ 
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be constantly remodelled according to the floating fancies or fashion 
of the hour; his strong, masculine realisation of the necessity of 
some restraint on the passions ^ caused Budee to be less than just 
to the Revolution. He overlooked the stagnation and corruption 
which had given rise to the fallacies he denounced, and In an over¬ 
idealised picture of France under the ancten regime pitied, as Tom 
Paine said, “ the plumage and forgot the dying birm” He missed 
the tremendous and ultimately healing power of unloosed energy. 
In his alarm at the dangers he foresaw, he unconsciously helped to 
bring them nearer. By sounding too powerful an almrm, Burke 
alienated his countrymen firom France at the very moment when 
their sanity and long political experience might have exercised a 
restraining influence. Pitt wisely said that he wished Burke had 
confined himself to praising ihe British Constitution instead of 
abtising the French. There were powerful elements in the new 
France, particularly in the provinces, which might have responded 
to a generous hand fi:om England. There were many good English¬ 
men who would willingly have extended it Burke caused them to 
hesitate. 

For the R^ections, as almost any book of genius will when 
written with bunung sincerity on a topical subject had an immense 
success. "Within a year it had sold the unprecedented number of 
32,000 copies. And mough at first the bulk of Englishmen continued 
to regard Budee as a violent Irishman apt to be run away with by his 
feelings and more remarkable for the vividness of his imagery than 
for sober statesmanship, there was something so striking in what 
he had written that tfee was no forgetting it And as one afer 
another of his gloomy predictions were fulfifled by events across 
Channel, the conviction grew that the old Whig hack was not an 
unpractical visionary after sJl but an inspired prophet The effect 
on the pragmatical English mind was tremenoous. 

For moderate and liberal-minded men who felt generously 
towards the new France, including tbe majority of Burke’s own 
Whig fiiends, drew back when they saw how Gallic pi^tice of what 
seemed at first their own principles was accompanied by violence, 
lUegalitry and cruelty. Every excess of the French mob confirmed 

^ Government is a contrivance of human' wisdom to provide for human 
Tpaiitt. Mw have a right that these wants should be provided for by tViia 
wisdom. Among thme wants is to be reckoned the want, out of dvfl society, 
of a sufficient restraint upon their passbns.'*—Reflectiont, 333. 
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what Burke had foretold. The sympathy of educated Englishmea 
for the Revolution was frozen in its tracks. As it froze, the cjctremcr 
elements in France seemed increasingly to prevail over the rn>'»fl»*rate. 
In May, 1791, Mirabeau died: the one man who possessed both the 
magnetism to lead assemblies and the statesmanship to avoid a 
violent breach with the past. H^iceforward power passed from the 
Assembly to the irresponsible republican clubs who controlled the 
mob. By June King Louis, alarmed by the rising tide of anarchy, 
had attempted flight, only to be caught on the road to the frontier 
and brou^t back in sordid imominy to his capital 

These events, reinforced by Burke’s constantly reiterated plea, 
thundered in the Commons, broadcast in pamphlets and repeated in 
every company, “ to fly the French Revolution,” not only spUt his 
own party but awoke me instinctive suspicion of innovation of die 
English people. He himself had praisen their “ sullen resistance of 
innovation,” “ their unalterable perseverance in the wisdom of 
ancient prejudice.” The dumb Tory majority, which had hitherto 

Burke with profound distrust, now praised him with mote rei 
m veDcmence than intelBgence. The more violent the pn 

France, the more tighdy did they shut their minds to an- 
savouring of novelty. Lne liberal tide which had been flowing in 
England since the American war began to ebb fist A modest 
measure of electoral reform—^no more than Pitt himself had 
advocated a few years earlier—^was ngected by the Commons at the 
instance of the charming but alarmist 'William "Windham, hitherto 
an ardent Liberal, on the ground that it was insanity to rej^ one’s 
house in the hurricane season. Even Wilberforce’s annud motion 
for the abolition of the slave trade—now at last on the veige of 
triumph—^was xme^ectedly defeated in 1791 owing to the panic 
caused by the rising of the French slaves in Santo Domingo. 

These alarms were finned by the micritical enthusiasm for the 
Revolution of a small but very vocal minority which identified it 
with its own hopes and ambitions. In England it -was drawn mainly 
from the middle-class urban Dissenters who welcomed the Ptench 
doctrine of dvi and religious equality and were more accustomed 
to—and therefore less suspicious of-^bstract generalisations than 
the mass of their rustic cotinttymen. In imitation of Parisiaa models 
these worthy people formed ‘ Constitutional ” and ” CorreSpotid- 

” Societies in various parts of the country -whidh eiuenestty’ dc- 
yji. c 9 

mg 
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bated French principles, urged their adoption in England and 
exchanged fraternal greetings with their apostles across the Channel. 
They rtid Uttle barm beyond encouraging the more foolish French 
politicians to imaguie that they represented British opinion. But the 
topics they discussed so loudly deeply alarmed their conservative 
neighbours. With Ku:^ Louis a prisoner in his palace and French 
seigneurs and priests fleeing for their lives from mob violence, it was 
disturbing to feam that Mr. Price, the eloquent Dissenting preacher, 
had told the London Revolutionary Society that the Britim people 
might also depose dieir King and nobles and remodel the Church 
and State. The religious strife of die seventeenth century were not 
wholly forgotten: there were still men living whose grandfrlhcrs 
had suffered prosaiption for the Anglican faith. They viewed the 
harmless Dissenting controversialists of their own day as descendants 
of the frnatics who had sent the King to the scaffold, plundered the 
cathedrals and set up the ugly tyranny of the Saints and Major 
Gtmerals. 

Feeling was aggravated by a spate of pamphlets. Burke’s jRe- 
fiecHoits provoke no less tnau thirty-eight replies.^ The most 
fiunous of these was The Rights of Man, the work of an cx-staytnakcr 
named Tom Paine who had taaen part in the American rebellion 
and had now (brown in his lot with the French. Forcibly argued 
and lucidly writtien, it was suited to simple intelligences unable to e Burke’s profounder points, with which—^particularly with his 

•flown passages—it made admirable sport. Much ofit was good 
sense: “ (he vanity and presumption of governing beyond the 
grave,” Paine wrote of Burke’s historical polemics, ” is the most 
ridiculous and insolent of all tyrannies.” One of his great points was 
tiiat the Revolution, being directed not against persons but against 
principles, had been attenewd by very litdebloodmed: ” among ^ 
few that fell there do not appear to be any diat were intentionally 
singled out. . . . Whom um the National Assembly brought to 
the scaffold? ” he asked. 

Circulated by the Constitutional Societies at fid, and even less, 
and dedicated to the great though—-in England—suspect, name of 
Washington, The Rights of Man had an immense sale and helped tti 

‘ important tsw Sir James Mactdntostl’a scholatly Vifldieuu 
Gmhcae In which Be prophesied that an attempt of foreign kings to enuh the 
wvolutba in France would recoil on tiieir own heads. 
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Stimulate the formation of radical clubs in a lower strata of society 
than had hitherto been touched by political controversy. The 
appearance of a workmen’s club in a Westminster alehouse at the 
beginning of 1792 and of another at Sheffield caused a stir utterly 
disproportionate to the numbers engaged.^ Here, solid Englishmen 
reflected of Paine’s attack on the Constitution, was a feUow—a 
Radical, an atlieist and perhaps worse—^preaching that every violent 
act committed by a lot of excitable, bloodthirsty Frenchmen was 
right and demanding that England should throw over the sober 
gains of centuries, which he md the impertinence to refin: to as 
badges of Norman servitude. The insular hackles rose. 

The unreflectii^ multitude, in whom anti-Gallican feeling was 
never far from the surface, was quick to respond. When on July 
14th, 1791, some middle-dass sympathisen with France organised 
public dinners to celebrate the anniversary of the fell of the Bastille, 
there were riots in the provincial towns. At Birmingham, where 
provocative handbills had been scattered through the streets and a 
church chalked ** This bam to let,” the mob rose in all its ignoniut 
savagery, wrecked Dissenting meeting houses and burnt the house 
and library of the femous scientist. Dr. Priestley. For four days the 
whole of the loyal, roW west midlands was in a tumult, till the 15th 
Dragoons, covering nfty-six miles in a day, rode into Birmingham 
amid multitudes mouting “ Down with the Rump i ” “ No 
philosophers! ” “ Church and King! ” The Government, faced 
by that infectious violence which revolutionary idcolo^ always 
provokes in both sides and wishing to preserve order at home and 
peace abroad, abhorred the idea of an ideological front against the 
Revolution.® But the danger of such a front, with its thrmt to the 
tranquillity of Europe, was growing. 

In May, 1790, the new rulers of France professing peace and 
retrenchment—^principles which naturally endeared them to Pitt— 

These were trifling. As Burke pointed out in Ids RtjUetiimt, the sttmtion 
drawn to thietnseiVBS by the agitaton was Tnialeading. ‘ Bejeause half a dnzen 
grasshoppers under a lem make the field ring witiS their importu^tecWn* 
whilst t^itasnds of great cattle, reposed ben^th shadow of too British 
oakj chew the cud and arc silent ptsy ^ imagine that firose who make 
the noise are the only inhabitant of the field/* 

* Grenville, the Foreign Secretary, wrote s “ I 
favour of governrdent much more than riots against it* —wt C/recr 
War, Ip, 
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solemnly renounced war and aggression for ever. One deputy, 
Maximmen Robespierre, went so far as to declare that France 
regarded her existing frontiers as fixed by an eternal destiny. But 
those who, relying on this, hemed that the Revolution was not for 
export were soon disillusioned. That autumn at Avignon—a litdc 
enclave of Papal territory surviving firom the Middle Ages—the 
people, catching the reforming fervour, rose and offered themselves 
to France. The Assembly accepted the offer and sent troops to take 
over the territory. It was argued that there was no “ conquest ” 
once the consent of the inhabitants had been secured. Yet it was 
significant that that consent had been expressed not by ballot but 
by a riot. It was still more so that the foreign sovereign dispossessed 
was never consulted. 

Thereafter “ ambassadors of the human species ”—^in other words §eudemen who for some reason or another were at divergence with 
icir owm rulers—^began to arrive in Paris and to ofier their respeo- 

tivc countries to France. The Assembly in its mood of boundless 
benevolence towards humanity applauded their fiattering confidence. 
It all seemed innocent enough: statesmen, it was felt, need not take 
these Gallic ebullitions very seriously. 

Yet there were many who did. Tne strictures of the revolution¬ 
aries against princes and nobles were too sweeping to be comfortably 
received in a monarchical and aristocratic continent Paris was not 
a remote academy for the discussion of abstract principles but the 
capital of the first military power in Europe. In Gcnnany in par¬ 
ticular, with its iimumCTable petty Courts and principalities, the 
democratic fienzy wm regarded with acute distrust Many <ff the 
Imperial princes, who still possessed estates in former German 
provinces conquered by France, had been direedy hit by the aboli¬ 
tion of feudal dues. All had a lively recollection of the French 
invasions of Germany during the past hundred and fifiy years. It 
was all very well for France to renounce aggression, but Teutons 
brought up on stories of the Thirtv Years War and the ravages of 
Louis XTv s armies asked incredulously if the tiger could change 
his stripes. 

Tie Wgest Teuton rulers, bettor able to protect themselves, took 
a calmer view of the situation. The Emperor Leopold and the 
King of Pruffiia had nothing to feat from an army whose officers 
were daily fleeing their country and whose discipline had been 
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undcnnined by the folly of their dvil rulers. As a concession to the 
smaller princes of the Reich and to the hysterical French refugees 
who were sheltering from the revolution on German soil they made 
a vague agreement to keep an eye on their volatile western neigh¬ 
bour. But they were far more distrustful of one another and 
interested in the situation which was developing on their eastern 
frontiers. For here the andent kingdom of Poland, long tom by 
feudal dissensions, was on the verge of final collapse. Firo»n years 
before, Austria, Russia and Prussia had helped themselves to the 
outlyii^ parts of its territories. Now under me lead of the Empress 
Catherine of Russia they were contemplating a new partition. 
Alarmed by an eleventh-hour attenmt of the more patriotic Polish 
nobles to save their country by reforming its anarchical constitu¬ 
tion, the insatiable old woman affected a violent horror of the French 
Revolution whose subversive influences she pretended to see at work 
in Poland. It was as the alleged champion of order against anarchy 
that she prepared to invade that country while urgu^ Austtia and 
Prussia to do the same thing in France. 

Such was the position at the rime of the flight to Varennes in 
the summer of 1791. The insults to his sister, Marie Antoinette, 
placed Leopold of Austria—a sensible and moderate man—^in a 
dilemma. Wishing to be free to watch Russia and Prussia, he did 
not want to become embroiled with France. On the other hand, 
he could not wholly ignore what was happening in the west. For 
Leopold was not only hereditary ruler of the twenty million 
inbiibitatits of the Hapsburg dominions in Austria, Hui^ry, 
Bohemia, Belgium and Lombardy. He was also as Holy Roman 
Emperor the elected protector of the three hundred and mty-eight 
minor German States in the centre of Europe. He could not wholly 
ignore the wishes and fears of their rulers. He was also a Catholic 
sovereign, subject to the influence of the Pope, who was deeply 
hurt by the annexation of Avignon, the discstablishmait of the 
Church of France and the expulsion of his Lcgitt from Paris. Under 
these infliiriurffs Leopold issued on July 6th a dtcular letter to his 
fellow-sovereigns suggesting some kind of joint European action to 
secrure the release from restraint of the Most Christian King and his 
Queen. 

The British Government, as was ejected, declined diis kvitation. 
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It expressed sympadiy witli the French Royal Family but made the 
possioiUty of British co-operation dependent on a general European 
setdement guaranteeing the future integrity of Poland and Turkey 
—^both threatened by Russia and Austria—and the restoration of the 
balance of power. Britain was not interested in ideological fronts 
or the internal affairs of other countries.^ Under these ckcumstanccs 
die furthest step which Leopold would take was a joint Declaration 
with Prussia, issued at Pilhntz on August 27th, expressing the hope 
diat the European nations would act together to place the King of 
France in a position in harmony with the rights of sovereigns and 
the well-being of his people. But as Britain would not co-operate, 
the Dcclaratiou was a mere 6rcc. 

In September Leopold, hearing that his brother-in-law had 
accepted the new Constitution forced on him by the Assembly, 
informed the Powers that the obligations at Pillnitz had hem 
achieved and that the coalition was at an end. His relief was appa¬ 
rent. But he had reckoned without the temper of the Frmch 
politicians, the excited state of France and the increasingly provoca¬ 
tive behaviour of an army of imigri nobles, whom the Hector of 
Trier had most injudiciously invited to his dominions and who, 
seeing in a European war their cxne chance of restoration, kept up a 
shrill chorus of threats against their countrymen. Lhe latter’s 
fears played into the hands of the Party extremists. The baleful 
influence of the exiles helped to turn an ideological into a national 
quarrel. 

The members of the Legislative Assembly who met under the 
terms of the new Constimtion on October ist, 1791, wrae all untried 
men. More than half were under thirty. They tended, despite their 
goloshes and umbrellas, to be romantic idealists, nursed in the 
feshionafale classicism of the time and full of windy eloquence about 
Aristides, Cato and other heroes of antique democracy. The most 
eloquent hailed from Bordeaux and were known as Girondiiis— 
sallow, excitable men hungering fijr applause and with a genius for 

. self-dramatisation. There seemed no limit to the violence of their 
splendid enthusiasms. They at once confiscated the property of the 
migris and soon afterward passed sentence of death on all who 

^ Thouah, of course, British policy vras -viewed on the Continent as purely 
cynical and Machiavedian. "The trorat obstaclea," vjroto the Austrian 
Atnbesaador in Paiia, " will always come firom England, which wishes to 
prolong the' horrora of France and ruin her.” 
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should fail to return to France by the end of the year. A fortnight 
before Christmas they made Louis inform the Elector of Trier 
that, unless the royalists in his dominions were yirpelliyl, France 
would invade his territory. 

The Emperor Leopold could scarcely permit the invasion of any 
part of the Empire without going to war. Yet this, so long as 
Britain remained neutral, he was amdous not to do. He therefore, 
while warning France that he would resist if Trier was invaded, 
brought pressure to bear on the imigfis to remove elsewhere. This 
evoked a renewed damour in die French Chamber for strong 
measures. For the Girondins saw their way to power on the back of a 
European war. It was the shortest cut to a dictatorship. Popular 
interest in the Revolution was beginning to flag;^ hostility was 
aroused by interference with rchgion, administrative anarchy and 
the indadon caused by a reckless issue of paper assignats on canEsated 
church lands. Only hatred of the foreigner could reunite the 
country behind the Revolution. A ctusade against the Austrian 
despot was the Girondins' trump card. “ War, cried their leader, 
Brissot, *' is a national benefit: the only calamity to he dreaded is 
that we should have no war.” On January nth, 17^2, amid shouts 
of "Liberty or death!” the Ass^bly voted that the Emperor 
should renounce his project of a European dhiarche against France 
or face invasion. 

Confironted by this threat, die Emperor signed a defensive alliance 
with Prussia in which he promised to indemnify that very C3i!«:ting 
State for its militafy expenses. For in view of their rivalry in the 
east he could not afford to act without it. Unlike Leopold, die Ring 
of Prussia had no objection to war provided it coulcf be conducted 
without expense. He disliked the Revolution and, having been 
bribed by Russia with a promise of Polish territory at the expense 
of Austria, wanted to commit the latter’s armies to a struggle in the 
west. The first brunt of war would foil on the Austrian Nedicr- 
lands; it would then be easy to invent an excuse for husbanding 
his own armies. 

Yet so long as Leopold lived there was still hope of peace. His 
sudden death on March ist destroyed it. Bis successor, Francis H, 
was a narrow, pedantic young man of reactionary views, much in 

^ In the recent mayoral ateetJon in Paria OnJy 6,600 out $0,000 eloctM* 
hod recorded their yotee. 
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the hands of the imigris who at once raised their tone. This was just 
what the war party in Paris wanted. On March 23 rd the French 
Feuillant Government fell and was succeeded by a Girondin Minis¬ 
try committed up to the hilt to war. Its leader was the vain, eloquent 
Brissot; its Foreign Minister a military adventurer, G^eral 
Dumouriez, who had made himself the champion of a plausible but 
very dangerous idea.—“ the natural frontiers of France.’* These, 
ignoring the rights of her neighboiurs, he defined as the Pyrenees, 
Alps and Rhine. His first act was to dispatch agents into the Nether¬ 
lands to stir up rebellion against the Austrians. His second was to 
send an ultimatum to Vienna demanding the immediate suspension 
of the Prussian alliance. 

The chief obstacle to similar French designs in the past had been 
the opposition of Britain. It was the belief in Paris that, if France 
could keep that country neutral, she could manage the rest of 
Europe. At the beginning of the year a French mission had therefore 
been sent to London. Though the imigrh had done thdr best to 
prgudice its reception by spreading atrocity stories about its 
members and inserting premature press notices that Pitt had 
snubbed it, the British Government refused to be deflected firom 
its pacific policy. The Foreign Secretary told the Due de Biron and 
his unofficial adviser, Talleyrand, that both on political and com¬ 
mercial grounds Britain wished for nothing so much as a happy 
issue to France’s troubles. In his Budget speech of Februa^ zyuC 
Pitt declared his belief that Europe was on the threshold of a long 
period of peace and prosperity. “lam not,*' he said, “ presumptuous 
enough to suppose mat, when I name fifteen years, I am not naming 

a period in which events may arise which human foresight cannot 
rrach and which may baffle all our conjectures. . . . But un¬ 
questionably there never was a time in the history of this country 
when, firom the situation of Europe, we mi^ more reasonably 
expect fifteen years of peace, than we may at & present moment.'* 
To prove his good fiuth he made new economies in the Fighting 
Services. 

For Pitt, having established his country's prosperity on peace, 
scouted the idea of war. It s^nied to him the last refuge of iu> 
reason. Britain in his view had nothing to fear firom Prance, which 
through the indiscipline of her fleets and armies had become an 
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object of compassion rather than a rival. Her internal afl&irs were 
purely her own concern. When representatives of the royalist 
planters of French Santo Domingo, to avert a massacre at the han>^g 
of their slaves, offered the coveted colony to Britain, Pitt refused 
it as incompatible with neutrality. 

On taking office the Brissotin Ministry sent Talleyrand back 
to London under a new ambassador, the Marquis de Chauvelin, a 
vain and tactless young demagojgue. Their instructions were to 
secure Britain’s continued neutranty and to oficr the return of the 
West Indian island of Tobago, taken during die American war, for a 
guaranteed loan of ^{[4,000,000 on the London market. France, they 
were to explain, was bound to dominate Central Europe; should 
Britain throw in her weight on her side and neutralise her former 
allies, Prussia and Holland, the two “ firee ” Powen of the west 
would “ become arbiters of peace or war for the whole world." 
A hint vras also to be droppra that France by fomenting a second 
transadandc revolution had it in her power to transfer the com¬ 
merce of Spanish South America to Britain. 

But the latter’s most vital interest, as Dumonriez knew, was the 
security of the Low Countries. For diis she had gone to war both 
against Philip of Spain and Louis XIV. The retention of Belgian and 
Dutch harbours in feicndly hands had always hem a cardind point 
for England: their use by a great military power her ageJong 
nightmare. Chauvelin and Tahcyrand were therefore to impress 
the British Government with the idea tliat the invasion of the 
Austrian Netherlands was only a temporary measure for the security 
of the struggling French State. 

To the positive part of this Pitt—courteous hut cold—turned a 
deaf car; to the negative, still believing that France’s interests were 
as pacific as Britain 5, he tacitly agreed. Ihe ideological war he had 
tried to avert was now inevitable: the only course left was to keep 
out of it and liTriit. its consequences. He temsed any formal dcclara>- 
tion of neutrality lest it should encourage the French extremists. 
But, on the imdcrstanding given by Domouriez that the Belric 
provinces should be restored to Austria after the war, Pitt adopted a 
policy of non-intervention. 

In this unknowingly he was contending against history and ffite. 
Already the Revolution had begun to impinge on Britain’s inteimal 
affairs. In Irehmd the French example had aroused die Nopcon- 
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formist minority of die north. The second anniversary of die 
Bastille’s fell had been celebrated by the people of Ulster with almost 
military pomp. That September a young lawyer named Wolfc Tone 
published a pamplilct, The Northern Whig, advocating an alliance 
of Protestant and Catholic Irish to shake of the rule of Dublin 
Casde. This was followed by the formation in Belfast of the 
Society of United Irishmen. Under Tone’s lead it repudiated 
the patriot Grattan’s moderate programme of Irish reform and 
advocated revolutionary measures—manhood suJfiage, equal 
electoral districts and annual elections. It even started to raise 
volmitcers for a “ National Guard ” and to dress them in French 
uniforms. 

At diis point the Government intervened and suppressed them. 
But the disordered state of Ireland made it a dangerous breedings 
ground for revolutionary ideas. At the same time both in England 
and Scotland there was a marked spread of revolutionary propa¬ 
ganda. Working men’s clubs debated such perilous matters as the 
price of provisions and “ the lavish of the public property by place¬ 
men, pensioners, Iwtury and debauchery.’ As these petty societies 
multiplied there was even talk of suspending ParUainent by a 
General Convention on the French model—“ one grand and exten¬ 
sive Union for all the friends of liberty.” 

The more timorous sotds in Church and State, confronted with 
this radical fermentation, became increasingly agitated. There was 
no police force, the manners of the people were rough and violent, 
and tlie blood-stained example of ftance was fresh in every mind. 
The language of the Corresponding Societies was ominously remin¬ 
iscent of the Jacobin dubs which had terrorised the French Assembly 
and roused the Paris mob. Englishmen recalled what their own mob 
had done at the time of the Gordon riots—a glimpse into the abyss 
which had shaken even their strong nerves. And the artifiiM 
concentration of a new kind of poptnation in the industrial towns 
presented social problems which Government had not even begun 
to tackle, John Byng, imcompromising champion of the rights of 
the rustic poor, travelling through the manufecturing iSstricts 
that summer, was filled with foreboding. 

*«•♦**•» 

Not every aristocrat shut his eyes to the virtues of the new 
Prance. A littie group, conspicuous in Parliament and the feahiem- 
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able Whig salons, shut theirs to her vices. To the supercih’ous, 
dashing old Etonians who gambled all night at Brooks’s, shared 
the dubious intimacy of die Prince of wScs and worshipped at 
Fox’s political shrine, the ted cap of Liberty became the symbol of an 
imaginary Utopia—die more attractive because it so enraged 
respectable opponents. In April, 1792, a Whig ^oup formed a dub 
at the Freemason’s Tavern ctuled The Friends of he People. Among 
its members were Charles Grey, Erskine, John Lambton, Lord 
Lauderdale, Sheridan, Lord Edward Fitzg^d and the young 
brewer, Sam Whitbread. Their idol Fox would neither join nor 
disown dicm. With characteristic irresponsibihty he allowed them 
to drift into what later became an impossible position and in which, 
being then uruble to extricate them, he was out of equally characteiv 
istic good nature to join them. Burke and the more mature Whigs, 
who under the Ddke of Portland had till now followed Fox’s 
brilliant star, were horrified. 

Pitt as a good pohtidan accepted the growing conservatism of 
the country. In April he opposed Gtcy’s motion for electoral reform 
which (hat ardent young man was to carry forty years later as 
Prime Minister, deeming it Co he productive at such a time only of 
“ anarchy and confusion.” In May he spoke against any relaxation 
of the penal laws against Nonconformity. He also modified his 
plans for making concessions to the Irish Catholics. Pitt took his 
stand on the necessity for giving, as he put it, " permanence to that 
which we actually enjoy rather than to remove subsisting griev¬ 
ances.” His policy, after (tight years of liberalising reform, now 
shrank to a siuglc word—security. 

For the English instinct, confronted by something new and 
violent in the world, was txasing to be tolerant: it sensed danger. 
Subconsciously it narrowed its vision, and bent its energies to 
screwing down the hatches before the hurricane. “ I shuddered 
at Grey s motion,” wrote tie historian Gibbon from Lausanne, 
“ disliked the hahf-support of Fox, and (accused the usual intemper¬ 
ance of Bur^ . . . Donotsufier yourselves to be lulled into ft alsc 
security, remember tbe proud fabric of the French Monarchy. 
Not four years ago it stood founded, as it mi^t seta^ on the triple 
Aristocracy of the Church, the Nobility and uie Parliaments. They 
ate crumbled into dust; they are vapished from the earth. If 
diis tremendous wtening has no effiar cm the men of property id. 
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England; if it does not open every eye and raise every arm, you 
wiU deserve your fate.” 

Yet though Pitt put away his dreams of reform at home, he 
stubbornly refused to abandon his pohqr of peace abroad. If France 
and her eastern neighbours chose to waste their blood and substance 
in war, that was their concern, not Britain’s. When Burke, accorded 
an interview, urged intervention, he found as always a certain 
“ deadness.” The Prime Minister seemed more concerned in saving 
Poland from Russia, even in dispatching a commercial embassy to 
China, than in nipping world revolution in the bud. For his policy 
of security was as ^pendent on keeping the country out of Conti¬ 
nental adventures as on averting doctrinal revolution. 

On April aoth the French Assembly declared war on Austria. 
The little group which under the Jacobin dubman, Robespierre, 
opposed hostilities on the ground that they would frvour the growth 
of tyranny was swept aside by Girondin aoguence. “ The people,” 
cried Mauhe, “ desire war; make haste to give way to its just and 
generous impatience. You are perhaps about to decree the Hbcrty 
of the whole world,” 

The demagogues of the Gironde imagined that revolutionary 
fervoiu: would make their armies invindble. They were mistaken. 
With the inconsemicnce of their kind, while damotuii^ for war 
they had tampered with military disdplinc in order to disaedit 
their predecessors. The red woolloi nightcaps of the Nancy military 
mutineers, rdeased from prison in their convicts’ garb and given thij 
honours of the Legislative Assembly, had been acclaimed as Caps 
of Liberty—the approved headwear henceforward of every patriot. 
France had now to pay the price for sudi folly. The troops who 
swarmed into Belgium were a mere rabble. At the first sight of an 
Austrian they ran away and murdered their own general. The 
greatest war in French history began, as it ended, with shouts of 
Saiive tmi peuti 

The hideous rout that scramhlcd hack over the frontier did not 
make a fevourablc impression. Europe breathed a sigh of tdiefr 
England laughed. ” A strange reverse,” was the caption of Gilltay’i 
next cartoon; 

“ The democrats display 
And prove the Rights of Man—to run away.” 
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Anti-GaJlican feeling stifiened. The King was particularly con¬ 
temptuous. When. Chauvelin protested at a royal proclamation 
against seditious writings, the Foreign Secretary coldly intimated 
that he should mind his own business. 

The Austrians did not follow up their victory. They had more 
pressing concerns. That May the Russian Empress’s savage soldiery 
marched across the Polish firontiCT. The Poles jxiok up arms, some 
imder Kosciusko to repel the hinder, others according to ancient 
Polish custom to serve their fiction at the eagpense of th^ country. 
Their Prussian allies, bribed in advance by Russia, threatened them 
fiom the rear. Not for the last time the waters of barbarism closed 
over the Polish plain. 

Meanwhile in Paris the parties of the Left were bidding against 
one another for the fivour of the mob by the vehemence of their 
abuse of King and foreimier. The dubs forced a decree through the 
Assembly disbanding ^ soverc^’s Constitutional Guard. The 
Girondins summoned a meeting of ao,ooo armed *' Federates ” fiom 
the provincial Cantons to the national fiast on July L4th. 

In June King Louis, relying on the reviving conservatism and 
religious sense of the country, vetoed a bill for banishing non- 
juring priests and dismissed the Girondin Ministry. But the royalist 
counter-attack, though nearly successful, filled through the divisions 
of its supporters. In the face of common danger. Jacobin and 
Giron^ united. Their self-chosen leader was a rough provincial 
lawyer from Champagne; a pock-marked, passionate, impulsive 
man of 3a named Danton, whose name is stained by great crimes 
hut who loved France more than anything in the wodd. 

On July iith, the Left strude. The Assetiibl'y, itself assuming the 
government, declared the country in danger and called on every 
able-bodied dtizen to defend the fiontiers. At the national fesrivsd 
on the Champs de Mars the King was hooted and jostled by the 
assembled “ Federates the tagged, swcat-«tained, angry men of 
the provinci4 slums. ** The Tarquins,” the cry went up," must he 
drr^ outi” 

Five days later the Emperor Francis and the King of .PrtBBia 
met at Mainz junid a glpAming shoal of Gemian Princes and EIcck 

tors. They were stfll in no hurry to miurch for Ht cerfii^ of 
their prey. France, once to tuighty, vm diswjlying into 
They had onty to drive thc.r^le h^dte than and; drv^ ipofl 
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at leisure. On the 24th, having settled die question of indemnities, 
Prussia openly threw in' her Tot with Austria and declared war. 
The Commandcr-in-Chicf of the Prussian Army, the veteran Duke 
of Brunswick, issued a manifesto to the French people. All who had 
“ rebelled ’* since 1789 were to submit unconditionally and Paris 
was to be gutted if a hair of the King’s head was touched. 

The fiuits of German diplomacy never vary. Before this master¬ 
piece of taedessness reached Paris on August 3rd, the Marseilles 
“ Federates ” had marched into the capital: five hundred ruffians 
“ who knew how to die ” and how to loll too, and singing a new 
song bearing their name. They were greeted by the Clubs with 
ominous enthusiasm and prompdy Hquidated an officer of the 
National Guard. 

Next day Brunswick’s manifesto arrived. That night, while 
a proud people simmered with rage, die great bell of the Cordeliers 
began to ton. It was the signal that Danton had seized the Hotel 
dc ViUe preparatory to attacking the Palace. All next morning 
a sulky little captain of artillery, who was trying in that starving 
time to write a history of his native Corsica, watched the mob 
storming the Tuileries. The Royal Family fled to the Assembly and 
the Swiss Guards were massacred. Before night fell Louis—^no 
longer a King—^was a close prisoner in a little ccU while children in 
the streets played football with human heads. 

Meanwhile the Prussians were marching. With the harsh halo’ 
of the great Frederick’s victories about them they crossed the 
frontier, boasting that in a month they would sup in the Palais 
Royal On August aoth they took Longwy and twelve days later 
Verdun. Between them and Paris was omy an army of shabby and 
ill-disciplined Freuchmen, inferior in numbers, with grubby uni¬ 
forms and officers branded with the memory of the flight firom 
Belgium. 

Yet in those ragged ranks a new spirit was stirring. The courage 
and daemonic energy of Danton—the very personification of 
Prance—rah through their veins like an dcctric current. In their 
blue jackets and wooden sabots—the " blue earthenware ” of the 
etnigris' contemptuous phrase—the men encamped under Dumouriez 
at Sedan and Kdletmana at Metz prepared to put the “ Marseillaise” 
into action. Among those they elected for their colonels were seven 
future Napoleonic Marshals and a quarter of the Imperial Generals 
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ofDivision. " Wc lived,” wrote one of them long afterwards, ” in 
an atmosphere of light: I feel its heat and power now at 55, just 
as I felt it on the first day.” 

On the day that Verdun surrendered, Danton, calling for volun¬ 
teers to man the r^ged battahons, made his great speech on the 
Champs de Mars: ‘'^De I’audace, ct encore dc faudace, et toujours 
de I’audace—et la France est sauvde I ” While he was speaking ruf¬ 
fians paid by the Paris Commune were beginning a massacre in the 
crowded prisons. In that bestial’ slaughter 1600 victims perished, 
mostly aristrocrats of the more liberal kind who had stayed to share 
the fortunes of theii country, among them two former Foreign 
Ministers of France. With uicir screams tinging in its ears, Paris 
voted en masse for the Jacobins. Only the provinces dared return 
the men of the Gironde. 

On the failing ftonriers die unborn Republic feced her enemies. 
On the 19th France learnt that the Prussians had forced the last 
defiles of the Argonnes and were debouching into the great plain on 
which Paris lies. Next day the Constituent Assembfy sat for the 
last time. Miles away to the eastward the guns of Valmy were 
firing in the drizzling rain. When evening f3l the feeble Itossian 
attack was spent, and Brunswick, cursing the rain and the mud and 
the sickness and divisions in his army, t^cd ofFhis men. Goethe, 
accompanying the German Army, alone had the vision to see the 
blinding truth through the mists of that sordid, petty encounter 
on the Champagne plain. “ ftom this day and ^ hour dates a 
new epoch in the history of the world.” 

On the morrow of the batde, still ignorant of il;s 6te, the Con¬ 
vention met in haste to niahe a new Prance. It decreed that there 
should be no more Kings and that the Republic was one and in¬ 
divisible. The proving elections had given the Girondins a 
majority, but the masters of the Convention were now the Jacobins. 
The "Mountain,” aS they were c^led firom their scats in the 
Assembly, stood for a collective dictatorship, the Crushing of all 
opposition and a permanent state of sit^ eafbrtwi ^ mob tetfCHr. 

Tn<w had three afiies—the foreigner, fire stars in theh courses aiaj 
Catherine of Russia. All that Sfeptcinber, the voluntpeis 
shambled over the cpbblestpneS in a ■thousand Iftfle towns ahd, 
tain fell on the citcaniped anpits op. ":die plains d£ lodsy’, 
pagne,” the Prussians hffitated. ';Qn the,;l8sf '(ia^',pf 
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dogged with mud and emaciated by dysentery brought on by 
excessive eating of grapes—“ la courie prussienne ”—^they began to 
retreat to their own frontiers. For the Russian Empress had again 
drawn the attention of Berlin from the birth of the French Repimlic 
to the death agonies of Poland. 

As the Allies fell back the French advanced. On the 38th Custinc 
entered the Rhineland, moving swifdy on Speyer and Worms while 

bishops and nobles fled before his dreadful batdccry of 
to the tyrant’s palace! Peace to the poor man’s cottage! ” 

At the same time another French army, bubbling over with the 
frenzied enthusiasm of the hour, poured into Savoy, forcing back 
the Piedmontese over the mountains. Dumouricz’s natural frontiers 
of France—a mirage in the spring—suddenly seemed to be becoming 
a reality. 

prmces. 
War 

These events were witnessed by Englishmen with growing 
bewilderment. Those, who from the first bad regarded the Revolvt- 
tion as a disaster, saw in the September massacres not only the 
fulfilment of their predictions but a call to arms. Burke was beside 
himself with prophetic rage and terror. He bombarded the Foreign 
Seaetary wim letters, draianding immediate intervention. “ It is 
not the enmity but the friendship of France that is truly terrible. 
Her intercourse, her example and the spread of her doctrines are the 
most dreadful of her arms.” Every day more and more of his 
countrymen were coming to agree with him. ” How,” wrote the 
generous and liberal-minded Romilly, " could we ever be so de¬ 
ceived in the character of the French nation as to think them capable 
of liberty? ” As thousands of poor refugees poured into England 
with ghastly tales on their lips, a kindly people who were herefitary 
foes to oppression and cruelty could not conceal their anger. East¬ 
bourne and Rye were full of peimilcss seigneurs and priests and for¬ 
lorn women, and waggon-loads of misery rumbled ceaselessly over 
die Loudon bridges. Such horrors recalled the massacre of St. 
Bartholomew and Louis XTV’s persecution , of the Huguenots. 

By a &mihac paradox this French inflmr intensified popular 
hatred of the French race. Spy mania swept the southern counties. 
With tales spreading of revolutionary * oanditti,” armed with 
daggers and disguised as refugees, pressure on the Government to 
do something grew hourly. 
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The Prime Minister preserved a wonderful ralm “ No hour of 
Pitt’s life,” wrote John Richard Green, “ was so great as that in 
which he stood lonely and passionless before the growth of national 
passion and refused to bow to the gathering cry for war.” Neither 
in his ofl&cial utterances nor in his correspondence did he comment 
on the events of August and September. After the massacre at the 
Tuilerics the British Ambassador, Lord Gower, was recalled from 
Paris on the groimd that the life of an aristocrat was no longer 
safe there and that the Government to which he had been accredited 
had ceased to exist. But on September 20th Pitt refused a request 
of the Austrian and Neapolitan ambassadors that Britain should 
exclude from its territories the representatives of those guilty of 
attack on the French Royal Family. It was not the business of 
Britain, he maintained, to take sides in the internal concerns of other 
countries. 

For Pitt’s steadfast vision was still fixed on Ftigland and not on 
Europe. He was conscious that the harvest hS foiled after the 
wettest summer in recent memory, that there was food shortage and 
rioting in the manufacturing towns and that under such circum¬ 
stances peace was essential if the mowing industrial population 
was not to go hungry. And for all the rising indignation of the 
propertied classes, his Home Office rroorts warned him that die 
country was not yet united in its attitude to the Revolution. How¬ 
ever much the focts belied them, the promises of the French poli¬ 
ticians seemed to many to offer hopes of a freer and happier hfe. 
The Irish repubheans and the radical clubmen in England and 
Scotland rejoiced over the events of that autumn as milestones on 
the road to human emancipation. Their eyes were so daaaded by the 
sunrise of freedom that they could not see the crudL blood-stained 
foreground. The Irish volunteers adopted a aownless harp sur¬ 
mounted by a c^ of liberty as their emblem: Tom Paine was 
elected member for Calais in the French Convention and crossed 
over to his constituency amid the hisses of the good people ofDover.^ 

Pitt was above all things a practising statesman. He was an 
innovator, trained in the scientife prindpes of the new economics, 

1 Looking, as one of his fellow-passengetB desaabed him, " the very pto- 
ture of a journeyman tailor who hu been drunk and playing at pinqpi^ hv 
the first three di^ of the week and Is returning to his work on,Thursday.*’— 
H. M, C, Dropmora, II, 316. 
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who cared nothing for theory, everything for measurable results. 
A self-appointed committee of ignorant journeymen, passing 
omniscient resolutions on far-readiing issues of which they knew 
nothing, or a mob wreaking the basest passions of human nature on 
society to square the theories of excitable orators, were not, accord¬ 
ing to his scheme of things, likely to advance the course of rational 
progress. He was the parent of more practical reforms in administra¬ 
tion and political economy than almost any other English statesman; 
free trade; a statistical franchise; the Sinking Fund; the Income 
Tax and tlic fiscal principle of graduation; national insurance and 
family allowances; the abolition of slavery and the end of religious 
disability, can all in part trace their ancestry to him. But he ap¬ 
proached them with his eye, not on the horizon like a man of the 
study, but always on the treacherous and broken ground at his feet 
He was wholly out of sympathy with what he once described as 
“ the vain and false philosophy... which refen all things to theory, 
nothing to practice—^whicn rdects experience, which substitutes 
visionary hypotheses for the solid test of experience, and bewilders 
the human mind in a maze of opinions when it should be employed 
in directing to action.” 

He was confronted with the spectacle of frenzied enthusiasts— 
men foolish or bad or both—^wiio wanted to jeopardise all his 
careful, hard-wrought progress and the peaceful and stable society 
of which he was me trustee for the sake of general propositions 
which to his empirical mind were almost without meaning. At 
that very moment Chanvelin, the agent of the French Government 
in England, was appeasing his new masters in Paris by fomenting 
plots among British malcontents to seize the Tower, arm the mob 
and proclaim English and Irish republics in dependence on France. 
Across the Channel the Convention—a body whose extravagant 
language appeared to Pitt frequently to verge on lunacj'—was 
giving an enthusiastic reception to die compl^entary Addresses 
sent it by British Corresponding Societies. Its President had de¬ 
clared that, Britons, once the masters of the French in the social 
arts, were now their disciples and, treading in their steps, would 
shortly strike a blow that would resound to the extremities of Asia, 

Pitt had good Mound, for fearing the spread of revolutionary 
doctrines among we poorer classes. In the country men faced a 
hungry winter over blackened crops; in the townsj where ^ere was 
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a mysterious commercial crisis, the price of bread rose alarmiugly. 
An epidemic of strikes, food riots and wild talk in taverns nad 
broken out, fomented, it was believed, by French agents. At 
Manchester and Sheflield disafiection was even reported among the 
troops. Nor was the language of a little section of ambitious aristo¬ 
crats out of office, who pictured Carlton House as a second Palais 
Royal and tliemselvcs as Tribunes of the People, calculated to allay 
luircst. 

It was on a Britain so divided that the nc-<vs burst of the sudden 
French advance. On the 24th October rough old Custine—“ General 
Moustache ”—captured Mainz and, striking terror into the Rhine¬ 
land, advanced swifdy on Ffankfurt. Four days later Duniouriez, 
sweeping back the Austrians from the long-beleagtired fortresses 
of the north, entered Belgium at the head of more than 70,000 men. 
On November dth he won the first great victory of die Republic 
at jemappes as a cloud of sldnnisliers, foUowed by columns of 
rag^ fWtics chanting the “ MarseULrisc,” drove the white- 
coated Austrians from me low heights near Mons. A week later 
they were in Brussels. 

The politicians in Paris went mad with joy. Suddenly the whole 
earth seemed to be coming their way. Nothmg could now stop the 
advance of their armies and of their apocalyptic creed: nothmg 
should be allowed to. On November i6th an excited Convention 
passed two Decrees, the first empowering their rtncrals to follow 
the Hying foe into neutral territory, the other dcoaring the naviga¬ 
tion of die Scheldt estuary—granted exclusively to Holland by a 
long series of international agreements—open to all nations by the 
Law of Nature. This was followed by tiic appearance of French 
gunboats in the river on their way to reduce Antwerp. 

Britain was the principal guarantor of the Scheldt treaties. She 
was also the United Netherlands’ ally. Only three days before, the 
Dutch Ambassador had asked London for an assurance that Britain 
would hemour her pledge in the evcait of a French invasion. Pitt, 
whose historic conception of European peace was founded on respect 
for international obligations, comd only agree. "However m:- 
fortunate it would be to find this country in any shape committed,” 
he wrote, " it seems absolutely impossible to hesitate as to supporting 
our ally in case of necessity. ’ But he added that he hopm for sn 
opportunity to reconcile Continental Hiffinences and so cod ffie wat, 
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leaving France to arrange her internal affairs in her own way. For 
he and his Government still clung to their policy of appeasement. 
As late as November 6th, the Foreign Secretary wrote that his chief 
ambition was to know that he had kept England from sharing in 
the evils that surrounded her. “ I am more than convinced that 
tins can only be done by keeping wholly and entirely aloof.” 

It was one thing to w^ to keep aloof: anodicr to do so. In the 
van of the French armies moved a swarm of French agents preparing 
a “ liberating ” road for them. A number of these gentlemen were 
hard at work in Holland, where they had long been sowing trouble 
in a fertile soil. In the middle of November the British Ambassador 
at the Hague reported that there was scarcely a village without a 
seditious dub and a travelling Jacobin. It was obvious that the 
French meant to foUow up ideological infiltration with an invasion. 
It was equally plain that the Dutch plutocracy was incapable of 
stopping either. 

The rulers of Holland, a rich and timorous merchant oligarchy, 
did everythu^ within th^ power to avoid inflaming their powerm 
neighbour. M long as it was possible they refrained firom formally 
askmg Britain to fulfil her treaty obligations. But after the Ml 
of Antwerp on November aStu and a peremptory ultimatum 
demanding the passage of French troops through the firontier 
fortress of Maestricht, they begged diat a British squadron should be 
assembled in the Downs. An intercepted letter from Dumouriez to 
the French envoy at the Hague made that general’s aggressive 
intentions unmistakable. 

Pitt was thus faced with the fiict that the war he had struggled so 
hard to avoid was inevitable unless the Convention rdinqt^ed its 
designs on Holland. The retention of the Dutch coastline and the 
great anchorages of the Scheldt in friendly bands was a vital British 
interest; the Dutch alliance the keystone of his foreign poUcy. He 
could not abandon them at the dictate of fienzied d^agogues 
and of an imaginary " Law of Nature ” enforced by French guns. 
No such canon of law—^let alone the exclusive tight of French 
politicians to interpret it—was recognised by his country. 

On November 29th Grenville had a conversation vrith Chauvelin. 
It was a chilling interview,^ for the Foie^ Office vrith charait^ 

^ It opened with the Foreign Secretary motioning Chauvelin to the smaUeat 
chair in the room and the latter prompny occupying the largest. 
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istic pedantry refused to admit the French Ambassador’s official 
status, the royal government which had sent him to London no 
longer existing. At Grenville’s request Chauvelin affirmed, not 
very convincingly, his government’s desire to respect Dutch 
ncutrahty. Three days later on the suggestion of a well-meaning 
Member of Parliament Pitt gave an informal interview to Maret, a 
French diplomat then on a private visit to England.^ The conversa¬ 
tion was feiendly, but the Prime Minister warned the would-be 
appeaser that any act of aggression against Holland would lead to 
immediate war. When Maret’s account of the interview was pub¬ 
lished in Paris, this wamii^ was deUberately suppressed. 

For though a few of the wiser Revolutionary leaders still wanted 
Anglo-Frenm fiiendship, others had made up their minds that a war 
with Britain was necessary. In their view Prance’s interest was 
not peace but conquest as a Revolutionary instrument. Without it 
the dictatorship would lose its raison aitre. Even the Jacobin 
Robespierre, vffio had first opposed a European war out of rear of a 
coimtcr-revoludonary dictatorship, now advocated its extension. 
To preserve their monopoly of power, the Party dbidS had to con¬ 
tinue down the bloody dope or be overwhelmed by the forces they 
had aroused. The ease with which victory had so m crowned their 
audacity encouraged them to go on: to unloose the Terror of the 
armed mob beyond the firontiers and again conquer. Aggression, 
too, was needed to replenish their coffers and recoup the money¬ 
lenders and stock-jobbers. War against Holland, with its inter¬ 
national banks and gold reserves, offered a wonderful opportunity. 

Success depended on the ruling class of every nation proving 
as weak and irresolute as those of France’s immediate nei^bours. 
But an unpleasant shock was now administered to the Revolutionary 
statesmen by England, which their agents and the Gallophil m- 
thusiasts of-the Corresponding Societies had painted as ripe for 
revolution. For foreign criticism of British institutions instead of 
dividing the nation united it: foreign victories instead of intimidat¬ 
ing aroused it. T^t eternally rtcurrept spectacle took every one, 
even Englishmen, by surprise. 

For from every county there suddenly, poured in resoluriohi by, 
spontaneous “Loyal Associations ’'■of yepmen, gentry and shb^' 
keepers, promising the Government. Itheir sppport to .maifntiaih tm;! 

^ Aftamards, 'a»■' DUc ij# BssSano, Na^kon's Foreigii ... 
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rights and liberties of Englishmen. When Pitt on December 1st, at 
last openly declaring that nothing but readiness for "war could 
preserve peace, issued a Proclamation calling out two-thirds of the 
Militia and summoned Parliament to meet in a fortnight, he was 
universally applauded. 

The half-bsdccd entliusiasts, who a few weeks earlier had been 
aedaiming French victories and penning fraternal greetings to the 
Convention, now found themselves in a hopeless minority, scorned 
by their neighbours and threatened by die magistrates. The hour 
had struck, as often before in her history, when Britain with a single 
voice resolved to: 

“ Stand by the Church and the King and the Laws; 
The old Lion still has his teeth and his claws. 
Let Britain still rule in the midst of her waves. 
And chastise all those foes who dare call her sons slaves.” 

Chativelin could scarcely believe his ears. The English, he reported 
to his Government, were Iiardly recognisable. 

It was this transformation which alone averted war in December. 
Paced witlt the certainty of British interventioa, the French Govern¬ 
ment instructed Dumouriez to postpone the invasion of Holland, 
But nodiing could stop the unreasoning course of violence in Paris. 
The statesman who paused on the downward slope soon heard the 
yell of the mob and the click of the gufllotinc behind him. On 
December isth a resolution was forc» through the Convention 
that France would regard any nation as hostile that dared preserve 
its Sovereign and privileged Orders. 

When the British Parli^cnt met on December 13 th it approved 
the Government’s resolve to strengthen the forces by an. over¬ 
whelming majority. In the nation’s need for unity Whig and Tory 
had become in Gibbon’s phrase, ” obsolete odious words.” Unfor¬ 
tunately Fox, who had deoared in private that Britain was bound to 
fight if Holland were attacked, took the occasion to divide the House. 
With the curious political irresponsibility that marred his generous 
apd lovable chatarnet he made a violent attack on Pitt’s foreign 
policy. Only a handful of his former supporters followed him into 
the lobby, and but for personal loyalty and affection they would 
have been! even fewer. But the effect of this futile division was to 
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encourage the war party in the Convention. Tlie French extremists 
were strengthened in their delusion tliat they had to deal otdy with 
a ruling clique and not a nation. 

Immediate security measures were now taken by Parliament. 
17,000 addition soldiers were voted and 9000 seamen, raising the 
personnel of the Navy to 25,000 or about a quarter of its American 
war figure. A Bill was also introduced to subject foreign refugees to 
more stringent supervision. The debate was enlivened by Burke, 
who, exposing a Jacobin conspiracy to arm the mob of Birmingham, 
astonished the House by Singing down a dagger on the door. 
Sheridan spoilt the effect by ^king where the fork was. 

These proceedings were magnified in Paris by those who wanted 
war. Chauvelin was instructed to ask iu peremptory language 
whether Britain was hostile or neutral. This was the same tedmique 
that had brought about the rupture with Austria. It was regarded by 
Pitt and Grenville as an ultimatum. The latter informed Chauvelin 
that the Government wholly rejected the Convention’s claim that 
its unilateral denunciation of the Scheldt treaties was a purely 
French concern. With his natural frigidity stiffened by his race s 
traditional self justification when it stands on its rights, the Foreign 
Secretary recalled that his Government had always desired to 
preserve neutrality but denied that she could watch with indif- 
fereuce any nation make herself ” sovereign of the Low Countries 
or general arbitress of the tights and liberties of Europe.” 

After this there was little hope. On Christmas Day Parson 
Woodfbrde, representing an older Eng^land soon to spend herself in 
Herculean labours and in spending herself to pass away, adminis¬ 
tered the sacrament at Weston Church and afterwards entertained 
at house five old men to each of whom be gave a traditional rift 
of money and a dinner of roast beef and pimn pudding. Next day 
Louis yvas brought to his trial and the French Ministers discussed a 
plw.ftir the invasion of England. ** We will make a descent on the 
island,” cried the Minister of Marine, " we will lodge there 56,000 
caps of Liber^. , , . The tyranny of theif government wiD soon 

be destroyed.’’ 11 ' a 
When chauvelin' on January 7th, 1793, pressed a .n^.dcmana, 

for the immediate^ repeal ..of, Ajiens’-’Bifl, diC 'Pprei^';P.ffice'^ 
refused to receive it. True to tfie, Engtob bt^f ri die,^^‘-yii^' 
before contest,,GeenV^ look b» sttmd on the 
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As a matter of equity Cliauveliu had some reasoa to feel aggrieved, 
for the Act had already been put into force against his unofficial 
adviser, Talleyrand—the chief remaining advocate of Anglo-French 
understanding. Yet even while his Foreign Secretary was adminis¬ 
tering this pedantic rebuff to the French Ambassador, Pitt was still 
pathetically exploring possibilities of peace. For everything he 
counted dear in the world depended on it. Resolved to show no 
weakness in any direct negotiations with France, he still dung to his 
old idea of a general European settlement 

In this he hoped not only to avert war for his own country but 
to save Poland from its fate at the hands of Russia and Prussia. He 
therefore sent the Russian Government a proposal that all the 
European nations not at war should offer their mediation to France 
on the following terms: 

" The withdrawing of their armies within the limits of the 
French territory; the abandoning their conquests; die rescinding 
any acts injurious to the sovereignty or rights of any other 
nations; and the giving, in some public and unequivocal manner, 
a pledge of thdr intention no longer to foment troubles and to 
excite disturbances against their own Governments. In return for 
these stipulations the different Powers of Europe who should be 
parties to this measure might engage to abandon all measures or 
views of hostility against France or interference in her internal 
af&irs.” ^ 

But Pitt was peddling dreams. Even had there been time for 
their consideration, such proposals had litde chance of acceptance 
cither m Europe or France. The allied sovereigns had no intention 
of laying down their arms until they had obtained “ indemnities " 
for (heir losses. The Emperor, bound by his relationship to the 
French Queen, insisted on the restoration of the monarchy—a point 
on which he was encouraged for reasons of her own by Cadnahie 
of Russia. As for the French democrats, they became daily more 
intransigent. Pitt was haughtily told by the Convention orators 
that he deceived himself, “ for dial France should receive laws only 
from herself.** The first cannon fired at sea would simultaneously 
free Holland, Spain and America. 

' B. M, Add. MSS. 3444^1 GrensiBe to Whitworth, agth Dee., lyga. 
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For, like others before and after them, the men of the Revolution 
believed that Britain’s strength was a web of gossamer. They 
supposed, as it was not spun of armies, that it would break at a 
touch. They thought it depended on banknotes. They had only 
to cut oflf the trade of the London plutocrats and their power would 
vanish in a night. Revolution in the countries with which they 
traded would soon bring them to their knees. The people would 
then rise and massacre them and welcome the French invaders. 
France would then ” regulate the destiny of nations and found the 
liberty of the world.” 

Suci men were incapable of understanding the secret sources of 
England’s power. They could no more gauge the islanders’ tenacity 
than those stubborn pragmatists could themselves conceive the 
credo of faith and destruction with which the revolutionaries con¬ 
fronted the complacent status quo, Goethe’s phrase; “ I love the 
man who wants the impossible! ” was to provide the violent motif 
of the next twenty-two years of European history. It was to trans¬ 
form the world and bring it for a time to the edge of ruin. On that 
narrow verge between humanity and the abyss was to stand for 
many years nothing but the tried bulwark of Pitt’s England. 

On January loth the French Executive Council ordered General 
Miranda to prepare for the immediate invasion of the United 
Netherlands. Meanwhile Chauvclin was to seek another interview 
with Grenville in order to lull him into filse security. But though 
Grenville promptly received him, and unofiSdal negotiations were 
still pursued through subordinate intermediaries, the British 
Government was not to be caught off its guard. Lostead it gave 
orders to stop cargoes of grain that might be used by Miranda’s 
invading army. "When Chauvclin protested, GienviUc refused to 
discuss me matter. 

On both sides the momentum of military preparations was now 
moving irresistibly towards war. On the 12m Dundas, the Secre¬ 
tary of State, acceding at last to the offers cf royalist planters to 
transfer die province of Santo Domingo to Britain, sent instructions 
to the Governor of Jamaica “ to extend to them the protection of 
His Majesty’s arms ” in the event of war. On the mne day the 
French Government commissioned thirty ships of the Ime and 
twenty ligates. Down in Norfolk Captain Horatio Nelson, 

T.E. » 
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promised a ship at last after five years’ half-pay, was jubilant: 
‘ everything indicates war,” he wrote; ” one or our ships looking 

into Brest has been fired into.” On January 20th, I793» Cabinet 
opened overtures for concerted action with Austria and Prussia. 

Three days later London learnt of the French King’s execution 
on die 2ist. Tlic news was received with an almost hysterical 
indignation. At the theatres the curtains were rim down, and the 
Palace was surrounded by crowds shouting for war. The peace¬ 
maker Maret, still delaying in London, dared not show his face in 
the street for fear of “ insults and imorant ferocity.” In the midst 
of all diis anger Pitt—a lonely and tragic figure—waited wearily 
like a man in a dream. He had given np hope now: on the day 
before Louis was guillotined, he told a mencf that war was inevi¬ 
table, and the sooner it was begun, the better. Yet the very tenacity 
of his reason made the triumph of all this violence and unreason 
seem unthinkable. 

On January 24th, the day after his recall bad been ordered in 
Paris, the Government requested Chauvelin to leave the country.^ 
A week later, while a French appeaser in London was still assuring 
an English opposite number that it was the intention of his country¬ 
men to give up all their conquests, Danton swept the Convention 
into a unanimous vote annexing Belgium. “ The coalesced Kings 
threaten us! ” his great voice boom^ “lUt us hurl at their feet as 
gage of battle the head of a King 1 ” On February ist the Republic 
declared war on Great Britain and Holland. 

Far away, under the great chandelier of the old House of Com¬ 
mons, Pitt was quiedy speaking, the pale wintry sunlight falling on 
his paler face and the packed benches around hun. “ They will not 
accept, under the name of liberty, any model of government but 
that which is conformable to their own opinions and ideas; and all 
men must learn from the mouth of their cannon the propagation 
of their system. . . . They have stated that they would organise 
every country by a disorgam'sing principle; and afterwards they 
tell you all dm is done-by the will of the people. And then comes 

c Thfi diplomatic impease reached by this time is illustrated by a dispatch 
from Lord St, Helens to Grenville. ” It would be extremely diSemt to 
dtawi one up so as to meet the ideas of the two parties or even to name the 
actu^ French Gowfrnmeat without giving it some appellation which would 
be either too honourable for its membw to wear or too coarse for 
Majesty to use.”—H. M, C. Droptnore, 11, 374. 
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this plain question, what is the will of the people? It is the power 
of the French. . . . This has given a more faim blow to the liber¬ 
ties of mankind than any they have suffered, even from the boldest 
attempts of the most aspiring monarch,” 

Therefore, Pitt went on, England must face the issue. “ Unless 
we wish to stand by, and to suffer State after Sute to be subverted 
under the power of France, we must now declare our firm resolu¬ 
tion effectually to oppose those principles of ambition and aggran¬ 
disement whiA have for their object the destruction of Engird, of 
Europe and of the world. . . . ff France is really desirous of main¬ 
taining fnendship and peace with England, she must show herself 
disposed to renounce her views of aggression and aggrandisement, 
and to confine herself within her own territory without insulting 
other governments, without disturbing their tranquillity, without 
violating their rights. And unless she consents to these terms, 
whatever may be our wishes for peace, the final issue must be war.” 



CHAPTER FOUR 

The War of Inaction 

1793 

“ Our first and great object ought to be to destroy the 
Convention, and it appears to me that if tve are materially 
diverted from that object by the pursuits of conquests, 
whether on the continent of Europe or in the East or West 
Indies, we risk the fate of the whole war and of the existing 
race of mankind.” Lord Auckland, 7 Nov., 1793. 

“ The principal object is to have what is wanted and to 
have it in time.” General Sir James Murray. 

Thebe was nothing unusual in Briuin finding hersdf at war widi 
France. Six times in just over a century had the summons come 
and always against the same foe. At such moments the ordinary 
Englishman instinctively obeyed the precept Captain Nelson taught 
his midshipmen: to hate a Frenchman like the deviL 

Because the French were republicans the English, who themselves 
had once been republican, became filled with an intense loathing for 
republicans. “ ^ the Kings are dead! ” cried a Marseillaise on the 
night Louis was beheaded. But in the London streets the boys sang: 

" Thus in famed ninety-three 
Shall ah Britons agree, 
"While with one heart and voice in loud chorus they sing, 
To improve ‘ ira ’ into ‘ God Save the King ’ 1 

At the pantomime on February 5th, the whole house including 
their Majesties joined in the loyal chorus. At the Opera House the 
management converted the National Anthem into a Pas dc Trois 
and introduced it into the ballet A people more given to cridcisij^ 
their rulers than any in Europe suddmy presented an uncom¬ 
promisingly united wont to their enemies. In the general hatred 
of France one noble Lord even went so iar as to propose that the 

86 
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customary Norman French should be dropped &om the Royal 
assent to Acts of Parliament 

A few held out—Fox and his devoted handful in the Commons 
and those radical clubmen who had committed themselves so fer to 
the foreigner’s cause that pride forbade them to turn back. But 
they were insignificant in numbers and damned by their former 
association wim the enemy. After the first debate of the war the 
entire Opposition in the Upper House went home in a single coacL^ 
The bulk of the Whigs followed the Duke of Pordand into a kind 
of grieved retirement: too loyal to principle to coalesce with Pitt 
and too patriotic to have anything but detestation for their old 
chief’s views. 

Yet Britons, though tnianimous in dicir resolve to fight, were far 
from so about their war aims. To Pitt England was fighting to 
honour her word, to combat the view that intemarionS tceaties 
could be treated as waste paper and to prevent the domination of 
the Low Countries: in other words for security ” which without 
these did not exist, for her. In the royal message to Parliament on 
February iidi, he declared that the Emg had t^cn up arms against 
“ wanton and unprovoked aggression ... to oppose ah cficaual 
harrier to the further progress of a system which struck at the 
security and peace of all independent nations and vras pursued in 
open defiance of every principle of moderation, good feith and 
justice.” 

The official attitude did not meet the views of Burke. " A war for 
the Scheldt! ” he cried when the news was brought to him: “a war 
for a chamber pot 1 ” With his heated but historic imagination he 
saw before him the last Christian crusade; a cml conflict transcend¬ 
ing international fionriers between the forces of righteousness and 
etm on which everythinff must be staked. To mm tie Brench 
Rx)yalist3 wac outraged aJlies to be avenged, the R^uhlicans alone 

^ A few aristoemta like Lady Sarah Napier, mother of three of Wellji^- 
ton’s future heroea, did not even at this hour lose faith in Fox but saw him 
“ more ^orious than ever, with a few friends i^holding his wieU-fotinded 
opinions in the midst of the confusion of preiudices, firights and abt^ and 
resisting all temptation to fail horn'his noble height of prindple into mean 
power and adulation.*' " I abhor," she wrote a few Weeks later, " 300 
odd of the French niurderets, I pity the rest who a« slaves to tyrants ; I 
pity the deluded multitude and I wim them succe^ at home but ruin'rf 
go one step' out of Fraiu^c. I think our war, the King’s' war, ‘yery^wradg .004, 
very fooliah, but still I wish it success."—Lswww,'ll, 89, 9». " , 
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the enemy. The King, on the other hand, regarded it as something 
simpler: a necessary campaign to punish regicides, atheists and 
robbers. This was the view of the bulk of his more conservative and 
unreflecting subjects.^ As for the man in the alehouse, he accepted 
the fight as something ordained by nature: another scrap to put 
Johnny Crapaud in his place. 

Yet underlying these divergent views England’s aim was that 
which had inspired all her greater wars. She was answering a 
challenge. That challenge was the claim of violence to override 
law: the dominance ofthe unbridled will. The French were seeking 
to impose a new order on the world, not by reason and precept but 
by force. England was not, as Burke had wished, denying the 
validity of that new order: that was a matter for philosophers and 
orators to debate and future generations to decide. For three years, 
for all the great Irishman’s eloquence, she had stolidly refused to do 
anything of the sort. She had even been dimly aware that there was 
sometbmg necessary and even good in die changes in France. 
What she was def^g was not the Revolution but the right of 
Jacobin politicians to dictate what mankind should believe and 
do. England did not say that the ideas of Rousseau, Diderot and 
Tom Paine were wrong. What she did say, and with all her 
historic emphasis, was dut there could be no peace or progress in the 
world until those who had seized power by appe^ng to those 
ideas had learnt an elementary lesson in decency and mr dealing. 
Again and i^mn she had given warning that she would 
oppose unilaterm breaches of international law. That warning had 
been disregarded by the headstrong men in Paris, Instinctively 
she was dudng up arms against the most dangerous thing in 
the world: the lust for tyrannic power which grows on what it 
consumes. 

That England was unprepared for war did not trouble her people 
at all Neither they nor thisit Government had given a thought to 
the question of what was necessary to ensure success. The English 

^ Good Mn. Drake of HilUngdon well caressed it in a letter of February 
17th t " Tire horrid doings, that have been going on for some time in France, 
and which does not even stop with the murder of the poor King, appears to 

' me like a fobulous story, for one can hardly credit tt possible' for human 
beinu fo be so cruel as those Barbarians have been and still continue to be, 
but I hope now that they will soon be crushed, for never before was a war 
so much approved of by all ranks of people as tins.”—Bamford, 146. 
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never prepared for war. Yet they never doubted that they would be 
victorious. 

As a land power Britain was contemptible. Compared with 
France with half a million out of her twenty-five millions in arms or 
learning to bear arms, the United Kingdom supported at home an 
effective strength of less than 15,000 troops. Its line regiments, long 
reduced by peace-time economy, were skeletons with a cadre of 
regular officers and a rank and nie of ragged recruits. The rest of 
the Army—another 30,000—was scattered about the world, mostly 
in remote and unhealthy stations which constantly called for new 
drafts. 

Though a force with fine fighting traditions which once tmder 
Marlborough had won a European reputation, this little Army 
typified the unmilitary character of libertarian and aristocratic 
Britain. Its officers were gentlemen who paid for their commissions 
and regarded them as their private pro^rty. Its rank and file were 
unemployed artisans, jailbirds and village bad-hats who had ex¬ 
hausted every other resource but enlistment in a despised calling. 
Many others were drawn, as the Duke of Wellington said later, fi:om 
the scum of the earth and enlisted only for dnnk. They had no 
condnuity of employment, no interest in their profession save 
regimental pride and little hope of gratitude firom the community 
they served. For England sdll regarded with jealousy a force which 
might he used to increase the power of the Executive.^ It was 
alwrays kept as small as possible and its existence only renewed 
from year to year by parliamentary vote. 

In earlier times, before the menace of Louis XIV bad wrung a 
standing army out of a reluctant people, England had relied for 
defence on a territorial levy of landowners and peasants who turned 
out annually for a few days’ perfunctory training. Militia service 
had long ceased to be univctsal, but it survived for purposes of home 
defence. The force was commanded by the Lord-Lieutenants of the 
counties and officered by comt^ gentlemen, Evary year, after 
Parliament had fixed the quota or men required fiom c^ch county, 
a ballot was held of all capable of bearing arms. Those who were 
unlucky enough to be drawn enjoyed a fireeman’s option of paying 
a substitute. This had the e£fea of defiecting recruits from the. 

this reason soldiers, until ahnost the eiid of the ce&tury,VKt«'kllsted ' 
in alehouses instead of being concentrated in barracks. '' 
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regular Army since the private bounty money offered for Militia 
deputies tended to exceed the Government’s more parsimonious 
rate. 

On the outbreak of war Pitt introduced, a Bill for raising 25,000 
recruits for thb Army and embodying 19,000 additional men in the 
Militia. But, as he shrank from compulsion, die former were easier 
to vote than to raise. And the Militia, being only liable to home 
service, failed wholly to meet die lution’s need for a striking force. 
For this auxiliaries had to be sought from the smaller states of 
Germany. According to custom 14.,000 troops firom die King’s 
hereditary Electorate of Hanover were therefore taken on die pay¬ 
roll and another 8000 hired, after much preliminary haggling, 
from die Prince of Hesse-Darmstadt. 

Had Britain had to rely on land power alone, her effort in a 
European war would have been negligible. But though in 1792 only 
twelve battleships were in actual commission and there was no ship 
of the line either in the Mediterranean or West Indies, die Navy 
remained what it had been since Pepys had made it so a century 
befofe—the first in the world. Against France’s seventy-six batde- 
ships with an aggregate broadside of 74,000 lbs., Britain had a 
hundred and thirteen with a broadside of 89,000 lbs. Schooled by 
the anxious naemories of his youth when the fleets of all Europe had 
muted a^nst Britain, Pitt—^peace-lover thou^ he was—had never 
neglected dw Navy. During the decade in vmich he was restoring 
the country’s finances after the American war, he had sdll found 
money to build thirty-three new ships of the line and to repair sixty 
others. Advised by die great naval administrator. Sir Charles 
Middleton, he took particular care of the arsenals and dockyards. 
Fanny Burney, who visited Plymouth in 1789; where many of the 
great sh^ vrere laid up in haroour, paid a glowing tribute to thdr 
pcgKtcedness: “ a noble and tremendous sight, it was a sort of 
signing satisfaction to see such numerous stores of war’s alarms I ” 
A plan of Middleton’s for allocating to each vessel a reserve of stores 
now proved remarkably efective in mobilisation. Within a fisw 
weeks fifty-four of the meat ships were in commission, and thirty- 
nine more fit for imme^te service. 

, The difficulty was to get the men to man them. It was the 
custom at the end of every war for a Government, dependent on a 
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Parliament of taxpayers to discliarge the bulk of the seamen. Only 
tlie officers—a corps of (he highest professional skill—were retained 
permanently. The lower deck was recruited, as occasion recmiretl, 
from the mercliant and fishing dects, whose hereditary ccafcsmcn 
supported by their labours and simple virtues the nation’s maritime 
wedth and strength. 

The sailor’s calling was not looked down upon like that of the 
private soldier. Britons were proud of their Navy and felt no 
jealousy of it, for they knew it could never be the instrument of 
arbitraj^ power. They loved to sing songs extolling the virtues of 
the honest, manly tars who served it. Dibdin’s “ Tom Bowling ” 
was a national feivourite. But he was not paid or treated like mre;. 
So long as he served on a merchantman he could cam good wages. 
In the King’s Navy he got little but wounds’ and glory. Owing to 
the excessive conservatism of the race, the rate of naval pay re¬ 
mained what it had been in the days of Charles II, Disc^line was 
stem and cruel, food conditions bad, leave almost non-exisGene. 

Therefore, though British seamen were loyal and brave, diey 
did not volunteer ■with alacrity. In time of war the nation resorted 
to a device which savoured more of some oriental despotism than 
a feee constitution. By immemorial custom pressgangs roved the 
streets and waterways of the coastal towns and di^cts, seizing at 
will any young man bred to the sea or who looked like a sailor. 
Certain classes were exempted, and a gentleman stood in Uttfc 
danger of being “ pressed. But though liability to impress was 
theoretically limiteci to seafaring men, many a likdy looking young 
landsman in London and the seaports found himself trepanned and 
hauled aboard one of His Majesm’s tenders bound for the fleet, 
Smollett in Roderick Random has left a vivid picture of the press- 
gang’s operations: the “ squat tawny fellow with the hanger by his 
side and a cudgel in his hand "and his genial “ Yo ho! brother, yoo 
must come along with me! the gang with their drawn cutla^eK 
the stinking hold packed with weeping wretches, the stench of the 
tender; the undressed wounds of those who had made a fi^ for 
liberty; the bumboat women and the gin, the brutal midshipnnm 
who squirted a mouthful of dissolved tobacco through the grating 
on the crowded captives. There was no appeal and no redress. 

In 1793 the personnel of the Navy, whidi bad been 110,000 at 
the end of the American war, was only 16,000. Tbough an, ArJ: 
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for fnlargitig the fleet was passed in December, up to the outbreak 
of the war recruiting was conducted through normal channels. 
Certain cities like London and Rochester offered bounties to volim- 
teers, which, joined to the knowledge that compulsion must follow, 
spee^d rhings up a little. But it was not tm the second half of 
Ifebruary that the dreaded Press broke out on the River and several 
thousand seamen were dragged from incoming merchantmen and 
collars. After that the work of manning the ffing’s ships went on 
smjtcdy. Yet months elapsed before the battle fleet was ready.^ In 
the meantime the country had to rely on its frigates. 

Fortunately, for the moment the enemy was not formidable at 
sea. A dozen years before the Royal Navy of France had proved a 
worthy adversary. But now, though eight of its sliips mounted 
no guns or more to die lOO of the Ingest British class, the Revolu¬ 
tionary cant of “ incivism ” had deprived it of its best officers and 
reduce its crews to unruly mobs incapable of the intricate skill and 
rmquesdotiing disdpliae needed to bring squadrons of large sailing 
vesseb into action. Even the rank of sea-gimners—the old corps 
<P dlite of the French lower deck—w’as done away with by the Naval 
Committee of the Convention on the ground that it savoured of 
aristocracy. The rot which had begun in the dockyard towns soon 
spread to the magazines and ships: responsibility passed from the 
worker and die technidan to the dcm^oguc. By the second year of 
the Revolution mutiny was the only sure avenue to promotion. 
The ships were ditty and neglected: the men remained m port 
and never went to sea. When the Convention ordered them out to 
fr^t, it found that the “ audacity ” it shrilly demanded was a poor 
substitute for seamanship. 

«»•••»•« 

Such considerations caused'Pitt to hope that die war he had 
striven so hard to avoid might not be so serious a matter after all. 
To the eye of reason the French were doing almost eveiytliiim 
calculated to destroy their own country. They had slain or banished 
their leaders, alienated every friendly state in Europe, undermined 
the discipline of their defenders and neglected the arts of life for 
windy abstractions. Their frantic boasts that they were about to 
“ dictate peace on the ruins of the Tower of London ” and show up 

* At the end of the first year of war only 56,337 men had been added to the 
eataUishment.—C.H.B.E., II, 39. 
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the weakness of Britain’s " cotruptine wealth" did not impress 
Pitt. It was indeed on this very wealth that he relied. As the first 
financial statesman of the a^c, he had nothing but contempt for the 
reckless way in which the Jacobins were destroying France’s credit 
and commerce. The Republic was already on me high road to 
bankruptcy. Britain, thanks to his prudent managem^t, was 
richer than ever in her history. Despite the bad harvests revenue 
was again buoyant and trade expanding. An economic victory 
seemed assured. 

It was the measure of Pitt’s ignorance of war that he put his 
trust in such a consideration. Ife was a noble creature with all his 
father’s courage and patriotism and rather more than his sincerity* 
But cast straight from Cambridge into the Commons and thence, 
with scarcely a pause, into Downing Street, he was still at 33, after 
nine years of supreme oflice, austerely ignorant of the world. A 
master of figures and blue books, he was not yet a master of men. 
Inexperienced and unread in warlike matters, he had to guide a 
Cabinet of rich and easy-going noblemen and country gentlemen— 
subject to every breath of parliamentary opinion—through the 
bewdering dilemmas of a world war. He bad to bring tfcm to Erompt and clear-cut decisions on far-reaching issues. Above all 

e had to steel them to resist the constant temptation of the line of 
least resistance which mves initiative to the enemy. 

in this task he could look for little help from his coHeagpes. 
His Foreim Minister and cousin. Lord Gren's^e, was even less fitted 
than he for the shocks of a revolutionary age. Proud, chilling and 
scholarly, he was more at home in a library thm a Cabinet. He 
preferred to leave strategy alone and to concentrate on fbreim Eolicy. The chief Service member of die Government, Pitt’s 

rotfier Chatham, the First Lord of the Admiralty, had been a 
soldier and was a man of good brains. But be found it more restful 
not to use them. Owing to his unpimctuality, he was known as the 
late Lord Chatham. Tne Master of the Ordnance, the Duke of 
Richmond, was a worthy country gendeman. The Secretary-<it” 
War, Sir George Yonge, was not in the Cabinet at all. 

For knowledge of men and afl&irs, Pitt had to rely on his Home 
Secretary, the yr-year-old Henry .Dundas. This bustling, geni^ 
irrepressible, ruddy-faced Scot looked after the wprl^y rpanagib^’ 
ment of the Tory Party, and, while in oflSce,, of the aJuntty,,' He 
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had, as Pitt liked to say of him, a turn for facilitadiig business. As 
befitted a master of honest jobbery—for the man, like all who 
surrounded Pitt, was a patriot—^hc was a great pluralist As Home 
Secretary, he was also responsible for the Colonics. As First Com¬ 
missioner for India, he controlled the political partonage and mili¬ 
tary operations of the East India Company. He was also Treasurer 
of the Navy and Groom of the Stole. 

Dundas was Pitt’s boon conmanion in his one human failing— 
the bottle. The confidences or these two over the port were the 
dcKght of the wits and cartoonists. The latter loved to portray them 
waning maudlin over a bumper and a loyally emblematic chamber 
pot at Pitt’s Wimbledon lodgings or swayii^ into the House of 
Commons after dinner.^ With his Scottim accent, his common¬ 
place, clubbable mind and his blufil good-natured “ Wha’ wants 
me? ” Dundas was a great figure in me House of Commons and 
City. He was a first-rate politician: a past-master of jobs, com- 
pramises and arrangements, always thinking of the lobby and the 
next election. He knew nothing of die art of war, for which by 
training and temperament he was little fitted. 

Unfortunately nc supposed he was: for his self-confidence like 
iris joviality was inexhaustible. His first act after the declaration of 
war was to draw np a Memorandum recommending that no change 
should he made in any of his many offices. Nor was it. Since me 
Seerctary-at-War was outside the Cabinet and the First Lord of the 
Admiralty sunk in slothful good-living, Dundas, with his command 
cf tic Prime Minister’s ear, his dir^on of Colonial and Indian 
operations and iris footing in the Admiralty, became virtually 
Minister for Defence. 

Such were the men with whom Pitt fiu;ed the armed Jacobin.. 
His mind was not trained to run in warlike grooves: it lud just 
sofEcred a profound shock and disappointment He was dazed by 
file unreasoning of this barbarous appeal to violence. Strategy, 
unlike finance, was an tmfomiliat dimension to him. 

’^-Amonv ^ loi BacdianalSan Epigram* of the Opposition wits were : 
*'Ktt; ' I can’t discern the Speaker, Hal, can you ? ’ 
“ Dunda* : * Not see the Speaker 1 Damme, I see two 1 ’ ” 

•od 
” Ktt: ‘ Europe^ true balance must not be overthrown.’ 
** Dundas : ‘ Damn Europe’s balance : try to tattp your own I ’ ” 
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Seeing France’s naval weakness Jiis fint plan was to attack her 
only on the water. He would use his scanty military forces in. 
conjunction with his fine fleet to strip her of her colonics. The 
we^th won in the West and East Indies would equip Allied armies 
to attack her hy land. Increased customs receipts would pay for 
Austrian and Prussian subsidi^. This was the “ blue water ’’policy 
which his own fether had made so glorious and profitable durii^ 
the Seven Years War. Its principle of limited fia^ty naturally 
appealed to a Minister whose main object bad always been to balance 
national accounts and whose hatred of war was ba^ at least partly 
on its expense. It commended itseli^ too, to the Navy, to the CSty 
whose treasure lay in Caribbean sugar islands, and to the polidciam 
who reckoned that captured colonies would come in useful as 
bargaining coimters at the peace conference. 

Yet even this conception of war required men. And because of. 
the country’s pacific policy in the past men were lacking. There 
were not enough at first even to man the fleet. Nineteen, or nearly 
a quarter, of oie eighty-one battalions which constituted die m- 
fantry strength of the British Army were already fully absorbed in 
garrisoning those West Indian islands, firom which the main attack 
on France s colonies was to be launched. Even these had had to be 
reinifqrccd recently to cope with the unrest of the slave population. 
And so unhealthy were me islands that the normal annual wastage 
from disease was a5 per cent To take the offensive an addidomd 
force of at least 20,000 was needed. To raise a fi^ction of it the 
Government was forced to take the “ flank ” or picked companies 
from every garrison battalion in Britain and commit them to a long 
sea voyage and a climate notoriously destructive to white troops. 

But no sooner had promises of rcmforcements been dispatxhjEd 
to the Governors of Jamaica and Barbados, than the Govenunent's 
entire plan was unhinged by the course of events in Europe. Danger 
at her own front door at once, deprived Britain of the initiative. On 
Februaty i6th, Dumouricz invaded Holland. Prussia, tteachcrousty^ 
husbanding h^ resources for aggression against Poland, felled to 
supply the army promised under its treaty obligadons to its western 
neighbour. Beside themselves with terror, me Dutch plutocr^ 
appealed to Britain, unjustly reproaching her for their ,defcnceliw ' 
condition. The British Ambassador declared tl^t they (pdold ; 
scarcely adt more if fiheir country were a part of yt^dtSliiitt,' 
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I incline to think,” he added, " it should be considered as such for 
the present.” 

For if the Dutch and their coastline were not to fall to the Jaco¬ 
bins, Britain had no option. It was to prevent this that she liad 
gone to war. There was only one hope. In the path of the French 
armies lay the Hollandsdiep—a broad estuary wliich British gun¬ 
boats supported by a handful of resolute troops might be able to 
hold for a few weeks until the Prussian and Austrian armies arrived. 
The Cabinet promptly decided to send the only force available. On 
Februaiw 20th the seven battalions of the Foot Guards were dravtui 
up on the Horse Guards’ Parade. The King’s soldier son, the Duke 
of York, told the men that it had been decided to dispatch the first 
battalion of each of the three regiments to Holland and asked for 
volunteers to bring them up to strengtL True to its tradition, the 
entire Brigade stepped forward. 

When the 2000 redcoats, narrowly missing shipwreck in their 
tiny, hastily-improvised transports, reached Helvoctsluys on March 
ist, the situation appeared desperate. The Dutch were unable or 
unwilling to make the slightest effort to help themselves; a British 
Staff Officer complained that the unconcern widi which die 
burghers listened to the French guns at Willemstad made his blood 
boik^ It looked as if nothing could stop the enemy. Yet on that 
very day the inherent weakness in the BKCvolution revealed itself. 
A himdred miles to the east die sluggish armies of Austria took the 
offensive and the Republican volunteer levies at once bolted. For 
their high spirits of the previous autumn'had been sapped by the 
neglect and corruption of their political leaders. Thm favourite 
demagogue, “ Papa ” Pachc at the War Office, had swindled and 
starv^ mem out of all confidence. Trusting no one, they took to 
their heels. But for the leisurely ways of the Prince of Coburg, the 
Austrian generalissimo, they might have been annihilated. As it 
was, Dumouricz’s plan for the invasion of Holland was ruined. 
Wiffi his right flank expend he fell back to Neerwinden, where 
he was again defeated on March i8tL A week later the Austrians 
were bati in Brussels and the French inside their own firontiers. 

Further Republican disasters followed. The trickery and greed 
of the Paris demagogues had destroyed whatever patriotism and 

^ " But the climate,” he added, “ is of a natute to keep us all tolerably 
cool."—Oaiwrt, »s. 
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patience the victor of Jemappes possessed. Furious at their knavery, 
the restless, scheming Dumouriez had formed the Caesarian plan of 
marching at the head of his army on Paris as the saviour of a 
demoralised coimtry. Defeated, he now decided to achieve his 
ambition with the help of the enemy. On the last day of the month 
he sent an aide-de-camp to the astonished Austrians and offered to 
evacuate the Nedierlands and march against the Convention. Three 
days later he delivered up the French War Minister and three other 
politicians who had b«n visiting his headquarters. Failing to 
carry his troops with him, he followed himself on April 5th. 

Within a fortnight the war had been transformed. The door was 
wide open to an Allied advance across the northern plains of France. 
The chance seemed too great to reject. Pitt and Dundas, strongly 
pressed by the King, consented to postpone their West Indian 
projects and throw their whole striking force into Flanders. To fill 
the place of the sdll mi-ssing Prussians they promised to put 40,000 
British, Hanoverians and Hessians into the ^d. They thus comr- 
mitted themselves a^nst their better judgment to a continental 
campai^ of the cosdy kind dear to Wiuliam IB and Marlborough. 
Yet, reluctant to relinqaish the mote popular " blue water ” stratcCT 
of their dreams, they insisted diat the British contingent rai^t 
be withdrawn whenever they chose. In this way tttty vamy 
imaged (hey could preserve their freedom of action. 

Their Allies were equally anxious to preserve theirs. All of them 
had what seemed to (hem more urgent ohjectives than a common 
victory over the Republic they had once more ceased to fear. The 
Prussian and wanted to extend their eastern frontiers. They were not 
prepared to waste men and money on another western campaign 
unm this had been achieved. The Austrians wanted territoriiJ 
accessions on the Danube to counterbalance the acquisitions of their 
Russian and Prussian neighbours. Without these they did not feci 
secure. They therefore put forwird a plan for exchanging Belgium 
for Bavaria with the Bavarian Royal Family. Britain, whose his¬ 
toric barrier against Fnaich aggression in the Low Countries was 
the presence of Austria, hastily sought to prevent this by bribing 
the Imperial Government with a promise of French frontlet fort¬ 
resses. 

All this chafrering lowered the tone of the war. The grand 
crusade of Burke’s imagination was degenerating into a vulgar 
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scramble for territorial aggrandisement. Even Holland put in a 
claim for compensatory fortresses. The Allies argued that they were 
die victims of French aggression—^not for the filat time in the past 
century—and that it was only £sdi that France should pay. But 
the evu did not end there. Though tlie road to Paris lay open, the 
Allied armies remained motionless on the French frontier for weeks 
while their polidcuins debated “ indemnities.” British unprepared¬ 
ness as well as Allied greed contributed to the delay. For it was one 
thing for Pitt to promise an army; another to produce it Hano¬ 
verians and Hessians bought with British gold might march in haste 
across the muddy lanes of north Germany; the Guards, joyously 
escaping from the boredom of Hclvoetduys, float down chilly 
Dutch canals towards a kindlier Flanders, and the Government 
hurriedly replace every available regiment with home service 
** Fcncible ” corps raised for the duration. But the depleted ranks 
had to be filled with recruits, transformed overnight into soldiers by 
making them drunk with bounty money and btmdhng them, still 
dazed, into transports. A Staff Ofiicer complained after they had 
landed that they were “ totally unfit for service . . . being mostly 
cither old men or quite boys, extremely weak and short." “ How 
they arc to be disposed of till they can be taught their business,” 
wrote the apologetic A^utant-General, " I am at a loss to imagine, 
I was not consulted on the subject until it was too late.” ^ 

The command of this polyglot army was entrusted to the a8- 
year-old Duke of York. Having been indentured by his fiither to 
Frederick the Great, he had acquired some reputotion as a martinet * 
if not as a soldier. The Government had little frith in the appoint¬ 
ment. But it fdt that the Duke as a prince of the blood might be 
able to hold his own with the Royalties at Coburg’s headquarters. 
His Chief of Staff, Major-General Sir James Murray *—a brilliant 
but shy mait—had as little cOnfi^dcncc in himself as the Govemment 
ia flic Commandcr-in-Chief. The most experienced soldier in the 
eaqpeditionacy force was an old Scot, Major-General Ralph Aber- 
ctomby. 
•••»*««* 

'When on May ist Coburg at last advanced, it was with the 
statdy ddibeiation of dghtecnfh-ccntury military sdence. He had 

^ Calvert, 5a. 
• In July, 1794, Murray aasumed the additional name of Pulteney. 
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more than 100,000 men, of whom over half were Austrians, many 
of them veterans of the Turkish wars. The diversity of their race, 
habits and uniforms much impressed their British comrades. " The 
drawings which Captain Cook brought back from the South Seas,” 
wrote Major Calvert, “ are nothing to some of our friends! ’’ In the 
demoralise state of France there seemed little to stop a swift and 
resolute march on Paris. But the pedants of the Imperial Staff 
would do nothing contrary to the canons of their text-books. Everj' 
road by which a French raiding party might advance agw’iust rear or 
flank had to be guarded, every outpost laboriously driven in and 
even the smallest fortress stormed or blockaded. The army ad- 
wmeed with infinite slowness, spread out in an enormous cordon 
from Maubeuge to Ostend. As soon as it reached die frontier 
fortresses of Cond^ and Valenciennes, it stopped to besiege them 
in form. Nothing would induce Coburg to advance further till 
they had been reduced. 

Here the Allied army remained for two months, trenching, 
sapping and mining and suffering more from boredom than from 
me enemy, while the chances of ending the war in 1793 evaporated. 
Two himied miles to the cast 100,000 Prussians with bice delibera¬ 
tion besieged the Rhineland city of Mainz. Tie British public 
watched mese elaborate mih'tary exercises, at first with respectful 
interest and then with a growing sense of tedium. It dirillcd with Eide when it learnt how the Coldstream in a daring counter-attack 

d driven the enemy from a fortified wood near Vicognt. It 
listened with sympathy to tales of the trenches before Valenciennes. 
But by the time the town fell on July aSth, a feeling of weariness 
had set in. England was back where she had been before Chatham 
taught her to make war by striking across oceans: in the inter¬ 
minable labyrinth of Flemish bam and spire, march and counter¬ 
march, sap and parallel so familiar to the youth of Unde Toby and 
Corporal Trim. Imperial 'Wenna’s conception of a campaijgn was 
one of reducing places. To seek out and destroy the enemy s army 
in the field or spread dismay through his tottering system by a bold 
advance were operations aliea to its measured pace. They were not 
provided for in the text-books. 

The leisured countiy gendemen who tvled fin-de-^si^te England 
prov^ obedient pupik They were die produa of the salon, dw 
palladian mansion, me stately periods of classic oratory and atdii- 
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tccture. They also saw the war to crush die infant dynamic of 
armed Jacobinism as a campaign of capturing places. As soon as 
Valenciennes fell—with all the antique pageantry of paraded colours, 
massed hands and incongruously ragged sansculottes marching out 
with military honours to carry back death and desolation to their 
own insurgent countrymen —the'British Government'staked out a 
claim of its own. Vigorously backed by the King, it claimed that 
die capture of Dunkirk on the Allied right was a prior British 
objective. For not only would its possession shorten the Emc- 
ditionary Force’s communications but would provide a set-off to 
aUied “ indemnities ” and a bargaining counter at the peace confer¬ 
ence. It would also—and this was an important point for Adinisters 
dependent on a parliamentary majority-^eprive French privateers 
of their most dangerous base and compensate the City for the post¬ 
ponement of the West Indian campaign. As Dundas put it, such a 
diversion would help to “ give a good impression of the war in 
England.” 

fiiiled to sec that it would not help to win it. Instead of 
advancing southwards on Paris the Allfed army broke up, the 
Austrians investing Lc Quesnoy and the British marching north to 
Dunkirk. Here they dug themselves in round the port pending the 
arrival of a squadron of gunboats and the plans whidi the Lord 
Chancellor had obligingly drafted to co-ordinate the combined 
operations. Unfortunatdy the Cabinet’s loc|uacity somewhat 
impaired the value of its <^beratious, for its mtendons quickly 
became public not only in London but in Paris. 

Yet though the Allies failed to strike the decisive blow, the door 
to victo^ remained open. Throughout the summer of 1793 the 
defeat or the Revolution seemed inevitable. Ilae unreason and 
violence of the ruling demagogues in Paris had split France into 
Actions. In La Vend^ the peasants had taken up arms against the 
scum of the cities who had come to proscribe their priests and 
conscript their young men. That summer the country folk of the 
Bocage, the deep-wooded, patriarchal land south of the Loire, 
turned out in thousands to defend their hearths and altars. In Paris 
the Jacobins, installed in the new Committee of Public Safety, 

*-_They were released on condition that they did not serve again against the 
Allies. Hiey were promptly employed against the RoyaUsts of La Vendee. 
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denounced the Girondins as traitors. Those of the latter who escaped 
the mob fled to the provinces, where they raised a revolt. Lyons, 
Marseilles, Avignon and Bordeaux all declared for a “ I^eral ” 
Republic against the tyranny of Paris. By the end of June twenty- 
six out of the eighty-five Departments Itad repudiated the Com¬ 
mune. From Caen in Normandy, where the Federalists set up their 
headquarters, the Girondin heroine, Charlotte Corday, set out to 
assassinate the Jacobin journalist, Marat 

Yet once again the Allies’ selfishness and lack of constructive 
idealism healed France’s divisions. When Valenciennes fell it was 
not the hhes of the native Bourbons that rose above the citadel but 
the hated bunting of the Hapsburgs. The Prussians spoke of 
Lorraine as an “ indemnity,” the Austrians of Alsace, the Spaniards, 
who had invaded France from the south, of Roussillon. As in the 
autumn of '92 the love of the peasant for the soil of his country 
turned such threats into a terrible boomerang. 

The Allies were as selfish in action as in inaction. Even when the 
whole BJidne valley took up arms for the F^eralists, the Austrians 
and Piedmontese refused to march. Pitt sent Lord Mulgravc to 
Turin to urge this obvious move. But the Court of Savoy mis¬ 
trusted the Austrians, and the Austrians were too busy watching the 
Prussians in Poland to undertake another western offensive. They 
looked on at the suicidal stn^gle between the Jacobins and Giron¬ 
dins without stirring. 

Alone among the Allies the British realised die opportunity. 
Their strongest stympathies were naturally ■with the insmgents 
nearest their own coasts. The forest war of the Ro'yalists of the West 
stirred the chivalrous Burke and Windham to white heat. But 
unfortunately the Government was in a diflSculty. Pitt had alwaw 
been careful to insist that Britain 'was not fighting to put back the 
Bourbons or to impose any particular form of nuc on the French. 
The brothers of the mutderd French King were not an inspiring 
rallying point for a liberating movement and commanded little Sierai support. But the western rebels were their devoted ad- 

ents. To support them too tmreservedly -would be to commit 
Britain tx> a partisanship incompatible with her war aims. 

But even greater impediments to eflfetxive British aid were lack 
of man-power and irre^udon in using it. So serious had been the 
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drain of the Flanders campaign that at one time there were only 
three regular in&ntry regiments left south of the Tweed. The main 
division of die Mediterranean Fleet, whose appearance in southern 
waters was urgendy demanded by British diplomats at Vienna, 
Madrid, Naples, Turin and Lisbon, had been unable to sail from 
Spithead till the end of May and then only by drafung soldiers on 
board. And though a French squadron left Brest on June 4di to 
blockade the Roydists on the Brittany coast, the meat ships of the 
British Channel Fleet were stiU in harbour a month later waiting to 
complete their crews. Before they sailed the insurgents had been 
repulsed from Nantes—the base designed for a Bridsh-Royalist 
advance on Paris. 

For though the fates seemed determined to punish the moral 
delinqucnaes of the Revolutionary leaders, the human instruments 
through which Fate could alone work seemed equally determined to 
reject such chances. The Britsh Government toot each windfall 
from Providence as a matter of course and, when it had lost it, 
cahnly awaited the next. Nothing could shake its astonishing 
complacency. When Fox moved that negotiations should be opened 
for peace, Pitt, pomting out that it would be strauge to do at the 
start of a most successful war what could only be excused at the end 
of a disastrous one, claimed that British operations had been uni¬ 
formly attended “ with the most brilliant, rapid and unexpected 
success.” ^ And the country on the whole agreed with him. Only 
Burke, watching from the prophetic shades of Beaconsfield, re¬ 
mained incredulous. “ No,’'^hc declared, " it will be a long and a 
dangerous war—the most dangerous we were ever engaged in.” 
But the general view was that with the Allies only i6o mues from 
Paris and all Christendom save Denmark, Switzerland and Venice 
leagued against the Bnpublic, the southward march would soon 
be resumed and the dark mcmcc of the Revolution ended. 

Had the French only remained quiescent it might have bear. 
The British conception of war vm a semi-static one; mildly active 
for themselves and wholly passive for the enemy. But passive was 
just what the Jacobins were not. During the summer and autumn 
of 1793 they were more active than, anything seen on earth for a 
hund^ years. 

‘ War SpoKhm, 93-<i. 
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That July a young English girl living in Switzerland went to 
Stadt to gape at a party of Jacobin emissaries on their way to Venice. 
She and hi Anigrd friends laughed heartily at the “ foolish, poor, K’e faces ” of the despised and hated “ sansailottes.” But had she 

own that for the next three years she and her family would be 
fugitives before their victorious armies and would be finally driven 
to take reftxge on board an English man-of-war—the one un¬ 
conquerable thing left in the world—she would more likely have 
cried.^ For the French, having set up absolute liberty as thm God 
and found it—as a God—a frilurc, had now set up another: human 
energy. Henceforward they worshipped only the red blood in 
their own veins: the ruthless will that knew no denial Wherever 
freedom, in whose name they made such extravagant claims, 
impeded the triumph of their wiU, they crucified freedom. 
Because despotism and cruelty won their ends most swiftly, 
they glorified despotism and cruelty and called them liberty and 
justice. 

Such a belief might be vile and, in the long run, felse to eternal 
truth. But the French after a century of tepid frith and shams put 
their whole trust in it and—till it in turn mded them—gave them¬ 
selves without reserve to its service. Those who talked with the 
ragged prisoners in Hampshire that summer were astonished at the 
intensity of their hatred of established religions: at Alresford four 
hundred Jacobin officers on parole openly boasted of their intention 
to massacre some neighbouring hnigrS priests at the fiust oppor¬ 
tunity. A British navd officer who captured some French seamen 
described how one day he begged one of diem who had a fiddle 
to oblige with the Revolutionary hymn- For some time the man 
refused, then struck up, accompanying himself by his voice. " When 
he came to that part' Aux armes, Citoyens, formez vos hatalllons,‘ 
he seemed inspire; he threw up his violinhiilf-wayu]^ the fbreinas^ 
caught it again, pressed it to his breast and sung out^ Bon, Qa Ira,’ 
in which he vm joined by bis comrades: 

“ ‘ Fired with the song the French grew vain. 
Fought all dicir battles o’er again, 
And thrice they routed all their foes; and thdee they slew 

the slain; ’ 
*■ Wynne Dimiet, I, ao6. 
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and seemed ready and willing for any mischief.” ^ Those who led 
sucli men—uncouth, imperfectly educated, perverted often by vile, 
sadistic passions and cfscmonic in their hatreds, ambitions and 
enthusiasms—^were resolved to smash everything that stood in their 
path. And almost everything that the old world valued. 

On the 24th of July—two days after the fall of Mainz—^Robes¬ 
pierre, ousting Danton, joined the Committee of Public Safety. 
This man, mediocre in heart and intellect, possessed one almost 
superhuman talent: a single-minded belief in himself and his 
opinions. To them he was ready to sacrifice everything: liberty, 
justice, decency, his friends and, if need be, humanity itself. For he 
believed himself to be the embodiment of the General Will. For 
the moment the mob shared his belief. And as the triumph of 
his ideals necessitated the triumph of France, to destroy her enemies 
and his own, no sacrifice could be too great and no means too 
crucL 

Almost his earliest act was to send the general of the nonhem 
armies to the guillotine for the crime of being unsuccessful. Old 
Custine was the first of many who died for the same offence. The 
timely sacrifice electrified the survivors. Like the Long Parliament’s 
Self-Denying Ordinance, it produced astonishing results. 

So (Hd the terror which Robespierre tmloosed on the rebellious 
and the faint-hearted. ” Better,” cried one of his followen, " that 
twenty-five million beings should perish than the Republic one and 
indivisible! ” On August 27th the Jacobins, touting the southern 
Federalists, stormed their way into Marseilles. In the wake of their 
armies came subhuman beings with unrestrained powers: men Hke 
the drunkard CoUot d’Herbois; the little white-faced human fiarret, 
Hebert; and the ex-priest Le Bon who sat all day in a fever of 
ecstasy watching the blood spouting fi-om (he guillotine. And when 
the guillotine proved too slow for their business, they tied men and 
w'omen in droves together and mowed them down by chain-shot 
or threw them screaming into the rivers. 

In the fiicc of such terror resistance died. While the Queen, pale 
and listless, went amid jests to the scaffold, the Girondins who had 
dethroned her husband were hunted down like rats. Opposition 
became unthinkable. The slightest criticism of the Govenunent 
was branded as treason. The mought of (he Austrian flag waving 

1 Gardner, 159. 
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over French cities acted as an acid dissolvent to every malcontent 
cause. 

Hatred of tie foreigner and the foreigner’s ally—the traitor— 
■was forged that blood-stained autumn into a fearful weapon against 
the foes of France. “ From this moment,” cried Barfere to the 
Convention on August 23rd, “ until that in which every enemy 
shall be driven out of the territories of the RepubUc, every French¬ 
man is permanently under requisition for service •with the armies. 
The young men wul go out and fight: the married men will manu¬ 
facture weapons and transport stores: the women will make tents 
and clothing and nurse in me hospitals: the children will make lint 
and dressings: the old men will cause themselves to be carried to 
the public squares, there to excite the courage of the -wairiors and 
prea!^ the unity of the Republic and hatred against Kings.” 

Yet all this ruthless enthusiasm would not have availed but for 
the organising genius of a 40-ycar-old Burgundian captain of 
Engineers. Earlier in the summer Lazaxe Carnot, an obscure mem¬ 
ber of the Convention, had been sent to report on the fortifications 
of Dunkirk. His astonishing energy as well as his proved fidelity 
to the Revolution brought its reward. In the middle of August he 
was appointed—an uttady unknown man—to the Committee of 
Public Safety. He was told that his task was to organise victory. 
He set about it without wasting an hour. 

Two days after his appointment a lev^ en nutsse was ordered for 
the entire manhood of France. It was a new conception of ■war, 
blending the modem nation with the embattled tribe of the remote 
past. It ■was Carnot who made it work. Austere, unsparing, a 
student of history and theology, ■with Bnman ■virtues and Cahtinistic 
ideals, the tall ungainly captain stretched out on the floor of his 
office among his maps and green portfolios unconsciously forged the 
weapon of me Cassarian Napoleon. During the next twelve months 
he and his military colleagues worked as few men can ever have 
worked. They revolutionised the formation, discipline and training 
of every unit, chose the officers, set tic armies in motion according 
to a single daring and methodical plan, organised the transport ana 
commissariat and mobilised the intellect of the nation to devise 
weapons of war. Far aivay on tic fionticts, and hi the great cott» 
fused camps of the interior, tic ragged armies responded to their 
unseen tobch, while, in the sun-drenched squares ami lurteiitv, evilr 
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smelling streets of the cities, the gangs went about their business of 
terror and the guillotine rose and fell. 

These were me “ workers ” of the great Committee that ruled 
France: Robespierre and his disciples, St. Just and Coutlion, its civil 
administrators; Bar^re, Billaud Varennes and Collot d’Herbois, the 
panders of the Terror. In the meen room of die Pavilion de Flore at 
the end of the dark passage flanked by cannon—“ the steps of the 
throne ”—sat the dreaded “ decemvirs ” whose word was law, 
whose disapproval deatL Outside Danton, banished by the in¬ 
trigues of the jealous Robespierre from the Committee he had 
created, still went about his work of speech and inspiration. Be¬ 
tween them these men, wielding a power undreamt of by Louis 
XIV, hammered France into a new shape for a particular purpose, 
centralised, hardened, despotic. Under their growing discipline, 
ffl ira assumed a terrible meaning for the world. 

It was the Duke of York’s forces, laboriously dosing in on 
Dunkirk from marshy towns and villages figuring not for the last 
rime in British history—Yptes, Fumes, Poperinghe—^which first 
fdt the tempo of Carnot’s quickening hand. In mid-August, 
marching across the French front towards their new stations, die 
Guards had been in action at Linsclics where, after a Dutch brigade 
had mven way before a Republican attack, the big fellows from the 
Engush shires stormed a hill with the bayonet and, when their 
ammunirioj^ fiiiled, cuffed and josded the puny French like a London 
mob. Since then the British biad been nibbling at the outer suburbs 
of Dunkirk, quartered in a great quadrilaterd between the North 
Sea and the Bergucs-Fumes canal amid morasses, ditches and sand- 
dnnes, scanned in all their movements from t^ silent tower of 
Dunkirk Cathedral. 

Here in the opening days of September Camot struck. Using the 
interior lines which France’s position gave her, he assailed Coburg’s 
classic cordon—^weak at every point and strong at none—with me 
shodc of hammer blows concentrated against a single spot. The 
French came on in the new order that Camot had prescribed for 
them: the picked men—the natural fighters—^ing before in fierce, 
impetuous waves of sharpshooters, the remainder massed in columns 
whose density made up for lack of training and whose superior 
numbers, laundied in endless waves, enabled them to penetrate the 
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defenders’ lines. The covering force of Germans at Hondschoote, 
diough fighting back with the stubborn hardihood of their race, 
were overwhelmed. Threatened with encirclement between the 
marshes and the sea, the Duke of York was forced to retire in haste, 
abandoning his siege guns and most of his stores. 

The failure at Dunkirk was a grave disappointment for England. 
For a few days it endangered the Government. For Chatham at the 
Admiralty h^ not only failed to send the promised naval aid to the 
besiegers, but had not even protected them from bombardment by 
Frendi gunboats. Pitt took it with his wonted courage. He -wrote 
that it was a severe shock, but only, he trusted, a temporary one. 
“ It ought to have the effect of increasing if possible our exertions.” 

His fiiitli was rewarded. Hard on its tail came astonishing news 
from the Mediterranean. Since the arrival of Lord Hood’s blockad¬ 
ing fleet, the great naval arsenal of Toulon, isolated by the general 
anarchy of France, had been threatened -with starvation. On 
August 27th, moderate elements in the town, terrified by the holo¬ 
caust of massacre, rape and arson at Marseilles, tan up the white 
flag and invited Hood to take possession of the to-wn in die name 
of Louis XVH. Thus it came about that the greatest arsenal in 
France and thirty ships of the line passed into the hands of a British 
fleet of only twelve. When eleven days later the news reached Eng¬ 
land people could scarcely believe their ears. 

The Government was beside itself with joy. “lam much mis¬ 
taken,” -wrote Grenville, “ if the business at Toulon is not decisive 
of the wax.” Pitt thought it oficred a better chance of -victory than 
anything that had occurred, and even an experienced soldier like 
Calvert held that the to-wn was -worth more to Britainithan the 
entire Flemish firontier. So it might have been had Hood had the 
troops to exploit it But the omy garrison available consisted of 
1500 seamen and marines from the fleet and a few thousand iU- 
disciplined Spaniards hastily dispatched by sea firom Rousillon and 
who, according to Captain Nelson, did nothing but cut their 
prisoners’ throats. Wlicn. Sit Charles Grey, the cotnmandcr-elcct 
of the intended West Indian expeditionary fiarce, was asked how 
many men in his -view would be needed to hold the fifteen-mile 
perimeter of the town, he replied 50,000: an expert opinion -which 
Pitt ptefiarred to ignore. 

With Hood appealing for troops, there -were four courses open 
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to the Govenunent. It could follow its first natural impulse and 
send its entire available force to Toulon, so laying the foundation 
of a great oficusivc to destroy the Jacobin, power in the south. 
This would, however, necessitate not only withdrawing troops fi-om 
Flanders but die abandoning of any idea of an eicpedition to citlier 
the West Indies or Brittany. Alternatively it could do as Burke and 
Windham were urging: send every man who could be raised to 
support a Royalist advance on Paris from the west. Or it could 
revert to the policy agreed in the spring and, by concentrating all 
its forces in Flanders, stake everydiing on an Allied invasion from 
the north. Or finally it could fall back on its original “ blue water ” 
strategy and, eschewing Continental adventures, dispatch an over¬ 
whelming force to the West Indies. 

Any of these four courses offered some hope of success. But the 
Government failed to choose any of them. Instead it tried to achieve 
the impossible and carry out all four. It would not withdraw from 
Flanders because of the King’s anxiety for his Hanoverian posses¬ 
sions and its own concern for the balance of European power. It 
would not abandon operations in the West Indies because the City 
would not let it It would not renounce all idea of helping the 
western Royalists—for which it had be^n in August to assemble a 
small force at Southampton under Lord Moira—^because this would 
upset the Portland Whigs, a political body which it particularly 
wanted to mollify. And it would not relinquish its unexpected 
foothold at Toulon because the opportunity seemed too good to 
miss. 

The result was as might have been expected. A partial with¬ 
drawal from Flanders 1m to a French break-through in October 
which had to be met by hurrying back other troops to Ostend. The 
delayed expedition sent to the West Indies in November was only 
half the size planned and was inadequate either to conquer the 
French colonies or hold them when taken. The scratM force 
assembled under Lord Moira waited for artillery and stores until 
December and then sailed without them to the Brittany coast, 
only to find that the insurgents had already been driven from it and 
that the chance of a landing had passed. Meanwhile Toulon was 
starved of troops, not because the Government did not wish to send 
any but because it had not left any to send. Not until October ayth 
did the first British regulars reach the port and thm only a small 
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contingent of two battalions and a few guns from Gibraltar under 
General O'Hara. The latter almost immediately had the misfortune 
to be captured in a skirmish. 

Pitt consoled himself by drawing up elaborate paper schemes for 
massing an international army at Toulon for a spring oflfensive. 
The treaties signed during the summer with the MOTiterrancan 
Powers had provided for toe employment of Spanish, Piedmontese 
and Neapolitan contingents in British pay, and with his usual 
optimism the Prime Mmister reckoned that by December, besides 
the parings of British garrisons, he could count on 9000 Piedmon¬ 
tese, 6000 Neapolitans, 4000 Spaniards, and at least 5000 Austrians. 
That this international anny might be more difficult to command 
than a composite British force of equal size never even occurred to 
his unmilitary mind. 

No conceptions of war could have difiered more than liiose of 
the British and French Governments. The former timidly based 
military action on public opim'on. The latter brutally coerced pubhc 
opinion to support military action. In Whitehall iSrst dhought 
alwa^ was how “ to give the war a good appearance.” Ministers 
weighed rival interests, balanced one theatre of operations against 
another and doled out men and supph'es to appease popular clamour. 
Invariably compromising, they f^ between two stoob. Shunning 
impalatable decisions, they were never able to concentrate dicir 
forces and scire the initiative. Setting no tunc themselves, they were 
compelled to dance to the enemy's. Seeking secondary objectives 
to conciliate the opinion of the hour, they would throw away next 
year’s victory for to-morrow’s announcement in the Gazette of the 
capture of a fortress or a sugar island. 

While Pitt was gathering in imagination soldiers of every tongue 
to assail France &om the furthest point of the compass, Camot, 
rdying on interior lines, was mas-sing hb forces to stake outwards. 
Unlike his enemies he perfectly undmtood the art of war. His first 
blow fell in the Rh6ne valley where, capturing Lyons fiom the 
Federalists, he removed all dan^ of Austrian infiltration across the 
Alps into the Midi. In October he struck again in Flanders, defeat¬ 
ing the Austrians at Watrignics and a week later pierdng the other 
end of Coburg’s overstrained cordon in a two-days* drive through 
Menin, Ypres and Nicuport which all but cut the British off firom 
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tbeir base at Ostcnd. The threat to Artois was tlius lifted tiL the 
spring. A few weeks later both northern armies, floundering hope¬ 
lessly in the Flemish mud, retired into winter cantonments. 

With his vulnerable northern firontier safe, Carnot now con¬ 
centrated his forces against the hapless Vendeans. Their gallantry 
and loyalty could not avail against the force and energy of die 
terrible Republic. By Christmas half the villages of the west were 
heaps of cinders and the fields strewn with thousands of corpses. 
As the blue-coated armies drove outward like some mighty force 
compressed and brought to boiling point, the bosses of tic Jacobin 
machine followed th^ scotching dasension with terror. It was in 
part the expression of the nation s will to live, in part the foul vent 
of tortured and suppressed instincts after a century's misgovem- 
ment. Men of incredible evil pushed or wriggled their way to the 
broken surface of French hfe and wreaked their will on every one 
within tbeir reach. Every Hfe was at dieir mercy. The prisons were 
packed with the generous, the noble and the innocent. The guillo¬ 
tine worked ceaselessly, Samson, the executioner, was the high 
priest of die nation: Fouquicr-Tinville, the pock-marked ex¬ 
financier and Public Prosecutor, the keeper of its conscience. “ Let 
us go to the foot of the great altar,” cried Amar in the Convention, 
“ and attend the celebration of the Red Mass! ” 

The Terror served its purpose. The will of centralised authority 
became absolute. Every man not crippled by age or infirmity was 
pressed into the armies—a force purged by desperation of both fear 
and pity. Fanny Burney’s husband, the amiabfe General D’Arblay, 
discovered to his amazement that the head of his family, a gentle, 
refined aristocrat devoted to the monarchical cause, had died fight¬ 
ing for the Republic on the Spanish firontier. The party tyrants 
'accompanied the headquarters of every army, terrifying generals 
and soldiers alike into unquestioning obedience to the dictates of 
the great Committee in Paris. 

By mid-December Camot was ready for Toulon. Here he liad 
gathexed 35,000 men and had given command of the siege guns to a 
youfhfitl Corsican artillery cMtain named Bonaparte. The defend- 

force of Italians, Spaniards and French royalists with its sprink- 
li^ of British regulars and marines was weakened by international 
dissension and sidmess. When the French attacked on the stormy 
night of December 17th a fow thousand British and Piedmontese 
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alone made any resistance: the rest became a rabble. By the morn¬ 
ing die sulky Bonaparte, all unwonted fire, was running up batteries 
in the captured Fort Aiguillette to rake the harbour and roadsteads. 

There was nothing for it but immediate evacuation. On the 
night of the i8th, with every gun firing on the blazing city from the 
surroimding heights and the enminaJs, released nom the jails, 
putting man, woman and child to the sword, a young Bndsh 
captain, Sidney Smith, endeavoured to destroy the Frcndi fleet 
wruch It was now too late to remove. The Spanish sailors who 
shared his task were lacking in professioual skm, or, as one dis¬ 
gusted naval officer put it, "the vilest set of lubben diat ever was 
seen.” In the resulting confusion only thirteen of the battleships 
were accounted for. Eighteen others survived to fight another 
day. 

A week later the British fleet, crowded with nearly 15,000 
refugees—“fathers without families and families without fathers, 
the picture of horror and despair ”—was joined in Hyeres Bay by 
troops firom Gibraltar intended for the defence of Toulon, Others 
lay idle in Moira’s transports off the Isle of Wight while more were 
in mid-Atlantic, tossing up and down on their way to West Indian 
graveyards. And £br a whole fbtttiight afier its fill Downing Street, 
relying on its matheinatical calculations, continued to imagine 
that Toulon vsras defended by an ample army. “ I think,” wrote 
Pitt on Christmas Day, “ there is still a very good chance of all 
proving right in that quarter.” ^ 

The year, which had begun in doud and storm and promised 
so brilliantly in the eady summer, bad ended a^ain in doucL In 
December me French had resumed the offensive in the east. Three 
days before Christmas Lazare Hoche stotmed the lines of Proesch- 
wwlcr. The Austrians and Prussians fdl back towards the Rhine, 
abandoning the Palatinate and Alsace, while in the south Kellcr- 
mann drove thc Piedmontese once more beyond the Alps. 

The British Government, however, remained soberly cheerful. 
“ It is true,” wrote the Fotei^ Secretary, “ that the campaign has 
not answered all that one’s wimes suggest^ nor even all that at (me 
period of the year it seemed reasctnable to hope. But surely to have 
begun by the dcficnce of the Ncerdyke and or Maestricht and to end 

^ Rau, 1,3a. 
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widi the establishment of our winter quarters dose to the French 
frontier, and in some parts, well within their territories, would in 
January last have seemed worth compounding for.” No enemy had 
set foot on British soil anywhere in the world. Pondicherry and 
Chandemagore had been captured in the East Indies and Tobago 
in the West. In Santo Domingo a British force from Jamaica had 
occupied several coastal points, induding Mole St Nicolas—the 
Gibi^tar of the Caribbean. The enemy’s flag had been swept from 
the seas and several of his finest frigates captured in engagements in 
which all the glory had rested with Engird. 

Yet both in Parliament and the country there was a sense of 
frustration. Hopes had been pitched too high and too often had 
been dashed. There was criticism of the Government and even of 
the war. Tlie campaign in Flanders had never been popular: the 
nation still retained its traditional horror of Continent^ commit¬ 
ments bom of older “ crud wars in High Germany.” Britons felt 
little enthusiasm for their Prussian and Austrian allies. Nor, much 
as they hated Jacobins, did they share Burke’s sympathy for the 
French exiles. The more they saw of them, the less they liked them. 
When in December the guns in St. James's Park and the Tower 
fired salvos, public joy turned to dismay when it became known 
that they were edebrating no naval victory in the Channd but a 
landing in aid of Royalist planters in Santo Domingo. 

What the country had wanted was a ^uick and glorious war at 
sea with plenty of prizes and few casualties: the kind of war that 
Chatham had given it. Instead there had been an uninspiring 
dribble of maimed and half-starved soldiers returning feom 
Flanders, crowded between icy decks without even straw to sleep 
on and turned adrift in Kentisn ports whose supine authorities had 
not even anticipated their reception. For this much blame was 
unfiurly cast on the Duke of York, whose undisciplined oflScers, 
pining for the fleshpots of London, poured a stream of complaints 
into mflucntial ears. Now in January came news of the loss of 
Toulon. The Government’s attempt to dwell on the destruction 
done to the French fleet and arsenal was not a success. For the 
public felt that neither should have been lost 

The causes of failure were unperccived. They were partly the 
nation’s reluctance to prepare for war, pardy the Government’s 
characteristic inability to follow any systematic plan. There had 
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been no concentration of force: no persistence in. policy. Instead 
Pitt and Dundas had improvised according to the needs of the hour, 
living from hand to mouth and allowing the enemy the initiative. 
Flabbiness of decision inevitably degenerated into a futile scramble 
to rush insufficient forces to whatever point of the Allied circum¬ 
ference the French chose to attack. “ The misfortunes of our situa¬ 
tion,’* wrote the shrewd old King, “ is that we have too many 
objects to attend to, and our force consequeudy must be too weak 
at each place.” ^ 

But the Government seemed incapable of learning. It could not 
sec that military operations were not static: that, once initiated, 
they grew of th^ own, making ever fresh demands on the nations 
strength and manpower. Territorial magnates and lawyers had still 
to realise that the direction of a world-wide campaign called for at 
least as much forethox^ht and precision as layii^ out a plantation 
or drafting a legal instrument. They let the war run itself—into 
tangles. 

1 'When Fo* argued in dxe House that, if the object of &e campaisn was 
to put an end to French tyranny, Toulon was the most important obicctive: 
if it woa conquest, the West Indies, young Mr. Jenkinson 01 the India Board, 
replying for the Government, reveled the confusion in Pitt’s noind: the 
counties war atm was to destroy the Jacohin menace to Europe but the de¬ 
fence of Touldn could obviously not be allowed to outweigh the importance of 
strengthening the Empire. 



CHAPTER. FIVE 

The Enemy Strikes 

1794-5 

“ We are in a war of a peculiar nature. It is not with an 
ordinary community. . . . We are at war with a system 
which by its essence is inimical to all other governments ; 
and which makes peace or war as peace and war may best 
contribute to their subversion. It is with an armed doctrine 
that we are at war.” Burke. 

” I learnt what one ought not to do and that is always 
something.” Wellington. 

That winter the fever of mass murder, atheism and reckless spend¬ 
ing in Paris seemed to be approaching its climax. At Christmas the 
olwcene and diseased joun^t, Hehert, presided ov,ei: the Feast 
of Reason in Notre Dame, where a whore was elevated at the liigh 
altar amid Rabelaisian rites. In the prisons thousands of irmocent. 
men and women, flung there by some Party sadist’s whim, fed out 
of troughs on oflol or were driven in droves chained like cattle 
through the streets.^ To decent English minds it seemed unthinkable 
that men could survive who broke every law of God and man, 
who robbed and murdered and blasphemed, who denied justice, 
pity and humanity itself in their ruthless search for power. " From 
the nature of the mind of man and the necessary progress of human 
afliuts,” Pitt declared in Parhament, “ it is impossible that such a 
system can be of long duration.” “ Surely,” cried the high-minded 
Windham, “ Heaven will presently put a whip into every honest 
hand to lash these villams naked tmough the world.” * 

The need to destroy the menace quickly before it could spread 
further was plain. “ We are called in the present age,” Pitt told the 

^ See the remarkable account of the sufferinga of General O’Hara after his 
capture at Toulon described in FaringUm, I, iix-ia. 

‘ Windham Pegters, I, i6a. 
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House, “ to wituess the political aud moral phenomenon of a mighty 
and civilised people, formed into an artificial horde of banditti, 
throwing off all the restraints which have influenced men in social 
Ufe. ... We behold them uniting the utmost savagencss and 
feroaty of design with consummate contrivance and skill in exe¬ 
cution, and seemingly engaged in no less than a conspiracy to 
exterminate from me face of the earth all honour, justice and 
religion.” Because of the inequah'ties and corruptions of the past, 
they could count on allies in every country. They had the advan¬ 
tage of wagii^ an ideological ofensivc. Already Revolutionary 
agents, with long purses and beguiling tongues, were undermining 

the resistance of Britain’s allies. At Turin, Naples, Florence and 
Genoa even high officials had been involved in treasonable con¬ 
spiracies. Spain, Holland, Switzerland, Sweden and Denmark were 
seething with subterranean Jacobinism. 

It seemed vital to Pitt to keep the Grand Alliance in being. He 
was under no illusions about his allies and their selfish, divided 
aims. But so long as they could be induced to fight against the 
common enemy of mankind it was best to turn a bund eye to their 
faults. The human future depended on keeping a cordon sanitaire 
round France till the Jacobin fever had spent itseJr. 

Pitt therefore wdeomed a visit from Mack, the rising strategist 
of the Austrian Staffi, and promised him additional troops for a 
renewed offensive in the spring. The army estimates presented to 
Parliament in February, 1794, after Mack’s departure provided for 
175,000 Regulars, 34,000 Gentian Auxiliaries and 53,000 embodied 
Mfiitia. But the bulk of the trained and mobile troops at the 
Government’s disposal had already been committed fiu: beyond 
recall through its feiiure to follow out a co-ordinated war plan. 
Tied to a major campaign on France’s northern frontier, it had 
simultaneously encouraged its ruval and military commanders to 
take the offensive in the Mediterranean and West Indies without 
a thought of how they could be reinforced and supplied. There 
were inducements for Britain in both these theatres of war. But 
in neither could operations be sustained fiom existing resources. 

• «»•*#*■ 

It was Lord Hood and his political adviser. Sir Gilbert Elfiot— 
the former Civil Commissioner for Toulon—who awnpiitted 
Britain to a war in Coraca. Sold to Ikance a quarter of a century 

y^. s 
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before by the banking Republic of Genoa, the turbulent island had 
only submitted to its new rulers afjer a desperate resistance led by 
Pascal Paoli. In the spring of 1793 a rebellion had broken out which 
drove the Republican garrisons into the coastal fortresses and sent 
Captain Bonaparte’s “ traitor ” family flying to Marseilles for re¬ 
fine. Though the Cabinet had toyed in the summer with the idea 
of a landing in the island, Paoli’s appeals for British help had re¬ 
mained unanswered. 

But in the New Year, with 1,400 troops crowded on board his 
transports. Hood saw Corsica as a heaven-sent opportunity. 
Having lost Toulon he needed a naval base firom which to maintain 
its blodcade. With a splendid anchorage the island was several 
hundred miles nearer the port than Gibraltar. Its forests supplied 
the masts and timber for me French Mediterranean Fleet. In Feb¬ 
ruary, therefore. Hood landed M^or-Gcncral Dundas’s troops and 
a contingent of sailors in San Fiorenzo Bay. 

But neither the impetuous old seaman nor his adviser had con¬ 
sidered the diflSculties of conquering and garrisoning an island 
with four hundred nulcs of coastline. Thou^ the brigands of the 
interior acclaimed the English, the strongholds of Bastia and Calvi 
were defended by 3,500 French rcgidars—more than double the 
original invading force. Their investment occupied a growing 
proportion of Britain’s slender military resources for many months. 
Owing to the peremptory and sometimes almost contemptuous 
attitude of Lord Hood and his officers towards the Army, the opera¬ 
tions led to a lamentable deterioration in relations tjctween the 
Services. The general, who seemed “an old woman in a red 
ribbon ’’ to impatient politicians and seamcai, not without reason 
regarded the t^ demanded of him as beyond bis professional 
powers. The admiral thereupon annotmeed his intention of attack¬ 
ing without him. 

‘ While General Dundas 
And his eighteen manoeuvres all sat on the grass,” 

Nelson and the acw of the Ajimmmtm proceeded to invest Bastia 
on their own. The siege which followed, though successful, was 
conducted with grossly inadequate resources. Later, the army, 
reinforced firom Englmd, resumed its rightful place under the 
command of Major-General James Stuart, a younger son of Lord 
Bute, oa whom the brilliant mandc of Peterborough sccipcd to 
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have fallen. Largely o-wing to his and Nelson’s efforts Calvi fell 
on August loth, though it cost the eager little captain his right 
eye and all but his life. “ Never,” wrote Stuart’s second-in-com¬ 
mand, a still greater soldier named John Moore, “ was so much 
work done by so few men.” 

The West Indian campaign had even graver effects on the course 
of die war. In January, 1794, Lieutenant-General Sir Charles Grey’s 
7,000 troops, after a six weeks’ voyage, reached Barbados. Despite 
their small numbers they at once attack^ the French islands, and as 
a result of brilliant co-operation between Grey and Vice-Admiral 
Sir John Jervis overcame all resistance in Martinique, St Luda 
and Guadeloupe by the end of May. But the real campaign had 
scarcely begun. Almost at once tne victors were simultaneously 
assailed by reinforcements fi:om France and a negro and mulatto 
rising. For by denouncing slavery—^the gap in Britain’s moral 
front—the French had secured a formidable ally. With the help 
of the revolted slaves the force from Rochefort, which had evaded 
the loose British blockade, was able to reconquer Guadeloupe 
before the end of the year. Yet it was yellow fever more than any 
other cause which roobed Britain of ^ West Indian conquests. 
Within a few months the dreaded ” black vomit ” had destroyed 
12,000 of her finest soldiers and reduced the survivors to trembling 
skeletons. 

In the conduct of these distant campaigns Pitt and Dundas were 
handicapped by the lapse of time betw^ the dispatch of orders 
from Itogknd and the receipt of news from the meatres of war. 
They were still celebrating Grey's victories of the spring when his 
men were dying by thousands in the autumn. But there dMcuIties 
were increa^ a hundredfold by their failure to prepare for the 
inevitable consequences of their own actions. They undertook and 
promised more than they had any reasonable expectatton of being 
able to {Kafotm. After initiating operations that called for a steady 
flow of reinforcements, they were forced to deflect them into other 
and more urgent channels. 

The measures which the Government now took to remedy 
the shortage of trained troops and fulfil its promises to its Austtiaa 
allies lowered the discipline and dignity of me entire Service. Both 
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senior and junior regimental rank were offered for sale in return 
for recruits. With every 4.50 men raised for an existing battalion, 
a lieutenant colonelcy was offered to the senior mwor for ^<3oo, and 
tTS'o majorities to the captains at from 5 50 to ^700. Companies 
were sold to any bidder for j(]2,8oo. In Ae brii competitiou that 
followed the price of a recruit rose to as much as ,^30 a head. 

This degrading system, which appealed to an innate English 
snobbery, enabled the Government to raise 30,000 recruits by private 
bounty at litde cost to the Treasury. It involved die passing over 
of the old professional soldier of modest means—the type from 
which gcnc^ like Abercromby and Dundas were sprung—in 
favour of upstart young plutocrats utterly ignorant of their pro¬ 
fession. Mmors found themselves commanding battalions while 
veteran subalterns, old enough to be dieir fathers, waited in vain 
for a company. Even children in the nursery received the King’s 
commission; a contemporary print shows a minute officer of ^ 
Guards eating sugar plums at Kelsey’s, the St. James’s Strect fruiterer. 
As for the recruits raised under such a system, they were what 
might have been espected. They resembled FaktafiTs men. 

• ••«•»•« 

Yet it is only fiur to remember that Britain’s principal contri¬ 
bution to die Allied cause was at sea. The Navy vote for 1794 iirovidcd for 83,ocx) men, or one per cent of the population of Eng- 
and and Wales. As the retoming merchant fleets month by month 

dropped anchor in Tliames and Avon, the press-gangs made up the 
complement of the King’s ships. By the begmning of the year 
eighty sail of the hne were in commission. On these depended not 
only the ring set rotmd France but the subsidies which maintained 
the Allied armies. 

During the first year of the war the Navy had driven the French 
flag off me seas, capturing for a loss of six of its otte small craft 
fifty-two frigates and lesser ships-of-war and eighty-eight privateers^ 
Had the state of France been normal this wowd not have yet had 
any decisive effect on the war, for only a fraction of her foreign 
trade was scarbomc. But owing to die anarchic dislocation of her 
social life, it threatened her wim starvation. The harvest of 1793 
had fliilei By stretching the rights of blockade to include pro¬ 
visions, Pitt had recruited famine as an ally. 

Had the ageing men in control of the Navy shown the same 
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understanding of blockade aa their successors, the Republic could 
scarcely have survived the summer of 1794. Realising their danger 
the revolutionary leaders comnoissioned agents in America to buy 
grain and charter merchantmen. At the same time they made every 
effort to get their neglected Atlantic Fleet ready for sea. At Christ¬ 
mas they sent Rear-Admiral Vanstabel—a first-rate officer—with 
two ships of the line and three fiigates from Brest to the United 
States to escort home the grain fleet that was to raise the siege of 
Prance. 

Foitunately for the Jacobins the Admiral commanding the 
Channel Fleet did not believe in close blockade. Lord Howe was a 
gallant old man of 68—“ undaunted as a rock and as silent ”—and 
the first sea officer in the w'orld. But like other eldcdy sailors he 
was obsessed with the supreme importance of safeguarding his 
ships. He refused to expose them to winter gales on the Brittany 
coast. In this he was strongly supported by the Treasury. In miti- 
Dccember he accordingly withdrew the battle fleet to harbour, 
leaving only the frkates at sea. Thus it was that Vanstabel escaped, 
and others more important after hi^ For Brest could not be 
blockaded from Spithead nor even from Torbay. 

Early in five more ships of the line put out under Rear- 
Admiral Nielly to meet the convoy which sailed on the nth firom 
Hampton Roads imder VanstabcTs escort. No British warship 
was present to shadow either force. Vice-Admiral Jervis, who vras 
later to prove how closely an enemy coast could be sealed, was 
engaged in nailitary operations against Guadeloupe, while Captain 
Ndson, usurping the functions of a soldier, vfds wearing out his 
frail body in the trenches around Bastia. Had the qualities they 
showed five years later been employed at this time in bottiing up 
the French Atlantic coastline, Europe might have been saved twenty 
years of bloodshed and tyranny. 

In April tiie Allies reopened the long-awaited campaign in 
Flanders. From the heights above Le Catcan, where on the i6th 
the young Emperor of Austria insMcted 1^,000 troops, they 
advanced with the steady leisxire of the dghtecntii century to 
besiege Landredcs. Their line stretehed firom the sea to the &mbt»; 
the cordon of steel tiiat was to strangle cevoludonary Franep. 

Carnot knew that France must break it or starve. , Afi his hopesi 
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were pinned on the ofensive—such an offensive as old Europe had 
never seen. He entrusted the command of his northern armies to 
a thirty-three year-old general, Charles Pichegru, the son of a 
Jura peasant. His orders were to attack at all costs and go on attack¬ 
ing all he had broken through. 

On the 24th while the main Allied army was grouped round 
Landredes, Pichegru struck between the centre and the sea. Sweep¬ 
ing across the Lys valley, the French left under Souham—a thirty- 
four year-old ex-private—cut die Austrian cordon, drove past 
Menin and overwhelmed the astonished garrison of Courtrai. 
But there, thou^ a salient was driven deep into the Allied line, the 
advance was hjuted. Confronted by the marshy ground between 
Scheldt and Lys and the stubborn resistance of the Austrian and 
Hanoverian regulars, Souham waited until the main force of his 
right could move forward. 

But in the centre Pichegru's attack failed. Advancing to the 
relief of Landredes, his imperfeedy trained levies were taken in 
the dank at Beaumont by the Allied cavalry under the Duke of 
York and routed with a loss of 7000 dead and 41 guns. Landredes 
thereupon surrendered. 

Haa Coburg followed up diis brilliant exploit, Beaumont might 
have proved one of the derive battles of history. But the fleeting 
opportunity of those spring days of 1794 was not for the old mana 
grasping. Unable to think save in terms of defensive cordons, he 
made no attempt to break through Pichegru’s demoralised centre 
or to send his magnificent cavalry sweeping forward to Paris—only 
ten days' march away. Instead, he paused nervously to repair the 
rent in his right flaii. The day after Landredes fell the British 
Army was d^atched north through rain and muddy lanes to 
Toumai to bar any further penetration into Flanders. 

So, as in the previous summer after Neerwinden, the French 
were allowed a breathing space. It was not wasted by commanders 
who knew that the alternative to victory was the guillotine. To 
keep the enemy inactive till they were ready for a renewed general 
offi^ve, they launched a series of desperate assaults on the cross¬ 
ings of die Sambre. 

With this battering on his left and a salient driven deep into his 
right, nothing would induce Coburg to risk an advance in the 
centre. His one concern was to restore the classical perfection of 
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his line by driving back the French from Courtrai. But Mack and 
the Duke of York were able, after some argument, to persuade him 
to attempt a concerted movement to cut off Souham’s 40,000 troops 
in the exposed salient from their base at Lille. 

The scheme was worked out skilfully. But it relied too much on 
French passivity and Austrian punctu^ty. Three of the five Alhed 
corps, on whose exact movements the operation depended, never 
reached the batdefield at all. Only the Duke of York carried out his 
p^ of the programinc promptly. As a result 10,000 Britons, after 
taki^ all their objectives on May 17th, found themselves at night¬ 
fall in the heart of Souham’s army. 

Throughout the first four weeks of campaigning the British 
Army had enjoyed unbroken and deserved success.^ It was now to 
enter upon a prolonged period of failure. At dawn on the i8th the 
French, grasping thor opportunity, counter-attacked. Soon both 
the Guards Brigades und^ Abercromby at Mouvaix and Major- 
General Fox’s Brigade near Tourcoing were encircled and cut off 
from each other. The Duke at his headquarters could make no 
contaa with cither. Everywhere on the misty, enclosed Planish 
plain the enemy was swarming. Fortunately, the British soldier 
rose to the emergency. With superb calm the Guards, covered by 
the 7th and 15th Light Dragoons, fought their way back to Toumai. 
Fox’s line battalions, deling the inevitable, struggled all day 
aaoss country until, with a loss of nearly half of their strength, 
they regained the Allied lines. “ No mobbed fox was ever more put 
to it to make his escape than we were,” wrote Major Calvert. By 
superb efl&ontcry the Duke ofY ork also escaped capture, at one point 
galloping in fiont of his two escort squadrons of Dragoons in a 
dramatic chase over hedge and dyke with the Star of the Garter 
gleaming on his breast, W twenty-<ight British guns nmeteen were 
lost Throughout the day the British never set eyes on an Austrian. 
For, unlike me ragred Etrach, the Emperor’s wmte-coated columns 
did not march to me sound of the guns. Instead, they stayed and 
listened to them. 

While these events were happening on the Handew plain the 
1 Otsly a few dayai before its oavalrv had ridden o\w three French squares 

in front of Toumai and 400 priaonera and thirteen guns. It was the 
last time for eighteen years—until a ^ day on the plains of Salatnance— 
that Bridah horse were to taeak a Fresdi square. 
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fimeliglit of battle was shift'ng to billowing sails, waves and ocean 
clouds. On May and a young Rhinelander, in the diplomatic 
service of Austria, watclied from a hill near Cowes the Channel 
Fleet escorting two vast convoys of merchantmen to sea. Years 
later when he was the first statesman in Europe, Prince Mcttemich 
recalled it as the most beautiful sight he had ever seen. At a simal 
from the Admiral the merchantmen unfurled their sails, those 
boimd for the East Indies passing to the east and those for the West 
Indies to the west of the island. Hundreds of vessek filled with 
spectators coveted the reJids, in the midst of which the great ships- 
of-war followed one auotlicr like columns on parade. 

If this magnificent spectacle fired a foreigner, how much mote 
so the thought of it inspired Englishmen! The Grand Fleet was at 
sea after its winter rest, and the country rejoiced. Yet the signifi¬ 
cance of the event vras better understood in hungry France. For on 
Lord Howe’s ability to intercept the American grain convoy hex 
whole future depended. 

Had he taken nis station oft* Ushant a few weeks earlier, no unit 
of the French Battle Fleet, now under orders to meet the convoy, 
could have left Brest But a commercial coimtry at war is not 
governed only by strategical conaderations. The London merchants 
demanded protection for their own outgoing convoys, and not till 
these were ready could Howe sail. ‘When at last he did so, he de¬ 
tailed a quarter of his fieet'under Rear-Admiral Montagu to escort. 
his precious charges far out into the AtiaJitic. Having thus divided 
his forces to secure secondary objectives tiic old man looked into 
Brest and then, seeing the masts of the main Frendi Fleet still in 
the inner harbour, unaccountably sailed off into the blue to look for 
the grain ships. , 

But when, having found nothing in the wastes of the Atlantic, 
he returned to have another look at Brest on the 19th, his adversary 
had gone. Three days earlier Rear-Admiral Villarct Joyeuse had 
got to sea witb twenty-six sail of die line. He carried widi him a 
representative of the National Convention and a warning fixim 
Robespierre that failure to secure the safe arrival of the American 
grain would involvfc the loss of his head. 

Not having -watched the enemy’s point of departure, Howe bad 
no clue to Ms whereabouts or tiic oncoming course of the con¬ 
voy. All he knew for certain was that five hundred miles out in the 
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Atlantic Montagu, having set the Britisli merchantmen on their 
way, was cruising over a two-hundred-mile stretch of water m the 
hope of intercepting die latter. In the event of his doing so his 
six capital ships ran the risk of meeting not merely Vanstahcl’s 
two escorting batdeships but Nielly’s five and Villaret Joyeuse’s 
twenty-six, aS of which were sure to be shadowing the convoy’s 
path. 

For eight days Howe searched the Atlantic in vain. But on May 
28th, 400 miles west of Ushant, his fiigates sighted Villaret Joyeuse 
to windward sailing NJN.E. before the wind in three columns. 
Thoi^h there was a heavy swell and the French, ship for ship, were 
superior in tonni^ and gun-power, Howe clung for two days to 
the enemy’s tail, harassing his rear ships and battling for the weather 
gage. By the night of the 29tb he haa got the Fren^ to leeward and 
forced four of their ships out of the line for the loss of only one of 
his own. In fiirty hours of cemtinuous fighting and manoeuvring 
his skilfiil tactics had gone fer to redress ms carKer strategic 
error. He could look fbrwaid on the morrow to a fleet action with 
twenty-five batdeships and an enemy on his lee with only 
twenty-two. 

But during the brief summer night fog fcL For two days the 
fleets were hidden firom one another. Occasionally, as narrow 
lanes of light parted the mist, the look-outs in the British fnmtes, 
clinging gtimly to the French flanks, caught glimpses of sha^wy 
giants gliding from darkness to darkness or saw aloft, caught in the 
sunshine, peaks of dazzling white canvas. Then the mists would 
dose again. While they did so NicUy’s squadron joined Villaret 
Joyeuse, bringing his strength up to twenty-six ^ps; and the 
gr^ convoy, over a hundred vwscls strong, passed within a few 
milcB of the British Fleet sailing unscathed and unseen towards 
France, On the same day Mraitaga, despairing of finding dthex the 
convoy or his own adnitiral, pot hade to Plymoudi, 

By gradually Icathng Howe away from the cemvoy’s track 
Villaret Joyeuse had sa\^ France. But he could do no more. The 
Briglish Admiral, confiding in his hard-wsought lifetime’s craft 
of sailiw ships and fleets, was not to be kept from his chosen 
prey. The dawn of Sun<ky, June ist, rose on a dcaq: horizon, a 
soft sea bathed in sunshine, a^ four miles to letward the ■Eaaadt' 
Fleet. 

V.B. 
B9 
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At that glorious moment of his career, true to his country’s 
tradition, Howe sent his men down to breakfast. At tw'enty minutes 
to nine, feeling his work done, he shut his signal book with the 
nearest he ever came to a gesture. For four days and nights the 
brave old man had been continuously on deck giving orders, snatch¬ 
ing sucli sleep as he could upright in bis chair. Now he was •con¬ 
tent. The rest he could leave to his captains and crews. They knew 
“ Black Dick’s ” courage and devotion to duty and he had no doubt 
of theirs. Had he been aboard the Prince, he would have heard 
Captain Colliugwood observing to his Rear-Admiral that it was 
about the time their wives were going to church, and that he 
trusted that the peal they were gomg to sound in the Frenchmen’s 
cars would outring all the bells in Pnglaud i 

As soon as die oncoming British ships were widiin range the 
French opened fire. But with a single exception, the British krot 
on their course in silence with their gunports dosed. Between the 
long decks, where the brass-tipped cannon gleamed in double lines, 
the seamen, stripped to the waist, waited ■with the easy disdplme 
of men perfeedy trained to an art now about to be tested. In the 
Brunsivi^ they sang to cheer themselves in the darkness, the lieu¬ 
tenant of the loweT'^cck reporting that till they got the word to fire 
they were all as happy as prinecs singing “ Rule Britannia," It was 
about ten o’dock that Howe’s flagship, ^ Queen Charlotte, breaking 
the French line, swept the giant Montagne widi a single broadside, 
which killed direc hundred of her crew and left a gap in her stem 
through which a coach could have been driven. “ Such a fire,” 
■wrote ColUngwood, “ as would have done you good to have 
heard 1 ” 

There was litde science in the actual fighting. It 'was a captain’s 
not an admiral’s batde. The French line, pierced in twenty places, 
dissolved mto islands of smoke and thunder within which indhndual 
ships battered a'way at one another. The most famous of these 
duels was between the Brunswidi and Vengeur. Unable to open 
the lower-deck ports, which were jammed against her opponent’s 
sides, the guns’ crews of the Brunswick fired throu^ them at point- 
blank lan^, while her men dashed buckets of water over the flatnes. 
After losh]^ her captain and a third of her company she forced 
Vengeur to strike, and almost simultaneously captured a French 

^ CoUitigteood, sj. 
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three-decker, which had attacked her on the other bow. Two 
hundred of the Vengeu/s crew were rescued naked from the water, 
while others who had fortified their patriotism with liquor 
became a legend, and went down with her singing snatches of the 
" Marseillaise.” 

Everywhere the story was the same. The French had a slight 
numerical superiority in ships and a substantial one in guns and 
men: 20,000 to 17,000 sailors.^ But though they fought bravely 
they were no match in seamanship and gunnery for their assailants. 
After some hours, Villaret Joyeusc, who, though recently only a 
lieutenant, handled his command with skill, withdrew his fleet and 
escaped to the north-west. Howe, almost carried by hij officers 
from the quarter-deck, was too exhausted to punuc. Seven dis¬ 
masted Froich batdeships remained in his possession, one of which 
sank before she could be brought to port. " We have conquered the 
rascals! ” wrote eleven-year-old Midshipman Parker to hu mother. 

Nearly a fortnight after the battle the Admiral returned to 
Portsmouth with his prizes. Their decks were ploughed up with 
shot, and the wound^ many of them hob-nwed peasants, still 
lay in heaps where they had fallen. But the decks of the British 
men-of-war were scoured and spotless, the brass was shining and 
the crews alert at their stations. The aristocrats of die ocean had 
returned with dieir wonted glory. Their pleasure at their achieve¬ 
ment was undimmed, for in me joy of the batde they had quite for¬ 
gotten the object for which they had sailed: the French, Captain 
CoBingwood told his firiends, had been sent out with the express 
purpose of destroying them. The Ring went down to receive the 
victors, and every window in town was illuminated or smashed by 
the patriot mob. But Villaret Joyeuse brought back something more 
precious to his country than glory. On the day after Howe’s return 
the grain fleet entered Brest. At the clcvcndi hour famine was 
averted. 

Britain had lost her last chance of victory before the swelling 
military stren^ of France became too great to contain. While 
Howe was alfowing the French battle fleet to lure him from the 
convoy’s track the Emperor of Austria was leaving Flandas for 
Vienna. For for in the cast the Poles, daring the impossible, had 
risax against their oppressors and driven them out of Warsaw. Once 

lAmongrthe British sailon was tiie 6gth Regiment of Bbot, 
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more the Prussians massed on their ^tem frontien, while the 
Austrian Chancellor, Thugut, mad with jealousy, became haunted 
by a single fear: that his country would be left out of the final 
partition of Poland. In comparison die retention of Belgium seemed 
to him of no consequence. He sought only to break off the western 
campaign and retire to the RJiine. 

Whife Imperial headquarters meditated treachery and the Duke 
of York’s forces avenged their losses in a stubborn stand before 
Tournai, the French continued their assaults on the AUied left. 
Relying on the inactivity of the Prussians, Carnot ordered Jourdan 
—^the durty-three-year-old victor of Wattignies—to leave the 
Moselle undefended and march to the aid of the assailants. Early in 
June the reconstituted army of Sambre-et-Meuse crossed the 
Sambre, and after a scries of desperate engagements invested Char¬ 
leroi. When a fortnight later Coburg, with his main force, moved 
to the rehef of the town it was too late. During an undedded action 
at Fleurus on the afith the old German learnt that Charleroi had 
fiJlcn. He called off the battle and retreated, leaving the Repub¬ 
licans masters of the field and, though no one knew it, of the next 
two decades of European history. 

Carnot's purpose had been achieved. The speed and fury of his 
attack had triumphed; the persistence and numbers of his ragged 
peasant battalions had broken the overstrained cordon of the pro¬ 
fessional armies of the ancien rdglme. Its fiank laid bare by the 
Austrian retreat, the British exp^tionary force was compelled to 
abandon Tournai, Oudenarde and Ghent without a shot. On July 
5 th at an Allied Council on the future field of Waterloo the Duke 
of York pleaded with Coburg for a stand on the ridge of Mont St. 
Jean. But scarcely had the decision to fight been reached than the 
Austrians retreated ^ain, this time eastwards towards their bases on 
the Rhine, leavii^ the road to Brussels open. By doing so they not 
only ^osed York’s fiank but left him no alternative but to fall 
back in isolation northwards on his own base at Antwerp. All 
direct contaa between the Alhes was now severed. ” The opinion 
which the British nation must have cm the subject,” the Duke of 
York wrote to Prince Coburg, “ is that we are betrayed and sold to 
the enemy.” A ficesh force niom England, which had been hastily 
landed at Ostend under Moira to save that indefensible port, only 
escaped encirclement by a brilHant march across the French front 
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to join its retreating comrades. Among its officers was tlie future 
victor of Waterloo, the a5-year-old Arthur Wellesley, who as 
Lieutenant-Colonel of the 3310 Regiment of Foot was seeing active 
service for the first time. 

During these fittal events Pitt was engaged in the political opertt- 
don known to the eighteenth century as enlarging hxs bottom. For 
long the more sober of his former opponents had felt that the 
Partv differences of thepast were trifling compared with the Jacobin 
peril to civilisarion. Tndy took the view that supjjort was due to 
any Government opposing it. “ My determinatiou,^’ Windham had 
written, “ is open, steady war against the whole Jacobin faction, and 
junction for that purpose with whomever it may be necessary to 
join.” ^ The only dung which had prevented the main body of 
Whigs fiom entering a national Government had been the cx- 
a^;erated scruples of their leader, the old Duke of Portland, about 
Fox. 

At the beginning of July the importance of presenting the waver¬ 
ing Allies with the spectacle of a tmited Bntain bamshed all re¬ 
maining hesitations. Lord Htrwilljam became President of the 
Councu; Spencer, Lord Privy Seal; Windham, Sccretary-at-War; 
and Portland, Home and Colonial Secretary in place of Dundas, for 
whom a new Secretaryship of State was created, that of War. Soon 
afterwards Pitzwilliam took the Viceroyship of Ireland and Spencer 
succeeded Chatham as First Lord of the Admiralty. Biurke, who bad 
just retired from Parliament, gave the new Administration his 
blessing. Pitt offered a peerage to the old man who had done so 
much to bring about this uatioual union but, broken by the final 
illness of bis ^y son, he refused ail honours. 

These changes strengthened the Government internally as well 
as externally. Speuccr might know little of the sea, but it was an 
advantage to have a Fitst Lord who did not keep naval oflScers 
waiting every morning till he could brmg himsdf to get 
Dundas might not be the right man to '9md its pow«s but a 
Secretaryship of State for War was an advance in the direction of 
administrative sanity. Though preferred only to a minor post, the 

^ Whtdhait Papers, 1,193. 
* 'Lotd Chptliqtn s«id it did sot signify, ft was aa indolgsnoe. He oonld 

not give it up.”—Farington, I, 54, 
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chivalrous Windham brought to the administration a fanatic 
hatred of Jacobinism able to provide staying power in dark days. 

Having reconstituted the Cabinet Pitt made another attempt to 
revive the spirit of his Allies. Feeling that it was better to defend 
the country on the Scheldt than on tie Thames, he offered to add 
30,000 troops to the payroll in return for a change in the Austrian 
Ugh command and a more vigorous prosecution of the war. At 
the same time he instructed Malmesbury to press Prussia for the 
63,000 men promised by that faithless kingdom in return for 
British subsidies. 

But, true to tlieir historic principle of fairing everything and 
giving nothing, the Prussians remained motionless in the Palatinate. 
The Austrians, withdrawing their armies to the Rhine under a 
secret understanding with Robespierre, left: the French to recapture 
their frontier fortresses unmolested. The Royalist volunteers in 
their garrisons were delivered over to their merciless countrymen. 
On the capitulation of Nieuport five hundred of them were driven 
into the fort ditch and mown down with grapeshot. The frenzied 
tyrants in Paris ordered even the British and Hanoverian prisoners 
to be massacred—an order which Pichegru, an honourable man, 
refused to carry out. 

In its fear and selfishness the Austrian Court was now past caring 
for honour. It placed its hope in an end to the Revolution through 
the dictatorship of Bjobespierre: the strong man who that summer 
seemed to be liquidating all opposition. Everywhere in monardiical 
Europe the weaker brethren, appalled by the triumph of the 
" abominable spirit of liberty,’' sought to make their peace while 
they could: to buy at least a tespite at the price of honour, gold 
and. territory. 

For Prance in July, i^, was an intimidating spectacle In 
Paris under the “ lott^ of Holy Guillotine ” two or three thousand 
heads were felling monthly, while in the provinces holocausts took 
place which made the blood of Christendom turn cold. At Nantes 
one monster massacred five hundred infents, having-first offered 
their mothers the choice of prostitution or death. Another sadistic 
scoundrel put more than five thousand people to death at Arras.^ 
Such men were as pitiless abroad as at nome. Though Pichegru 
preserved a disdphne which astonished those who recalled the 

* Amoog his victims were two En^b girls.—Alison, III, 31a. 
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plundering levies of a year before, his armies were foDowed by 
hordes of greedy agents who despoiled the Belgians of everything 
but the barest necessities.^ 

Conscious of these things, the majority of Englishmen, what¬ 
ever the views of weaklings and malcontents, upheld the Govern¬ 
ment in its refusal to Mgotiate with Jacobins. When the Duke of 
Bedford moved a resolution in the Lords that His Majesty should be 
petitioned either to end the war or “ be graciously plea^ to state 
what the object of it was,” and Fox echoed him in the Commons, 
Pitt asked what present prospect diere was of an enduring agree¬ 
ment. Britain’s war gain, he answered, was ah that she would lose 
without it. “ It is impossible to say what government we are to 
propose for France in the event of the Jacobins being overthrown, 
because that most depend on the circumstances of the times and the 
wishes of its inhabitants. But this much may he affirmed: that witlt 
the sanguinary ffiction which now rules its councils accommo¬ 
dation is impossible.” 

Only internal weakness armng fiom die moral failings of the 
Revolution saved the selfish and divided Allies from immediate 
destruction at the hands of the Republican atmies. At the end of 
July the murderous fever ia the French capital reached its peak. 
After suspending the last remaining forms of justice and virtually 
canom'sing himself on the Champ-de-Mars, Robespierre fiightenca 
the corrupt majority in the Convention into turning on him. On 
July 28th—-the pth Thennidor of the Revolutionary calendar—they 
drove him fi?om the Assembly. Next day he and his terrible hench¬ 
man, young St. Just, were sent to the giiillotinc before they could 
rouse the mob in their defence. 

Power now passed to lesser men—^.uials who fiir their own 
ends had obeyed the master terrorists. Tallien, Pouchy, Barras were 
vile creatures but, unlike the grim idealists they had served and 
slain, they knew the advantages of moderation. They now became 
the leaders of a kind of revolutionary counter-rcvolntiaa of pro¬ 
fiteer regicides whose sole aim was to stablise then own iU-gotten 
wealth and power. They were committed to the war because with- 

^ Caheri, 293. It should be remembered, however, tijat the Revolutloiuty 
atmieB no cte^ of racial domination: no conqiuered fonigner vma 
penalised for not being a Frendiman, 
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out it they could neither control the army nor stifle the popular 
reaction which might punish their past crimes. The sudden rise 
of tlicse corrupt men brought a brief respite to Britain. For except 
for Carnot, who retained power for a few more years, they sVere 
not primarily concerned with winning the war. They were con¬ 
cerned only with its continuance. 

But dieir enemies took no advantage of their respite. Britain’s 
attempt to stiffen her allies failed dismally. The guarantee of an 
Austrian loan of ;£3,000,000 in September was promptly followed 
by the surrender of Valenciennes and furtlier Austrian withdrawals. 
Meanwhile, Malmesbury wrote from Frankfurt that the conduct 
of the Prussians was becoming dailjr more shameful: " I lament 
every hour that I remain near them.*' ^ 

Even Pitt now realised that German statesmen viewed England, 
as Grenville put it, merely as an inexhaustible milch cow. In an 
interview wiih die Prussian Ambassador he lost his temper and 
upbraided him for bis country’s breach of faith. But the only 
result was that King Frederick William gave orders that the cam- 
paim on the PJime should cease altogether. 

*^Depcnd on it,” wrote Major Calvert from the Duke of York’s 
headquarters, “ an English guinea is an article no German prince 
can withstand, and when a subsidy is in view it- bewilders their 
senses and leaves them no inclination for exertion except for the 
attainment of it.” Instead of relying any longer on mem, this 
honest soldier hoped his countrytr^ would lienceforward trust in 
nothing but God and themselves. Around him the Dutch, one of 
the bravest peoples in the world, now divided and ruled by pluto¬ 
crats whose only law was profit, watched the British preparations 
to defend thdr native soil without stirring a hand to heJp them. 
Thou^ Captain Sidney Smith, undeterred by his failure at Toulon, 
rushed in and out of their estuaries turning every vessel he saw 
into an imaginary gunboat, the stolid burghers remained in¬ 
different, No preparations were made to destroy forts, mggn<riTif»< 
and ships against a French advance, and the most ordiioaiy means 
of defence were neglected. ” Anyfhing so brutish, stupid and sel¬ 
fish,”' Windham wrote, " was never seen.” 

Early in September, having replenished his supplies from the 
* £r. M. C, DroptttOTB, H, 636. ' 
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fortresses and harvests of the Low Countries, Pichegru resumed 
the offensive in overwhclnung force. Crossing the Dommcl, he 
drove the British on the 14th &om the fortified post of Boxtcl. A 
counter-attack under cover of darkness, in which Arthur Wellesley 
received his baptism of fire, failed disastrously, largely owing to 
the indiscipline and lack of training of the newly promoted and 
youthful remmental commanders firom England For where men 
mistrusted meir officers no operation could succeed. 

Sullenly the army retreated beyond the Waal. It was back where 
it had started eighteen months befbrek No wonder it swore terribly. 
“ The rare old Duke of York,” it sang: 

" He had ten thonsand men; 
He inarched ’em up a great high hill. 
Then marched ’em down again.” 

Gone were the halcyon days when gimdcmen of the Staff sat down 
to dine in shady Flemish gardens off food cooked by His Majesty’s 
Hanoverian field-kitchen and served by laced footmen. Now they 
were lucky if they got anythii^ to eat at all. Even the woollen gim 
which the benevolent ladies or Great Britain had showered on their 
defenders in the first winter of the war had ceased to come. The Sfelt neglected and forgotten. Its boots were worn out and its 

tms stamed and ragged; recruits arrived in thin, linen jadtets 
and trousers without waistcoats, drawers or stockings. The Royal 
Waggon Corps, founded to supply its needs, had apparently b^ 
recruited from the thieves’ kitch^ of Blackfiiars and Seven Dials, 
and was knovm as the Newgate Blues. The military hospitals were 
mere short-cuts to the next world: a Dutch observer counted 
42 bodies flung out of one barge of 500 sick who had been Icfi: 
untended on the open deck, vsrithoat even straw. The surgeons' 
mates allowed the sitk and wounded to starve, and spent the 
vast sums they edaimed fi:om the government in drinking and 
dcbaucheryd 

From top to bottom the military administratioa, tested by 
advexsim was rotten. The best officcts, Iflte Moira, wfcre recalled 
to England because under the Hone Guards’ rigid rule c£ pro^ 
motion for the higher ranks they ladced die seniority to be eni'' 

^ ForUtcue, IV, 315; Cak>*n, 338. 
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ployed. Everything that conld make an effident fighting force was 
lacking except courage, “ We want artillerymen, wrote Calvert, 
“ we want a general officer at the head of the artillery, we want 
drivers and smiths, and we want three major-generals of infantry; 
wc want a commanding engineer of rank and experience; we want 
a total reform in our hospitals; we want, at least, two out of the four 
brigades of mounted artillery with which his Grace of Richmond is 
amusing himself in England. Wc want a total stop put to that 
pemidous mode of bestowing rank on officers without even the 
form of recommendation, merely for raising (by means of crimps) a 
certain number of men, to restore to the Army those independent 
and disinterested fedings and those h^h prindples which should 
actuate a soldier and form the basis ofme military disdpline of a 
free covmtry.”^ The new Secretary at War, who with his accus¬ 
tomed eagerness was on a personal visit to the front, commented 
bitterly on the shortage of artillery drivers. “ One sits at home 
quietly and overlooks such particulan,” he wrote, “ but the fete of 
armies and of kingdoms is dedded ofren by nothing else.” * 

With more than half its ai,ooo infentty down with typhus, 
wounds and exposure, and with Dutch traitors and French agents 
swarming through its lines, the British Army had only one hope 
left—^vmter. The floods of November turned the Waal into an 
impassable barrier of desolate waters. Behmd it a forlorn handful 
of redcoats preserved the last foothold of the anclen rMmc in the 
Low Countries. It alone stood between the Jacobins and the banks 
of Amsterdam and the Dutch Fleet and naval stores. To the east 
the French were already in Cologne, and the Austrian Army back 
beyond the Rhine. Prussia was secretly neogotiating peace, and 
Spain, invaded and riddled with defeatism, preparing to do the 
same. 

But in December, when the British Government, relying on 
winter, had withdrawn seven regiments for the West Indies and 
recalled the Duke of York, an intense frost succeeded the rain. A 
week before Christmas the floating ice in the Waal began to pack. 
By the new year the frozen flood n^ ceased to be a barrier. Break¬ 
ing every canon of eighteenth-century war and trusting for supplies 
to a barren and ice-gripped countryside, Pichegru and Moreau 

’ Calvett, 359-60. 

* Windham Papen, 1,334. 
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crossed the river. To avoid antuhilation the outaumbered British 
and Hanoverians fell hack towards the YscL 

The cold spell of that January was something which old men 
remembered fifty years afterwards. The birds fell dead from the 
trees, and morning after morning Parson Woodforde in Norfolk 
found the chamber-pot in his room frozen sohd. The retreat of the 
British Army across the icy wastes of Gelderland had the quality of 
a m'ghtmare. There was no shelter against the arctic wind. Dis- 
dplmc vanished, the Brigade of Guards and their traditional foes, 
the Hessians, engaging in pitched battle round the bread waggons. 
“ Those of the Anny that woke on the morning of the lyUi of 
January,” Sir John Fortescue has written, “ saw about them such a 
sight as they never forgot Far as the eye could reach over the 
whitened pl^ were scattered gun-limbers, waggons full of baggage 
stores or sick men, sutlers’ carts and private carriages. Beside t^m 
lay the horses, dead; around them scores and hundreds of soldiers, 
d^d; here a straggler who had staggered on to the bivouac and 
dropped to sleep in the arms of the frost; there a group of British 
and Germans round an empty rum cask; here forty BngUsh Guards¬ 
men huddled together about a plundered waggon; there a pack- 
horse with a wonaarUying alongside it, and a baby swaddled in tags, 
peering out of the pa«, with its mother’s milk turned to ice upon 
its lips—one and alt stark, frozen, dead. Had the retreat lasted but 
three or four days longer, not a man wotJd have escaped." ^ As it 
was, more than six thousand—a third of the expeditionary force— 
perished in four days. 

The retreat completed the disintegration of Holland. The 
Prince of Orange fled with his treasure in a fishing-boat to England, 
where his custom of drinking himself into a coma over his midday 
meal at Kew Palace put a severe strain on the hospitality of ha 
allies. The great bansdng fiunily of Hope did die same. Others, 
who had long been searctly treating with the enemy, openly 
aedaimed the conquerors; the mob rose, set up trees of liberty and 
flaunted the tricolonr. On January aoth the French entered Aroster- 
dam and proclaimed a revolutionary RepbbHc. There was not even 
time to remove the fleet. A few smallex vessels got away to Eng¬ 
land, but to the grief of the British Admiralty a flying body of 
ftendi horse and artillery galloped across the frozen Znyder Zee 

* Fortescue, IV, sao-i. 
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and surprised the Dutch battleships ice-bound in the Texel. So 
sudden was the advance that Lord Malmesbury, returning to En^ 
laud from Brunswick with the future Princess of Wales, only 
narrowly esc^ed capture. 

All hope ot a stand inside Holland now vanished. The hungry 
and demoralised survivors of the British army fell back into North 
Germany, where ^y were insulted and neglected by the Prussians 
who, having no further hope of subsidies, treated them as a pack of 
contemptible and defeated tradesmen. Early in March the (^vem- 
ment sent transports to the Weser to evacuate them. On April 
13th, 1795, the infantry embarked at Bremen, the cavalry ana a 
small force of artillery remaining behind to protect Hanover. 

For northern Europe the war was over. Prussia had already 
made her peace with the Revolution. The French were in an arro¬ 
gant mood, but the Ministers of Frederick William preferred to 
stomacli it. For they saw in the ruthlessncss of the new France—^its 
centralisation, contempt for established morahty and unabashed 
acquisitiveness—a temper akin on a grander sc^ to their own. 
Like the Jacobin RepubHc, the Kingdom of Prussia kept its eye on 
the main chance and its neighbours' territories.^ If its rival, Austria, 
chose to weaken itself by continuing the war fo{ ideological reasons, 
so much the better. On April 5th a treaty was signed at Basle by 
which France retained all Carman lauds west of the Rhine imtil a gneral peace. If thereafter France still kept them, Prussia, with 

ench connivance, was to compensate herself elsewhere: in other 
words at the expense of the Hapsbures and the lesser Teuton states. 
The Republic was formally approved by a European Power which 
in return was left ruler 01 north Germany. “ The treaty,” wrote 
Malmesbury, " instead of one of a shameful and ignominious peace, 
may be considered as one of a predatory alliance; and such a league 

valuable conten^orarv appreciation of Pruaeia ia preserved among 
Lord Grenville’s Foreign Office papers : “ The character of this people, 
formed by a auccession of rapacious Princes, Is turned towards usurpation. 
The war with France was disagreeable to tbw because it mdted down the 
accumulations of old Frederidc, and did not present an immediate accession 
of territory. But the war with, or rather against, Poland was not unpopular, 
because the moral principles of a Prussian go to the possession of whatever 
he can ecernre. And so little is he the slave of what he calls vulgar prejudice 
that, give him opportunity end means, he will spare you the trouble of find¬ 
ing a pretext. This libonlity of sentiment greatly facilitatos negodation, 
for it is not necessary to clothe propositions in honest and decent form.’'— 
ff. M. C, Dropmore, III, *33. , 
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between two such Powers may have very serious consequences.” ^ 
It certainly shocked what remained of the conscience of Europe. 

TCing George when he heard the news could scarcely credit it.® But 
countries within the Jacobins’ reach took a more realistic view and 
followed Prussia’s example. Tuscany even managed to make peace 
before her. In May the new Dutch or Batavian R.Mublic concluded 
an alliance with FrancCj granting her the use of its fleet gainst 
Britain, an annual tribute of four and a half millions and the per¬ 
manent maintenance of a French army in Holland. Luxerabiug 
surrendered in June, and Sweden made peace in the same month. 
In July Spain withdrew from the Coalition, ceding Hispaniola to 
the Republic and secredy promising to use her influence to turn 
Portugm against England Only Austria, litde Piedmont and the 
Two Sicilira remainra languidly faithful to the Grand Alliance. 
All were far away from Britain. Between them and her lay vic¬ 
torious France with its dependent population swollen by conquest 
from twenty-sis to thirty-five millions. ” Dread and terrible timesi” 
noted Woodfbtde in his diary, “ appear to be near at band.” 

* Mabnetbtpy, in, 350. 
* E. M, C. Dropmmre, Ilf, 57. 



CHAPTER. SIX 

The Home Front 

1794-5 

“ It matters little whether the disasters which have arisen 
are to be ascribed to the weakness of Generals, the intrigues 
of camps or the jealousies of Cabineta; the fact is that they 
exist, and that we must anew commence the salvation of 
Europe." Pitt. 

“ Let us trust to nothing but God and ourselves, for I 
repeat it again and again, tl^re is nothing else left on which 
we can rely with safety.” Major Calvert. 

Thb collapse of Holland and the evacuation of the British army 
changed me character of the war. It gave the enemy the entire 
continental coastline &cing England. It placed him on the flank 
of her trade-route with northern Europe and the Baltic—the life¬ 
line along which she imported naval stores and, in time of bad 
harvest, grain. It doubled the work of the Navy by eattending the 
blockade. On the day that Amsterdam fell five ships of the line 
had to be withdrawn from the Channel fleet to watch the Dutch 
ports. 

Britain was thus forced back on to her last line of defence. 
Simultaneously the Navy on which she had become mote depenr- 
dent than ever was crippled by the loss of her former allies’ bases 
and ships. Holland’s consideraole fleet not only -withdrew fiom the 
fi^t^ hut on May 16th, with the Batavian Republic’s declaration 
of war, passed over to the enemy. Spain, with naval resources 
equal to France’s own, was an even greater loss. Only the unsea¬ 
worthy and ill-disdplined squadrons of Sicily and Portugal re¬ 
mained to the Grand Alliance. 

It seemed doubtful if the Navy could beat the strain. Many 
Continental observers thought not. Despite brilliant firigatc ex¬ 
ploits and the victory of the ist of June, it had already shown signs 
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of finding its world-wide burden too heavy. The American convoy 
had been allowed to reach Brest. Sierra Lronc, on the West African 
coast, had been plundered by a Republican squadron in September, 
1794,1 and there had been moments in the summer when the King 
at Weymouth had seemed in some danger of being kidnapped by 
French smugglers who put nighdy into the Dorset coves. During 
an alarm in September the frigates on guard in Portland Bay 
actually opened fire on one another.* La November, through 
Howe’s policy of keeping his main fleet in harbour for the winter, 
a British battleship Had been captured by a French division 200 
miles off Ushant, and a format later reinforcements for Guade¬ 
loupe had been allowed to sail from Brest. Nor was naval disci¬ 
pline sadsfiictory: a ship of the line, ordered to the West Indian 
station, had mutinied at Spithead, and had only been brought 
back to duty after the guns of the Hcet had been levelled against 
her. 

Had it not been for the demoralisation of the French navy, 
Britain might easily have sufiered disaster. But fortunately the 
French, though capable of inflicting damage, were not able to take 
the oflensive. After Christmas Villaret Joyeuse’s fleet, raiding in the 
Atlantic, lost no than five ships of the line, three of them 
foundering in a tempest. Even this ill-frted voyage cost Britain 
seventy merchantmen, and enabled French naval reimorcements to 
reach the Mediterranean. Here also British convoys suffered, many 
hundreds of vessels beiog captured by French privateers for lack of 
proper protection.® 

With the coastline of Europe to patrol from Hamburg lo Genoa 
and convoys to protect in every part of the world the Navy needed 
leadership of genius. Instead it was commanded mostly by elderly 
men of routine. Lord Spencer, who had taken over me office of 
First Lord of the AdmmJty from Chatham, was an upright and 
capable patrician who was later to show himself capable of bold 
dsdsions at a critical time. But for the present he was inexperienced 
and selfopinionated. Almost his first act was to quarrel with the 
best senior officer in the Service, Lord Htpod, because the outspoken 
old man had given unpalatable advice. lie Mediterranean com- 

* The acting Governor of the littie station was young Zachary Macaulay, 
thft •fifths of tbie Mslmifiii. 

* H. Af. C. jOropmors, 11,634. See aiso 6xi-ta. 
*Nicolat, 11,3»-3. 
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mand thus devolved on Lord Hodiam, who was well described as 
a gcndeman-like man but past the time of day for action^ As a 
result, when the French fleet put out from Toulon in March with 
untrained crews it was not annihilated as it deserved. Instead it 
was able, by good luck, to capture a crippled BritLsh seventy-four, 
and r^ain its base after an inconclusive engagement oflf Leghorn. 
The aSir was only redeemed by Captain Nelson who, with a ship 
much inferior in size and gun-power, pursued and badly mauled 
the 80-gun Ira. Hotham inade no attempt to follow up his 
brilliant subordinate’s feat. “ We must be contented,” he toldhim, 
“ we have done very well.” Nelson afterwards confided to a friend 
that, had he taken ten sail and allowed the eleventh to escape, he 
would never have called it well done. 

The Navy had not only to keep watch in European waters, it had 
to conduct operations in a pestilential climate mousands of miles 
away on the other side of the Atlantic. Here thin^, so bright 
seemingly in the spring of 1794, were going increasingly badly. 
Jervis and Grey had been driven into resignation in the autumn 
by an incredibly tactless letter of Dundas’s, who, surrendering 
to the dty, had backed false changes of coauption brought against 
them by West Indian merchants. The reinforcements promised to 
the fever-stricken garrisons never arrived, or when they did were 
far below the strcngfli announced in the Secretary of State’s letters. 
In March, 1795, Major Thomas Pkton—many years later to become 
fiunous as the hardest-swearing general in the Peninsula—found 
2600 taw hoys, landed at Barbados instead of io,ooo men promised, 
riddled with typhus, too weak to hold arms, and without clothing 
for tropical campaigning. All the while French reinforcements 
kept slipping through the blockade: 6000 troops firom Brest reached 
Guadeloupe in January. A few weeks later a negro rebellion broke 
out in the Windward Islands. In Grenada the governor and leading 
inhabitants were murdered; in St. Vincent the garrison wos forced 
to take shelter in the coastal forts. 

The rising was the price of Parliament’s decision to postpone 
die abolition of the slave trade. The Jacobina, whose principles 
were truer in this to eternal law than, those of their adversaries, 
reaped the benefit. The black man, with hu numbers and immunity 

* " Hia aovil hs» got down to his belly and never mounts falser now.”— 
Windham I, 994, 
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to tic climate, fought on their side. The British Government, 
despite the entreaties of its commanders on the spot, even forbade 
die enlistment of loyal negroes lest military service should discon¬ 
tent them with their lot The powerful West Indian Committee in 
London bitterly opposed every move towards a saner policy. Only 
General Vaughans enrolment in defiance of Dundas* instructions, 
of a small number of slaves with a promise of emancipation as a 
reward for good service, averted the total eclipse of British do¬ 
minion in the islands. 

The Secretary of State for War deserved better of his country 
in the courage and promptitude with which he faced the threat to 
the eastern empire caus^ by die coll^se of Holland. Dundas 
su6fered fiom all the obvious failings or the parliamentary lobby- 
man in a rich country. But his zeal for the Imperial assets he 
administered was beyond doubt. The craven surrender of Amster¬ 
dam placed the Dutch East India Company’s trading stations at 
Cape Town and Ceylon within the teach of Prance. Refusing to 
contemplate Jacobin domination of the sea route to the Orient, 
Dundas at once sent off duplicate dispatches to India instructing 
the Govemor-Gaieral to take immediate steps to secure the Dutch 
possessions. Simultaneously he obtained fiom the lethargic Stadt- 
noldcr an order to die Governor of the Cape to receive a firiendly 
force. By the time the Batavian Republic declared war in May, die 
first of three British contingents was off the coast of South Amol 
To forestall a Franco-Dutch expedition, the Government took great 
risks, sending out of the country a considerable part of its inade¬ 
quate military force and dispatcmi^ it, in the spring gales, without 
convoy past an unblockaded Brest. But (he st^ was nothing less 
than safety of India. 

The Dutch surrender had a further embamssing ccHisequcnce. 
Amsterdam was the banking centre of the world and British trade 
was inextricably bound np with Dutch finance. Since the Revolu¬ 
tion eff i6S8 me two countries, both libertarian and plutocratic, 
had been commercially interdependent. In the loiig run the fli^t 
of capital from Holland enrichw Britain and enabled her by und^ 
ggound rivers of gold to sustain a long war. But for the moment 
it threatened the &bric of her monetary system and worht-wide 
commerce. The French, contrasting her bagman’s dorainioa ysrith 
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their own self-contained power, confidently awaited the downfall 
of La nation boutique of Barire’s contemptuous phrase. 

They reckoned without Pitt’s obstinate courage or Britain’s. 
“ It has pleased inscrutable Providence,” the former told the House 
of Commons, “ that this power of France should triumph over 
everything that has been opposed to it. But let us not therefore 
fidl without making an^ efforts to resist it. Let us not sink without 
measuring its strength.” ^ 

Yet Britain’s resources both of men and money were put to a 
test never visualised when she went to war. When the Prussians 
and Dutch gave up the fight there were only 60,000 troops in the 
country including Militia and Fcncibles. Even this force repre¬ 
sented a 300 per cent increase on the pre-war establishment. The 
Coalition Government, grasping the magnitude of the crisis, now 
took immediate steps to augment the Army. In a single day it 
sanctioned the raising of fifteen additional Fencible battalions. 
D«pitc the heavy losses of the Flemish and West Indian campaigns 
it planned to have nearly 300,000 men under arms by the end of 
1795. Added to the 100,000 or more needed to man the Fleet the 
figure, thot^h still far below die proportionate contribution 
demanded of^France by the Jacobin exponents of total war, repre¬ 
sented no insignificant part of the popularion. 

These forces had to be raised by voluntary enlistment. Except 
for the use of press-gangs to man the ffeet, legal compulsion was 
repugnant to the spirit and constitution of the country. The 
slightest attempt to apply it provoked a storm of o^osition: 
jealousy of the Executive was strongly ingrained in all classes. 
The very word conscription was tainted with enemy ori^. 

Instead, in an age when the transmission of popular mtelligence 
was slow and uncertain, the Government was reduced to such un¬ 
dignified shifts as touting at the prison gates and offering pardons 
to convicts and crown debtors in return for enlistment. But its 
chief resort was to the profit motive—the normal peace-time in¬ 
centive of a free people. To any rogue capable of raisi:^ recruits 
ample reward was promised ana no questions asked. In one case 
the War Office entered into a contract with a self-styled captain to 
supply 4000 Irish recruits at twenty guineas a head. Kjdnappiug 
became the profession of the hour. Every device firom debauchery 

* War Spoecker, 119, 



BECRUITIN6 RIOTS 

to downright trepanning was employed by the crimping houses to 
complete me contractors’ quotas. As the poor and uneducated were 
the most aflFected tie oui^ against these abuses soon culminated 
in riots. In January, 1795, one in St. George’s Fields led to the dis¬ 
covery of several young men in irons in a house near the Elephant 
and Castle, where they had been decoyed by prostitutes. A few 
weeks later indignation was aroused by the report that two &nous E”ists, Mendoaa and Ward, were employed by similar estab- 

ents in St. George’s Fields. In the summer a crowd gutted a 
notorious house at Charing Cross and, after fiUmg the roadway 
in ftont of Northumberland House with mattress feathers, marched 
to Downing Street to break Pitt’s windows. 

The transformation of the least military country in Europe into 
an armed camp was carried out with all the forml^ improvisation 
dear to the national character. There was no logic in the pattern of 
the new army. Regulars, MUitia, Fendblcs, Yeomanry, Foreign 
Auxiliaries and every spedes of Volunteer con>s competed with one 
another in a baffling mosaic of scarlet and blue. A visitor to Bir¬ 
mingham found twenty recruiting parties drumming and trumpet¬ 
ing away against one another on behalf of their rivn units. Tneir 
terms or service were as variegated as their uniforms. Mmy, raised 
privately and loosely disdpmied, were of the most unmilitary 
appearance: John Byng, passing the Cambridgeshire Militia on 
the march, noted that their order was that of a nock of sheep and 
that most of the officers followed in post-chaises. 

Many out of patriotism, or to avoid the annual Militia ballot, 
joined the Volunteers. For members of this force were esempted 
from hdilitia service if they could produce a certificate showing 
they had attended exerdses punctually during the six weeks before 
the hearing of the Militia fist appeals. They were raised locally, 
generally in small independent companies for use iu case of invasion 
or in aia of the dvil power. They appealed mainly to the bettcr- 
to-do classes: the Rutland Volimtcers began with a mcctiim of a 
hundred and fifty noblemen, gentlemen and yeomen who bound 
themselves to attend When calfed* upon, under a j[,SO penalty, and 
chose a uniform of Ihcnch grey ana bnff.^ 

In the yeomanry regiments there was always a great resort of 
* Tinut, a»t 1794, 
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farmers. Tlie daughter of one recalled what a treat it was for the 
children when the day for exercise came round. “ What polishing 
of sword and epaulette! What brushing of bearskin and broad¬ 
cloth ! With what admiration we used to walk round my &ther 
when he was fully equipped, and he affecting all the time to take 
it as a mere matter of course.”^ 

Wherever one went one saw uniforms, their bright primary 
colours adding a new charm to the soft half-tones of the English 
background. The traveller at his inn fotmd his landlord a local 
Pendble, eager to show off his arms and charger, or was woken 
at five in the morning to the sound of trumpets. High on the 
lonely fells, MacRitchie, die Clunie minister, met Lord Darling¬ 
ton’s Dragoons on their way to Poirith, mounted on bay horses 
and clad in scarlet- cloaks with yellow facings: the Government 
moved its cavalry like shuttlecocks up and down the country.® 

More than 40,000 recruits were raised in the spring and summer 
of 1794. The chaos produced by such rapid military expansion was 
indescribable. One immediate effect was an almost complete 
stoppage of naval recruitment. At Perth, early in 1795, as mudi as 
25 guineas a man was offered without producing a single seaman.® 
Ihe Government was forced to place an embargo on all merchant 
shipping for six weeks until 20,000 seamen had been impressed, 
and later had to suspend Army recruiting altogether. Before the 
Hcet could be mantiM, no less than fifteen regiments were drafted 
on board. 

Into this martial hodgepodge came in February, 1795, that erst¬ 
while apprentice of Frederick the Great, the Diikc of York His 
appointment to the vacant office of Commander-in-chief at the 
Horse Guards was made solely out of deference to Royal wishes to 
soften his recall fiom Flanders. But by a happy chance the Duke 
was a bom administrator—a hard worker with an orderly mind, 
a royal memory and a mastery of detail, who had acquired a first¬ 
hand knowledge of the deficdcndcs and needs of the Army. With¬ 
out a trace of genius, he was singic-bcarted in his devotion to the 
Service and—unlike his brothers—a gentleman. The Army never 
had a more useful patron. 

»Ham, MS. ' 
* Tonringtm, IV, 59 ; MacBitchie, 19, ai. 

* MacRitchUy i. 
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It needed one. Beyond native courage and tenacity and a great 
regimental tiadition the Army of 1795 possessed few assets. Its 
discipline ■W'as defective, its equipment inferior and inadequate, and 
its methods of supply and reauitment were anarchical. Tnc Duke’s 
woik was to give it organisation; to do for Britain on a smaller 
and more leisurely scale what Carnot had done for France. During 
the next decade he forged the weapon which Moore and Welling¬ 
ton were to use. In the direction of the armies in the field he had 
no part: it was not his m^iet. That remained the business of die 
politicians, who, with Dundas in the Secretary of State’s office, 
Windham in the old War Department and Huskisson as Under- 
Secrctary-of-State, maintained a kind of all-party, and sometimes 
mutually contradictory, direction of military operations. The 
Duke had merely to put the forces they misused into the field: 
to officer, tram and equip them. 

He wasted no time. Early in March, ito5> he issued a circular 
letter demanding a return of all captains under 12 and licuccnanti- 
colonels under ao. The first need was to restore the vanished pres- 
tiee and disdpline of the commissioned tanks by endme the scandal 
of juvenile command which improvising statesmen had introduced 
to raise cheap recruits. Promotion by purchase the Duke could not 
abolish, for it was a long-established national institution—almost 
as much part of an Englishman’s hirthright as the devolution of 
landed property. But what he could and did do was to insist on 
fitness for command in the field. He initiated a system of retains 
and confidential reports that enabled his. adviser, the Ac^utant- 
General, to test the history and capacity of every officer in the 
Service. And by being readily accessible and appointing a Military 
Secretary as tbe official channd. of communication between himself 
and all tanks, he put a check cox the fatal habit of political inter¬ 
ference in matters of discipline and promotion. 

In the sphere of training his germinating work was equally 
valuable. Detailed orden were issued for the exercise of troom in 
camp: Mondays and Fridays' were allocated to battalicMi drill, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays to brigade training, Wednesdays to fidd- 
days. The Army was given system and direcdon. Time was oeoes- 
sary to attain results; conservatism was strof^ and the anomalies 
of the English administralive system, were too many to be modffied 
or removed quickly. Hie artillery' still continaed to be directed by 
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the Ordnance Board—an independent body which, despite ihe 
removal of the Duke of Richmond and the substitution of the 
formidable Lord Cornwallis, remained a by-word for unpunc¬ 
tuality and inefiSdency. But the Duke’s steady hand brought a 
slow but solid improvement of method into every department of 
the Service. Without it the new Army would have been stiH-bom. 

AH this strengthening of the armed forces—essential now if 
Britain was to survive—^made ever greater demands on the country’s 
purse. By the modest standards of the eighteenth century the cost 
of the war was terrific. A ship of the line cost nearly ;^ioo,ooo to 
build, and Britain had to keep at sea a force of more than a hundred 
of them as well as several thousand small craft The yards were 
always full of vessels under construction, and shipwrights’ wages 
under the stress of demand rose to more than twice those of agri¬ 
cultural labourers. With something approaching half a million 
men to pay, feed and equip in every part of the world, Pitt’s capacity 
as a financier was sternly taxed. 

The Prime Minister, educated in the new and, to an eighteenth- 
century mind, enthralling principles of Adam Smith, and given 
supreme office while almost a boy to save a war-racked country 
from financial ruin, remained unshakably convinced that the defeat 
of France would be achieved through the econoniic strength of 
Britain. In the short run he was tragically wrong: ultimatdy, in 
tie course of a long war of attrition, he was proved right. He 
therefore husbanded the coimtry’s resources and placed the burden, 
whenever possible, not on the backs of his own over-strained gener¬ 
ation but on those of a more peaceful posterity, believing that the 
foundations of tic commercial wealth he had hdd would ultimately 
make it seem light In this also he was wrong in the short run, 
right in the long. His vast borrowing crippled the post-war 
generation and poisoned British social life for three decades wirfi 
a sense of bitterness and fiustration. Yet tic nightmare of debt 
presently paled in the dawn of Victorian industrm expansion, and 
was forgotten. 

At tie time the taxes imposed to balance Pitt’s war-budgets 
seemed to ourancestors heavy enough. For they fell on almost every 
article of purchase or hire firom playing cards to sfamc coaches. 
Imports, both of raw materials and manufactures, paid duties up 
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to 30 or 40 per cent, and die pric» of foreign foods, some of them 
now common necessities, rose to almost prohibitive levels. A 
budget day cartoon portrayed John Bull giving up his breeches to 
save his bacon, while a peering Pitt cried, “ More money! John: 
more money to defend you from the bloody and cannibaJ French! 
They’re a-coming I Why they’ll strip you to the very skin 1 ” Yet 
die basis of taxation remained indirect: the freeman’s right of 
choice to be taxed as he pleased survived. Even in the hour of 
national danger the individual was encouraged to earn as much as 
he could, spend the money in his own way and, if possible, ^w 
ricL For it was Adam Smith’s and therMore Pitt s belief mat a 
nation of many rich men was a rich nation. 

The price of passing on the burden was made heavier than it 
need have been. The science of raising money on pubhc credit, 
though frr ahead of that prevailii^ on the Continent, was still 
only partially developed: the money market a dose one and in k 
few hands. The big bankets and loan-mongers exaixed a grossly 
unfair toll on the nation for their services. Pitt’s int^dou—a 
sound one—^had been to float loans at par. But the bankers and 
their new rivals, the Jewish stock-jobbers, at first refused to touch 
anything but three per cents. These they absorbed at a huge 
discount which posterity was compelled to make good. In tne 
opening year of war for every £100 borrowed, £138 of stock was 
created. In 1796, though the rate of interest had risen to 4 per 
cent, bonds of j^ioo had to be given to the money monopolists for 
every advanced. Borrowing as no Minister in any country 
liad ever borrowed before, Pitt in a few years doubled thenatiomu 
debt. 

Had the nadon in its hour of need assumed a direct control of 
its own credit instead of allowing it to become die monopoly of 
the professional moneylender, Britain’s history in the next century 
mi^t have been happier. But to have done so would have required 
a revolution in men’s ideas and a resort to first principles alien 
to the pragmatic Fuglish mind. An Englishman in difficulties 
always went to the "Jews ’’—the ever improvident leader of the 
Opposition called his ante-chamber Jerusalem—and the nation did 
the same. The result was not only the rapid rise of a powerful 
moneyed dass, which had as yet only impetfredy absorbed the 
national tradition, but a gradual disiat^;ration of e$tabfished 
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standards, values and ways of life. Fox’s criticism of Pitt’s war 
finance chat it turned a nation of sturdy peasants and squires into 
fimdholdcrs, industrialists and paupers was not whoUy factious. 
It has been forgotten by posterity as much as it was by his own 
contemporaries that the great Whig in liis seemingly treasoiuble 
opposition to the war was animate not so much by sympathy 
with French principles as by deep love of an abiding Finland which 
he felt was jeopardised by more than Jacobins. Like Cobbett after 
him he was haunted by a vague fear of the mowth of something 
sinister: tlic indefinable “rr” of the radical yeoman’s angry 
jargon. 

Yet Pitt’s England was so strong that it was little troubled by 
shadows. Its feet stood firmly and confidently on fhe solid ground 
Freedom of money to move where it pleased was part of its tradi- 
riom If an ever larger primortion of its riches was going into 
fugitive and shifting forms of wealth, it did not seem las prosperous 
for the change but more so. Sritain kept bank and shop as well as 
it kept ferm: money-grubbing seemed to suit its hearty and 
vigorous people. Even a little town like Ripon had three private 
bsiks: silversmiths, grocers and comfectors at the slightest en¬ 
couragement would set up a banker’s sign, purchase their customm’ 
bills and take money on deposit In the north the industrial districts 
were full of thriving manufacturers whose grandfathers had been 
hammermen or weavers. Though they perpetually took great 
risks, they were making money haiul over fist to spend and invest 
Pitt is scarcely to be blamed that he refused to 1^ the men that 
laid the golden eggs. For he saw in the swelling industrial wealth 
of the country his trump card against the Jacobin. 

A Scottish visitor to England in the summer of 1795 saw litdc 
sign of the strain through which the nation was passing. On the 
smface he noted everywhere the symbols of wealth and long- 
established civilisation. He journeyed through dean market towns 
and broad, main streets with fine poiticocd doth-haUs, degant 
shops and inns, caught glimpses of thriving manufacturies in the 
hollows between the wild northern hills, and rejoiced in the smiling 
abundance of the countryddfi—the boundless Lancashire plain 
bright with com, the rosy-fimed girls in the fields with thdr petti¬ 
coats of pink and blue tucked up as they tossed the hay, the universal 
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good breeding and courtly manners of the rustic population.^ All 
dungs seemed to betoken a widespread culture and a people strong 
in the plendtude of their heritage: the Thames winding placidly 
by Eton’s groves and spires with its musical picnic parties, its 
coloured groups under the trees and classical temples on verdait 
slopes; the bells that sounded from every village tower; the fiddler 
on the roof of the stage-coach and the guard’s horn; the rustic 
strings and hautboys of the church choirs; the painted signs over 
the dehouse doors with their rude, vigorous verses; the obelisks 
to Liberty and the “ glorious Revolution ” rising above the trees 
of stately parks. 

At the top of Highgate Hill the traveller, first seeing London, 
paused for breath: a nearer view of that wonderfiil city, still en¬ 
chanted by Wren’s measuring rod, left him only the more amazed. 
The endless new streets and squares of Bloomsbury and Mary-le- 
bone; the sight of Covent Gwden in the morning with its pro¬ 
fusion of roots, flowers and finits, its barrows, waggons and rushing 
thousands; the coloured r^attas on the Thames and the sparkling 
flow of feshion in Hyde Pant; die forest of masts in the Pool, and 
the illuminated walks and murmuring arbours of Vauxhall were 
like so many transformations in an Arabian talc. No wonder that 
when the departing minister of Clunie mounted the northern stage¬ 
coach at the Green Dragon, Bishopsgate, he sat for long in a Imd 
of maze, thinking with an indescribmle mixture of freungs on all 
he had seen, sunered and enjoyed during his three weeks in the 
metropolis: its ms^nificeoce, extent, poptHousness, riches, poverty, 
dissipation, luxuries, vanities, vices. 

But this simple Scot, who on a bright July day followed the 
Horse Guards down the Mall behind an admirable band of music 
and gaped at them drawn up in all their splendour before White¬ 
hall, was seeing only one side of English Ine in 7795. There was a 
dark reverse, and hiad he stood on the other side of the Treasnry 
windows he might have learnt something of it from Mr, Pitt. A 
few talks with & polite rustics he passed on his ride from Carlule 
to London would mve taught him even mote: the shockkg trodi 

^ “ In pssshiB alonB the public roads in this oountiy one cannot btlp 
gemirking the good hroeding of the people, displaywt even in dtrfr ehildffl. 
You never meet a country person here, yoUng or old, but salofes you w«n s 
bow or a curtsey, and a * good tnorrow, "—flfaepitehU, 39, 

T.B. W 
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•vsrliich John Byng discovered in the first autumn of wax firom a 
chance dialogue with a Staflfordshire countryman; the rising price 
of every necessity and the growing misery of the poor. It was they 
whom war taxation on goods and services ruined, not the rich. For 
them there was no escaping its full force. One of the Bishops, 
defending the impartiality of Pitt’s fiscal system, compared it to a 
building which, sinking equally in every part, sufiFered no struc¬ 
tural injury. “ True,” replied Wakefield, the radical scholar, “ and 
you, my Lord Bishop, ttoo dwell in the upper apartments, might 
still enjoy the prospect from your window. But what would 
become of me and the good people who live on the ground floor ? ” ^ 

The autumn of 1794 saw the first of a succession of bad harvests: 
the new year was one of the severest winters ever known in Eng¬ 
land. Wnile the army was retreating across the ice in Holland, the 
peasant and the artisan were shivering and tightening their belts. 
The London death roll of February, 1795, was the highest since the 
Great Plague. The undertakers’ supply of black horses giving out, 
they were forced to " mow away brown.” Coal sold in the Qty at 
3^ guineas a chaldron, and so successful were the privateers on the 
east coast that durmg a whole month only a single collier entered 
the river. Throughout the summer—an exceptionally cold one 
which blighted sheep and aops—the rise in com prices continued. 
By July the quartern loaf, the staple dietary of the poor, cost a 
shilling. 

The remedies taken by the audiorities only touched the finngc 
of the evil. Parish coDccdons for the deserving poor, public kitchens 
—in Edinburgh during March 11,000 persons were fed by charity- 
royal proda^tions ^vocating stan^d wheaten bread and dis¬ 
couraging the use of flout for powdering hair, softened but could 
not prevent acute nadonail sunering. The Times, full of dieting 
advice, urged its comfortable teadm to forgo foodstaffi cssentiri 
to the poor. Eiah was to be served as often as possible, the use of 
pastry to be forbidden, and “ persons in affluent circamstances ” 
were to sit down " with a determined resolution to cat only one 
kind of butcher’s meat.” The Middlesex magistrates forswore the 
cousumj^on. of puddings and pics,, the East India Compaay 
abridged “ the customary expense of their dinners,” and the House 
cf Lords and Privy Cotmdl put on solemn record the advantages of 

^EtprUUa, 1, 4r, 
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household bread. In all this the strength of libertarian tradidon and 
the lack of any system of central organisation hampered the nation’s 
war eflFort. Compulsion and uniformity were repugnant to the 
English mind. Remedial action was therefore voluntary, piece- 
m^ aird spasmodic. 

According to its lights Parliament did what it could. Bounties 
were offered on imported wheat, and the manufecture of starch 
and distillation of spirit from grain were forbidden. The Army gave 
up the use of liairpowder and the Board of Agriculture—a semi¬ 
official, semi-voluntary institution of the indefinable kind peculiar 
to England—-encoura^ the digging of allotments in parks and 
offered a premium of a jTioOo to the grower of tie largest breadth 
of potatoes on virgin land. Prosecutions were also instituted against 
food speculators, fotestallers and regratots and fraudulent baken. 

Sut as always in the eighteenth century, initiative in what was 
regarded as a domestic matter was left to the local powers—to the 
Justices of tlw Peace. On May 6th, 1795, the Berkshire Magistrates 
assembled at SpeenhatnJand took a step ^ momentous consequence. 
Their immedi^ concern was the unemployment of clothworiters 
in the Newbury district. They had met under the terms of an 
Elizabethan statute to fiix a stalled wage for day labourers. After 
the manner of their race they were seeking what seemed to them 
fair. But, influenced by the new economic doctrine of laissez-faire, 
and faced by the growing dependence of employers on uncontroll¬ 
able world conditions, they chose to alleviate dislicss by subsidising 
wages out of rates. By fistemng the price of relief to the price of 
the g^bn loaf and the size of the redpietit’s frmUy, they met a 
war-time emergency by a measure whim in the course of the next 
generationmuperised the hulk of the rural populatioiL For not only 
was the labourer’s reward dissociated firom Ids own industry, but 
the fiitmer was encour^ed to pay low v^cs by the knowlc^c 
that the parish would m^e good the deficiency out of rates. Tat 
consequent rise in the latter—in one village they were to touch 18s. 
in the —in turn drove the poorer rat^yers on to the pamh. 

The Berkshire magistrates were confronted with a grave social 
crisis which demanded on immediate solutioa. They tackled it, 
Engjish-wise, without thiniring about the future. Their hcethrea 
in other distressed counties followed their example, la the sumatet 
of 1795 there were serious riots: atPortsea the mob attacked bakem* 
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shops and forced them to sell at popular prices, at Seaford the 
Miutia broke out of barracks and seized all foodstiifS in the town. 
The authorities could not allow such a state of affairs to continue 
with the Jacobin at the gate. They took the first remedy at hand. 

That it was temporary and cheapjack is easier to realise now 
than at the time. The evil had roots deeper than the war. The 
social machine was not standing up to the strain imposed by rapid 
economic change. The rigid parish system of poor relief and 
settlement, which had su&ed for a purely rural community, 
proved inadequate to the stresses of industrialism. The progress of 
enclosure, accelerated by the demand of the ever-growing towns, 
was reducing the formerly proud and contented smallholder into 
a landless peasant dependent on a wretched waM. 

For wim the elimination of the small landlord by the great 
went the destruction of the social balance of a thousand years. 
The process was as yet only gradual and partial and largely un- 
pcrccived. The Government, absorbed in the war, saw the new 
rural poverty as a symptom of a purely ephemeral distress—some¬ 
thing arising out of the struggle—instead of the first stage of a 
wasting disease. It mistook me resultant discontent with Church 
and State for abstract sympathy with the French Revolution. But 
the bitterness did not spring horn any natural leaning to Jacobin 
ideology. It was merely the anger of men who compared their 
present lot with a happier past. It was the sorrowful and hopeless 
rebellion of the disinhetitea 

The sullen turbulence of the cottager deprived of the communal 
fallow and stubble pasture and his forefiitbers’ right of cutting 
furze and turf on the common, seemed treason and defeatism to 
statesmen grappling with armed Jacobinism. Even a crowd at St. 
Neot’s Fair, gaping at a peepshow of the King of France being 
guillotined, alarmed them. They could not dificrentiate between 
a factious partisan Hkc the Duke of Bedford, who opposed the war 
and pretended to be a democrat while engrossing his neighbours’ 
lands,^ and a bewildered peasant robbed of his birthright who 
damned the King and “ Billy Ktt ” over a pot of ale or inveighed 
against the Game Laws which kept him fia>m feeding his starving 
family. But such a malcontent had really litdc in common with 
the ambitious fiondettr who sought to enlarge his political power 

‘ See Torriftgtoti, III, *oo. 
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througli a National Convention or the youthful idealist whom the 
lofty decimations of die Girondins had made a Kepublican. What 
he wanted was not hberty or equality but justice—the eternal need 
of his race. Yet with horror pded on horror in Paris and a world 
at war, it was hard for the Government to distinguish. 

Ever since the outbreak of war the Home Office had been tighten¬ 
ing its measures against those suspected of revolutionary sym- 
patiiics. In 1793 alone 200,000 cheap copies of Paine’s R{£fUs of 
Man had been sold. In Scodand, a third of whose parliamentary 
seats were controlled by 1300 electors, a powerful minority de¬ 
manded reform; the weavers of Dundee, always a turbulent town, 
actually planted a Tree of Liberty. Dundas, wno beneath his bon¬ 
homie shared the stark pugnacity of his race, gave the offidal word 
for strict repression. Among the victims was the poet Bums, who, 
to keep his appointment as exciseman, was constrained to make a 
humiliating recantation of the “ democracric ” expressions that had 
escaped him in his cups. The lindeadets of die “ pro-Jacobm ” 
faction were savagely punished by the Lord Justice Clerk, McQueen* 
of Braxfidd—^an irascible old judge who made no disguise of his 
hatred for “ traitors.” Palmer, an old Etonian, was sentenced to five 
years transportation for an “ Address to the People ” telling them 
that they had been plunged into wax by a wicxed Ministry and 
compliant Parliament. A young advocate, Muir—^Vice-President 
of the “Associated Friends of the Constitution and of the People ” 
—sufiered even more severely on account of a suspicious visit to 
Paris and Ireland in the opening months of the war. 

Agitation for parliamentary reform which had seemed innocent 
enough in peace-time assumed a diffident aspect when it took the 
form of denunciation of a war for national cxfitence. Lx January, 
1794, the London Corresponding Society called a mass meeting to 
protest against the war and urged a Convention of the People. It 
did not soften the Government’s asperity against such dissentients 
that their views found support in educate drdes and even in 
Parliament, where Pitt was taunted by Fox’s ffiction with having 
himself been a reformer a few years back. After further mtiss 
meetings in April at Chalk Farm and ShefiSeld it decided to act. 

On May 12, Hardy, the shoemaker Secretary of the London 
Corresponding Society, was arrested at this shop in Piccadilly by 
Bow Street numers. This was followed by the discovetjf^—suck 
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tliscoveries are easy in time of national panic—of treasonable con¬ 
spiracies at Sheffidd and in Ireland. A few days later Parliament 
suspended the Habeas Corpus Act. Among those detained were the 
secret^ of the radical Earl Stanhope—^Pitt’s brother-in-law— 
John Thelwall, the fashionable lecturer, and the genial ex-parson. 
Home Toohe, who over his cups at dinner at the Crown and 
Anchor tavern had declared that Parliament was a nest of scoun¬ 
drels.^ 

As always in Britain in times of external danger, an overwhelm¬ 
ing majority supported established authority. Even those who 
opposed the suspension of Habeas Corpus were outvoted by 261 
votes to 4a. As the Government spokesman put it, the country was 
driven to the necessity of imitating French violence in order to 
resist the cont^on of French principles. Lenity could not be 
admitted when the constitution itself was at state. For Jacobin 
sympathisers to hold seditious meetings under pretence of ‘ parlia¬ 
mentary reform ” could no more excuse their proceedings th^ the 
phrase ‘ God save the King ” at the foot of a seditious prodama- 
tion. But there is no doubt that the Government and its supporters 
went too far. Its theory of" constructive treason ” disgusted even 
the Kine, never an enthusiast for freedom of opinion.® 

The absurdity of a labourer being sentenced to five years im¬ 
prisonment for calling out “ No George I ” “ No war 1" proved 
too much far the English sense of justice, hi October, 1794, the 
trials of Hardy, Tookc and Thelt^ for high treason ended in 
acquittals, though sentences of imprisonment were awarded on 
lesser counts. 

But the country as a whole wasted no sympathy on persecuted 
radicals. They were regarded at the best as misguided foot, at the 
worst as dangerous criminal. “ If they are in truth acting upon 
principle,” wrote the liberal Lord Spencer, " they would lea<fus, for 
aU 1 Imow, to the horrors and miseries of Prance.” The loathing 
felt at this time for Jacobin excesses transcended reason. Windham 

^ In ^ c»une of the dinner, attended by about 300 persona, the company 
raete and to have toasted success to the French and ** sung the MaiseiUaise 
treasonable hynm and Qa Ira."—Times, sih Mw, 1704. This to die con¬ 
temporary English mind was like singing the Horst Weael song to-day. 

“ ” You have got into the wrong box, my Lord,” the King told die Lord 
'Chancellor, LoujhboTOUgh, " you have got into the wrong box : constnic- 
tivB treason won’t do, my Lord ; constructive treason won’t do,”—Lord 
Campbell, Liusr of the Chanceltors, XI, 367. 
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declared that the revolution -was so diabolical that all who i^nTned 
it were separated from him by an unbridgeable gulf. A leading 
Bristol merchant saw Fox as “ a traitor with a firebrand at his tail ** 
who was aiming at being “ a second Oliver CromwdL” ^ The 
newspapers described the Jacobins as “ baboons m the woods of 
Africa,” with “ the savage ferociousness of wild beasts.” Even the 
gentle and pious Hannah Mcore wrote fiercely of ” the mad monkeys 
of the Convention! ” and interrupted her work of reformation 
among the Somcnet miners to write popular tracts against Paine 
and his fellow "atheists.” Her dialogue, "Village Politics by 
Will Chip,” ran into innumerable editions, and was hailed by 
patriots of the more conservative kind almost as though it were holy 
writ. Many of them had special editions printed at their own 
expense and distributed among their poorer neighboun. 

Such feelings were not conmed to the possessing dasses. Hatred 
of Jacobinism ran like an angry streak through ^ nafron. The 
fearful tales of escaped prisoners fatally discredited any one pro>^ 
fcssiim revolutionary sympathies. Merchant seamen captured by 
French commerce raiders were pelted by the rabble of Brest as they 
marched through die streets and tortured by their gaolers. In the 
filthy holes into which they were thrown thw was often no room 
even to lie down. At Quimper typhus-infected Britons were re¬ 
duced to eatiag raw rats and mice, and some where murdered by 
their guards for asking for water.® Long after the Terror in Paris 
ceaseth tb^ prisons and lesser public offices in Prance were staffied 
by the -sadisde scum whom revoludous bring to the surfiice o£ 
national life; and simple Englishmen, eimgra in a li£e-or-deadi 
struggle, are to be forgiven if they confounded, thdr bestialities 
with the revolutionary philosophy, and even the entire French 
race. Nor can the latter in that hour of intoxication be acq^uitted 
of intolerable national arrogance: the universal triumph of the 
" Great Nation ” excited a popular Cbattvinism ontsti^piz^ die 
pride of the Grand Monarque. For having discarded rdogion as 
an odhnce against reason, victorious France had fidlen into the 
most pedlous of all hussies: that of self-woiship. 

1 C. M, MacLuieB, A Gautoay cf Emftire, 304. 
* Many owed tfaeir UvM to tee noble of teeir interned ooaip«ti|ot. 

Lady Ann Fitstroy—aiater of the future Duke of 'Wdlin^tt—vteow ibroe 
of dieracter overcame even tee atubbom frihumanity of tee CSonteteABry in 
charge.—See Zicrfff, iTa-gt. 1 
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Despite their follies and obtuseness the British people never lost 
their feeling for common morality, their contempt for blasphemy, 
arrogance and destruction. To the prt^cssive and beneficent 
theories behind the Revolution nine out often of them were blind. 
But ruined abbeys, desecrated churches ^ and murdered women and 
children aroused their imswerving sense of decency. In a crowded 
Greenwich stage waggon at the height of die treason trials a dispute 
arose between a recruiting sergeant, who maintained that Tom 
Paine was an atheist, and a Whig gendeman’s coachman who de¬ 
nied it. The disputants stopped the coach and decided the matter, 
English fashion, on the greensward. The sergeant won, and there 
is Stde doubt that the verdict, though tcthmcally wrong, was 
England’s.® 

British anger at the Revolution was often brutal and crude. It 
struck out blindly at much that was good. A man of known demo¬ 
cratic opinions could scarcely walk about his home-town without 
a demonstration of popular hatred.® Every liberal ideal came tem¬ 
porarily into disrepute: parliamentary reform, the movement 
against die slave tra^, (he infant Trade Unions, fiictory legislation. 
A Tory Bishop even accused the new evangelical Sunday sdiools of 
teaching atheism and blasphemy, while good Mr. MacRitchie, 
seeing a shepherd reading a newspapa on the Pentland hills, 
breamed a curse on the French pohtics that were ruining the 
country. Classicism itself came in for suspicion owing to the fond¬ 
ness or democratic orators for allusions to Roman tyrannicides. 
Plutarch’s Lives was the most popular book in revolutionary Frai^ 
while the radical ThdwaU in his lectures was in the habit of taking 
Greek and Roman history as his subject, and by an ingenious twist 
making it reflect on living persons and present events.* Cockbum 
afterwards recalled how his old schoolmaster, Dr. Adam of Edin¬ 
burgh, was spied on by his pupils and harried by the authorities for 
his innocent remarks about the Tarquins. To fools—and brave and 
honest fools were plentiful in Britaiit—the very liberty for which 
the country was fighting came to have a “ Jacobinal sound.” Like 
bulls in Borodale, as Coleridge recorded, they ran mad with the 
echo of their own bellowing. 

* Calvert, 79; Medmerhury, HI, a68, 37a. 
* Timet, sdi Sept., 1794. 
* The Friend, Section I, Essay V. 
* Ordbb Robinton, I, 66. 
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For all this there was a heavy penalty to be paid in division 
and bitterness. For the fury of naticmal patriotism in the hour of 
danger shut the door on many young and generous spirits who had 
early espoused the cause of the Revolution. “ To hope too boldly 
of human nature,” wrote the wisest Englishman of Im generation, 
“ is a feult which all good men have an interest in forgiving.” In 
the frenzy of that time, it was not forgiven. Once a Jacobin alvTays 
a Jacobin, was the general verdict. The youthful Wordsworths 
were harried by their neighbours £rom Alfoxdcn, and the two 
major conservative prophets of the coming era were dogged on 
lonely rambles over the Mendips by Dundy’s spies. 

Unhappily neither of the great men who led the forces of Govern¬ 
ment ancf Opposition in the first years of the war was tempera¬ 
mentally fitted to give the nation the flawless internal unity she 
needed. Pitt was reserved and impatient: his nerves overstrained 
by his inherent inability to relax. He treated criticism with cold 
contempt. Sir George Beaumont—^Wordsworth’s patron—told 
Farington in November, 1795, that Pitt’s personal deportment had 
become ” dry and rejecting. . . • This manner seems to grow upon 
him.” The first duty of a wise advocate is to convince his oppo¬ 
nents that he understands their arguments. Pitt and his stmportea 
never tried to draw the Opposition into the national effort: to 
disann critidsm by entrusting it with a task. 

Fox, on the otner hand, with ha generous sympathy with ^ 
rebel and under-dog, showed no sign of realisiiig the overvhclnun^ Sdanger of the country and the magnitude of the Govemtncncs 

hleros. In the deli^tful riverside retreat to whith he had with- 
vra afier the excesses of his youth and the turmoil of Wes^ 

minster, he seemed to loose touch with reality. JEfc allowed to 
followers to indulge in. irresponsible find unpatriotic Action tnat 
did their Party and the nobler causes for which thqr stood infinite 
barm. Instead of pleading for the poor and ignorant, the Foxit^ 
as Coleridge said—phaded to themi. At the moment diat ^ir 
country, forsaken by fiilsc allies, was &cmg die greatest military 
force rbff world bad seen, dicy never rose in the House 

Minister} as tyrants and robbers. In their hatecd of the 
Government their radical protfgfe even had inflammatory pam¬ 
phlets piled on the backs of asses to be scattered about the hitowiyv 
thrown into cottage windows and down the ihafis of coalpits. 
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A crisis was reached in October, 1795* Chi the 37th the London 
Corresponding Society held a mass meeting in Copcnl^en Fields, 
at which an Address was passed virtually c^ng for civu war. A 
hiuadred and fifty thousand persons were present, and though only 
a fraetinti of them were anything more than curious spectators, 
the violence of the speakers, the example of France and the known 
roughness and ignorance of the London mob were sufficient to 
occasion alarm in an unpoliced city. Two days later the King on 
his way to open Parliament was hooted by organised rowdies in 
the Msdl. Parson Woodforde, on one of his rare visits to London, 
was in the crowd, die greater part of which was as loyal as himself. 
Jast before the Kir^ reached Old Palace Yard, showers of stones 
were flung at the royal coach and a bullet from an air-gun broke 
one of the windows. “ My Lords,” announced the intrepid old 
man as he entered the Chamber, ” 1 have been shot at.” 

The outride provoked an outburst of passionate loyalty. When 
next night me Kii^ attended the theatre at Coveat Garden the 
audience rose and sang the nadonal anthem six times over. The 
Government, striking while the iron was hot, introduced Bills 
asnnst Treasonable Praedees and Sedidous Meetings. Promoters 
of aQ polidcal gatherings of more than fifty persons were to give 
notice to the magistrates, who were empowered to attend and 
arrest on the spot for sedidous speech. Second offences could be 
punished with tran^ortation. The passage of these measures— 
which, however, left the fteedom of the Press inviolate—^was at¬ 
tended by bitter debates in the Commons and by efforts to arouse 
popular tamnlts. Three large meetings were held in Mary-le-bone 
R^s—the site of the present Regents Paric—and Burke, now a 
oanfitmed alarmist, hourly expected to see a gnillotine set up on 
Tower Hill. But the Bill pawed fay an overwhelming majority, 
and when Wflberforce went down to his native Yorkshire to omiose 
a Whig appeal to the freeholders he was greeted by thousands of 
West Biding weavers calling themsdvo “BiHymca” to mark 
their mp^t of Pitt, and shouting, “ Twenty King’s men for one 
Jacohitt 1 ’’ 

h&KS the new Act became law open poMdcal agitation died 
away. The radical dubs confined their assemblies to forty-five 
rocBuhers and their membership dr<^pcd quidefy. Within a year 
even the London Cotre^oruli^ Society was in debt Pkt 
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was much amused by the report of one society whose memben? 
met in mirtzlcs and conversed only by signs.^ The parliamentary 
Opposition went still further in ai«urdity, for it presently with¬ 
drew for long periods from Westminster altogetbyeii leaving its 
constituents unrepresented and the Government unopposed. Only 
beneath the suifrce the snllen discontent of a dissentient and em¬ 
bittered minority remained. 

Yet the young Prime Minister, prematninly aged by his straggle 
against the revolutionary hydra, was no reactionary. Under me 
cold, chilling sur&cc which he displayed to a world whose common 
joys and sorrows he had never wholly shared, beat a heart boyish in 
simplicity, native tenderness and virtue. Th«e was a side of Pitth 
early-arrested nature whidh was tminlelligible to contemporaries 
like Fox, who had been espeiaenced men m the wodd before they 
had reached their twenties, dhout this time he began to display 
interest in Hannah More’s ttacte widi their studies m humble life. 
Towards the end of 1795 he went down to stay with a frigid in 
Essex and, afrer talking erne evening of the good fortune which an 
industrious and virtuous Mrourer c^old ct:^oy in Britain, was taken 
by his host to view the dwellings tsfthe poos in the town cf Hal¬ 
stead. “ The Minister,” Xord Rosebery has written, " surveyed it 
in stlmt wonder, and declared he had no ccoiception that any part 
of England could mesent a qjcctacle of such misery.”* 

It was pethaps because of this incident that Fit^ in a yrar dark 
with storm, gave so much pf his tbou^ to a frr-reaching scheme 
of social reform vthich, had it been adopted by Parliament, nrig^t 
have changed the <tenor of .Engliidi history. He had already isnule 
partial atten^ to adjust rise social system tc the new Poufktians 
of economic me, exempting dwelliugs with only cmc hearth frrom 
hearth tax and modifyii^ ihe olri harsh law of settlement which 
still gave parish anthorities the right tp expel newconuxs who 
might become chargeable to the rates. Early in zysxS he took amose 
momentous step. At the end of the previous session, Samuel Whit¬ 
bread—” (he great fennentetor had introduced a meonte for 
fixing minimum wages, etroncomly asserting dal; while wages 
had risen thjDccjfold in the past two centuries, the ptia of food 4^ 
'Clothing had muhaplied seven and fifroenfold. Ktt, in demdiithiBg 

FariagUmt I, t|7. 
* Totd UsaSbeiT, FiU, tSpi, x69, 1 
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tliese' extravagant daims, took die wind out of Whitbread’s sails 
by a plea for family allowances, compulsory national insurance, 
and a general system of technical education. He dechned to consider 
a minimum wage as an infringement of economic law: ” trade, 
industry and barter will always find their own level and will be 
impeded by regulations which violate dieir natural operation and 
derange their proper effect.”^ But to the chagrin of the Foxites he 
promised to introduce a Bill which should place the whole question 
of poor relief on a national basis. 

The measure was delayed by the general election of the summer. 
But on November la, lygd, Pitt laid it before the House. It pro¬ 
vided that a father, unable to support his children, should receive 
a shilling a week for each child until it became self-supporting, and 
that poor and industrious persons whose w^ges fell bdow a certain 
level should have a leml claim on the rates for any deficiency. Up 
to this point the Bill md no more than give a national stamp to the 
provisions of SpeenharnkncL But in its remaining clauses it was 
revolutionary. By a bold use of national credit it empowered 
parish authorities to advance money for the purchase of a cow to 
any industrious man unable to support his family by his own 
unaided eBTorts. It established a Parochial Ftmd, to be raised by 
weekly subscriptions and rates, for contributory old-^e pensions. 
And it created in every parish or union of parishes a School of 
Industry for training ciuldren in some craft or trade until they 
grew up. To feed them the uncultivated waste in every parish was 
to be enclosed by the Overseers. To meet the needs or agriculture 
boys over 14 and gids over la could be hired out at harvest time 
for a period of not more than six consecutive weeks. The work 
of the schools was to be supervised by the mamstracy and the 
clergy. “ With reform,” the Prime Minister dedared, defending 
a project far in advance of his time, “ you disarm the Jacobins of 
their most dangerous weapon.” 

Pitt had copies of his Bill printed and circulated to experts. In 
their margiruu. comments a few approved whole-heartedly. But 
the general verdict of experience and authority was adverse. Indoor 
woBK for Schools of Industry, it was stated, would unfit boys for 
field labour; public morals would be ruin^ by allowing illegiti¬ 
mate children to qualify for relief; the labourer would sell or eat 

^ J, H, Rose, Pitt and NapoleoHt 191a, 8a. 
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the cow advanced him by the parish. Most scathing of all was the 
great jurist, Jeremy Bentham, on whose chilling logic the next age 
was to tear the structure of Victorian utilitarianism. To him Pitt's 
remedies seemed wildly sentimental and dangerous. The Bill, it 
was felt, required more disinterested virtue than either the poor 
or die guardians possessed. 

It was certainly fer in advance of the prevailing level of British 
administrative science. The fiiry with whidh it was assailed by the 
magistrates of Mary-le-bone and St. Giles proved this. Their sole 
conception of their duty was to keep the rates down and their only 
use for pauper children sale to the north-country factories. Assailed 
by so much detailed criticism, the bill was witndrawn for amend¬ 
ment. Pitt never had another opportunity of introducing it Few 
could see any reason for so costly a measure in a time of war and 
high taxation; in any case food prices had dropped with the better 
hsurvest of 1796, and the early part of the winter was exceptionally 
mild. The English mind could only envisage the hnme^te tasx 
of winning the war, and could not look beyond it Within a few 
weeks die nation was in the throes of the worst finandal crisis 
of its history, and any scheme for increasing the alarming burden 
of tax and ratepayers had ceased to be practical politics. 

• *•«•••« 
With so much suffering and the chances of victory receding as 

Europe made her peace with the triumphing Jacobin, it was not 
surprising that there were patriots who sometimes despaired of the 
war. Even so dose a friend of the Prime Minister as Wilbetfotce 
at one time brought forward a motion for peace. Noblemen like 
the Marquis of Buckingham, who had among the first to 
panic at the Revolution, now talked of compromising with the 
sacrifice of a few colonial conquests, and ai^ed diat in its half- 
hankcupt state France was no longer to he fc^d. In the ^nng of 
179$ a captain of tie naval recruiting service told a traveller ^t, 
though Britain might beat France to loggerheads at sea, she would 
never be able to give laws to her. Even Nelson seemed to think 
peace inevitable and wrote home about baying a neat cotti^ in 
which to end his days,* 

^ , A* «I1 Powers give op the contest, fat what has En^snd to 
I wish most heartily we had peace, or that ah otm ttoope woe drawn from, 
the Continent and only a Naval war carried on, the wsr where Ehgtana can 
alone make a figure.”—Nicohs, II, S. 
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But Pitt, diough more apoxious for a genuine peace than any 
Englishman living, knew how hard it would be to obtain. Each 
successive Revolutionary government, he tedd the House, based its 
policy on “ the same unqualified rights of man, the same principles 
of liberty and equality—principles by which they flatter the people 
with the possession of the theoretical rights of man, all of which 
they vitiate and violate in practice.”^ Adherence to pledged word 
liad no place in their scheme of statecraft. A composition could 
only be followed by a few years of uneasy peace befewe the same 
storm broke in England. For Pitt saw in Jacobin France all that 
his Other’s training and his own frugal apprenticeship had taught 
hhn to dread: a “ system of dhddu^ the orders of the community,” 
of representing property as “ the easy prey of the indigent, the i^ 
aaid me licentious,’ and religicm and moral duty as useless super¬ 
stitions. He knew how easny such doctrines might take hold of 
ignorant multitudes in the great cities if their rulers sou^t appease¬ 
ment with those who championed them. 

And die country, instinctivdly rather than intellectually, agreed 
with him. “ How the storm gathers and blackens on the Conti¬ 
nent,” confided Miss Iremonger to a friend, " it really makes one 
tremble.” She did not come of a trembling race. ** My heart and 
my imagination are saddened,” wrote Hannah More, “ by the 
slaughter and devastation of my spedes with which every news¬ 
paper is full.” But it never occurred to her to give in- TheEnglish 
view was caressed by Captain Harry Carter, the Cornish smug¬ 
gler, who declared himscEf unafraid of all the Hons in France. 
Gfllray’s comment on. the peace proposals of the- Opposition was 
to portray Britannia on her knees ji^ding crown, trident and Magna 
Chdrta to a flaming-headed, jack-booted monster while Pox and 
Sheridan, grovelling at her side, offered up the Fleet, the Church 
and the keys of the Bank. In another of nis cartoons Pitt, over¬ 
running the luridly traitor crew with their daggers and craven 
howls, drives jgodlifce in Ins sun-chariot behind tlfc lion and Uni¬ 
com crying, * Inexorable peace or Eternal war 1" 

So it was tbat instead of despairing of die CoaHdon, Britain, 
in the frtal ntmincr of 1795, did bet best to revive it. Sheofferedan 
azumal subsidy to Russia of a million sterling in rettun for a flarce 

* War Sptechn, laz. 
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of 50,000 men and to Austria a guarantee of a four and a half 
million loan for a renewed offensive on the Rhine. She sent a new 
ambassador to Spain, and tried, first by reason—and then, when it 
was too late, by bribery—to avert the final betrayal planned by her 
upstart Minister, Godoy. Such efforts were unavailing. Russia and 
Austria took Pitt’s money but continued to make then mam con¬ 
cern the final partition of Poland, Godoy—" a Birmingham 
ViUiers " who had made himself mdispcnsablc to an amorous queen 
and a half-wit king—^preferred Jacobin flattery and bribes to British 
and withdrew from the Coalition, ceding Spanish Santo Domingo 
to France. But the war went on. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Brfore the Storm 

1795-6 

“ The plot seems to thicken as if Uie most serious part 
of the war were but beginning.” 

Capt. CoUingujood to J. E. Blackett, iith May, 1796. 

With Austria confining her efforts in the campaign of 1795 to the 
Italian Riviera, Britain had four choices. She could concentrate 
her forces in Corsica for amphibious operations on the Austrian 
fiank. She could open a new offensive in the West Indies. She 
could take the King's advice, renew the war in Hanover, where 
she still had 30,000 German auxiliaries and British cavalry on her 
pay-roll, and trust to Russian collaboration for a rcconquest of 
Holland. Or she could aid the rising Royalist tide in Prance by a 
landing with all she had on the Brittany coast. 

As usual the Government failed to make up its mind.' It did 
brii^ itself to inform its Viceroy in Corsica—^where a provisional 
government had been set up at the islanders’ request under the 
British crown ^—that the 5000 troops promised as a reinforcement 
could not be sent. But it allowed its cavalry to remain in Hanover, 
continued to prepare a West Indian expedition and drifted into 
becoming a patty to operations in Brittany. 

Such irresolution arose firom the dual nature of the coalition 
Government, Carried away by the enthusiasm of Burke and Wind¬ 
ham, the Portland Wings had made themselves ebanmions of the 
imigris, in opposition to the King, who represented the typical 
Jolm Bull distrust of all Frenchmen.^ Against his judgment Pitt 
vras gradually brought to a grudging recognition of thdr right to 

* Thus technically inaking Napoleon Bonaparte a British subject. 

• “ My own inclination would tend to oblim every one of that perfidious 
nation here either to m on diat service or, by the Aliens Act, be removed 
fitom this country.”—George HI to Grenrille, and Aug,, 1794. H. M. C, 
DrqpMOre, II, 609. 

Ida 
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British support Thousands of them had been released from the 
Allied armies by the end of the war in northern France. There 
■was an opportunity to enrol them in British pay and in the growing 
royalism of Brittany a field for their services. 

policy was strengthened by the arrival in England of Count 
Puisaye, a giant Breton who had embraced the mrrtiarrjjjral cause 
rather late in the day. He made up for it by the vehemence with 
which he now pressed it on his hosts. His idea was to band all the 
dmigris in Europe into a white army which, equipped by British 
money, should make a descent on Brittany during the summer. 
By its threat to Brest the landing would help the Navy—a con¬ 
sideration for an overstrained Admiralty—and, by carrying the 
war into the enemy’s country, forestall any attempt to invade 
England. 

Unfortunately—though Puisaye’s enthusiasm obscured the feet 
—the Royalists were fer from united. They suffered from the feuds 
common to political csilcs in all aM. The aristocratic Court 
refugees who followed the murdered King’s brothers, the Counts 
of Provence and Artois, regarded upstart rustics like Puisaye with 
contempt. In Paris the Royalist committee was jealous of me pro¬ 
vincial leaders. In La Vcna£e, after the ravages of the Repubfican 
“ infenral columns,” the peasants had setded down to an uneasy 
truce confirmed by a mutually insincere pact between their chiefe 
tain, Charette, and the Convention- The other Vendfan leader— 
the grim ex-gamckeeper, Stofflet—^refused to recognise it and 
maintained a guerrilla war in the woods. 

Yet the Royalist cause was undoubtedly gaining ground. Despite 
her victories the Republic vras showing renewed signs of the 
spiritual and financial oankrtqttcy whidi Pitt had alvrays foretold. 
The currency was discredited, tbs price of provisions soaring, and 
the peasants, trusting no one, were holding hack theit com. The 
dries were full of bread queues and unemployed artisans. In the 
capital the Terror had been succeeded by a vidoos reaction, ^iiccted 
by unprindplcd profiteers and enforced by gangs of youthful 
nouveaux riches called Muscadins, who ran a countex-cctror of their 
own in the streets and theatres. In May, 1795, a rising of the starv'- 
ing faubourgs was followed by a purge of the Popmat Party; in 

even Camot, the organiser m ■victory, neatlw lost bk head. 
Thousands of dec^t and moderate fijlk to think of i restor- 
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ation as the only hope of justice, bread and peace. Several towns 
even elected Royalist mayors. 

Seeking the establishment in France of a stable government 
with which an honourable peace could be made, Pitt could scarcely 
refuse the endreaties of Puisaye and his parliamentary backers. 
In May an official invitation was sent out to all the ^migrds in 
Europe. An army of invasion was formed in Hampshire under the 
Bourbon flag. The Government provided money, arms and uni¬ 
forms. It even—^very unwisely—released a number of French 
prisoners who, wishing to return home, affected a Royalist con¬ 
version. It still hesitated to provide troops of its own. But it under¬ 
took to escort the expedition across the Channel and land it on the 
Quiberon peninsula. 

On June 17th an advance guard of 4,000 with arms for ao.ooo 
more sailed from Southampton. A British squadron under Com¬ 
modore Sir John Borlase Warren accompanied it, while the Channel 
Fleet made a sweep under Hood’s brother. Admiral Lord Bridport. 
On the 20th the latter encountered the French Fleet offLotient and 
chased it back to port, taki^ three capita] ships. A few days later 
the hni^is disembarked. They were greeted as saviours by thou¬ 
sands of Breton peasants. On July 3rd they captured the fort of 
Quiberon and some 600 Republican prisoners. 

On hearing this the Government sent a fast fri^te to Bremen 
for the Comte d’Artois who, through the death of his nephew in a 
Paris prison, had become Bourbon heir presumptive. It aim decided 
to send a British force under Lord Moira to sutmort Puisaye, who 
was now boasting that in a few weeks he wouH have 80,000 men 
in arms. Yet these hopes were offiet by news of heavy Republican 
troop concentrations in the west The liquidation of the Spanish 
war had released large new forces, and Hoche, the hero of Prance, 
was appointed to their command. The young giant’s resolution 
contrasted ominously with the jealousies and delays in the Royalist 
camp. The aristocrats sneered at the clownish “ Chouan ” peasants 
and theit fruadc, ignorant priests. The “ converted ” prisoners from 
England revealed their real sympathies. The Royalist commanders 
qwurelled among themselves, for the British Government with 
diaractcristic vagueness had failed to define their rcsponsibilitifis. 

The result was disaster. On the nig^t of July 19th the Republicans 
entered the fort hy treachery and destroyed or captured me entire 
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Royalist force. Only Ptiisayc and a handful of furitivcs escaped to 
the fleet. The prisoners, inauding the flower of me French aristo¬ 
cracy, were massacred, in spite of Hoche’s safe conduct, by the 
orders of the Convention leaders, who hoped in this way to cover 
dwir own treasonable correspondence. 

This bloody fiasco, for which it was severely taken to task by the 
Opposition, placed the Government in a dilemma. It had com¬ 
mitted itself to a campaign in support of the French Royalists and 
had invited Artois to England. But the Royalists had been de¬ 
feated and their foothold in France lost. To make matters worse, 
the terms of the Peace of Basle on July 22nd revealed the treacherous 
cession of the Spanish half of Santo Domingo, turning what had 
hitherto been an Allied base into hostile territory. This, combined 
with bad news from the Windward Isles, made Ac dispatch of 
reinforcements to the West Indies essential. Of the 20,000 British 
troops intended for Brittany, not more than 5000 could now be 
spared. Nor was Moira's comment on those that readied, him at 
Southampton encouraging. “The foot want arms, the cavalry 
saddles; I hear that the 40A are a serviceable body of men, but 
Aey have never fired powder yet" 

The proper course would have been to apologise to the French 
Princes and call off Ac expcAtioa. But Ais would have injured Ae 
prestigeof the Portland’WAigs in the Cabinet. Sooner Aan endanger 
the coalition Ac Government decided to carry out its plan without 
either a landing-place on the mainland or an efiective force to land. 
As Moica refu^ to undertake Ais, 4000 troops were sent off under 
General Doyle to occupy Ae island of Noirmoutier, off the mouA 
of the Loire, and use it as a base for renewed operatians inla. Vcnd6E. 
The Comte d’Artois accompanied them wiA Ac ostensible hope of 
joinmg the heroic Chatettc. No one apparendy asked how the 
cKpedition was to be marotained in the Wricane season on Ae 
most dangerous coast in Bnrope. 

As a landing erven on Noirmootier proved impracticable, Doyle 
occupied his secondary objective, the snoall, barren iflaad of Yen. 
The hungry soldiers quickly ate ti^ inhabitants oat of hut and boom. 
On Ae mainland Ae Venddans, hearing Aat their ptinos wis off 
Ae coast, row A Aeh Aousatuh and acclaimcffbis coaitlog. AiEtec 
some WKdts of netTOOs hesitation, Aitot* deeJ^^d his iawWlity to 
hmd in person and sent ChaTcttn z sword of tuinontq 
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The rebellion fizded out, and a few months later its betrayed 
leader died on the scaflfold. A rising in Paris in October—the 
Tliirteenth Vendemiaire—^was suppressed by a timely “ whiff of 
grapeshot.” It marked a decisive step in the rise to fame of Briga¬ 
dier Bonaparte, whom Barras had resurrected for the occasion, 
shabby and almost starving, from the discarded followers of Robes¬ 
pierre, Meanwhile, after several hundred men and horses had died 
from famine and exposure, Doyle’s expedition was recalled to 
England. The evacuation evoked a superb piece of rescue work 
by the Navy in the Atlantic gales. 

For the second time in six months Britain had been reminded 
that the gates of western Europe were shut to her inadequate 
armies. The invasion of the Continent was beyond her powers: 
she had too many responsibilities elsewhere. All through the 
summer of 1795 Dundas was on tenterhooks for news of the race 
to the Cape which he had set in motion in the spring. Not till 
November asrd did the Park and Tower guns proclaun that the Eteway to India was safely in British hands. Major-General Craig 

d reached False Bay with the first contingent early in June, only 
to find that the Dutch Governor refused him leave to land. He 
had had to wait a month until reinforcements from home and St. 
Helena enabled him to gain a foothold at Simon’s Town. Thence 
■with 4000 troops and too little artillery he had fought his -way 
throu^ the pass of Muizenberg to Cape Town, which he had 
entered on September 16th. A Dutch naval expedition to regain 
die colony in the following year was destroyed by British war¬ 
ships in Saldanha Bay before it could land. 

Elsewhere, too, Dundas’s bold initiative against the Dutch 
colonies was rewarded. The bread he had cast upon the waters 
letumcd to him. Malacca, with its command of the vital highway 
to the Spice Islands and China seas, was captured on August i8th 
by a force from India. A week later Trincomalee, in the north of 
Cicyion, surrendered to Colonel James Stuart of the 72nd and 1100 
Europeans and two Indian battanons. Colombo and the rest of the 
island were taken early in the folio-wing year, together with Dutdi 
Amboina and Banka. The wealth of these pla^, thus denied to 
France, was deflected to swell the rising customs of Britain. 

The new expedition to the West In&s was delayed by lack of 
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men and equipment till the autumn. It sailed on November i6th 
under Sir !^ph Abercromby and Admiral Christian, and was at 
once overwhelmed by a terrific storm off the Chesil Beach. It sailed 
again early in December, only to be dispersed by a second storm.^ 
Not till March 17th, 1796, <ud Abercromby reach Barbados, and 
not till the end of April could he assemble sufficient force to begin 
his work of putting down rebellion in the British islands. With 
only half the troops oi%maUy intended he succeeded in capturing 
St Lueda, where hie left the able John Moore—now a brigadier—^in 
command and sent a detachment to seize Demerara, Bcrbice and 
Bssequibo, the Dutch colonics on the South American mainland. 
These last brought Britain a rich return; during the next three 
years their exports to her of cotton, sugar and coflhe multiplied 
tenfold. The story of these successes and the pains endured by 
Englishmen to achieve them—prickly heat, yellow fever, loathsome 
reptiles, salt pork and dry biscuits, no medicines or comforts and 
a barbarous “ enemy determined to dispute every inch are 
epitomised in a survivor’s proud if characteristically complacent 
phrase: “ It was sometimes dubious how the a&k would end; 
but British valour, perseverance and resolution, as it does on all 
occasions, triumphed at last.” ® 

The price was &r too high. During the autumn disease reduced 
the British force in Santo Domingo from 9000 to 1600, and the 
garrisons of the other islands proportionately. Abercromby—a 
veteran of 61 with a love for his men—did his best by abolishing 
drills and parades in the heat, adapting stiff stuffy uniforms to the 
tropics and improving camp sanitation. But nothing could have 
halted the wastage m the dimate but the one measure which 
deference to vested interests forbade; the enrolment of a native 
West Tni^iau army. Between 1794. and 1796, 40,000 British troops 
perished in these fatal islaiuls. 

The drain on the country’s man-power had serious repercussiems 
on the continental campaigns of 1795 and 1796- After the defection 
of Prussia and the faE ofHolland the Austrians had concentrated 
their forces against France’s southern fionticr. On June 13 di, 1795, 

‘ Among thoM 'wiiD sufiSwed fa. fao two itoims w** tti® fUture victor of 
Waterloo, vdio but for them might have perished of yeilow fever fa • West 
ladisn swamp. 

* Dyott, 1,103. . 
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after the usual delays, they took the offensive, driving the French 
army of Italy soumwards from the Apennines to the Genoese 
rivieta. The capture of Vado with its fine anchorage opened a door 
to British amphibious operations on the enemy’s flank. 

The opportunity could not be taken because the reinforcements 
originally intended for Corsica had been deflected to La Vend& and 
the West Indies. Bven without them the Navy might have seriously 
interfered with the French army’s communications along th* 
vtalnerable Comichc Road. But Lord Hotham was incapable of 
initiative. In June he feiled for the second time to destroy the 
Toulon fleet in a " miserable action ” off the isles of Hyirfi. It 
is true that he sent Captain Ndson to Vado Bay to co-operate with 
Devins, the aged Austrian commander. But the force detached for 
the purpose was so weak that even Ndson’s restless zeal could not 
make it efl&ctive. The latter at first was full of hope, expecting to ' 
see the Austrians in Nice by the auttunn. But by September he 
was convinced that the only object of his allies was to touch another 
four millions of Fnglish money. 

The opportunity of destroying the French army of Italy passed. 
Ragged and ill-dedplined thot^ it was, it was not of the stuff 
that yields to a supine foe. In the autumn it received strong rein¬ 
forcements fi»m the Spanish frontiet. Befisre the winter a plan of 
General Bonaparte’s, now working in the Topographical Bureau 
of the Committee of Public Safety, was ap^^ with startling 
XBults, On November 23rd GenmlSchfrer surprised the Impctiu 
troops at Loano and drove them back beyoud the Apennines. 

But by a strai^ irony the feilure of the campaign on which 
Austria had built het hopes for 1795 wasjofl&et by success in a 
theatre where she looked for none and had done her best to avoid 
fighting at all. On September 7th Jourdan and Pichegru with two 
French armies had crossed the Rhine to carry the war into Germany. 
The Jacobins anticipated that their offensive would complete the 
break-up of the tamshackfe! ReUi, begun by the defection of 
Prussia in the spring. By an advance on Vienna down the Danube 
the Fteoch hegemony of Europe, so neariy adhdeved in 1704 under 
the Lihes, would be complened under the Tricolour in ;796. And 
this time, since the Britm had bem driven from the Qsntinenc, 
there coAfld be no Blenheim to save the Hapsbuigs at the eleventh 
hour. 
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But though Pichegru seized Mannheim and every petty court 
in Germany echoed with the “ the French are coming,” the 
campaign did not go as the politicians in Paris planned For they 
had not redconed with the consequences of their own corruption. 
Under the cynical rule of profiteers, contractors and speonators 
the diaphanous rohe of the demi-monJe was now substituted for the 
bloodstained cap of liberty. The dtoyenne Therezia, the wife of 
Tallicn and mistress of Barras, drove in her scarlet coach through 
the unswept streets where half-naked wretches picked rubbish 
heaps for sustenance, her hair bright with Jewels and her thighs 
encircled with diamonds. “ The reign of the sathtulottes was fol- 
iowed by that of the sons-chemises." ^ 

The eternal laws which govern the operations of war are just 
Men will not die for those whom they Imow to be unworthy of 
their sacrifice. Hungry and ragged, the armies of the Rhine lost 
heart, for they knew why supplies were failing and their families 
starving. When the Austrian generals, noting the change in Re^ 
publicm morale, counter-attacked, the invadets crumbled. On 
November 22nd the Imperialists recaptnred Mannheim, and a few 
days later Mainz and Frankfurt. By Christmas they hod regained 
the greater part of the Palatinate. The ftendi, driven back across 
the Rhine, were reduced to pillaging their own countryside. 

Thus as Z795 drew to a dose the war seemed to be approaching a 
stalemate. In France gallopir^infiation had set in. The value of 
the paper assignat fell to almost nothing: a bushel of haricot beans 
that had fetched lao livres in the spring sold for twelve times as 
much by the autumn. Every one except the high livers in Paris 
was sad, disillusionod and hungry. The roach were breaking up, 
the healths desolate, the hospitds deserted. 

And the enemies of France after three years of war were as 
embarrassed. Austria, before her uncatpccaed victories in the 
Palatinate, had seemed at the end of her resources; Hedmont had 
already sued for an armistice; Spain, Holland and Prussia bad 
up the fight and entered the Jacobiii camp. Britain was suneting 
firom food shortage and unrest In. the autunjn of 1795 she sus¬ 
tained serious losses at sea. Hotham allowed i French sqoadrofi co 
•escape from Toulcm into the Aftsmtic, where it captureo the eatifo 

^Madslia, $50. 
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Levant convoy of thirty-one vessels, together with one of the three 
escorting battleships. This grim disaster, which spread ruin through 
the City, was followed by a raid on the Jamaica convoy by French 
frigates. Another force &om Toulon harried the Levant, and in 
the New Year sqimdrons fi:om Rochefort and the Tcxel, evading 
Bridport’s cruisers, threatened the East Indies and the Cape. 

These calamities made the City think more kindly of peace. To 
idealists like Windham or to the old King it was still something 
unthinkable.^ But shrewd men of business were growing con¬ 
cerned at the continued fdlure of British military enterprises and. 
their rising cost The tame dissolution of the terrible Convention 
in October and its succession by a board of five Directors—of a 
somewhat commercial complexiou—seemed evidence of a more 
reasonable frame of mind. And now that the Republican armies, 
after all their victories, were shown to be as liable to defeat as 
the Austrian and British, might not some better basis be found for 
future security than eternal war? Even Pitt, never very fer in his 
vantage point at the Treasury from the general feeling of the City, 
began to fancy so. 

The fint hint of the way his mind was moving came in a speech 
from the Throne at the opening of Parliament in October, 1795. 
Anarchy in France had at last led to a crisis: should it end in any 
order compatible with the tranquillity of other countries and the 
observance of international treaties, the Government would not be 
backward in readiness to negotiate a general peace. In the mean¬ 
time the wisest course was to prosecute the war with vigour. A 
still dearer indication was contained in a royal message to Parlia¬ 
ment a few weeks after the Directory assumed ofi&cc. 

The pursuit of such a peace became the Government’s main 
concern in the new year. After a tussle with the Kii^,* who foretold 
that any overtures would be met with a humiliating rejection, 
feelers were put out through the British agent in Switzerland. The 
King’s predi^on was exaedy fulfilled. Britain was rudely reminded 
that the new Constitution Had incorporated all France's conquests, 
and that return of the Netherlands to Austria or Savoy to Pied- 

^ fyituffiam Papsrs, I, 30a s II, a-3 ; H. M. C. Drt^more, III, 149. 

* The old gentleman had the last word, aaauri^ Grenville: “ 1 alwaya 
(dKx»e to act on simple principles; Italian politics are too complicated 
^ths for myundeistanflmg.’'—King to Grenville, 9th Feb., 1796. H. M. C. 
Dropmore, III, 174. 
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mout was out of the question. To crown the indignity the Direc¬ 
tory, in defiance of diplomatic manners, published the correspon¬ 
dence. 

What Ktt &iled to sec was that the new rulers of France no 
more wanted peace than the old. They were not high-minded 
patriots absorbed in the economic well-being of their country: 
they were only concerned widi what happened to tiiemselves. 
They were fiaudulent contractors, debauchees, even murderers, 
who had stolen power and were now enjoying its fimits. They 
could not afford to let it go lest those they had wronged should 
avenge themselves. Peace was thdr nightmare; as Sieyis put it: 
“We shall aU be destroyed if ^ce is made.” The slightest turn 
of the roulette of terror which had brought them to the top would 
sink them. 

Even had they been altruistic patriots, longing to give their 
countrymen peace, it is hard to sec how they could have done so. 
The two inescapable facts in French life in 1796 were bankruptcy 
and the army. The latter’s pay was years in arrears: it could only 
exist by living on a civilian population. No Frendunaa wanted it 
to live on that of France. To disband it would mean chaos. Its 
only future was conquest, which also seemed the one way to lighten 
the Republic’s burdra of debt. The only alternative to a visto of 
drab poverty was victory. 

in all ages statesmen have found it hard to understand tira 
psychology of revolutionary p;ovcmments bound to the wheel of 
armaments and debts. For it is a cycle that cannot be reversed. It 
can only be broken or its pace accelerated. Pitt, in his touching 
belief in the inevitable tdamph of financial int^rity, could never 
realise the explosive fiarce of the evil thing against which he was 
contending. That guest of Wilberforcc was wiser who, bearing 
how the Prime Minister said he would calculate to a day the coming 
collapse of Prance, asked if any one could tdl him who was Chan¬ 
cellor of the Exchequer to Atdla? 

For to Pitt’s hopes of quietly strangling the Republic with the 
strings of a money-bag, the Directors’^ answer was conquest. 
gium and Holland, wim their treasuries, had already been swallowed 
and cachausted. Ihcre remained Italy—widi its fertile plahii^ 
fiibulously rich cities, its corrtfpt governments and efiete ptp^es. 
It was, as Nelson srid, a gold niine that, once entered, was without 
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the means of resistance. So far French attempts to invade it had 
been stopped by the immense barriers of the Alps and Apennines. 
But the victory of Loano had given the Republic possession of the 
Ligurian Passes. And in Paris the young General who had saved 
the Directorate from the mob of Thermidor was ceaselessly point¬ 
ing out how that possession might be used. 

Carnot resolved to give' him his chance. “ Behind the door lies 
abtmdance,” he wrote to Bonaparte, “ it is for you to break it 
do-wn.” The all-powerful Barras was agreeable. His cynical price 
for the appointment—a job, as it seemed to him—^was that the 
Commander-in-Chief elect of the Army of Italy should marry his 
cast-oflf mistress, the widow-by-the-guillotinc, Josephine de Beau- 
hamais. As Bonaparte—distinguish^ in that dissolute society by 
his absurd austerity—^had fallen head over heeb in love with the 
frsdnatiug Creole, there was no difficulty. On March nth, at the 
age of 26, the Corsican, with his commission in his pocket and his 
great forehead bulging with plans, set out for the south through a 
Ustless and down-at-heels France. 

It was Bonaparte’s belief that to daring everything ■was possible. 
" He -who sta'ys in his entrenchments is beaten,” was one of his 
sayings. He had immense -will power, inexhaustible energy, light¬ 
ning perception, unbovmded ainbition. There was genius in every 
inch of his Tom Thumb frame. He arrived at Nice on March 26th, 
1796, to find the army starving, despondent and in rags. Within 
a few days he had inspired it -with something of his own dazzling 
frith and vitality. Thro on April TOth, while frr away in England 
fiirmcts grumbled at the " cold, barren, growless weather,” the 
young eagle struck. For just under a fortnight the struggle in the 
motmtain passes continued, Bonaparte making untold demands on 
his men and taking enormous ris^. Had the British been able, as 
Nelson urged, to land even a small force on the Comiche Road 
in his rear, his army might have been annihilated, for his tenuous 
communications were the Achilles bed of his plan. But though he 
broke all the rules, in six battles against divided forces of twice 
his strength he drove a wedge between the Austrians and Pied¬ 
montese. On the a3rd, with the Alps turned and Turin threatened, 
the terrified House of Savoy sought an armistice. The victor gave 
them a few hours to accept terms which reduced Piedmont to a 
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dpber for a cencrauon. Then, with his flank secured, he poured 
into Lombardy. 

The war h^ suddenly come to life. While Nelson’s letter, 
describing the stalemate between the struggling armies in the snew- 
dad hdls above Ceva, was still on its way to his friend CoUingwood, 
Bonaparte’s men were marching at unprecedented speed eastwards 
along the south bank of the Po, seeking for a crossing to cut old 
Beaulieu off from his bases. On May 6lh, having covered 44 miles 
in 36 hours, they found it in the small nentral town of Piacenaa. 
Without formality they held its rulers to ransom and crossed the 
river. Three days later they flung bade a bewildared Austrian 
army from the haige of Lodi and drove on to Milan. On the 15th 
the conqueror entered the Lombard capital, the inhabitants, femi¬ 
nine in their worship of success, strewing flowers in his path. 
" People of Italy I ” they were told, “ the Army of France has 
broken your chains! the People ofFrance is the friend of all other 
Peoples 1 Come to g^eet it! *' 

Their joy vanished when the young hero presented them with 
his bilL An immediate contribution of twenty million francs, 
vast stores of provisions and thotisands of horses were demanded 
as the price ofFrench protection. A honied of the finest carriage 
horses in the province were dispatched across the Alps to grace the 
coaches of the Directon, The Grand Duke of Parma, who had been 
slower to acclaim the liberator than the fickle Milanese, had to 
yield twenty of the best pictures in his gallery and a crushing 
tribute. And when the pe<yle of Pavia contested Bonaparte’s re¬ 
quisitions, they were qnickfy enlightened as to the conditions of 
Italian emancipation. The ma^tratea and leading inhabitants 
were shot, the dty sacked and all who resisted massacred. A few 
weeks later a village near Bologna was burnt to the gcound and 
the entire population mnrdered to strike fear through Indy. Fot 
Bonaparte, once a follower of Robcsjjicrrc^ did not believe in 
terror for its own sake but only as an instrument of policy. 

Before the end of May he had resumed his eastward matA 
across the richest plain in Europe, On the 30th ho forced. dteMmeio 
and laid siege to Mantua. Around this great marsh fortress the 
failing fortunes of the edd Burope tpeoed during the next^frtw 
monfis, while the Austrians frotn the'Alpine passes tp the north 
made attempt after attempt to relieve it and Mgsin cxeifrdt Pf 
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their lost province. Meanwhile the rest of the peninsula lay at the 
conqueror s mercy. As the fame of the French triumphs flashed 
down its mountain spine to its corrupt courts and cidcs, prince 
after prince sought to make his peace with the terrible Republic. 

Within a few weeks the Mediterranean situation had been trans¬ 
formed. At the end of June, having sworn eternal peace to its 
Grand Duke, Bonaparte sent his most brilliant cavalry oflScer, 
Joachim Murat—the ap-year-old son of a Gascon innkeeper—on a 
flying raid into Tuscany to seize Leghorn and the goods of its 
British merchants. For one English ml the sudden scamper of the 
British coloiw to Nelson’s waiting mgates brought romance; the 
clean, beautiful ship, the attentive officers who gave up their cabins, 
the calm, efficient assurance and friendliness of it al\ set Betsey 
Wynne’s heart in a whirl of love for its fiery dark-eyed captain.^ 

The unconscious Captain Fremande and his Commodore— 
“ old ” Nelson, as 17-year-old Betsey called him—^had preoccupa¬ 
tions which they courteously did not betray to thdr guests. For 
their position had suddenly become intensely ^ve. Tnc whole of 
Italy had turned stony and hostile, and with “the flesh ketdes ” of 
Lc^om cut off and Gibraltar nearly a thousand miles away, only 
barren Corsica remained open to tneir ships. It did not look as 
though even Corsica would do so long. For not only tvas the island 
inhabited, in Admiral Jervis’s words, by “ infemid miscreants ” 
seedling with unrest, but die garrison was quite inadequate to 
protect its coastline from French landings. Appeals for reinforce¬ 
ments had met with litde response from England: the Secretary 
of State, raising his ducal spectecles with infinite slowness from hh 
nose to his forehead, had written to remind the Viceroy that his 
countrymen were not fote^ politidans and had no interest in 
their expensive Mediterranean possession.* And it was only too 
plain horn Bonaparte’s preparations at Leghorn and Genoa that 
he was contemplating invasion. 

Fortunately the new Commauder-in-Chief was a very different 
man from Hotham. SirTohnJervis, who had taken over the Medi¬ 
terranean fleet at the end of die previous year, was worthy in his 

^ She subeequently married him, accompanied him on his Toyages, nursed 
him and Nelson aftw their wounds at Tenerife, and, first seeing her native 
land in their company, became tire ancestress of a line of English Admirals, 
—Wyme Diariet. 

* See also ColUtigtoood, ay. 
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own element to cross swords with Bonaparte. “ Old Jack,” as the 
seamen called him, was a naval strategist of the first order. Asa 
young officer he had piloted Wolfe on ms last journey to the Heights 
of Abraham; in the present war he had won feme as the sailor who 
had helped Grey to reduce Martinique, Guadeloupe and St. T.nn> 
in thirteen weeks. His arrival in the Mediterranean had been 
delayed by a scandalous vote of censure moved on bim by West 
Indian financiers in the House of Commons for having levied a 
contribution on merchandise in Martinique; but for this, he always 
believed be could have prevented the Austrian defeat at Loano and 
so have saved Italy fitom Bonaparte.^ He was now 61. The child of 
poor parents, he had evolved through a stem, impecunious youth 
into a man of iron: a devotee of mity in its grimmest and most 
unyielding aspects. He had long steeled himself out of both moral 
and physical fear: none of the ordinary failings of men afiected 
his cool judgment. With his long nose, heavy brows and thoughtful 
eyes, he was the picture of a disciplinarian. Yet he had unexpected 
streaks of warmth in his rock4ike composition: a saturnine 
humour,® great generosity to those who merited it and, whoi he 
could escape the effects of ill-health and a harsh dictatorial temper, 
a taste for unbending in congenial company. Betsey Wynne and 
her sisters when he entertained them on board the Victory found 
him a kind, gallant, firieudly old man, without anything stiff or 
formal, who made Aem sing duets afi:« dinner and than&d them 
for th^ tronblc by a chaste embrace. “ The old gendeman is very 
partial to kisses: ne abuses all who do not salute die ladies and 
always obliges all the gentlemen that are present to kiss us.” To 
Nelson he always showed the softer side of his character; die 
ardent, sensitive, affectionate captain was hs^pier under his com¬ 
mand than he had been since Hood left the Mediterranean. For 
he felt that Jervis appreciated him. 

The issue which the Admiral had to face called ft>r all his powers 
of judgment and fortitude, were equal to the occasion. 
** Strong nerves and manly sense, he told the Admiralty, were 
superior in treating with barbarians to the finesse of the Coxps 
Diplomatique. He applied them to the afEiits of southern Europe. 

' Spencer Papen, U, 490-1. 
* It was a pleasantry of his vAen tiio weather was roti^h to summon the 

dbaplains Of me fleet tor a conolave. 
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In consultation with the Viceroy he ordered die blockade of Leg¬ 
horn and the occupation of Elba—a small Tuscan island between 
the mainland and Corsica. On July 9th Nelson accordingly ap¬ 
peared oflf the capital, Porto Femjo, and landed troops without 
opposition from die authorities. Indeed, they seemed to welcome 
this imorthodox but masculine diplomacy. 

But the security of Corsica was the least of Jervis’s worries. 
Expelled from the Italian mainland, cut od* from all sources of 
firesh food and dangerously short of fiigates and corvettes, the 
British fleet was now faced with a new danger. Ever since his 
craven surrender Godoy—since raised to almost royal dignity by 
the doting Queen under the 6ntastic tide of Prince of the Peace— 
had been playing widi the idea of reviving the hundred-year-old 
family alliance between France and Spain. Many motives prompted 
him: pcrsoml vanity, hatred of the stiff-necked island any he had 
betrayed, a natural sympadiy towards those who like himself had 
overcome the disadvantages of mean birth. Though the tdd blood- 
link between the Bourbon Courts of Versailles and Madrid had been 
snapped, that between the peoples remained. Gallic victories on 
land might be matched by Ibaian triumphs at sea, and the two 
great Latin nations of the west might together r&ostahlish their 
ancient ascendancy over Saxons and Teutons. Spain had many 
old scores to scide widi England: Gibraltar, the West Indies and 
two centuries of intBrloping by heretic freebooters. A great naval 
and imperial power wim seventy*flix ships of the line in her har¬ 
bours and hsili the Americas as her private property, she had the 
strength to enforce her just pretensiom. 

So Godoy argued, seeing himself as a second Alberoni, and wily 
Jacobin agents encouraged him in ids dreams. Needing the Spanish 
fleet and harbours for use agaimt Britain, they represented the 
presence of British troops in Corsica and Santo Domingo as an 
afBront to Spain’s digmty. Again^ such arguments, the British 
An^assador, Lord Bute, pleaded in vain. The ramshackle Power, 
which a year before had withdrawn from alliance into neutrality 
nw sank from alliance to non-bcDi^ehcy. Early in 1796 the 
Fren^ squadron which had captured die British Levant convoy 
put mto Cadiz with its prizes and began openly to refit in die 
royal dockyards. Nor could all Bute’s representations remove 
them. French pnvateets used Spanish harbours to attack British 
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shippingt and Spanish naval arsenals hununcd with unwonted 
activity. “ Spain,” Nelson wrote in May, “ is certainly going to 
war with somebody.” Hiete could be little doubt with whom. 

The Government, however, feeling that it had its hands full, 
did its best to ignore these provocations. It instructed an appeasing 
ambassador to do aU in ms power to preserve peace. Nor was 
Godov in a hurry to bring matters to a head. He needed time to 
man his fleet and to see how the campaign in Italy went before 
finally committing himselfl Even, his ignorance and presumption 
could not blind mm to the flict that past wars with England had 
proved expensive for his country. 

For these, as for reasons of even greater purport, the eyes of 
Spain and Britain became focused on me struggle in the Lombardy 
ptain. Here Bonaparte was trying to reduce Mantua with a siege 
train of only half the gun-povrer of the fortress, while preventing 
the Austrian vetenui, 'W'lHmscr, firem relieving it tmroi^ the 
Alpine ^ses. The struggle seemed uneven, mr dte Directors, 
now jemom of his fime, were secredy starving thrir youthful 
general of men and guns. With 40,000 men Bonaparte had sTmul- 
taneously to contain ii/)oo Austrians in Mantua and beat ofif 
do,o0o more &om the north. Nelson, writing fiom his station 
Lc^om, fidt fliU confidence again,: the Etench army had suffered 
terrible losses, the ootmged Italian, states were combining against 
the ag^essor, Wurmser would soon be in Mantua, Naples would 
stand mm in her aQiaace.^ 

At the end of Jaly, 1796, Warmair began to emerge fiont the 
mountain defil«, moving southwards ahmg either there of Lake 
Garda and driving Massena’s covering troops bcfbce him. Hardly 
had he done so when the whidwhad itrtide bin. With almost 
incredible speed Bonapacte abandoned the siege of Mantua and 
every other ioessential and hurled his entire force on the Austrian 
columns before they had time to assemble south of the lake; In the 
first five days of August, in operations around Castiglione he defeated 
both halves of Wurmsar's army in turn and flung him bade northr 
eastwardsiato the passes. ”Allom axpactedhopes/^WloceNelsonito 
Jervis, “ are blwtnd.Aostriai. I supposa^ mast jaakc peaeiv and 
wc shall, as usual, be left to fight it out-” Britain wotflo have to! 

^ Nmla$, U, Ha* Hp. 
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give up Corsica and wididraw firom the Mediterranean. As for the 
Dons, they would pay for it, if they were fook enough to involve 
themselves in war.^ 

On August 4th, the French raiders, refitted after their long 
stay at Cadiz, were escorted into the Atlantic by the Spankh fleet, 
Arimirftl Man’s small observation squadron directly withdraw¬ 
ing. The news of Castiglione removed Godoy’s last doubts. On 
Augiut 19th he signed at San Ildefonso a full offensive alliance with 
the Directory. By a secret clause Spain was later to cede Louisiana 
to France, wiiilc France was to assist Spain to conquer Gibraltar and 
Portugal. War was to be declared on Britain within a month, the 
King of Spain was to become Grand Admiral of the Republic, and 
the two Latin Powers, sinking ideolomcal differences, were to 
advance together inexorably to the final overthrow of “ the pro¬ 
vince of England.” In view of French victories on land, Spanish 
geography and the joint naval strength of France, Spain and Holland 
—^together nearly double that of Britain—it looked a safe gamble. 

A week later the Spanish Ambassador, making a flimsy excuse, 
left London. Already Pitt, seeing the writing on uic wall, was buy¬ 
ing naval stores for a long siege: ship timber ftom the Adriauc, 
masts and hemp ftom North America, com, tallow, hides, hemp 
and iron ftom the Baltic.* On the jist the Cabinet, anticipating 
an early surrender by Austria, reached the momentous decision to 
abandon Corsica and wididraw the fleet ftom die Mediterranean. 
Orders were at once dispatched to Jervis and Elliot. To defend her 
scattered possessions a concentration of Britain’s effort had become 
essential. She could not longer contain the power of France from 
the drcumdfercnce. 

Yet iust when Austria, reeling under Bonaparte’s blows, seemed 
at her last gasp, the clouds for a moment lifted. A second attempt 
of 'Wurmser to relieve Mantua had ended in the discomfited old 
man being forced to take refuge with a remnant of his army in the 
fortress he had. come to deliver. But in Germany, where both 
French and Austrians had pUnned their main campaign, the tide 
of war turned unexpectedly in Austria’s fevour. At ^ enid of May 
the French armies had crossed the Rhine and pressed into the heart 

^ Nelson to Jervia, aodi Ang., 1796 ; Nicolax, II, 348-9. 
* Mahm, Sta Pow»r, 1,74. 
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of Gennany, laying waste Suabia, Franconia and Bavaria, and 
threatening Vienna itscdf. An urgent application to Pitt for aid 
was promptly met with an advance of ;^i,200,000 on the Prime 
Minister’s personal responsibility.^ 

This help enabled Austria to make a last effort. Her new com¬ 
mander-in-chief the Archduke Charles—a man no older than Bona¬ 
parte—^having shown patient stoicism in retreat, now successively 
^feated Bernadette at Neumark on August i6tli, and Jourdan at 
Wurzburg on September 3rd. Had it not been for Austrian fean of 
Prussia, which kept 80,000 troops watching the Sili-tian ffontier, 
the French retreat to the Rhine might have become a rout. As 
it was, for the third time the Empress of Russia unwittingly ai>lfd 
the Republic by concentrating an army on her western borders. 
For it was the weakness of the German powers that, feeing both 
ways, they could never decide in which direction to act or con¬ 
sistently pursue any policy without becoming distracted. 

The autumn of 1796 in Germany had consequences even more 
important than the military. For it £rst crystallised the real as 
opposed to the idealistic issue between Revolutionary France and 
Europe. Hitherto the Jacobins in all countries had been able to 
represent the war as on ideological one: a crusade to liberate the 
peoples from the despotism of selfish rulers and outworn laws. 
As a result the poorer and to a lar« extent the middle-classes had 
been lukewarm in their support of their governments, and many 
had openly sympathised with the Frenm and welcomed their 
coming. Only in Britain had patriotism proved a stronger force 
rhan horizontal discontent, though even nm a minority had dis¬ 
played Jacobin leanings. 

But after the invasion of southern and central Germany these 
illusions began to fide. For the invaders, carrying fire and sword, 
inflicted immense suffering. It fell, as always, most heavily on the 
poor. The plundered hen-roost, die ciMdcd granary, the bnmkg 
cottage represented die entire wealth of die peasant; not only hit 
income but his capital. The Jacobin doctrine of malting the con¬ 
quered countryside tnainfaiu the victor’s army awoke in. its victims 
feelings of patriotism and national unity that Lad scarcely existed 
in the medieval tpe^ey of the older Europe. By making GcnnMls 

‘ Fox subsequently tried to impearii Ktt, but riie House condoned die 
Premier’s brave action by *85 votes to 8r. 

Y.B. O 
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aware that they hated Frenchmen, it made them consdoos that 
diey were Germans.^ 

libe growth of this feeling was slow. For the moment its effects 
■were confined to acts of revenge against French stragglers. Nor 
did the spirit of patriotism touch the governments, which con¬ 
tinued in Germany as in Italy to be actuated by dynastic and 
personal motives. The Franconian and Suabian States bought a 
sel^ peace with the invader who was fighting the titular Emperor 
of Germany. Prussia, on news of Bonaparte’s victories, sought 
a closer understanding with France and encouraged the larger 
north German states to enlarge their territories at the expense 
of their smaller ndchbours. In its jealousy of the Hapsburgs, the 
House of HohenzoiLnn exploited the Revolution to d«tfoy what 
was left of the old Christian Reich and the &bnc of European 
dvilisadon. By a secret pact signed in early August it ^rew to 
recognise France’s rigjit to the Rhine frontier in return for com- 
pen^tion at the expense of the German ecclesiastical princes. 
«••«•••» 

It was the Prusnan attempt to form a nordiem federation—- 
fiiendly to France and non-^eliigerent towards Britain—^which, 
oven more than the lowering aspect of Spain and Bonaparte’s 
victories, made the British Government again contemplate peace. 
A thmat to Hambnrg and the Baltic ports—the chief source of 
naval stores and of surplus grain for the growing industrial towns 
—touched Pitt’s most sensitive spot It had been the Armed Neu¬ 
trality of Prussia and the Baltic States that had tipped the scale 
against his country when he stood at the threshold of public life in 
the dark hours of the American war. A fitiendly Prussia and the 
trade of the Notth had always been «>mct stones of bis foreign 
policy. At die end of June, 1796, he wrote to Grenville that since 
Austria would almost certainly be unable to continue the struggle 
after the end of the year, it would be inexcusable not to try 
“ honourably and safely to set on foot some decent plan of pacifi- 

■carion.” Pot eitbet now or in a few months Britain would find 
hecself " left to sustain alone dte conflict with Fiance and Holland, 

* ’* Have yon teen," wrote an English lady a few years later, “ a Oarman 
Hynttx fyr the Emperor Fxsnda in me manner of our God Sa've the King ? 
and aet hy Haydn ; the words are translated by Bhr. Burney into English— 
the mutie fe vwy fine." CBantford, aoi^ The hymn, ezpreaaing tibe Austrian 
peaaanfb love fer bis femerland, was DtuttMmd uber dUes. 
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probably joined by Spain and fevourcd more or less openly by the 
Northern Powers,” ^ 

But the road to peace was not easy. The King was still against 
any concession and, like Burke, looked on a “Jacobin peace ” as a 
de^ with Satan.* And though every report showed that the French 
people were heartily sick ofwar, tneir rulers gave no sign of readi¬ 
ness to meet Britain halfway. A feeler through the Danish Charge 
d'A&ircs was met by an insolent demand for a direct application. 
** If such a communication,” wrote the King, “ will not rouse the 
British lion, he must have lost his wonted energy I ” Yet peace 
was so needful that even pride was worth sacrifiang to obtain it. 
In July there was a financial crisis dining which Consols fdl below 
6o: me City said openly that unless Pitt made peace before Christ¬ 
mas the Bank would force him to resign.* 

The Government, therefore, decided to swahow its scruples and 
to apply to the Directory for a passport for a Mnister PleniMten- 
tiary. With Pitt’s approval a pairxphlet of Lord Aucklana s was 
published to prepare w public mmi The King was assured that 
the internal state of the country required it and that only when the 
opponents of war had been convinced of its necessity by a French 
refusal to conclude even the most reasonable peace, would the 
nation be united enough to €ux a world in arms.^ “As Lord Gren¬ 
ville and Mr. Pitt think a further step of bumiliadon necessary to 
call forth the spirit which used to be characteristic of dus island,” 
the old man wrote, “ I will not object” The first diplomat in 
Britain, Lord Malmesbury, was selected for the mission. The em¬ 
bodiment of English taa, good nature and common sense, ” the 
white hon,” as bh fiietids c^ed him, was the pexfitet appeaser. 

It had been hoped to bring Austria into the negodadous. But 
by the trma Malmesbury set out for Calais on October i(5th the 
Court of Vienna was veering once more. Bonaparte’s Italian 
victories had been oS&et b^ dm Archduke Chades’s German camr 
paign, and the old imperial hauteur had revived. Thugut had 
hopes of inducing Pjissia to join in stemming a Ftendi advance 
to the Adriario—a sea in which the .scheming Bmprets Ouiesrino 
was interested as protector of the Orthodox chiistiw. The sotJte 

^Pht to GrisfriUe, a3rd Juite, 179$.—nEf. jW, C,iDropttur*f III, 314. 
• King to OreaviBe, 3odi Julyi Af. C. Pri^Mirt, HI, 
*FamgUm, 1, 158. ' 

if, G. Zmipmon, HI, 343. 
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was thus set for a counter-offensive in Italy and a new attempt to 
relieve Mantua. For this reason, three days after Malmesbury left 
London the Cabinet countermanded its earlier orders to abandon 
Corsica. For, forgetdng both its defencelessness and the promise 
matif to its inhabitants, the politicians supposed that the island 
might be useful as a bribe to bring Rusaa into the war. 

Therefore when Malmesbury reached Paris—travelling, wrote 
the infuriated Burke, “ the whole way on his knees ”—^his proposal 
for a European padfication was met by an inquiry whether the 
Court of Vienna concurred. How, the French Foreign Minister 
asked, could a general peace be expected when every day brought 
new accounts of the Emperor's determination to carry on the 
war? The truth was that both sides were temporising until an 
issue had been reached elsewhere. The Austrians were waiting for 
Russia’s decision, for further victories on the Rhine and the relief 
of Mantua; the French for an end to the Lombardy campaign and 
a Spanish move at sea. Malmesbury therefore remained in Paris, 
recording only such minor triumphs and set-backs as the civility 
shown to his diplomatic uniform and the necessity—^tepugnmt to 
an English nobleman—of having to wear the tricolour in the 
streets. 

Meanwhile Spain had declared war. Godoy handed Lord Bute 
the official dedmtion on October 5th, accompanied by a long list 
of imaginary Spanish grievances. Four days earlier Admiral Man, 
sahing to Gibmtar '^th seven ships of the line, was attacked 
without warning by nineteen Spanish battleships, losing two of 
the merchantmen he was convoying. Further up the Mediterranean 
Jervis and Nelson were puttina into execution the Government’s 
orders of August 31st—received in the last week of September—to 
evacuate Corsica. Hcr^ despite the odds, the feeling was one of 
confidence: it was a tradition in the Navy to despise Spain. “ The 
Dons may make fine ships,” Nelson had written when they were 
allies, “ hut they cannot make men.” A Spanish war was sure to 
bri^ in prize-money, and thou^ few sailors quarrelled with the 
dcciaicKn to leave Corsica, the desertion of the Mediterranean was 
regarded as unnecessary. Bight months of Jervis’s discipline had 
given his command an astonishing assurance. ** They at home,” 
wrote Ndson to his wife, ” do not know what this fleet is capaUe 
of performing; anything and everything, . . . I lament our present 
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orders in sackcloth and ashes, so dishonourable to the dignity of 
England, whose fleets are equal to meet the world in arm^' * 

Yet it was probably as well that the Government’s counter¬ 
manding orders did not reach Jervis in time. For on putting into 
Gibraltar after his rough handling by the Spanish fleet, Ainiral 
Man, his anxious mind obsessed by thoughts of being “ hemmed in 
by superiority of numbers,” decided to return to England instead 
of rejoining his chief in San Horenzo Bay. Ihis bre^ of orders 
deprived Jervis at a critical moment of a third of his fleet. WiA 
only fourteen ships of the line against a Franco-Spanish combina¬ 
tion of thirtv-eignt he waited for the errant Man until November 
and, when he sailed in desperation for Gibraltar. Before he left 
the Corsican coast, the Frenm had already landed in the island. 

On the same day the Austrian Alvina crossed the Piavc with a 
force nearly twice as large as that with which Bonapaxte was be¬ 
sieging Mantua. On November iith he drove back die French at 
Caldiero. For forty-^ht horns it looked as though the relief of the 
fortress was certain. Then on the night of the i+tn Bonaparte gave 
orders for one of the most <km^ marches in history. It ended 
three days later in the victory of Areola. The third attempt to 
relieve Mantua had fliiied. 

The same day also brought news of the death of the Eniprcss 
Cathetine. A fortnight comer she had been found in an apoplectic 
fit on the floor of her writing-closet. Her successor, the Tsar Paul, 
was mad, and reputed to be opposed to Russian intervention in a 
western war. The French at once began to raise dicic terms. Mal¬ 
mesbury’s temperate and inflexibly honest restatements of Britain’s 
position—^hcr readiness to surrender conquered su^ islands in 
return for adjustments in Europe and a vinefleatioa <« the outraged 
law of nations—grew ever more remote fiom the realities of 
Parisian extravagance. Every time he met Ddacrofa^ who like all 
revolutionary diplomats was apt to shout when excited, the Fcemdi 
Minister became more unreasonable, insisting that all France’s 
acquisitions were sacred and “indivisible,” whereas Britains 
colonial conquests were mete robbery and must be immedntely 
restored. Afier the news of Areola only a glinuner of hope re¬ 
mained. 

‘ Nieofm, H, *90. 
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There was another reason for Prance’s increasing obduracy. 
On November 13th Malmesbury, keeping his ears open tot rumours, 
dispatched, a courier to London with information that eleven ships 
of the line and fifteen thousand troops were at Brest prroaring for 
sea. It was certain, he reported, that were intended for Ireland. 
Had he been able to see the letters which since the summer had 
been passing between Carnot, Hoche and Wolfe Tone, the founder 
of the United Tri.<!bmen, then in Paris, he might have been even 
mote alarmed. ‘‘lam practically certain the Bighsh Government 
is at its wits’ end,” Hoche had written; *' the kind of war I.propose 
to wage on our rivals is a terrible one.” On Tone’s assurance that 
half a million men would rise the day the French landed, Ireland 
had been selected as the first objective of Carnot’s fevourite pro¬ 
ject—a direct attack on the British Isles. 

Until the expedition was ready to start dhe French Foreign 
Minister condnued to keep Malmesbury amused. Two days before 
the end of November he gave him a long interview, in die course 
of which he tried to prove that while Britain’s ambitions were 
commercial and colonial, those of Prance were purely continental.^ 

He did not mention that a few wc^ before his Government 
had passed a decree confiscating every neutral ship carrying British 
goods. In a later and more impassioned meeting Delacroix declared 
that with the Rhine as the natural boundary of Prance the tran¬ 
quillity of Europe would be assured for two centuries. At last on 
December i8th Malmesbury received peremptory ordots from his 
hosts to leave Paris within forty-eight hours. For on that day it 
became known that Hoche had sailed for Ireland. 

Meanwhile Britain was preparing for the storm. Ever since the 
summer the Adjutant-General’s office had been drawing up detailed 
plans for defimding the southern counties against an invader. 
On October 18th Pitt met Parliament with proposals for doubling 
the MiUda and adding 15.000 seamen to the fieet by a compulsory 
quota on all parishes. The House voted supplies for over 400,000 
men. These included a new force of Provisional Cavalry, to be 
raised by compulsion, the owner or owners of every ten hotscs 

* " Cotsmerce is yoxa empirs. It ia to be founded in the Indies and in 
your cokmiee. But as for Ftance, I should be better pleased with an addition 
of four nllsm on die ftontiera of the Repubtic dum by the acquisition of 
the ridieat island among the Antilles, and should be even sorry to see Pondi- 
therry and Chandenagoie agate belong to France.”—Afo/wiiwy, HI, 334, 
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being responsible for one fully equipped horseman; and another 
of sportsmen and gamekeepers to be used as riflemen and skir¬ 

mishers. To meet the increase in omenditure the Prime Mimster 

not only trebled the assessed taxes but adopted a revolutionary 
procedure. Instead of resorting to professional financiers he applfed 

direct to the nation. Early in December a Loyalty Loan of eighteen 
milhons, issued at £112 los. per £100 of stock, and bearing interest 

at 5 per cent, was offered to the public. Though a more expensivic 
purchase than other existing stock, the entire loan was subscribed in 

less rbnn sixteen hours. “The Constitution,” Pitt proudly an¬ 

nounced, " inspires the steady affection of the people and is worth 

defending with every drop of our blood.” ^ 

' War SpaecAet, 173. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

Her Darkest Hour 

1796-7 

“ Be assured I will omit no opportunity of chastising the 
Spaniards, and if I have the good fortime to fall in with 
them the stuff I have in this fleet will tell.”. 

Sir John Jervis to Lord Spencer^ 2nd Oct., 1796. 

'* And Jack the tawny whiskers singed 
Of the astonished Don.” 

Dibdin, “A Dose for the Dam,” 1797. 

On the evening of December 15th, 1796, the French armada for 
Ireland, having stood through the narrow Goulet out of Brest, 
anchored in the Camarct Roads. There was no sign of the British 
Fleet save for three frigates cruising on the Atlantic horizon. The 
French had seventeen ships of the line, twenty-six smaller vrar- 
ship and transports, most of the 15,000 troop being crowded 
on board the battleship. 

For nearly six weeks the wind had been in the cast. It had blown 
the British blockading fleet &r out into the Atlantic and opened 
the gateway to Ireland. Wolfe Tone, the rebel Irish leader, had 
cursed the delays of the Directory and its chaotic Navy. “ Damn 
them! damn them! sempitemany damn them! *' There was no 
discipline in the Fleet and dockprds, nobody obeyed or respected 
anybody, nobody worked. 

But the Republican army—its wonderful enthusiasm, its ardour, 
its pride—^had impressed the excitable Irishman as much'as the navy 
dcprwsed him. In the Festival of Youth in the church of a pro- 
vinaal town he had seen hunxlreds of young recruits, bareheaded 
before the statue of Liberty, receiving their arms from veterans to 
the straim of the “ Matsefllaisc.” Here, he felt, was true Liberty 
and Patriotism; a moving contrast to the depressed, drunken drafe 
he had seen shambling off to the colours in his own downtrodden 
land. And this army was led by men who shared its aspirations 
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and passionate youth: still in their twenties and eady thirries, 
unfettered by the caste prejndices and follies of the elderly aristo^ 
crats who misdirected their enemies. 

Now at last the great Hberating expedition was at sea, led by the 
splendid young giant, Lazare Hocho—himself agog with zeal to 
drive the odious English usurpers back to their own doomed 
-^d the gallant old Admiral, Morard de Galles, whom Hoche had 
substituted for the dmid Vtllaret Joycuse. As Hoche and Carnot 
had planned it, it was to be the first stage in eliminating the 
islanders firam their own watery element. Controlling Ireland the 
Republic would not only be able to invade England and deny W 
those valiant Hibernian fighters who, according to Tone, consti¬ 
tuted the greater part of £» Navy and Army, but could strangle 
her commerce. Straddlii^ the western approaches from Ireland to 
Finisterre, the combined French and Spanish fleets would cut t^ 
trade routes through which the City money ^ideis sucked the 
blood of Asia, Africa and America. 

Already a grand X.atia fleet of mote than thirty Spanish and 
French batdeships had left Toulcm: its advance-guard imd^r 
Villeneuve vm expected daily at Brest. The remnant of Britain’s 
former Mediterranean Fleet cowered at Gibraltar. The storm that 
had blown the British squadron Atom its station off Brest, had 
driven three of Jervis’s battleships firom their anchors in Gibraltar 
Bay, wrecking one of them on the coast of Morocco. Britannia, 
it seemed, no longer ruled the waves. 

Perhaps she no longer deserved to. For though Admiral Colwys’s 
winter guard oftBrest had been doubled to meet the invasion inreat, 
the lax mbit of keeping station dght leagues west of Ushant to save 
wear and tear had caused him to be driven so ftr into the Atlantic 
that he had even lost touch with his own ftigates. The remainder 
of the Channel Fleet, according to its winter custom, was in harbour 
two hundred miles away. 

But Hoche and Moram de Galles, taking counsel together in the 
scA sunshine of December idth, did not know this. To the west at 
the month of the Itoise Channel they could see the English frigates 
beadng up and down, and it was reasonable to assume fliat the 
blockading battleships were not fer away. Sooner than oicounter 
diem with hi« crowded ships the Admiral, instead of making 
straight for the open sea, dedded to steer sooth through the rocky 

G3 
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Raz de Scui. But during the afternoon the wind got up and, fear¬ 
ing the shoals, de Gaiks countermanded his orders. In the gathering 
winter evening many of the captains did not see his signals. Some 
Ktumed to the main Iroise chWiel and sailed westwards, others 
continued south into the Raz. But that stout Comishman, Captain 
Sir Edward Pclkw, of the Indefatigable, seeing his opportunity, 
stood boldly into their nridst and, remaining with them all nigto, 
fired off so many rockets and minotc guns from his single frigate 
that the labouring battleships and transports imagined that icy 
were being attacked by the entire BritisQ Fleet. In the confusion 
and panic one ship of the line struck a rock and foundered, and two 
oAers collided. When morning broke the French Fleet was dis¬ 
persed into three widely separated bodies. Worst of all, the fixate 
Fratemiti, carrying the Axlmical and General Hoche, h^ vanimed 
altogether. 

Thus the expedition was crippled at the outset by the inherent 
weakness whidi vitiated all Revolutionary France’s efforts at sea. 
Indiscipline and lack of the essential training, patience and precision 
requisite to success in naval a&irs made Frenchmen the swes and 
not the masters of the elements. Had it not been for sins in their 
advasaries of a different kind—complacency, elderly indolence and 
Treasury pedantry about exposmg expensive ships to storms—the 
French Hcet might have been dcsttoyca off its own coast. As it was, 
divine retribution for its shortcomings was represented only by the 
human agency of Pellcw’s solitary Jongate. Its scattered divisions, 
though ignorant of one another's whereabouts, were able to pro¬ 
ceed on their wot. Colpoys with his fiftetsn battleships, lost in the 
ocean solitudes fifty mito to the west of Ushant, never learnt of 
their sailing dll a week after they left Brest. Having no advice from 
th6 Admiralty as to their probable destination—Ireland, the Medi¬ 
terranean, die West Indies or Portugal—he made no attempt to 
foUow diem. Instead he returned home for orders, reaching Spit- 
head on the last day of the year. The first news of (he French escape 
was brou^t to Fahnoutii on Pccembcr aoth by PeUcw. Only on 
^ aist md the Commander-in-Chief of the Channel Fleet, still 
in his house at Portsmouth, leam that the enemy he was theoreti¬ 
cally blockading had been at sea for neatly a week. 

Meanwhfc the French, more Iw aeddmt foan desi^, reassembled 
in the longrtnde of Miz^ Head. W'iih only eight ships missing, 
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including, however, the firigatc Fratemiti, tliey sighted the Munster 
coast at dawn on the 2ist in calm, sunny v, eather. Next 4iy they 
entered the long reach of Bantry Bay. There was soU no sign of 
the General and Admiral and none of the dreaded British Navy. 

Up to diis point fortune had favoured the would-be invaders. 
But on that day the wind 6eshened. In order to land at the head of 
the bay they had to beat up through thi^ miles of angry, narrow 
sea in the teeth of a rising easterly gale. The task was too much for 
their seamanship: the overcrowded ships, manned by laniiCTiwn, 
were continuously forced to give way as Aey crossed each other’s 
padis. For three days the struggle continued. “ We have made 300 
tacks and not gained 100 yards in a straight Kne,” wrote the in¬ 
furiated Tone. By Christmas Day the storm had reached gale 
pitch; it was bitterly cold and the air full of driving snow.^ A land- 
ii^ was out of the question, for no boat could have lived in those 
icy waters. In the evening, to Tone’s unspeakable chagrin, Admiral 

Bouvet ordered his sliips to cut their cables and run with die wind 
to the open sea. A few vesseh, hu'ling to sec the order, hung on for 
a few days in the bay; then, lacking guns, horses and equipment, 
followed their consorts hack to France. The last to reach port—on 
January 14th, 1797—was the PratemitS, carrying Hoche and the 
Admi^ Their only sight of their command in four despairing 
weeks had been on Dec^ber 29th when, bearing bade the 
Atlantic against tbs gale, they encountered oS the Irish coast two 
batdeships, one sinking and the other engaged in rescuing her crew. 

In these operations the Channel Fleet took no part. On learning 
that the French were at sea. Lord Bridrart on December aist had 
announced that he would s^ in four days. But in attempdog on 
Christmas Day to reach St Hekns in die teeth of a south-easterly 
gale, four of his batdfflHps fouled one another and a fifth went 
aground. It vm not till Jaiiuary 3rd, just as the last pRSirh ship was 
leaving the Irish coast, that the BritiSi Fleet began to sail mdesti” 
(illy ^wn the rJianneL It might as well have stayed in harbour. 
When aiW a month’s cruising it returned to Fottsmoolh it had 
not so much as sighted an enemy. The only seribus encounter <if 
the campaign took place <m die stormy night of January 13th whm 

^ In Norfolk Woodforde Teooeded it aa a day of intacM cold, and at ni|U 
80 bitter as to prevent him ftom aleebing. At other placea in. ^ 
bftfolaeter fsU as mueh ba 35 degreti bdow poitth*—awtar, aWk 
Dec., 1796. 
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Pcilew with two feigatcs came up with the 8o-gun battleship. Droits 
de rHomme, off the Brittany coast. Though heavily outgunned, the 
frigates by brilliant manoeuvring kept riing the big ship till she 
and one of her assailants had run aground in Audiemc Bay. Here 
more than a thousand French sailors and soldiers perished on the 
cocks. 

Such might have been the frte of the entire expedition had the 
British command been in more vigorous hands. Had Colpoys been 
at his station off Brest instead of allowing himself to be blown into 
the Atlantic, the French could never have left their own coast. Had 
the main Channel Fleet been at lymouth or even Torbay, it would 
have had time after receiving Pcllcw’s tidings to annihilate them 
in Bantry Bay. But the Government, thot^h it had given Colpoys 
strength to deal with any force emerging from Brest, had failed to 
galvanise the Admiralty out of prescriptive habit. The inertia of 
eighteenth-centurv decorum and Service seniority was too strong. 

As it was, England owed her deliverance solely to divine mter- 
venlion, or mote accurately to her enemies’ failure to observe the 
hard laws on which success at sea depends. She ought to have lost 
Ireland. There were only aooo troops and two fidd-guns at Cork to 
protect naval stores worth a million and a half sterlh^. Apart from 
some highly vmrdiable Mflitia the total force in Ireland barely 
numbered ia,ooo, mostly ncwljMmsed Dragoons and Fendblcs. 
Hoche’s 15,000 veterans should have made short work of these. 

Moral strength and weakness are rewarded or punished in war 
more swiftly than in any other human activity. Cause and con¬ 
sequence follow each otho: in inescapable succession, though owing 
to the judgment which attends both combatants simultaneously 
these are not always casfly discernible at the time. England 1qr1f>.d 

troops to defend Ireland—the joint in her moral armour—because 
her politicians had preferred wishful to logical thinking about their 
military resources and, in deference to vested interests, had 
squandoced 80,000 white troops in trying to conquer sugar islands 
cnmaticaUy unsuited for operations by Europeans. By allowii^ 
private profit precedence over national necessities, they had follot^ 
the line—always fetal in war—of least resistance. Had their enemy’s 
hands been substantially cleaner than their own, they might have 
sufiftred an overwhelmmg reverse, and their country with them. 
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Even at this hour, 'with doom hanging over tlic land they loved, 
Pitt and Dundas could not bring themselves to dear thiniting* 

Before Chrislmas, though aware ot the Frendh preparations at Brest 
and the growing menace of Spain, Dundas had tried to waste two 
precious battalions on an insane project to seize the Hclder and 
precipitate an imaginary counter-revolution in Hnlland Fortu¬ 
nately Duncan, the shrewd Scottish Admiral blockading the Texd, 
had promptly sent them home again. About the same time the 
Government ordered Abctcromby—half of whose earlier West 
India expeditionary force had pci^cd of yellow fever—to 
the rich island of Trinidad, thou^ it could neither supply him with 
information about the strength of the Spanish garrison nor send 
him any reinforcements. As usual it gambled on hopes, staking the 
national security for a wind&ll that would “ give a good impiessioa 
of the war in England.** It remained incorrigibly, and at moments 
criminally, optimistic. Yet even in its most femous complacency 
there was something about it almost noble. "While the Frencn 
Directors broke Bouvet for bis unavoidable Bulurc in Bantry Bay, 
the British Cabinet defended Btidport against all attados: and even 
refused a parliamentary inquiry as implying an tmmerited censure 
on the olo AdmiraL 

As a nutter of &ct Abercromby succeeded beyond all reasonable 
expectation. In February, taking 4000 of his 9000 surviving 
efiectives firom the Wmdward Islax^ he boldly landed in Trinidad. 
The Spaniards, sunk in sloth and corruption, made no defence and 
surren^ed a ship of the line and a hundred pieces of artillery intact. 
But instead of being satisfied with its undeserved fortune, the 
Government merely doubled its stakes and ordered Abctcromby to 
take Puerto Rico, which with his inadequate resources he natuj^y 
failed to do. Meanwhile, stimulated by the spectacle of an adroinis- 
ttative and military moampetence even greater than his own, 
Dundas pursued the wildest projects for expeditions and revolutions 
in Spanim South America. These quixotic visions were encouraged 
not only by a specious Veaiczuelm adventurer and es-Rjcvolti- 
tionary General named Miranda but by the prt^aic young Unda?- 
Secretary for War, Wflliam Huskisson.^ Hmpily no troops w6rc 
available j had they been, t^y would probably nave been seat off 

> To meet hb &te, after a tifetitne at fiscal admiifistrstuin, un^ Ibc 
Mieela of a train at the opontng of the Manchester and IdreaptH)! RaOwayt 
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into the malarial blue to conquer an unkno'wn continent. As it 
was, Dundas even canvassed the possibilities of using the garrison 
of the Cape and the police force of the convict setdement of New 
South Wales before he was recalled from his dreams by more 
pressing dangers at home. 

Of &e magnitude of these the Government received a reminder 
early in February. On the day that the last French ship limped back 
into Brest, Bonaparte won his final and greatest victory of the 
Lombardy campaign at Rivoli. A fortnight later Mantua fell and 
the French were virtual masters of Italy. The last ports in the 
peninsula were closed to British ships and the Pope.—the ” old 
priest” of Bonaparte’s contemptuous phrase — only averted a 
sacrilegious march on Rome “ to extinguish the torm of fanati¬ 
cism’^ by a colossal indemnity and the cession of Bologna and 
Ferrara to a puppet republic which the young general was creating 
out of his conquests. The elimination of Austria from the struggle 
was now only a question of weeks. 

Britain would henceforward have to stand alone against the 
greatest military power yet seen on earth and the combined fleets of 
France, Spain and Holmd. If Austria fell only Portugal would 
remain by her side, and with its vulnerable Spanish frontier Por¬ 
tugal was more of an encumbrance than a help. Ihere were few 
in Europe who thoi^t much of Britain’s chance of survival. 
Amid the snows of Tvucryn that February the hero of Russia cried 
out across his dinner table to an F-ngliab traveller: ” Tweddcll I ” 
—for old Marshal Suvorof, afia: the manner of his countrymen, 
despised prefixes—” the French have taken Portsmouth. I have 
just received a courier from England. The King is in the Tower 
and Sheridan Protector.” 

Meanwhile die French were undismayed by their fiulure off the 
fcish coast. Pendit^ the arrival of the Spanish fleet and the sailing 
of a vaster armada gainst the doomed British Ides, the Directory 
was collecting galley slaves and julbirds for a nuisance raid to stir 

trouble in England, The command was entrusted to an American 
veatturer of bloodr-curdli^ reputation named Colonel Tate. He 

was to land in the Bristol Channel, bum Bristol, “ the seco^ dty 
in England for riches and cQnunerce>" and caua as much damage 
and panic as possible, by destroying bridges, mAgarines, docks, 
warehouses and fiictorics. He was then to safl to Wafcs and mwch- 
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ing swifdy across the motmtaius, threaten Chester and Liverpool 
His men, equipped witit ample “ combustible matter,” were pro¬ 
mised pardon for their crimes, a free rein to their paeons and all 
the booty they could get. 

On February I7di, 1797, this featsoine force—designated the 
Black L^on—sailed from Brest in a lugger and a corvette escorted 
by two nigates. It proved scarcely wormy of its instructions. On 
me iptb at the mouth of the Bristol Channel it missed a chance of 
capturing the Dublin packet boat, which it mistook for a man-of- 
war. Next day it came to anchor oflF Ilfiacombc, where a small 
party landed and burnt a &rmhousc. But on hearing that the North 
Devon Volunteers were on the march, the mtpedition hastily 
weighed anchor and, abandoning all ideas of Bristol, madp for the 
Wwsh coast. Here on the aind it landed near die londy village of 
Fishguard. But even this secluded spot proved too exposed for its 
courage. The local aristocrat, Lora Cawdor, instead of running 
away or waiting to be roasted by his peasants, calhd them out in 
rheir respective corps—^the Castle Martm Yeomanry, the Cardigan 
Militia and the Fishguard Volunteers—and, though outnumbered, 
boldly advanced against the invaders. Colonal Tate thMcupon 
surrendered, “ upon principles of humanity,’' he explained. It was 
all his captors could do to prevent the Wdah women abi^ the 
Londem road from cutting 1^ throat. 

The only lasting effixx of the expedition was to convince the 
common people of Britain that the Government cartoonists were 
right and that the French from Bonaparte downwards were a 
ejection of tagged, plundering, cotvardly scateccows whu burnt 
bams, stole churns and raped servant gfrls. But the immediate 
consequence threatened to be more retious. For Tate had s^cd on 
his filmustering raid just when the delicate mechamsm cm whose 
destruction the Frendi had so long counted was on the verge of 
breaking down. Pitt’s pc^cy of finandng war out of loans and the 
dmiti rvfbiillinn to keep the Allies in die fidd had strained the credit 
of the cciuntry to breaking poinit After Bonaparte’s Italian vio- 
tmies and the naval with^wal from the Meditecranean, Consols 
had fflUm to 53—a level as yet ody equalled during the most disas¬ 
trous year of the Americnn War, 

The Irish Government’s despairing ttpped for fimds to eqtrip Mt* 
Army afrer the Hoohe scate teduced the depleted reswve iqweb 
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in the Bank to little more than a million and a quarter.^ With 
invasion fears causing farmers and traders to with^w their bank 
balances for more primitive forms of hoarding, a run began in the 
middle of February on the north country banks. The news of 
Tate’s landing on the evening of February 33rd precipitated a 
financial panic. By the time the Government was able to announce 
the sequel on the 35 th, the country was within a few horns of 
bankruptcy. Queues of clients besieged the doors of every bank 
and generm repudiation seemed certain. 

Pitt acted promptly. On Saturday the 36th the Cabinet agreed 
to authorise the suspension of cash payments. The King came up 
from Windsor and the Privy Coun^ met to issue a Proclamation 
pending parliamentary sanction. The Bank of England was em¬ 
powers to issue and ^2 paper notes as legal tender. For two 
days it was touch and go: then on the 37th a reassuring statement 
showed that, after meedng all liabilities, the Bank had legal assets 
amounting to nearly ten millions. The sound sense of the country 
did the rest, and by the time Parliament had passed the necessary 
legislation, the worst was over. “ The Frendi do not know this 
wonderful people,” wrote Southey afterwards. ” It was supposed 
that the existence of the English Government depended tmon the 
Bank and that the Bank wotud be ruined by an invasion: the thing 
was tried, men were landed in Wales, away ran the Londoners to 
the Bank to exchange their bills for cash, and the stock of cash was 
presently exhausted. What vras the conscience? Why, v^ien the 
l^ndoners found there was no cash to be had, they began to con¬ 
sider whether they could not do without it, mutu^y agreed to be 
content with paper and have been contented ever since. Tl^ Bank 
is infinitely obl^ed to Prance for the experiment,” ® Once again 
the adaptability of the national character proved Britain’s greatest 
asset. 

Yet for a few weeks, until the Qty and the provinces had adjusted 
themselves to (he situation, the position of Pitt’s Government was 
seriouriy shaken. Restoration of national aedit had been his 

^ It had atood at £8,000,000 two year# before.—Pttt and tht Oraat War, 308. 
. * Etpridla, III, 137-8. The Bank had reason to be, for being enabled to 

Its note issiw at its own discretion without fear of banltruptay, it 
lent it# own pwer money at 5 per cent, of its face value—a very pro- 

toWe transaction. Between 1797 and 1800 the note circulation rose from 
£8,300,000 to £to,ooo,ooo. Cash payments were not resumed tiU i8ai. 
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peculiar acliicvemciit, and with it the great finance Minister stood 
or fell. For some time his strengdi hM mainly lain in the lack of 
any one to replace him: he had many bitter enemies and few 
fnends. In November his coach was stoned and hooted by a mob, 
and he seriously confided to Wilberforce that were he to rcsigp 
his head would be off in six weeks. 

For Pitt was showing s^ps of strain. He was now just on thirty- 
eight and had been Prime Minister continuously for thirteen years, 
the last‘four in time of war and national peril. He felt acutefy the 
solimde of his place, was often impatient, particularly with his 
critics in Parliament, and was much troubled by headaclies. Early 
in the New Year—though only a few knew it—he had delibeiately 
turned his back on what seemed his greatest hope of happiness. 
During his occasional visits to his Kcn^ home, Holwood, he fell 
in love with the eldest daughter of his neighbour. Lord Auckland. 
A lovely, vivadous girl of twenty, Eleanor Eden, naturally fiattered, 
returned his attentions, and the Edens and Pitt’s few close ftiends 
looked forward to a new and screuer era in his life. 

But on January 20th Pitt wrote a letter to Auckland renouncing 
oil hope of rlaiming his daughter’s hand. He wvc no reasons, but 
the shocking state of bis finances was the probable cause. Absorbed 
in public work, he had long left all private business to servants '^o 
made the housekeeping bills at Downing Street and Holwood a 
bottomless pit of ^ot. Reoendy his motho: and brother had imdc 
heavy drafc on his limited purse. A poor man, almost entirely 
dependent on his off ciai salary, he refused like his fether m use his 
official position to enrich himself. He even refused a modest^^ce 
to his prospective fiuher-in-law which would have provided a 
portion for his bride. In an age in which a certain display was re¬ 
garded as an essential part of a public man s cijuipmcnt, w those 
to remain a bachelor because marriage with the women he loved 
would baVB compelled him either to retire or to stoop to a 
of theft from his country which all the world but he mracdud. 

But the act of repumation seemed to shrivel ms frail body. 
Thereafter he became even more solitary than before At councu 
meetings in February it was noted (hat his &ce looked ^oIkh and 
unhealdiy. His foes rejoiced and even his fiic^ complained at to 
want of energy.^ The Bank crisis was made (he occasion of 4 fuU- 

1 FarinafOtt, X, i94* 
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dress attack on him In the House: two days after the suspension of 
cash payments the Opposition carried eighty-six membets into the 
lobbies. “ We have too long had a confiding House of Commons,” 
Fox declared, “ I want now an inquiring House of Commons.” 
The City Common Hall even passed a resolution to address the 
King to remove liis Ministers. There was talk of a new Govem?- 
ment under Lord Moira, excluding “ all persons on cither side who 
had TTiade themselves obnoxious to the public,” 

From this trough of depression Pitt was raised by great tidings. 
On the evening of March 3rd news reached London of a nai^ 
victory against Spain. For a moment the clouds of that terrible 
winter parted. Through them men saw the gleam of something 
swift and glorious, and of a new name—^Nelson. 

The victory which had come so Pnexpcctcdly was owing in the 
first place to Sir John Jervis. After a visit to Portugal to reanimate 
its despairing government and refit his stortn-battered fleet, he bad 
left Lisbon on January i8th, 1707, widi eleven ship* of the Unfe. He 
had refused to remain there a day longer than nsceisary; ” Inaction 
in the Tagus,” he wrote, “ will make Us all cowards.” The bad luck 
whidb had dogged the totigh old man for the past two months still 
held, fot as helcft the estuary one of his only two tbree-deckors went 
aground. This, his fifth casualty since the great gale of December 
lolh, reduced his fleet to ten. Nevetthdess, though he knew that 
close on thirty Spanish ships of the line were expected off Cadis! on 
dieir way from tne Mediterranean to Brest, he never faltered. After 
escorting a Brazil-hound convoy into the Adannc, be heat back 
through winter storms to his chostm station off Cape St. Vincent. 
Here he waited for the enemy and for the batde which he wW 
resolved should determine the fete of Britain. 

Meanwhile the man of destiny who was fated to he England’s 
answer to Napoleon was almost ocfyiahly challenging danger in the 
abandoned Mediterranean, On December 15th, 1796, Commodore 
Ndsem had sailed ftom Gibraltar wiA two ftigatei to evacuate 
trows and stores fi:ora Elba. Off Cartagena, the main Spanish base, 
he fell in with two enemy firigates ^ at once er^aged them, 
captutmg one. He reached Porto Fett^o on the evening of Chtislx 
mas Day, rat in time to escort the erstwhile Betsey Wynne, now 
united to nis fiieud Captain Piemaudc, to a ball where he was 
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received by the delighted British colony—who were feeling a little 
isolated—to the strains of “ Rule Britannia.” On January zpth, 
1797, he sailed again to rejoin Jervis. 

TVo days later the ^anish fleet, twenty-seven battleships and 
twelve large fi^tes, left Cartagena for the Atlantic. Their orders 
were to join the French at Brest and, sweeping die Channel and 
North Sea with their joint forces—greater than anything Britain 
could assemble—escort an army of invasion from Holland to Ire¬ 
land. Thev passed the Straits on February 5th, and NeW, who 
reached Gibraltar four days later, was forrad to sail right through 
them as they battled wim the unwonted Adandc »ucs. While 
dosely pursued by two Spanish battleships, one of his men fell 
overboard and his First Lieutenant, Hardy, towered a boat and went 
to the rescue. To save him, Ndson, cheddng the course of his ship, 
risked almost certain destruction. But the Spaniards, bewildered hy 
their tiny prey’s unaccountabb conduct, checked too, and Nelson 
^t away. Next day he rejoined Jervis ofif Cape St Vincent, and 
hoisted Commodore’s pennant in the Captain, 74. 

That night the two fleets drew near. The Spaniards were ignorant 
of Jervis’s presence, but be, shadowing diem with his frigates, was 

aware of theirs. The night was misty and the Spanish ships, 
strung out over many miles of sea, fell into confusbn, puncturing 
the mence with minute guns. At 5 o’dock on February 14m 
—St Valentine’s Day—they were sighted fifteen miles to the 
south-west: “thumpers,” as the signd-lieutenant of the Bajleur 
reported, “looming like Beachy Head in a fog I ” Jervis had been 
reinforced a week before by Eve ships ftom Bngland, but he 
was outnumbered by nearly two to 6ne, Of his fifteen capital ships 
only two carried IDO guns, whib of the Spanish twenty^cven, 
seven were three-deckers witfi xiz guns or more, one w them 
—the four-decker Smlisdma Trinidad—^ largest fighdng ship 
in the world. Yet Jervis was dctcmiincd to force a battb. 
For he knew that a victory at that inoment was essential to bis 
country. 

ButJervis was no gambler. He had reeiemeddw odds carefully: 
he knew the sttcngui of the Spanish fleet bvit he also knew tts 
fighting capacity. He possesaeo in a snpjww degree that 
pi^ensive common sunsc and balanca whidh, widj. darity df do* 
cision and endurance, are the dlicf attributes of a master of war. 
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Defeat would spell disaster to England but so would failure to 
engage. As the mist lifted and the flag-lieutenant called out the 
odds, he remained grimly unperturbed. “ There are eighteen sail 
of die line. Sir John.” “ Very well, sir.”—” There are twenty sail 
of the line, Sir John.” “ Very well, sir.”—“ There are twenty-five 
sail of the line. Sir John.” “Very well, six.”—“There are twenty- 
seven sail of the line, Sir John; near double our own.” “ If there 
are fifty sail of the line, I will go through them,”—“ That’s right, 
Sir John,” cried the giant C^dian, Captain Hallowcll, in his 
enthusiasm actually slapping his Admiral on die back, “ and a 
damned good lickmg we’ll give them! ” 

In two columns, imperceptibly merging into an impenetrable 
line with stems and bowsprits almost touchii^, the British fleet bore 
down on the enemy, tnalnng straight for a gap—^nearly three miles 
wide—between the main force anda straggling division to leeward. 
It was like the inexorable thrust of a sword into a lanky giant’s 
careless guard. The Spanish Admiral made a gallant effort to dose 
it, but too late. The Principe de Anurias—a three-decker of iia guns 
—tried to break through to join the severed squadron, only to 
encounter the Victory's broadade and drift out of the fight with 
tattered sails and splintered topmasts. Then with the Culloden 
leading, Jervis turned into the wind, his ships taddng in turn and 
meeting the Spanish line on a parallel course. “ L^k at Trou- 
bridge,” he remarked witii triumph suffusing his stem countenance 
as the Culloden went into action, ‘ he handles his ship as if the eyes 
of all England were upon him 1 ” 

Down in the dark of the gun decks and in the “ slaughter houses ” 
near the mainmasts, the men waited with die precision bom of long 
practice. As each enemy drew alongside and all was ready—the 
ports open, matches lighted, the guns run out—they broke into 
three tremendous cheers more daunting to their foes even than the 
thunder of the broadsides. “ Wc gave them their Valentines in 
style,” wrote one of the gunners of dw Goliath; “not that we loved 
fighting, but we all wia^ to be fi-ce to return to our homes and 
follow our own pursuits. We knew there was no other way of 
obtaining diis than by defeating the enemy. ‘ The hotter war, the 
sooner peace,* was a saying wim us.” ^ 

The climax of the bat£ came at about one o'clock. At diat 
‘ Long, 193. 
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moment the head of the Spanish Jine was nearing the tail of the 
British. Nelson, flying his flag in the thirteenth ship in die British 
line, saw with the instinct of genius that only one thing could 
prevent the main Spanish division, which had suddenly turned to 
leeward, from rejoining its isolated ships and so confronting Jervis 
widi a reunited fleet before he could wter course. The Spaniards 
were battered but they were still intact: another few minutes and 
the chance of the decisive victory that England needed would have 

hesitation, disre^ding the letter of the orders he had 
received and anticipating those there was no time to transmit, 
Nelson bore out of the nne and placed the Captain—the smallest 
two-decker in the British fleet—straight in the course of the giant 
Santissima Trinidad and four other ships. For ten minutes it looked 
as though the Captain, her foremast shot away and her whedpost 
broken in a tornado of fire, would be blown out of the water. But 
when the smoke cleared she was still there, and the Excellent un^t 
Captain CoUmgwood was coming to her aid. The Spaniards’ line 
was in inestricable confiision, all hope of a junction between dieir 
sundered divisions at an end and Jervis beating bade into the fight 
with the remainder of his fleet. 

But before the victory was complete, Nelson had done a verv 
remarkable thing. CriMled thongh she was from her duel with 
the Santissima Trirtldad, he placed Captain alon^de the 8o-gim 
San Nicolas and prepared to board. Help«3 by a soldier of the <^(h, 
the one-eyed Commodore climbed through the quarter-g^CT 
window in her stem and led his hoarders in person through die 
officers’ cabins to the quarter-deck. Here he found Captain Berry, 
who had jumped into the etiemys mizen cha^ alr^dy in p^ 
session of the poop and hauling dfown tiw Spanish Ensign. At that 
moment fire was opened on the boarding 
gallery of the three-decker, San Josef, which in die contusion ot ^ 
fight had drifted against the San Nicolas. Pladng sentries at the 
tops of the- ladders of his still scarcely vmquished pnz^ Nelson 
directed his boarding party up the side of the San Josef Th«e, as 
his fiaend CoUkgwood described it, on tte quarter-^ ot a 
Spanish first-rate he received (he swords of the officers ot the tvro 
sBps, “while one <f his sailors bundled them up wdi as mw* 
composure as be would have made a frggot, dmugh twenty-two 

passed. 
Without 
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of their line were still within gunshot.” ^ Presently the Victory, 
now in the thick of the fight again, passed that triumphant group 
on the SanJosef’s quarter-deck, saluting with three cheers. The cool 
daring of the thing tickled the imagination of the Fleet: “ Nelson’s 
patent bridge for hoarding first-rates ” was for long the admiring 
joke of the lower-deck. In the English mode, it rivalled Bona¬ 
parte’s feat at die Bridge of Areola. 

Four battleships, two of them first-rates, remained in the victors’ 
hands. Tlie Spanish Sect, still superior in numbers, withdrew under 
cover of night to Cadiz, bearii^ wounds that firecd Britain fixim 
serious danger in that quarter for many months. Imperial Spain 
had been proved the insubstantial wraith the Navy had alwaj^ be¬ 
lieved it to be: the dt^ed junction between the French and 
Spanish fleets a dream. The nation when it heard the news felt a 
quickening of its pulse; it was reminded what British coun^ 
and rttolution could do. The Government, saved at the eleventh 
hour, showered rewards on the principal commanders; Jervis 
became Bad St. Vincent with a parliamentary pension of ^3000 
a year, the Vice- and Rear-Adrmrals were mile Baronets, and 
another subordinate Admiral soon afterwards became an Irish pea:. 
But the real hero of the day was die till then unknown Com¬ 
modore who was created a Knight of the Bath: his sudden exploit 
Cau^t England’s imagination. Fretful in inaction and querubus 
unda negl^ Nelson was happier than he had ever been, ” rich 
in die praises of every man fi:om die highest to the lowest in thus 
fleet.”* For all men knew him now for what he was. That know- 
ledM was die measure of his opportunity. The yfeats of testing 
and obscurity were over, the sunrise gates of fiilfilmpiur opening 
before hdm. 

* CaildiSioeod, 39. 
*Nicolta, U, 339. 



CHAPTER NINE 

The Fleet in Mutiny 

1797 

“ The able aesuneii of the fleet... are the only destrip- 
tion of men now serving his Alajesly whose situation by 
common exerose of their trade .could be bettered fourfold 
if they were jcelcflaed from the service pf their country.” 

Captain Pfikenham to ^arl fencer, iiihJDec., 1790. 

“ If there is, indeed, a rot in tiie wooden walls of old 
Enfiland, our decay cannot be vary distant . . 

F. E. Sheridan. 

Nei£OH W epp<»tcd the ^ -the very mon?«Qt that the 
corporate fojxe hc.onWiQi ym eontending with ppweis wtedv 
almost seemed too ^cat jfor it. That force was the Navy, which 
Jjad wade ios wtpy pa the world #tagc under Drake and the great 
Elhsabcthans, had swk into in^^pifiewo* under foe early Stuarts, 
revived under CjrpwweU and .the second Qhatlcs to wrest the 
{Tpp^'itl sceptre of commerce frorp I^plland pnd, given admma- 
trativc discipline by fop lifo-lpng labpun of ?c^, had remained 
thxpughoHt foe e^nteenfo c^atury foe prindpaf arbitj?: of human 
affpii?! At pa- yet its ascendancy W never undisputed. For 
over a hundred yearn jnooaichjcsd iPwnce. wifo fo greater popu¬ 
lation and resources, had contended with Btitain fw the comnoim 
of foe pea and on mote foaft one occasion M all atta^d fo 
Britain P danger had been gratw when France apd dm AUan^ 

I empire of Spain had join®! Jhan<k against her: then, as during the 
Amorican -War <wd now in i7P7. bar fleets bad bceu putmmfoetcd 
aodfoehadhad,tD%htfor}ter-Vitry<HdstqaC^ 

But Brifiam h«d alwjPjfonn^bed l^psp to foe 1ft W* foe 
sea was toft wto)le bfojfo whereas wifo n« 
only a secondary coijisidsrajJfHt. “ The thing whum lies norest W 
heart of this nation,” Charles E had written a centuty wfote* is 
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trade and all that belongs to it.” Being an island her commerce was 
maritime and its protection an essentim interest of an ever-growing 
number of her people. They were ready to make sacrifices for the 
Navy which they would never have done for the Army or any 
other service of the Crown. For it was on the Navy, as the Articles 
of War put it, that under the Providence of God the safety, honour, 
and wel^e of the realm depended. 

Because of these things the Navy touched mystic chords in the 
P.nglish heart which went deeper than reason. The fair sails of a 
frigat-p at sea, the sight of a sailor with tarry breeches and rolling 
gait in any inland town, and that chief of all the symbohe spectacles 
of England, the Grand Fleet lying at anchor in one of her white- 
fiinged roadsteads, had for her people the power of a trumpet call 
si^tde Byam Martin, seeing for the first time the tripfc-tiered 
ships of the line lying in Portsmouth harbour, remained “ riveted 
to the mot, perferay motionless, so absorbed in wonder ” that he 
would ^ve stayed there all day had not his hosts sent a boat’s 
crew to fetch him away. From that hour his mind was “ inflamed 
with the wildest desiie to be afloat.” ^ Bobby Shafto going to sea 
widi silver buckles on his knee was an eternal theme of eighteenth- 
century England: of such stuflT were Admirals made. 

They hada hard schooling. Flung like Nelson at twelve into an 
un&miliar world of kicks and cu£, crowded hammocks and icy 
hardships, or after a few months under “ Black Pudding,” the omni¬ 
present horsewhip of the Naval Academy, Gosport, apprenticed as 
midshipmen to the cockpit of a man-of-war, they learnt while still 
childtm to be Spartans, dined off scrubbed boards on salt beef) 
sauerkraut and black-strap, and became complete masters before 
they were men of a wondmul technical skill in all that appertained 
to the sailing and fighting of ships. 

They were as inumd to roughness and salt water as gulls to wind. 
Boys in their teens would spmd days afloat in the maintop, ready 
at any moment to clamber to the masthead when topgrilant or 
studding sail needed setting or taking in. They mw up like bull¬ 
dog, dSighting to cuff and fight: in some ships it was flie practice 
while the oflGcers were dining m the wardroom for tie midshipmen 
to engage regularly in pitched battles on the quarter-deck, Romans 
against Trojans, for tie possession of tic poop, banging away, " all 

^ Manitt, 1,4. 
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in good part,” with broomsticks, handswabs, boarding pikes and 
even muskets. Midshipman Gardner of the Edgar, being piniid in 
the thigh by a comrade with a j&xed bayonet in the counc of one of 
these oiendly scraps, retaliated by putting a small quantitv of 
powder into a mu^t and firing at his assailant, marking * his 
phiz ” for life.^ So toughened, they feced the world on their toes 
ready for anything and everyone. Such were die high-spirited 
midshipmen who pelted the British Ambassador with plums at the 
Carnival at Pisa and, as he looked angry, hove another volley at 
his lady, observing that she seemed better tempered than his Ex¬ 
cellency.* 

So also the officers of the wardroom, dining at the best inn in 
Leghorn and growing somewhat merry, rolled tbe waiter among 
the dishes in the tabl^oth and pelted the passers-by with loaves 
and chicken legs.® 

These were the permanent cadre of the Navy; the officen of the 
Establishment, “ bom in the surf of the sea,” who, unlike the lower 
deck, coming and going as occasion demanded, lived in the Service 
and died in it. T&y were bound together by the closest tics of 
professional honour, etiquette and experience. Socially they were 
of all sorts: one high-bom captain filled his fiigate with so many 
sprigs of aristoctacy that his first lieutenant—no respecter of persons 
—was wont to call out in mockery to the young noblemen and 
honoutables at the diferent ropes, “ My lords and gentl^en, shiver 
the mizen topsail! ” The majority were of humbler origin, occasio^ 
ing Sir Walter Elliot’s remaric that, though the promssiim had its 
utuity, he would be sorry to sec any friend of his belonging to it. 
Few had much of this world’s goods nor, unless exceptionally 
lucky over prize money, could hope for much. Some were scholars 
—for it was a literary age—and read their Shake^eaie or discoursed 
learnedly on the rfasijiral associations of the foreign ports they 
visited: more often they were simple souls “better acqminted 
with ropc-yams and bilge watw: than with Homer or VltgiL But 
one and ^ were masters of tibeir profission, Pioud in 
obedience to King and country and ready to give their lives tod au 
riiey hqd whenever the Service demandsd. A bloody war and 

* Gardner, S3, 
* Chrdner,'iAO. 
* Ibid,, 14a. ‘ 
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a sickly season I ” was the closing toast of many a jovial evening in 
tile wardroom: it was so that men rose in their calling.^ 

Such men not only oflScered the fleet; they gave it their own tone 
and spirit. They were often rough teachers, full of fearful oadis like 
the master’s mate of the Edgar who ended every sentence with a 
“ Damn your whistle,” and too fond of enforcing their commands 
with the lash. But the men they commanded were rough too; 
hard-bitten mercliant seamen and fishermen, brought into the 
Service for the diuration by the pressgangs, with always a sediment 
in every ship of jailbirds and incorrigibles whose omy chance of 
freedom was the hard life of the sea. The unresting, automatic 
disciphne which the handling of wind-propelled warships in 
northern ■waters demanded could not have been enforced by gentler 
souls: it was that which Mve Britain command of the waves and 
kept the Royal Navy 60m the slovenly, helpless degradation 
which befell that of revolution^ France. From the admiral, 
pped on board, to the boatswain s mate with to colt ready to 
‘ start ” the lower deck to action, strictly ordered subordination 

and readiness to obey were the hallmarks of the Service. 
The life of the seamen was a life apart; something that was of 

England and yet remote firom it A King’s ship was a httlc wooden 
world of its own, ■with its peculiar customs and gradations ungucssed 
at by landsmen; its proud foretopmen, the aristocrats of me sea, 
and far down out of sight its humble waisters; pumpers and sewer- 
men, scavengers and mgsty keepen, In such a community, often 
years together away from a home port, men learnt to know each 
other as they seldom can on shore: to love and trust to fear and 
hate one another. There were ships that became floating IipHs, 
^cd by some sadistic tyrant, ■with drunken, flogging oflScers 
“c^bed as fiends,” and savage, murderous crpws sum as that 
which flung BHgh of the Bounty to perish in an open boat in a re¬ 
mote sea. There were others commanded by captains like Nelson, 
Peflew and Duncan, where the men looked on their oflScers as 
fathers and were eager to dare and do anything for <-b<»Tp, Here 

So Nelson wrote to hk father : " I wish I could congratulate you upon 
a rectory inst^ of a vicarage ; it is rather awieward wishing the poor man 
dead, but we aU rise by deaths. I got my rank by a shot killing a post-captain 
and I iMst amoerely hope I shall, when I go, go out of the world the 
vray; then tye ^ go m the line of our profession—a parson prayina and a 
captom fighting.' , -o 
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sometliing of the unspoken sympathy between experienced rider 
and horse entered into the rcl^onship between quarter and lower 
deck. 

The nation honoured its rough, simple seamen, as it had cause 
to, though it usually saw them at their worst; ashore on their brief 
spells of leave, with discipline relaxed and their hard-earned nionev 
riotously dissipated on brandy and the coarse Megs and DoUs of the 
seaports. But it saw too, as we also can glimpse from the prints of 
the old masters, the fine manly feces, the earnest gaze, the careless 
attitudes so full of strength and grace for all the gnarls and distor¬ 
tions of weather, accident and disease: symbols of rugged-headed 
courage, manly devotion and simple-hearted patriotism. They were 
children—^generous, suspicious, forgiving, with the fbrtituae and 
patience of men: rough Britons tempered by the unresting sea into 
virtue of a rare and peculiar kind. The sight of a Monsieur's sails 
roused in them all the unconquerable pugnacity of their race: the 
whine of Johnny Crapaud’s mot whipped their quick tempers to 
savagery. Though chivalrous and generous victors, they were not 
good losers like me courtly Spaniards and the aristocrats of the old 
French navy; they had to beat their adversary or die. As they 
waited at quarters before a fight, “ their black silk handkcrchieB 
tied round their heads, their shirt-sleeves tucked up, the crows and 
handspikes in their hands and the boarders all ready with their 
cutla^cs and tomahawks,” they reminded an eyc-wimess of so 
many devils.^ 

Yet from such scenes the British saUor could pass in a fisw hours 
to the buffoonery and practical jokes dear to the lower deck, the 
fiddler’s lively air, the droll or pathetic ballads with theit rhythm 
of the waves, while the seas broke over the forecastle and the ship 
pitched and rolled; and to those tenderer moments when, home¬ 
ward bound, hearts panted with the anticipated happiness of meet¬ 
ing wives and sweemcarts and the headwiw's moping contrariness 
was lulled by die chorus of " Grieving’s a folly, Boys I" 

' " And now arrived that jovial night' 
When every trae bred tar carouses, 
when, o’er the gtofc att hands delight 
To toast their sweemcarts and thek spouses,” 

1 Gardner, 130. 
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History loves to linger over the good-humoured jollity between 
decks when port was reached: the girls on the seamen’s knees with 
sturdy, buxom arms around their necks; the reels and jigs as 
Susan’s bright eyes promised her Tom Tough his long-awaited 
reward; the grog and flip that passed about under the light of tie 
flickering lanterns. And judging by the popularity of Dibdin’s 
songs, the nation liked to think of such scenes too and took deep 
comfort in die thought of the hearts of oak and jolly tars that kept 
its foes at bay.^ 

It was because of these things that the news, whispered round 
London on the morning of April 17th, 1797, came as a knock-out 
blow to England. The fleet was in mutiny. Surprise, terror, grief 
appeared in every face. The Navy, which three months before had 
saved the country from invasion, was now ready to betray it to its 
enemies. The hour of this parricidal stab could not have been more 
fetal. The Austrians had a^ed Bonaparte for a truce, Ireland was 
defenceless and a new army of invasion was embarking under cover 
of a Dutch battle squadron at the Texel. And now the Channel 
Fleet—the buckler on which everything depended—^had refused 
orders to sail and mutinied for an increase in pay. Britain had never 
known anything like it. 

Naval pay, £^cd by andent enactment, had stood £ot nearly a 
century and a half at 19s. a month for an ordinary seaman and 24s. 
for an A.B. But the price of flic commodities on which the sailor’s 
family depended had not remained constant. To die normal rising 

trend of prices had been added war inflation now ag^vated by the 
bank crisis. In the merchant service the laws of su^y and demand 
had raised the seaman’s pay to four times the naval rate. Prevented 
by the pressgang from soling their highly skilled services in the 
open market and forced to let their wives and diildren starve while 
they served their country, the men were conscious of a grave in¬ 
justice of wb'ch their rulers—^ill-served by statistics—^werc blissfully 
unaware. Even the despised soldiers had been given a small rise 
since the war.* But the sailors—the pride and defence of the nation 
—^had had nothing done for them, though certain of their ofiScers 

^ " I never ait down to dinner,” wrote one lady, ” but 1 wish them a share.” 
*ThanlB to toe Duke of York. It was an additional grievance that whereas 

a Chelsea pensioner received £13 a year, a Greenwich pension only brought 
m £7. 
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had recently had increases. So strong was their feeling that at tlic 
beginning of March before sailing for the spring cruise the men of 
the Channel Fleet combined to send round-robins to old Lord Howe, 
th^ nominal conimandcr-in-chief. In these they respectfully 
pointed out that the cost of living had doubled and that dicir pav 
■was insufficient to support their fe.mibes. And since it was offiv 
paid in the port of commission, whence in war-time a ship might 
be absent for months and even years, it was frequendy in 
arrears.^ 

As Howe was an invalid at Bath and about to hand over his 
command finally to his deputy, Lord Bridport, he merely forwarded 
the petitions to the Admiralty. Here they were ignored. For in the 
critical state of the country’s finances, application to Parliament for 
a rise in naval pay seemed out of the question, and discussion of the 
matter would thus obviously be undesirable. As die petitions were 
anonymous no reply was made. When the Fleet returned to Spit- 
head at the end of March the men found dicir request met by 
silence. They were very ang^ and took steps to prepare a petitiou 
to Parliament and to support it by joint action. " They had better,” 
the Queen Charlotte’s men wrote of the Government, “ go to war 
with die whole globe than with dieir own subjects.” * 

Of all this Lord Bridport was tmaware. For tnrough an adminis¬ 
trative oversight the Admiralty had failed to inform him of the 
petitions. But on April lath he accidentally learnt of a plot to seize 
the ships and hold them as pledges for redr^ of grievances. He was 
naturally profoxmdly shocked and, hearing at second hand of the 
petitions to Howe, became exceedingly indignant with the Ad¬ 
miralty.^ In his heart he sympathised with the men’s demands. 
But when he raised the matter with Whitehall, he was merely told 
to take the Fleet to sea. For the Admiralty was determined to side¬ 
track the matter. 

On the morning, therefore, of April ifidi—Easter Sunday— 
Bridport reluctantly ordered die Fleet to wc^h andior. His signal 
was ignored. In the Queen Charlotte, Howes former flagship, the 
men, seeing an attempt to forestall the mutiny, manned the shrouds 

^ Admiral Duncan thought this the greatest of all the sallot's grfcvances. 
—Spacer Papers, II, laa. 

“Bonner 8^th, Mariner’s Mirror, XXI, 447* 
“Bridport to the Admiralty, 15th April, 1797.—Bonner Smith, ilfariiwr'r 

Mirror, XXl, 439. 
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and gave three cheers—the prearranged signal for revolt. At once 
the leaders put ofif in boats and rowed round the fleet, ordering the 
crew of every vessel to send two delegates that night to the Queen 
Charlotte. Bridport, who like all the Hoods was a shrewd and 
sensible man, forbade his captains to resist. Instead he ordered them 
to muster their men and a^ them to state their grievances. 

That evening the delegates of sixteea batdeships assembled in 
the Queen Charlotte’s stateroom to draw up rulM for the regulation 
of the fleet. They ordered watches to be kept, dnmkenncss to be 
punished by flogging and ducking, and yard-ropes to be rove at 
every fore-yard arm to enforce their authority. Women were to be 
allowed aboard as usual in harbour, but to prevent titdc-tatde were 
not to go ashore till the matter was setded. Respect was to be paid 
to the rank of officers, but, until the desires of me men were satis¬ 
fied, not an anchor was to be raised. To symbolise thdr unanimity 
the shrouds were to be manned morning and night and three cheers 
given. 

It was a Strang position. The Fleet was in indubitable mutiny. 
Yet the men did not rc^d themselves as mutineers and persisted 
in trying to behave as mough ordinary discipline prevailed. The 
country was at war with an ideological creed which glorified 
revolution: it was hourly expecting invasion. Yet in the rebclUous 
ships there was no sign of sympathy with that revolution: on the 
contrary the delegates declared that the Heet would sail at once if 
the French put to sea. They even stopped the frigates and small 
craft firom taking part in the mutiny lest ffie country’s trade should 
suffer. Nervous folk on shore, imagining " secret Jacobin springs,” 
looked for foreign agents and agitators. But if there were any such, 
they were tmsucccssful in impressing their principles on their old 
foes of the Channel fleet. In its good order, common sense and 
almost pathetic legalism the start of the English revolution cott- 
trasted strangely with the French. 

Meanwhile Admiral Pole, dispatched post-haste widi news of 
the mutiny, had reached the Admiralty at midnight on the itSth. 
In the small hours of Tuesday morning he told his horrifying story 
to the Krst Lord. Earl Spencer was the best type of patrician—nn 
athlete stUl in early middle age, a scholar with liberal fcanings, red- 
haired, and handsome. He acted with promptitude and vigour. As 
soon as it was light he hurried to the Prime Minister and jtter a day 
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of interviews set out for Portsmouth with two junior Lords and 
the Secretary of the Admiralty. 

Here on the 18 th the Board, formally sitting in the Pouirtain Inn, 
opened its proccedii^. Refusii^ to compromiie its dignity by 
meeting the seamen personally, it used the flag officers of the Fleer 
as go-betweens. It might have been wiser for Spencer, who was 
over-persuaded by his Service colleagues, to have settled the matter 
directly with the delegates, whose weakness was not Jacobinism 
but excessive suspicion. As it was, in the delays and second thoughts 
bom of too much coming and going, the seamen’s conditions 
tended to rise. A new petition on the i8th added demands that 
rations—on paper a pound of meat, a pound of biscuits and half a 
pint of rum a day—Should no longer oe subjected to die purser’s 
customary deduction of an eighth, that fresh vegetables should be 
provided in port, that the sick should be properly cared for, that 
pay shoidd be continued to the wounded until discharged, and that 
in harbour men should have leave to go ashore instead of remain¬ 
ing aboard like prisoners. The unknown hand who framed this 
document asked that the sailors should be looked upon as a number 
of men standing in the defence of their country, and that they might 
in some wise ‘mave the grant of those sweets of Liberty on shore 
when in harbour.” He ended by assuring the Admiralty that the 
men would sufier double the hardships they complained of sooner 
than allow the Crown to be imposed on try a foreign Power,^ 

The new requests were in themselves rcasonahlc: they were all 
in the end granted without doing the country the least injury. 
Pursers who ” took cate of their eighths ” were for too common; 
the meat was often xmcatable, the biscuits weevily, the butter 
rancid and the cheese full of long red worms.* Many ship's sur¬ 
geons were drunken wastrels who had gone to sea as the last resort 
in a life of professional foilure. And considering that the seamen 
had been tom away from their homes and callings to indesctibahle 
hardships and tedium, it seemed monstrously unjust to keep them 
on board in harbour. 

1 Bonner Smith, Mariner’t Minor, XXII, 74. 
* It was an old saying in the Service that Judas Iscariot was the feat 

Purser. But Boatswauu often ran them fine in the art of peculation. It nva 
Johnny Bone, the Boatswain of the Edgar, to whom the great Adam Poncan 
obsei^^ ; " "Whatever yon do, Mr. Bone, I hope and trust you wfll not 
tabe the anchoia from the bowa."—Ctzrsfesr, 71:. 
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But however reasonable, the ultimatum was presented at a time 
when the country was in graver danger than my since the Spanish 
Armada appeared off Plymouth. To yield uncondidonaUy at the 
pistol’s mouth might undermine the whole fabric of naval disdpline 
and precipitate the same tragic train of events which had brought 
monarchical France to massacre and ruin. To aristocrats like 
Spencer the very discipline of the mutineers seemed ominous: it 
argued, as Lady Spencer wrote to “ weathercock ” Windliam, a 
steadiness wfaicli overpowered her with terror.^ Therefore, though 
the Board prudently eschewed violent counsels, it determined to 
make some sort of a stand: to keep the seamen at a distance and, 
while granting the substance of their demands, to make as many 
minor abatements as possible. In fact it tried to avoid paying the 
full price for its own former and very English failiure—through 
complacency, inertia and reluctance to inquire too closely into 

uncomfortable Sicts—to reform abuses while it had time to do so 
with dignity. 

The results of this obstinacy were not happy. On the 20th the 
Prince of Wmtemberg, who had come to Portsmouth to marry the 
Princess Royal, had b«n cheered and saluted as though nothing 
unusual was happening while being escorted by Spencer round the 
mutinous Fleet. Tins singularly English episode encouraged the 

Lords of the Admiralty in their firm resolve. But next day, while 
Admiral Gardner was arguing with the delegates in the Queen 
Charlottes stateroom, the men—^aficr seeming agrccmait had been 
reached—grew suspicious and declared that a find settlement must 
wait till a pardon had been received under the King’s hand. At this 
the Admiral, who thought it high time the Fleet was at sea, lost his Sr and denoimced the dme^tes as “ a damned, mutinous, 

Tiatd set ” of " skulking fellows ” who were afraid of meet¬ 
ing the French. In his fury he even shook one of them and 
threatened to have him hanged. At this there was a riot which 
ended in the apoplectic old man’s being hustled out of the flagship 
and die red flag being hoisted in all ships. Hoe officers were placed 
under confinement or—in the case or die unpopular ones—sent 
ashore. 

Once more, fficed by urgent crisis, Spencer acted prompdy. That 
nig^t he set out for London to obmin the royal pardon, secured next 

Windham Papers, II, 48. 
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morning an iinmeiate Cabinet council and by midnight had 
obtamcd die King’s signature at Windsor and had W* copies 
printed for circulation in the fleet. But by die time that 
galloped through the nigh^ reached Pommouth, the good temper 
of the Navy was already reasserting itself. The astonishing dtSe- 
gates, while stiU insisting on the redress of grievances, had apolo- e’ led graccfuUjr^ to Bridport for the flag-striking incident and 

gged him as " fiither of the Fleet ” to resume command. This 
the admiral did on the morning of the 24th, reading die Royal 
proclamation to the crew of the flagship and making a speech in 
which he promised general satis&ctioa of all demands. The mutiny 
thereupon ended. Next morning the greater part of the Fleet 
dropp^ down to St. Helens to await an easterly wind to carry it 
to Brest. 

But though the country coi^atulated itself that a dreadful week 
had been attended by no worse consequences, suspicion and unrest 
remained. The men were not sure that the (^vemment meant to 
honour its promises. The inexplicable delays attendant on parlia¬ 
mentary processes ^ increased their distrust During the next fort¬ 
night wMe the fleet waited for the wind, the ferment continued 
to work. The seamen had tasted power and learnt their strength. 
Moreover the recognition of th^ principal grievances had re¬ 
minded them of others. 

On several occasions in the recent past abuses in particular ships 
had been so serious that they had provoked isolated mutimes. Over- 
rapidity of war-time expansion and the difficulty of raising men and 
keeping them from desertion had aggravated me severity of disci¬ 
pline. With die jails emptied to supply the presseangs, it is not 
surprising that some officers could omy enfort® order at the cat’s 
tail. Suck a regimen could be accompanied by a horrible bnitaJity. 
” The ill-usage we have on board this ship,” the crew of the fVin- 
chelsea wrote to the Admiralty early in the war, " forced m to flj^ 
to your Lordships the same as a child to its father.” Another ship s 
company referred to its treatment “ from the dram of a captain ” 
as more than the spirits and hcarte of Englishmen could bear, ” for 
we are bora free but now we are slaves.” These things were agaiost 
the Regulations, but, with each ship a world of its own and ofiw 

* Tl^ic King with his usual oommon sense oomj^lai&dcl 0/ &ese-—tSj***®*' 
Popart, II, 124. 

YJ. B 
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far from port, the Regulations were hard to enforce. In certain 
■ihip-; the officers, as Collingwood said, beat the men into a state 
of insubordination. 

Grievances apart, the Fleet was ripe for trouble. The dilution of 
the better elements with the worse had left a dangerous sediment at 
the bottom of every crew. In four years of war naval personnel had 
swollen from 16,000 to 120,000. Many of the latest joined were 
“ quota men ” raised under the Act of 1795 which had imposed on 
every parish the obligation of supplying die Service. Among these 
were inevitably some of superior station—broken-down tradesmen, 
fraudulent attorneys and the like, who were disgruntled with their 
lot. Ten per cent of the seamen were foreigners. Another ten per 
cent were Irish, some of them under sentence for political offences 
and illegally smuggled into the Fleet by high-handed officials. 
Recently an increasing number had been United Irishmen and 
sympatmsets with the principles proclaimed by France.^ 

The agitation and struggle or those seven breathless days at 
Spithcad stirred all this perilous matter into a ferment. This was 
no ordinary mutiny, for it had succeeded. Suspicion that its fruits 
were going to be filched by parliamentary chicanery was now 
aroused by two circumstances. On the 3rd the Duke of Bedford, 
making party capital out of a national misfortune, contrived by an 
awkward question in the Lords to convey to uninitiated seamen 
poring over their newspapers the fidse idea that the Government was 
going to drop the bill for supplementary naval pay. Simultaneously 
me Admiralty circulated a foolish document forbidding captains to 
temporise with mutiny, and directing the marines to be kept in 
constant readiness for action. This was no more than a childish 
attempt of official pride to recover official face. But by accident or 
design its contents became known to the Fleet. On Sunday, May 
7th, when on a change of wind Bridport hoisted the signal to sail 
the seamen at St. once more manned the shrouds and broke 
into defiant cheers. 

This dme uiutinv wore a graver aspect. The seamen of the Royal 
George, swearing their officers had deceived them, seized the arms 
and ammunition. A broil in Admiral Colpoys’s flagship at Spithead, 
in which a seaman lost his life while rushing the quarter-deck, nearly 

‘Wolfe Tone himself was nearly presaed’vdille sailing in 1705 from Ire¬ 
land to Amenca.—Lecky, III, 496. 
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ended in the Admiral and the officer who had fired the shot being 
summarily hanged. In other ships unpopular officers were bundled 
ashore and left with their belongings on the quayside. Some of the 
marines, the traditional keypins of naval discipUne, joined the 
rest. 

The people of Portsmouth, confronted with the spectacle of the 
fleet flying the red flag and of shaken captains and admirals dumped 
on the sea front like htigris, hourly expected the arrival of the 
French and the guillotine. As a Civil Lord of the Admiralty wrote 
to Spencer, the situation formed “the most awful crisis” the 
country had ever known. 

Meanwhile the conflagration had spread. At Plymonth the crews 
of Sir Roger Curtis's squadron had mutinied on April 26th and 
turned most of their captains ashore. Pour days later ominous 
cheering signalled an outbreak of revolt in the flag^p of the North 
Sea Fleet waiting at Yarmouth for a wind to blockade the Dutch 
invasion fleet in the Texd. But in this case the Admiral in con>- 
mand was equal to the occasion. Towering with rage, the giant 
Scot, Adam Duncan, called his men out of the foreshrouds and 
rated them like a father. The affiir ended—^for they adored the fine 
old man—^in their promising to go to any part of the world with 
him and writing a letter thanking the Lorck of the Admiralty for 
their compliance withthe request of the Channel Fleet. 

For underneath the suspicion, the smouldering grievances and 
agitation ran the English individual sense of humanity. A worthy 
officer remained in the seamen's eyes a worthy man, however much 
he might theoretically embody me forces of de^otism. All die 
genermisations of French ideology or Irish logic could never per¬ 
suade them otherwise. • 

It was this deep-rooted manliness of tile British sailor that saved 
the day. The authorities, at last abandoning filse pride, behaved 
vrith equal good sense. The supplementary estimates providing for 
the increase in pay were htirned through their remaining stages, 
and the one line of approach to the disgruntled seamm which was 
certain of success—the simple human one—was chosen. Someone 
with a flash of the inspiration which always seems to come to the 
salvation of England in the last ditch suggested tiic victor of the 
First of June as a deus ex machina. Armed with full powers to redress 
grievances on behalf of the Admiralty and to grant pardon on that 
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of the Crown, Lord Howe, overcoming gout and infirmities, set 
off for Portsmouth. Without wasting a minute he liad himself 
rowed across the Solent to St. Helens where, visiting every ship in 
turn, he set to work to restore the confidence of the seamen in 
their rulers. 

By May 13th, six days after the renewed mutiny had begun, the 
old hero had achieved Ids purpose of quietening what he described 
as “ the most suspicious but most generous minds ” he had ever 
met. 

The demand of the men to dismiss the mote unpopular officers was 
tactfully turned by getting the latter to petition the Admiralty for 
transfer to other ships. There only remained to celebrate die recon¬ 
ciliation of Fleet and nation. On May 15th, after twelve hours of 
rowing round the cheering fleet amid the strains of “ Rule Bri¬ 
tannia, " Black Dick ”—as exhausted as after the batdc of the 
First of June~was carried by the sailors shoulder high to the port fovemot’s house. Here in a perfect delirium of patriotic emotion 

e and his lady entertained the delegates to a grand dinner and 
jollification. At Plymouth, where a similar happy ending occurred. 
Captain Bogcr, after being kept a prisoner in the Cambridge guard- 
ship, was paraded with his fellow-captains in open carriages round 
the town on. a broiling summer day, amid tumultuous cheering. 
Dressed in full uniform, with a fece scarlet from the heat, he re¬ 
peatedly asked for a glass of water, but his men, who were extremely 
fond of him, horrified at the request, told him that " his Honour Sht have any sort of ^og, but that as for water, they would not 

X his Honour to dnnk it.” ^ 
Two days lattx the Channel Fleet put to sea to seek the enemy. 

But the country had no time for relief. During the second Spithead 
mutiny the news reached London that Austria, brought to her knees 
by Bonaparte’s advance on Vienna, had signed an armistice at 
Leohen and that France was free to concentrate her entire force 
against England. Already a Dutch army was waiting at the Texd. 
Every day brought new alarms. On May 12th, wKle Howe was 
completing his work of pacification, a brilliant young Tory M.P., 
GrorM Canning, penned some mock venes congratulating his 
ftiena ‘Windham, who had made a comforting ministerial reference 
in a recent speech to " negative successes,” on a “ day of no disas- 

‘ C. N, RoWnson, Tfu British Tar m Fact and Fiction (1909), 129. 
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ter.” ^ He was too soon. For on that very day, while rumours 
percolated through London that the Household troops had re¬ 
volted, the men of the flagship at Shcemess defied their officers and 
turned the forecastle guns on the quarter-deck. The rest of the 
battleships lying m the mouth of tfc river at the Great and Little 
Nore followed their example. 

The good humour and sense which had characterised proceedings 
at Spithcad were lacking at the Nore. The chief ringleader was an 
cx-schoolmastcr who had recently taken the Government’s quota 
money to get himself out of a debtor’s prison. The son of an Exeter 
tradesman, Richard Parker, now thirty years of age, had been three 
times to sea, had served as a midshipman and had been court- 
martiaUed for insubordination. He marked his return to the Navy 
by helping to stir up trouble in the port flag and depot ship, the 
Sandwich, already rife with discontent throu^ her foul and over¬ 
crowded condition. Like many other famous talkers he was full of 
good intentions, on which later apologists have dwelt at length. 
But he was vrilhout moral ballast. He was ambitious, vain, rn- 
truthful, weak and so excitable as to seem at times mentally de¬ 
ranged. In his hands the smouldering grievances and resentment 
of rough and ignorant men became a terrible menace. 

The mutineers at the Nore formulated no specific demands. It 
was mutiny without an objective. It disregarded the general settle¬ 
ment reached at Spithcad. Like the French Revolution in miniature, 
it proceeded on its own momentum and degenerated into rebellion 
for the sake-of rebellion. Parker, who stylM himself President and 
kept up an Admiral's state, never stirred without the accompani¬ 
ment of musical honours and banners. He told the men that the 
act for the increase of their pay was only a temporary Order in 

^ " Oh tell me 1 does to-day’s event 
Serve to illustrate what you meant ? 

—Or will the soldiers riot ? 
Oh I if the Guards have not rebeD’d 
And if die naval fray is quell’d. 

If Portsmouth yet is quiet; 

' Cbme, 'Wlttdham 1 c^brate with me 
This day of joy and jubilee, 

Thia day of no dlmter t 
Out Government is ttol, o’ertumed— 
Huzea I—Our Fleet has not been burned ; 

Our Anny'i not oat master." 
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Council and, when shown to be wrong, declared that it had no 
validity beyond the end of the year. Only after repeated requests 
for the men’s grievances did he present Admiral Buckner—in whose 
presence he remained contemptuously covered—^with an ulti¬ 
matum of eight articles. One or these affirmed the right of seamen 
to digmi« tlieir officers. But he refused to discuss matters with any 
one but the Lords of the Admiralty, insisting that they should wait 
on the delegates. 

Meanwhile his followers ceaselessly paraded the streets of Sheer- 
ness or rowed in procession round the port, armed with pistols and 
cutlasses and accompanied by brass ban^ playing " Rule Bri¬ 
tannia " and " Britons, Strike Home! ” For die men, though greatly 
enjoying their holiday and unwonted power, Englishwise refused 
to admit any disloyalty in their attitude. When the Government 
marched two regiments of militia into the place, Parker wrote to 
Admiral Buckner protesting at the “ insult to the peaceable be¬ 
haviour of the seamen.” He added that die Lords of me Admiralty 
were themselves remiss in their dut^ in ftiling to attend where 
their appearance would jgive satisfaction. 

As the Admiralty dechned to obey, the mutineers proceeded to 
more vigorous measures. On May 23rd they seized eight gunboats 
lying in Sheemess harbour and carried them off in triumph to die 
Norc. Next day they dispatched delegates to Yarmouth to urge the 
men of the North Sea Fleet to join them. Here Admiral Duncan, 
having received news that the Dutch fleet was embarking troops at 
the Texel, was about to sail for Ireland. Though the Eital infection 
was at work in his ships, he trusted to his personal popularity 
to overcome it. Only a week before he had dealt with a further 
outbreak in the Adamant by hoisting his flag in her and aslring the 
turbulent crew whether any man dared to dispute his authority. 
When one of die ringleaders said he did, die giant Admiral 
had picked him up by the collar with one hand and, bearing Lim to 
the side of the vessel, had cried out, “ My lads, look at this fellow 
who dares to deprive me of the command of the Fleet! ” After 
which indpient mutiny in that ship at least dissolved in laughter. 

But on the apth, while standing out for the Dutch coast, one aftir 
another of Duncan’s ships left him and sailed home to the Note. 
Only his flagship, the Venerable, and the now feithful Adamant 
kept their course. “lam sorry,” wrote the gsdlant old man^ “ that 
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I liave lived to see die pride of Britain disgrace die very mme of it” 
Not since an enemy sailed up the Medway had such shame hcfallen 
the Navy. 

Meanwhile on the evening of die aTth the Cabinet, faced by the 
gravity of the situation, resmved that the Admiralty must swallow 
its pride and go down to Shcemess, A new Royal Pardon was made 
out specifically covering the post-Spithead mutinies. That night 
Spencer, accompanied by two colleagues and the Secretary of die 
Board, set off again on ^ travels. But on reaching Sheemess on 
the 28th, he found what he had already suspected, that the Fleet’s 
attitude was not unanimous and that many of the men were already 
sickening of Parker’s presumption. He therefore rcfiised to receive 
the delegates and, remaining in the Dockyard Commissioner’s 
house, used old Admiral Buckner as an intermediary. And as 
Parker refused to abate anything fi:om his demands, the First Lord 
presendy returned to London with his mission unaccomplished. 
With Parker to deal with, it is doubtful if any other course was 
ever possible. 

It was now war to die knife. Neither side would admit of com¬ 
promise. While the mutineera were enthusiastically welcoming 
Duncan’s absconding batdeships, the Government was giving orders 
to cut their communications with the shore. All featemisadon 
between the Fleet and the Army was stopped and the sailors were to 
be resisted by force if they attempted to land. A Bill was hurried 
through Paruament extending the dcadi penalty to persons having 
intercourse with rebellious seamen. Finally the provisions of the 
Fleet at the Norc were stopped. These mcasuresf, which pased berth 
Houses with only one dissentient vote, were st«ra in the extreme. 
But they reflected the mood of the nation. Tfaw were an instance 
of the English method of grappling with a problem only when it 
became unmistakably dangerous but then doing so without second 
thoughts or hesitation. For die rulers of .England weakness was a 
thing of the past. 

Nor did they stand on pride. The Army, whose loyalty was so 
vital in that hour, was treated with a new consideration. Increases 
in pay long asked for in vain by the military authorities were 
immediately granted by Parliament. The soldiers responded cheer* 
fiilly: having beesn so often sneered at by the seamen fot thdr 
inefficiency and defeats, it was a pleasant change to become the 
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heroes of the nation and be set to police the proud favourites. Under 
the command of Sir Charles Grey, the most popular pfEccr in the 
Army, the troops kept close watch along the Kent and Essex shores 
and scarcely allowed a man to pass.^ 

Behind them was die nation. Its patriotism and sense of danger 
were alike aroused: fear of the invader waiting at the Texel and the 
intangible bogfy of revolution that had grown up during the horrors 
of tile Terror and the unreasoning years of war propaganda. To 
simple Britons Fox and his gang of traitors and defeatists lurked 
imder the dcle^tes’ table in the stateroom of die Qiteeti Charlotte. 
To frustrate their vile tricks and save the nation, thousands of 
middle-class ddzens enrolled as “ peace officers ” or volunteered to 
serve in the flotilla of gunboats which Commodore Gower was 
organising in Long Reach to defend London from the mutineers. 
The East India Company placed all its ships at the Government’s 
disposal: hundreds of private merchants followed its example. 

The stoppage of the Fleet’s victuals placed the delegates ha a 
quandary. Since they would not go back, they had to go forward. 
On May 3 ist they decided to “ show the country that they had it in 
their trawer to stop the trade of the river.” But when on June 2nd 
they did so, seizing every ship entering or leaving the Thames, they 
merely united the country more vigorously than before. The 

^ The kind of u^attnent to which the despised “ lobsters “ were subjected 
in the seaports is iQustrsted by an extract horn Conunander Gardner’s 
BecoUtetiom (16), describing an incident on Gosport beach when a party 
of soldiers was marching some Frendi prisoners to Forton Jail; " A potse 
of women rushed out of Rime’s noted alley, and, pointing to the solmers, 
sang the following beautiful ditty : 

'* Don't you see the ships a-coming f 
Don’t you see theta in full sail ? 
Don’t you see the ships a-coming 
With the prizes at their tail i 
Oh I my httle rolling sailor. 
Oh I my little rolling he ; 
I ^ love a jolly sailor, 
Blithe and merry might he be. 

“ Sailors tiiey get all the money, 
Soldiets they get none but brass ; 
I do Jove a jolly sailor, 
Soldiers they may kiss . , . 
Oh I my littie rolling sa^r, 
Oh I my little rolling he; 
I do love a joHy sailor, 
Soldiers may damned for me 1 ” 
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trading community, attacked at its most waisitive point, was ap¬ 
palled and, because it was appalled, furious. So were the good 
people of the Thames-side towns who found tarred and feathered 
officers dumped by piratical crews on their waterfronts. This was 
plainly the prelude to the orw of massacre, rape and arson which 
the and-Jacobm cartoonists had taught them to fear. When the 
Government rctahated against the blockade by removing the buoys 
and beacons at the mouth of the Thames, there was not a dissentient 
voice from a seafreing people. 

As the rest of the nation became more unanimous, the seamen 
became less so. The mutiny was popular so bng as it remained a 
holiday demonstration with plenty or triumphal processions ashore, 
patriotic songs and brass banm and an unwonted freedom for airing 
grievances and slightii^ tyrannical officers. It became another 
thing altogether when it meant being cooped in idle ships, denied 
the liberty of the shore and its taverns and kept to short commons. 
But what really sapped the spirit of mutiny was die realisation that 
the nation, which nowever sparing it mignt be in other things had 
alwa^ lavished unstinted praise on its smors, now r^^irdeo them 
as traitors and French dupes. Even their brcdiren of Spithead and 
Plymouth, now retumed to their aU^iance, wrote to the men of 
the Note expressing horror at their proceedings. This imputadon 
was more thm the sailors could bear. The seme of community and 
playing for one’s side so strong in Englishmen kept them a little 
while longer loyal to the mutiny, but they became moody, suspicious 
of one another and openly critical of their leaders. " Dam my 
eyes,” wrote one of them in desperation to a silent, unrelenting 
Admiralty, " if I understand your linro or long Proclimations but 
in short give us our Due at Once and no more at it, till we go In 
search or the Rascals the Eneymes of our Country.” ^ In smh a 
mood their attempts to celebrate Oakapple Day and the King’s 
Birthday on June fdi,* which struck their compatriots as an imper- 
tinence, assumed a pathetic signifrcance. 

On June 6th the Government ffirmally declared the nmtinects 
rebels, though still extending its offer of pardon to all who should 
submit except the ringleaders. About me same time it became 
known in. the Fleet that Parker had been keeping back die teons of 

Mamearing and Dtbria, aoi. 
' It actually fell on the 4tl>, a Sunday. 

as 
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this ofier &om his followers. Discontent at his admiral’s airs and 
peremptory ways had been growing for some time; it now turned 
to open murmuring. The more popular ofScers detained aboard the 
ships were quick to take advantage of the change of temperature: 
and the sober seamen who had never approved of the mutiny began 
to come into their own. 

The first sign of collapse came on the morning of the pth when 
Parker, sensing the altered mood of the men and desperately re¬ 
solving to take the hungry Fleet over to the Texcl, gave the order to 
put to sea. Not a vessel stirred. The mutiny had come full drde. 
On the same day the officers of the Leopard soiled control of the 
ship from the divided and disillusioned crew and set sail for the 
Lower Hope. The cxanmle was at once followed by the Repulse 
and, despite a desultory fire from the rest of the Fleet, both ships 
made good their escape. 

For the next few days the Fleet presented a curious spectacle to 
watchers firom the shore as red, blue and white flags fluttered up and 
down the mastheads while the ships’ companies contended whether 
they should return unconditionally to tneir allegiance, make new 
attempts to parley 'with a stony-hearted Adnuralty or sail for 
American or Ireland. But all the while the sands of mutiny were 
running out. The Admiralty refused to consider any proposition 
short of unqualified submission, and the men knew they had no 
alternative but to submit. By the I3th only two out of the twenty- 
two ships still at the Note flew the red flag of defiance. Every day 
more of them slipped their cables and m^ their way up river to 
surrender to the authorities. 

On the 15 th the crew of the Sandwich repudiated Parker’s 
authority and sailed under the guns of Shcemess. The mutiny was 
over. A firw of the riimleadcrs made their escape to Calais. Parker, 
handed over to the mmtary by his comrades, was taken to Maid¬ 
stone jail under an escort of the West Yorks Mihtia. Here he -was 
cried by court-martial and spent the remaining hours of his lifi; 
writing an awlogia for his actions and a long tirade against the 
men he had help^ to mislead.* He was hanged on the last day of 
June firom the yardarm of the Sandwich. Fifty-eight olhers were 

Mat heaven grant that I may be the last victiin oflfered up in the cause 
of a treacherous and debased commonalty. . . . Remember, never to make 
yourself the busybody of die lower classes, for they are cowardly, selfish 
and ungrateful j die least trifle will indmidate them, and him whom they 
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condemned to death, of whom twenty-eight were executed. 
Others were flogged or sentenced to terms or imprisonment. Of 
the 412 ringleaders found guilty, 300 were pardoned. 

No other end to the affair was possible, for any other would have 
spelt the loss of naval discipline at a moment when its preservation 
was vital to the country and the future of human hberty. When 
Parker demanded the submission of the Admiralty to a seamen’s 
council and held the nation’s trade up to ransom, he threatened to 
smash the edge of a sharp and delicate instrument which in Nelson’s 
hand was to establish the Pax Britannica and keep &ee the sea routes 
of the world for a century. Only imdcviating firmness on the part 
of Admiralty and Parliament and an undivided endorsement by die 
nation could have saved the Navy firom the 6tc of that of Repub¬ 
lican France. Mutiny at the Norc had arisen firom the same causes 
as at Spithead and Plymouth. But with Howe’s redress of wcUnigh 
insupportable grievances, naval rcbdh'on in the Thames lost its 
justification. Its continuance exposed the country to dangen greater 
than any in her history. In acting as they did, the Government and 
Country showed the soundness of their instincts. So did the seamen 
in repudiating their leaders. 

Yet the mutinies, tenible as tliey had seemed at the time, had 
served a purpose. They bad brought home to the Government and 
country the abuses which were impairing the discipline and spirit 
af the Fleet and which, persisted in, must have proved &taL Thougji 
at first they shook, thty helped in the end to restore confidence 
between nuer and ruled: to re-establish the conditions in which 
alone officers like Nelson could operate. They began a slow but 
steady improvement in seagoing conditions: a kffid of practical 
English revolution based not on abstract theories but on conaete 
needs. Before the pithead mutiny die men of die Royal Navy, 
though praised and feted, were not treated as human beings but as 
automata: after it tbeir right to decent living and fecdhig o»- 
ditions and proper care in sidcncss, disablement and retirement 
became gradually recognised. It was something for .Englidimen to 
have initiated suai a revolution in time of wax and national crisis, 
and to have done so without disaster. 
have exalted one tnonient as their Daxogogve, the next they vnll not acm^e 
to exalt upon the gallows.”—Dtclaration Ridard Potmt, 
P^O, (Ad. 1/5339) cit. Mamaariifg md IkMti a74-S* 



CHAPTER TEN 

The Firmness of Ancient Rome 

1797-8 

“ Tom as we are by faction, without an Army, without 
trusting entirely to a Navy whom we may not be able to pay, 
and on whose reliance no firm loyalty can be placed, how are 
we to get out of this cursed war without a revolution ? ” 

Lord CormoalUs. 

“ Fifteen sail were the Dutchmen bold, 
Duncan he had but two ; 
But he anchored them fast where the Texel shoaled, 
And his colours aloft he flew. 
‘ I’ve taken the depths to a fathom,’ he cried, 
‘ And I’ll sink with a right good will r 
For I know when we’re all of us under the tide, 
My flag will be fluttering still.’ ” Newbolt, 

Dusing these events the Government had shovro superb courage. 
By its neglect, lade of foresight and subservience to vested interest, 
it had been lai^ely responsible for the country’s agonising peril. 
Yet it had eonc &r to atone for all its foults. For, faced by stark 
disaster, it had known what to do and had not hesitated to do it. 

How catastrophic the situation had been is illustrated by a simple 
entry in Windham’s diary recording a council meeting to discuss an 
imminent mutiny of the Guards: ‘ There does not seem anything 
to prevent their being masters of the Tower, the Mint, the Palace 
and the Cabinet.” At that moment the entire reserve armament 
of the country was in the Tower and both the Spithcad and Note 
Fleets were in revolt. Under the universal foreboding of disaster 
fhree per cent Consols feU. to 48, the lowest in their hi^ry. Even 
the revolution-hardened hero of Poland, General Kosciusko, could 
not conceal his agitation, and spoke of leaving London for America. 

But Pitt show^ no si^ of perturbation. The First Lord, having 
reported to him at midoight that the marines were marchii^ on 

aaa 
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London from tlic Nore, found him on his return a few hours later 
sound asleep. Whatever Ministers lacked, they did not want 
healthy nerves and strong wills. Prince Hardcnl'ierg, the Prussian 
statesman, noted with wonder that during the mutinies England 
did not withdraw a single ship from the blockade of Brest and 
Cadiz; it seemed to him like the firmness of ancient Rome. In the 
House on June and, Pitt in a magnificent appeal for national unity 
asked the Commons to show the world that there was no difficulty 
they would not meet with firmness and resolution as “ the repre¬ 
sentatives of a great, a brave, a powerful and a free people.” ^ For 
national unanimity, he declared, he would sacrifice everything. 
Even the tiny Opposition, shamed by the patriotism of .Shc-ndap, 
voted in the Government lobby. 

Yet courage and resolution could not alter the gravity of the 
situation. Even with the collapse of the mutinies it remained 
almost as menacing as before. Tnc peace preliminaries at Leoben, 
which the Austrians attributed m the British withdrawal firom the 
Mediterranean and die consequent donnnation of the Adriatic by 
French cruisers, were followed by the announcement of the Em¬ 
peror’s readiness to sign a definite peace. This was accompanied 
oy news of a treacherous attack by Bonaparte on the territories of 
the Venetian Republic, It began with a carefully engineered anti- 
French riot in Verona, which gave him the excuse to overturn the 
constitution in favour of the Jacobin minority who were ready to 
yield the country and its fleet to France. Tlie young conqueror 
would take no apology from the abject Senate but, describing the 
fiacas at Vcroiu as the ” most atrocious afl&ir of the century, in¬ 
sisted on the suppression of the constitution by a puppet gang of 
traitors who, guarded by French soldiers, burnt the insignia of the 
Doge and the golden Book of the Republic in the square of St 
Mark. 

For Bonaparte was preparing to remodel and militatise Italy as 
his predecessors had Holland, in order to use her against England. 
Austria, renounemg all her Italian possessions west of the Oglio, 
was to be indcranined by the Venetian mainland, while France was 
to annex the Adriatic possessions of the Republic and the Ionian 
islands for further operations gainst British commerce. A sham 
Jacobin revolution in Genoa simultaneously placed England's othet 

* fTtv Speedus, tga. 
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principal customer in the peninsula under French rule. The Papal 
States were carved up to form with Lombardy and the former petty 
Dukedoms of the north a puppet French '* Cisalpine ” Republic.^ 
Britain’s former supremacy in the Mediterranean was as though it 
had never been: she had no loiter trade or place in that sea. 

Meanwhile Spain was preparing to invade Portugal—^Britain’s 
only remaining ally. Two thousand British troops evacuated from 
Elba and some shockingly ill-disciplined French Anigri regiments 
were all that the Government could mare to giurd Lisbon. On its 
defence depended the victualing of the fleet blockading Cadiz, 
where twenty-three crippled Spanish ships of the line were held by 
fifteen Bridsn. Thirty-four French batueships had to be watched 
at Brest, where a new French army of invasion was gathering. Two 
more were at Lorient and one at Rochefort, while another eleven 
were in the Mediterranean. But the gravest menace of all came 
firom the Texel, where 30,000 Dumb troops under General Dacndels 
and a powerful fleet were waiting an opportunity to sail for Eng¬ 
land, Scotland or Ireland, no man knew which. 

Here from June rst to the 4th, while an east wind blew fair for 
an invasion, Duncan with two ships of the line, both presumably 
on the verge of mutiny, blockaded fifteen Dutch batdeshij», eight 
fiigates and seventy sn^er craft and transports. But the enemy 
was allowed no inkling of his plight, for the stout Admiral sig¬ 
nalled perpetually to an imaginary fleet on the horizon. He told 
his men that by his reckoning? his flag would remain flying at high 
tide if the Dutch should succeed in sinking him. His ships were 
still at their station when the wind changed. A few days later they 
were heartened by the appearance of a small Russian squadron 
which, through the good offices of Ambassador Vorontzoff, lent 
its moral support unril one after another the defiiulting battleships 
returned to their duty. The Dutch had lost ffieir chance. 

Bonaparte, like Mussolini, boasted tiiat he had fostered the mwth of a 
new Itahsn spirit. " From this moment," he wrote, " the habits of die 
Italians were altered. In place of the cassock, whitdi hitherto had been die 
fssbionable dress for jnung men, came the miutarv tunic. Instead of fritter¬ 
ing their livea away at the feet of women, the young Italians sought out the 
riding-sGliool, the fendng-floor and the parade-ground. Children began to 
play games of mimic warfare with regiments of tin-soldiers. . . . The 
national spirit was formed. Itsly had its patriotic songs, its military marches. 
The women rep^ed with disgust the approaches of men \riio, to make 
themselves pleasing, adopted a feminine demeanour,"—Frischauer, 46. 
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Had they taken it, the appearance of General Daendels’ army in 
Ireland might have proved fetal to England. For here in the spruig 
and summer of 1797 a situation developed that direatencd the 
Empire at its heart. A third of the popuktion of the Eridsh Isles 
was ready to repudiate its allegiance to the Crown. 

It was the culmination of mote than a century of injustice and 
racial and relimous persecution. Ireland was the black page in the 
English record. Recently there had been a growing desire on the 
part of English statesmen to make amends. During the American 
Wat Ireland had been given her own parliament, and since his rise 
to power Pitt had striven to place her commerce and constitution 
on a juster basis. 

But to all such attempts there had been three obstacles: religious 
bigotry, the violence of the Irish character and the selfishness of the 
Dublin Castle bureaucracy. Intolerance towards Papists had been a 
main inspiration of the great Anglo-Saxon libertarian movement of 
the seventeenth century: the dispossession of the Catholic peasantry 
by Protestant landlords and clergy the coping-stone of die Revolu- 
don Settlement And though a century of doctrinal security and 
rational culture had made the English aristocracy the most tolerant 
in the world, the common people and middle class still retained 
the old insensate fear of Rome. Their prejudice was shared by 
their Sovereign, who held that the retention of the constitutional 
barrien against Catholic participation in government had been 
emoined on him by his coronation oath. "When at the outbreak 
of war Pitt had extended the firanchise to Catholic two-pound free 
holders, the King had vetoed the attempt to admit Catholics to 
Parliament. 

Membership of the Irish parliament was therefore confined to 
the communicants of a minority creed. The ignorant Catiiolic firee- 
holder was given the vote but his cducatra and wealthier co¬ 
religionist was denied any active share in the government of the 
country. This suited the Dublin Castle bureaucracy, whose con- 
oeption of rule was of the nanowest and most illiberal kind. It was 
to govern by dividing: to oppose everything that might make 
Iremd a nation and foster everything however unjust, that jwo- 
longed her tutelage, ignorance and misery. The Irish Padiammt 
was a mere tool of the Administration: at least two-thirdb of its 
memheis were penstonets and place-holders, while only a dozm 
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boroughs in all kcland enjoyed a free vote. Corruption was uni¬ 
versal. 

Deprived of political responsibility, the Irish gentry, both 
Catholic and Protestant, sliirked or evaded the social duties of their 
station. They were indolent, irresponsible and—^in the face of 
popular unrest—cowardly. Many were absentees and more rack- 
renters, They pursued their pleasures and squeezed their tenants to 
pay for them. The parallel with the pre-Revolution aristocrats of 
France was alarming. It was almost impossible for a patriot to 
think of Ireland without tremblit^, 

The Whig nobles who had repudiated Fox’s leadership in order 
to join the Government were acutely conscious of this. They were 
closely associated with a little group of liberal-minded Irish aristo¬ 
crats who, led by the great patriot Grattan, opposed the corruption 
and exclusiveness of Dublin Castle. Their mentor was Burke, nim- 
self an Irishman, who wrote at the beginning of the war that though 
he knew of no solid security j^ainst Jacobinism—the “ grand and 
dreadful evil of the times ”—^he was certain that what came nearest 
it was to interest as many as possible in the present order of things; 
“ to interest them religiously, civilljr, politically by all the tics and 
piindplcs by 'whidi men arc held.” ^ 

It was a condition of the Portland Whigs’junction vrith Pitt that 
a new spirit should be infused into the Irish administration. The 
Lord Lieutenancy was expressly promised them. Unfortunately the 
great nobleman chosen to hoia it acted with a lack of rudimentary 
prudence and tact which brought all their liberal plans and those 
of Pitt to naught. Before he md even landed in keland in 1795, 
Lord Htzwilliam had made sweeping promises of immediate 
CathoUc emancipation and announced a wholesale purge of officials. 
Every outraged vested interest and prejudice was at once mobilised 
against him. The alarm of the King and of Protestant opinion 
generally compelled the Cabinet first to repudiate, then to recall, 
the imprudent Viceroy. Only pressing danger and the entreaties 
of Bur^ and Windham prevented the collapse of the Coalition. 

The Whig attempt at Irish reform thus resulted in nothing but 
»n acute consciousness of Irish grievances. It left the country sad 
and disappointed- On the day of Fitzwilliam’s departure, all shops 
and businesses were shut and the better-to-do dtirens wore mouriF- 

»Lecky, IV, 69. 
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tng. He was succeeded by Lord Camden, a narrow if worthy 
Protestant who endorsed every obscurantist prejudice of Dublin 
Castle. But, though the public humiliation of the Catholic under 
British rule was advertised to the whole world, for the moment 
there was litde Catholic feeling. For by a curious paradox the 
Irish dissentients of the time were not Catholic but Protestant. It 
was the radical Dissenters of the north who had embraced the 
heady republican gospel of Revolutionary France. The illiterate 
Catliolic peasan^, taking the lead from its priests, was too shocked 
by Jacobin atheism and blasphemy to be stmuccd. 

Thus it was that the appearance of a French armada in Bantry 
Bay in the Christmastide of 1796 made no impression on the pious 
south. But in Ulster it had caused the wildest excitement. Every¬ 
body except a few terrified gentry appeared to be engaged in 
making or stealing arms and drilling in anticipation of a Fren^ 
landing. The very garrisons had thek arms filched while they slept. 
Woo(£ were cut down to make pike handles, nocturnal bands 
broke into houses, burnt bams and destroyed com only to dis¬ 
appear in the morning as though ihey had never bera, while 
attempts to arrest were followed by rescue and murder. Mysterious 
beacons blazed, shots sounded from bog and mountain, and multi¬ 
tudes paraded the fields carrying white oaimets and singing repub¬ 
lican songs. The Irish genius for disorder, for combining to destroy, 
blew like a gale over the green hills of Ulster. 

Early in March, 1797, Camden placed the province under martial 
law and ordered General Lake to disarm die people. In the nest 
fortnight neatly 6000 guns were seized and a great quantity of other 
arms. But as so often in Ireland, the cure omy aggmvated the evil 
Civil disorder begat military. The imperfect discipline of the 
Militia and Yeomamy broke down under the strain of house>^»- 
house visitations in a hostile coontrystde. Small bands of soldiers 
unaccompanied by their oflScers—of whom there were too fow to go 
round—broke at night into lonely fiurmhouscs and cabins and 
sulgccted their occupants to seaidn Drink was the besetting sin of 
the British Army and under its influence horrible outrages were 
committed, A Welsh n^tnent of Fendblc cavalry stationed at 
Newrv won a particularly unenviable repotatiefflu An oSaxet who 
visited a mountain village it had beaten up found burning hotnes, 
piled-up corpses and cowering prisoners. 1 
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When the better tvpe of landlord and magistrate protested, the 
government at Dubm—after the manner of privileged bureau¬ 
cracies—turned on the objectors. Its venom against the liberal 
clement of the Irish aristocracy grew more bitter than ever. It 
stigmatised the demand for pariiamcntary reform and emancipation 
as treason. Loyal Irish patriots like Grattan, Curran and the Pon- 
sonbys were ahnost hounded from public life. When Pordand 
asked on behalf of the English Cabinet whether something might 
not be done for the Catholics who had proved loyal diuing Hoche’s 
expedition, Camden replied that concession would only be made an 
excuse for rebellion, and that, so long as Ireland remained useful to 
England, she must be governed by an English party.^ From its 
poucy of narrow exclusion Dublin Castle now revetted to one even 
narrower; the black intolerance of Limerick and the Boyne. It 
deliberately appeased the Protestant minority by whipping up 
fanaticism against the Catholic majority. By so doing it unloosed 
forces beyond its control. 

To the zealots of the north the tight to persecute religious 
enemies appealed far more than any republic. Irish nadonalism 
became a poor, shabby thing in their eyes when it became identified, 
as of old, with the cause of the priest-ridden “ croppies.” After the 
Orange Club boys had been out for a few nights on the war-path, 
they forgot all about their love for abstract Liberty and Equity. 
They only remembered their forebears’ hatred of Popery and 
wooden shoes. Before long they were surpassing the nulitaiy in 
their savage persecution of every symbol of Inshry. By mid¬ 
summer, 1797, Republicanism was meady dead in the nortL 

But as it died Irish hatred of the Saxon heretic and usurper 
revived. With Cadiolic chapels and cabins blazing in half the 
villages of the north, there began an exodus unparalleled since the 
bad old days of the seventeenth antury. A stream of refugees 
carried the tale of unmerited woes and wrongs into the rest of 
Ireland. It lost nothing in the telling, and striSc bitter chords in 
Irish memory. The rumour of the coming of a French army 
whidi had scarcely stirred the lazy suifrce of peasant consdousness 
at Christmas now assumed an apocalyptic significance. For the 
French revolutionaries, atheists and blasphemers though ^ey might 
be, had suddenly become what their forerunners were in the days of 

* Caodden to Portland, 3rd April, 1757.—Ltck^, FV, 66. 
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James II and Louis XTV: aveneen and liberators. Ancient prophe* 
cics, long forgotten, were recall^: bards sang how the ancient race 
and Faiu would win back lost lands and the usurpers be expelled 
for ever: 

“ O! the French are on the sea! 
Says the Shan van Vocht, 
And it’s where they ought to be, 
Says the Shan van Vocht! 
For ould Ireland shall be free 
From the Shannon to the sea . . 

Ulster ceased to be the mainstay of United Ireland: Catholic, Sant Ireland took its place. Hundreds of thousands swore the 
oath and dedicated tnemselves to the dark, treasonable designs 

of Wolfe Tone and Napper Tandy. As immediate assassination was 
the punishment for even the suspicion of bctrajral, and the Bame of 
icb^on spread unchecked, its leaders fenneo it by evoking the 
two most enduring hates of the Irish peasant: for die alien landlord 
and the heretic tithe-owner. 

The repercussions of Irish unrest beyond the borden of Ireland 
were serious. In their panic the Irim authorities illegally sent 
hundreds of arrested suspects to the Seen These carried the in^don 
of United Irishry to their countrymen serving in the King’s ships. 
Coupled with me news of successful mutiny in Kngiand it con- 
sdtu^ a major problem for the Navy in every part of the worldL 

Nowhere was it so dar^erous as in the Fleet off Cadiz, Here 
Jervis, now Lord St. Vincent, tossing widi his crowded ships off the 
Spanish port, grappled for a whole year with an t^y hydra. The 
news of die seamen’s triumph at Spithead, which rcacheJi die Fleet 
in the second half of May, cast his officers into- deep gloom. With 
so many of the crews miscreants capable of any crime, it was hard 
to see how they could escape the prevaiHne ii&cticm. 

But St. Vincent no more feared mutiny than he did die Spaniard. 
He dealt with the least sign of it without Station or mercy. Asked 
to pardon an offiaider because he was of good character, the grim 
old man replied that he was glad of it, ^ dll now he had only 
hanged scoundrels but hencemrwatd men would know that no 
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virtue could atone for mutiny. For more than a year he sat on the 
lid of a powder barrel, until in May, 1798, the captain of the 
Marlborough reported that his crew would not permit a shipmate 
condemned for mutiny to be hanged. St. Vincent received the cap¬ 
tain on the quarter-deck of his flagship. He listened in silence to the 
request that the execution should be carried out on another ship. 
“ Do you mean to tell me. Captain Ellison,” he asked, “ diat you 
cannot command His Majesty’s ship Marlborough ? If that is the case, 
sir, I will immediately send on board an oJBccr who can. That man 
shall be hanged at 8 o’clock to-morrow morning and by his own 
ship’s company, for not a hand from any other ship in the Fleet shall 
touch the rope.” Next morning armed launches from every ship 
surrounded the Marlborough with orders to fire into her on the 
slightest sign of resistance. As her unwilling crew hauled up the 
victim, every man in the Fleet knew whose will was master.^ 

It was not only its chief’s resolution that preserved discipline in 
the former Mediterranean Fleet, but the humane spirit of its cap¬ 
tains. Such oflheers would not countenance the petty tynmny and 
corruption that had driven ship like the Sandwich to mutiny. They 
cared for their men, and their men repaid their cate. One day early 
in June, 1797, a pper was found on the quarter-deck of the Theseus'. 

” Success attend Admiral Nelson! God bless Captain Miller! 
We thank them for the oflfleers they have placed over us. We 
arc happy and comfortable, and will shed every drop of blood 
in our veins to support them.” * 

In Collingwood’s ship the discipline of the lash was largely 
suprseded by such minor punishments as exclusion from mess and 
watering the grog. The seamen’s recreations and the propr treat¬ 
ment of the sick were their captain’s constant care. But on less 
fr>ctunate stations years elapsed before the Navy was free from the 

i Mahan, Sea Pot/oer, I, 238-0. 
> Only a month earlier St. Vincent had written: *' The Theseus ia an 

abomination. ... If I can prevail on Captain Aylmer to go into the Captain. 
Rear-Admtra] Nelson and Captain Miller will soon put Theseus to ri^ts,” 
^Spencer, 11, 403.) Nelaon’s view of the Spithead mutiniet was expressed 
in a letter on June 30th. "lam entirely with the seamen in their jBrst com¬ 
plaint. We are a neglected set and, when peace comes, are sbamefhlly 
treated ; but, for the Nore aeoundrels, 1 should be happy to command a 
ship against them.”—Ntcolas, 11, 402. 
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menace of mutiny. In Sejptcmber, 1797, the crew of the Heimiotie, 
cruisine; off Puerto Rico in the West Indies, murdcied her oflSccK 
and delivered die frigate—one of the finest in the Service—to the 
Spaniards. In July Duncan, blockading the Tcxel, reported that few 
of his sliips could be depended upon. Later in the year tliere was 
serious trouble at the Cape. 

It was with such considerations and the knowledge that all 
Europe liad yielded to the aggressor that Pitt in the summer of 1797 
again explored the possibilities of ^icace. “ I feel it my duty as an 
English Minister and a Christian,’^ he wrote to his Foreign Secre¬ 
tary, who did not share his views, “ to use every effort to stop so 
bloody and wasting a war.” Despite the opposition of die King, 
as well as of the powerful Action that followed Burke and Wind¬ 
ham, he carried die Cabinet. 

For vTith Camden writing urgent warnings from Ireland ai- 
treating him to make terms nefore it was too late, with the fleets 
still simmering with suppresKd mutiny, with three great naval Eowers at her throat and two armies of invasion preparing to assail 

er, Britain seemed to have no alternative. " If peace is to be had, 
wc must have it,” wrote Canning. ” When Windham says we 
must not, I ask him, ‘ Can we have war?' It is out of the question, 
we have not the means; we have not what is of all means the most 
essential, the mind*’ ^ 

For the country was at last losing frith in its power to achieve 
its war aims. It was no longer prepared to fight for them. It would 
make further sacrifices only for bare existence. " We can break off 
upon nothing but what wul rouse us from sleep and stupidity into 
a new life and action,” Canning continued. ” We arc now soulless 
and spineless.” The desperate unity engendered W the menace of 
the Note mutiny had been succeeded by a freling of exhaustion; the 
sacrifices of the past four years appeared in vain, victory farther off 
than ever. Men had momentanly lost confidence in their leaders 
and the oi^ans of public opiniem; a naval officer who diat summer 
captured a French privateer commented bittedy on the lying news¬ 
papers that gave out that the ftenxh were starvmg, whosas in 

1 “ For my part 1 adfourn my objects of honour and happinew fat tida 
couatry beyond the grave of our mUit^ and polMoal consequence which 
you are now digging at Ldlle. I belieVe is our leaurtection and find my only 
comfort in it.”—JWwwrtdmy, III, 398. 
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reality their ships were loaded with luxuries.^ A cartoon of Gillray 
portrayed Pitt as a sleepwalker descending, with guttering candle and 
fixed staring eyes, the gaping stairway of a tottering ruin. Nelson, 
writing firom Cadiz at the end of June, heard that he was out; 
“ it is measmes must be changed and not men,” he commented. 
The general fcelir^ in the Fleet was that peace was now inevitable.® 
Even St. Vincent sent Spencer suggestions for demobilisation. 

Accordingly at the beginning of July Malmesbury set out for 
LiUc where Republican plenipotentiaries had been appointed to 
meet him. The recent French elections had clearly shown the 
popular desire for peace. Though three of the five Directors wanted 
the war to continue at aU costs, an open rejection of the British 
overtmes was more than they dared. They had therefore decided 
to play for time. 

At first the “ white lion’s ” reports were hopeful; he had been 
treated with courtesy, even old-world ceremony: the French pleni¬ 
potentiaries were very different from those of the previous year; 
everywhere the weary, disillusioned country people wanted peace. 
Britain was no longer under any obligation to press for the return 
of Austrian territories: she was prepared to abandon the old conr- 
ception of the balance of power and her claim to control the fate of 
Holland and Belgium. And, as she was also ready to restore unconr 
didonaHy all her colonial conquests except Spanish Trinidad and 
Dutch Ceylon and the Cape, there seemed uttle to dispute. But soon 
the old doubts arose: the Directory was making difficulties, de¬ 
manding unconditional compensation for die ships destroyed at 
Toulon four years before ana the repudiation of die Ring of Eng¬ 
land’s historic French tide as indispensable preliminaries to negotia¬ 
tion. Before long it was asking still more: that before any dis¬ 
cussion Britain should suircndpr every colonial possession she had 
taken not only fiom France but firom Spain and die Batavian 
Republic. 

In this doubtful season and while the Dutch invasion Beet with 
its transports waited for westerly winds to veer to the east, Burke 
died. For long he had been in drapair. " If I live much longer,” he 

^ " Barrels of meat of every description—alamode beef, ham, fowls, «r>d 
tonaues, casb filled with egra, coSee, tea and sugar, aU kinds of cordial, 
with plenty of brandy and difierent wines; so mat instead of starvation, 
there appeared the luxury of laicnllus.”—Gardner, aoo. 

183. 
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had written, '* I shall see an end of all diat is worth living for in 
this world.” The departure of Malmesbury on yet another abject 
mission had been the final blow to the angry, v^ement old man: 
he could not survive it. But as he lay dying in his home at Beacons- 
field and his anguished disciples stood around him, a Hash of the old 
prophetic power returned. " Never,” he whispered, “ succumb to 
these diffiailties. It is a struggle for your existence as a nation, and, 
if you must die, die with the sword in your hand.” 

Far away off Cadiz, Nelson was preparing with three ships of 
the line and four ffigates to storm the great Spanish island fortress 
of Tenerife and capture the Mexican treasure fleet which was 
believed to be sheltering there. On July I5di, 1797, te parted firom 
St. Vincent and five days later sighted die snow-cappw peak and 
firowning difls under which he proposed to take his ships. A more 
desperate enterprise was never attempted: the fijrtress of Santa 
Cruz bristled with guns and was defended by 8000 Spanish troops. 
Against them Nelson could oppose a bare 1000 sailors and marines. 
On the night of the 24.th, he Drought his landing boats to within 
half a gunwot of the shore before the church bells sounded the 
alarm and a hurricane of grapeshot swept the harbour. With his 
right arm shattered to the bone Nelson was home back half- 
unconsdous to his flagship, while a forlorn hope of four hundred 
men under Troubridge ouxied the mole and, driving through the 
deserted streets, actuwy reached the great square betore their ant* 
munition ran out. Here fiom a convent into which they retited 
they prepared fireballs and torchra to storm their way into the 
citaod until the governor—a kindly and sensible man---adnurmg 
the extravagance of these mad Englishmen, made propositions so 
generous that they yielded. Pfovitmig them with boats to depart— 
lor their own had been dashed to pieces—^be avc to each man a 
loaf and a pint of wine and sent thOT bade to meir ships.^ 

* He entertained Captain Troubridge and Omtain Hood to dinner and, 
with d>e chivalry of bis proud race, sitowed them ev^ kindneas. The 
courtesy was returned by Nelson, who carried the Spaniani’t offidal report 
of bis successful defence to Cadiz. Earl Spence, on hearing of the episMe, 
Wrote to hia colleague, the Foreign Secretary: " Being on the subject of 
oomplimeats, I reafiy think diat «mu! nodoB should be taken (but I don't 
eaadiy know the proper mode) of the Spanish Governor of Santa Cruz who 
behaved so well to our people after the treaty they niade fyr retreating to 
their ships.”—H. AT. C. D*ipmor*t III, 373. 
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At Lille the prospects of peace depended on the moderates in the 
Legislative Councils prevailing over the corrupt Directors. A secret 
approach to Malmesbury by one of the plenipotentiaries, urging 
1:^ to await the triumph of the peace party, prolonged negotiations 
for many weeks after rational hope of a successful issue had feded. 
The British Government, needing it so much and assured by 
Malmesbury that peace would sap the foiling strength of the Re¬ 
volution, abased itself and went on exchan^g notes about the 
return of Dutch and Spanish colonies. It subseouendy transpired 
that the new French Foreign Minister, Tallcyrana, was using these 
delays to speculate in British Funds. 

With the expiry of Carnot’s term as President of the Dirertory on 
August 24th, 1797, liis colleagues completed their plans for an appeal 
to the sword. Behind them were the power and prestige of the 
young hero to whom their leader, Barras, had given nis first chance. 
General Bonaparte did not love Barcas, but he loved the peace 
party and the Royalists of the Club de Clichy even less. At the 
moment he was negotiating the final formalities of the Treaty of 
Campo Fonnio, wmeh was to set the seal on the preliminary peace 
of Lcoben and substitute Fiance for Austria as the dominant power 
in Italy and the Adriatic. His bloodless conquest of Venice and the 
Ionian Islands had fired his imagination: he saw himself as the 
successor of the Doges, holding the golden East in fee, using the 
Venetian fleet to seize Malta &om me Knights of St John and 
striking through Bgypt to found a new empire in the Levant and 
India. Such a poucy was utterly incompatible with peace with 
England: now, when that greedy, soull^ power was decaying 
at the centre, was the moment to strike off her eastern tentaides. 
Her subsidised allies were all gone and she could do nothing with¬ 
out them. 

With these thot^hts the young conaucror addressed a flamboyant 
proclamation to his troops. “loanee,’’ he told them, “is separated 
ifom us by the mountains; but should it be necessary you will 
traverse them with the speed of an eagle to maintain the Constitu¬ 
tion, to defend Liberty and to protect the Govemmeut and 
Republic.” This document he h^ circulated through France, 
where it made a great impression. For though the war-weary, 
foction-tom country longed for peace, it longed for a saviour even 
more, and the romantic hero of Lodi and Rivoli seemed the one 
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oian who could rescue it from a swarm of thieving, inglorious 
politicians. “ The deputies oi^ht to be put in a wood,’^ was a 
popular saying of the time, “ and the wood set on fire.” The General 
was the obvious man to light it. 

As Bonaparte—heir of the Revolution—knew better dian any 
man, nothing could be achieved without force. Reah'st that he was, 
he sent the rough Augereau from his camp to Paris to command the 
troops who were to ^e the place of the Jacobin mob and keep the 
Revolution in beii^. The coup d'iiat of Fructidor on September 3rd 
was a repetition or1 frmiliar theme, with soldiers playing the part 
of the roughs of the “ glorious Faubourg.” Barras, defying the 
majority in the Council b^use he was secure of the armed majority 
without, screamed across the Chamber to Carnot, once the organiser 
of victory, " There is not a louse on your body hut has the right to 
spit in your face! ” The Triumvirate of Jacobin ” Directors 
t^led in the military to disperse the Councils and by a savage pro¬ 
scription sentenced several hundred of their chiw opponents— 
deputies, newspaper proprieton, editors, priests—to perpetual 
banishment in me swamps of Guiana and Cayenne. C4mot and a 
few others contrived to escape: tlw rest perished as miserabiv of 
fisver under the “ dry guillotine ” as their predecessors had aoue 
under its bloodier counterpart. 

This was the end of the peace ncMtttdons. “ This cursed revolu¬ 
tion,” wrote Canning, '‘ms baffled our good intentions.” The 
Jacobins had triumphed again, and there was no peace to be had with 
Jacobins. New French negotiators who arrived at Lille in place of 
the old at once reqaested that aH former French, Spanish and Dutch 
mssessions shoulci be restored without demur as a preliminary to 
further conversations. The final terms, according to French Foreim 
Office archives, were to include the surrender of me Channel Islands, 
Canada, Newfoundland, Gibraltar and British India.^ On refusing 
Malmesbury was ordered to leave within twenty-fiour hours He 
was pursued by dark hints as to the possibility of bribing the new 
Directors. For a sum of ;£i,aoo,cx» to be privately divided between 
Barras and Rewbell, Britain would be allowed to keep Dutch 
Ceylon, and tor another ^600,000 the Cape. So desperate was the 
state of afifaiia—Europe abandoned,” as Grenville wtote, ** widb* 

* Ledky, IV, i6a. 
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out defence of any kind to these monsters ”—that Pitt even played 
with the idea of effecting something by these dubious means. But 
they came to nothing and appeatea to be inspired only fay French 
politicians trying to speculate in British stocks and shara. 

“ If this country could but be brought to think so it would 
be ten thousand times safer to face the storm than to shrink from 
it.” ^ So wrote the Foreign Secretary on October 8th. Two days 
later Windham echoed him: ‘“What are called prudent counsels 
are the most replete wnth danger.” * The French had overstepped 
themselves. By the Treaty or Campo Pormio with Austria they 
gained Belgium, die Rhme boundary. Savoy, Corfu and the 
Ionian Islands, and unchallenged control of Hollmd and Italy. The 
‘‘ natural frontiers ” of France had been achieved and the war on the 
Continent liqiudated. And Britain afte^ouring out her blood and 
treasure for four and a half years had oficred to return Martinique, 
St. Luda, Tobago, the French part of Santo Domingo, the islands 
of St. Pierre and Miquelon, Pondicherry, Chandemagore and all 
the French trading factories in the East. In all her history, even in 
the days of the Grand Monarch, France bad never hem able to 
command such terms. And she had spumed them. 

That refusal opened the country’s eyes. It was not only victory 
the Republic wanted: it was the domination of the world and the 
elimination of Britain as a nation. Peace, however much desired, 
was not to be had with such adversaries. CoUingwood when he 
heard the news summed up the teal issue. “ The question is not 
merely who shall be conqueror with the acquisition of some island 
or colony ceded by a treaty . • • but whctiitt we shall any longer 
be a people—^w'hether Britain is still to be enrolled among the 
list of European nations—whether the name of Englishman is to 
continue an appellation of honour, conveying the idea of every 
quality which makes human nature respectable, or a term of re¬ 
proach and infrmy, the designation of Debars and of slaves.” * 

As for the claim that the Republic was %hting for liberty, that 
pretence was exposed for the nauseating hypocrisy it was oy the 
bloodstained clique in power. In the spirit of their own General 
Bonaparte’s cynical I^ve shot the municipaBty of Pavia,” they 

> H". M, C. Dropmore, HI, 379. 
’ J. W. Fprtescue, Stattmm vf the Great War (1911), ras, 
• CoDingwood, 63-4. 
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had brutally seized all who dared to oppose dhem and huddled them 
off to die in tropical concentration camps. Here, Pitt told the House, 
“ was a system of tyranny the most galling, the most horrible, the 
most tmdisguised in all its parts and attributes that has stained the 
page of history or disgraced the annals of the world.” ^ Set against 
it, and stigmatised as an anachronistic despotism by sordid t)'rants 
who had just annulled the elections in forty-nine Departments and 
sent two thousand political opponents to the galleys, was a mild 
constitutional monarchy whose worst offence against civil liberty 
during a year in which the very foundations of its existence ba^ 
been threatened was the sentencing of a Lincolnshire blacksmith 
to a few months’ solitary confinement for damning the King. 

A fortnight after Malmesbury’s hasty departure from LUle the 
Directory launched its attack. Ihroughout the summer Duncan 
had been holding grimly to his stadon off the Texel where Daendcls’ 
army was waiting to embark for Ireland. At one period in July the 
troops had actaa% boarded the transports, only to be driven ashore 
again by the prolonged spell of westerly winds which marked the 
critical summer of 1797. For six weeks, while Wolfe Tone blotted 
his diary with expletives, it blew steadily from the same quarter, as 
though Heaven were fighting for fingumd. Meanwhile Brigadier 
John Moore, invalided from the West Indies, inspected the defences 
of Clacton beach, and young Walter Scott, Quartermaster of the 
Royal Edinburgh Volunteer light Dragoons, row at five each 
summer morning to chaige imaginary Frmchmen on Musselburgh 
sands before going to his legal labours in the Parliament House. 
And fitr away in Ireland LaJte’s dragoons watt about diefr grim 
business of disarming the populace. 

In mid-August, tbs favourable season frir invasion nearing its 
dose, the Dutch abandoned the idea of a large-scale attack on Ire¬ 
land for a raid on Scotland. A month later, on September iQtb, 
Hoche, the one disinterested champion of Ireland’s cause in France, 
died prematurely of consumptiem. Irish emancipation fell into the 
background at the very moment that Irish wrongs had made it the 
most deadly of all explosives with which to destroy the Republic’s 
last enemy. The feeling was growing in Paris thati with Austria 
making ha formal surrender at Campo Formio and the entire 

* War SpMcher, 304. 
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resources of France and her allies available for a direct assault 
on England, an attempt on starving Ireland was no longer neces¬ 
sary. The victorious liberators of me Great Nation could not be 
expected to be bothered with a “ levie-en-masse of potatoes.” 

Early in October, 1797, the Dutch fleet at the Texel received 
orders to put to sea to disable die British North Sea squadron and 
so prepare the way for a raid on the English or Scottish coast. 
Equinoctial gales had driven Duncan back to Yarmouth to refit; 
the old man, who liad long been amdous to retire with an Irish 
peerage, had rccendy complained that his flagship, the Venerable, 
was so unseaworthy diat even his cabin was not dry when it rained. 
“ When slie has much motion she cracks as if she would go to 
pieces,” be told Spencer.^ He was lying in Yarmouth Roads on 
the morning of the 9th when the sound of a lugger firing at the 
back of the sands gave the signal that the enemy were at sea. Leav¬ 
ing many of his officers still ashore, he weighed anchor at once and 
was on his way back to the Dutch coast before noon. Early on the 
nth he sighted the enemy. 

The battle that followed showed the world that the resistance of 
Britain, which appeared to have been crumbling during the naval 
mutinies and the peace n^otiations at Lille, was still a ractor to be 
reckoned with. The memory of Camperdown was soon eclipsed 
by Nelson’s more ffimous victories, but at the time it seemed—^d 
was—a crowning deliverance. The two fleets were well matched— 
sixteen battlehips against sixteen with a Dutch superiority in gun 
power—but the Brimh were in an invincible mood. The men, who 
four months before had refused to fijllow their Admiral and hoisted 
the red flag, were on their mettle: resolved to re-establish their 
patriotism and worth in the eyes of their countrymen. 'And they 
ibiew that they were fighting literally for their country’s existence; 
a defeat at that hour woula have sraled her doom. 

Duncan, having the weather »uge, boldly endeavoured to put 
his fleet between the enemy and the shore to prevent their escape. 
Then flying the signal for close action, and not waiting to form 
line of batuc, the stately old giant went in like a boxer set on 
victory. The spirit of the day was epitomised by the captain of the 
Belliqueux who, puzzled by the Admiral’s agn^, flung down the 
signal book with a “ Damn it I np wi’ the hcUum and gang into flic 

'■ 7th. Aug., 1797, Spmetr Papers, II, 188, 
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middle o’t J ’* The Dutch fought with traditional stubbornness and 
skill: unlike the ill-disciplined French and Spaniards, firing low and 
dome great execution to the British hulls. The carnage in Duncan’s 
flagship was so great that at one moment he and the pilot were the 
only men unwounded on the quarter-deck. But the British gunnery 
was transcendent. When after a threc^our duel Admiral de Winter 
struck bis flag, he surrendered not so much a ship as a mortuary. 

Only seven Dutch vessels escaped. Ten others were taken, includ¬ 
ing seven ships of the line. They were too battered to be of much 
use to the victors. But their edipse meant the end of the North Sea 
menace. Henceforward Britain could concentrate her main force 
against Brest and the Atlantic ports: the Dutch navy as a striking 
force was out of the war. For this, and still mote for the needed 
fillip his victory gave to British spirits, his countrymen hailed 
Duncan as a saviour.^ Pitt, over his dinner at Walmer Casde, heard 
the news firom a smuggler and broke into a boyish ecstasy: Dundas 
wrote joyously that an Irish peerage would no longer do for the 
brave old man now. Bonfires nlazed in every city and village, and a 
public subscription in London for the feinilics of ftUen sailors 
reached /[5000 in a day. Later a solemn thanksgiving for die victory 
was helcfm St. Paul’s: in the centre of the royal procession through 
the City were three waggons guarded by seamen with cutlasses and 
adorned with captured French, Spanidi and Dutch flags. Nor was 
it in Britain only that Camperdown was acclaimed. Hic Russian 
Ambassador vreote that all over tbe universe honest men xgoiced 
with the good people of England. For it was a portent that nations 
could still command their own destiny. 

It was some such thought that must have been pasting dirough 
Pitt’s mind when his old tutor, the Bishop of Lincol^ consulted him 
about the thanfcsgivuig sermon. Tie Prime Minister agreed with 
the proposed text: *' Except these abide m tbe shi^, ye cannot be 
savw," but vrent on to suggest its application. ‘ Your sermon 
would be to prove dbat God who governs the world by his provi¬ 
dence never interposes for the pr»«vation of men or nations with¬ 
out their own exertions.” Afe a pause, he added, “ I really think 
with that text, it vrill be the best sermon ever preached.” 

He preached it hitQself when he met the Commons cm Ncfvetubcr 

* " One of the grwiteet ohiects is laiiiog peojrfe's Gmrtffie to 
Spencer, 13th Oct, 1797,—TSpswear Papmi II, 19®* 
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loth to recount the breakdown of the peace negodarions at Lille. 
He described his inextinguishable wish for peace even with a 
Revolutionary government if it could be had on terms which did 
not rob the nation of its security or honour. But since it could not, 
there was no extremity which was not preferable to a base surrender. 
Upon such an alternative, he declared, no Englishman would 
hesitate. Once more he asked for unity, with which the country 
could accomplish anything, and for a cessation of the defeatist 
jeremiads of the Opposition Press which seemed to know “ no other 
use of English liberty but servilely to retail and transcribe French 
opinions.’ He appealed instead for the virtues which a reverse of 
fortune had never Med to evoke from England: “ the virtues of 
adversity endured and adversity resisted, of adversity encountered 
and adversity surmounted." 

The Prime Minister’s speech ended with a great peroration. 
“ There is one great resource which I trust will never abandon us. 
It has shone forth in the English character, by which we have 
preserved our existence and fame as a nation, which I trust we 
shall be determined never to abandon under any extremity, but 
shall joiu hand and heart in the solemn pledge that is proposed to 
us, and declare to His Majesty that we know great exertions are 
wantii^, that we are prepared to make them and at all events 
determined to stand or M oy the laws, liberties and reUgion of out 
country.” ^ When Pitt sat down Sir John Sinclair withdrew his 
hostile amqadment and the whole House rose spontaneously to 
sing “ Britons, Strike Home! ” 

fcder and steed were worthy of one another. All through the 
autumn, under the surfree of oepression and the cross-currents of 
defeatism, the tide of popular resolve had been rising. The victory 
of Camperdown and me Prime Minister’s great appeal heralded an 
epoch of national revival and glory. The long years of apathy and 
retreat were over; rising from the last ditch of disaster and peril, 
the country prepared to wrestb with destiny. That November, 
under the shadow of defeat and invasion, a curious electric current 
ran through the land. Wilberforce’s Practical View, with its 
scorchiM contempt for moral complacency and unprofrtable re- 
spectabinty, enjoyed (ot a religious book an almost sensational sale: 
forced by the all-^tervading threat to existence to erflmine their 

* War Spetdhtt, aaS-g. 
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couscicnctt and the roots of belief men found a new quickening of 
faith. Early in December a notice was given in at the fashionable 
church of St. George’s, Hanover Square, that an officer vrished to 
return thanks to Almighty God for his recovery from a severe 
wound and the mercies b»towed on him. It was the one-armed, 
one-eyed Nelson. 

Duncan’s guns and Pitt’s words marked the beginning of the 
English counter-attack against the French Revolution. It began, 
characteristically, when “ that ungovernable, intolerable, destroying 
spirit ” had broken dow all other resistance and was threatenii^ 
to engulf the island itself.^ Though men of the older generation, 
oppressed by continuous difficulties and defeats, could not yet feel 
the turn of tne tide, Pitt’s young disciple. Canning, recovering from 
the gloom of the autumn, had already published the first number 
of ms Anti-Jacobin. The new pa|»cr was nothing if not aggressive: 
during its brief existence “ Pitt s Kindergarten ” in one brilliant 
squib after another took the ofiensive against the cherished idols of 
revolutionary ideology, contrasting them in scathing verse and 
satire with the sorry performances—^murders, penuries and out¬ 
rages—of the French friends of humanity ” and the vanity and 
ignorance of their English sympathisers: 

“ Come, little drummer boy, lay down your knapsack here, 
I am the soldier's friend, here arc some books for yon, 
Nice clever books by Tom Paine the philanthropist.” 

Against diese it contrasted the virtues of old England—the “ Htde 
body with a mighty heart”—^which the Jacobins despised but 
which would yet prove too sttong for diem. 

It was to harness the resurgent forces of the nation to the war 
effort that Pitt laid his plans at the dose of 1797 for the biggest 

‘ Actos* th« Atlantic the ^^ciung Anglo-Saxon Republic had just realiaed 
that the political convulsion in France was not a new fairdi of freedom aliin 
to its own but a dtupotism which only the resistance of stubborn, stuiHd 
England could prevent from enslavhw tfae earth. Farington has a note in 
his disCT for 31st January, 1798: "Eyes of America now opened—did 
favour France—but now see nothing permanent, no integriw-Hhou^ do 
not approve all in Bnriand, yet lee it a coimtry wbidh can be oepended on.” 
A few months later l^tain modl&d a Convt^ KD before Farllamept to 
please the U.SJL—See Eom, 1,309- 
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Budget in its history. He had to (zee a deficit of nineteen millions. 
Reckoning the taxable income of the country at just over a hundred 
millions, he proposed to raise a quarter of it for national purposes 
during die coining year, besides demanding a further loan of fifteen 
millions to support the war. To do so he trebled and in cases quad¬ 
rupled die assessed taxes, an impost which, levied on larger inliabited 
houses and windows^ on male servants, horses, carriages and similar 
luxuries, fell almost entirely on the propertied classes. This aug¬ 
mentation of what w'as virtually a direct tax on wealth threatened 
to undermine the whole basis of the British fiscal system. 

At the first shock this revolutionary proposal was almost too 
much for the patriotism of the possessing classes: it outraged both 
their native conservatism and their sense of liberty. The Opposition 
argued that its result would be universal starvation, for, though the 
poor would escape its direct effect, it would dry up the wealth 
which employed them. Fox, making one of his rare appearances in 
the House, declared it would annihilate trade and property. When 
Pitt drove to the City to attend the thanksgiving service for Cam- 
perdown his coach was hooted by a hired mob, “ The chief and 
almost only topic of conversation,^* wrote one society lady, “ is the 
new taxes; how people arc to live if the Bill is passed I know non" 
Even Fanny Bumey, established with her refugee husband in Camilla 
Cottage on the proceeds of her latest novel, felt that the increased 
assessment, though just and necessary, would smll ruin to herself 
and her father. ‘^We have this very morning,’* me wrote at Christa 
mas, “ decided upon parting with four of our new windows.” 

Yet the Finance Bill passed the Commons—on January sth, 1798 
—by 196 votes to 71, and the Lords by 75 votes to 6. For it ex¬ 
pressed, if not the wishes of all taxpayers, the ■will of the country. 
Down in Somerset, Hannah More reported that the poor villagers 
of Blagdon, fired by the glories of Campetdown, went in a body 
to their parson and stated their readiness to be taxed double. And 
after a little reflection and a good deal of characteristic grumbling, 
their betten proved worthy of them. By a happy suggestion of the 
Speaker, the pill of compulsion -was sweetenw by the addition of 
a self-imposed or voluntary contribution towards the cost of de¬ 
fending the country. And this, illogically enough, -was subscribed 
with enthusiasm. Pitt, a poor man ncavily in debt, headed the list 
with ;^20oo: every member of the Government gave a fifth of his 
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oSGcial salary, tlie King £20,000 a year—a third of his Privy Purse 
income—the Bank of England £200,000. A rough Lancashire 
calico maker named Robert Peel, whose son was one day to lead 
Pitt's party, subscribed £10,000 and was rebuked by his partner 
on his return to Bury for not having given double. The manager 
of Covent Garden, with the habitual loyalty of the theatre, de¬ 
voted the profits of a special performance to the patriotic con¬ 
tribution. At the Royal Exchange, where a platform was erected 
m the piazza for the receipt of donations, sul^riptions come in at 
the rate of >^4°° ® minute, and when the Lord Mayor left the 
hustings on the first day a merchant called out, “ Gendemcn, 
let us give a cheer for old England.” In all, nearly two and a half 
millions was received in sums ranging from the 100,000 of the 
Duke of Bedford—thitherto a strong opponent of me war—to the 
los. subscribed by every seaman of H.M.S. Argonaut ” to drive 
into the sea all French scoundrels and other blackguards.” ^ 

Danger alone could not mmlain foe nadonal revival, for Britain 
had long been on foe verge or disaster. But danger there was, and 
as 1797 drew to a dose it grew more urgent. On October 17th, a 
few days after Camperdown, foe formal treaty between Austria 
and France was signra at Campo Formio. It was accompanied by 
the cynical elimination of an andent sovereign state—for many 
centuries foe bulwark of Europe against eastern barbarism—and 
most ominously for England, a commercial oligarchy. A week 
later foe Directory appointed '* Citizen General" Bonaparte Com- 
mander-in-Chief of the Army of England. 

There could be no doubt what that army was for. ” Either our 
government,” its chief wrote to Talleyrand, ” must destroy foe 
English monarchy or must expect to be destroyed by foe corruption 
ana intrigue of those active islanders. The present moment offers 
us a frir game. Let us concentrate all onr activity upon the navy 
and destroy England. That done, Europe is at our feet” After a 
brief stay at Rastadt, where he attended the Imperial Conference 

^ Nelson, now recovered from the loss of his ann and waiting at Both for 
Orders, wrote on January 29th," I hope all the Nation win sutecnbeliberalh'. 
You will believe that I do not ujto others to give and to withhold inyself; 
but my mode of subecribing win be novd in ita metmao, and by dwag it 
I mean to debar myself of many oomforta to serve my country, and J eatwot 
grrat consolation every time I cut a slice of salt beef instead of noutton. —>■ 
Nieolat, 111, 5, 

Y.B. 1 
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which was arranging the new French orientation of Germany, 
Bonaparte set out for Paris. “ Conquest," he declared, “ has ma^ 
me what I am, and conquest can alone maintain me.” 

He was received witli wild enthusiasm. But he saw with the 
perception of genius that the corrupt, pleasure-loving capital was 
not ready for his sway. With Madame Tallien enthroned at the 
Luxembourg by her keeper, Barras, with society a huge demi¬ 
monde, and the only conversation of fashions and balls, theatres 
and restaurants, terror-purged Paris could not yet brook the yoke of 
the Cscsars. Hungry, desolate France—the embittered peasants and 
ragged provincials who cheered the young conqueror so deliriously 
in every town and village on the road—^would have to wait a little 
longer. So would Bonaparte. " After all,” he remarked to his 
aidMc-camp, Junot, “ we are only twenty-nine.” 

So, back in Paris, he bided his tiinc and left the politicians to 
weave their own ruin. With his slender form, pale face and ascetic 
w'ays and his talk of ” peace for men's consciences ” and " unity 
for the common good,’* he seemed more of a Cincinnatus than a 
Caesar. He simulated an almost embarrassing modesty, wore in 
the midst of gilded receptions his old shabby uniform, and osten¬ 
tatiously affected the society of artists, bookworms and savants. 
All the while he busied himself with preparations for the downfeU 
of England. He spent much time in conversations with naval and 
port officials, attended secret midnight rendezvous with smugglen 
and privateers Suniliar with the English coasts, and even gave ttuee 
interviews to Wolfe Tone, for whom, however, and his country 
he quickly conceived an immense contempt. Over all be met he 
exercised his usual extraordinary ascendancy: his lightning mind 
and dominant will seemed to evoke all the latent energy of men. 
Even the sleepy French naval authorities began to stir. 

AH this was attended with much publicity: it was part of the 
Revolutionary technique. It was meant not only to inspire France 
but to ffighten England. Tales were circulated of huge armoured 
rafts that me great mathematician, Monge, was constructing, which, 
2000 feet long and 1500 broad, guardcoby hundreds of cannon and 
propelled by giant windmills, were eadi capable of carrying two 
divisions complete with artillery and cavalry. They were taken 
quite seriously by English journalists and cartoonists until an 
ingenious imigri, writing in the Gentleman’s Magazitw, pointed out 
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that such a raft would absorb 216.000 trees and weigh 44,000 tons.^ 
Fishing smacks were requisitioned in Holland and in die French 
Adantic and Channel ports, the naval dockyards hummed with un¬ 
wonted activity, canals and rivers fer inland were reported to be 
full of strange, flat-bottomed barges moving towards a single 
destination. “ Go," cried Barras at a reception to Bonaparte at me 
Luxembourg, “ capture the giant corsair that infests the seas; go, 
punish in London outrages that have been too long unpunished.... 
Let the conquerors of the Po, the Rhine and the Tiber march 
under your banners. The ocean will be proud to bear you.” 

More immediate measures were taken against England’s com¬ 
merce. Neutrals, especially those of the Bdtic, were warned that 
every ship carrying British goods or goods of Britidi origin would 
be seiaed^ and that persistence in trading with the contumacious 
islanders would mean war. Immense dispositions of men and ships 
were ordered to be completed by the end of February, 1798, and at 
the beginning of the month Bonaparte himself left Paris for the 
northern ports. He was at Dunkirk on the iith—a tornado of 
energy, issuing orden, rebukes and exhortations, and leaving again 
for ^tend on the 13 th to arrange for dhe building of flat-bottomed 
boats in the Belgian ports. One of Pitt’s qiies met him on the road 
to Fumes. The same authority reported that Lille, Douai, Cambrai, 
Perormc, Evreux and Rouen were foil of troops moving ocean- 
wards. He estimated—a little wildly—that there were 275,000 of 
them within twenty-four hours of me coast. 

The British Re^ar Army in the United Kingdom at that 
moment did not number 32,000 men, wdth some 25,000 temporary 
Fcndbles serving for the war only. A fordier 40,000 tnx^ were in 
Ireland. By an act passed in Tanuary die embodied Militia was 
increased from 45,000 to ioo,ooo men, and the Commander-in- 
Chief was empowered to enrol tm to 10,000 existing Militiamen in 
the R«»ulat Army to bring its Mpleted regiments up to strength. 
Since the evacuation of the Continent the quality of the army lad 
been much unproved by the Duke of York’s amninistration. But 
owing to its premature and reckless use in the West Indies it had 
not b^ given a chance to mature. New brigades had been sent 
ovctscas braoic their ofliceis had had rime to train thetii—a poli- 

^ GmtUmm's Magmitm, VqI, LXVIII, Part X. 1798, 315, dt, ’Wheeler 
and Btoadley, I, 81. 
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tician’s pennywise economy that nullified every reform. 40,000 
of them had died, mostly of fever, and a further 40,000 liad 
been discharged as unfit through the ravages of that atrocious 
climate. 

For the moment therefore, as in every previous stage in the war, 
Britain was short of trained troops when she most needed them. But 
this, though it concerned her rulers, gave litde anxiety to her people, 
for they had now passed far beyond anxiety. Instead of worryii^ 
they enrolled in tens of thousands as Volunteers and, lacking 
arms and training, confidently awaited the attack of the victors of 
Rivoli and Arcofi. In London alone, where the City Fathers called 
on all male inhabitants to rally to the banner of their wards, 
40,000 associated volunteers enrolled. The Government, ignoring 
memories of mutinies, indtenients to riot and treasonable Corres¬ 
ponding Societies, called the population to arms. “ This crisis which 
is approaching,” Dundas declared in the House, “ must determine 
whether we are any longer to be ranked as an independent nation. 
. . . We must fortify the menaced ports, accumulate forces round 
die capital, affix to the church doors the names of those who come 
forward as Volunteers and authorise members of Parliament to 
hold commissions withont vacating their scats. I am well aware 
of the danger of entrusting arms to the whole population without 
distinction. . . . But, serious as is the danger, it is nothing to the 
risk we should run ifi when invaded by the enemy, we were unpre¬ 
pared with any adequate means of defence.” ^ 

For the malcontents of three ycais before had suddenly become 
insignificant. Most of them had long been swept into the main tide 
of national consciousness and, like ^ etstwhile republican excise- 
man, Robert Bums, had donned the scarlet or blue coat and white 
nankeen breeches of the local volunteen. In Scotland they were 
still singing the dead bard’s repudiation of his former doubts: 

“ The kettle o’ the kirk and state, 
Perhaps a daut may fail in’t; 
But deil a foreign tinker loon 
Shall ever ca’ a nail in’t; 
Onr fathers’ bluid the kettle bought, 
And wha wad date to spoil it;— 

* Wheeler and Bioadley, I, ia6. 
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By heaven, the sacrilegious dog 
Shnil fit/*} Iv* tn KaiI iV * 1 shall fuel be to boil it 

In England the song of the hour was " The Snug Little Island ” 
trom Thomas Dibdm’s patriotic play, 77ie British Rjift. First sung 
at Sadler’s Wells on Easter Monday, 1797, it had quickly acquired 
an immense popularity; 

“ Since Freedom and Neptune have hitherto kept tune, 
In each saying, ‘ this shall be my land ’; 
Should the army o£England, or all they could bring land. 
We’d show ’em some play for the island. 

We’ll fight for our right to the island. 
We’ll give them enough of the island. 
Invaders should just bite at the dust, 
But not a bit more of the island 1" 

The oj^anisation of the Voluncecr forces remained haphazard. 
The Prince of Wales enrolled his servants en masse in a corps attached 
to the parish of St. James’s; the Duke of Northamberknd provided 
clothing and equipment and service pay at a shilling a day for all 
his tenants and labourers; the Phoenix Insurance Office turned its 
firemen into gunners; and the Bank of England raised eight com¬ 
panies from its clerks to defend its buildings. Every type of uniform 
and headgear was worn, far every corps chose iis own: bearskins, 
helmets with feathers or hair cockades, j&cings of red, blue, black, 
yellow or white.® The only feature common to all was a small 
breas^late bearing the regimental name or initial. Some places 
even formed juve^c corps for training boys in " military manuers.” 
Every morning the King was up before dawn signing commissions 
for all these martial homes: he indeed was in the heyday of glory. 
Gillray portrayed him-—" medio tutissimus ibis ”—grinning h^puy 

* Burns’s last days were troubled by a bill for lor baa -voluntBer 
uniform. His oomradea of the Dumfrira Volunteers—me swknard squad " 
—|pve him a aoldier’a burial, litde guessing whom they were- honouring. 

Hm! first Conyjany of the Bath Volunteers met this day and elected 
for their Captain, IWr. Bosaj^* First Lientensat, Captain Young ; Second 
Lieutenant, Mr. Redwood. Ttiey Gkewiic chose «t the same time for dfofo 
uniform, a scarlet jacket wifli coUar and lappda, white wnfatcoat, ana 
blue pantaloons tilBad with xeiJ^—Bath OhnMeU, 3rd. May, X799> dit* 
'WheeJer and Bmadfoy, 1,13a. 
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in the midst of a crowd of his devoted people, stout, curtseying 
matrons, adoring damsels and cadaverous, pigtailed army officers. 

** I did not emoy much of poor Mr. Hoare’s company,” wrote 
Hannah More after a visit to town, “ so occupied was he in arming 
and exercising. He rises at half-past four at Mitcham, trots off to 
town to be ready to meet at six me Fleet Street Corps, performing 
their evolutions in the area of Bridewell, the only place where they 
can find sufficient space; then comes back to a late dinner, and as 
soon as it is over, goes to his committees, after which he has a 
sergeant to drill himself and his three sons on the lawn till it is 
daS:.” ^ For the country in its sober way never doubted that the 
French ruffians would attempt to land any more than it doubted— C'Jed every Briton did his utmost—that they would meet a 

y end. The venture might be a desperate one, but after five 
years of war every one knew tnat the French Jacobins were ruthless 
monsters who would stop at nothing. Pitt himselfi writing in 
January, firit sure that an invasion wemd be attempted before the 
end of die year. The print shops were full of drawing of French 
rafts and of blood-curdling invasion posten for display on town 
walls and church doors predicting murders, rapes and robberies. 
Bonaparte’s name had at last begun to circulate among a people 
notoriously late in their apprehension of Continental events; * not 
as the romantic young genius of patriotic French imaoh^tion but 
as a perverted little monster, sli^dy comic and wholly horrible, 
who ground soldiers’ bones beneath his carriage wheeb, doted on 
the groans of the dying and perpetuated ghastly massacres, not for 
policy but for pleasure. 

Assured of such a satanic visitation, even die cler^ could hardly 
be restrained ftom flying to arms. In April, 1798, the Archbishops 
were ftirced to issue a circular emoiniug them not to abandon their 
sacred calling for a soldier’s, in which their service could be but very 
limited and might not even be wanted at all. “ But,” it added, “ \£ 
die danger should be realised and the enemy set foot upon our 

^ 7th May, 1798, Hannah Mora, II, 13. It was, however, much the same 
in her Somerset home. “ Our quiet vSIaM begins to wear a very military 
aspect. . . . Our roost respectable neignbouts were forming Volunteer 
corps at dudr own expense ; and the coast just below being one of the 
places which lie most open to invsBion, gun-boats are stationM and fottl- 
Scations erected.” 

' Despite bis astonishing Italian victories, there is no mention of him in 
the Annual HegUtar for 1797. 
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shores, our hand with that of every man must in every way be 
against those who come for purposes of rapine and desoktion, the 
vowed champions of anarchy and irteligion, defying the living 
God.” A month later the Bishop of London was forced to suspend 
his Pastoral journey, his Essex diocesans being too fiill of the pros¬ 
pect of an invasion to pay any attention to ecclesiastical orders. 

In spite of all this martial activity and the complete confidence 
of the average Briton in his power to deal with an invader, there 
were some misgivings. For one thing there was so grave a shortage 
of arms that in many districts bails had to be issued for use with 
fowling pieces. Even from first-line positions like the Isle of Wight 
came complaints that, though the Militia had been instructed, in 
the use of cannon, these had never arrived.^ “ Associations are form¬ 
ing rapidly and of a real useful kind,” a local enthusiast wrote to 
^K^bmall, " but we shall he able to do nodiing without arms. . . . 
We must have the number required fix>m some quarter. We must 
not sufier again this spirit to cool.” In a commercial country much 
given to individual self-help and little to naticoal planning, there 
was an inevitable tendency to leave such matters to chance and the 
lavra of supply and demand. An. advertisement in the Ba/k Chrottkk 
shows how much: 

“ The Members of the Bath Armed Association may be supplied 
with Warranted Firelocks at ^2 each at Stothert & Co*s ware¬ 
house, No. 15 Northgate Street 

“ likewise Pistols and Swords &om dbe first naanufictory. 
Belts and Carlouch Boxes.” 

It was not only the Volunteers who raised misgivings in the &w 
people in England who knew something of the new continental 
watfere and the technique of the Revolutionary armies. That fine 
old soldier. Lord Cornwallis, wrote on February 23rd to a brother 
of the future Duke of Wellington; ” I have no dout^ of the coura^ 
and fidelity of our Militia, hut the system of David Dundas and me 
total want of li^t infantry sit heavy on my mind.” * The new 
Regular Army hsul had too little training in European fields to cope 
on equal terms in enclosed country with a supremely active enemy 
fresh fiom triumphs over the most powerfiu and warlike natimis 
in Europe. Even a politician like Windham was fiiH of apprehen- 

* Wkeeltr and Broadly, I, itz. • ContueiBs, II, 233-4* 
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sion at the dcfidenqr in equipment, the endless muddle and delays, 
the vague indecisiveness of the dispositions which the Cabinet was 
perpetually discussing and amending.^ 

Not that the Cabinet was without a plan. It had many. “ I hope,” 
Pitt wrote in January, 1798, “ we shall have to make the option 
between burning their ships before they set out, or sinking them 
cither on their passage or before their troops can land, or destroying 
them as soon as they have landed, or starving them and taking them 
prisoners afterward.” Innumerable suggestions were canvassed, 
ranging from an antiquarian’s report on the measures used against 
the Armada to an ingenious Pimlico machinist’s new war chariot, 
“ in which two persons, advancing or retreating, can manage two 
pieces of ordnance (three-pounders) with alacrity and in satety, so 
as to do execution at the distance of two furlongs. ’ ® Directors were 
appointed to evacuate cattle and vehicles and waste the countryside 
in the enemy’s path and elaborate instructions issued to the public 
for the house to house defence of London. Blockhouses were to be 
built in every square, barricades erected in the principal streets with 
bells to summon the inhabitants to their stations, hand-grenades 
served out to comer-houses, night cellars searched for aliens, under¬ 
ground tuimels blocked, fire engines mobilised, guards posted at 
water works and on bridges, and all boats moved to the north bank 
of the Thames. 

But these preparations would probably have availed litdc had 
the country’s first line of defence not been the sea. The Channel 
Fleet with its advance division of great ships off Brest, the light 
squadrons of fiigates and gunboats in the Downs, St. Hdens, Porfr- 
Imd Road, Cawsand Bay and the Western Approaches, were the 
real bulwadc against the invader. The Admiralty was full of vigour 
and new-found confidence that spring. It even abandoned its pto- 
fessionai conservatism to oirol ffom the harc^ smugglers and 
fishermen of the south coast an amateur force of Sea Fcncibles, to 
serve in fiodllas, gather intelligence and guard the lesser creeks and 
coves. Gillray came out in February wim a cartoon, “ The Storm 
Rising,” portraying Fox and his traitor crew vainly hauling over 
the embattled raft of” Liberty ” with its bloody banners of Skvery, 
Murder, Atheism, Plunder, Blasphemy, while Pitt to repel it blow 

^ Th» Diary of the Rt. Hm. William Windham (ed. Baring) 395. 
* Wheeler and Bioadley, 1,1*9, 
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out of the clouds giant waves labelled with the names of Howe, 
Duucau, St. Vincent, Gardner and Curtis. 

The naval authorities did not, however, guarantee that the French 
would be unable to land. In the view of Admiral Sir Charles 
Middleton, expressed in a letter to Dundas of January 28th, 179S, 
invasion would be quite a feasible operation. “ The truth is," he 
wrote, “ that there arc very few things impracticable to active 
minds with sound judgments, and, if me French will vemure to 
sacrifice 50,000 men, of which there cannot be much doubt con- 
siderii^ what has already passed, 1 see no insuperable difficulties in 
landing 30,000.” ^ At the end of February there was an alarm when 
a report of unidentified ships south 01 Portland was flashed to 
London over the new semaphore telegraph which, with its giant 
arms and shutters and chain of towers stretching fiom the naval 
ports to the roof of Westminster Abbey, brought news to the 
Admiralty firom the coasts in a few minutes. Only after a special 
Cabinet meeting had been called was it learnt that the strange sails 
belonged to a fleet of homecoming West Indiamen. A few days 
later mere was another alarm when guns were heard firing out at 
sea at Eastbourne and mysterious ii^ts seen at Britton. 

But the Admirals who advised the Government were not relying 
on defensive measures. Like Drake, they advocated cartyiug the 
war into the enemy’s country. Ibey envisaged a number of small, 
highly-trained, joint naval and milit^ units capable of striking 
sudden blows at every opportunity.® These were to attack the flat- 

* Spmeer Peters, II, 269. 

' *' Nothing ap{>ears better calculated on the one hand to keep due country 
in a state of security, and on the odier the enemy In a constant state of awe 
and apprehettsioi^ Aon a sufficieat movable sea-and-land force, calcukied 
to act with celerity, and to sebte every fovourable occasion of destroying 
their preparations and attacking them on their own coast. Considered as a 
plan of humbling and disheasii^ the enemy, creating a conviction m Prance 
that all their projects of invastoo are frauj^t widi disgrace and ruin, and 
thereby to increase the clamour for peace and against the present govern¬ 
ment, it is the hnt that can be undertaken vritb out present means. , 

** It is also the beat in another view, not leas essential to the support of 
the war at home, namely, as affording the most effectual n)ea» of counfor- 
acting the manoeuvres of the disaffeewd and the alarms of die desponding, 
of showing the energy of the nation, and above all of keeping ahve the tpir^ 
of tnUrprtst by which alone pur piAUc tinrit (now fbrtuoi^y ndsed by me 
late conduct of the enemy) can be mafotauned in a disposition suitaNe w the 
difiScultiea of our situation.*’—.dnotoanont iimoroMm (possibly by thin- 
das), Spmetr Pt^fert^ 11, 335, 

ra 
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bottomed invasion boats in shallow waters, pounce on their ports, 
shippii^ and arsenals and generally keep the French in a constant 
state oftension and confusion. In the event of a landing the^ were 
to transport picked troops by sea and to harass the enemy s rear. 
General Sir Charles Grey, commanding the south-eastern District, 
issued from his headquarters at Barham Court, Canterbury, special 
instructions to all troops in danger zones to train men for such 
operations. They were to carry only blankets, haversacks and 
canteens: “ not one woman,” it was added, ” must on this occasion 
accompany the soldiers.... The General is sure that every thinking 
good soldier will readily see die convenience to themselves and 
propriety of this order and cheerfully submit to a short separation.” ^ 

These vigorous offensive measures commended themselves to 
Secretary Dundas, who was indeed their principal patron and pro¬ 
tagonist. First nurtured in the school of Chatham, he was a strong 
believer in the prindjple that the worst defence is to sit still and let 
the enemy attack. ‘^Our Armv is a very small one,” he told his 
colleague of the Admiralty, wnom he was constantly fevouring 
with his projects, ” but we must make the best use we can of it with 
a view to tne joint defence of Great Britain and Ireland, compre¬ 
hending under that view some mode of at least alarming our 
enemies along the coast.” His mind was full of projects for sinking 
old ship in the mouth of enemy ports, landing sinall raiding par¬ 
ties and testing, in his own words, how far Calais or Boulogne or 
Gravcliues might be proper subjects for a few bombs or fir^ip.* 
“ We cannot so effectually annoy the enemy,” he wrote, “ or keep 
alive the spirits of our country as by constant and unremitting 
offensive operations during the whole summer.”® But the weak¬ 
ness of Dundas’s method of waging war was that its technical 
execution never came up to its strategic conception. Incurably a 
politician, he never grasped the overriding necessity for dawlcss 
accuracy of detail that even the simplest operation of war requires. 
Any expedient or compromise which promised to avoid or turn 
a diffciuty satisfred his mind, and he left the rest to hope. 

In Aprfl, encouraged by a successful bombafcdment of Havre, 
where a small French invasion force was waiting to attack the 

' Atmwd Register, 1798. Appendix to Quonide, 189, 

* Spencer Papers, II, 317. 
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British island of St. Marcou, Dundas persuaded his colleagues to 
embark on an ambitious venture against Ostend. The 
originated in the mind of that clever but incurably plausible naval 
officer. Captain Home Popham. His idea was to blow up the Saas 
lock of the new Bruges-Ostend canal, along whidi the French were 
ei^ccted to move great masses of invasion barges from Holland. 
Secondary objectives were to destroy the port inst^tions and carry 
out a raid on transport concentrations at Flushing. Popham, who 
had the supreme merit to a politician of being always “ very 
sanguine,” succeeded in arousing the entliusiasm of General Sir 
Clmles Grey. Together the General and Dundas, who was enthusi¬ 
astically backed by the Under-Secretary-for-War, Huskisson, so 
bombarded Spencer that the latter compelled the Admiralty to 
appoint Popham to the naval command of the expedition. The 
result was mat his superiors in the Service, who regarded Popham 
with some justice as a young man with more bounce than ex¬ 
perience, gave the venture as litdc support as they could and by 
needless delays possibly contributed to its fiilure. 1400 troops, 
including 600 Guards wrung from a reluctant King, were embarked 
in flat-bottomed gunboats and landed under cover of Popham's 
frigates at Ostend during the night of May 19th. At flrst aD went 
well: the French were taken by surprise and the sluice gates de¬ 
stroyed with only a few casualties. Then the ■wind backed into the 
wrong quarter and, as more experienced sailors than Popham bad 
from the first foreseen, the rising surf made it impossiole to tc- 
cmbaik the troops. After several hours of useless resistance, in 
which sixty men lost theit lives, the remainder laid down thdr 
arms. 

Yet the raid at the moment when all Europe was expectmg the 
invasion of England showed men the dauntless character or the 
islanders. “ The spirit and courage of the country,” wrote Pitt, 
“ has risen so as to lx flatly equal to this crisis_The French M 00, 
I believe in earnest, but ffie cScct here is only to produce ail the 
eftbrts and all the spirit wc can wish.” 2 A oisringuished foreign 
writer. Mallet du visiting England that May. paid a striking 
testimony to the national temper. ‘ Here we are in the ftill tide ot 
war, crushed by taxation, and earposed to the finy of the most 
draperate of enemies, hut nevertheless security, abtmdanoe^ and 

Lord Bosebety, Pitt (1891), aoS. 
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energy reign supreme, alike in cottage and Palace. I have not met 
with a single instance of nervousness or apprehension. Tlie spectacle 
presented by public opinion has far surpassed my expectation. The 
nation had not yet learnt to know its own strength or its resources. 
The government has taught it the secret and inspired it with an 
unbounded couhdence aJniost amounting to presumption.” 



CHAPTER. ELEVEN 

Britain Strikes Back 

1798 

“ I trust my name will stend on record when the money¬ 
makers will be forgot.” Nei\OH. 

“ Britannia needs no bulwarks. 
No towers along the steep ; 
Her march is o°er the mountain waves: 
Her home is on the deep.” Campbell. 

On Thursday, April i^th, 1798, Parson Woodfisrdc dined on a 
neck of pork roasted. “ By the public papers,” he notedl, *' every¬ 
thing appears most alarmirig not only respecting Great Britain but 
every state in Europe and beyond it. O Tempora O Mores! '* Eng¬ 
land was mcpccting invasion, Ireland on the ver« of rebellion and 
the Continent lost. With Austria's surrender me last barriers to 
French aggression had gone. In February, in flagrant defiance of 
their own promises, the French marched into Rome, emptied the 
Papal treasury and sacked the city. In March, on a trumped-up 
pretext, they invaded Switzerland, seized sixteen million ecM 
francs, annexed Geneva and Mulhausen and prodairacd an “itt- 
divisiblc ” Helvetic Republic. Hesrc as in Italy dieir liberating 
march was marked by dsmolislwd houses, profened <diurdies, out¬ 
rage, hatred and fisar.^ 

Yet nmnme through all diis cruelty and dcstructipn was a thread 
of policy. The Repubh'c was refilling its cofiers be&te its next 
pounce. And it was doing so at the instance of General Bonapacte. 
It was one of his confidential officers. Commandant Bcrdiicr, who 
robbed the Pope. '* In sending me to Bj>me*” he wrote, ” yon 
appomt me Treasurer to the English es5)cditioii; I will endeavour 
to fill the chest.” 

But it was no longer a direct leap at the throat Eugbnd hot 
* See IFyttm DtatUs, U, aij, *17. 

*35 
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even an assault on Ireland that Bonaparte was planning. His 
inspections of the ports had convinced him that even temporary 
command of die narrow seas was at present beyond the reach of 
France. In a report on his return to Paris on February 23rd he 
declared that a seaborne invasion without it would be “ tne boldest 
and most difficult operation ever attempted.” It was idle to under¬ 
estimate one’s opponent. She was still a great Power, and the 
Republic must never threaten in vain. 

So Bonaparte assured the Directory. Yet it was not of the Re¬ 
public nor of France that the little Corsican was thinking. He 
had no fear of British shopkeepers playing at soldiers: the veteran 
army of Italy, even if only a third of it reached the Kentish shore, 
would soon make short work of these. As for Ireland the country 
^vas already nine-tenths conquered: a few French cannon rumbling 
over die Cork or Dublin cobble stones that angry spring, and every 
British throat in the island would be cut. But the chmees of tide 
and wind were too great to stake a world conqueror's course on. 
There were surer and richer prizes to be won £ist. After all, it 
would profit Bonaparte little to revolutionise Ireland and overturn 
Pitt’s ifegland only to lose his life or mar his bright star in some 
sordid, watery skirmish with a chance cruiser. He was not going 
to waste his incomparable genius to make the world—^his oyster 
—safe for Barras and the plutocrats of the Luxembourg. 

For Bonaparte believed that Britain, with her antiquated 
feudalism, corroding commercial habits and loosening colonial 
ties, was already doomed. There was no need to strike prema¬ 
turely at her heart when she was dying at the extremities. Her 
trade with Europe was at an end, for the greater part of the Con¬ 
tinent had entered the Rjcvolutionary order, u her commerce 
with Asia could be cut also, her bankers and oligarchs would face 
ruin. Without the colonial produce with which they paid for the 
grain of the Baltic and supported their unreal structure of usury 
and broking, their Navy wotdd rot for lack of money. Invasion 
would become unnecessary. 

So Bonaparte told his political masters. The best way to injure 
England was by an expemtion to the Levant and a threat to India 
wh^ France could avenge herself for lost colonics. The selfish, 
greedy Directors believed him or pretended to. He wished to be 
gone. ” I can no longer obey,” he told a confidant, " I have tasted 
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command and I cannot give it up. Since I cannot be master I shall 
leave France.” There was nothing the Directors more ardently 
desired. If Bonaparte chose to take himself, his ambitions and his 
Cxsarian army to Egypt he should be enabled to do so. 

But had the Directors been able to penetrate his disguise, they 
would have thought him even more dangerous than they supposed. 
To the few to whom he dared confide ms dreams, he declared that 
he was about to conquer an eastern empire surpassing the lablcs of 
antiquity. He would not only destroy England’s sordid hegemony 
in the Orient but found another, fiir vaster, in its place. In Ac East, 
he told his broAer Luden, there were six hunored million men. 
Ckimpared wiA Asia, Europe was “ a mete molehill.” He woiJd 
not only become its Actator but its prophet. He would found a 
new rehgion. His genius and passionate will would mould not 
only Ae present but Ac remote future.^ “ Wc shall change the 
fate of the world,” he told Talleyrand. 

The road to Ae East was open. By his Italian conquests be had 
driven Ae English battleships from the Mediterranean and secured 
a line of stepping-stones stretching alo^ Ac Dalmatian and Ionian 
coasts towarA Egypt. It would be child’s play to seize that sandy, 
fabulous land in Ae name of its remote TuAish Sultan and “ free ” 
its eflfete people from Ac despotism of its Mameluke “ aristocrats.” 
It would only be another repetition of Ae familiar Revolutionary 
tedmique of conquest. 

Even before he rud completed he inspection of Ac Flcmisb ports, 
Bonaparte had requested the naval auAorities at Toulon to hold up 
Ae warships ordered for Brest and assemble transports. Three weeks 
later on Ivlarch 5A he Aew up detailed plans for an Egyptian 
cxpeArion. Thcreafier events, as always wnoi he directed, moved 
swiftly. On April laA engineers, opetuy wearing French uniforms, 
landed at Alexandria and began to prepare for the reception of 
militaiy forces and to collect mfotmation about Ae desert roads to 
Suez, the navigation of Ac Red Sea and British dispositions in Ac 
Indian Ocean. Already French agents were stirrir^ up trouble in 
the great Indian state of Mysore, and its ruler, Tippoo Sahib, had 

* " In Egypt,” he told Madame de Remuaat, " I found myaelf foee from 
the ^earineas and leitiaints of chdliaation. I mated a ndigiaia nitfra tuAan 
on my head and in nwhand a. new Koran which I afaould compoaeecoordttng 
to my own ideas.” It ia intereatm^ to compare tiie enzy dmama of Hitfor 
aa outlined in Dr. Ranachnitig’a Hitfrr SpiMt, 
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sent ambassadors to the Jacobin governor of Mauritius to invite a 
Frauco-Arab army to India. 

Rumours of these preparations, which had been secretly going 
forw'ard ever since Bonaparte’s rape of Venice, had been slowly 
filtering through to England. In January Captain Sidney Smith, 
who was much employed by Grenville in confidential missions, 
smuggled a message out of Paris, where he was imprisoned, report¬ 
ing that France had designs on Egypt and the Levant trade. But in 
its preoccupation with invasion and Ireland, the Government paid 
little attention to such warnings. It had more urgent dangers to 
consider. With every available ship concentrated in the Channel 
and off the Irish coast and with St. Vincent blockading a superior 
force in Cadiz, nothing could be spared for the Mediterranean. A 
Britain expecting invasion in Sussex could not police the Levant. 
Since the Mediterranean was now a French lake, information from 
that quarter was in any case notoriously unreliable and took many 
months of perilous travel to reach England. 

Yet by a strange combination of coincidence and daring, the 
British Government in the dudal spring of 1798 weakened its 
naval defences at home and sent a fleet into the Mediterranean. It 
did so without much thought of defeating Bonaparte’s grandiose 
eastern designs, of which it was either ignorant or wholly sceptical. 
Its object was rather to prompt the European powen to revolt 
against the Jacobin yoke. For Pitt, knowing that his country could 
not contend for ever alone against the armed Revolution, was 
again endeavouring to build up a Coalition. It seemed die surest 
way of saving Britain. 

Already thae were signs that this was no empty hope. Prussia 
still refused to rouse heraelf firom selfish sloth; Russia under her 
half-mad Emperor Paul remained a remote and inscrutable factor. 
But Austria, Jockeyed at the council table at Rastadt fi:om her 
ancient lead^hip of Germany and insulted by upstart Jacobins, 
was growing restive. In Mardi Chancellor Thugm instructed his 
ambassador Starhembcig to ask if Britain would aid his country 
against a fierce nation irrevocably determined on the total sut- 
version of Europe.” And he suggested the return of a British fleet 
to the Mediterranean, 

At the beginning of April Pitt therefore raised the question in 
Cabinet. Lord Spencer and the naval authorities were wholly un- 
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favourabk. With thirty Spanish battleships at Cadiz and thirty 
French—m whatever state of readiness—at Brest, \'\'itli the seven 
Dutch survivors from Camperdown still at the Holder, Britain 
would need at least seventy capital ships to justify the risk of de¬ 
taching even the smallest force to the south. At the moment, 
though several new ships were nearing completion, she could only 
dispose of fifty-eight, twenty-four off Cadiz and the remaining 
thirty-four in home and Irish waters. The dispatch of a battle 
squadron to the Mediterranean, the Junior Sea Lord reported, 
might be attended by the most dreadful consequences.^ 

These professional counsels fiuled to dispirit Pitt. His instinct, 
which was in accord with that of his country, told him that the 
moment had come to change to the ofiensive and that the only 
real security lay in so doing. Something of his .father’s spirit and 
genius for war seemed to have entered into him that spring. He saw 
clearly that St. Vincent’s position off Cadiz wonld soon be un- 
mnahle mdess the European situation was radically changed in Eng¬ 
land’s frvour. Ever since the autumn the feeble Portugese Court, 
terrified by the threatening preparations of Spain, had hem plotting 
to ftee itself ftom its British treaty commitments and close th« 
Tagus to St. Vincent’s provision ships. The intimidating presence 
of the old Admiral at llsbon and the masterly handling by General 
Stuart of a small British force from Elba, wmch had Imded for the 
defence of Portugal, had so far staved off surrender. But it was 
ultimately inevitable, for though reports &om Cadiz showed that 
the Spaniards, who had nothing to gain and everything to lose by 
further Gallic triumphs, were heartily sick of the war, the Direc¬ 
tory’s contemptuous hold over the dictator Godoy was fiir too 
strong to he shaken so long as the French were masters of die 
Continent* 

1 ObaorvattoDs of RearnAdmiral 'WMiam Young^ wrooglj' dated February, 
1797, in Spencer Pt^ert, II, 331. For Spencer'* opiiuon lee ibid^ 333. 

* Captain Collingwood wrote on Janoaiy 35(h, 179S, that Spain was no 
longer an independent nation. Five tuontiu later he added: " The 
Spaniards are disposed to peace and the interest of dteir oonntiy re¬ 
quires it; but God knows whether their French friends wiQ. sliow that . .. 
Nothing is more certain than diat the oondmiance of the war is disastrous 
to Spam."—CoUingwood, 63, 67-8. Britkh and Spanfrb nava) offnsis 
corresponded on tte frundliest terms, Kubanged presents of wine and 
and even on occasion entertained one ymtheg, wmle Spankh peasa^ a«ia 
tupplles to British, aailois. It is interesting to compare this enmroed rUmeo^ 
Spanish alliance with, the prtaent rebtiona between Oarmany add Italy, 
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Pitt, as always when his mind was resolved, carried the Cabinet 
with him. The increased risk of invasion was not too high a price 
to pay to bring Austria and her satellite Naples back into the war, 
and he felt sufficient confidence in the newly-revived spirit of 
Britain to take it. He was strongly supported by Dundas, whose 
mind, true to the Chatham tradition in which it had been cradled, 
always ran on the offensive.^ For all his ignorant and wasteful 
blunders, the sturdy Scot never lost confidence. “ If we can be 
alive in our offensive movements at home and can strike some 
great stroke in the Mediterranean,” he wrote to the First Lord, 
“ the game must be up with the French government.” ® Grenville 
and the Foreign Office, with their eyes on the wider interests of 
Europe, also backed the Prime Minister. So did the chivalrous 
Windham.® 

Accordingly on May 2nd, 1798, Cabinet instructions were sent 
to St. Vincent to detach part of hh fleet for a sweep in the Mediter¬ 
ranean. They were accompanied by a private letter firom Spencer. 
” When you arc apprised, ’ he wrote, “ that the appearance of a 
British squadron in me Mediterranean is a condition on which the 
fate of Europe may at this moment be said to depend, you will not 
be surprised that we are disposed to strain every nerve and incur 
considerable haaard in effecting it.” And the First Lord went on to 
suggest that in the event of St. Vincent not commanding it in person, 
it should be entrusted to the junior flag officer on the station. Sir 
Horatio Nelson. 

By a strange coincidence, on the day that this letter was written 
Nelson left St. Vincent’s fleet for the Mediterranean. Only a month 
before be bad sailed firom England after a long and painful con¬ 
valescence. “ The wind is ftir,” he had written to his ftther firom 
Portsmouth, '* in two hours I shall be on board and with the lark 
I shall be off to-morrow morning.” He reached the blockading 
fleet on April 30th, a little depressed at the prospect of an un¬ 
eventful summer off Cadiz. Within two days he hid been ordered 

^ See Spencer Papers, 11, 317. 
• See Spenc^ Papers, II, 353. 
* “ An English fleet,’* he had written at an earlier juncture, should be .. , 

in the Meditemmean to give that succoth and protection which I conceive 
all the countries upon thme shores are looking for at our hands and which 
it would be a proud distinction in us to grant, I long to think tiiat Rotne, 
our conrunon mother, should owe her safety ... to the protecting justice of 
Great Britain."—Windham Papers, I, 119-ao. 
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hj St. Vincent to proceed with three battleships and five tm-iTl 
craft to Toulon to report on the preparations and destination of a 
powerful ftcnch fleet. His mission was not to fight but to obtain 
information. 

For, despite French attempts at secrecy and Bonaparte’s studied 
delay at Paris, news of immense concentrations in Provencal and 
Italim ports had reached St. Vincent. At Toulon and Marseilles, at 
Genoa, Civita Vecchia and in Corsica hundreds of transports were 
assembling, troops embarking and batdeships, frigates and corvettes 
moving into position for some great venture. As early as April 
34th, only twelve days after the Directors in Paris had signed the 
formal order for the Egyptian expedition. The Times printed cir¬ 
cumstantial details of the force. Three days later the same paper 
reported its destination to be either Ireland or Portugal CoUmg- 
wood wrote on May ist that the French had announ^ die objec¬ 
tive to be Naples and Sicily—a view strongly held by the terrmed 
Court of Naples—^but that the Amcricam who had brought the 
mtelligence to Cadiz were convinced that it was England. 

The possibility of Egypt docs not appear to have been seriously 
canvassed in London. This was the more curious because during 
April Dundas received warning from a spy of a scheme for sending. 
400 French officers via Egjrpt and Suez to India to offer dicir ser¬ 
vices to Tippoo Sahib and the Mahratta chiefe and stir up war in 
Hindustan.^ And India was always die apple of Dundas’s eye. Only 
a few days earlier in a letter to Spencer he had stated his belief diat 
any European Power gaining control of Bgypt would acquire the 
master key of the world's commerce. 

But for the moment the obvious danger to the Empire 'wn not 
to its circumference but its heart. It nevex seems to have seriously 
occurred to the Cabinet that France’s impending blow could fell 
elsewhcire. If the new armada in the soudi was not, like that at 
Brest, Cidiz and the Texcl intended for the British lal^ it must be 
bound for Naples and Sicily to forestall any new Coalition and so 
safeguard the Ftench rear during the hazards of an invasion. By 
6r its most likely destination was Ireland. This was the firm con¬ 
viction both of me Irish Government and of Pitt The dispatch of 
part of St Vincent’s fleet to die Mediterranean seemed an antici- 

* Newt of the landins of Frendi eRgiiieers at AJezandria on Apdl ao^ 
1798, did not reach the Britiah Government till July stfa. 
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pation. of an encounter which must otherwise be fought off the 
Irish coast. 

• ••••■•» 

For here in the island which she had conquered, misgoverned 
and never understood, proud Ei^land was &ced with disaster and 
defeat. Four million Irish were united in a sudden resolve to fling 
off the yoke of ten million English, Scots and Welsh, themselves 
engaged in a life-and-deatb struggle with more than forty milHoD 
Frenchmen, Spaniards and Dutchmen. To crush the republicans of 
United Ireland, Dublin Castle had played its time-honoured trump 
card of Protestant ascendancy. But instead of crushing republi¬ 
canism the Protestant ascendancy was itself threatened by a Jranatic 
Cathohe insurgence. Holy Ireland had been transformed by the 
bureaucracy into a Jacobin province. 

Dublin Castle had been repeatedly warned of its folly. It had 
paid no heed. In November, 1797, mat fine soldier, Lord Moira— 
himself au Irish landlord—had declared in the English House of 
Lords that he had witnessed in Ireland “ the most absurd as well as 
the most dis^ting tyranny that any nation ever groaned under.” 
Three monw later another soldier made an appeal for a wiser 
policy. At the end of 1797 Sit Ralph Abetetomby, back from the 
West Indies, was appointed Commander-rn-Chief of the Army in 
Ireland. He found its demoralisation a greater menace to English 
rule than any invader. At the end of February, 1798, appalled by 
the outrages that followed the Lord Lieutenant’s illegal licence to 
the miUtary to aid the civil power without magistcrid authority— 
in Irish to act as agents of partisan warfere—&& old soldier took 
the grave step of issuing a general order in which he described his 
army as being in a state of licentiousness that made it “ formidable 
to every one but the enemy.” 

The only effect of this bombshell was a clamour by the Irish 
bureaucracy for Abcrcromby’s recall: a demand to whi^ Pitt and 
Portland gave way.^ Nothing could shake the obstinacy of Dublin 
Casde: at every moderating suggestion it pointed to me very real 
horror of Irish atrocities as a reasern for inctcasing its ovm oppres¬ 
sions. It was even accused by the Opposition of deUberatwy in- 

^The Kina, whose narrowness in religious matters did not extend to 
questions of Army discipline, refused to countenance his Mirustets’ betrayal 
of this brave old soldier and showed him marked attention at the next Levee. 
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citing a rebellion in order to discredit its opponents. Nothing could 
have been farther from the truth. Yet noming could have smned 
more like it. For m its intemperate fear of Papist risings, massacres 
and French landings, it invited all three. 

By the spring of 1798 the British garrisons in Ireland outside 
the Protestant pale were barely holding down the native population. 
Everywhere little islands of red were receding before a rising tide 
of sullen green. “ The lower ranks,” Abcrcioniby wrote in January. 
“ heartily hate the gentlemen because dicy oppress them and die 
gentlemen hate the peasants because they know they deserve to be 
Hated.” ^ Every one was waiting for the French. A discovery at the 
end of February revealed the existence of an elaborate channel of 
communication between Ireland and the Contiucat. A round of 
arrests in London was followed on May 19th by the seizure of Lord 
Edward Fitzgerald in a Dublin slum. Mortally wounded in the 
encounter the brilliant young Irish aristocrat died a fortnight later. 

His arrest threw the Irish leaders into coniusion, for he was the 
pivot on which rebellion turned. It had been planiied for the night 
of May a3rd. But that day the authorities, acting on information, 
seized thousands of arms. Only a discouraged uand&l of rebels, 
assembling in the suburbs of die coital, obeyed the orders of the 
Irish Rebd Directory. Farther afielcTin ^daxe and Wicklow bands 
of insurgents attempted to seize strong points on the roads into 
Dublin but were everywhere repcDed. 

But on the 26th the revolt broke out in a more serious form and 
where it was least expected. Led by Father Murphy, a Catholic 
priest, more than 30,000 armed peasants rose in the thriving country¬ 
side of Wexford. Believing thw leader to be under the special pro¬ 
tection of Heaven, they sefred the hill of Oulatt, annfliilated a force 
of Militia and, advancing on Ferns, burnt the episcopal palace. 

Whitsunday, Miw 37th, was a day of terror. In England it was 
marked by intense heat and by a strange encounter in a lonely dell 
of gotse and silver birches on Putney Common. For two days 
before, during a debate on mauning the Navy, Pitt, maddened by 
the obstructive tactics of the Opposition, had aoo^ TicEney of 
deliberately sabotaging the country’s defence and had been ruled 
out of OKwr by the Speaker. Bx&rinft to withdraw his words, he 
had been challqaged hy the stout irasdbfc Itisfaioao and, bcfr»edthes; 

* Wmtam Pitt t»td ih* Onat War\ 35a. 
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the King or public opinion could intervene to prevent the scandal, 
the tt\'o statesmen had met and fired off pistols at one another— 
fortunately without effect. The public alarm was immense.^ That 
night London learnt of the rising in Wexford. 

Next day the rebels captured Enniscorthy, celebrating their 
triumph by a night of massacre and arson. Scarcely a Protestant 
escaped. On the 30th Camden, beside himself with terror, believed 
the situation to be beyond repair. To crown his fears he had 
beard three days earlier from Portland: that nine battleships had 
been sent from the Irish station to reinforce St. Vincent’s fleet off 
Cadiz. He wrote to Pitt on the 29th telling him that Ireland was 
irretrievably lost without reinforcements from England: it was 
useless to send cavalry as they were powerless against the pikes of 
die fanatic peasantry. Pitt replied on June 2nd with the calm 
habitual to ham in time of crisis: the troops, including Guards, had 
already been dispatched but should be returned as soon as possible 
so as not to dislocate the general conduct of the war. About the 
same time he received intelligence that the Fraich fleet had left 
Toulon, bound, as he believed, for Ireland. 

But it was not for Ireland, where on Vinegar Hill 30,000 vio 
toriotis rebels awaited their long-promised coming, that the French 
had sailed. Instead of seizing the greatest chance he was ever to 
know for striking England to the heart, Bonaparte was receding 
into the Orient for his own personal glory. A moral flaw in her 
rule of a sulyect people had placed England at her foe’s mercy. A 
still greater flaw in Iict foe caused the aiance to be neglected. Had 
the logic of Jacobin philosophy resulted in the rule of a selfless 
patriot like Carnot, such a blunder could never have been made. 
But it had led inevitably—as Burke had always foretold—to the 
dictatorship of a scoundrel like Barras and a military adventurer 
like Bonaparte. For their failings France had to pay dear. 

The opportunity which the Corsican missed now passed to 
another. In his public actions Nelson was swayed by only one 
thought—love of country. “ In my mind’s eye,” he told Hardy, “ I 
ever saw a radiant orb suspended which beuoned me onwards to 
renown.” But by renown he meant not glory for its own sake but 
for the good of his country. For all the fiiillngs of an ardent nature, 

* Hannah Mon, II, 14-15, 
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lie was essentially a moral man. Bom in a Norfolk parsonage, he 
was a child of the Church of England. From the influence of its 
homely piety, he had passed at the age of twelve,to the rough life 
of the Navy. Its leadii^ ptinciple—that of unquestioning duty— 
had been transformed in the crucible of his imagination into a 
source of passionate inspiration. 

Without influence he had risen by sheer meric to tlie rank of 
post-captain before he was twenty-one. He impressed every one 
with whom he came into contact professionally with the sense 
that he was no common being. But his greatest success was with 
those luider his command. He was a man who led by love and 
example. There was nothing he would not do for those who served 
under him. There was nothing diey would not dare for Nelson. 

The ex^endes of peace after the American war and what seemed 
to his superiors in that mediocre time the inconvenient excess of his 
zeal for the Service had deprived him in 1787 of employment. For 
five years he led the life of a poor half-pay officer, eating out his 
heart ashore, farming his father’s glebe and fistdng under the 
tedium of a respectabl: but ill-assortw marriage. They were years 
in which his career seemed finished and in which he and his friend 
CoUingwood in like retirement told each other that they despaired 
of chance ever drawing them back to the seashore. 

The outbreak of war found Nelson bombarding the Admiralty 
with requests for a ship, though it were only a cockle boat. They 
gave him a sixty-four, and since thenr—save for a winter’s sick leave 
after the loss of his arm—^hc had been on continuous service in tiie 
Mediterranean, cheerfully fulfilling every mission entrusted to him, 
and by his anxiety to excel in the execution of duty winnio^ a 
reputation for almost foolhardy gallantry. For four years he had 
toiled and waited for his hour until the discernment of jervu and 
the chance of battle at St. Vincent brought him on to a wider stage. 
Then in his first independent command as a flag officer he had 
tasted defeat—albeit glorious defeat—at Tenerife. He had returned 
to England phyricalfy shattered, with the hope of ever serving 
again almost varushed. 

Now, nearing his fortieth year, he was again in command, with 
his reputation a little uncertain as of a man too reckless for his age^ 
His countrymen, slovr to recogni» intellect know his courage tw 
ardour but had little conception of the quality of his xqind. They 
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had yet to realise its infinite capacity for taking pains, its knife-like 
penetration, its brilliant clarity. Its very lucidity, reducing every 
scheme and command to elemental terms such as a child could 
understand, tended to deceive them. They thought of him as a 
simple sailonnan. They never conceived of him, tul his miraculous 
deeds enlightened them, as the supreme embodiment of the genius 
of their country. 

After many years of apprenticeship, he was now to be pitted 
against die most dazzling genius of nis age—himself the embodi¬ 
ment of that great and tcrriiifyiag explosion of human energy which 
patient England was strugglic^ to hold in bounds. Nelson’s 
success or ^ure was to depend on his ability to guess and antici¬ 
pate the thought of his adversary. To that test he brought qualities 
of an almost unique order: immense professional knowledge and 
experience, the firuits of life-long application and discipline, selfless 
devotion to duty, inspired courage, a great heart and the imagi¬ 
nation which can mobilise the evidence of the present and past to 
predict the future. His was that strange combination of brooding 
patience, study and intense concentration with a mercurial tenmera- 
ment that rose like lightning out of storm and in the hour chosen 
of destiny lighted the path to victory. Above all his power was 
based, like his country’s, on adherence to moral law: once he vras 
convinced that a course was tight, nothing could shake his constancy 
to it and the burning tenacity of his purpose. The strength of his 
will was equal to Napoleon’s. And because it derived more con- 
sistently from enduring principles it prevailed. Nelson’s career of 
fame rose from victory to ever greater victory. Napoleon’s rose 
and tben felL 

On the 8th of May, 1798, Nelson left Gibraltar with three ships of 
the line and five firigates, sailing at dusk to conceal his eastward 
course from watching eyes. Nine days later, cruising in the Gulf 
of Lyons, one of his fiigates captu^ a ftench corvette fiom 
Toulon whose crew under examination disclcaed that the famous 
General Bonaparte had arrived in the port from Paris, that thotn 
sands of troops were embarking and that fifteen batcl^hips of the 
line were waiting to sail. 

Had it not been for the usual confusion and corruption of the 
Revolutionary ports they would have sailed already. Neatly 40,000 
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picked troops, more than three btuidted transports and fiffy war¬ 
ships had been assembled. This huge armada was laden not only 
with horse, foot, artillery and stores of war but with cnijincer^ 
architects and professors of every science and art, “ from astrono¬ 
mers dowm to washerwomen,” ^ It was equipped for colonisation 
as well as for conquest. It was commanded by a bnlliaiit galaxy’ 
of talent, for under Bonaparte’s triumphant banner sailed Klifbcr, 
Desaix, Davout, Lannes, Murat, Bcssiercs, Marmont and Jimot, 
while Brucys, with Gauteaume, Dccrre and Villeneuve, dtrecteJ 
the fleet. 

On the r9th, the day of Lord Edward Fitzgerald’s arrest, die 
main division of the expedition with Bonaparte aboard weighed 
from Toulon, coasting north-eastwards along the Riviera shore in 
the direction of Genoa to gather its consorts. Nelson did not see 
it sail for he was still some way from the port. On the following 
n^ht his flagship, the Vanguard, suffered disaster, her newly com¬ 
missioned crew losing main and mizen topmasts and foTcmast in 
a sudden gale. For two days she was battered by the waves off the 
Sardinian coast and was omy saved from total wreck by the cool 
daring of Captain Bali of the Alexander, who took her in tow and 
persisted in spite of intense danger to his own ship in bringing her 
under the lee of San Pietro Island. 

Here on May 24th, while British sailora and Irish patriots were 
fighting in the village streets of Meath and Kildare, Nelson wrote 
to his wife to tell her of his sctbadc. “ I firmly believe that it was 
the Almighty’s goodness to check my consummate vanity.” In four 
days of ncrcmcan labour, the Vanniari was rigged with jury-masts 
and made fit for sea. Then with to three battl^ps Nuson sailed 
for the secret rendezvous where his frigates, scattered by the storm, 
were to have awaited him. But when he reached it on June 4th the 
frigates were not there. Next day, still waiting, he received momanr- 
tous tidings. For Hardy in the dispatch brig Mudne arriving from 
Cadiz brought news not only of the errant frigates which» despair¬ 
ing of the Vanguard’s plight, had gone to Gibisutar, but of Ncbcai’s 
appointment to the command of a fleet. The opportunity for vdiith 
he had v^ted so long had arrived. 

It had come at a sttange moment. Bonaparte had sailed a frstt- 
ni^t before and bad gone no one knew wWi. A frrw day* after 

1 CoOirgtMiod, 69. 
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Nelson had left Cadiz, St. Vincent had received Spencer’s instruc¬ 
tions about sending a fleet into the Mediterranean. Though the 
Spaniards, under orders from Paris, made as if about to put out of 
Cadiz, and though a concerted movement of United Irishmen 
threatened a new outbreak of mutiny in the Fleet, the old Admiral 
never hesitated. On May 19th he dispatched Hardy with Nelson’s 
commission. On die aist, without even waiting for the arrival of 
the promised reinforcements from England, he sent his ten finest 
battleships and captains—the dlitc of the Fleet—under Troubridge 
to join Nelson. 

On June 6th Troubridge found his new commander. It was 
characteristic of Nelson that he refused to transfer his flag from the 
storm-battered Vanguard. His other two batdeships were beyond 
the horizon searching for the newcomers. He did not wait for them 
but left the fifty-gun Leander to bid them follow. His orders were 
couched in the broadest terms. He was to pursue the Toulon fleet 
and attack it wherever found. Since Britain had no base in the 
Mediterranean and necessity dictated, he was not to stand on cere¬ 
mony with neutrals. Should they out of terror of the French refuse 
to grant him supplies, he was to compel them at the cannon’s mouth. 

His instructions gave him littb due as to Bonaparte’s destination. 
They mentioned Naples, Sicily, Portugal and Ireland, but made no 
reference to Egypt. He had no reliable information as to the strength 
of the French battle fleet though he believed it to consist of fifteen 
or sixteen ships of the line. He knew even less of its whereabouts. 
Having no fiigates he could not comb the seas for intelligence. He 
had only the Ught of his intellect to follow and the stren^ of his 
wiH. *' Be they bound to the Antipodes,” he assured Spencer, 
“ your Lordship may rely that I will not lose a moment in bringing 
them to action.” ^ 

Following the course of the French he skirted the Genoese 
Riviera and Italian coast. The seas were strangely empty, for the 
french control of the Mediterranean had banished most of its 
former commerce. Day after day no sail appeared on the blue 
horizon. Once a convoy of distant Spanish merchantmen was 
sighted—^plunder that might have made nis captains rich with prize 
mcmey and bought him some fine estate in England with white 
Jane Austen house and trim lawns and deer park. But his mind was 

‘ Mahan, Ndttm, I, 387, 
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set on liis purpose and he let them pass immolested. He dared not 
lose an hour. 

On June 14th, while fat away the fate of Ireland trembled hi the 
balance and the rebel leaders in uic greenr-banneted camp on Vinegar 
Hill waited for the tidings of Frendh sails. Nelson obtained second¬ 
hand news from a passing ship that ten days earlier a great fleet had 
been seen to the west of Sicily. He accordinriy sent the Mulhte 
ahead to Naples with a letter begging Sir William Hamilton, the 
British Ambassador, to urge the King and his English-bom Prime 
Minister, Aaon, to shake oS their sabseiviencc to the dreaded 
Jacobins and strike while the iron was hot. On the 17th he arrived 
oflf the port to Icam what he had already suspected; that the French 
had gone to Malta and were either about to attack or had already 
attacked that island stronghold. 

In a fever of excitement he wrote again to Hamilton. The 
Ne^olitan ^King> who hated the French, whose sister-in-law had 
died on the scafiold in Paris, who had secretly implored British aid, 
had a unique opportuniev to strike a blow whiw should save his 
throne, liberate I^y and shatter the dark clouds diat hong over 
Europe. The most formidable of French generals and the flower of 
the French army were at his m«rcy. For though Nelson had with 
him a matchless instrument, it could only do me work of a battle 
fleet. To destroy the enemy, if at Malta, he needed, fireships, gun¬ 
boats and bomb vessels; to annihilate their transports, if at sea, he 
must have frigates. The Court of the Two Sicilies, if it would take 
its courage in its hands, could supply both. “ The King of Naples 
may now have part of the glory in destroying these pests of lie 
human race; and the opportunity, once lost, may never be re¬ 
gained.** 

But though the rimoroos Italians sent good wishes and a secret 
promise of supplies, they would date no more. Nelsou must beat 
the French bMore riiey would sdr, even fliough their craven inert¬ 
ness robbed him of all chance of victoiy and themselves of survival. 
Without wasting time, though still bombarding Hamilton with 
letters, he pressed thurough the Straits of Messina and, crowding on 
all sail, hurried southward down the coast of Sicily heading for 
Malta, where he hoped to catch the enemy at author. On the zzad 
at the southern point of Sicily off Cape Passaro the Mutiru fell in 
wifli a Genoese brig and lea^ fiom her master that foe French 
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had captured Malta from the Koights of St. John—which was true 
—and—winch was not true—^had sailed again on the i6th eastward 
boimd. 

With the instinct of genius, though his instructions had given 
him no inkling of it. Nelson had already divined Bonaparte’s 
intention. A few days earlier he had written to Spencer, “ If they 
pass Sicily, I sliall believe they are going on their scheme of pos¬ 
sessing Alexandria and getting troops to India—z plan, concerted 
with Tippoo Sahib, by no means so difficult as mi^t at first view 
be imagined.” ^ His instractions cautioned him against allowing 
the French to get to the west of him lest they should slip through 
the Straits of Gibraltar. But he reckoned that with the prevailing 
westerly winds Bonaparte’s vast and unwieldy armada had httle 
chance of beating bade to the Atlantic. Egypt, on the other hand, 
would be an easy run for it. If it left Malta on the i6tb, it must be 
already nearly at Alexandria. 

Nelson therefore dedded to act He called a council of his 
captains, but the result was a foregone conclusion. Men hkc himself 
in the prime of life—^their average age was tmder forty—they were 
little given to hesitation. They endorsed his cminion that all the 
probaMtics—the seizure of Malta, the reported eg^uipment of the 
expedition, the direction of the wind and the enemy’s point of 
sailing—pointed to Bonaparte’s having gone to Egypt. The safe 
course was for the British to arvait events where they were: guard¬ 
ing the two Sicilies, keeping the weather gauge and making sure 
that the enemy could not get to westvrard. A lesser man than Nelson, 
playing for lus professional career and safety from official censure, 
would have taken it. But to have done so would have been to 
abandon that for which he had set out: the annihilation of the 
French fleet and transports. With the stake nothing less than the 
future of the world, he at once set course fijr Alexandria. 

But the French had not sailed from Malta on June idth. They 
had appeared oflf the island on the 9th and summoned its intcr- 
natiorm custodians, the Knights of St John, to surrendCT. The 
scene had be«a carefully set; the Maltese had no stomach for their 

1 Mahan, Nelson, I, 338. “ I? they have concerted a plan with Tippoo 
Sahib to have vessels at Suez, three weeks at this season ia a common passage 
to the Malabar coast, where our India possessions would be in great danger.” 
-Ibid., I. 334. ' 
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rich and obese masters’ cause, the island was swarmiiic srith French 
agents and traitors, and the Knights, comfortably set in their ways 
and tmdermined by subtle propaganda, were dmded as to tljc 
advisability of resistance. After Siiec days’ discussion they sur¬ 
rendered, and Bonaparte, whose besieging armada would other¬ 
wise have feUen an easy prey for Nelson on tlic 23nd, took possession 
of Valctta—" the strongest place in Europe.” Here he remained for 
nearly a week, helping himself to the accumulations of seven 
centuries of luxurious and cultured living. Then, leaving a strong 
garrison behind him to hold the strategic half-way house to France, 
he sailed on the 19th for Alexandria tdter making arrangements to 
dispose of the booty. 

So it came about that Nelson’s look-outs on June 22nd saw the 
sails of Fiench higates on the far horizon. But Nelson did not stop 
to invesd^te them, for he guessed that they could not belong to 
Bonapartes main fleet which, according to his own information, 
had Iot Malta six days before. Had he possessed any fiigates of his 
own, he would soon nave discovered his error. But to have pursued 
the ftcndi with his battle fleet alone would have led him nowhere, 
for dicy would inevitably have luted him away feom his real quarry, 
the great ships and transports. So instead he kept on his course. 
Shomy afterwards darkn^ fell, and during the ni^t, which was 
hazy, the British line of hatde, swift, compact and intent, passed 
unimowing through the converging track or the Fiench expedition. 
The sound of the British minute guns firing through the mist 
caused the French Admiral to sheer away to the northward in the 
direction of Crete. Had dawn come half an hour earlier it would 
have revealed him and his helpless transports Jlt^ante But 
by sunrise on the 23id the last jErench saik were just bdbw the 
horizon. 

That was one of the dedshre moments of the world’s history. A 
long train of events had brought the two fleets to that place at that 
hour, of which the most important were Bonaparre’s dynamic 
ambitiem and Nelsonk zeal fist duty. Rad th^ ebshed the result 
would have been certain: the ^ite and cadre or the Grande Annde 
would have found a watery grave seventeen years before Waterloo 
and its terrible chieftain would dthex have shared it or become a 
prisoner of the English. For superior tfaov^ dicy were on papec— 
m size and gun power though not in nunmets—the French battle* 
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ships -would have been no match on die open sea for the British. 
Old and shameful^ neglected during their long-enforced sojourn 
in port, destitute of marine stores and crowded with useless soldiers, 
they could never have withstood those lean, stripped, storm-tested 
dogs of war from St. Vincent’s fleet. Their crews, drawn from the 
lawless dregs of the Revolutionary ports, had had little training m 
gunnery or manoeuvre. Nelson’s knew exaedy what to do. Thanks 
to the Cabinet’s bold resolution, to St. Vincent’s discipline and self- 
abnegation, above all to Nelson’s inspired fixity of purpose, the 
blundering, persistent paUence of Pitt’s England seemed on the 
afternoon of June 22nd, 1798, about to be rewarded. Bonaparte, 
epitomising die Revolutionary weakness for desperate gambling, 
had staked everything on Britain’s not being able to send a fleet to 
the Mediterranean. And now at the moment that he was reaching 
out to grasp the prize of the Orient, the British Fleet crossed his 
path. . , . 

Crossed it and vanished. The Corsican’s star had proved too 
strong and bright for the clumsy purpose of England. But Bona¬ 
parte s fortune did not only lie in nis star. With all his genius, he 
could not understand why his Admirals trembled so at the thought 
of encountering a British fleet in mid-ocean. He had 40,000 soldiers 
with him: he had only to close and let them board the English 
corsairs. With England’s many dangers nearer home there could 
not be many of them. He had never seen the destructive power of a 
British man-of-war in action; could not, batde-scarred though he 
was, conceive it. Not destiny—^which had still to obliterate his 
bright name—^but an error of Britain had saved hhn. Lack of 
frigates alofie robbed Nelson of a -victory that should have been 
Trafidgar and Waterloo in one. Again and again St. Vincent had 
pleaded with the Admiralty for more fiigates; pleaded in vain. 
He had had to send his brilliant subordinate into the Mediterranean 
with too few, and these—^now -vainly seddng him—^had friled him. 
Treasury parsimony, the unpreparedness of a peace-lo-ving people, 
above an the needs of restless, ill-treated Ireland, had all contributed 
to this frtal flaw. It was to cost Britain and the civilised world 
seventeen more years of war, -waste and destruction. 
«**•••«* 

So it came about that on the 23rd the two fleets, having con- 
vcigcd, passed out of reach of one another, Btueys with ms mo- 
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mentous freight edging cumbrously northwards towards the greater 
security of Crete, Nelson with every inch of canvas spread direct for 
Alexandria hoping to catch Bonaparte before he could disembark. 
“ We are proceeding," wrote Captain Saumarez of the Orion, 
“ upon the merest conjecture only, and not on any positive infor¬ 
mation. Some days must now elapse before we can be relieved 
from our cruel suspense.” ^ On the sixth day Nelson reached Alex¬ 
andria and to his unspeakable chagrin found the roads empty. No 
one had seen anything of Bonaparte’s armada, though the sleepy 
Turkish authorities were making languid preparations to repel it 
and threatening to decapitate any belligerent who dared to land in 
their country.® Still believing in his false informatioa that the 
French had left Malta on the i6th, it never occurred to Nelson that 
they had not yet covered the distance. Without waiting he at once 
put to sea again, steering for the Syrian coast in hope of news of a 
landing at Aleppo or an attack on the Dardanelles. 

As early on June 29th the British sails dropped over the eastern 
horizon, watchers at Alexandria saw the French rise over the 
western. Hampered by its lack of skill, vast size and triangular 
course, Bonaparte's expedition, averaging only fifty miles a day, 
had taken just double me time of its pursuer. Once mote, cruelly 
crippled by his lack of fiigates, Ndson had missed an cpochr-makiug 
victory by a few hours. With nearly four hundred vessels the 
French had crossed the Mediterranean and had not lost a ship. 
With the superb arrogance of dieir race and revolutionary creed 
tlicy boasted that the British had not dared to measure their streojgth 
against them. But, though he had still no idea how narrow had 
been his escape, Bonaparte wasted no rime before disembarking. 
On the 1st ot July he landed and issued a grandiloijuent prockma^ 
rion in the style of Mahomet calling on the Faithful to rise against 
the Mamelukes. On the 5th he stormed Alexandria, putting all who 
resisted to the sword. A fortnight later, advancing at his habitual 
speed across the desert, he routed the main Egypriaa army under 
the shadow of the Pyramids. On the 22nd he entered Cairo. An¬ 
other nation had be^ overwhelmed. 

Meanwhile Nelson, fretting with impatience and full of remorK 
“ for the kingdom of the Two Sidlics," had sought in vain &r his 

^ Mahan, NtltoH, I, 336. 
• lJoyd^t^Bv€»itia Pott, i9th-ai«t Sept., 1758, 
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elusive quarry in the Gulf of Alexandretta. Thence, skirting the 
shores 01 Crete, he beat back against westerly winds to Syracuse. 
Years later he told Troubridge that in his mortification he beheved 
he had almost died through swelling of the vessels of the heart. To 
St. Vincent, to whom he wrote to ease his mind, he declared that the 
only valid objection he could conceive against the course he had 
taken was that he should not have gone sum a long voyage without 
more certain information. “ My answer is ready—‘ Who was I to 
get it from ?’... Was I to wait patiently till I heard certain accounts ? 

Egypt was their object, before I could hear of them they would 
have been in India. To do nothing, I felt, was disgraceful: therefore 
I made use of my understanding and by it I ought to stand or fiJl. 
I am before your Lordship’s judgment (which in the present case 
I feel is the tribunal of my country) and if under all tlic dreum- 
stances it is dedded that I am wrong, I ought, for the sake of the 
country, to be superseded.” 

Already in England men who knew nothing of the circumstances 
were saying that he sliould be. The news of his appointment had 
been grect^ with a clamour of tongues: Collin^ood wrote &om 
Cadiz that the resignation of two senior Admir^ furious at being 
passed over, had interrupted all intercourse of &iendship in St. 
Vincent’s fleet, which was in consequence in a most unpleasant 
state.^ Their fidends and many others naturally said that Nelron had 
blundered. A man not yet forty was not fit to command a fleet on 
so important a service. Tempers were short in England in the 
summer of 1798; the long suspense of the spring and the reaction 
when no invasion came were beginning to fitay men’s nerves. The 
Irish rcbclhon, suppressed after four anxious weeks by Lake’s victory 
at Vinegar Hill, was still simmerii^. It was known that Bonmarte 
was at krge and that Nelson had &led to find him. He mifflt by 
now be in Naples or he might be sailing towards Ireland. All that 
was certain was that Nelson had missed him: had bungled his 
mission. There were demands for his recall and for the resignation 
of the Ministers who had appointed him. 

On July I9tb, with his water nearly exhausted, Nelson reached 
Syracuse, having in his own words gone a round of six himdred 
leagues with an expedition incredibk and being at the cud of it *s 
ignorant of the enemy’s situation as at the beginning. " Tlie Devil’s 

CoUingtBOod, 70. See Farington, I, 236, 344. 
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children,” he wrote, “ have the Devil's luck! ” His only thought 
was to be off again. He suffered agonies when the governor of the 
port, standing on his neutrality, refused to admit more than four 
ships at a time for revictualUng. “ Our treatment is scandaloui for 
a great nation to put up widi,” he wrote to Lady Hamilton, “ and 
the King’s flag is insulted.... If we are to be kicked in every port of 
the Sicilian dominions, the sooner \vc arc gone the better.... I have 
only to pray I may find the French and tliruw all my vengeance on 
them.” ^ 

But when the tactfol offices of die Hamiltons at the NcapoKtau 
Court had secured an open welcome and ample supplies for the 
fleet, the essential magnanimity of the man returned. He reproached 
nobody but himself. “ Your Lordship," he wrote to St, Vincent, 
“ deprived yourself of firigates to make mine the first squadron in 
the world. . . . Bat if they are above water, I will find them out 
and if possible bring them to battb. You luve done your part in 
giving me so fine a fleet, and I hope to do mine in making use of 
them?’ * 

On the afth he was ready for sea, Disreeatding dbe protests of 
the Neapolitan Prime Minister, who wished him to stand sentinel 
over the Sicilies, he sailed again, this tinie>—since all intelligence 
showed that the fench were not to the west of him—towarm the 
Morea. With all canvas spread the great ships sped on their search 
—Culloden, Theseus, Alexander and Swifisure; Vanguard, Miiwtaur, 
Defence, Audacious, Zealous; Orion, Goliath, Majestic, Bellerophon, 
The sea was empty, for their journeying had filled the French 
authorities in eve^ port of southern Europe with dread.^ They 
sailed in order of battle, in three compact divisiom in case the 
French should be encountered at sea: two to tackle Btueys' battle 
fleet and the other to do the work of the missing fiigates and 
destroy the transports. 

Every day throughout the long chase the men were exorcised 
at their guns and small arms. Whenever the weather permitted 
the captains wmt aboard tbe Vanguard to discuss with the Admiral 
the precise function which each was to fiilfil in batde. In the 

» Mahan, Neism, 1, 340-1, 
* Mahan, Nelson, I, 341, 
* A oontoy of twen^-MJC fau« supper diip#, urgently needed by Bona* 

parte, lay in Touloo harbour ^ the suiruna: for war of MeJson.—Mahan, 
Sea Potter, 1, aot, 
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“ school for captains” on Nelson’s quarter-deck they unconsciously 
entered into his mind till each of ms ideas—lucid, precise and de¬ 
vised against every eventuality—became as natural to them as to 
him Long linked by the comradeship of sea and service, these 
rough, wcauicr-beaten men, with their wonderful profession^ skill, 
were distilled into a single instinctive instrument of war in the 
alembic of Nelson’s mind and spirit. They became what in his love 
he called them—a band of bromers. 

The keynote of the fleet’s readiness for batde was a minute 
imaginative attention to detail: the sure hall-mark of a great 
leader. “ No man,” Mahan has written, “ was ever better served 
than Nelson by the inspiration of the hour; no man ever counted 
less on it.” Every ship was ready day and night for action: every 
man schooled in an exact part. Five thousand wills and bodies 
moved to a single purpose infinitely diversified in individual func¬ 
tion. It was a living discipline that wasted nothing: of muscle, 
mind or matter. Everything was prepared because everything was 
forcseem Thus in the Alexander Captain Ball had every spare smoud 
and sail constantly soaked in vrater and rolled tight into hard non- 
inflammable cylinders. 

On the 38th, tlirce days after leaving Syracase, Nelson obtained 
news of the French from some Greek mhermen in the Gulf of 
Koron. A month before a great fleet had been seen spread &r over 
the seas sailing south-eastwards from Crete. With the wind in the 
west for the past month it was evidence enough. Bonaparte must 
have gone to Egypt after all. Once more all ^ was set for Alex¬ 
andria. 

A little before noon on August ist, 1798, the Pharos of Alex¬ 
andria became visible and soon after the minarets of the dty and 
the masts of merchantmen in the port. But of the French fleet there 
was no sign. Sending the Swlftsure and Alexander in to investigate 
more clos^, Nelson sadly turned eastwards along the coast as he 
had done a month before. Dinner was a meal of gloom on every 
ship. ” I do not recollect,” wrote Captain Saumarez of the Orion, 
“ ever to have fdt so utterly hopeless as when we sat down. Judge 
what a change took place when, as the doth was being removed, 
the officer of the watch came nmning in saying, ‘ Sir, a tignal is 
just now made that the enemy is in Aboukir Bay and moored in a 
line of batde.’ ” In an instant every one was on his feet and every 
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glass charged. As Saumarez came out of his cabin on to the quarter¬ 
deck, the crew broke into exultant cheen. 

At the masthead of the Goliath, leading the fleet with the Zealous, 
tlie straining eyes of Midshipman Elliot scanning the low Egyptian 
sliore in the hot haze had caught the first sight of those heavenly 
masts. Fearing to hail the quarter-deck, lest keen ears in Zealous 
should hear and gain the cretut, the exultant hoy slid quickly down 
a backstay and ran to Captain Foley with his tidings. But before 
die fluttering signal, “ Enemy in sight,” could reach the mastliead, 
Zealous had guessed the meaning of the scurry and cluster of flags 
on the deck of her sister ship and had been before her. As the sigrm 
reached each crowded ship, a “ wave of joy ” ran through the n«t. 
Nelson, whose inflexible will had equalled Bonaparte’s, had nm his 
quarry to earth at last. “ If we succeed,” cried Berry, voicing his 
unspoken thought, “ what will the world say?” “There is no if 
m the case,” replied Nelson, “ that we shall succeed is certain; who 
win live to tell the sto^ is a very difierent question.” 

Fifteen miles east of Alexandria the Fremh battle fleet lay at 
anchor in a great bay guarded by shoals to eastward and by the 
batteries of Aboukk Casde at its western end. There were sixteen 
sliips in all, thirteen of the line with ihe Orimt, Brueys’ gjant flag¬ 
ship, in the centre of the line. They lay as close inshore as the 
sandbanks allowed, forming for nearly two miles a line of thou¬ 
sands of guns with i6o yar<h between each ship. At the head of the 
line, guarding it from approach firom the west, lay Aboukir island 
crowned with mortars. 

At half-past two, about the same time as the English sighted 
their prey, the French look-outs saw the English sails. As his van 
was so strongly protected and as to attack his centre or rear his 
assailants wotfld have to fiice the concentrated fire of his whole line, 
Brueys felt convinced that there would be no battle that day. It 
was to his advantage that it should be postponed. His ships were 
bigger than the British and more heavily gpnned, but many of his 
men were ashore, discipline was lax and me decks were cumbered 
with stores tod booty. Only the most reckless of foes would he 
h'kely to attack him in so strong a position with equal or inferior 
force. By the time they could reach the bay and negotiate the sand¬ 
banks it would be almost dark. It would be insanity for them to 
attack at night Brueys was, like most ordinary commanders, a 
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Static man and he imagined that he had to do witli static men hhe 
himself. 

But die British squadron never paused. It came on out of die 
■n cst with all sails set. For Nelson at his journey’s end was as eager 
to do that for which he had come as Bonaparte had been to land and 
take possession of Bgypt. His sufferings and anxiety were over at 
last. He viewed the obstacles, his flag-captain noted, with the eye 
of a seaman determined on attack. He saw the strength of the 
French centre where Brueys had concentrated his greatest ships, and 
of its rear where the next strongest were gathered. But he also saw 
the weakness of the van if he could bring his fleet round inside the 
island and pass between it and the leading ships. And though he 
had no chart of the shoals except a rough plan taken ffom a prize, 
“ it instandy struck his eager and penetrating mind that where there 
was room for an enemy’s ship to swing, there was room for one of 
Ids to anchor.” ^ 

It had always been Nelson's plan, discussed on innumerable 
occasions with his captains, should he And the enemy at anchor to 
throw the whole weight of his strength on a part or dicir line and 
crush it before the rest could come to their aid. Only by doing so 
could he win the anrdhiladns victory which it was his purpose to 
achieve: the ding-dong battfe of the past two centuries, in which 
every Englishman laid himself alon^dc a Frenchman and battered 
away till one side tired and drew off, could not give it him. There 
was only just time to work roimd the island and the shoals before 
night f^: three of his thirteen capital ships—the Swiftsure and 
Alexander reconnoitring Alexandria and the Culloden towing a prize 
—^were some miles away and could not reach the scene of battle 
before datkness. There was no opportunity for consultation or 
elaborate signals; but there was no need for them. Every captain 
knew what was in his Admiral’s mind. At five-thirty he flew the 
signal to form line of battle in order of sailing, and silcndy and 
imperceptibly widiout slackenii-^ their miyestic advance the great 
ships slid into their appointed places. The Goliath, whose look-out 
midshipman had revenged himself on his rival in the Zealous by 
anticij)ating Nelson’s signal while it was still fluttering to die mast¬ 
head, took the lead. The flagship dropped back to ^ sixfh place 
where die Admiral could exercise tactical control of the battle, 

> Capt. Berry’s account.—Nicolas, III, 50. 
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seeing how his leading ships fared and using his position to vary 
the disposition of the remaining five. 

In the hour of suspense Nelson made two other orders. In order 
to gui^e the latecomers and avoid the danger of Siiton firing on 
Briton, every ship was directed to hoist four lights at the niiz^ 
peak. And on reaching her allotted station she was to anchor by 
the stem instead of by the head and so place hetsetf in immediate 
fighting posture. By diis simple precaution the imcmy was denied 
the opportunity of rakii^ each British ship as her bows swung 
round into the wind. 

Having rounded die island and " hauled well round all dangers,” 
the ships, avoiding the direct approach, shortened sail and hugging 
the coast worked their way to windward of the van—the weakest, 
because in his belief the securest, part of Brueys* position. The sun 
was just setting—“ and a red anti fiery sun it was ”—as they went 
into the bay. Down below the men were stripping to their trousers, 
opening the ports and clearing for action: an officer commanding 
at the guns jotted down the following conversation: 

Jack: “ There arc thirteen sail of the line, and a whacking 
lot of fiigates and small craft, I think we’ll hammer the rust 
off ten M them, if not the whole boiling.” 

Tam: “ We took hut four on die first of June, and I got 
seven pounds of pritc-money. Now, if we knock up a dozen 
of these fellows (md why shouldn’t we?) d—^n my eyes, mess¬ 
mates, we will have a bread-bag full of money to receive,” 

Jack: “ Aye, I’m glad we have twigged ’em at last. I want 
some new rigging o-bly for Sundays and mustering days.” 

Tom: ” So do L I hope wt’ll touch enough for and a 
d—d good cruise among the girls besides.” ^ 

It had been Nelson’s plan to anchor one of his ships alternately 
on he bow and quarter of each of the leading Bretuhtnen. But 
whether by an eJerveodi-hour suggestion of the Admiral or by his 
own inspiration Captain Foley m the Goliafit, who was the only 
officer in the fleet with a Fraidi chart, rounded the bead of the 
enemy lines and, sounding as he went through the shallow waters, 
attacked it fi:Qm the shoreward side. It was a feat of superb scaman- 

^Long, aor. 
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ship. Rdying on die pioxiinity of the sandbanks the French had 
never conceived such a thing possible and, feeling themselves safe, 
had not even taken the trouble to dear the port batteries, which 
were cardessly cluttered up with stores. Zealous, Orion, Tfteseus 
and Audacious followed Goliath. As each leviathan swept past the 
undefended flank of the leading French ships she swept in 
turn with a fire that left them helpless and broken. Within ten 
minutes aU the Guerrier’s masts were gone, and within ten minutes 
more the Conquerant’s and Spartiates. 

Meanwhile Nelson led the Vanguard and the remaining sliips 
against the other side of the French line. By seven o’dock, within 
half an hour of the commencement of the action, the five leading 
seventy-fours were being raked by dght English ships of similar 
size and greatly su^rior to them in gunnery while their consorts 
to leeward watched helpless and inactive. Two British ships, the 
Majestic and Bellerophon, over-shooting their mark in the growing 
darkness, engaged the French centre, the first losing her captain 
in a svrift interchange of broadsides with the Heureuse and then 
passing on to engage the Mercure, while the.second audaciously 
placed herself alongside Brueys’ flagship. Orient—a vessd of nearly 
twice her size. 

Wrought to the highest tension by their long, tenacious pursuit, 
the British fought, as Berry put i4 with an ardour and vigour 
impossible to describe. The French also fought with great gallantry. 
Captain Dupedt Thouars of the Tonnant, after losing both arms and 
a leg, had his dying trunk placed in a tub on the quarter-deck where 
he refused to strike his colorurs though every mast was gone and 
every gun disabled. But the Bridsh were fignting with the certain 
convicrion of victory and, every man knowing what to do in all 
emergencies, with an order and freedom, from confusion absent 
in the Republican ships. Early in the engagement, when tie issue 
was aieady a foregone condusion, Ndson was struck on the 
forehead by a piece of flying iron from the Spartiate’s langridgc. 
Flung to the dei and blinded By the strip of bleeding flesh mat fell 
over his solitary eye, he was carried bdow thinking himself a dying 
man. Here in the crowded cockpit he lay in intense pain, inristinp; 
on taking his turn at the surgeon widi the other wounded men and 
constantly calling with what he bdieved to be his dying breath for 
news of the battle. Once he bade Berry hail the Minotaur, anchored 
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ahead of the Vanguard, that he might thank Captain Louis for his 
conduct before he died. Already three enemy ships had struck and 
three more were disabled, and with his brain wandering a little he 
endeavoured to dictate a dispatch to the Admiralty. His secretary 
was too overwrought to write, so the blinded man took the pen 
himself and with trembUt]^ hand traced the words: “ Almighty 
God has blessed His M^esty’s arms .. 

By now the British reserve was entering the fight The CuUoden, 
the finest ship in the fleet, had met with disaster, her brave Captain 
Troubridge, in his amdety to arrive in time, having taken the island 
too dose and struck on me tail of the shoal. Here he remained all 
night in full view of the battle and in a state of agitation impossible 
to conceive, suffering the pounding of the sea and struggling to 
dear his vessel. But he served as a beacon for the Stpiftsure and 
Alexander hurrying up fi:om the west. The two great ships, furiously 
fired at by the battery on the island, rounded me reef sa^y in the 
haze and darkness ana swept down on the centre of the French line, 
guided by the flashes of the guns and the kntems gleaming through 
me British gun ports. In bom vessels absolute silence was preserved, 
no sound being heard but the helmsman’s orders and the shout of 
the leadsman calling the depths. 

At one moment a dark shape loomed up in foont of the Siinftsure. 
It was the Belleropkon, dismasted after her duel with the Orient, 
drifting out of the fight with a third of her crew dead or disabled. 
Only Captain Hallowell’s flawless discipline prervented her firom 
being swept by the Su/ijisure’s guns before her identity was revealed. 
But, despite the suspense and the spasmodic fire of me French, not 
a shot was fired. At 8.3 p.m. precisely the Stuifisttre dropped into 
the Belleropkon s vacant berth two hundred yards finm the French 
flagship. At 8.5, anchored and with her sails dewed up, she opened 
out with a tremendous broadside. A few minutes later Captain 
Ball in the Alexander followed suit. 

It was about nine o’clock that Hallowcll, still fixsh to the flight, 
noticed flames pouring out of one of the cabins of the Orient, He at 
once directed every available gun on the spot. The fire spread 
quidcly owing to me way that oil, paint and other combustibles 
had been left about the French flagship. As the «eat vessel, the 
finest in the B.epubHcau navy, blazw more fiweely, every British 
ship in the neighbourhood trained her guns on her. Down in the 
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hold of tlie British flagship Nelson heard of die impending fatality 
and insisted on being led up on deck to watch: as soon as he saw 
her imminence of doom he ordered the Vanguard’s only undamaged 
boat to be lowered to rescue the survivors. With the fire racing 
downwards towards die Orient’s magazine, the ships about her 
closed their hatches or drifted away to avoid the explosion. Only 
Swiftsure and Atexaiider remained firir^ grimly up to die last 
moment, with long lines of men with buckets stationed to extin¬ 
guish the outburst whoi it came. 

At a quarter to ten the Orient blew up with a terrifying detona¬ 
tion. The shock could be felt by French watdiers at Rosetta ten 
miles away, and down in the magazine of the Goiiath the boys and 
women ^ at their blind, monotonous task of passing up the powder 
thought that the after-part of their own vessel had cimloded. 
The whole bay was lit as brightly as day by the expiring name of 
the great ship as she rose into the air. After she vanished silence 
fell on die combatants: then after some minutes the guns opened 
out again. As they did so the moon rose dazzling in her Egyptian 
beauty over the wreckage and slaughter. 

Yet though the night was still young the battle was losing 
momentum. With the great Admiral who had canedved it dazed 
and disabled by ins wound, the soul was gone out of it. Five of the 
French ships h^ already struck: another, the 8o-gun Franklin, was 
failing fest. But the victors, after sailitvg and fighting all day were 
exhausted. They would fire for a time and then desist: all night the 
batde flared up and then died away. “ My people were so extremely 
jaded,” repoimd Captain Miller of the Theseus, " that as soon as 
they had hove our sheet anchor up they dropped under the capstan 
bars and ware asleep in a moment in every sort of posturei” ® 
After the surrender of the Ftattklin the second lieutenant of 
Alexander approached SaQ to tell him that, though the hearts of his 
men were as good as ever, they could do no more and begged him 
to let them s&p for half an hour by thfir guns. Nelson s slightly 
disjointed messages speeding through the night were received 
ramcr dian obeyed; in that confused interminable nightmare of 
weariness nothing was ever quite carried thtcHigh to an end. 

As it began to grow light the magnitude of the victory became 

* One womim bare a aon in iii« heat of the actioa.—Lems, 198, 
* Mahan, Ndsou, I, 335. 
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apparent. At 5.27 a.m. Captain Hallowell noted that six enemy 
battleships had struck their colours; on board his own ship 
“ carpenters were busy stopping die shot holes . . . , people em¬ 
ployed knotting and spHcing the rigging.” At six he heard die 
minute guns or the Majestic fixing as die buried her captain. The 
whole bay was floating with charred wreckage and dead bodies 
mangled and scorched. By this time it was light enough to see that 
three other batdeships were at the victors’ mercy: dismasted hulks 
aground or drifting. Only Villcneuvc’s three spectators in the rear 
remained uninjured. Presently these slipped their anchors and be¬ 
gan to bear out to sea. But one of them, the Timoleon, in her haste 
to be gone ran on to the sandbanks. Her crew swam ashore and 
made off inland, a clond of smoke revealing that her captain had 
fired her. Alone of the thirteen French ships of the line the Gi«7- 
lawne Tell and the GduAtetix with two fidgates escaped into the 
blue of the Mediterranean. For a while Theseus, the only British 
ship suffidendy undamaged to carry sail, pursued them till a signal 
from the Adrniral recalled her. 

In the first aftermath of battle Nelson and bis men could scarcely 
conceive the fullness of what they had done. All day on August 2nd 
they Avere engaged in fishing naked prisoners firom rafts and floating 
wreckage—sullen, downcast fellows very different from the merry 
Frenchmen some of the older sailon remembered capturing in the 
American war before the Tricolour had suppiantra the Lilies.* 
Mote than two thousand unwoonded prisoners were taken and 
nearly fifteen hundred wounded: that night Nelson dined half a 
dozen wounded French captains in his cabin. Brueys, the fii^ 
Admiral in France, had been cut in half by a British cannon ball 
before the OrietU blew up. Two thousand more of his men had 
been killed or drowned, nine of his thirteen battleships captured, 
two more destroyed. Nothing like it had been known since the 
day when the Duke of Marlborough had entertained a Frendi 
Marshal and two Generals in his coam after Blenheim. 

For it was not so much defeat that the French bad suffered as 
annihilation. Though superior to their assailants by thirty per cent 
in men and twenty per cent in weight of broadside, and fightiug n 
a chosen position in a dangerous bay with die head of their Sue 
protected by shore batteries, they had been ov«whelmcd by the 

‘ Long, 199. 
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skill and fcrodty of the attack. In a few hours they had literally 
been blown out of the water. And the price paid by the victors had 
been scarcely 200 men killed and 700 wounded. It was an astonish¬ 
ing testimony to the intensity and accuracy of British gunfire, to 
Nelson’s leadership and to the new school of close fighting he had 
iniriatpd. Above all it revealed, in the hands of an inspired com¬ 
mander, the quality of British discipline. In his general order thank¬ 
ing his men Nelson, recalling the mutinies of the previous summer, 
emphasised this point. “ It must strike forcibly every British sea¬ 
man how superior dieir conduct is, when in discipline and good 
order, to the riotous behaviour of lawless Frenchmen.” ^ Nodiing 
so deeply impressed the same lawless Frenchmen, many of them 
professixl atheists, as the religious service which was held on the 
morrow of the battle on the splintered, bloodstained decks of the 
British flagship. It struck them as an extraordinary tiling that six 
hundred men—the roughest of the rough—could be assembled for 
such a purpose amid the scene of so much carnage and profess their 
niOd mth with such order and quietness. 

The battle was evidence also of the inadequacy of Revolutionary 
France’s administration and the selfishness of her General. Because 
of the corruption prevailing everywhere after nine years of social 
scramble, the great ships—triumphs of the marine builder’s art— 
were neglected and rotten, short of essential stores and their crews 
ill-fed aM discontented at the long arrears in their pay. These 
handicaps to French courage and dlan had been increased by 
Bonaparte’s conscienceless dieft of skilled gunners and seamen for 
his land operations and by his utter disregard of the needs of the 
fleet since his landing. Only a week before the battle Brueys had 
urged that its security depended on an immediate return to Toulon 
to refit. This, though he afterwards endeavoured to conceal the 
fiict, Bonaparte had forbidden. Wishing to retain the fleet for his 
private pumoses, he ignored expert advice and jeopardised the 
existence or the force on which French mastery of the Mediter¬ 
ranean depended. For so long as the Republican battle fleet was in 
being, die incursion of the British into that, to them baseless, sea 
could he only temporary and precarious, 

"With its destruction the whole position had changed in a night. 
On August 1st the French, as masters of Egypt, Corfu and Malta 

1 Mahan, Netson, I, 359. 
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and—save for N^lcs—of the entire southern shore of Europe from 
Cadiz to the Tur^h frontier, held the Mediterranean in their OTP. 
On August 2nd they were themselves immobilised in all the bnA 
and islands they had crossed its waters to conquer. 

The full consequence of this only dawned on men gradually. 
The transformation wrought by the battle of the Nile was too 
sudden to be realised in a night. The first assessment came finm the 
ignorant Arabs of the Egyptian shore, who promptly cut the throats 
of eve^ Frenchman within reach and, lighting bonfires on the 
dunes, illiuninatcd the coastline for three nights. Only the courage 
and energy of Bonaparte saved the victorious French army from 
immediate disaster. ‘ Ah well,” he observed when the news was 
brought him, “ we must either remain in this cotintry or quit it as 
great as the ancients.... These English will compel us to do greater 
things than we meant.” But though he rallied his men and by 
rudilcss terrorism suppressed an Arab revolt, the fact remained that 
he and his army were virtually prisoners in a remote land, cudided 
by sea and desert, with no possibility of either receiving supplies 
from, or returning to, France. Five months after the battle he wrote 
that no news of any kind had been received from the Directory 
since July dth. Even his communications between Kosetta and 
Alexandria were cut by the British warships. 

Through weaknesses inherent in the early conduct of the war the 
Navy had foiled to blockade the enemy in his own ports and so kcqp 
an unbroken ring of water round his swelling power. It had failed 
through a shortage of fiigatts to destroy the enemy’s ofiiaisivc 
while at sea. But in the third resort, through the splendour of 
Nelson’s ofiensive, it had succeeded gloriously. By destroying the 
enemy’s communications it had p^ysed las movements. By 
depriving him of stores, reinforcements and sea-borne transports it 
had stopped Bonaparte from advancing on either India or Asia 
Minor. It had re-established British rontrol over two thousand 
miles of vilal sea highway, making possible the expulsion of dhe 
French firom Malta, Corfu and the Adriatic islands, the defence of 
Naples apd Sidly, the capture of bases in the Balearks and dK 
resurrection of all the dormant fijrces of Europe against the over¬ 
grown power of France. 

For months past the cowed nations of die Continait had been 
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showing signs of revolt against the greed and overbearing tyranny 
of their conquerors. In April a Viennese mob had tom die Tri¬ 
colour, insolcndv flaunted in the populace’s face, from the French 
embassy, and, tiiough the Imperial authorities had subsequently 
made an abject apology, the underswell of national feeling re¬ 
mained. In May the NcapoUtan Crown, terrified by the presence 
of " die merciless French robbers ” in the States of the Pope, had 
secredy concluded a defensive alliance with Austria. Three mondis 
kter the Emperor Paul of Rnssia, enraged by the French seizure of 
Malta, signed a military convention with Austria. 

Yet so long as die French controlled the sea lanes of the Mediter¬ 
ranean, these indications of the reviving spirit of European inde¬ 
pendence were confined to the street comer and the secret archives 
of the Chancelleries. It was the news of Nelson’s astonisliing vic¬ 
tory, spreading outwards in ever larger ripples, that woke the 
closet courage of the continent. Five wedks after the batde, the 
Sultan of Turkey—^first of the European rulers to hear the tidings 
—^resolved to resent the intrusion of the French into his territories 
and, rejecting TaU^and’s insinuating diplomacy, declared a Holy 
War against the infidel invaders of Egypt. 

But because of Nelson’s lack of firigates and die very depth of liis 
penetration into the French position, die news of his achievement 
travelled slowly. Its cfiect was not an instantaneous explosion but 
the spluttering of a charge of powder. For many days after the 
batde the victors remainwl in Egyptian waten, remote from a 
world which had lost trace of them. It took Nelson a fortnight 
before he could make his dismasted prizes fit for sea. Three he was 
forced to hum: the odier six he sent off to Gibraltar under escort 
of seven of his battleships on August I4di. Their progress up the 
Mediterranean was painfully slow. 

Want of frigates. Nelson wrote, would be found stamped on his 
heart. The fint vessel available to carry the report of die victory 
to St, Vincent, the 50-gua Lecmder, did not leave Aboukir Bay untu 
nearly a week after the batde. As ill-ludc would have it, she and 
Captain Berry—the bearer of the official dispatches—^wete captured 
twelve days Later in a calm by one of the two fugitive survivors of 
Brueys’ line of batde. 

So it came about chat no intelligence of the victory readied 
western Europe till September 4.di, when it was brought to Naples 
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by the Mntine sloop, which. Ndson on the arrival of his long-lost 
frigates had sent off with duplicate dispatches on August 14th. 
Before diey arrived Nelson himself was on his way to Europe. On 
August 14th he had received a summons from St. Vmccut to return 
to save Naples from the threat of sea-borne invasion and (S)-opca:ate 
in the capture of a British Mediterranean base in the Balearics, 
Accordingly, leaving three battleships and three frigates under 
Captain Hood to blockade Egypt, Nehon reluctantly set out on the 
19m for Ncapohtan waters. He was still suffering from the effects 
of his head wound and from perpetual headaches and vomitings. 
The voyage, prolo^ed by the derehet state of his flagship, ac^ 
as an enforced hoHchy. 

On September 22nd, towed ironically by a frigate, the Vanguard 
anchored off Naples. “ I hope,” Nelson wrote to Sir Wifliam 
Hamilton, " to be no more than four or five days at Naples, for 
these arc not times for idleness.” ^ He had reckoned without the 
Ambassador’s lady. Accompanied by the King and Queen of 
Naples, this large, fascinating, vulgar, dynamic woman of thirty- 
three bore down on the Admiral with the same spirit that he him¬ 
self had bcone down on the French. She had only set eyes on him 
once before when, five years earher during the siege of Toulon, lie 
had borne dispatches to Naples. But she was resolved to conquer 
him as he had conquered Brueys. Acknowledged as a mistress of 
dramatic cflfect—her “ attitudes ” were the talk of the less exacting 
salons of Europe—she positively boarded the unsophisticated sailor 
on his own quarter-deck. Still bemused frrom that astonishing en¬ 
counter, he dMcribcd it in a letter three days later to his wife. ” Up 
flew her ladyship and exclaiming ‘ O God, is it possible? ’ she fell 
into my arm mote dead than alive." She was jfollowed by the King 
who, seiadng the Admiral by the hand, hailed him as his deliverer 
and preserver. 

It was all too much for Nelson and his poor daxed head. The 
loveliest city of southern Europe was in summer gala to receive him, 
die most voluptuous of women at his feet. A&st the strain and 
intense excitement of the summer and the dreary reaction of the 
voyage west, he could not refrain from yielding to all this ovetflow 
of tenderness and adulation. It seemed a sailor’s due, after the hard¬ 
ships and deprivations of the sea. He had known little of luxury and 

^ Mahan, Nebtm, I, 36S-9. 
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nothing of Courts. He found himself when he was least able to 
withstand its fetal charm the adored hero of the most luxurious and 
enervating society in existence. He stru^led for a little while: 
wrote to St. Vincent a week after his arrivaluiat he was in a country 
of fiddlers and puppets, whores and scoundrels: that it was a 
ilangerous place for a simple sailor and he must keep clear of it. A 
fortnight later he sailed for Malta, where the islanders had risen 
against the French garrison at the first news of the Nile to organise 
a blockade "of Valetta. But he left his heart behind in Naples and 
early in November, at the first stirrings of Continental war, he 
returned there to be the counsellor of an admiring King and Queen 
and the hero of a lovely and designing woman, and to waste his 
genius in an element alien to it. 

While Nelson was driving in triumph under the Neapolitan 
sunshine England was stiU waiting for news. Throughout the 
summer the country remained in suspense. During the agony of his 
l«Mjg chase, criticism of the young Rear-Admiral liad been widc- 
mread and even his ftiend, Collingwood, who never doubted his 
mil and courage, began to have fears t^t his good fortune had 
forsaken him. About the time that he reached Alexandria the 
second time it became known in London that he had sailed for the 
first time to seek the enemy in the Levant and that Bonaparte had 
left Malta on June igth. For a few days expectation, therefore, ran 
high. “ The grand event,” wrote Lloyd’s Evening Post on Saturday, 
August 4th, ‘"which has in all probability taken place in the Medi¬ 
terranean between the English and French fleets, nearly occupies 
the entire attention of the public as if, on die fete of the expedition 
entrusted to Bonaparte, depended that of the existing war.” Lady 
Spencer, catching the confidence of old St. Vincent, evaa speculated 
as to how she should treat Bonaparte when he dined, a prisoner, at 
her side: should she do it, she asked, *' in a sincere and a brutal 
style? or in a felse and generous one.” ^ 

But by the second w^ in August nothing had come in but 
vague r^orts from French sources that Bonaparte had landed in 
Egypt and—though nobody would admit this—^that he had met 
N^n at sea and been victorious.® The country, still drilling against 

^ Wmdham Papsrt, II, 108. 
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au increasingly dubious invasion, began to grow despondent. “ At 
no period of the war,” wrote a leading Daily on August 8tb, “ have 
public affain been more critically situated than they ace at the 
present moment. But we are sorry to say, that to wnatever point 
we direct our attention, there is much to lament and little to con¬ 
sole us I ” The only hopeful sign was in Ireland, where, since the 
arrival of Lord Cornwallis as Viceroy in the middle of the rebellion, 
a wise combination of firmness and clemency had been producing 
steadying results. 

On August 22nd an overland courier from Constantinople 
brought authentic news that the French had landed at Alexaru&ia 
at the beginning of July. It caused a sudden drop in the Funds. It 
was ofiEset by exciting though unreliable accounts from German 
newspapers of a great sea fight off Crete in which Nelson had 
sunk many transports and blockaded the Orient with Bonaparte 
aboard or, according to another version, driven her on to a 
rock. 

At the height of the tension caused by these reports news arrived 
that a small French force had landed in the west of Ireland on 
August 22nd. It turned out to be only a smgle brigade firom Brest— 
too small to be a menace to the British and too late to be of any aid 
to the Irish. But though the first thing that greeted its commander. 
General Humbert, on his landing at KiUala Bay was the sight of a 
French agent hanging on a tree, and though the disarmed and dis¬ 
pirited peasants of me west ^ve him little support, he boldly 
brushed aside the local Fendbles who attempted to oppose him, 
Three days later at Castlebar he plunged the whole coun^ into 
alarm by routing, with a quarter of their force, 4,000 Militia and 
Dragoons: a dia^ceful eriiibition of British incompetence which 
justified all that experienced soldien like Abcrcromby and Corn¬ 
wallis had said about the discipline of the Irish Army. But the 
ultimate defeat of Humbert’s little force of veterans was a foregone 
conclusion. After covering a hundred and fifty miles in seventeen 
days in a series of swift, fox-like movements, it surrendered to 
Cornwallis at Ballinamudt on September 8th. A week later that 
noted Irish patriot, Napper Tandy, appeared in a Dunkirk brie off 
the lonely Donegal coast and on hearing what had happaiea re¬ 
turned at once to France. 

By this time advices from Italy had made it plain not only that 
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the French liad successfully landed at Alexandria but that Nelson 
liad missed them there and returned to Syracuse. All hope now 
vanished: seldom had public opinion been so depressed,^ Travellers’ 
talcs of French defeats at the hands of the Arabs could not dispel 
the gloom. The British people (save for Pitt who continued hope¬ 
ful tvcrc coming to believe with their enemies that Bonaparte 
could not be. defeated. 

On September i8th the Admiralty received official news of 
Nelson’s departure from Syracuse on July 26th to search the Levant 
for the second time. Three days later certain London newspapers 
drew attention to a vague reference in the supplcmxmt of the Paris 
Redacteur of the 14th to an attack on Admiral Brueys’ squadron by 
a superior British force off Beguieres in which the French flagship 
and several other vessels of both navies had been burnt or driveit 
ashore. The public regarded it with scepticism, especially as no such 
place as Beguieres comd be found on any atlas. None the less it 
seemed hard to explain why such unfevourable news, if not true, 
should have appears in the official journal of the French Directory. 
During the following week no conJoimation came feom any source, 
though an ingenious person pointed out that Beguieres might be a 
prendi translation of the Arab Al-Bekir or Aboukir, midway 
between Alexandria and Rosetta, 

The expectation of the people of England»had been raised to the 
highest pitch- It had been repeatedly msappointsed. It was now to 
be exccMcd beyond all ratioiial hope. At two o’clock on Monday, 
October ist, exactly two months after the battle, die postscript of 
Lloyd's Evening Post announced that the Hamburg mail had arrived 
•with news of a glorious victory in which Admiral Nelson had 
destroyed or captured all but two of the French batdeshjm. Next 
morning Captain Capel of the Mutine delivered Nelson's dispatches 
to the Admiralty. Within a few minutes the Park and Tower guns 
began to fire and all the chiurch bcUs to peat And as the steeples 
started to rock, the wife of the First Lord sat down to write to the 
hero of England. "Joy, joy, joy to you, brave, gallant, immortal 
Ndson! May the great God whose cause you so valiandy support, • 
protect and bless you to the end of your brilliant career. . . . My 
heart is absolutely butstiag with different sensations of joy, of 

*■ Britith Chronicle, 10th Sept., 1798, 
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gratitude, of pride, of every emotion that ever warmed tlic bosom 
of a British woman on hearing of her country’s glory." ^ 

There was scarcely anybody in England who did not realise the 
magnitude of the victory. The Annual Register described it as “ the 
most signal that had graced the British Navy since the days of the 
Spanish Armada." The old king, when tire dispatch reached him 
at Weymouth, read Nelson’s opening words, then stopped and, 
standing silent for a minute, turned his eyes to heaven. It seemed 
to promise not only a lasting salvation for England, but preservation 
from anarchy, distress and misery for the still free countries of 
Europe, liberation for the enslaved, and in the fulbess of time, 
peace. 

For that October, as illuminations lit die streets, and cities and 
rithc bams recked with celebration beef, plum puddmgs and puncli 
and echoed with jubilant “ Rule Britannias,’’ the con&dcnce of the 
cormtry in the certamty of victory came 6oodbg back. Withm a 
fortnight the news of the Nile was followed by that of Admiral 
Sir John Borlacc Warren intercepting a squadron of French war¬ 
ships and transports on their way to Lough Swilly and capturing all 
but two of them, includmg a ship of the line, three frigates and the 
redoubtable Wolfe Tone. The fears of the previous wmter vanished 
m a swelling crescendo of British triumph: Gillray in one of his 
grandest cartoons drew the one-eyed Nelson slaying the Rjevolu- 
tionary crocodiles of the Nile and m another John Bull taking bs 
luncheon of naval victories and crying out to the Frenchmen: 
“ What, more fricass&! why you sons of bitches you, where do you 
think I shall find room to stow it all? ” And The Times, in a report 
that the French Government had ordered the building of sixteen 
new battleships and eighteen fiigates, added the comment, “ Good 
news this for old England! It saves us the trouble and expense of 
building them ourselves, for they arc sure to find their way mto our 
ports! ’ ® 

A great nation had received the first fruits of its own endeavours. 
That autumn it emerged from a long dark valley of tribulation into 
the sunshine. Even the weather smiled and gave the country a 
bumper harvest. Despite the stringencies of prolonged war, trade 
was reviving and revenue expanding: imports for 1798 showed an 

* Nicolas, III, 74, 
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increase of nearly seven millions and exports of four millions. It 
was with a full and proud consciousness of these things that Pitt 
in his Budget speech of December 3rd called on the country to bear 
new burdens that it might help not itself alone but others. Rather 
than burden posterity with war debts and impair its inheritance, he 
proposed the unprecedented step of a direct tax on all incomes of 
more than ^6o, rising in the case of all those exceeding ;£200 to 
two shillings in the pound. 

“ Let us do justice to ouraclves,” he declared. “ We have been 
enabled to stand forth the saviours of mankind. . . . We have pre¬ 
sented a phenomenon in the character of nations.” Already the 
peoples of Europe were rising in their wrath against the spoiler 
and oppressor. Turkey had already declared war on France, Russia 
was marching, Naples and Austria arming. A second Coalition was 
forming to reduce France within its ancient limits. “ A general 
war,” wrote Farington in his diary on November 13th, “ is looked 
upon as certain.” 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

The Lost Chance 

1798-1800 

“ Experience shorys that nothing is to be reckoned an 
obstacle which is not found to be so on trial; that in war 
something must be allowed to chance and fortune, seeing 
that it is in its nature hazardous and an option of difficul¬ 
ties ; that the greatness of an object should come under 
consideration as opposed to the impediments that lie in the 
way.” Getural Wolfe, 

“ Failure will always be die lot of maritime expeditions 
when, instead of pushing the invasion rapidly, one limits 
oneself to acting pusilSinimously, leaving time to the 
enemy to manoeuvre.” Jomm, 

It was the fiery Nekon who began the ofiensive. Reflecting the 
new behef of his country that aggression was justified where it 
anticipated a ruthless foe,^ he persuaded the Neapolitan Court 
to stnfce at the French in the despoiled territories of the Pope to 
the north. Thirty thousand troops in their glittering Italian uni¬ 
forms marched past the saluting base in the camp of St. Germaines 
and were pronounced by the famous General Made, lent by Austria 
to its little ally, as the most beautiful army in Europe. On No¬ 
vember 24th, 1798, they crossed the border while Nelson, who 
now saw himself as the saviour of Italy, landed a force in the 
enemy’s rear at Leghorn. 

But the nerve of the Aulic Council &iled at the eleventh hour. 
It was not yet ready for war. As soon as the French realised that 
Austria was not going to march, they struck back. In the north 
they forced the hapless King of Piedmont to abdicate. In the Cam- 
pagna, having withdrawn fixun Rome, they turned on Mack’s 

^ " To avert by anticipation a meditated blow where destruction would 
follow its infliction is surely justifiable.”—2!ifoy<fr Evetdng Pott, Augiat, 
1798. 
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pedantically scattered forces. The gleaming, scented Italian officers 
took to their heels at the first shot and their men followed. “ The 
Neapolitans,” wrote Nelson, “ have not lost much honour, for God 
knows they have but little to lose; but they lost all they had.” A 
few weeks later, while the King fled in Nelson’s flagship to Sicily, 
the French entered Naples after liquidating a brief resistance by 
tlie mob. Here they set up a Parthenopcan Republic of middle- 
class traitors under cover of which they proceeded to plimder the 
country. 

Yet the Neapolitan affair was only an incident. The Mediter¬ 
ranean conflagration was spreading. In October the Turkish and 
Russian fleets, emerging in unwonted amity ftom the Dardanelles, 
attached the French in the Ionian Islands. At Malta a Portuguese 
squadron took its place beside the British fleet and the insurgent 
Maltese in a common front against the despoilers of Valetta. 

Farther down the Mediterranean Bntain had struck at the 
Balcarics. Since Spain’s entry into the war Dundas had been waiting 
the chance to seize Minorca and its great naval base, Port Mahon. 
Even before the news of the Nile he had ordered British and ^migrS 
regiments in Portugal to be sent imder secret cover of St. Vincent’s 
ships to attack the island. At the Admiral’s entreaty the operation 
was entrusted to their former commander, now Lieutenant-General 
Charles Stuart. “ No one,” he wrote to the Secretary of State, ” can 
manap Frenchmen as him, and the English will go to bdl for 
him.’ ^ It says something for Dundas’s magnanimity that he con¬ 
sented, for Stuart—a true son of the proud, erratic House of Bute— 
was in the habit of treating politicians with contempt. He frequently 
disobeyed their orders and never felled to point out their absurdities. 
“ I am determined,” he had written to Dundas at the outset of his 
defensive campaign in Portugal, “ to be guided by your instruc¬ 
tions so long as they aie within the reach of my comprehension.” ® 
Whenever—as often happened—^they were not, he disregarded them. 

Stuart’s Minorca campaign was as successful as Nelson’s Nea¬ 
politan essay was inglorious. Unlike his great contemporary, die 
soldier was operating in his own element, and he was complete 
master of his business. He was fortunate in having as scccmd-in- 

‘ Fortetcua, XV, 606. 
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command a fellow Scot who, five years his scmor, had until as 
many years before known nothing of war or soldiering. Thomas 
Graham of Balgowan was forty-five when he first scrvecTas a volun¬ 
teer on Lord Mulgrave’s staff at the siege of Toulon. But though 
impelled to arms mainly as a distraction for the less of a beloved 
wife and out of a political fury roused by a Jacobin mob’s insults 
to bet coffm,^ he was as natural a soldier as Cromwell. After dis¬ 
playing the cool courage of his race in mountain fighting round 
the doomed port, he had returned to England, where having raised 
a regiment at his own expense—to-day the Second Scottish Rifles— 
he had been gazetted a temporary Lieutenant-Colonel. Since tlieu 
he had served under General Doyle in the expedition to the Isle 
d’Ycu and later, as British Mihtary Commissioner with the Aus¬ 
trian Army in Italy, had distmguishcd himself by carrying dis- Etches for the starving garrison of Mantua through Bouaparte’s 

cs. 
On landing in Minorca on November 7th—an operation 

facihtated by complete British command of the sea—this gallant 
soldier was sent by Stuart with 600 troops to capture the Meradal 
Pass in the centre of the island. This he accomplished without los, 
cutting all communication between Port Mahon and Ciudadclla. 
The mt stronghold with 3,600 defenders surrendered a week later 
to a British force of 3,000 which, ovnng to a blunder in the 
Ordnance Department, had been sent without field guns. But 
Stuart, by exquisite economy of means and a mixture of shrewd¬ 
ness and bluff, conquered tnc entire island in Just over a week 
without losing a man. It is hard to escape Sir John Fortescue’s 
conclusion that, had he lived longer or been given a feir field for 
his ^ts, this brilliant soldier mi^t have won as great a name as 
Marlborough or Wellington. After the capture of Minorca he 
increased ms claim on ms country by disregarding all Dundas’s 
entreaties for raids on the Spanish coast and the great fortress of 
Cartagena. “ Let no persuasion of the Navy,” he told him, “ lead 
you to conceive its reduction could be accomplished by a handfiil 
of men.” * Instead he husbanded his slender forces and prepared 
for the day when Minorca might have to defimd itself by making 

* He was bringing her body home in 179a from the Riviera where she had 
died. His bereavement was to make him, in the fullness of time, perhaps 
the greateat of WelUngton’s Peninsula commanders. 

^Forletcue, IV, 630. 
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every landing pkee an impregnable maze of eardiworks. His 
power of maiing British soldiers dig was remarkable. 

To Stuart came early in 1799 an urgent summons from Nelson 
to save SicUy from invasion. In the midst of a craven, panic-stricken 
Court and a -wild, barbarous peasantry, the great sailor wrote on 
February i6th to beg for a thousand British infantry from Minorca 
to hold Messina against the rising Jacobin tide. He did not appeal 
in vain. For the dear-headed soldier was profoundly aware of the 
strate^c importance of Sidly and its possibilities as a base for those 
ampliibious operations against the southern flank of the French 
armies which be was at that very moment urging on the British 
Government Though short of troops, he at once sailed with the 
30th and 89th Regiments of Foot, arriving at Palermo on March 
loth. Within five hours of landing he was on the road to Messina, 
where his fiery energy and magnetism and astonishing under¬ 
standing of peasant mentality turned the resentful suspicions of 
the native husbandmen into an enthusiastic patriotism. During his 
brief stay he drafted a masterly plan for the defence of the island 
in which he anticipated the events of the next decade by showing 
how a brave peasantry might be armed and used to break the heart 
of disciplined armies. “ Essential military operations,” he wrote, 
with a genius that still bums through his stilted eighteen th-century 
phrases, “ are too often avoided, neglected and misarranged from 
the false idea that they can only be eflhcted by disciplined troops, 
whereas in many cases, in many countries and particularly in 
Sicily, the joint efibrts and exertions of armed pleasants arc more 
likely to prove effecmal.” ^ Then, his work deme and leaving 
Colonel Graham behind him, he hurried back to Minorca. A few 
weeks later, worn out by his own restless cneigy, he was forced 
to return, a sick man, to England. 

While these events were taking place in the Mediterranean, Pitt 
was putting forth all his powers to align Europe agmnst the 
aggrepot. On November i6th, 1798, in a dispatch to the Russian, 
Amman md Prussian Governments, he defined his aim as a grand 
alliance ” to reduce France within her andent ItmiM ... to which 
everv other Power should be ready to accede.” It was to as 
much as to his countrymen that he addressed his Budget Speech of 

' Fortescue, IV, 625. 
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December 3rd, which Mallet du Pan thought die greatest survey 
of a nation’s financial strength ever made. 

For the Income Tax was imposed not so much to save Britain 
as to free Europe by putting the armies of the Continent once more 
into the field. In the closing days of 1798 a formal alliance was 
signed with Russia by the British Ambassador in St. Petersbiurg: in 
return for an advance of ;i^225,ooo for Russia and monthly sub¬ 
sidies of /75,ooo, the Tsar promised 45,000 men for action with 
British arid, it was hoped, Prussian and Swedish troops against the 
French invaders of Holland. Already he had sent to Galicia 20,000 
of the 60,000 soldiers guaranteed to Austria by the military con¬ 
vention of the summer. A French declaration of war on Russia 
followed immediately. 

For these reasons. Nelson, despite bis Neapolitan disappointment, 
wrote on New Year’s Day that he hoped before the year’s end to 
see the French crushed and peace tMtored to the world. The in¬ 
herent weakness of the dreaded Republic had suddenly become 
apparent. Corruption and materialism had rotted Fiance’s giant 
strength. The country swarmed with deserters and robbers, the 
bridges, roads and canals were perishing firom neglect, the public 
finances were in indescribable ctmfusion. In a land in which morals 
and religion had long been discarded as antiquated superstitions, 
every man thought only of himself and how to defiaud the com¬ 
monwealth, France was racked by senseless feuds: in Brittany the 
ministers of religion were hunted down like wild beasts. The only 
people who seemed happy were government contractors. 

The extent of the Republic’s conquests increased its danger. 
For throughout Germany, Italy, Holland and Switzerland the 
greed of the Directory's agents aroused the common people against 
the French and the rootless bourgeois who collaborate with them. 
Their anger kept the Republican armies scattered in a thousand 
garrisons. Nobody trusted France: every one loathed and feared 
net. Even the in&nt American Republic, bound to her by old ties 
of gratitude, broke off relations with her in the summer of 1798, 
George Washington in a Presidential message to the Senate voicing 
his countrymen s abhorrence of the French Directory’s “ disregard 
of solemn Treaties and the Laws of Nations.” 

Yet the shortcomiogs of Revolutionary France were once mote 
matched by those of the legitimist rulers of Europe. Austria, 
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though she had reorganised her armies, had failed to cast oflf the 
petty selfishness of her Court and Council. The Emperor and his 
Minister, Thugut, nursed not only ancient jealousies of Prussia 
and Russia, but more recent grudges against Britain. For it is the 
nature of defaulting allies to feel resentment towards those they 
have injured. Austrian statesmen could not readily overlook the 
loans which Britain had advanced to diem and whicli they were 
unwilling to repay, or their own betrayal of her at the Peace of 
Carapo Formio. 

Yet the logic of events was too strong for such cross-currents of 
selfishness to do more than check the tide which had set in against 
France with Nelson’s victory. Pitt’s purpose was delayed but not 
prevented. Throughout the winter—me coldest in human memory 
—the armies of Europe were rumbling towards the coming battle 
line. Even the Tsar Paul of Russia—a petulant maniac—scouted 
the French suggestion that he should be allowed to partition 
Turkey as his mother had Poland, for his vanity, stronger than his 
ambition, bad been mortally affronted by Bonaparte’s seizure of 
Malta, of which he had had himself declared Protector. The Aulic 
Council of Anstria might refuse to be husded into war, but it knew 
that war was its only alternative to extinction at the hands of the 
insatiable Jacobins. And though the firosts and snows of that awfid 
winter held up mails for many weeks, keeping Pitt’s envoys three 
months on the road to Berlin, no frost lasts for ever. On January 
31st, 1799, the Directory, exalted by its entry into Naples and its 
easy conquest of yet another European monarchy, informed 
Vienna that, unless the Russian corps in Galicia was withdrawn 
within fifteen days, war would imme^tcly follow. No rt^ly was 
made. Passively radier than actively the Hapsburg State aligned 
itself with Rmsia, Britain, Turkey, Portugal and the Two Sicilies 
in a second Coalition against the overgrown power of France. 
*•••••*• 

Before the Directory's armies poured across the Rhine, their 
General in Egypt had taken the ofiensive against Turkey. Un-r 
deterred by ms isolation, Bonaparte had spent the autumn with 
his usual indomitable activity. Nor, for all the seas of salt and 
desert around him, were Iiis plans in the least defensive. In October 
he was reported m be trying to buy oyer the wild Abyssinians and 
obtain a port on the Red Sea eignt hundred miles to the south. 
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Wlicn he found this too visionary, he prepared for an advance 
across the two hundred miles of desert between Egypt and Palestine 
to seize the Levantine corridor into Asia Minor, From Damascus 
he reckoned that he would be able cither to drive to Constantinople 
and fornid a new Byzantine Empire on the ruins of the Sultan’s 
crumbling power, or strike eastwards along the caravan routes 
into Mesopotamia towards the Persian Guff. For, true to the 
Revolutionary creed of energy of which he was tlie embodiment, 
Bonaparte believed that to men of will all things were possible. 

On January I5tb, 1799, when his arrangements for a desert march 
were almost complete, he vreote to Tippoo SaMb announcing his 
arrival vwth an invincible army and aslting him to send envoys 
to Suez to concert plana for the overthrow of the British in India. 
Ten days later he learnt from a long delayed dispatch from France 
—the fust to reach him since September—that TurkCT had been at 
war with the Directory for several months and that the Sultan was 
concentrating armies in Syria and Rhodes for an invasion of Egypt 

It was never Bonaparte’s way to wait to be attacked. Early in 
February, when the snow in. England ky so deep that Parson 
Woodfordc could not reach that pl^ of use at the end of his garden 
which he called Jericho, the Army of Egypt set out across the 
eastern desert. On the 20th, after a toef siege, it captuted £1 Arish 
from the Pasha of Syria who had occupied it a month before "with 
the Turkish advance guard. Thence it drove up the coast through 
Gaza to Jafe, which it stormed on March 5tn;. finding the JOC» 
Turks of the garrison an embarrassment to his commissariat, 
Bonaparte had them massacred. It would be a useful warning, he 
reflected, to their countrymen of the unwisdom of resisting the 
Pfeneb, Then, without wasting time; he cesttmed his march for 
Acre—a little town poorly fortined, some aisty miles to the north, 
barring the coastal road into Syria. 

But here his fate was awaiting him in the now flimiliar sh^ 
of the Briti^ Navy. On Match jid, to the disgust of many of his 
professional superiors. Captain Sidn^ Smith had taken over the 
command of the small squadron which had remained aftet the Nile 
in Cyprian waters. This erratic and plausible officii had recently 
escaped from the Temple prison in Padi and, having returned to 
England with a great deal of information, teliahle and otherwise, 
about French ai^tions in the Orient, had prevailed on Lord 
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Spencer to send him out to the Levant with a roving commission. 
His command consisted of two batdeships and three small friMtes, 
On hearing that Bonaparte had captur^ Jaffa he sent a brilliant 
young engineer, Colonel Phdlypeaux, to assist the Turkish 
Governor of Acre. A few days later Smith followed in person. 

On March 17^, Bonaparte, driving northwards from Haifa, 
saw in his path the white walls of Acre jutting out into the Mediter¬ 
ranean blue. Beyond them lay Aleppo and Damascus, and, so the 
young conqueror believed, vast treasure, arms for a quarter of a 
million men, and the high roads to Constantinople and India. But 
in the roadstead off the little port lay two Britisn ships of the line, 
their rigging grimly rising against the spring sky. It was a spcctadc 
with which he was to grow strangely familiar during the next seven 
weeks. 

For, thanks to Phdlypcaux’s genius for fortification and the 
naval guns and crews with which Sidney Smith stiffened die 
Turkish garrison, Acre proved surprisin^y formidable. The 
ubiquitous British warships even captured Bonaparte’s siege train 
as it crept up the coast from Egypt, embarked in gunboats. Its guns 
were prompdy used by the'inde&tigable Smith against the Fraich. 
Without them the ridiculous little fort with its 3000 shabby Turks 
and handfid of British tars could not be battered into submission. 
Frontal assaults, however dashing, produced no results but casual¬ 
ties. There was nothing for it but to sit down and starve the place 
out. And this, owing to British sea power, was more casUy pro¬ 
posed than done. 

• • • • • ■ 

In Europe and in India other armies were marching. On March 
1st, 1799, the Directory, having received no answer from Austria to 
its ultimatum, launchw its attack. The French crossed the Rhine 
with the old familiar confidence and, debouching from Switzerland, 
overran the Grisons. But on Mardi 25 th, advancing through the 
Black Forest, Jourdan came up against the Archdiie Charles at 
Stockach. He was repulsed wim loss and foretd to retreat 

The victory of the Imperialists broke the legend of Republican 
invindbility. During the next few weeks Bemadotte, Soult, Victor 
and Souham all sufiered defeat in southern Germany, while Ma> 
sena was forced to fall back in the Grisons. Since its defeat by 
Bonaparte, two years before, the Austrian Army had been reor- 
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ganised: it now numbered a quarter of a million well-equipped 
men. The French Army, on the other hand, had been neglected and 
cheated by the politicians in Paris and subjected to the d^oralising 
influence of living •without war on a conquered countryside. 'With 
nearly 100,000 deserters from its colours and scatteiro over an 
immense area, it found itself &ccd for the first time by superior 
numbers. 

Its weakness was greatest in Italy—die scene of its late glory— 
where Bonaparte’s strategy of concentration had been abandoned 
for one of dispersal. The Directory’s fiscal policy was defined in a 
memorandum on the occupied Papal States. “ The Revolution at 
Rome has not yet been productive cnougL The only course to 
take, so as to derive firom it a more suitable return, is to consider 
and to treat the finances of the Roman State as the finances of the 
French Army.” ^ The latter, to enforce this extortion, was dissi¬ 
pated in dozens of little garrisons cut oflf firom one another by moun¬ 
tain ranges and almost impassable tracks. On April 5th old Sch^r, 
who had taken the ofiensivc with his depleted field army, was 
defeated by the Hungarian, Kray, at Magnano. Widiin a week the 
French had been d^en across the Mmeio and forced to retire 
behind the Adda. 

Here they were assailed by a more formidable enemy. On 
March 3rd the Russo-Turldsh Fleet had taken Corfu. Six wedts 
later the advance guard of the Russian Army reached the Italian 
front under the command of the world-fiunous Marshal Suvorofi 
This barbaric genius—a Muscovite Elizabethan of sixty-nine 
strayed into the eighteenth century, hardy, valiant, eccentric almost 
at times to madness, who had never known defeat and lived only 
for war and the adoration of his rough soldiers—at once attacked 
■with a fierceness and speed hitlierto only equalled by Bonaparte. 
Forcing t^ line of the Adda on the ayth, he entered Mflan two days 
later amid the acclamations of the populace. The entire French 
Array in Italy was in deadly danger. 

Already in the south the French Parthenopean Republic was 
cmmbling. At first the wise and conciliatory policy of the soldier, 
Championet, had partially won over the fickle hzzarotd of the 
capitaL But die intrigues of thwarted contractors and vaial agents 
had soon brought about his recall in fevour of a more complacent 

^ Cambridge Modem Hittory, VIII, 638. 
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conimandcr. hnmediately a swarm of harpies had settled on the 
hapless Republic, robbing the inhabitants of houses, lands and 
churches, cash, treasure and livestock. Incited by a warlike Cardinal 
named RufFo and supplied by Britisli cruisers, the-peasants took up 
amis. When the news of the Allied successes in the north reached 
the French General Macdonald, his hold on the coimtry became 
precarious. To save himself from encirclement he abandoned Naples 
on May 7th and, leaving small delaying garrisons behind him in 
the principal fortresses, retreated northwards. 

Three days earlier, more than four thousand miles to the east, 
a Britisli-Scpoy army stormed Setingapatam, capital of the great 
Mahommc(£n Power of Mysore. Ever since the French had 
begun to talk of an eastern expedition Tippoo Sahib, its ruler, had 
been scheming to drive the British from the Orient. A premature 
and boastful proclamation by the French Governor of Mauritius, 
with whom he had been corresponding, gave warning to the British 
authorities and led, in the summer of 1798, to tre dispatch by 
Dondas of military reinforcements to the East. The alarm coincided 
with the arrival in Calcutta of a new Govemor-GeneraL An Irish¬ 
man with an imperial vision rare among the English, the thirty- 
scven-year-old Earl of Momington had at once resolved to abandon 
his prMccessor’s humdrum policy of non-intervention in Indian 
aifeirs and strike a resounding blow at Tippoo’s French-trained 
army, before a Mahiatta confederacy and the arrival of Bonaparte 
should bring the structure of Clive and Warren Hastings craming 
to the ground. He therefore ordered General Harris to conewntrate 
all avadable troops in Madras and prevailed on the Nkam of 
Hyderabad to join in alliance against Mwoie. 

By the end of 1798 Momington had prepared a powerful and 
weltequipped army. He was fortunate in naving me aid of his 
brother, Arrimr Welledey, who had been sent with his regiment 
to India a year earlier. This able and painstaking young man of 
twenty-nine possessed an unsuspected genius for planning vsar, 
perfeciiy adapted to a country without roads and normal means of 
supply. Too unassuming and -well bred to arouse envy, the unknown 
Lieutenant-Colonel of the 33rd Foot was the brain behind the 
preparations for the long march througji the jungle to Tippoo’s 
capital. His methods were epitomised in a sentence from his official 
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correspondcaice: “ It is better to see and communicate the difficul¬ 
ties and dangers of the enterprise and to endeavour to ovexcomc 
them than to be blind to everything but success till the moment of 
difficulty comes and then to despond.” ^ He had learnt his lesson 
since his campaign with the British Army in Holland. 

As soon as Mocuington heard from Nelson’s overland courier 
of the Nile victory, he abandoned his waiting game and insisted 
that Tippoo should receive a British envoy. But that subtle Oriental, 
playing for time until Bonaparte should come, put off the peremp¬ 
tory Governor-General with excuses. Accormngly on February 
nth, 1799, Harris—a veteran of Bunker’s Hill—crossed thr Madras 
border into Mysewe with 5,000 British troops and 16,000 Sepoys. 
He was joined by an army of 16,000 natives from Hyderabad, which 
Colonel Wellesley, in recognition of “judicious and masterly 
arrangements in respect of supplies,” was seconded to command. 
A third army of 6,000 under James Stuart started from Bombay. 

Tippoo Sahib had 50,000 men and the advantage of interior 
lines. By forced marches he surprised and almost overwhelmed 
Stuart at Periapatam on Marth 6ih. But the unexpectedly rapid 
advance of the main British force from the west compelled him to 
face about. On the aand, engaged by the oombiu^ armies of 
Britain and Hyderabad at Malav^y, he broke off the fi^t rather 
than risk the loss of his guns, and retired behind the mimidablc 
fortifreations of Sciingapatam. He knew that no army could long 
maintain itself hundrem of miles from its base in the heart of 
southern India. 

By the beginning of May the Britisb-Sepoy forces had no other 
choice but starvation or retreat. Fording a swift river 300 yards 
wide—one of the meat remarkable feats in the annals of war-^cy 
flung themselves at the breaches. By uightfell on the 4th the British 
flag was flying own the town. Littie quarter was given, frir by 
Tippoo's ordos all the prisoners within the fortress, had been 
m^sacted. Next morning the body of a corpulcm, short-necked 
man with delicate hands and feet was found under a heap of dead 
in one of the gateways. It was the end of the robber <^Tiasty of 
Hyder Ali His country—almost the size of Ei^Jaod—was divided 
between Hyderabad and the Bast India Company, whfle a puppet 

^ Supplementary DetpaUhet and Memoranda tf the Duke <>/ WdUnston, i, 
Tg6 
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representative of the old Hindu royal line was set to rule over the 
remainder. Arthur Wellesley stayed as Civil Administrator and 
Commander-in-Chicf. His four years of rule—the beginning of 
British hegemony in southern India—was distinguished by an 
almost pcdmitic respect for native rights and customs and a welcome 
absence of plunder and exaction. 

While the British storming parties were fighting their way 
into Scringapatam the man who had sailed a year before to conquer 
an Indian empire was still sulkily surveying the ramparts of Acre. 
“ The whole 6te of the East,” he said, “ hangs from this little 
comer.” Ph^lypeaux had been killed, a Turkish relief force routed 
at Mount Tabor and the handful of defenders thinned by casualties. 
But the flags of Turkey and England continued to fly over die fort 
and English warships to ride in the roadstead. In the first week of 
May the French made sixteen atteiMts to storm the place. On the 
8th, spurred by the approach of a fleet of Turkish transports from 
Rhodes, diey captured one of the towers. But Sidney Smith, throw¬ 
ing every seaman into the fight, saved the day. Two weeks later 
Bonaparte, having lost more than a quarter of his force in the 
sixty-two days’ siege, made a final assault on the stinking, corpse- 
strewn ditches and, failing, threw his guns into the sea and retreated. 
The plague was in his camp and his men were mutinous. On May 
a5th he abandoned Jaffa, on the 29th Gaza, on Jime 2nd El Arish. 
At each place a trail of plague-stricken, dying Frenchmen testified 
to Smith s achievement. So did Bonaparte’s angry gibes at the rash 
buffoon of a sea captain who had made him miss his destiny. “ If 
it had not been for you English,” he declared afterwards, “ I should 
have been Emperor of the East. But wherever there is water to 
float a ship, we are sure to find you in the way.” 

• »• ••••• 

With the Russians and Austrians overrunning Bonaparte's 
conquests in Lombardy and Piedmont and French armies out- 
nunabered on every fixint from the Rhine to the Campagna, the 
Republic was in greater danger than at any time since me dark 
days of 1793. The country was in the utment confusion. In March, 
1799, the flame of civil war had broken out again in the west and the 
Chouans had taken the field. The Directory were universally de¬ 
tested. In a despairing attempt to retrieve their fortunes, they sent 
Admiral Bruix, the brilliant young Minister of Marine, to Brest, 
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where a fleet had long been preparing, with orders to put to sea at 
any cost and, entering the Mediterranean, to shatter the British 
supremacy that had brought all these disasters on the Republic and 
rescue from Egypt Bonaparte—the one man who could save it. 

Had the British intelligence system been better or had the 
Commander-in-Chief of the Channel Fleet understood the full 
meaning of blockade, such orders would have been useless. But 
instead of keeping dose to Ushant, Bridport, nursing his ships, kept 
station too fax out. On April 25th he was driven a dozen miles 
west of the island by a north-easter. That evening Bruix vrith 
twenty-frve batdeships and ten frigates escaped in me haze and, 
taking the Passage du Raz, steered for the south. 

Bruix’s escape imperilled the whole structure of British sea 
power in the Mediterranean. On it depended Allied military 
operations from Syria to Genoa and the cohesion of the Coalition. 
While Bridport mobilised every ship in home waters to defend the 
Irish coast, the French Fleet appears off Cadiz where Lord Kdth, 
with fifieoi sail of the line, was blockading a superior Spanish 
force. Portxmately Bruix, doubting his unpractised crews’ ability 
to cope with a westerly gale on a lee-shore, ran for the Straits. 
Here, on May 5th, St. Vincent, watchii^ from Gibraltar, saw his 
ships gliding by like ghosts through the mist. 

At that moment half the British Mediterranean Fleet was at 
the French Admiral’s mercy. Duckworth with four battleships 
was off Minorca, Ball with tnrec blockading Valetta, Sidney Smith 
with two opposing Bonaparte at Acre, Troubridge with four 
watching Naples, and Nelson with a solitary ship guarding the 
Neapolitan Royjdtics at Palermo. But Bruix after a fortnight at 
sea had had enough. With the reverberation of the guns at Aboukir 
haunting him, he saw himself not as a hunter but as the hunted. 
Instead of sweeping eastwards with the wind to overwhelm St. 
Vincent’s scattered squadrons, he made for Toulon. 

When he arrived on May 14th he found the Republic’s danger 
slightly lessened. For Russian temperament and Austrian greed 
had given the aimy of Italy a breathing space. Suvorof aftet taking 
Milan had nnaccountably paused for a week of junketing. The 
Aulic Coimdl, intent on acquiring Italian territory, had insisted 
that the redaction of lombard fortresses should precede pursuit 
of the enemy. Consequently Moreau, superseding the defeated 
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Scherer, had been abk to %vithdraw to the Genoese hilk to cover 
Macdonald’s retreat from the south. Here at the beginning of June 
Bruix sailed to join him at Vado Bay. 

But though he brought urgeudy-needed supplies to Moreau’s 
hungry troops, the French Admiral achieved nothing else. By his 
flight to Toulon and his prolonged stay there he had given the 
British Fleet time to mobilise. Nelson, on receipt of St. Vincent’s 
warning, had given immediate orders to his scattered sliips to 
assemble in the channel between Sicily and Africa, barring the way 
to Egypt. “ I consider the best defence for his Sicilian Majesty s 
dominions,” he wrote, “ is to place myself alongside the French.” 
St. Vincent, with Spanish connivance—for the wise old Admiral 
had been showing every courtesy to die weaker of his two enemies 
and intriguing with them against their bullying ally—^managed, 
despite the easterly gale, to get an overland message to Keith to 
join him at Gibraltar. He was thus able to sail on May 2Sth with 
sixteen ships of the line to retrieve Duckworth from Minorca. 
Thence cruising midway between that island and the Catalan coast, 
he waited for the attempted junction of the Frencli and Spanish 
Fleets. 

Having feilcd to strike the blow which could alone have turned 
the tide of defeat in Italy, Bruix on June 6th sailed for Cartagena to 
join the Spaniards who had entered that port after Keith’s with¬ 
drawal from Cadiz. But for St. Vincent’s illness he would have 
encountered that which, when divided, he might have destroyed 
but which now, united, would imdoubtedly have destroyed him— 
the Britisli Fleet off Cape San Sebastian. Fortunately for Bruix, 
the old Admiral’s hcakb, long aihng, at that moment friled him. 
On June and he handed over bis command to Keith and returned 
to Gibraltar. Keith, a good sailor and a brave fighter, lacked St. 
Vincent’s moral stature. Haunted by fears for Minorca, be aban¬ 
doned his cruising station to protect Iiis base. When, three days 
later, after being reinforced from England, he returned, the Frcnm 
had passed. On the aznd they entered Cartagena, sailing again on 
the 39th with sixMen Spanish batdeships which they bore off as 
host^ts for Spain’s ^od behaviour. A week later, St Vincent 
waiting at Gibraltar for a ship to take him to England, saw Bruix's 
Hcct for the second time passing the Straits. 
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Even before Bruix left the Mediterranean further disasters befell 
the French armies. On May ayth Suvorof surprised Turin, cap¬ 
turing more than 250 guns, 80 mortars and 60,000 muskets. By the 
end of the first week of June the Russian outposts had reached the 
liead of the Alpine passes looking into France. A week later the 
Calabrian patriots, supported by a British fleet, captured Naples. 
Then on June 17th Suvorof, marching at h^;h speed to cut Mac¬ 
donald’s hue of retreat on the Trcbbia, defeated him in one of tlic 
hardest-fought and bloodiest battles of the war. During die pursuit 
over the mountains the Russians took 13,000 prisoners, induding 
four Generals. 

In Germany and Switzerland also the fortunes of France were 
crumbling. Here, as in Italy, the Aulic Council had forbidden a 
vigorous pursuit in order to secure fortresses. For Thugut and his 
Emperor md learnt nothing from the defeats of four years. They 
had still to grasp that the fiirt fruits of victory depended on destroy¬ 
ing the enemy s army. Yet despite these handicaps the patient 
Ardiduke was ready by the b^inning of June to attack the lines 
of Zurich. Though his first assault was rcpdled, he forced Massena 
by the 7th to fell back, leaving the city and immense stores of arms 
in his hands. As the French withdrew and the puppet Government 
of Swiss traitors fled in their wake, the peasantry rose in the hilb. 
«•«••••« 

Such was the position at midsummer, 1799, less than eleven 
months after the deliverance of the Nile. Now 200,000 tired French¬ 
men, dangerously spread out on a felling front from the Tesel to 
Genoa, fated half again as many assailants commanded by two 
great masters of war. The Republic’s attempt to restore the naval 
balance in the Mediterranean had failed, and beyond the narrow 
seas on her northern flank the untried Army of England was wait¬ 
ing its cliance to attack. 

For the conviction was growing that the hour for England’s 
return to the Cononent had come. Four years had passed since a 
British soldier had set foot on the European mainland save as a 
fugitive raider. During that time much nad been done to make 
the Army a more effective force. By 1799 the folly of mortgaging 
the flower of the nation’s manhood for sugar iskods had at last 
dawned cm the authorities. In five years 100,000 young Britems 
had been killed or permanently disabled by the Caribbean dimatc. 

Y.E. L 
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But in. 1797 General Abercromby had laid the foundation of a less 
wasteful policy by raising a dozen negro regiments to garrison the 
islands. When the planters threatened to flog all who joined, the 
slirewd old Scot succeeded in obtaining Dundas's authority to 
enfrancliise negro recruits—an important step in human betterment 
achieved, not for the last rime in British coloiual administration, 
dirough the exigencies of war and the courage of a liberal-minded 
soldier. 

The Government, taught by bitter experience, endorsed the 
new system in defiance of vested interests. In the following year a 
thirty-eight-year-old Brigadier, Thomas Maitland, liaving taken 
over command at Mole St. Nicolas, entered into negotiations with 
the negro chieftain, Toussaint TOuverture, for a British evacuation 
of Santo Domingo. He had the sense to recognise that Toussaint 
and his dusky followers were as litde fnendly to die Republican 
authorities as they had been to the Royalist planters. By ceasing 
to make war on them and extending a hand of firiendship, he won 
their gratitude and separated them &om the French and Spaniards. 
His withdrawal from the island in October, 1798, vras fiercely 
criticised by the West Indian slaveowners. But it saved the country 
thousands of precious hves. 

Comwallisa conciliatory Irish policy also lessened the strain on 
British man power. For the first time since the war began the 
Government was able to use its fisrees where it wanted instead of 
being compelled to hurry them where they were needed. In 
December, 1798, General Stuart, after his conquest of Minorca, 
had proposed the formation of a Mediterranean force to operate 
against the enemy’s southern flank. Striking at French communi¬ 
cations on the Graoese Riviera in the summer of 1799, it might 
have engulfed the armies of Moreau and Macdonald in irretrievalilc 
disaster. 

But the Govermnent, having other plans, ignored Stuart, 
Political and naval considerations demanded the employment of 
the Anny nearer home. Russia and Prussia, whose active co-operar- 
tion was the major concern of British diplomacy in the winter of 
1798-9, were both traditionally interested in the former United 
Netherlands. To win over Prussia Britain had offered its Sovereign 
a preponderant influence in Dutch affairs and, in the hst resort, 
even annexation. And when Prussian cowarchcc and jealousy of 
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Austria could not be overcome, Britain, with her eye on Russia, 
continued to make the expulsion of the French firom Holland her 
first objective. For not only was it a natural meeting ground for 
British and Russian troops, out the menace of the coast still 
haunted the Admiralty. 

On June 22nd, 1799, a treaty was signed by Britain and Russia 
for an immediate Anglo-Russian invasion of Holland. Britain was 
to provide 30,000 troops and find the money for 18,000 Russians. 
The hereditary Stadtholder of Holland and his son, the Prince of 
Orange, both exiles on English soil, assured the Caljinet that their 
countrymen would rise as one man against the French. 

The project was linked up with a wider one for regrouping the 
Alhed armies for a major ofiensivc in the autumn. In Italy and 
Switzerland co-operation between Russia and Austria had been 
proving increasingly difficult. The half-crazed dictator of Russia, 
now in one of his recurrent moods of universal benevolence, was 
haunted by grandiloquent visions: of a holy league of all sovereign 
States to liquidate the Revolution, restore the pre-war international 
status quo (except in partitioned Poland) and rc-unite Christendom. 
Alarmed by these, the realpolitik rulers of Austria, who neither 
wislied to restore Piedmont to its Royal House not exchange 
Veueda for Belgium, had forbidden the indignant Suvorof to press 
down the Alpine valleys into Savoy until he had reduced Mantua 
and the other Italian fortresses they coveted. In retaliation the 
Marshal had threatened to resign his command. 

To resolve these discords it was decided to transfor Suvorof and 
his Russians to Switzerland, where they were to join a second 
Russian army, subsidised by Bimland, which was due there in 
August under Korsakof. Ihe Itahan theatre was to be left to the 
Austrians, while the Archduke Charles was to march north to the 
defence of the Lower Rhine and so draw off French forces fiom 
Holland before the Aimlo-Russian invasion. 

This general post of^coramanders and armies in the middle of 
a campaign—bitterly opposed by the Archduke—^was ad^ted at 
the moment that the French, rendered desMtate by peril, were 
beginning to recover something of their old. spirit. The murder 
of two of the French delegates to the dissolving Congress of Rastadt 
in the spring by a troop of drunken Austrian hussars had roused a 
Breazy of hatred against Germany. During die summer the French 
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Govenimcnt fell and a new Directory—^in reality as corrupt as the 
old—was set up to prosecute tlxe war more vigorously. The de¬ 
feats on the Trebbia and at Zurich led to a renewal of^Jacobiu ter¬ 
rorism, a ficesh comcription and the appointment of Bemadotte 
as War Minister. Under liis regimen a forced loan was levied on 
property and 200,000 conscripts called to the colours. 

Such was the position in August, 1799, when the British prepared 
to launch their invasion of the Continent. As was inevitable in a 
parliamentary country the pros and cons of doing so had been 
widely discussed. Public opinion strongly supported the idea; 
despite Britain’s achievement at sea there was a feeling that she was 
not pulling her weight and must rouse herself from sloth to renew 
the Uurels of Agincoutt and Blenheim. Two years of drilling 
against invasion liad made the country martial-minded; the scarlet 
coat and bugle call had become natural to Englishmen. They had 
even founded a Military Academy, and established a Royal Staff 
Corps to train sappers in the science of reducing Continental fort¬ 
resses. On June 4th the King on his sucty-aecond birthday took the 
salute in Hyde Park as 10,000 London Volunteers and Militia 
matched past with the precision of Prussians. The little monarch, 
erect on bis white chaxga: and making great sweeps with his Ixat, 
was beside himself at the sight, chuckung repeatedly over the gibe 
of a French General about a nation of sh^keepets. ‘ Call them the 
Devil’s Own! ” he cried as the Inns of Court Volunteers swung 
past, " call them the Devil’s Own I ” ^ 

All that Britons asked at that moment was to test their mettle 
against the enemy. The thought consoled them for the perpetual 
rain and cold of that cheerless, barren summer, relieved the shortage 
of coal and vegetables, and even reconciled them to the new inconm- 
tax forms. Since the beginning of the year one after another of 
the Fencible regiments had bcoi voluntarily relinquishing their 
immunity to foreign service. For like the haughty seamen, they too 
wanted to have a crack at Johnny Crapaud. Tney had no doubt 
as to the result. At midsummer Canning recorded his belief in the 
imminent collapse of *’ the monstrous febric of French crimes and 
cruelties and abominations.” 

Almost the only people who did not share the popular enthusiasm 

^ Wheeler and Broadley, II, 344. 
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for an invasion of the Continent were the senior officers of die 
Regular Army. They knew too mnch of the might of the French 
armies and the haphazard methods of supply and transport em¬ 
ployed by British politicians and administrators. Behind them was 
a long succession of disasters, surrenders and evacuations extending 
for nearly a quarter of a century over the present and American 
wars. Advanced in years, sobered by misfortune, long accustomed 
to fighting at a disadvantage, their minds lacked resilience. 

Early in June the Government had summoned Sir Ralph Abcr- 
cromby firom Effinburgh to take the principal command. The brave 
old Scot, who was sixty-five, expressed the strongest disapproval of 
the project, which he predicted would be attended by the usual 
disasters. It was not, however, in his soldier’s creed to refuse a 
professional task committed to him by the civil authority. The 
wisest course would have been to have passed him over for a 
younger man who believed in victory. But neitlicr Stuart nor 
Moira—the two best general officers for a bold offensive—^possessed 
the necessary seniority, and neither was popular with the Cabinet. 
Instead, the Duke or York was seconded firom die Horse Guards 
to take command with Abetcromby as chief adviser. 

By its treaty with Russia the Government had committed itself 
to a larger expeditionary force than was immediately available. 
It therefore had recourse to the Militia- On July 12m, a month 
before the “ secret armament ” was to sail, an Act was hurried 
through Parliament to draft Militiamen into Regular regiments. 
In the prevailing mood of enthusiasm tens of thousands took the 

bounty and volunteered for foreign service. Of their fine, 
soldierly appearance and potential fighting capacity, there could 
he no (uspute. But of their readiness for Continental warfare, there 
was justification for a good deal. 

While British cruisers harried the European coastline firom 
Brest to the Tcxel, alarming the French authorities, a great miUtary 
encampment was formed on the Eientish Downs between Canter¬ 
bury and Deal. Here the advance guard of the invasion force 
assembled under Abcrcromby- And here, in growing numbers and 
in every degree of intoxication, came the bounty men firom the 
Militia. The difficulty of absorbing them into ffieir regimeats in 
time to take the field nevet troubled the Government 

To supervise the great departure the Prime Minister and Scare- 
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tary for War took tip residence at Walmer Casde. Both were 
strongly impressed with the urgency of the venture. The summer 
was well advanced, die gale season approaching and the Continental 
campaign at a crucial st^. In September die Russians, moving 
to their new positions, were to strike in Switzerland, and the 
Archduke Charles was to take the ofiensive on the Lower Rhine. 
If Suvorof could smash Massena in the Alps as he had smashed 
Moreau in Lombardy, October might see a Slavonic invasion of 
France through her vulnerable Swiss frontier. The delivery of the 
British blow before the French levies could be mobilised might well 
prove decisive. 

Ktt, therefore, showed impatience at Abercromby's interminable 
litany of obstacles. The fine old soldier, who tmder his shaggy 
eyebrows gave contemporaries the impression of a good-natured 
hon, was nways raising difficulties in nis slow, Scottish manner. 
He pointed out that the Army was almost entirely without facilities 
for moving its guns, sick, stores and provisions. “ The Emperor of 
Russia,” he wrote, " may make a general into a private man by his 
fiat, but he cannot make his army march without their bag^e. 
It is only in a fi-ee country like ours that a Minister has absolute 
power over an army... . An army is not a machine that can move 
of itself; it must have the means of moving.” ^ The complaints led 
to the hasty formation on August I2th of a Royal Waggon Train of 
five troops—^increased in September to eight-each of four officers 
and seventy drivers, mosdy retired cavalrymen: the first germ of 
an Army Service Corps. 

But to Rtt all this was trifling: the ill-timed pedantry of an 
old woman in a red coat. “ There are some people,’^ he murmured, 
“ who have pleasure in opposing whatever is proposed.” Advised 
by the Foreign Office and Orange partisans, he was so obsessed 
with the idea that the Dutch would rise that it never occurred to 
him that the Army would have any difficulties of supply and com¬ 
munication. “ The operation,” wrote Grenville to Dundas, “ will 
be rather a counter-revolution than a conquest,” The politicians 
forgot that refugees ate not the best judges of a country fi:om 
which they have been expelled, and that there is a wide dificxcnce 
between sympathy with a foreign cause and revolutionary action 
to support it. 

* ForUsaie, IV, 646, 
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Just as the advance guaid was preparing to embark, news arrived 
that the combined fleets of France and Spain were returning from 
their fruitless Mediterranean foray. Though Keith was in close 
pursuit, there was always the possibility that they might sweep 
up the Channel and attack the assembled transports. But on August 
lath it became known that Bruix had put into Brest. With a Grand 
Fleet of more than fifty battleships based on Torbay and " the 
whole naval power of France and Spain under lock and key,” ^ all 
danger passed. On the 13 th, Abercromby was hurried to sea. 

It was left to the General and Admiral Mitchell to decide whether 
the expedition should occupy Walcheren and the islands at the 
mouth of the Meuse or make a landing farther north on the tip 
of Holland called the Marsdiep between the Nortli and Zuyder 
Seas. On the ground that Walmeren was too bare for concealment 
and that the Marsdiep isthmus, being long and narrow, was un¬ 
likely to be defended in force, Abercromby chose the latter. An 
initial success here would cut off the naval base of the Hdder and 
endanger the Dutch fleet at the TexeL It would also enable the 
British, after forcing an entry into the Zuyder 2llee, to advance 
southwards down the isthmus with both flariks protected by war¬ 
ships. The disadvantage was that tiie Marsdiep was some distance 
firam the main centres of population where a rising was expected, 
and that before these could be reached the French might have time 
to organic strong resistance. 

The initial wisdom pf the decision was quickly proved. For on 
the first day at sea the almost incessant rain of the past few weeks 
turned to a south-wester. The transports would have ftred ill 
among the islands. As it was they remained in danger for a week 
before the wind abated sufficiently to make a landing possible. 
During that time the country was in the greatest alarm, for no one 
had anticipated storms of such intensity and duration so early in 
the year.® 

But the Navy did its work wclL The two hundred vessels of 
the fleet kept together, and on the 21st the vnnd felL That night 
the low Dutch coast could be clearly seen in the moonlight. But 
next day, after the Dutch Governor of the Helder had been sum¬ 
moned to surrender, the storm again fteshened. Not till the 2($db, 

^ Spencer Papen, III, xia, 
* See jyArblay, m, 188. 
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nearly a fortnight after leaving JBiigland, could the transports 
resume tlicir station in-shore. By that time water and provisions 
were dangerously low. And owing to the Admiral’s premature 
summons, the defenders were expecting a landing. 

Abcrcromby, however, decided to persist. At ^wn on the ayth 
disembarkation began at a point about four nulcs south of tlic 
Holder in the face of determined fire. It was covered by a tremen¬ 
dous barrage from the guns of Duncan’s battleships which the old 
Admiral had placed at me disposal of the expedition. The first tow 
consisted of 3000 men. Dacncfcls, the Dutch commander, had nearly 
twice as many. The flat-bottomed barges for which Abcrcromby 
had asked had not been provided and several boats overturned in 
the surf. But the fire of me great ships and the fierce persistence of 
the landing parties wore down the defenders, many of whom were 
in secret sympathy with the invaders. By nightfall the bulk of 
Abcrcromby’s 10,000 troops were ashore, the sandhills of Groot 
and Klein Keten in their bands, and the Holder cut off from the 
rest of Holland. The British suffered about 500 casualties; the 
french and Dutch nearly three times as many. 

Had old Aberaomby, who liad been in the heat of the fire all 
day,^ been less exhausted, enemy losses would have been still 
heavier. By not pushing his outposts to the edge of the sandhills, 
where the marshy meadows to the Zuyder could be ovei> 
looked, he allowed the garrison of the Hdder to escape in die night 
along the solitary road running under the dunes. Early next morn¬ 
ing John Moore, who had commanded the northernmost lauding 
party, occupied the town without opposition. 

Two days later Admiral Mitchell, entering the channel between 
the Helder and Texel Island, captmed the Dutch fleet at anchor. 
At sight of the British ships the seamen forced their officers to 
haul down the Republican flag and hoist that of the House of 
Orange. Seven Dutch ships of the line—^thc survivors of Camper- 
down—and eighteen smaller warships with 6000 seamen passed 
into British keeping without firing a shot. “ Thus,” wrote John 
Moore in his diary, ” the greatest stroke that has perhaps been 
struck in this war has been accomplished in a few hours and with a 
trifling loss. The expedition . . . began with cfvery appearance 
against it. . . . It showed great enterprise in Sir Ralph to perse- 

^ Duncan to Spencer, aSth Aug., 1799.—Spencer Papers, IH, 178, 
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verc in the attempt, and he has met with the success he deserved. 
The chances of war are infinite.” * 

Abercromby's victory of the 28th had struck panic into the 
doubting Dutch and filled the French authorities with dismay. In 
all Holland there were only 10,000 French troops, of whom 5000 
were concentrated in Zeeland to prevent a landing in the islands. 
At any moTnent the Dutch army, another ao,ooo men, might 
follow the fleet’s example. It was idle to hope for aid ficom Paris. 
A fortnight before the French in Italy, attempting to relieve Mantua, 
had attacked Suvorof prematurely and been routed at Novi, their 
young commander, Joubert, paying for his mistake with his life. 
With the crisis approaching in Switzerland and the Archduke 
Charles matching, the Directory had its hands full. 

Had, therefore, Abercromby pressed southwards along the 
causeway roads towards Alkmaar 1^ would have encountered little 
resistance and might have penetrated at once into the main part 
of Holland, south of the narrow neck between Haarlem and Am¬ 
sterdam. There was every reason for doing so, for the nature of 
the country was un&vourable to a quick ilvance in the fece of 
serious defence. The flat marshy pastures inside the dunes were 
dissected by coundcss canals and dykes, confining the movement of 
large bodies to the causeways. And it was already die end of August, 
widi the gale season approaching and the only good harbours in 
the country fiir to the soutL If ever time was precious to a com¬ 
mander, it was at that moment. 

But for four days Abercromby made no move. He was short of 
provisions and water and without waggons, horses and artillery. It 
was all he could do to get supplies up firom the Hclder. The land¬ 
scape, soaked in rain, seemed inhospitable and unfnendly, and, 
owing to the way in which the expedition had been hurried, he was 
without accurate intelh'gence of cither the country or the forces 
against him- Two brigades of cx-Militiamcn who landed &om 
J^gland on the aSth only seemed to increase the difficulties. His 
officers were young and inexperienced. In the whole of Lis force 
only the Guards and 92nd Highlanders had had any serious expe¬ 
rience of Continental warfare. 

Opposed to the expedition firom the first, Abercromby did not 
feel justified in pushing ahead with untried troops and without dw* 

^ Moors, 1,343. 
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material requisite for a pitched battle. Instead he bivouacked among 
the sand-dunes, exposed to incessant wind and rain, and waited with 
Scottish caution until he had collected a few horses and reconnoitred 
the broader lands to the south of the Marsdiep. Not till September 
and did he move forward a few miles to a position along the Zype 
canal between Petten and the Zuyder Zee. Here, with rS.ooo men, 
he entrenched himself to cover the landing of the Duke of York 
and the main Anglo-Russian armament. 

Nor did those with knowledge of military afiairs blame him. 
The King, when the news reached him at Weymouth on September 
1st, wrote that it would be best to follow up the initial success with 
caution and wait for reinforcements to niwe the next move de¬ 
cisive. The country was thrilled by the landing, the bloodless cap¬ 
ture of the Dutch fleet and the news of Suvorois victory at Novi: 
the thought of an early peace made up even for the summer’s deluge 
and ruined crops. Soon the gallant Russians &om the Baltic would 
be emulating amoi^ Dutch water-meadows and windmills the 
exploits of their countrymen in Italy. Meanwhile every day wit¬ 
nessed the departure of more splendid-looking regiments from the 
great can^ on Barham Downs and the arrival of more Militiamen. 
That the latter were in such a state as to be unable even to turn out 
for a review which the Prime Minister wished to hold after Abcr- 
cromby’s victory, worried no one; the eighteenth century expected 
soldiers to be drunk when they had money in their pockets. And 
the moment seemed one for legitimats intoxication. Pitt conft- 
dently expected that the Army, having freed Holland, would soon 
be at liberty for a still more glorious operation- For with French 
Royalists in arms and the combined navies of France and Sjprin 
bottled up in Brest, a wonderful possibility floated before British 
minds. Plans for a new expedition to Brittany were preparing in 
the Admiralty and War Office, and there VTas even talk of a Russian 
landing on the banks of the Seine.^ 

Meanwhile the naval and military commanders in the field 
continued to wait on events. Not being engaged with the enemy, 
they fell to quarrelling with one anomer. Precautions, bom of 
earlier experience, had been taken to prevent this: before the ex¬ 
pedition sailed Vice-Admiral Mimhell had issued an Order of the 
Day tecommending all under him " to behave with that good 

* spencer Paper*, III, 117-as. 
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fellowship and cordiality towards the troops they are about to 
serve with as shall cause them to meet a return of a Uke esteem, by 
which they will be mutually endeared to eacli other and the better 
enabled to act with zeal and energy in their Sovereign’s cause.” 
Such co-operation, he added, could not fail to ensure success.^ But 
by September 4th Mitchell was complaining of Abercromby and 
Abercromby of Mitchell. The latter—described by St, Vincent as 
a " buU-necked Centurion ’’—seemed to think that his own part in 
the invasion had ended with the surrender of the Dutch 0cct. For 
though the General repeatedly urged him—” in the strongest terms ” 
—to fit out gunboats and use them in the Zuyder Zee against the 
French right and rear, Mitchell did not even trouble to answer his 
colleague s letters. Ihe truth is that both officers had reached an 
age vmcn they found it difficult to take the initiative. 

General Brune, Commander-inrChief of the French forces in 
Holland, had no such difficulty. He was thirty years younger than 
Abercromby: an active, impulsive man, typical of his countay and 
the Revolution that had made him. He u^ the breathing-space 
mven him by the cautious invaders to assemble his troops and 
hurry them into die threatened peninsula north of the Haarlem 
isthmus. By September 9th he had got together 21,000 men, a 
force slighdy superior to Abercromby s but, being two-thirds of 
it Dutch, of uncertain sympathies. But as Abercromby so unac¬ 
countably did nothing, Brune assumed—^what the former never 
seemed to assume—that his foe must have grave difficulties of his 
own. He therefore attacked him at dawn on the loth. 

In this he erred. All along the line he was repelled with heavy 
loss. The Militia lads fi:om toe English shires, fighting in prepared 
defensive positions, showed a stca^ courage worthy of Burrard’s 
Brig^ of Guards. The Dutch, aware that there hereditary Prince 
was in the British lines, took to their heels at the first chance, and 
the French were forced to retreat. Had Abercromby under his 
stolid Scottish courage possessed die imagination to realise the 
effect of his victory on tne Dutch mind, he might—with support 
firam Mitchell's gimboats—have been in Amsterdam in two days. 

But instead of thinking of Brune’s difficulties, which at the 
moment seemed to that volatile Hrenchman weliaigh desperate, 
Abercromby could think of nothing but his own. Nearly two 

’ Spencer Papen, III, 156. 
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thousand of his men, landed on an inhospitable shore without 
greatcoats or adequate tent equipment, were sick; fuel, food and 
water were short; transport hopelessly deficient and communica¬ 
tion with the ships constantly interrupt^ by the surf. The shivering 
troops could not even obtain spirits, since no sutler had been sent 
fiom England. As for the Dutch, all that Abetcromby could see 
were stolid, sullen farmers who lounged about his lines with their 
pipes in their mouths like passive spectators of an mmlcasant 
disturbance and chaffered wdm his commissariat officers for their 
catdc and boats.^ They vrere very unlike the ardent patriots whom 
the Prince of Orange had pamted in such glowing colours before 
the oepedition sailed. “ I believe the Prince has been deceived,” 
wrote the old soldier, “ in thinking that he has more fiiends than 
enemies in this country. If we can advance, every one will be on 
our side, but there are few who will ri^ anything.” ^ He &iled 
to see that in this he condemned himself 

But Aborctomby'a period of sole responsibility was nearing an 
end. On the night of September lith the Duke of York landea and 
during the necsx few days 8000 more British arrived and 12,000 
Russians. The latter were escorted from the Baltic by Captain Sir 
Home Fopham. They were men of an incredible toughness, “ all 
hoffi, chofis and koffi,” who slept on bare decks, lived on boUed 
grain and quas and even ate with relish the tallow which thev 
scraped out of the ships’ lanterns and washed down With train oiL 
On one British fiigate the Russian captain, who was much hked 
for his jovial courage, never took his boots off the whole vova^ 
and spent much of his time sharpening his spear On the sniffs 
grinding^tone, swearing he would saoifice every Prenchman he 
met.* 

No attempt was made to use the ttewcomets in a landing farther 
down the coast in the French rear—the ni^tmare that haunted 
Bnme. But the return of Lord Duncan from sick leave and the 
atriv^ of Home Pophom stimulated Admital Mitchell to a certain 
activity. Popham was fiiU of ideas, even bombarding the First 
Lord with them: he was aware, he apologised, that he Was forward 
in projects but, since they were sure to be modified by steadier 

* Bunbury, II, 41. 

* FdrtascuA, IV, 668. 
* Oardrttr, Soy ; Papen, III, 17. 
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military heads, they could do no harm. Meanwhile he prepared 
gunboats to harry the French flanks. 

The Duke of York was now at the head of an army of more 
than 40,000 men, three^uarters of them British: as large a force 
as any Englishmen had commanded on the Continent since Mary¬ 
borough. But it was understood that, as a constitutional prince, he 
was to be guided by the advice of his senior Lieutenant-Generals— 
Abcrcromby, David Dundas, Pulteney and Lord Chatham. As his 
strength was nearing its maadmum he decided to attack without 
delay—a resolve which, in view of the purpose of the exMdition, 
his advisers could scarcely challenge—and fi^t his way to the defile 
of Holland and thence to Amsterdam. He divided nis force into 
four coltunns: 12,000 Russians among the North Sea sand-dunes 
on the r^ht under General D'Hermann, and 12,000 British under 
Abcrcromby on the left, with two smaller columns under Dundas 
and Pulteney in between. For the first time in the war the artillery 
was to act under a single command, the guns being withdrawn firom 
the battalions and massed in “ brigades ” or batteries with their 
own drivers. Among them was one to become femous: the new 
“ Chestnut ” Battery. 

On the evening of September i8tb Abcrcromby set off to cover 
the fifteen miles to Hoorn on the shores of the Zuyder 2^, where 
he was to guard the Allied left and utilise any success won by the 
main forces to the -west Before dawn on the 19th he had surprised 
and captured the town. Here his tired men lay down to rest and 
await events. On the right the Russians,- two hours before the 
scheduled time, had already commenced their attack. Advancing 
down die road under the sandhills they pushed forward in a solid 
mass at immense speed, heroically oblivious to their losses. Storm¬ 
ing the villa^ of Groat they poured through the enemy’s entrench¬ 
ments and forced their way into Bergen, two miles behind his 
lines. Had there been a reserve dose oehind to follow up their 
success, the battle would have been won by eight in the morning. 

But owing to their having started two hours too early, Dundas s 
column was not yet in position to support them. As soon as they 
entered the town the Russians, who by this time were litdc more 
than a brave mob firing vrildly in every direction, lost impetus 
and began to str^gle aSer plunder. When Btune, throwing in 
his reserve, counter-attacked, they proved no match for the clever 
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and ejqjcricnccd French. General D’Hermann was killed, his 
second-in-command taken prisoner and the survivors driven back 
in confusion. Their panic, following hard on their incredible valour 
of the dawn, communicated itself to the untrained British Militia, 
and the situation on the right was only saved by the steadiness of 
die Artillery and Brigade of Guards. X^en one of the Duke’s staff 
called on a hard-pressed battalion of the First Guards, nearing the 
end of its physical powers and ammunition, to hold a village, one 
of the Grenadiers lifted his chin from the muazle of his rifle and 
growled: " Give us some more cartridges and we will see what 
can be done.” And they held it 

While Dundas’s wearied men struggled to retrieve the Russian 
dibicle, Pultcney’s column—of which nothing much had been 
hoped—was steadily pushing ahead across dykes and canals. By 
two in the afternoon it had carried the village of Oudkarspet 
midway between Bergen and Hoorn. An hour later the Dutch 
troops facing it began to yield bcfr>re its steady volleys. Daendels, 
their commander, was carried away in the flying stream and only 
narrowly escaped capture. The battle, which had been all but won 
in the morning and even more nearly lost at noon, trembled again 
in the balance as the scales tilted towards a Britisb victory. Had 
Abercromby resumed his march from Hoorn and appeared, as 
intended in such an event, on the flank of the shatter^ Dutch at 
Alkmaar, he might have converted the defeat of the enemy’s centre 
into a rout. But he spent the day resting and waiting for informa¬ 
tion. The virtual immobilisarion of 12,000 British troops a dozen 
miles from the battlefield robbed the Allies of their numerical 
superiority. At dusk the Duke of York, shaken by the feilure of 
his right, broke off the battle and recalled Abercromby to his lines. 

Sudx was the Battle of Bergen: " the unfortunate ipth,” as 
Admiral Mitchell described it in an indignant dispatch to the 
Admiralty. It cost the British 1450 men and the Russians 2600 men 
and twenty-six guns. The Frentii and Dutch lost sixteett guns and 
about the same number of men. But as they remained in possession 
of their lines and the Allies failed to force their way to the defile 
of Holland, the French claimed the victory. The m<»t serious 
consequences was the bad feeling roused wtween Rnssiaiis and 
British. The former, forgetting th«r disregard of the time schedule, 
attributed then; de&at and die loss of their commander solely to 
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their allies’ failure to support them. The latter were equally shocked 
by what they regarded as R.ussian iU-disapliue and barbarity. “ The 
Russians is people,” wrote one scandalised Militiaman, as has not 
the fear of God before dieir eyes, for I saw some of them with 
cheeses and butter and all badly wounded, and in particular one 
man had an cit day dock on his back and fiting all die time 
which made me to conclude and say all his vanity and vexation.” ^ 
Matters were not improved by the Duke of York, who emoyed 
a Hanoverian talent for mimicry and who, though the kindest of 
men and the soul of tact in his pfl&cial letters, was apt in his cups 
among his familiars to indulge it at the expense of the Muscovite 
generals.* 

Direct attack having failed to dislodge the French, a council of 
war was held to consider other possibilities. The Duke proposed 
diat 4000 more Russians &om Kronstadt and some firew troops 
from England should be used with part of the forces already landra 
cidier in a descent on the North Sea coast behind the French lines 
or in an attack from the Zuyder Zee on Amsterdam, where the 
Dutch were reported to be spoiling for a rising. But both Abcr- 
cromby and David Dundas opposed amphibious operations of any 
kind-—a prejudice which they seemed to share with Admiral 
Mitchell. The Duke therefore reluctantly abandoned the idea in 
favour of a second &ontal attack. 

Planned for September 29th, the attempt had to be postponed 
till October and owing to anodher appalling bout of storm and 
rain. This time the main assault cm the Frenci left was undertaken 
by Abcrcromby with die pick of the British Army. Advancing 
rapidly along the beach, he reached the village of Egmont seven 
miles down the coast brfore encotmtering serious opposidon. But 
here, lacking trained riflemen capable of dealing with the French 
sharpshooters, he suflSsred heavy casualties, incluSng his second-thv 
command, Major-,General Moore, who was dangerously wounded. 
It was the skill and gallantry shown that day by this young hero 
—^now thirty-seven—which laid the foundations of that reputation 
as the first soldier of the new army which he retained till his death 
at Corunna, 

Meanwhile the other three columns wore held up by the main 

* Colburn’# Military Fob,, 1836, cdt. Fortetcue, IV, 677. 
’ Butibury, II, 44. 
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Frcncli lines around the village of Bergen, three miles away, largely 
through the icfusal of the Russians to obey orders. Had Aber- 
crom^ been able to march to Dimdas’s assistance he might have 
cut off the main enemy force and won a decisive victory. But his 
men were exhausted, parched with thirst and short of ammunition. 
He again forgot that his opponent’s plight might be still worse. 
After dusk Brune withdrew unmolested, leaving the British in 
possession of Alkmaar and the Egmonts. 

The hopes of those inclined to hope—of the politicians at home 
and the younger officers on the spot—^now rose again. Spencer 
described Egmont as a “ glorious and important victory ”; Popham 
thought that after die “ wonderful gallantry of the British troops ” 
the French would soon be pushed beyond the Meuse. But the 
generals did not share the prevailing optimism. Even the news 
of the Archduke’s speedy capture of Mannheim feiled to cheer 
them. They were oppressed with the lack of transport, the soaking 
groimd and endless dykes under the lowering Dutch skies, and the 
pitiless surf that endangered thde precarious communications with 
England. They pushed on slowly after the enemy, but they did so 
with heavy hearts. Yet had th(w been able to read the letters passing 
between the French commandcis and their Government in Paris, 
they might have felt—and behaved—differently. 

For after Egmont even Brune abandoned hope. He wrote on 
October 4tii that if tiiQ British continued to attack, lassitude among 
his troops might cause disaster, (hat Dutch desertion was growing, 
and that the Batavian Government, impressed by the AUied suc¬ 
cesses, was showing unmistakable signs of hedging. Like tiie Duke 
of York, he was short of provisions, his bread waggons having 
been taken ftir the wounded and large supplies having been 
abandoned at Alkmaar. Sudx was the position when on October 
6th the Allies cautiously resumed their advance, with the inten¬ 
tion of reconnoitring the new Ercnch-Batavian line firom Wyk 
on the North Sea (hrou^ Kastrikum to Akeisloot, about 
half a dozen miles south of ^Ikmaar. Beyond it lay the narrow 
defile, scarcely four miles wide, between the ocean and an inlet 
of the Zuyder Zee, through whidi the interior could alone hr 
reached. 

That morning Aborcromby, advancing along the North Sea 
beach, found himself at the outskirts of “Wyk, some way in 6:ont 
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of the general Allied movement and within easy striking distance 
of the defile. On the left of the line Dundas al^ moved rapidly, 
capturing AJcersloot and pushing on towards Uitgeest, half-way 
between that place and the Zuyaer Zee. But in the centre Brune, 
opposed by a Russian column outside Kastrikum, called up his 
reserves and with characteristic impetuosity counter-attacked. 
Within a few minutes what had been intended by the Allied Com¬ 
mand as an afEur of outposts became a general engagement. The 
Russians, their discipliae undermined by suspicion, were only saved 
from disaster by a brilliant charge of the 7th Light Dragoons under 
Lord Paget, sixteen years later to cormuand the cavalry at Waterloo. 
Abercromby, abandoning all hope of seizing the defile, was also 
torced to hurry to their aid. 

For several hours a desperate fight continued round Kastrikum. 
It was pelting with rain, the country was confused and intricate, 
and clouds of smoke hung like fog in the trees. The Duke, trying 
to follow the course of events from the church tower of Alkmaar, 
completely lost control of the battle. Both he and his advisers were 
deceived by the vigour of Brune’s counter-attack into bcHeving 
that the French had received reinforcements from the interior— 
a fear which had grown during the melancholy weeks of waiting 
into an obsession. 

The feelings of the opposing commanders on die morrow of 
the battle were, therefore, curiously similar. Brune, whose out¬ 
numbered soldiers, though temporarily successful against the 
Russians, had been wors^ by nightfeJl at every point by the 
stubborn patience of the Britisli, felt that any renewal of the fight 
would result in the rout of his army and an Orange rising. Aber¬ 
cromby and David Dundas, appalled by their casualties and the 
inexperience of their young Militiamen—“ all powerful if attacked 
but without resource if beaten ” ^—and bafflro by problems of 
supply and transport, multiplied tenfold by the weather, felt that 
the only safety lay in a strong defensive line. They, therefore, 
represented to the Duke the necessity for an immediate retreat to the 
Zype canal. The young Commander-ia-Chief, realising the gravity 
of the decision, asked them to put their reasons in writing. This 
they did in a compendious “ Appredarion of the Situatio^ which 
enumerated all th^ own difficumes and dangers and omitted those 

^ Abercromby to Dundas, Oot., 1799,—Fortescut, IV, 699. 
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of the enemy. They appreciated everything except the situation 
" on the other side of the hill.” 2 

To the dismay, therefore, of the British rank and file, who 
imagined in the words of one of them that they had given the 
French a “ complete drubting,” * and to die even greater astonish¬ 
ment of the enemy, the Allied Army on die evening of October 7th 
began to retreat. By the 9th it was back in its old lines behind the 
Zype. Some of the supply wagons took two days to cover the nine 
miles of mud. Ironically, as soon as they reached safety the weather 
cleared for the first time that autumn and grew so mild that the 
troops were able to bathe. Their spirits, however, did not recover. 

Tne retreat was the subject of mutu^ reproaches between die 
Services. Admiral Mitchdl announced that what he had always 
dreaded had come to pass: die army had missed a glorious oppor¬ 
tunity and should have been in Ainsterdam long ago. “You’ll 
pardon my ideas of a soldier,” he wrote to the First Lord, “ I hope 
that your Lordship does not think that I mean to criminate.” It is 
just to add that hui mote enterprising subordinate, Home Popham, 
did not share his views. As an experienced transport officer he had 
grown deeply impressed with the badness of the army’s communis- 
cations, the inadequacy of its single port and the shortage of ship¬ 
ping. He felt, too, that the expedition had been sent to the wrong 
place, 

• 

Two days alter die retreat all hope of using the army against 
any other part of Holland was dashed by the news firom Germany. 
The departure of the Archduke Charles firom Zurich and die 
arrival of Korsakoffi’s Russians had been followed by a succession of 
disasters. From the first the latter had shown a dangerous contempt 
for the enemy and a disregard of all normal piecaudons. Where 
the Archduke advised the posting of a leeunent, Korsakoff only 
placed a company, remarking scomfiifly: " I understand you; an 
Austrian battalion or a Russian company! " The convergent move¬ 
ments firom widely separated mountain valleys by which the 
Russians were to drive the French from Switzerland would have 
been perilous if directed sgainst imdisciplined barbarians: in the 

' See two brilliant articles by Colonel Alfred Bume in tile Arn^ Quarterty 
end tbe Fighting Foreet for October, 1939. 

* Surtees, Tumty-flve Ynart in the Bffle Brigade, 38. 
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face of Massena it was madness. Before Suvorof, battling his way 
over the Alps witli incredible hardihood, could emerge from 
the St. Gothard, the French had flung their main force against 
Zurich. By the night of September 34th Korsakoff’s army was 
surrounded. 

Russian heroism redeemed Russian folly, but failed to avert 
disaster. Konakoff, disdaining Massena’s summons to surrender, 
fought his way out of the trap, bat at the cost of all his horse, guns 
and transport. Suvorof drove his army over goat-tracks along the 
edge of precipices to the rendezvous, only to find that his country¬ 
men and the Austrians had been forced to retreat. To cscmc de¬ 
struction he had to break through a ring of foes and lead nis ex¬ 
hausted and starving veterans over desolate passes of tee and snow. 
Achieving what to any other man would have been impossible, he 
lost 13,000 men, every cannon and waggon he possessed, and all but 
broke his heart. It was the first time the old hero had ever been 
defeated. 

The Cabinet reviewed these events on October 15th. In view of 
the uselessness of further campaigning, the mounting toll of 
British side and the reports of the Admiralty on the dimculties of 
maintaining supplies on that windswept coast, thw resolved— 
Grenville alone protesting—to abandon the idea of holding the 
Helder during the winter. Three days later the Duke of York 
agreed with Brune for an arraistiiXt. Each side still underestimated 
the other’s difficulties. Brune was haunted by the fiar of a Dutch 
rising and bv news of Chouan successes on the Lodte. The invadets, 
who had only three days’ bread left, were thtarefore to their surprise 
allowed to depart in peace. Eight thousand French prisoners were 
to be repatriated, but not the Dutch fleet. “ Whatever the British 
do, they always succeed in adding to the number of their ships,” 
an Austrian observer noted. 

The evacuation was completed early in November though at a 
loss of four ships and several hundred men. The Russians were 
landed at Yarmouth, where they alarmed the inhabitants by drink¬ 
ing the oil firom the street lamps.^ The country after its high hopes 
was bitterly disappointed. Pitt tried to explain the failure away 
by the weather, contending—fUsely—-that the ffivetsion had enabled 

^ ForUtcue, IV, 701. 
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the Russians and Austrians to triumph at Novi. “ It oucht,” he 
added, “ to be a source of satisfaction to us that our army has been 
restored to us safe and entire.” But the country took no pleasure 
in the thought, and the Opposition made full use of its opportunity. 
Sheridan, imitating Pitt’s Jove-like complacency, pointed out diat, 
besides the capture of the Dutch Beet, the nation bad gained some 
useful knovtdedge. It had been found that no reliance could be 
placed in the Prime Minister’s knowledge of human nature, that 
Holland was a country intersected by dykes, that die weather in 
October was not so good as in June. The question was whether the 
price paid had not been too dear. 

The worst consequence of the Hdbaclc was that the country lost 
its rcvivii^ &ith. in the Army. The bounding confidence of the 
summer was succeeded by an ertreme pessimism about Continental 
operations. Sheridan exproBcd the general view of Dundas’s offen¬ 
sive policy by describing it as “ niobling at Ae rind of France ” 
From this moment until Arthur Wdlesl^'s first victories in Por¬ 
tugal nine years later, die Britoh p^plc, as opTOsed to their Prime 
Minister, took up a ho« possitmus attitude as to their ability to rescue 
Europe firom itself. They concentrated their efforts instead on 
saving themselves. 

Before the sailii^ of the expedition Windham had predicted 
that it would destroy in the bud, and before it came to its full 
strength, an Army that wiA a iitdc delay might have exceeded 
anything yet known by England.^ But what it destroyed was not 
the Army but the nation's feith in its ability to use it. Pitt’s airy 
notion of doubling it widi further drafts &om the Militia faded 
into nothing. Dundas’s project Sot capturing Ac Combined Fleets 
by a landing on the Brest pcninsala^omcAing that *'b^ its 
brilliancy and importance might surpass Ae battle of Ae^Nilc ' *— 
lost its appeal And thot^h in pursuit of ‘Windham’s Chouau 
crusade the now thoroughly disgruntled Russians were moved to 
the Channel Islands—where Aeir impact on the islanders appears to 
have been much like that of Peter Ae Great on Evelyns holly 
hei^es—rthe preparations for a descent on Ranee were pursued 
wito litdo vigour. The insurgents, instead of tccemng Ac troops 
Acy had hoped for 60m Ei^iland, only saw their enemies reiii- 

' Windham, U, 113- 

* Spenctr Papert, III, ia8. 
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forced, for, as soon as the British had departed, Brune’s army set 
off at full speed for die Loire. 

As fhe hopes of England, so high for the past year, fell, those of 
France rose. On the day diat the British regained die lines of the 
Zype, Napoleon Bonaparte landed at Frejus. "When the people of 
the litdc town heard the news they swarmed down to the water¬ 
side, breaking quaranrine, and bore the hero ashore. For the stature 
of the absent General had been steadily rising in the French 
imagination. All others who had taken his place—soldiers and 
politicians alike—^werc knaves and bunglers; he alone was invin¬ 
cible, patriodc and virtuous. The people knew nothing of his 
failures: everything of his successes. His return was preceded by 
the news of an astonishing victory in July when, following b's 
withdrawal from Syria, he had routed an army of 15,000 Turks 
landed by a British squadron at Abouldr. Scarcely a man had 
escaped Im terrible recoil.^ Now, hearing of the p%ht of his war- 
racked country from some newspapers which Sdney Smith had 
sent him, he liad run the gaundet of fhe British cruisers and after 
a thrilling six weeks’ voyage reached France. 

The pear was ripe for ms plucking. The French people were 
longing for a deliverer. To them Bonaparte appeared as the heir of 
the Bxvolutionary dream. All the way to Paris, vast crowds sur¬ 
rounded his carriage, acclaiming him as their saviour. Only the 
corrupt Directors and MUticiaus did not want him, and they were 
divide among themsdves. Within three weeks of his arrival he 
had cast in his Tot with the strongest faction and by armed force had 
overthrown, the Constitudon. It was the most popular thing that 
had happened in France since fhe meeting of die States General 

But to the English, wearily watching fhese events from the 
other side of the Chaimel, it was only anofher sordid Paris revolu¬ 
tion. On the whole, so fiir as ruined hopes and crops enabled them 
to rejoice at anythiag, they welcomed it, for they felt that the 
new regime could not last. Canning thought it portended a restora¬ 
tion of the Bourbons; the two Dictators, Bonaparte and Sieyis, 
linked only by their common treachery to ofhers, would soon 
betray one anofher. Windham was not so hopeful: to him fhe only 

* One of the •very few to rearii tfao Britieh ships was an Albanian private, 
thirty yeaxa later to becotoe famous as Mehemet Ali. 
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lesson to be learnt from the lat«t display of illegality across the 
Channel was that all intercourse or compromise with the evil thing 
must be shunned. “ A Government such as the present, dropt from 
the clouds or rather starting from underneath the ground, is in no 
state to offer anything. It cannot answer for its own existence for 
the next fbur-and-twenty hours.” *■ 

Accordingly when, having been elevated under a brand new 
Constimtion to the rank of First Consul, Bonaparte on Christmas 
Day, x^99t addressed a personal letter to King George proposing 
peace, it was treated wim scant courtesy. Couched in reasonable 
terms and asking whether the war between the two countries which 
had ravaged the earth for eight yean was to continue until it had 
destroyed civilisation, it was viewed in England merely as a trick 
to upset the financial treaty impending wim Austria in return for 
that country’s agreement to restore the King of Piedmont. It was 
also regarded—^from an upstart like Napoleon—as an impertinence. 
No reply was therefore returned. A memorandum, sent by the 
Foreign Secretary to Talleyrand, stated in frigid terms that His 
Majesty saw no reason to depart from the forms long established 
for transacting business with foreign States and that the French 
people’s best hope of peace, if they wanted it, was to restore their 
ancient rulers. A surer way of rendering the Bourbons unpopular 
could scarcely have been devised. 

Yet British statesmen were r^ht in believing that Bonaparte’s 
motives were not genuine. “ What I need,” he told Junot at a New 
Year’s Eve reception, " is time, and time is just the one thing that I 
cannot afford. Once conclude peace, and then—a fresh war with 
England! ” His aim was to drive a wedge between the Allies and 
pose to his countrymen as the aTOsde of reason and moderation. 
The Foreign Office’s foolish rejdy enabled him to prove to the 
French people, who were longing for peace, that peace was made 
imposible by the seffish, grasping islanders and their dupes, the 
Austrians. Already the Russians, furious at the Austrian intrigues 
which had robbed them of victory, had virtually dropped out ofthe 
war. The soldier Bonaparte, wanting to give Europe peace, was 
denied it by foreign usurers and mediocre politicians. The only 
thing left mm was to teach these blunderers how to wage war. 

So the man who had been raised to supreme power to give 

> Windham to Pitt, i8th Nov., 1799.—Wbidham Papm, II, 143. 
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France peace, was able to ask lus countrymen for new annies. He 
recalled the exiled Carnot to the War Office and raised a quarter of 
a miUion men. In the utmost secrecy he built up a great reserve. 
It was lus intention—thoi^h he was debarred from domg so by 
Siey6s’s bogus Constitution—to lead it in person. For it had not 
been to keep Cromwell from the battlefield that the Self-Denying 
Ordinance had been passed. 

France’s recovery was too sudden and miraculous to be yet 
apparent to die outer world, Despite Russia’s defection, the Dutch 
fi^co and the reverses in Switzerland, the odds still seemed to 
favour the Allies. Austria, aided by a new British loan, bad con¬ 
centrated an enormous army in Italy, where all but the last vestiges 
of French conquest had been eliminated. The British Navy, stronger 
than ever, commanded the Atlantic, the North Sea and the Mediter¬ 
ranean. Malta and Egypt were still locked in an iron ring. 

Moreover, Britain stm had an Army. With 80,000 Regular troops 
and a large force of Militia and Volunteers for home defence, she 
could play her part in the coming land campaign if she chose. 
” Bring me back as many good troops as you can,” Dundas had 
told Al^cromby after the decision to evacuate the Hdder, “ and 
before next spring I will show you an army the country never saw 
before.”^ In December, Stuart‘had again urged that the 6000 troops 
of the Mediterranean Command at Minorca should be brought up 
to sufficient strength to strike in the rear of the struggling French 
on the Genoese Riviera. With 15,000 more men he guaranteed his 
ability to cut their communications at any point between Genoa 
and Toulon. 

But the Government’s military nerve had been shatteted. For 
six weeks it returned no answer to Stuart’s proposals. N6t dU the 
beginning of February, 1800, and then only to hearten its Austrian 
ally, did it approve his plan in principle. But it proceeded to cut 
down the proposed reinforcement from 15,000 to 10,000, and in 
March from 10,000 to 5,000. And even these were n6t ready to sail 
till April. 

For the Cabinet was now hopelessly divided, Dundas on the 
whole was in frvour of Stuart’s expemtion. But Windham still 
passionately advocated the Chouan cause, which neither he nor his 
colleagues were aware was already lost. He represented the obliga.- 

* FortexcHSt IV, 775. 
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tiou to help the Royalists before they were overwhelmed as a fust 
call on Britain’s honour and was so persistent that he carried his 
points Six thousand troops were set apart for an deration off the 
Brittany coast, and in May were dispatched nndf>r Thomas Maitland 
to seize Bdiciric. They found the place too strong held to be 
taken and spent five precious weeks in transports on the Breton 
coast waiting for nc^v orders from Eirgland. 

By the time tliat the other 5000, after idling for nearly a month 
at their anchorage, sailed, under General Pigott for Minorca at the 
end of April, Stuart, worn out by fretting and disappointment, 
had resigned. The cause of his final breach with Dun^ was his 
refusal to accede to a Cabinet decision—taken iu an eleventh-hour 
attempt to placate Russia—to hand over the brave people of Malta 
to the despotism of the Tsar. In this he was politically tight: the 
decision vns dishonourable and in any case useless, for Russia had 
already resolved to withdraw' from the Coalition. But as Dundas 
said: ** If ofBcets ate to control our councils there b an end to all 
government,” and Stuart had to go.^ He died eleven months later, 
one of the great soldiers Ei^Iand has wasted. 

He was succeeded in the Mediterranean Command by Abcr- 
cromby. The instruedons given to the old man by the Cabinet 
mark me nadir in British strategy. With a total force of 12,000 
he was to reinforce the hesi^rs of Malta, provide 4000 for the 
defence of Minorca, assist the Austrian armies in Italy, co-operate 
with any rising in the south of France, protect Naples and Por¬ 
tugal and, if possible, attack Tenerife. 

Abercromby sailed in the frigate Seahorse on May istb, 1800, 
accompanied by Major-Generals Moore and Hutchist^ Before he 
reached Minorca on June 22nd, the Contiuental campaig;n in which 
be was to have taken part was over. At the beginning of April the 
Austrians, concentrating more than 100,000 men in northern Italy, 
had taken the ofiensive under old Melas. By the middle of die 
month they had cut the French army in two and driven Massena 
into Genoa, At that moment Lord Kdth's fleet had complete com¬ 
mand of the sea. Had any British troops been avaflabfe diey could 
have been landed at any point on the French or Italian Riviera, 

But the sands of Allied opportunity were running out. On 
April a5th the French, osten^ly concentrating their main forces 

* ForUtcue, IV. 777. 
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in southern Germany, crossed the Rliine imder Moreau. Within a 
fortnight they had defeated Kray at Moesskirch and forced him 
back to the Upper Danube. This was Bonaparte’s moment. On 
May 15th, having made the most careful preparations, he began the 
passage of the Great Saint Bernard with 50,000 men. A week later 
he emerged on the north Italian plain in the rear of the Austrian 
army. 

Thereafter events moved at the inual dazzling speed. On June 
5th, three days after Bonaparte entered Milan, Massena, reduced to 
liis last rat, surrendered Genoa. On the same day Lord Keith sent 
an urgent summons to General Fox at Minorca for British troops to 
hold the port, since every Austrian was needed to meet the threat 
of Bonaparte’s army to the north. But Fox, though Pigott’s 5000 
from England had now joined him, could do nothing—save 
assemble transports—imtil his new Commander4n-Chief arrived 
fiom England. “ For God’s sake,” Grenville had written to Dundas 
two months before, “ for your own honour and the cause for 
which we are en^ged, do not let us, after having by immense 
exertions collected an army, leave it unemployed, ^ping after 
messengers from Genoa, Augsburg and Vienna till me moment 
for acting is irrevocably past by. ’ ^ It was precisely what the 
Secrctary-for-War had aone. 

It was Britain’s last chance to liquidate the Revolution before 
it turned into something more terrible. On June I4di, 1800, t^ 
main armies met at Marengo. It was one of the most closely con¬ 
tested batdes in history. At one moment disaster feced Bonaparte. 
Had the troops Stuart had begged for been fighting by the side of 
the Austrians it must have ended in an AlHed victory. As it was, 
Bonaparte’s reserves, flung into the scale at the eleventh hour, gave 
France the decision. Next day Mclas, his communications ait, 
signed a convention abandoning all northern Italy west of the 
Mindo. 

From the battlefield on June i<5th the victor addressed a letter 
to the ruler of Austria: “ I have the honour of acquainting your 
Majesty with the desire of the French people that an end be put to 
the war that lays waste our two countries. Fttprlisb craft ana cun¬ 
ning have repressed the effea which t^ simple and candid wish 
must have on the heart of your Majesty. On the battlefield of 

^ Pitt and the Great War, 386. 
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Marengo, amidst the dying and wounded, surrounded by 15,000 
dead bodies, I beg your Majesty to lend car to the cry of humanity 
and not to permit the younger generation of two powerful and 
courageous countries to murder one another in the interest of 
causes with which they have no concern.” ^ At that moment the 
British Sccretary-for-War was dispatching new orders to Maidand 
off BeUeisle to send 4000 men to Minorca for important operations 
on the Italian Riviera. 

A week later Abercromby reached Pott Mahon. On reading 
Keith’s appeal for troops to hold Genoa, he at once sailed with 
10,000 men in the transports Fox had prepared. Before he could 
arrive the French were in the town. Two hundred miles to the 
north of the Lombard plain where Bonaparte again ruled, the French 
imder Moreau, having defeated Kray near Uhn, were entering 
Munich. The Austrians, fighting alone, had been beaten on every 
front. “ Our own army,” wrote the Foreign Secretary, ” could not 
have done worse I ” 

^ Fruclmuer, loo. 



CHAPTER. THIRTEEN 

Of Nelson and the North 

I800-1 

“ The meteor flag of England 
Shall yet terrific bum 
Till danger’s troubled night depart 
And the star of peace return ” 

Campbell. 

The transformation wrought by Marengo and Moreau’s victories 
on the Danube left the combatants a little breathless. The proud 
Austrian armies, which a short while before had threataied France 
with invasion, were still in being, but their prestige had been 
shattered. Bonaparte, on the other hand, was back where he had 
stood after Rivofi. His humiliations in Egypt and Syria were wiped 
out. Marengo, so near at one moment to being a defeat, had de¬ 
cided his destiny. His charter to rule was clearly writ in its blood. 

Immediately after the battle he returned to Paris. His first 
thought, as always in the hour of success, was to consolidate his 
position- From the royal palace of the Tuilerics he opened a diplo¬ 
matic offensive. To Austria he proposed peace on the tadt under¬ 
standing that she should abandon her alnance with Britain. To 
the Tsar of Russia he ofiered Malta, where the French garrison of 
Valetta still precariously held out against its besiegers. To Spain 
he offered an Italian kingdom for the Queen’s brother and dropped 
a hint to the dictator, Godoy, of a Lusitanian throne when the 
English should be driven from Portugal. 

To his own pe<mle he proffered new laws and regulations, lucid, 
rational and beneficent: extended trade and glory; everything, in 
fact, except liberty. The Revolution, he expbinci was over; the 
rime had come to enjoy its fiuits. He gave the peasant security in 
his lands against the feudal lords, the right to attend his parish 
church—so long as the priest kept out of politics—and an assured 
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market for his produce. He gave the new rich and the bourgeoisie 
pomp and an ordered society. He ended the cruel dissensions of the 
past ten years and raised the proscription on more than a hundred 
thousand exiles. With the same unresting energ;y that he showed 
in battle, he established a new national administration. For all 
this he asked one thing only; absolute and universal obedience m 
his will. Those who were unwise enough to oppose him he sub¬ 
jected to a purge of death or deportation. Even over Fouchd’s 
poHce he set a secret police of his own with spies and infbnncts 
everywhere. It was a price which France was rewly to pay. Gcn- 
demen,” declared Sieyia, " you have a master over you. Bona¬ 
parte wants everything, knows everything and can do everydiing! " 
The country rejoiced in its new-found despotism. 

The truce in Italy was followed by another in Germany. The 
French armies in both theatres of war were to continue to live at 
large on the territories they had conquered, while the encircled 
Imperial garrisons were to be revictuaUed every fortn^ht for two 
weeks only. With the liquidadon of the Revolution by a Caesar, 
the war had suddenly become unreal to the tired peoples of Europe. 
They were ready for a new order. An .Englishman lodging at 
Ptankfurt-on-Mam had left a description of the arrival of the 
French there that July, They did not seem to come as enemies but 
merely as fiiendly conquerors. The young officer who was billeted 
on the house did not even resent the fact that his fellow-lodger 
was an Englishman. On the contrary, be discussed poetry with 
him and shared with relish in the delights of the now German— 
and revolutionary—dance, the waltz. 

On July 2ist, 1800, an Austrian plenipotentiary arrived in Paris to 
discuss peace. After a week of tempestuous flatt^, insinuation and 
veiled menaces, the First Consul prevailed utou him to sign formal 
prelimimties ^ving France everything she had won hy the Peace 
of Campo Fotmio three years b«ore. But this was too much for 
the Aulic Council and the Imperial Chancellor. With all hb ffiults 
Thugut was an inflexible patriot. He refused to ratify terms based 
on an agreement dictated when the French armies were at the very 
gates of Vienna. 

Thugut was moved, too, by other considerations. His Govern¬ 
ment, in return for a loan of two millions sterling free of intJErest, 
had just made a formal compact with Britain not to conclude a 
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separate peace. Britain Iiad behaved with undeniable generosity. 
Not only had she overlooked an unredeemed former loan, but, 
putting die interests of Europe before her own, she had oficred in 
any joint negotiations for peace to ofiset her colonial conquests 
against France’s territorial claims in Germany and Italy. The extent 
of her good faith had been shown after a Turkish-French agreement 
had been signed in Sidney Smith’s flagship for the evacuation of 
KUber’s army from Egypt to France. Nelson, with his strong sense 
of political ethics, had sternly pointed out to his erring subordinate 
“ the impossibility of permitting a vanquished army to be placed 
by one Ally in a position to attadk another,” and Lord Keith on his 
return to the Memterranean had promptly repudiated the Conven¬ 
tion. Thus, to assist Austria, Britain deliberately jeopardised her 
eastern dominion and her friendship with Turkey by leaving a 
Frendi army in Egypt. 

Accordin^y on August 15th Austria notified France of her 
inability to ratify the Paris preliminaries or to make peace without 
England. At the same time she expressed the rcamness of both 
countries to negotiate concurrently. At this the First Consul, 
whose object was to separate the Allies, affected a great rage and 
threatened to end the Armistice and carry immediate war into the 
Hapsburg hereditary domains. But as his prime purpose was still 
to consolidate his internal position in France before extending his 
conquests, he used the Allied reluctance to negotiate separately as 
a means of filching advantages from England which he could not 
otherwise hope to obtain. For, despite all his conquests on land, 
he was still confronted by another’s mastery of the sea. Through 
that dominion Britain had robbed France of her colonies and trade 
and even—and this was particularly bitter to the First Consul— 
of those Mediterranean conquests which had been his own peculiar 
achievement Her stranglehold on the world’s seaways not only 
withheld from the French people the prosperity wmch he had 
promised them in return for their liberty, but at that moment 
was threatening to starve his armies out of his last stronghold 
on the route to the Orient. 

For this reason Bonaparte instructed Monsieur Otto, the French 
agent-general for the exchange of prisoners in London, to demand 
a naval armistice from Britain as the condition of any extension 
of the military convention with Austria. The Cabinet at first 
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demurred on the ground that such a thing was unheard of. But 
on the First Consul threatening an inunediate renewal of the war 
in Germany and Italy they gave way- There seemed no alternative 
if they were to retain their ally. They therefore proposed on Sep¬ 
tember ytfa that Malta and Bgypt should be put on the same footing 
as the beleaMered Imperial garrisons and revictualled once a fort¬ 
night, that the blockade of Brest should be lifted, but that the right 
to sail should only be extended to merchant ships and not to mcn- 
of-war. 

This did not suit Bonaparte, for he was determined, even if he 
could not save Ivlalta, to put Egypt out of danger of capture. He 
needed it both for the fulfilment of his eastern ambitions and as a 
bargaining counter. In counter-proposals on September 20th he 
demanded that the ban on warships should apply only to capital 
ships and that six French frigates should sail for Alexandria at 
once without being searched by British cruisers. It was his plan 
to cram these wim troops and munitions. Simultaneously he 
attempted to double-cross the Allies by using the new manual 
telegraph to instruct Moreau to insist on the immediate surrender 
of Ulm, Ingolstadt and Flulipsburg as the price for renewal of the 
Austrian armistice. 

In this he was successful, Austria yielded to obtain a respite 
till December and the full fell of winter. But over Malta and Egypt 
Bonaparte overreached himself For, with the Imperial fortresses 
in his hands, the need for Britain to make concessions at sea on her 
behalf ceased. She flatly refused to allow the cunning Corsican 
to revictual Egypt. As for Malta, the starving garrison of Valctta, 
after a two years’ sii^c, had surrendered that month to a small 
force of British soldiers under Colonel Thomas Graham. The 
chief heroes of the riege had been die Maltese themselves—“ a 
hardy, brave race,” wrote General Abcrcromb^, “ animated, and 
eager in the cause in which they were engaged ’ —and the calm, 
philosophical Gloucestershire sea captain, Alexander Ball, to whom 
Nelson had entrusted the blockade of Valctta and who became, 
a little incongruously, the subject of their passionate devotion. 
So close had been the Navy’s watch that for nearly a year not a 
single vessel entered the port. Since his assumption of power, 
Bonaparte had given repeated orders to rcvictuaf it, but in vain, 

1 Moort, 1,369, 
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In Fcbiu-tv, iSoo, cflic of tbc two survivors of the linc-of-battlc 
at the Ni!l, the Guuuti\ ^4, -with tlirce fugates and 3000 troops 
horn Toulon, had liad the nusfortune to encoiuitcr Nelson on 
out of his rart f tursions to Valetta, and had at once been captured 
A month latei the remaining Nile battleslup, the Gmllaumt Tell, 
attemptmg to escape horn the doomed port, suffered the same fate 

But Nelson, lack ui his Sicihan bondage, was not there to see 
It Nor, for all die entreaties of his friends and sad-eyed captains, 
did he lectivt the suiiendei of Valetta Vexed in his vamty by the 
letuni of Lord Keith to the Mediterranean, and caught up in an un- 
\\ onted sensual web, he had msisted on bemg relieved of his com¬ 
mand on the grounds of lU-health “ My career of service,” he 
assured the fai^ul, protesting Troubndge, “ is at an end ” On the 
day of Marengo he hid arrived at Leghorn with his siren—“ Rinaldo 
m the arms of Armida ”—on the nist stage of his journey home. 
Four weeks later he had struck his flag ana set out for Vienna with 
the Queen of Naples and the Hamiltons, who had been recalled to 
England It W'as a strange manage “They sit,” wrote LadvMinto, 
“ and flatter each othei 2l day long.” Another eyewitness desaibcd 
Emma as cramimng the Admnal with trowclfuJs of flattery which 
he swallowed qmeuy hke a duld takmg pap At Vienna, as one 
after another of the laurels of the Nile were plucked by the new 
Caesar of the West, Nelson, tricked out with nbands and stars hke 
the hero of an opera, received the plaudits of an idle multitude and 
sat at fero with Lady Hamilton wnile Haydn played unregarded ^ 

Yet, for all his nval’s tnumph, one fruit of the great Admiral’s 
victory rwnamed His country soil rode mistress of the Mediter¬ 
ranean. Here during the summer months of 1800 a Bnosh army 
wandered vainly up and down m its transports seeking employ¬ 
ment From Minorca to Leghorn, from Leghorn to Malta, from 
Malta back to Mmorca and from Mmoica to Gibraltar, its path 
was gmded by the successive and varymg instructions of the Cabmet, 
always sent several weeks aftci the event which prompted them 
and always aiiiving too late to eSect die purpose for which they 
were sent 

For, despite the now unmistakable impatience of the pubhc 

^ " It » really melancholy,” wiote John Moore m July at Leghorn, “ to 
see a brave and good man, who has deserved well of lus country, cutting so 
pitiful a figure '—Moote, I, 367, 
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vpidi all its military ventures, the Government in its contest of 
manoeuvre with Bonaparte was imain making use of the Army. 
At midsummer, after the failure of :hc attempt on BcUcislc and the 
final liquidation of the Chouans, it resolved to employ it to knock 
Spain out of the war. For France’s junior partner, after three 
ruinous years, hoped only for peace. Relations between blockadcr 
and bloiaded off the Iberian ports had for long been far more 
friendly dian those between the Spaniards and their bully in c French 
masters: high-flown compliments, presents of wine and cheese, 
and even more substantial services had been continuously exchanged 
by British naval officers and the courtly Dons. It was only Godoy 
who seemed to be keeping Spain in the war at all. 

The capture of Span^ naval bases became, therefore, the 
Government's first objective. In July 13,000 of the troops which 
Stuart had vainly demanded for operations in Italy were sent under 
General Pulteney and a naval escort to seize the great naval arsenal 
of Ferrol. No attempt had been made to reconnoitre the ground 
or obtain information about the strength of the Spanish garrison 
and defences: a little vague talk by sanguine naval officers was 
quite enough for Dundas. When the troops landed on the Galician 
coast in the third week in August they found the place impreg¬ 
nable. After a brief skirmish with Spanish outposts they re-em¬ 
barked, much to the fury of the Navy which had set its heart on 
prize money. The public, which was now ready to blame the 
Army for everything, ignorantly endorsed this view. 

It mattered little. For at the beginning of August the Cabinet 
had readied a furtlicr decision: to concentrate its entire available 
force for an attack on Cadiz. In accordance with its latest orders 
aa,ooo British soldiers, drawn firom Ptdteney’s abortive expedition 
and from Abercromby’s Mediterranean command, were assembled 
at Gibraltar in September. With lie hurricane season approaching, 
they were to make a sea-borne descent on one of the stton^t 
places in Europe: the principal naval port of a proud people vrao, 
however lukewarm towards their ally’s cause, were ftimed for 
valour in defence of their own soiL 

It fell to Abercromby, supported by Pulteney and Moore, to 
mmtnand the expedition. It sailed from Gibraltar on October 3rd, 
1800, in more than a hundred and fifty transports escorted by Lord 
Keith and the Meditemnean Fleet For the noct three days, while 

Y.E. w 
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die crowded ships tossed up and down in a heavy swell, a spirited 
dispute raged between the General and Admiral about die latter’s 
ability to guarantee the Army’s communications once it was ashore. 
This the Admiral, though unaccountably refusing to give a definite 
reply, was naturally unable to do at sudi a time of year. Accord¬ 
ingly, after half Moore’s Division was already in its boats, Aber- 
cromby took it on himself to abandon the venture. How right he 
was, was shown next day when a tempest arose which, driving tlie 
fleet far out into the Atlantic, kept it at sea for more than a fort¬ 
night, It was a fitting end to an ignominious summer. “ Twenty- 
two diousand men,” wrote Lord Cornwallis, “ floating round the 
greater part of Europe, the scorn and laughing-stock of fiiends 
and foes.” ^ 

When die sea-sick army at last regained Gibraltar on October 
24th it was to find new orders from England. In view of the worsen¬ 
ing international situation Aberexomby was to proceed to Malta 
for an attack on Egypt before the French were able to reinforce 
their forces there; Pmteney was to defend Portugal from an im¬ 
pending attack from Spain. For, while the mnitary forces of 
Britain were groping their way round the shores of Spain in hopes 
of delivering a knock-out blow, Bonaparte had turned the tables 
on the fumbling islanders. On the first of the month he had con¬ 
cluded with the Court of Madrid the preliminary Treaty of San 
Ildcfonso. In return frir an Italian throne for the Queen’s brother, 
Spain was to transfer to France six ships of the line and sccredy 
cede the great colonial province of Louisiana in North America— 
a first step to the restoration of the French empire that Chatham 
had destroyed. And in order to deprive the common enemy of her 
oldest ally, the chief source of supply for her Mediterranean Fleet 
and the emporium for her South American trade, a Spanish amw 
vras to invade Portugal at the earliest possible moment " Notify 
our Minister at Madrid,” the First Consul wrote to Talleyrand on 
September 30th, “ that our troops must be masters of Portugal 
before October I5fh. This is the only means by which we can have 
an equivalent for Malta, Mahon and Trinidad.” • 

It was not in BouMarte’s nature to be thwarted. He represented 
the embodied will of an invincible Revolution. By her mastery of 

* Forfetau, IV, 798. 
* Mahan, Sea Paaer, II, 67. 
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the sea Britaia was thwarting die consummation of that Revolu¬ 
tion. Since for the moment bis fleet could not challenge that 
mastery, he would choose another way: by expelling the islandcB 
from every port in Europe, he would ruin their trade and force 
dicni to make peace. That, at least, lay within his power. 

Though the uneasy armistice with Austria still held for the 
moment, Bonaparte was free to move against the smaller clients 
of the fliiling Coalition. On October 15 m liis troops poured into 
the capital of Tuscany. At Leghorn he seized forty-six English 
ships, close on a million quintals of wheat, barley and dried vege¬ 
tables, and every penny of British capital in the town. Mcanw'hilc 
at the other end of Europe he prepared an unexpected blow. 

Since the Frencli flag had been &vcn from the seas, the maritime 
neutrals had had a growing incentive to run the gauntlet of the 
blockade and gain me Republic's carrying trade. To Denmark, 
Sweden and the United States—the chief of these—die Rrst Consul 
offered in the summer and fall of 1800 dhc most advantageous 
terms. Reversing the harsh policy of his predecessors, he raisM the 
embargo on their ships— impounded for carrying British mer¬ 
chandise under Jacobin decrers—waived the customary rights of 
blockade and invited them to come and go as they chose. He had 
almost everything to gain by doing so, nothing to lose. If, in con¬ 
trast to his liherd policy, England continued to use her ancient 
international rights of search and confiscation—^her only remaining 
weapon against Prance—she would incur die odium of mankind. 

Once before during the American wax, when Britain was con¬ 
tending single-handed against the cliief naval Powers of Europe, the 
Baltic States had combined to claim a novel immunity from the 
rights of search. The flag, they maintained, covered cargo: neutral 
ships sailing under convoy were immune from inspxtion and 
capture. In her then extremity Britain had been unable to do more 
than protest. Since that time, however, all the contracting Powers 
had cither themselves enforced the customary tights of search in 
their own wars or expressly renounced their unwarrantable claim 
in friendly treaties with E^land. But during the early part of 
1800, encouraged by France and impelled by commercial cupidity, 
Denmark had revived it. In July one of her frigates, attempti^ 
to protect a convoy, was fired on in the Channel and catriea into 
the Downs. , 
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Tlais time Britain, all-powcrful at sea, did not hesitate. She sent 
to Copenhagen an Ambassador backed by the guns of a powerful 
naval squadron. While the defences of die Danish capital were 
still incomplete, she extracted a recognition of her ancient rights 
pending full consideration of the matter at a conference to be held 
in London after the war. The Danes abandoned their claim to 
convoy ships to France and admitted dieir liability to search, while 
Britain undertook to repair the damaged frigate. 

But at this point Bonaparte intervened. Ever since his accession 
to power he had been carefully courting the crazy autocrat of 
Russia. To inflame him against his former allies he oficred to 
hand over Malta to his troops. Later, affecting immense indigna¬ 
tion at a somewhat ungenerous British refusal to exchange French 
prisoners in England for Russians taken in Holland, he had sent 
the latter back to Russia in new uniforms accompanied by a flowery 
letter. This display of chivalrous sentiment was perfeedy calculated 
to arouse the childlike enthusiasm of the Tsar, already foil of venom 
towards the cowardly, selfish English and Austrians who had caused 
his invincible soldiers to be defeated. 

The news of die capture of Malta—which Paul now viewed as 
his private property—and of the British expedition to the Sound 
set a match to the train which the First Consul had so carefully 
prepared. On November 7th in a fit of homicidal rage the Tsar 
placed an embargo on all British ships in Russian ports. When 
some succeeded in escaping, he had a number of the others burnt 
and marched their crews in chains into the interior. 

Bonaparte’s project was taking shape. With Muscovite aid the 
decision of Nelson’s guns in Aboukir Bay could be reversed, the 
position in the eastern Mediterranean transformed and a new road 
to the Orient opened through Persia. On December and Duudas 
sent warning to Keith and Abcrcromby to be prepared to repel an 
attack from Russia—still nominally Britain’s ally—througn the 
Dardanelles. On every horizon on which the Cabinet in London 
looked out that autumn of 1800, storms were riang. The Tsar’s 
embargo, followed by his impetuous approach to Sweden, Den¬ 
mark and Prussia to revive the Armed Neutrality of the North, 
threatmed both to break the blockade of France and to dose the 
Baltic to Britidi trade. Already in November Prussia, angered by 
the seizure of one of lier ships carrying contraband, had marched 
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into Cuxhaven, a port of the free dty of Hamburg and one of the 
chief channels of British commerce with central Europe. The First 
Consul’s purpose was plain. It was to make the sea useless to the 
country which ruled it. 

Similar threats had been made against England before. But 
they had done her little harm because, as long as the Baltic, with its 
all-important trade in grain, timber and naval stores, remained 
open to her ships, the closure of the remainder of the European 
coastline hurt Europe more than it injured Britain. Controlling 
the ocean routes, she could deny the colonial produce of the New 
World and the East to her foes while extending her own imports 
and supporting her elaborate structure of usury through trade 
with the Hanseatic and Scandinavian towns. On tnis basis the long 
war, which many hiti thought would be her ruin, had actually 
enriched her. So soon as she had established complete command 
of the seas over the combined fleets of France, Spain and Holland, 
her wealth and financial power, instead of contracting, had ex¬ 
panded. “ Our trade,” Pitt told the House of Commons in the 
summer of 1799, two years after Cape St. Vincent and Camperdown, 
“ has never been in a more flourishing situation.” By the turn of 
the century British exports had reacbM a declared annual value of 
nearly forty millions, or half as much again as at the outbreak of 
w^ar, while imports had doubled. Despite privateers the tonnage 
cleared from Great Britain to North Germany in the same period 
had trebled. The destructive effect of the war and Revolution on 
the Continent was making Britain the manufactory as well as the 
warehouse of the world. 

These increases were reflected in the revenue returns, which, 
notwithstanding the vast sums sunk in free loans and subsidies to 
the Allies, remained as buoyant as the Prime Minister’s spirits. By 
1800 the nation was raising thirty-six millions a year on an esti¬ 
mated trade of between seventy and eighty millions. Tlie conquest 
of the French, Spanish and Dutch is5nm in the West and East 
Indies had rais^ the Custom receipts by as much as fifty per cent. 
“ If,” Pitt proudly declared, " we compare this year of war with 
former years of peace, we shall in the produce of out revenue and 
in the extent of our commerce behold a spectacle at once para>- 
doxical, inexplicable and astonishing.” 

But there was one flaw in the imposing stmttute of British 
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commercial supremacy, and Bonaparte saw it. Owing to tire 
national passion for individual liberty and the utter inadequacy 
of the antiquated administrative machine, the prosperity of the 
populace had not kept pace with the coimtry’s expanding trade. 
The war had enriched the wealthy and enabled them to bear its 
financial burdens witli comparative ease. But though it had in¬ 
creased the purchasing power of die landed and commercial classes, 
it had only as yet indneedy and very partially raised that of the 
peasant and labourer. The rise in prices far outran the rise in wages: 
a Suffolk labourer earning 5s. a week in 1750, and 9s. a week plus 
6s. from the parish in 1800, needed 6s. sd. in 1800 to buy the 
equivalent of js. worth in 1750.^ And by restricting die flow of 
certain essential commodities, die war had created shortages in real 
wealth which had fallen almost exclusively oA the poor. By further 
contracting vital imports by an extension of his continental blockade 
to the Baltic, Bonaparte intended to strike at the stubborn rulers 
of England through the bellies of the poor. He would bring die 
Revolution homo to them in the form they most feared. 

It seemed in the autunm of 1800 as though the heavens were 
fighting on his side. The terrible tains of die previous summer had 
been followed by a black season of high prices and food shortage. 
In July wheat, which had averaged 45s. a quarter before the war, 
touched 134s. Parliamentary Acts, compelling bread to be baked 
twenty-four hours before sdc and establishing a wholemeal loaf, 
felled to alleviate the scarcity. At Dorking Fanny D’Arblay re¬ 
ported that respectable journeymen’s children were begging from 
door to door tor halfpence, and at the other end of die country 
Dorothy Wordsworth at Rydalc noted the same alarmitig pheno¬ 
menon.* 

A prolonged midsummer drought and a charming August had 
been followed by a sudden downpour just when the harvest was 
beginning. For the second year in succession the crops were ruined. 
By October the people in many districts were literally starving. A 
succession of bread riots, aggravated by the repressive measures of 
narrow-minded “ anti-Jacobin ” magistrates and judges, brought 
home the danger in the situation. To keep order in me indnsiT<>l 
towns troops had to be recalled in Novemocr from Portugal. 

^ Mathieson. 87. 
*youmah (ff Doroif^ WordttporOi (ed. W. Knight, 1934), 3a. 
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So far as the state of educated opinion in economic 
permitted, the Government did its hcst. A special emergency 
session of Parliament was called and large additional bounties were 
ofiered for imports of wheat. But though the country had the 
whcre-withal to buy, the markets from wmch it could do so were 
perilously narrow. The value of wheat imports for the year touched 
tlie record figure of 3(ja,<575,000, nearly three times the pre-war 
normal. But the population of the British Isles had risen since 1791 
from thirteen to fifteen and a half millions—an increase in mouths 
which even the farming improvements brought about by enclosures 
could not meet. Indeed, by reducing that individual attention 
to the lesser fruits of good husbandry which the family holding 
stimulates in times of scaraty, enclosures aggravated rather than 
solved the immediate problem. 

Thus Bonaparte’s threat to conquer the sea by the land was a 
very real one for the rulers of JEngland in the dosing months of 
1800. In the villages at their park gates and in the towns through 
which they passed they saw men and women starving. The Tsar’s 

.embargo and the impending stoppage of the Baltic grain fleets 
placed them in a terrible dilemma. On December I6th Russia and 
Sweden signed a treaty of alhance by which they bound themselves 
to revive the heretical maritime code of the Armed Neutrality and 
to enforce their claims against any dissenting belligerent by naval 
action. A few days later Prussia and Denmark, despite her recent 
treaty witli Britain, gave their adherence to the “ League of the 
Armed Neutrals.” 

Before diis was known in London, Britain had lost her last 
effective allies. On November 28th, 1800, the Ekeoch armistice with 
Austria eaqjired. Within le& than a week the Imperial field army in 
southern Germany had been destroyed. With incredible fidly the 
Aulic Council had deprived the Archduke Charles of his command 
in favour of an inexperienced boy. As a result the one fighting force 
in Europe capable of checking tne French Army had wen exposed 
to Moreau’s counter-attack in the snow-did forest of Hohenlindcn. 
Thereafter, thou^ the ^cat Archduke was hastily recalled to his 
former command, nothing could withstand the French advance. 
On Christmas Day an armistice was signed at Steyer, less than a 
hundred miles firim Vienna. Thugut, his ptilicy shattered, resigned, 
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and the reacccptance by a defeated Austria of the tenns of Campo 
Fonnio became inevitable. 

Meanwhile the kingdom of the Two Sicilies was seeking peace 
wntli the conqueror. After the occupatiou of Tuscany the Queen 
had hurried to Su Petersburg to beg the Tsar to intercede for her 
husband’s throne. Bonaparte bad gladly acceded to his new friend’s 
request; it was his present policy to refuse him nothing. But he 
accompanied his forbearance with a servile treaty by which the 
Neapolitan Government bound itself to dose its ports to British 
sliips and merchandise, and to admit French garrisons to its fort¬ 
resses. Save for Portugal, now once more in deadly peril from Spain, 
the proud island which eighteen months before had led all Europe 
in a triumphant crusade against France had not a ftiend in the world. 

One resort only remained to Britain in the ruin of her hopes; 
her command of the sea. This sdll stood, dominating the angry 
winter waves beyond every rocl^ promontory of the Continent and 
setting bounds to the conqueror’s dominion. Since St. Vincent had 
been appointed to the Cnannd Fleet a year before, it had become 
far more fonnidablc. For in place of old Bridport’s lax watch on 
Brest and the Atlantic ports, the new Admiral had imposed a rigid 
blockade of his own devising that spared neither man nor ship 
but allowed nothing that floated to enter or leave France’s navd 
arsenals. In front of Brest, where the Combined Navies of France 
and Spain now lay an inert mass, the duty division of the blockading 
fleet was increased from the customary fifteen to thirty sail. During 
easterly winds five ships of die line were always anchored between 
the Black Rocks and Porquette Shoal, ten miles from the entrance 
to die harbour, and the frigates and cutters plied day and night in 
the opening of the Goulet. The main fleet rode well in with Ushant, 
seldom more than two or three leagues from the island. To prevent 
further escapes through the slioals to the south, a detachment of 
from two to four ships of the line was stationed permanendy at 
the southern entrance of the Passage du Raz, while cruisers ranged 
the Bay of Biscay intercepting every attempt to move along the 
coast and making periodic cutting-out expeditions on Froich road¬ 
steads. 

The strain imposed by these methods on ships and seamen was 
terrific. CoUin^ood, wintering off that tocKy coast with only 
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occasional spells in Cawsand Bay or lonely Torbay to break the 
monotony, complained bitterly to bis wife of his irksome life and 
of a system which increased instead of softening the rigours of die 
sailor’s unremitting service. Others of coarser clay murmured 
openly at the Admiral’s attempt to apply the stem disdpUne of the 
Mediterranean to the Channel Fleet. But where the interests of his 
counl^ were concerned, St Vincent admitted neither humanity 
nor pity. “ I am at my wits’ end,” he wrote, “ to meet every sliift, 
evasion and neglect of duty. Seven-eighths of the captains who 
compose this fleet are practising every subterfuge to get into har¬ 
bour for the winter.” They met with scant success. Even when 
driven by storms to Plymouth or Fahnouth, no oflBccr on blockade 
duty was allowed to sleep on shore or take his ship to the dockyards 
without leave from the Admiral. It was not surprising that the 
longing for peace among all ranks grew as their one hope of release 
from a life of slavery. 

But the results justified the policy. The threat of the forty-eight 
battleships in Brest to Ireland and the West Indies diminished week 
by week as the shortage of naval stores and supplies in the congested 
port grew. The primitive and disorganised road services of western 
France were quite inadequate to take the place of the coastal carry¬ 
ing trade that St. Vincent’s stranglehold had destroyed. Nothing 
could evade his unceasing vigilance. Repeated orders from the 
terrible First Consul for part of the French Fleet to put to sea—to 
relieve Egypt or to harry British commerce—were unavailing, for 
the fleet could not move. It had not even food enough for its crews. 

Bonaparte’s ddlight in the success of his plot to involve the 
Baltic Powers in me war can therefore be imagined. Between 
them they possessed 123 ships of the line with an immediate poten¬ 
tial of 24 battleships and 25 frigates while the hulks in harbour were 
being fitted out. With such a force, operating from a semi-inland 
sea, the British blockade could be outflanked and broken in the 
spring; then with a combined fleet of perhap a hundred sail of 
the line the threat to Ireland and of a mrcct invasion of England 
could be renewed. The shortage of naval stores which was cripplii^ 
every effort to restore the French Marine would then be reversed. 
Faced, as always at the end of a long war, by a serious domestic 
timber shortage, Britain in her turn, would lose the source of su^dy 

MS 
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from which five-sixths of her imported masts and timbers were 
derived. Her defeat would then be certain. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that Bonaparte felt that liis alliance 
with the Tsar far outweighed his victory over the Emperor. For 
it would enable him to “ dominate England to do what had 
proved impossible after his earlier victory in ’97 and without wliich 
he could not rule the world. His ascendancy over the mind of tlic 
autocrat of Russia was now complete. “ Whenever I see a man,” 
Paul addressed him, “ who knows how to govern, my heart goes 
out to liim. I write to you of my feelings about England—the 
country that champions tlie rights of all peoples yet is ruled only 
by greed and selfishness. I wish to ally myself with you to end that 
Government’s injustices.” His Ambassador paraded the scene of 
Suvorof’s conquests with the Frcncli and Russian flags interlocked, 
announcing that the two great nations of tlie Continent should 
henceforward be eternally united for the peace of mankind. The 
Napoleonic myth was taking shape: of a heaven-bom deliverer 
sent to rc-uni£y Europe and save its civilisation from the perfidious 
dividing usurer of tlic seas. 

It was not in tlus light that the people of Britain saw their 
country. Friendless and alone against a world in arms, the lion, 
as Collingwood put it, took his staird at the mouth of his cavc.^ 
At the beginning of February, 1801, Austria made her formal peace 
at Lun^vule in a treaty which secured to France in perpetuity the 
Rhine and Adige firontiers, and an increase of a sixth in her popu¬ 
lation. The conqueror was thus free to concentrate his oitire force 
against England. ” Thus,” he told his slaves, " will that nation 
which has armed itself against Prance be taught to abjiure its exces¬ 
sive pretensions and Icam at length the great truth that, for peoples 
as for individuals, there can be no security for real prosperity W 
in the happiness of all.” * 

As always in the hour of adversity, Pitt’s spirits—^for months past 
oppressed by gout—soared into a serencr air. His r^ly to threats 
was to attack. On January 14th, when the fid! extent of the Baltic 
League became revised in London, the Cabinet gave immediate 
ordm for an embargo on tlie ships of the contracting Powers. At 
the same time letters of marque were issued to seize all Russian, 
Btvedish and Danish ships on the high seas. So promptly did the 

^ Collmgwood, 8a. * Aluon, V, 47a. 
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Navy act that nearly fifty per cent of the tonnage of the Baltic 
States at sea was brought in the next few months into British ports. 

Already the Cabinet was committed to an offensive in the Medi¬ 
terranean. In the autumn of 1800, as soon as the weakness of Austria 
and the trend of Russian policy had become apparent, Dundas, 
with his eye on India, had urged that no effort snould be spared 
to destroy the French army in Egypt while there was still time. 
On October dth orders had been given for a jonit expedition 
against that country fironi Malta, India and the Cape of Good Hope. 
The plan was wildly sanguine, took little account of the difficulties 
of co-operation over such vast distances and grossly underestimated 
French strength. It was largely based on wishful thinking about 
a few defeatist and homesick letters found in a captured mailbag 
and subsequently given immense publicity in England. Yet it also 
showed a certain imperial vision which Dundas, prosaic journey¬ 
man though he was, inherited firom Chatham. And it displayed— 
what Britain most needed at that moment—courage and dnting, 

On November 24th Abcrcromby and Moore had reached Malta. 
A month later they sailed, under the majestic escort of the Mediter¬ 
ranean Fleet, with iti,ooo troops for Marmaris Bay in Asia Minot 
to co-operati9 with the Turlosh authorities for a landing near 
Alexandna and to purchase supplies, of which they were in great 
need. Dundas’s letter to Lord Wellesley (as Momington had now 
become) readied India early in 1801 and was followed by the dis¬ 
patch of a force under Major-General David Baird to the Red Sea, 
where a squadron had already been sent by Spencer firom the Cape 
under Home Popham. The Government was pitting concentric 
sea power against a purdy military force operating on faiterior lines 
—a trial of strength on a small scale foreslmowing greater conflicts 
to come. 

Li her hold and realist policy of antidpation Britain carried her 
offensive against the First Consul into even remoter places. Early 
in 1800 the great Governor-General had sent the thirty^year-old 
John Malcolm on a twelve months’journey to Teheran and Bagdad 
to exclude the French firom Penia and Mesopotamia and forestall 
Bonaparte’s plans to march on India. Notmng could have beett 
more timely. For when Malcolm was setting the seal on. his 
laborious mission with an Anglo-Persian treaty of commetce, the 
Hrst Consul was perfocting a grandiose scheme with his ally, tie 
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Tsar, for a French march along the Danube to tlie Black Sea and 
Caspain and a jiuiction with a Russian army at Astrakhan for a 
joint drive on India. 

Before these brave measures could bear fruit, the Cabinet which 
had conceived them had dissolved. At die beginning of February, 
1801, the country was shaken by the greatest poHtical crisis of die 
war. Ever since the Irish Rebellion Pitt and the new Viceroy, Corn¬ 
wallis, had been pushing forward plans for a Union of the British 
and Irish Parliaments. The measure, however mistakenly, appeared 
to tlicm to offer die only means of ending the fatal unrest of Ireland 
and freeing the Empire from a constant p^ at its heart. All through 
1799 and 1800, widi the war at a critical stage and the combined 
fleets lying at Brest, 50,000 British regulars had remained in Ireland 
to guard against the joint dangers of invasion and revolution. 
Survival, let alone final victory, depended on a solution. “ Somc- 
diing must be done,” wrote Lord Carlisle, “ or we must fight for 
Ireland once a week.” 

Union seemed the one way out. By removing die fatal dualism 
that poisoned every attempt to alleviate the lot of Ireland, a sane 
and honest administration of Irish affairs might become possible. 
It would be the British reply to that policy of centralisation which hi 
a few years had transformed die old, weak, federal constitution of 
France into the most powerful single unit of government in the 
world. The disappearance of selfish commercial and fiscal barriers 
bctiveen die two countries would bring prosperity to the “ distress¬ 
ful island.” Above all it would be a step, as Cornwallis said, to a 
real partnership with the Irish nation instead of with a corrupt 
ruling faction which only represented a tithe of it. 

The measure was bitterly opposed by the fenatic Protestant 
minority and the graceful and dissipated aristocracy which regarded 
its governing monopoly and its freedom from die pedantic control 
of Westminster as an inalienable personal property. Sudi opposi¬ 
tion could only be overcome by coercion or bribery. It was the 
English way to choose the latter. “ I despise and hate mysdf every 
hour for engaging in such dirty work,” wrote Comwalhs, “ and 
am only supportoi by the reflection that without an Union the 
British Empire must he dissolved.” ^ The place-holders and 

Pitt and the Great War, 434. 
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borough-mongers were bought out lock, stock and barrel: there 
was no other way. As the young Irish Secretary', Lord Castlereagh, 
put it, it had become necessary “ to secure to the Crown the fee 
simple of Irish corruption ” in order to end it 

On January ist, i8oi, the Act of Union, passed by both Parlia¬ 
ments, became law. The new Union Jack, with the cross of St 
Patrick superimposed on those of St George and St Andrew, 
Eoated over Dunlin Castle and Westminster. But there was one 
further measure whicli Pitt and Cornwallis regarded as essential to 
a lasting settlement In September, iSoo, the Cabinet witli tlirec 
dissentients, had secretly t^eed that the oadi which still excluded 
Catholics from Parliament and supreme office must be revised 
to bring all Irishmen within die Union. A common Parliament 
with Protestant England and Scodand would give the Protestant 
interest in Ireland a perpetual majority over ffie dreaded Papists. 
“A broad and inclusive basis’* in Church and State had at last 
become compatible with the security of the minority; without 
it there could be no permanent peace or safety in Ireland, 
iisticc to the Irish m^ority, obligation to the Catholics who had 
lelpcd Cornwallis and Pitt to carry the measure in the confident 
lope of a wider toleration, and Britain’s supreme peril alike 

demanded it. 
But there was one formidable and dreaded last fence In die race 

against religious fanaticism—the King’s conscience. He came of an 
ahen line which had been entrusted with the British Crown on 
certain conditions of which the exclusive Protestant Constitution 
was the first. To the contractual obligation of 1689 and 1714 he 
had given his coronation oath in his impressionable youth, and 
nothing could erase the memory of it from his narrow but tenacious 
mind. When the tactful Dundas tried to prepare it for a more 
tolerant interpretation of the law, he had been met by tie royal 
rejoinder: " None of your Scotch metaphysics, Mr. Duiidas! None 
of your Scotch metaphysics 1 ” Warned by Loughborough, the 
treacherous Lord Clmcellor, of the Governments intention, he 
appeared at the Levee on January 29th, 1801, in a state of intense 
excitement, openly upbraiding Ministers and dedaring that he 
would reckon any man who proposed such a measure as his pet- 
sonal enemy. For he saw it as a plot to destroy die Church and 
Civil Order: the most Jacobinical thing, he said, he had ever heard 
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of. Two days later he sounded the Speaker, Addington, as to tlic 
possibility of his forming an Administration. 

Against such royal obstinacy there was no contending, for the 
Government on a question which touched Protestant fanaticism 
could not look for .solid support in die country. On the last day of 
January Pitt accordingly wrote to die King commending to his 
consideration the measures for Catholic Emancipation agreed by 
the Cabinet and begging to be allowed to resign if they were not 
approved. During the next three days further letters passed between 
Sovereign and Prime Minister, the one expressing nis unalterable 
resolve to preserve the Constitution unimpaired and die hope that 
his Minister would not quit him, the other respectfully affirming 
the necessity for his resignation. On die 4th it was agreed that Pitt 
should go, and by the sth Addington had consented to form a new 
Administration. 

When the country learnt the news it was profoundly shaken. 
The uneducated urban populace had no love for Billy Pitt, whose 
name it associated with high prices and war restrictions and whose 
shy, reserved bearing was little calculated or designed to win the 
love of multitudes. But the thinking and propertied minority, the 
City and rustic England generally—the solid core of iSth century 
public opinion—^had come to look on Pitt after sixteen years in 
office as an unchangeable institution; “ the Atlas,” wrote Minto, 
“ of our reeling globe.” ^ The man chosen to succeed him was 
an amiable nonentity: the son of the great Chatham’s physician 
and one who owed the Speakership and his political career to the 
fiiendship of the Pitt &aiily. That such a mediocrity should take 
the helm at an hour when the country was feeing a world in arms 
catised consternation. Even the collection of second-rate Tory 
noblemen whom Addington assembled round him—^for Dundas, 
Grenville, Windham and Spencer all resigned with their chief on 
the Catholic question—scarcely believed in him. Several of them 
publicly expressed the hope tMt the experiment would be short- 
Uved. 

The situation was only made possible by Pitt’s behaviour. While 
all around him were sunk in gloom, he appeared quictiy cheerful, 
gave his unqualified support to Addington and uttered no reproach 
against his Sovereign, whose sincerity of purpose he praised warmly. 

‘ Windham Papers, x'ji. 
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At die moment -when he was being relegated—shabbily and need¬ 
lessly—to private life, he had only one thought; the good of his 
country. It was characteristic of his conception of public duty that, 
though he was almost penniless and heavily in debt through his 
Jong neglect of his own affiiirs, he declined to allow his admirers 
in the City to subscribe to a free gift of £100,000 and refused a roy^ 
oflir of £30,000 from the Privy Purse. It was only with difficulty 
tliat a few intiinate friends prevailed upon him to accept a loan of 
^11,000 to avoid a distraint on his furniture. 

To quiet the public mind and prevent a slump in the Fluids, the 
great Minister agreed to remain in oflScc until he had introduced the 
Budget. He did so on February i8th, making provision for an 
army of 220,000 Regulars and Fencibles and 80,000 Militia, a fleet 
of 220 ships of the line and 250 fiig^tes, and an expenditure, includ¬ 
ing debt charges, of sixty-c^t millions. It was the biggest Budget 
in the nation^ history. 

Three days later me King, who had contracted a chill while 
attending divine service on the National Past and Simplication 
Day, developed alarming symptoms of his old insanity. The agita¬ 
tion of the past few wedcs had proved too much for his excitable 
mind. At the end of the month his life was despaired of 

The situation of the country could scarcely have been more 
gloomy. Within a few days Pitt vras to lay down his office, while 
me Sovereign’s death or prolonged insanity would bring to the 
head of the State a prince of deplorable haliits and levity, whose 
fevouritc counsellor was the irrc^onsible Fo3t, a man who was 
regarded at that time by the overwhelming majority of his country¬ 
men as little better thsm a traitor. Every nation on the Continent 
save Turkey and Portugal was either a willing or a passive accom¬ 
plice of Bonaparte in his crusade against England. A great fleet 
was known to be preparing against her in the Baltic ports and a 
new army of invasion was gathering on the Channel shore. The 
corps of the Regular Army, mcr its many humiliating ex¬ 
periences, was embarked on a remote and risky venture at the fer 
end of the Mediterranean; to crown pubHc anxiety it became 
known about this time that seven French ships of the line, after 
three months of vain endeavour, had evaded St Vmcent’s blockade 
in a storm and, crowded with troops, had sailed southward, pre¬ 
sumably for Egypt At home the price of wheat stood at four 
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times its pre-war figure and the 6d. loaf at is. 5d. The leader of 
the Opposition calculated tliat onc-sixtii of the population was 
living on charity: Crahb Robinson wrote in bis diary tliat tlic sun 
of England’s glory ivas set. 

On March 3rd, however, the King took a turn for the better. 
By die 6th he was well enough to resume liis fimcdons. The night¬ 
mare of a change on the tlironc passed, but the country’s danger 
remained unimpaired. On March I4di, having given his agitated 
Sovereign a promise that he would never again raise the Catholic 
question during the royal lifetime, Pitt ceased to be Prime Minister. 

As the weak hands of his successor fumbled at the reins of office, 
England, confronting the three comers of die world in arms, 
laiuichcd her attack. At each end of a vast hoop of ocean—at the 
centre of whose arcli stood the blockading fleet off Brest—enclosing 
the North Sea, Atlantic and Mediterranean shores of Europe, she 
struck simultaneously at her foes. On February 23nd, 1801, me day 
the Kii^ was placed under restraint, Abctcromby sailed feom 
Marmaris Bay tor Egypt. At the same time a ^rcat naval ex¬ 
pedition, secretly ordered three weeks earlier by Pitt s Government, 
oegan to assemble at Yarmouth to forestall the plans of the Armed 
Neutrals. 

Abcrcromby’s venture seemed to his cautious, experienced mind 
if possible even more forlorn than that on which he had set out 
for Holland eighteen months earlier. With 15,000 troops, ill- 
equipped and without cavalry, he was going to invade an unmapped 
country occupied by an experienced enemy of unknown strength 
who had had several months to prepare for his coming. Actually 
the French in Egypt numbered 34,000, or 8000 more than the 
Cabinet had calculated. Only a &w weeks before, some frigates 
from Toulon had run the gauntlet of Keith’s fleet with ordnance 
and stores for Alexandria; and, tkough Abcrcroraby did not know 
it, Gantheaume’s relieving battle squadron had already entered the 
Mediterranean. In a semi-tropical cUmatc die British army was to 
land on an o^n beach with no water but what it could draw from 
the fleet and litde hope of regular su|mly until it could capture a 
walled town. The Turks, to whom Abercroniby had been, told to 
look for help and military collaboration, had proved a broken reed: 
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Moore, who viiitcd their army at Jaffa in January, had found it a 
“ wild, ungovernable mob ” decimated with plague and, under 
corrupt, supine leaders, incapable of action.^ It was no wonder that 
Abercromby confided to his friend, the Military Secretary, tliat he 
could see little hope of success. “ There are risks in a British service 
unknown in any odicr,” he wrote. 

On March 2nd the espeditionar}’ force, in close on two hundred 
transports, escorted by Keith’s fleet, anchored in Aboukir Bay on 
the scene of Nelson’s victory, facing the cast or Aboukir Casdc cud 
of the long narrow strip of land on which Ale.vandria lies. For 6ve 
days, during wliich time the French had ample time to make pre¬ 
parations, a gale made landing impossible. But on the afternoon 
of the 7th the wind dropped and orders were given for an attack 
at dawn. 

The Army was in a grim mood. It had been drifting aimlessly 
about the Atlantic and Mediterranean for the greater part of a year. 
The men felt the injustice of the undeserved ignominy wliich had 
befeUen them. They were fighting fit after their six weeks’ training 
in Marmaris Bay, and, as is often the way with Englishmen over¬ 
long oppressed by adversity, liad developed a feeling of contempt 
for thor enemy. One of the young colonels waiting in the trans¬ 
ports, Edward Paget, wrote to his father on the ydi: “ You may 
depend upon it there is a certain devil in this army that will carry 
it through thick and thin. It is the first lair trial Iwtwccn Englisl^ 
men and Frenchmen during the whole of this war, and at no 
former j^od of our history did John Bull ever hold his enemy 
cheaper.’’ 

Tne operation began with the firing of a rodcct at two o’clock 
on the morning of March StL By dawn most of the waiting troops 
in the boats were at the rendezvous some miles from the fleet and 
opposite a high sandhill which John Moore, who was in charge of 

first division, had marked in his mind as the dominating point 
of the enemy’s defences. But the work of assembling and arranging 
the boats could not be completed in the swell till after eight 
o’clock, the French remaining spectators of the curious scene. The 
flotilla then moved towards the shore in four carefully dressed lines, 

^ “ They are in general a stout, active and hardy people, and ere aDowed , 
to be individually brave, 'They ate certainly matenal of whidi nceltent 
soIdieiB mi^t be formed; but under a TuihiBh government everythlnjl 
becomes debased."—Moorf, I, 39^. 
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the first consisting of fifty-eight flat-bottomed boats, while sup¬ 
porting fire was given by naval gunboats and launches. 

As soon as they came within range of the French guns on the 
sand-dunes and the batteries of Aboukir Castle, a storm of shot, 
whipping up the waters of the bay, drenched the soldiers who, 
packed fifty into a boat, sat paricntiy waiting with their firelocks 
between their knees. Many were killed, and several of the boats 
were sunk. But the sailors continued rowing swiftly until, as the 
keels grounded, tlic men sprang ashore and formed up in the order 
so often rehearsed in Marmacis Bay. Assembling the Fortieth, 
Twenty-third and Twenty-eighth Foot, Moore led tlicm at the 
charge up die great sandhUl. Scrambling up its two hundred feet 
of seemingly almost perpendicular side without firing a shot, the 
men surprised and overwhelmed die French Sixty-first Demi- 
Brigade. Accustomed to warfare against undisciplined Tiurks and 
Arms, the latter had never anticipated such a method of assault. 
Its men fled, leaving dieir guns in the victors’ hands. Meanwhile 
the Coldstream, 3ro Guari and 42ud Highlanders distinguished 
themselves by repeUing cavalry on the beach. 

The whole action was over in Htde more than half an hour, the 
British losing 600 men killed and wounded. The rest of the army 
landed in the afternoon and, on Sidney Smith’s suggestion, set to 
work digging for water under the date trees that dott^ the desolate 
landscape. Its position was precarious in the extreme. With Aboukir 
Castle untaken in its rear and dominating the only point at which 
it could draw suppHes from the fleet, it hm to advance along twelve 
miles of narrow isthmus under a burning sun towards Alexandria, 
a walled city held by an unknown number of French veterans. If 
repulsed, it must either perish of {grains or take to its boats in 
the presence of a victorious enemy. On March izth, having landed 
his guns, Abcrcromby, leaving two regiments to blockade Aboukir 
Castle, set out to fight his way to the port. 

While these events, unknown to Englishmen, were proceeding 
in the Orient, the armament which was to strike at the other end 
of Britain’s long sea reach was assembling amid snow and easterly 
gales at Yarmouth. Its command had been entrusted to a dapper, 
pedantic, highly-^strung Htde Admiral of sixty-two years of age, 
with more seniority dm active service. Sir Hyde Parker, who had 
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recently returned from four years on die lucrative Jamaica station, 
was known to his contemporaries as “ old vinegar.” Apart from 
personal bravery and Lis place on the Navy List, there was litde to 
commend him for his appointment, for, as his friend, the Governor 
of Gibraltar, remarked, " he was getting old, getting rich and had 
married a young wife.” ^ But with the curious unreason of Govern¬ 
ment Departments the Admiralty tried to offiet these defects by 
appointing as his second-in-command the youngest and most daring 
Vice-Adtniral in the Service, the forty-two-year-old Baron Nelson 
of the Nile. 

Tills enigmatic character had arrived at Yarmouth after his long 
Continental tour three months earlier, attended by the now inevit¬ 
able Hamiltons. At dut time his reputation was much sunk from 
the meteoric height diat it had reached two j'ears before; the 
general belief in ofBcial and political quarters was that his career 
was over.* He seemed to common eyes only “ a litde man without 
dignity.” After a chilly meeting and a rather painful attempt to 
endear his new friends to her, he had parted with Lady Nelson to 
the tittering scandal of London Society. At the only Levee he 
attended, the King, after the briefrst greeting, turned his back on 
him. The fallen hero had spent his Christmas in the appropriately 
histrionic atmosphere of Fonthill Abbej', where the eccentric 
Beckford had assembled a cosmopolitan party including, of course, 
Lady Hamilton, who displayed her attitude. An artist preent 
noticed that she was bold and unguarded, drank freely and had 
grown fat. He was unaware—as was every one else including prob¬ 
ably her husband—^that she was about to present her iniatuated 
lover with a child.® 

From this painful milieu Ndson was recued by the exigencie 
of the Service he loved. After reporting fit fi>r duty, he was ap¬ 
pointed on January 17th, 1801, to a command in the Channel FI«t 
under his old chief, St. Vincent A few days later every available 
man and ship was mobilised to meet the storm from the north. The 
rfftet on Nelson’s spirit was electric. “ We arc now arrived,” he 
wrote, “at that period we have often heard of but must now execute 
—that of fighting for out dear country.” To Spencer he expressed 

» Dyott, 1, 146. 
* Mahaa, Nelson, 11, 4s, 

* Parmgum, I, so?- 
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his readiness to sail for the new theatre of war in anything, from 
a first-rate to a sloop. 

On March 6th he reached Yarmouth, flying his flag in the St. 
George. He found bis Admiral “ a little nervous about dark nights 
and fields of ice. But we must brace up,” he reported, “ these are 
not times for nervous systems. I hope we shall give our northern 
enemies that hailstorm of bullets whicit gives our dear country 
the domination of tlie seas. All the devils in the north cannot take 
it from us if our wooden walls have fair play." For Nelson viewed 
England’s new enemies with die same pugnacity and intensity as 
the old. “ Down, down with the French! ” had been his repeated 
cry in the Mediterranean, and he now apphed it to their allies. 
“ I am afraid,” he had once truly written of liimself, “ I take all my 
services too much to heart.” 

Sir Hyde, worthy man, did not. His chief interest at the moment 
was a farewell ball which his youim wife was preparing to give at 
Yarmouth on the 13th. Nelson, who knew that every minute was 
precious if the Baltic Powers were to be disarmed in detail before 
they had time to prepare and unite their forces, was beside himself 
with impatience. Strike home and quick,” he urged. He dropped 
a hint of Parker’s preoccupation to his old friend, St. Vincent, now 
suddenly called to the Admiralty to strengthen Addinrton’s embryo 
Administration. Whereupon die fleet received orders to sail at 
once, the ball was abandoned and the two Admirals started on their 
mission on decidedly strained terms. 

But when Nelson made up his mind, there was no resisting him. 
Between the sailing of the fleet on March 12th—two days before 
Pitt ceased to be Premier—and its arrival on the 19th at the Skaw, 
die northernmost point of Denmark, he had already half won 
over his superior—tradition has it with a timely turbot. There 
was something about Nelson’s ardour and, when his imagination 
was aroused, his limidcss dedication to his country’s service that 
touched even the coldest heart. 

Not that he had yet succeeded in inspiring Parker with his own 
spirit. Eighteen rnilcs north of Kronhorg Casde and Helsingor 
^Isinore), where the Kattegat narrows into the Sound between 
Sweden and the Danish island of Zealand, the fleet anchored to 
await the return of Vansittart, the Government envoy, who had 
been sent on in a frigate to Copenhagen with a 48-hour iJtimatum. 
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Nelson was for pushing on at once into the Baltic before the Danes 
and their Russian and Swedish allies were ready. “ I hate your pen 
and ink men,” he wrote; “ a fleet of British ships arc the best 
negotiators in Europe. , . . While negotiation is going on, the 
Dane should see our flag waving every time he lifts up his head.” 
But until Vansittart had a chance to accomplish his mission Parker 
would not face the double guns of the Elsinore Straits and the 
responsibility for precipitating war with countries still technically 
neutral. Nelson s strong, realist mind told him diplomacy was now 
useless, that the Danes having gone so far would not draw back 
without die compulsion of force and that they would merely use 
the delay to make themselves stronger. Every minute lost meant 
the certain death of more brave men and the endangering of Eng¬ 
land’s purpose. 

It was a sombre moment. The weather was bitterly cold and 
half the fleet seemed to be coughing.* “ Everything W'cais so disnral 
an appearance,” Captain Frcniande had written a few days earlier 
to his wife on the political changes in England, “ that I submit 
to Fate for the decision of this contest with all the world; I think 
the man or minority who can extricate us from such thfficulries 
will be more than human.” Certainly the new Prime Minister had 
litde hope of doing so, for on March arst, despairing of success, he 
and his Foreign Secretary, Lord Hawkesbury—^known to the elect 
as " young Jenky ” *—^madc secret approaches to Bonaparte for 
peace. 

The day chosen for this abasement was an ironic one, for un¬ 
known to Ministers die tide set in motion by their predecessors was 
already changing in England’s fevour. At that very hour a British 
army had just vanquished in equal encounter a picked force 
of Pencil veterans outside the walls of Alexandria, and Aber- 
cromby, felling in a blaze of glory, was reading mankind a lesson 
—to be conned more closely in me next age—that, given a feir 
field, the soldiers of Englaiid were a match for the conquerors 
of Europe. And three days later Ndson, prevailing over the 
timid mixit of Parker, brought about the decision which led 
to the shattering of Bonaparte^ hopes. On the same nifeht, struck 
down by the hand of his ovra subj«as, Englanos enemy, 

^ Wyma Diarias, III, 31. 
* Afterwards Prime Minister ss Lord Nvwpool, 
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Paul uf Russia, was assassinated in the Michael Palace at St- 
Petersburg. 

On March 33rd Vansittarc returned to the fleet with the Crown 
Prince of Denmark’s rejection of the British ultiinatuni. Nelson 
was thereupon summoned to the flagship. “ Now we are sure of 
fighting,” he wrote in jubilation to Lady Hamilton, “ I am sent 
for 1 ” He found all in the deepest gloom, Vansittart expatiating on 
the strength of tlic Danish defences, and Parker, apjpallcd by his 
account of great batteries erected by midtitudcs of defiant Danes, 
in favour of anclioring in tlie Kattegat till the united Baltic navies 
emerged to give battle. Nelson thereupon set to work, quietly and 
cheerfully, to argue die Council of War romid: “ to bring,” as he 
put it, “ people to the post.” Pacing up and down the flagship’s 
stateroom he pressed his reasons for attacking, and, lucidly, per¬ 
suasively, yet widi a flame which shamed all feats, showed how 
it might be done. After learning tliat the Copenhagen defences 
were strongest in the north where the Trekronor Battery barred 
the approach from the Sound, Nelson suggested that the fleet 
should follow the longer route by the Great Belt round Zealand 
and so fall on the enemy where he was least expecting attack, in the 
rear. , The manoeuvre would have had the additional advantage of 
placing the British between the Danes and their Russian and Swedish 
allies. But the great thing, he insisted, was to attack at once. ” Go 
by the Sound or by the Bolt or anyhow,” he said, *' only lose not 
an hour.” 

It was not Nelson’s habit to leave anything to chance. He had 
talked the Council romid, but as soon as he returned to his ship 
he sat down to write a long letter to Parker emphasising the reasons 
for action. This document, dated March 24th, is the very quintes¬ 
sence of Nelson: daring, sagacious, winning. " Hie more I have 
reflected, the mote I am confirmed in opinion tliat not a moment 
should be lost in attacking the enemy. They will every day and 
hour be stronger; wc shall never be so good a matdh. for them as at 
this moment. ... By Mr. Vansittart’s account their state of pre¬ 
paration exceeds what he conceives our Government thought 
possible, and the Danish Government is hostile to us in the greatest 
possible degree. Therefore here you arc, with almost the safety, 
certainly with the honour of Engmd more entrusted to you than 
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ever yet fell to the lot of any British ofliccr. On your decision de¬ 
pends whether our Country shall be degraded in die eyes of Burope 
or whether she shall rear her head hi^er than ever. ... I am of 
opinion the boldest measures are the safest.” 

Parker’s yielding nature could not resist such strength. He would 
not, as Nelson urged, press boldly on agauist the Russians—the 
heart of the Armed Leag;uc—and smash half their fleet at Reval 
while it was still separated from the remainder by the ice. The 
thought of leaving me Danish ships in his rear was too much for 
his conventional mind. But he agreed to pass through the Belt 
and attack the Danes: on that point he argued no more. On the 
26th, as soon as the wind allowed, the fleet weighed and steered 
towards the Belt. But on learning from his flag-captain something 
of the danger of those intricate waters, the Admiral changed his 
mind and decided to brave what he had refused before, the narrow 
entrance to the Sound between the Danish and Swedish guns. The 
one thii^ he would not free now was Nelson’s scorn: he went on. 
As often happens when men boldy grapple with difficulties, the 
initial obstacles vanished as soon as tackled. When, after being 
detained by head winds for three days, the fleet entered the dreaded 
Straits of Elsinore on the 30th, the passage proved absurdly easy. 
Finding little opposition from the Swedim shore, where me bat¬ 
teries of Kronborg were not yet ready, the fleet inclined to the cast 
of the channel and sailed soudiward with the Danish shot splashing 
harmlessly short of it. 

That afternoon eighteen Bridsh sail of the line and thirty-five 
smaller vessels anchored five miles south of Copenhagen. The two 
Admirals at once made an inspcctiou of the town’s defences in a 
schooner. They found that had been still further streng^thened 
during the days of waiting. But Nelson showed no sign of dismay. 
“ It looks formidable,” he wrote to Emma, “ to those who arc 
children at war, hut to my Judgment with ten sail of the line I think 
I can annihilate them; at an events I hope I shall be allowed to try," 
Next day at the Council of War he got his way, and when he asked 
for ten battleships, Parker gave him twelve. For the old gentleman, 
in spite of his longing for case and ^uict, was almost coming to 
love Nelson. 

How great was the need for speed was shown on the day ffie 
British passed dbe Sound. A hundred miles away Danish troops 
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entered the Free Town, of Hamburg, while the Prussians, sccirting 
plunder, cast in their lot with the Baltic Powers and dosed the 
mouths of the Elbe, Ems and Weser to British commerce. A few 
days later they invaded Hanover. Hesitation at tliat hour would 
have been fatal; England could only hold her place now in the 
world by courage and resolution. 

At a second Council of War Nelson s plan was adopted for the 
destruction of die Danish fleet and floating batteries. About two 
miles to die east of Copenhagen the water in front of the dty was 
broken by a great shoal known to pilots as the Middle Ground. 
Between this and the shore flats ran a swift current of deep water 
called the King’s Channel, along the western or inner side of which 
nineteen hulks and floating batteries with a host of smaller vessels 
were anchored in an unbroken line whose head was protected by 
the famous Trekronor Battery. Instead of attacking it from its 
strongest end. Nelson proposed to take the twelve lightest batd&- 
ships and die smaller vessels of the fleet round the Middle Ground 
and so sweep up the Kuig’s Channel from the south with the cur¬ 
rent. This would enable him, after crippling die enemy, to rejoin 
the rest of the fleet without turning. It involved, however, an 
intricate and dangerous piece of navigation, for the shoal waters 
round the Middle Ground ran like a mill race and the fleet had no 
charts. But Nelson spent the icy, foggy nights of March 30th and 
31st in an open boat taking soundings, and he felt confident of his 
ability to take the batde fl«t through the shoals. It was by now 
his only chance of overcomii^ the defences. 

While Parker with the reserve moved up to the north end of 
the Middle Ground about four miles from die dty, Nelson on the 
afternoon of the ist skirted the west of the shoal and anchored at 
sundown some two miles to the south of the Danish line. That 
night he entertained his captains on board his temporary flagship, 
the Elephant—for the St. George was too large for his business—and 
afterwards, exhausted by his efforts of the past two nmhts, lay in 
his cot for several hours dictating orders while his flag-captain, 
Hardy, took soundings round the head of the Danish line. Nelson’s 
instruedons, unlike those issued before the Nile, were of the most 
detailed kind. There would be no room for manoeuvring on the 
morrow and litde for individual initiative. Every ship was there¬ 
fore allotted an exact task. 



Battle of Copenhagen, i8oi. 
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During the night tlie wind veered to die south as though to 
reward Nelson for his pains. He was up long before dawn making 
final preparations. At eight die captains came aboard for their 
final orders: at nine-thirty the fleet weighed. At the last moment 
the pilots panicked: masters of small Baltic traders, the thought 
of t^ng great batdeships through such narrow, shallow waters 
was too much for them. In the subsequent confusion three of the 
four leading ships—or a quarter of die main British force—^went 
aground. Disaster was only averted by Nelson’s promptitude in 
putting die Elephant’s helm a-starboard and so brinmng her past 
die grounded Russell into the main channel which me pilots had 
lost. The rest of the fleet, following him, steered clear of the 
.shoal. 

As usual the British entered action without a sound. Both sides 
seemed to be awed by die solemnity of the scene: the great ships 
like enormous white birds, with rows of cannon bristling beneath 
their canvas, bearing down on the Danish line, and the waiting 
city tense with expectation. In that brooding silence the chant of 
die pilot and helmsman sounded to one listening midshipman like 
die responses in a Cathedral service. Then, as the leading ship came 
into range of the enemy batteries, the thunder began. For nearly 
four hours the Danes, with successive relays of vohmtecrs from 
the shore taking the place of the fidlcn, kept up the cannonade. 
Along a mile and a half of water, with only a cable s length between 
them, fifteen hundred guns pounded away at one another. “ I have 
been in a hundred and five engagements,” wrote Nelson, “ but that 
of to-day is the most terrible of diem all.” Twice the Danish Com¬ 
modore was forced to shift his flag: in the Dannehrog, ayo of the 
crew of 336 were struck down. One or two of the British ships en¬ 
dured casualties almost as heavy: the Monarch lost over two hundred 
men. " Hard pounding,” remarked Nelson to Colonel Stewart, 
“but mark you, I would not be anywhere else for a thousand 
pounds.” At one moment Parker, seeing from his distant anchorage 
that three of the British ships were agroimd, flew the signal “ Cease 
Action.” But Nelson, knowing that to breik off at su(h a moment 
would be disastrous, disregar£d it, symbolically putting his tele¬ 
scope to his blind eye. “ Keep mine for closer hatdc stiU flying,” he 
said. “ Nail it to the mast.’ Only die fiigates, which under the 
heroic Captain Riou had taken the place of the grounded battle- 
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ships in front of the Trekronor Battery, noticed Parker’s signal. 
Unable to see Nelson’s and all but blown out of the water, they 
sadly broke off the engagement. "What,” cried Riou, “will 
Nelson think of us? ” Almost as he spoke a raking shot cut lum in 
half. 

About two o’clock in the afternoon, the Danes’ fire slackened. 
Taken at a disadvantage by the unexpected direction of die attack, 
and, for all their courage, overborne by the deadly accuracy of the 
British fire, they could do no more. Nelson’s own position was 
almost as precarious with the tmdefended Trekronor batteries 
dominating die treacherous channel between his battered ships and 
the main fleet to northward. With the sure psychological insight 
which was part of his greatness, he at once penned a letter addressed: 
“ To die brothers of Englishmen, the Danes,” and sent it under a 
flag of truce to the Crown Prince. For his instinct told him that 
he could now obtain what he had come for without further blood¬ 
shed. 

The weariness of his foes and his glorious bluff did the rest 
While he referred the terms of the proposed armistice back to the 
London, he cleared his ships from the snoals under the silent gvms 
of the Trekronor batteries and drew off his prizes. His reputation 
as much as his crew’s gunnery had broken the enemy’s will to resist. 
The truce, prolonged from day to day, ended, thanks to Nelson’s 
exquisite skill as a negotiator, in a permaneut armistice. The Danes 
were to suspend dieir alliance with the Russians and leave their 
warsh^ in their existing immastcd state for fourteen weeks, 
during which time they were to supply provisions to the British 
Fleet. In return the British were to refrain from bombarding 
Copenhagen. 

Nelson had gained his puroosc. The hands of Denmark were 
tied, and his Admiral was free to ptoceed against the Russians 
withoirt fear for his rear. On April 12th the fleet entered the Baltic. 
But to Nelson’s horror, instead of proceeding to Reval with a feir 
wind, Parker waited off the Swedish coast for new instructions 
from England, A blow at Russia, Nelson saw, would destroy the 
whole northern Coalition, for Denmark and Sweden were merely 
intimidated by tlieir mighty neighbour. And so long as the ice 
in the Gulf of Finland prevented the Russian squadron at Reval 
from retiring on its inner base at Kronstadt, Britain by striking 
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could either destroy it or exact terms from the new Tsar. 'Wijen 
Parker objected diat too rapid an advance up the Baltic might 
expose the fleet to a superior Russian and Swedish combination, 
Nelson replied: “ I wish they were twice as many: the more 
numerous, die easier die victory! ” For he knew that their inability 
to manoeuvre in laree bodies would place them at his mercy. 

Not till May 5th did fresh instructions arrive from England. 
They recalled Parker and left Nelson in command. Immediately the 
latter left for Reval, but too late. Three days before, the ice had 
melted sufficiendy to enable the threatened Russian squadron to 
retreat to Kronstadt. There was nothing for Nelson to do but to 
make as firm and dignified an exchange of letters widi the Tsar's 
Minister, Count Pdhlen, as circumstances admitted, and then 
retire. 

But his work, if incomplete, was done. The shattering effect of 
die Battle of Copcnliagen, coupled with die Tsar Paul’s death, had 
destroyed Bonaparte’s prestige throughout the North. The Hrst 
Consul, on hearing the news, expressed his feelings by stamping 
and shouting with rage. The new Tsar, Alexander, like his subjects, 
had no wim to preserve a quarrel with a former ally of such 
strength and courage as Britain. When Nelson went ashore at 
Rev^ the populace hailed him widi cries of “ That is him! that is 
him!—the young Suvorof 1 ” " The Baltic people will never fight 
me if it is to be avoided,” he commented. On May i6th, 1801, 

Russia raised her embargo on British ships, and a month later a 
Convention between the two countries affirmed the full legality 
both of the right of search and the seizure of hostile goods in neutral 
bottoms. Already Prussia and Denmark had withdrawn their 
troops from Hanover and Hamburg. The northern threat to Bri¬ 
tain’s security was dispersed. 

• ••«»•«* 

The tidings of Nelson’s victory filled the country with reliefi 
For the second time he became the hero of England: Parker was 
everywhere reviled or forgotten. And though the new Govern¬ 
ment, with galhng mediocrity, replied to Neon’s e^laiution of 
the Armistice with Denmark that upon a consideration of all the 
circumstances, Iris Majesty has thought fit to approve,” those most 
competent to judge his achievement did not spare their praise. 
“ Your Lordship’s whole conduct,” wrote St. Vincent, “ is tine sub- 
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ject of our constant admiration. It docs not become me to make 
comparisons: all agree tlicre is but one Nelson.” ^ 

England’s cup of rqoicing was not yet full. At the beginning 
of May ness’s amved from Egypt of a sdetory won by Abercromby 
on March aist. At the outset of his advance along me isthmus, he 
had driven the French from a strongly fortified position but had 
then fallen into his old fault of not follossing up nis success. Had 
he done so he might have seiacd Alexandria before the main French 
army imder General Menou arrived from Cairo. For that olficer, 
like all the French in Egypt grossly underrating the quality of their 
adversary, had been in no hurry. Not till & 19th did his field 
army, 10,000 strong, march into Alexandria. 

By that time the British, pushing forward cautiously, had taken 
up a new position about three milw short of tlie port, with their 
right on the Mediterranean on the site of a ruined Roman palace and 
the left on the inland lake of Aboukir. About 3000 of those who 
liad landed a fortnight earlier were sick, but the fail of Aboukir 
Castle on the i8th had secured Abercromby’s base. The two armies 
were equally matched numerically, but the French had the advan¬ 
tage of 1400 cavalry and a slight superiority in guns. Relying on 
the superior quality of his troops, all of whom were veterans of 
Bonaparte’s first Italian campaign, Menou decided to attack before 
dawn on die 21st and drive me invaders into the sea before an 
expected Turkish army could arrive from Syria. He liad no doubt 
whatever of his ability to do so. 

The attack began with a feint against the British left at half¬ 
past dircc in the morning. John Moore, who was Major-General 
of the day, was only deceived for a minute, and, after investigating, 
galloped to the right, where he was convinced the real attack was 
impending. Almost immediately the British pickets in front of 
the Roman palace were driven back by strong forces, and the 
French advanced out of the darkness. But the 58 th Foot, posted in 
the ruins, were not in the least perturbed by the beating drums and 
shouts of “ Vive la France! Vive la Rdpublique! *’ set up by the 
victors of Lodi. They held their fire till theit enemies* gjazed hats 
could be clearly distinguished and then discharged at them several 
volleys so well directed that they bre^ in confusion. 

Meanwhile a more serious attack had developed on the left of 
^ Mahan, NeUm, II, 104. 
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die Roman camp, where French cavalry had infilcrated in the dark¬ 
ness into the rear of the position hcla by the 28th Foot and the 
42ud Higlilanders. While these two regiments were engaged in 
rcpclUng an infantry attack, they were charged in rear by a large 
body or armoured horse. But the twcnty-five-year-old colonel of 
the 28th, Edward Paget, calmly gave the order; “ Rear rank, right 
about, fire! ” and the men, though completely encircled, repelled 
die dragoons while continuing to engage the enemy’s attack to 
die west.^ Tliough the Highlanders were temporarily broken by 
the weight of die French horse, they continued fighting as indi¬ 
viduals. All along the right and centre of the British line the story 
was the same; calm ana resolute resistance by units surrounded 
but clinging grimly to their positions till the British reserves 
moving to tliM help could take the French cavalry between two 
fires. Much of their success was due to the careful, individual 
training which Moore had previously given the troops of his 
division; everybody knew what he ought to do and did it. 

In the course of this engagement, Graeral Abcrcromby, super¬ 
vising the elimination of the French dragoons between his closing 
lines, had galloped forward to the Roman ruin. Here, while almost 
alone, he was attacked by a small detachment of French horse. 
Before his assailants were driven off, the brave old man, striking 
at them with his sword, was wounded in the thigh. Until the battle 
was won he took no notice of his own condition; only when at 
ten o’clock the French began to withdraw towards Alexandria did 
his spirit yield. As he was borne firom the field, an officer placed a 
wrapping over his litter with an apology that it was only a soldier’s 
blanket. “ Only a soldier’s blanket,” replied Abercromby. ” A 
soldier’s blanket is of great consequence; you must send me the 
name of the soldier to whom it belongs.” 

The British lost 1500 men or fifteen per cent of the force engaged. 
The French casualties were heavier, amounting to nearly forty 
per cent in killed, wounded and prisoners, including a divisional 
General. The 42ni who had already lost 200 men in the two earlier 
engagements, lost 300 more in the batde, or more than half their 
strength. Moore, whose skUI and coolness was beyond praise, 
testi&d that he had never seen men more determined to do their 

^Thc 38th, to-day the Gloucestershire Regiment, still wear the Regi¬ 
mental badge on the back as well as the front of their cops, 
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duty, while vcteraiw of the Lombardy campaign declared that till 
diat day they had scarcely known what fighting was.^ 

The new British Army had proved itself. After many sufferings 
and vicissitudes, it had shown its ability not merely to take punish¬ 
ment but to give it. By a curious irony of fate, James Stuart, 
the man who, given a chance, might have led it to a greater victory, 
died at Richmond Lodge three days after the battle at the age of 
forty-eight. Abcrcromby followed him swiftly. Gangrene set in 
on March afith and he died on the aStlr universally mourned by his 
men. His epitaph was published by his old comrade-in-arms, tlie 
Duke of York, in a General Order of the Day: 

“ His steady observance of discipline. Ins ever-watchful attciir- 
tion to the health and wants of his troops, the persevering 
and unconquerable spirit which marked his military career, 
the splendour of his actions in the field and the heroism of 
his death arc worthy the imitation of all who desire, like him, 
a life of honour and a death of glory.” 

Alexandria did not fall to the British with the victory. The 
French retired behind its walls and, lacking a siege train, the victors 
had no alternative but to starve the town out. But their communi¬ 
cations with the fleet were now secure, and with the arrival of 
4000 Turks on March 25th they were able to institute a siege of 
Rosetta at the mouth of the Nile. The place fell on April 19th, 
opening the way to Cairo and the conquest of Egypt. 

* Porteieue, IV, 843. 



CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

A Truce of Exhaustion 

1801-2 

“ No one fights with more obstinacy to carry a contested 
point, yet, when the battle is over and he comes to the 
reconciliation, he is so much taken up with the shaking of 
hands that he is apt to let his antagonist pocket all they have 
been quarrelling about. ... It is difficult to cudgel him out 
of a farthing ; but put him in a good humour and you may 
bargain him out of all the money in his pocket.” 

Washvtgion Irciug, John Bull. 

The tide had turned and—despite the odds against her—^in Eng¬ 
land’s favour. The First Consul had lost the initiative. So long as 
Britain fought with Continental allies France had found it easy to 
divide and destroy their cumbrous combinations. But whenever 
the great island Power had been left alone, as in 1798, the offensive 
had passed to her. “ We have at thk moment in the wreck of sur- 
roundii^ nations,” Pitt declared in defence of the new Govern¬ 
ment, ‘me glory and satisfaction of maintaining the dignity of 
the country. We have kept our resources entire, our honour un¬ 
impaired, our integrity inviolate. Wc have not lost a single foot 
of territory, and we have given the rest of the world many chances 
of salvation.” 

For, unchallenged as was Bonaparte’s mastery of western and 
southern Europe, the martial power of Britain was as tremendous. 
In eight years of war the strength of her Navy, losses notwithstand- 
it^, had grown from 15,000 to 133,000 men, and from 135 ships 
ofthe line and 133 frigates to 20a and 277 respectively. According to 
Bonaparte’s estimate of a fleet of 30 sail of the line as equal to 120,000 
troops on laud, Britain had a sea frree'equivalent to a Continental 
army of nearly a million. Against this the French Navy had been 
reduced by more than fifty per cent: by 1801 she had only 39 
battleships and 35 fiigatBS 1^ and few of these in condition to take 
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die sea.^ Britain liad almost as many building. In the same period 
the British Army had gtown from 64,000 to 380,000 men with 
more than another 100,000 Volunteers. 

For all this Englishmen were proud and glad. Yet dicy were not 
happy. On May 3rd, 1801, Mrs, Fremantfc, whose husband com¬ 
manded the Ganges in Nelson’s fleet, noted in her diarj’' the glorious 
news from Egypt contained in that day’s papers. But her only 
comment was: “ I wish all these victories may lead to peace.” For 
more than eight years Britain had been struggling to acliicve her 
aims. But stili the war went on. And the country, weighed doivn 
by taxes, high prices and bloodshed, was w'eary of it. 

That spring me sixth bad harvest in succession, accompanied by 
the stoppage of the Baltic grain trade, brought popular discontent 
to a head. In Buckinghamshire Mrs. Fremantle found the Swan- 
bourne villagers starving; in the West Country every frmily was 
on a ration of one quartern loaf per week per head.® For the poor, 
who depended on bread for their main support, it was a terrible 
deprivation. As a whole they had home their distress with uohle 
patriotism; their patience during the winter of 1800-1801 matched 
Nelson’s constancy among the Baltic fogs and ice. But chough in 
the smaller villages, where ancient patriarchal condirioits of life 
still lingered, much was done by their richer neighbours to alleviate 
their lot,® in districts where the new economics had supplanted 
personal responsibility for the common weal, the industrial workers 
and the starving peasants, deprived of their patrimony by en¬ 
closures, took the law into their own hands. In Somerset and 
Devon viil^e mobs put ropes round frrmeis’ necks to make them 
reduce the price of their com;* the Mendip miners marched into 
Bristol and Mid the town up to ransom. At Plymouth the dock¬ 
yard men became so threatening that the Commissioner bad the 
cannon spiked. The workers of the manufacturing north were 
equally sullen and explosive. 

These things were reminding the class in whose hands political 

^ Malum, Sea Povier, II, 73 ; Roje, I, 481. 

*Ham, MS, 
• Elizabeth Ham’s fadier and his fiellow South Dorset farmera during the 

bad period bought up barrels of imported rice and sold it to the poor at 
Aree-halfpence a pound, while thrir wives and daughters served daily in 
its distribution. 

* Hester Stanhope, ao. 
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power rested of the price that had to be paid for Pitt’s prolonged 
war against the Revolution. The martial progress and financial 
resilience of tlie country on which he had dwelt so often in his 
speeches could not conceal the dark social reverse. “ A very pretty 
state we are reduced to,” was the characteristic comment of a Lon¬ 
don merchant towards the close of his Administration. “ Our 
pockets filled with paper and our bellies with chicken’s meat! ” 
Taxes, rates and prices could not always go on rising: a halt would 
have to be called some time to the appalling extravagance of the 
war. Since its start the national debt had more than doubled. The 
thought of that swelling incubus made prudent, honest men shake, 
tlieir heads and even—^in their weaker moments—share the defeatist 
Fox’s gloomy fears for the future. 

Pitt had repeatedly reminded his countrymen that they were at 
war with armed opinions. So long as the Revolution continued 
on its bloody course, they needed no reminding: one horror and 
outrage after another shocked and steeled them for the fight. It 
was not France as a nation or the abstract speculations of a School 
they were then fighting, but a fanatic national horde who were 
turning all the resources of civilisation into a fearful instrument 
to destroy the laws, manneis, property and religions of their neigh¬ 
bours. So long as “ this strange, nameless, wild thing ” raged in 
the middle of'Europe, consuming and threatening, Britain was 
forced to contend against it. The existence of everything English¬ 
men held dear plainly depended on her doing so. 

But eighteen months of Bonaparte’s rule had changed the face 
of affairs. “ This last adventurer in the lottery of revolutions,” as 
Pitt described him after his rape of power, bad not gone the way of 
his furious predecessors. Whatever else might be said of his govern¬ 
ment, it was proving stable. Internally at’any rate the revolution 
of destruction seemed over. While he was still climbing, the First 
Consul had committed as foul atrocities as any other Jacobin chief: 
plundered churches, mutilated tombs, “ burnt the town of Benasco 
and massacred eight hundred of its inhabitants,” murdered his 
prisoners in Syria, shot die municipality of Pavia, He was a liar, a 
perjurer and a robber. But once he had ractinguished his rivals, he 
established some sort of justice and enforced it. And he professed 
as much desire for external tranquillity as for internal. He was— 
or appeared to be—coming to terms wilh the old order. He had 
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made peace with the Emperor of Austria. Me was the ally of the 
Court of Spain, the friend of the Tsar and the patron of the King 
of Prussia. 

His attemjpt to force England to make peace by blackmailing her 
with a Baltic League—a using no Englishman would brook—bad 
now been defeated. Britons had proved to their satisfaction 
and every one else’s that Bonaparte could not beat them. But they 
seemed as far away as ever from liquidating the new regrouping of 
Europe he bad stabilised. The Dutch ports, which the Guards had 
sailed to protect in 1793, had been in French hands for more tlian 
six years; the Austrian Netherlands had been incorporated in 
France for even longer and had been twice formally renounced 
by the Austrian Government. The task of conquering the European 
mainland was as manifesdy beyond the English as that of conquer¬ 
ing the British Fleet was ueyond France. There was no common 
ground on which they could attack their adversary. And in the 
meantime they were ruining tliemselves by their refusal to listen 
to the First Consul’s apped for peace. By doing so they ran the 
risk of predpitating in their own country me same sodal cataclysm 
that lud plunged the Continent into misery and war. 

Such was the growing feeliim; an expression of war weariness 
which had mread even to the Fleet. “ Would to God that this war 
were happily concluded,” wrote Collingwood from his vigil off 
Brest, ” nothing good can ever happen to us short of peace." No 
longer was the first question when officers met, “ What news of the 
French? ”; it "was now, “ What prospect of peace? ”, Everywhere 
men and, above all women, were longing for an end to the inter¬ 
minable business of killing, hatred and sacrifice. It was only, 
perhaps, a mood, but it was become a very powerful one. ” Wearied 
out,” as Coleridge recorded, “ by overwhelming novelties; stunned 
by a series of strange explosions; sick of hope long delayed, and 
uncertain as to the real objects and motives of the wax fiom the 
rapid change and general failure of its ostensible objects and motives, 
the public mind had lost all its tone and elasticity. ... An unmanly 
impatience for peace became almost universal,” ^ 

A nation which had never had a very dear giasp of first prin¬ 
ciples had temporarily forgotten what it was fighting for. The 
changes of the European scene had been so dasezling, the exluustion 

r Friend, Section I, Essay 10. 
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of the war so great, tliat the British people were iu a state of be¬ 
wilderment. Again and again Pitt had told tliem they were con¬ 
tending for security, but, an empirical Englishman and not a 
philosopher like Burke, he had never made it clear in what their 
security consisted. They supposed that it had been achieved because 
tlie French Revolution had been Uquidated. They forgot that it 
was not the Terror and the red Cap of Liberty—the propagandist’s 
bogey—that had endangered Britain’s existence and her sober 
pbuosophy of law and Uberty, but the Revolutionary thesis diat 
there was no law but the untrammelled will of a single Party or 
Nation and the Revolutionary practice which threatened at the 
cannon’s moudi all who opposed that will. A people unversed in 
abstractions &iled to see But, though the First Consul had suc¬ 
ceeded the pitiless Tribunes of the mob, French claims and practice 
remained imchangcd. There was no law or morality in Europe but 
the will of the “ Great Nation *’ and its leader. There could oe no 
security for hlaertarian England in such a Europe. 

The Govemment fiiiled to make tliis clear. Addington was a 
weak, well-meaning, inexperienced mediocrity, litde given to 
examining, let alone enunciating fust principles. He was merely 
a stop-gap. His Cabinet of second-rate peers and sons of peers 
contained no one who commanded the slightest confidence except 
the sailor, St. Vincent. Such an Administration was incapable of 
controlling the new tide of public opinion. On the contrary, con¬ 
scious of its own weakness, it tried to anticipate it. In tbe dark 
days of the Baltic League when it first took ofiicc it had put out 
peace-feelers through Bonaparte’s agent in London, Monsieur 
Otto: an approach which the First Consul treated with contempt 
so long as he drought there was a chance of obtaining his ends by 
smashing instead of tricking Britain. And when Nelson’s and 
Abercroraby’s unexpected aoiievcmcnts and the death of the Tsar 
changed the fece of affiurs, the Cabinet resumed its overtures. 
Like good Mrs. Fremantle, it welcomed British victories chiefly 
because they made peace possible. 

For it could see no other end in them. To an unimaginative 
mind like Addington’s it now seemed impossible that Britain could 
win the war. The fete of the First and Second Coalitions had shown 
that though she could annihilate every fleet France and her alBes 
sent to sea and seize their colonies at will, she was powerless to 
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prevent the French armies from overrunnint^ die Continent. On 
the terra finna of the old world—^thc home of traditional civilisation 
—^Bonaparte with his forty million slaves and dupes could not be 
cliallcngcd. The balance of power had gone and the hegemony of 
France, against which Dutch William and Marlborough had fought, 
was become an established fact. There was no further point in 
struggling against it. Continental nations could not be saved in 
their own despite: in yielding they liad signed away dieir right to 
Britain’s protection. And perhaps it was better for the world that 
Europe, Eire France, after so much useless anarchy and destruction, 
.should pass under Bonaparte's strong, orderly, unifying rule. It 
would be good for trade and might conceivably make for ultimate 
progress. 

Material security, in fiict, whicli had formerly depended on 
waging war, now seemed to such rootless minds to depend cm 
making peace. A prolonged war always brings in its train of ex¬ 
haustion and unnatural sacrifice a feverish aftermath of material¬ 
istic longing. France experienced it under the Directory; Britain 
imder Addmgtou. A cant phrase—“ the blessings of peace ”—be¬ 
came much in vogue about this time. The nation, it was felt, 
having proved itself unconquerable and mven an unparalleled if 
useless example to the world, had earned a respite from alarm, 
starvation prices and liigh taxation. It could now reap the rich 
reward to which its manufacturing skill and commercial enterprise 
entitled it.^ 

In other words, mateiially-noindcd Englishmen were already 
anticipating tlic peaceful harvest of wealth and enmire which, was 
to fell to their children and children's children in the golden reign 
of Victoria, Even in the midst of war’s alarms their trade had 
passed all previous bounds and their dominion lud been enlarged, 
not only by their conquests fi:om France and her allies but by tiic« 
colonising and imperial activities elsewhere. In India the great 
State of Mysore bad passed under their beneficent control, and 
Lord Wellesley, by his procomular gifts, had already trantiformed 
and nearly doubled the territories ofthc ol^ East In^ Company. 
In Australia a new continent and in Canada a new half continent 
were quietly and imperceptibly entering upon the first stage of theic 

^ See Southey’s interesting summary of this view in his Lttters of StpritO^t 
I, 131. 
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wondrous march to imperial nationhood. The spectre of the 
Revolution militant having been exorcised, a race of shopkeepers 
could enter upon its peaceful and boundless heritage. 

On this basis, therefore, the Addington Government approached 
the First Consul and proposed a business deal. Its principle was to 
be that of uH possidetis. France was to keep her Continental con¬ 
quests, Britain her colonial, or at least the more important of tliem: 
Malta, Ceylon, Trinidad, Martinique and tlie Cape. The rest might 
be returned as die price of the restitution of Egypt to Britain’s afly, 
Turkey. In view of the fact that France had incorporated Belgium, 
Westphalia and Savoy and increased its European population to 
nearly three times' tmt of Britain, while establishing suzerainty 
over the adjoining Batavian, Cisalpine, Ligurian and Helvetic 
Republics, it seemed a reasonable enough proposal. 

But there was a dragon in the path. Bonaparte also wanted 
peace. But he wanted it only to gain the power to destroy England. 
So long as her fleets remained intact he could not achieve tne mastery 
of the world. So long as she maintained her merciless stranglehold 
on his ports, he could not even consolidate his power over France 
and her neighbours. The peoples of western Europe, deprived by 
the British blockade of colonial products and seaborne goods, were 
growing increasingly restive. iHogically they laid the blame, 
not on England but on the “ Great Nation.” Russia, Prussia and 
Austria were still formidable military Powers: a third Coalition 
and a general rising against France might reverse the decision of 
Marengo and Hohenlinden. Without a pause for commercial and 
industrial recovery the French people could not yet sustain sucli 
renewed war. More strained and exhausted than their island 
adversaries by an unbroken decade of revolution, anarchy and 
battle, they had raised Bonaparte to supreme power to give them 
peace. He was First Consul only for a term: his consoli^tion and 
continued lease of rule depended on his ability to fiilfil that promise. 
More quick victories on land would be useless, if he could not first 
end the interminable resistance of the British, Only when that 
bulldog grip was relaxed would the French people be able to re¬ 
cover the buoyant enthusiasm and vigour he needed of them for 
grander projects. 

After the Tsar’s death and Nelson’s shattering blow at Copen- 
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hagcn, Bonaparte knew that he could not, so long as the present 
war continued, destroy Britain at sea. No further naval combina¬ 
tion against her was possible for no other fleets anywhere remained. 
Since 1793 she had sunk, burnt and captured 8i sail of the line. 
187 frigates and 248 sloops. New navies could neither be built nor 
equipped while the ports and arsenals of France, Spain and Holland 
were blockaded and denied naval stores. Whereas the First Consul, 
for all his Continental victories, could do little more to injure 
Britain, every day that the contest condiiued weakened France’s 
commercial position and diminished her wealth and ultimate 
strength. Already she had lost her entire colonial empire except 
Guaddoupe and Mauritius: and these could be taken from her 
whenever the British chose to concentrate their military forces, now 
released by Bonaparte’s own conquests from continental commit¬ 
ments. The greater part of the rioi Dutch empire had passed into 
British hands. So had the more valuable of Spain’s remaining 
possessions in the West Indies. It was only a matter of time before 
the omnipresent islanders sciicd on the greatest prize of all: the 
restless Spanish colonies of South America- 

Bonapartc therefore did not reject the secret British peace over¬ 
tures. Like a good negotiator, he hid his eagerness and instructed 
Monsieur Otto to take a high line with the inexperienced Hawkes- 
bury. He was to insist that it ttos beneath the dignity of the Re¬ 
public to yield any of France’s pre-Revolutionary possessions, 
whether in Europe or overseas. Only on such terms, the British 
Government was to be informed, was peace obtainable. Neither of 
the chief protagonists could be expected to give up anything per¬ 
manently theirs. But if they chose to negotiate on the ttti possidetis 
principle for the conquered possessions of each other’s allies, that 
was another matter. 

Having established this basis of negotiation, the First Consul 
took immediate steps to increase his own bargainn^ power by 
attacking Britain’s remaining allies and protdgA. Wim the threat 
of a French Army of Occupation he forced Spain to invade Por¬ 
tugal and extort an abject surrender from the helpless court of 
Lisbon. In pursuance of his recent treaty rights with the terrified 
Kingdom of the Two Sicilies, be garrisoned Brindisi, Otranto and 
the ports of Calabria with French troops. He sent another force 
from the mainland to Elba to drive the British garrison from 
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Porto Fcrrajo. And be tightened his grip on tlic satclHtc RepubHcs 
at France’s gates, partiailarly Holland. From all, as from Portugal 
and Naples, British trade was rigidly excluded. For within the 
watery line which die British cruisers kept round his domuiion in 
western Europe Bonaparte could do as he chose. 

Meanwhile he made desperate eflEbrts to restore die situation in 
Egypt. For here Abercromby’s success tlireatencd to rob him of his 
most valuable card. Earlier attempts to send help by sea to the 
beleaguered French anny of the Orient had ended in the usual 
frustration. Admiral Crantheauinc’s escape from Brest at the cud of 
January liad merely proved the effectiveness of the British blockade. 
For so short were his sliips of naval stores diat only one of his seven 
battleships was seawordiy by the time they reached the Mediter¬ 
ranean. Widi their crews starving and in fags, they were forced to 
run for Toulon. Twice in the spring and early summer of i8oi 
Bonaparte’s wrath drove Gantheaumc again to sea, but each time 
with the same humiliating result. At me beginning of June the 
liarried Admiral almost succeeded in putting 4000 troops ashore at 
Dema to finish the last four hundred miles of their journey to 
Alexandria on foot. But even this desperate expedient—which must 
almost certainly have ended in a Western Desert tragedy—was 
forestalled by the appearance of British sails on the eastern horizon. 

Foiled, tlie First Consul tried again. During Ganthcaume’s race 
from Brest to the Mediterranean the British blockading squadrons 
had left their posts off Ferrol and Cadiz to pursue him. This en¬ 
abled Bonaparte to concentrate twelve Spanish ships of the line at 
Cadiz under a French Admiral, A further three from Ganthcaume’s 
Ul-fiited force were ordered to join them for a new attempt to pro¬ 
vision and reinforce Egypt. But before they could do so a British 
squadron under one or Nelson’s Nile captains—^Rear-Admiral Sir 
James Saumarez—had taken its station off the port. On June 21st, 
operating on interior lines, Saumarez with five battleships attacked 
the French division from Toulon in Algedras Bay as it waited for a 
chance to run the blockade of Cadiz. 

The attack feilcd, for the wind dropped while it was still only 
half-devdopcd. A British battleship, me Hannibal, ran aground, 
and, eaqiosed without support firom her wind-bound consorts to 
the Spanish shore-batteries, was forced to surrender. Paris ms^pi- 
fied me incident into a major naval victory. 
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But even before it liaJ. been announced, Britain in her terrible 
fury bad struck back. After five days working day and night to 
refit his ships, Saumarez sailed again on July latli, the entire popula¬ 
tion of Gibraltar turning out to cheer as the Admiral’s musicians 
sounded “ Heart of Oak,” and the massed bands of the garrison 
replied with “ Britons, strike home! ” That night the five British 
seventy-fours came up with nine French and Spanish sail of die 
liner, including fw'o ira-gun ships, who tv'crc slowly returning 
to Cadiz from Algcciras v/ith their prize. In the darkness and con¬ 
fusion the Spanish tlirec-deckers opened fire on each other and after 
a fratricidal duel blew up in a single awful ejcplosion with nearly 
2000 men. Meanwhile die French Antoine struck her flag to the 
Superb. The remainder of the Franco-Spanish force, badly damaged, 
fled next morning under the guns of Cadiz, leaving the victors, as 
Lord St. Vincent put it, " upon velvet." The fierce, unconquerable 
spirit of the British seamen was shown by the captives in the hold 
of the French FortnUable who, undismayed by the threats of tlicir 
jailers, at every broadside directed at their prison’s sides broke 
into triumphant cheers. 

In Egypt itself Bonaparte’s plans were equally awry. Early in 
May, General Hcly-Hutchinson, Abcrcromby’s successor, set out 
to cover the hundred miles fi:om Rosetta to Cairo. He had only 
5000 British troops and 4000 ill-disciplined Turks and he was 
without siege guns. But by June ayth he had received the surrender 
of the Egyptian capital together with more than 13,000 dispirited 
and homesick Frcndi soldiers and 320 caimom Other British forces 
from India, crossing the desert from the Red Sea port of Kosscir to 
Keneh and Thebes, overran Upper Egypt, while die remainder of 
the French army was closely invested in Alexandria. Twenty-four 
thousand veterans with more than 600 guns bad been routed at 
every point by an invading force with inferior numbers and equip¬ 
ment based on control of the sea. It was the most humiliating 
reverse to French arms on land since 1793. 

Everywhere that Bonaparte encountered the forces of Britain 
that spring and sununcr of 1801 he -was thwarted. Even the minute 
garrison of Porto Perrajo in a five months’ siege successfully defied 
6000 veterans supported by die entire resources of the Ecench 
army of Italy. But though unable to defeat his adversaries in. the 
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field, the cunning First Consul was more than a match for them 
in the Cabinet. While stubborn redcoats closed in on the despairing 
Republicans in the fly-blown, plague-stricken furnace of Lower 
Egypt and fierce Jack Tars poured their shattering broadsides into 
French and Spanish galleons, Bonaparte steadily manoeuvred Haw- 
kesbury and Addington from position to position. He wanted 
peace for the moment as mlich as diey; he needed it more. But 
Ids motives, being the exact opposite of theirs, gave him an enor¬ 
mous advantage. His object was to blackmail diem into yielding 
as many strategic and commercial vantage-points as possible for his 
next leap. Theirs was merely to secure the minimum essential to 
a rich country’s security. 

All, therefore, he had to do was to make them think that almost 
any price was worth paying for peace and quiet. Entering with 
uncanny precision into their innocent minds, he concentrated a 
bogus army of invasion on the Channel shores. He was under no 
illusions as to the feasibility of a successful crossing now that the 
Northern batdc-flects had been scattered. But he was at great pains 
to suggest that such a venture was imminent. The Paris news¬ 
papers, anxiously scanned by British politicians, were filled with 
boastful proclamations; the harbour works of Boulogne were 
enlarged and batteries erected along die coast firom the Garonne to 
the Scheldt to drive off British cruisers. An ordinance of July 12th 
divided the still largely legendary flotilla of invasion barges into 
nine divisions and posted all the artillerymen of the Armies of the 
Rhine and Maine to its gunboats. 

These Napoleonic feints served their purpose. A strong Govern¬ 
ment would either have suspended negotiadons until they had 
ceased or temporised while it gathered in new spoils overseas to 
ofi&et French threats in Europe. But that of Addin^n, like a 
rabbit in the presence of a boa-constrictor, became unable to tbinlr 

of anything but the intended invasion. Had it chosen, it could have 
snapped its fingers in Bonaparte’s fecc. Instead, a body of weU- 
mcaning, honourable but not very astute English gendemen 
swallowed the -wily Corsican’s line and kt him play it. It never 
seemed to occur to them that he was bluffing. Once more Volun¬ 
teers drilled on every village green and parade in Hype Park before 
their Sovereign. In July a secret circular was directed to District 
Commanders warning them on the imminence of a French descent; 
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Parson Woodforde in Norfolk attended a parish meeting to con¬ 
sider what was to be done in the event of an enemy landing. As 
with such overwhelming British superiority at sea a full-scale con¬ 
quest was hardly possible, the Cabinet decided—as the First Consul 
meant it to do—that a swift and ruinous raid on London was to be 
made at the Empire’s commercial heart. To his inexpressible dis¬ 
gust, Nelson, home from the Baltic, was appomted to the command 
of a miscellaneous force of light craft to guard the Channel. ‘When, 
pining for a quasi-domestic interlude ashore, he protested, the 
Prime Minister explained that nothing else could quiet the public 
mind. 

But once again when Bonaparte's boasted projects encountered 
tlie solid fret of British sea power, they proved wholly insubstantial. 
Nelson, after his initial disgust, threw himself with his innate 
enthusiasm into the task of defeating the French invasion plans, 
real or imaginary. On the assumption that a dying force of 40,000 
picked troops in 500 gunboats and barges would be used for a 
simultaneous landing in Kxnt and Essex, he worked out his usual 
minutely careful dispositions for dealing with them. His hope was 
to encounter Bonaparte in mid-ocean and make him " feel die 
bottom of the Goodwins.” Once at sea, the enemy was to be har¬ 
ried by every vessel under his command and allowed tto rest. " The 
moment th^ touch our coast, be it where it may," he otdered, 
" they are to be attacked by every man afloat and ashore.” 

Almost immediately die initiative in the Clianncl passed from 
France to England. With a young officer. Commander Parker, 
whom he had singled out for promotion in the Baltic, Nebon 
set in train plans for attacking the French flotilla in its own ports. 
On August 4th he bombarded Boulogne harbour for sixteen hours. 
Eleven nights later he resumed the attack with a force of fifty- 
seven boats. His object was to capture the enemy’s barges and tow 
them back to England. 

In this he was disappointed. The French shore-batteries, Latouche- 
Treville’s gtmboats moored off Boulogne pier, and above all die 
Channel tides and currents were too strong. The operation was 
technically a failure; forty-four lives, induding that of the gallant 
Puker, were lost to litde apparent purpose. But the event, by 
showing the impracticability of landing operations in the treacher¬ 
ous aM intricate water of the Cbann^ even when conducted by 
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only a few picked vessels under a superlarivc naval commander, 
removed all real fear of invasion. Nelson returned convinced of 
its impossibility. “ Tbe craft wliich I have seen,” he wrote, “ I do 
not think it possible to row to England; and sail they cannot.” ^ 

But by this time the First Consul had seatred all he could have 
hoped for when negotiations started. He had discovered that, once 
the slow-witted English had been brought to concede a point, they 
regarded themselves as unalterably bound by whatever subse¬ 
quently happened. Of tliis unaccountable and, as it seemed to his 
Italian mini childlike and pedantic affectation, he took full 
advantage. Nor was it difficult to obtain colonial concessions, 
one by one, from die English milords. For they were by now so 
obsessed with the supposed advantages of peace that they were 
reluctant to risk missing it by standing out for trifles. And unlike 
their predecessors, the new Ministers seemed to regard colonial 
possessions as trifles compared with Continental concessions. This 
naturally suited Bonaparte, who wanted colonies and could dispose 
of the Continent as he chose. 

For to such barndoor statesmen as Addington and Hawkesbury, 
Bonaparte’s latest faits aaomplis in Europe—the annexation of 
Piedmont, the ocaipation of the NcapoEtan ports, the subjection of 
Portugal and the re-Gallidsing of die Batavian Republic—seemed 
so vast and threatening that to obtain some modification of them 
tlicy were ready to sacrifice any number of remote colonial con¬ 
quests. Noblemen of the anciai rd^ime with minds that moved only 
in weU-wom grooves, they regarded Naples as &r more important 
than outlandish Cape Town and a petty German or Italian prin¬ 
cipality as worth all Canada. They did not share the imperial vision 
of Dundas or the new commerdal horizons of Pitt: theirs were 
bounded by the capitals and courts of eighteenth-century Europe: 
the narrow world of die past and not the oceanic world of the 
future. For a little transient ease and popularity they not only 
agreed to restore to France all her pre-war possessions—Martinique, 
St. Lucia and Tobago in the West Indies, her fiarts and factories 
in India, Goree and Senegal in Afitica, and the North Atlantic 
islands of Miq^uelon and St Pierre—but conceded, step by step, 
tbe return to dbe puppet Batavian Republic of the Cape of Good 
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Hope, Deinerara, Berbice, Essequibo, Suxiiiam, Curacoa, Malacca, 
Cocbin Cliina, Negapatam an'l die Spice Islands. Of Britain’s 
conquests from Holland diey retained only Ceylon and of those 
from Spain—^in deference to the City—Trinidad. In the Mediter¬ 
ranean tliey relinquished the List remaining fruits of Nelson’s vic¬ 
tories: Malta to die Knights of St. John, Minorca to Spain, and 
Elba to France. 

In return for all this Britain obtained from the Rrst Consul die 
restoration of Egypt to Turkey, a guarantee of Portuguese terri¬ 
torial integrity and a promise to withdraw the French garrisons 
from the south Italian pdlts. Tlic importance of the first concession 
was dvinndling dady as a result of Brirish triumphs in the desert, 
while the rest depended on Bonaparte’s good faith and readiness to 
refrain from future aggression. But on one point, at least, the 
Government had cause to be proud: the restitution which its pro¬ 
tection secured for its helpless allies. England might have asketf too 
Htde for herself but she liad not betrayed those who had trusted 
her: the character of the country, as Pitt said afterwards, remained 
on high ground. In the autumn of i8oi, for all her advcrsary'’s 
power, it is doubtful if her credit on the Continent had ever stood 
higber. In every country the English name was held in respect 
while the French were unrversaily detested for their spoliations.^ 

Such was the position reached by the middle of September—^a 
month after Nelson’s attempt on the Boulogne flotilla, Bonaparte, 
impressed by the almost limitless elasticity of the English mind 
wlicn in an appeasing mood as contrasted with its obstinacy in 
batde, was still standing out in the hope of further concessions, 
and the few in England who knew of the secret negotiations were 
g^rowing hourly more depressed. On September lytb, Lord Com- 
waUis, representing the view of a little minority of tired, dis¬ 
illusioned leaders of the older generation, wrote that he could sec 
no prospect of peace or of anything hopefuL “ Wc must, I am 
afraid,” he added, " lose many more good men in E^pt.” 

But on that very day Bonaparte, from his geogtaphim vantage- 
point in Paris, received news that his garrison at Alexandria was 
at its last gasp. Within a few weeks at the ontsidc the British 
Government and the world would Icam that France’s arms and 
prestige had received a shattering blow and that her chief con- 
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cession to England was become valueless. Unless the First Consul 
could conclude the negotiations at once, all he had gained might 
be lost. For all his bold front, peace for a time was essential to 
him: unlike the Bndsh Ministers who did not hve in Europe and 
feel its effects, he was only too conscious of tire power of the block¬ 
ade. Its continuance for another winter might ignite the whole 
Cononent. 

He showed no weakness. As on the field of battle, when things 
were going against him, he acted with speed and decision. He at 
once instructed Iris agent in London to conclude the preliminaries 
by October 2nd: before, tliat is, the British could receive news of 
dieir final triumplis in Egypt. Unless an armistice was signed by 
that date, he was to inform Hawkesbury that negotiations would 
be broken off. 

The bluff succeeded. As he had done so often before, Bonaparte 
snatched victory out of defeat. In its haste to retrieve the vanishing 
mirage of peace the Cabinet forgot every card in its hand: the 
blocbidc, the victories in Egypt, the imminent fall of Alexandria, 
the control of the Chamiel. It fell into the trap, grasping peace 
while it could. Vital points whicli were still unsettled it left, on a 
few vague verbal assurances from Monsieur Otto, to further dis¬ 
cussion after die cessation of hostilities. Nodiing could have suited 
Bonaparte’s purpose better. On the night of October ist, 1801, 
Hawkesbury signed the Preliminary Treaty. 

Next morning news arrived that the last French garrison in 
Egypt had b^im to negotiate a surrender. Simultaneously the 
announcement of a general armbtice was made to England in an 
Extraordinary Gazette. It came as an overwhelming surprise. 
In the popuhr joy and relief every other consideration was for¬ 
gotten. As mail coaches, decked with laurek, bore the tidings into 
market-towns and villages, cheering crowds filled the streets; at 
Torbay, where CoUin^ood was about to sail for Brest, his servant, 
running in as he sat at break&st, could only stammer out the ecstatic 
words: “ Peace! Peace! ” 

The general view was that die terms were as good as could be 
expected, and that no mere territorial gains could have been worth 
the continuance of the war. It was put by a London lady who 
wrote to a county corremondent of those wno found fault with the 
Treaty and said it Should have been better: “ I only say it sliould 
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have been sooner, yec better late than never! ” ^ For the moment 
the country did not feel dishonour or fear future danger: the 
victories of Nelson, Saumarez and Abcrcromby had made too deep 
an impression in men’s minds for that. Alone among the nations 
who had contended against France, Britain had lost nothir^; on 
the contrary she had increased her territories. The hungry mob, 
believing that peace spelt plenty, welcomed the envoy who brought 
Bonaparte’s ratification with hysterical delight: surrounded his 
carriage, took out the horses and draped it from Portman Square 
to Downing Street. Cheers were even given for the First Consul, 
whose picture was sold in the streets; by one of those bewildering 
transformations endemic to English pohdes, “ the Atheistical 
Usurper ” and “ Corsican Adventurer of yesterday became the 
“ Restorer of Public Order,” “ die August Hero ” and even—on 
one solitary inscription—“ the Saviour of die World.” * Nelson 
could not restrain his disgust at this ignorant exultation. ” There 
is no person rqoiccs more in the peace than I do,” he wrote, “ but 
I would sooner burst than let a damned Frenchman know it! ” 

Only a few refused to welcome a peace which their reason told 
them could not endure. The King, after reading the Preliminaries, 
lifted his hands and eyes to Hraven, heaved a sigh and thereafter 
kept silence on the matter.® Grenville and Windham, in their new 
fr^ora from official des, declared that Britain had "given up 
everything everywhere,” and described the Treaty as the death- 
warrant of the country. But tie official Opposition under Fox 
supported it, its most patriotic member, Sheridan, speaking of it 
as a peace “ which every man ought to be glad of but no man can 
be proud of.” It was defended in the Commons by Addington, 
Wiibcrforce and Pitt, and in the Lords by Hawkesbury, Nelson and 
St Vincent. Pitt argued that the security for which He had so long 
contended had been achieved, that the financial situation made 
peace necessary, and—on surer ground—that a period of rest had 
become indispensable to England. Though he regretted the loss 
of the Cape, he welcomed die retention of Trinid^ and Ceylon 
as permanent keys to the West and East Indies and the two most 
valuable acquisitions that could have been chosen. In the Lower 
House no Division was taken, and even in the Upper, where Grcn- 
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villc and Spencer stood out fiercely, the resolution approving the 
Treaty was carried by 114 votes to 10. The gift of peace seemed too 
precious after so many years of war and suiicring to be scrutinised 
over-closcly. 

But those who sup with the devil need a long spoon. It fell to 
the Government—as it deserved—to be the first to test die truth of 
this. After the official cessation of hostilities and tlie raising of 
the blockade on October 22nd, the preliminary Armistice had to be 
turned into a definitive Treaty of Peace. The questions left inde¬ 
terminate on Monsieur Otto’s verbal assurance in the elevendi- 
hour hurry to sign had now to be adjusted. There was die question 
of compensation to Britain’s proteges, the Prince of Orange and 
the King of Sardinia, the delimitation of the Newfoundland 
fisheries and the recognition by Spain and Holland of the retention 
of Trinidad and Ceylon. There were the provisions for securing 
the absolute independence of Malta and its guarantee by a third 
Power. Most important of all there was the negotiation of the 
commercial facilities on the Continent to which British merchants 
looked forward as the fruits of the peace for which their statesmen 
had sacrificed so much. Given the same good will and good faith 
on the French side as on die British, litde remained but a few for¬ 
malities. It was not anticipated that they would take long. 

The task of negotiating diem was entrusted to that most dis¬ 
tinguished soldier and proconsul, the Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland. 
The Marquis of Cornwallis had taken litde part in the war; he was 
a hero—^ii a somewhat tragic one—of an earlier contest. He had 
always been held in reserve as a national trump card to be played 
at supreme moments; in 1794 Pitt and Grenville hat^roposed him 
to the strangely unimpres^ Austrian General Stan as a possible 
Commandcr-in-Chief to save the First Coalition from disruption 
and defeat. Needless to say, he shared the Government’s views about 
the necessity for peace: American defeats, a decade of campaigning 
in India and his experiences at Dublin Casde bad made liirn at 
sixty-two a profound pessimist. He described himself in September, 
1801, as “ out of sorts, low-spirited and tired of everything.” ^ He 
was a great gendeman and a great patriot. But his vision of Eng¬ 
land’s place in the world derived not fimm the sunrise over Aboufir 
Bay hut ftom the melancholy twilight of Yorktown. 
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He set out for Paris on November 3rd, in order to be present, at 
the First Consul’s express -wish, at the Festival of Peace. The Festival 
turned out to be nothing but fireworks in the mud, and the French 
capital, to Cornwallis’s saddened eyes, a dreary place without society 
or bberty, the women largely whores and the men ill-looldng 
scoimdrels “ with the dress or mountebanks and the manners of 
assassins.” Almost at once he encountered difficulties. The First 
Consul, who gave him two brief audiences, was impatient, imperious 
and plainly unaccustomed to being contradicted. At the start he 
asked after the King’s health, spoke of the British nation with 
respect and declared that so long as the two peoples remained 
fnends there need be no interruption to the peace of Europe. 
But the moment Cornwallis raised the question of the retention 
of Tobago, whose planters were petitioning the Cabinet against 
a return to French rale, Bonaparte stigmatised the suggestion 
as scandalously dishonourable and indignantly refused to re¬ 
cognise the ooligation to refund the sums which the British 
Government had expended on the maintenance of French prison¬ 
ers and which it had offiered to cancel in exchange for the little 
island. 

For when it came to tying up the tmded ends of the Treaty and 
converting vcthal promises into formed agreements, Cornwallis 
found he could do nothing. The First Consul and his shameless 
Foreign Minister, Talleyrand, either blandly denied ever having 
made them or treated them as the occasion for new and outrageous 
French demands. Truth and honour were virtues unknown to 
them; nothing they said could he depended upon- Even Bona¬ 
parte’s brother, Joseph, who had a reputation in Paris for modera¬ 
tion and honesty, and who on the peace confoience’s removal to 
Amiens in December became the chief Republican negotiator, 
proved wholly unreliable. " I feel it,” Cornwallis complained, 
" as the most unpleasant circumstance attending this unpleasant 
business that, after I have obtained his acquiescence on any point, 
I can have no confiidence that it is finally settled and that he will 
not recede from it in omr next conversation.” ^ 

In any case Cornwallis’s hands were tied. For by concluding an 
armistice the Government had unloosed such a torrent of pent-up 
longing for peace that there was now no controlling it. In a nation 
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ruled by public opinion tbe discipline and united purpose of war 
cannot tx: maintained when war is over. A parliamentary country, 
by laying down its arms before it has won a complete victory, loses 
the power to bargain. However prudent or necessary it might now 
appear to the Cornet to insist on the performance of verbal pro¬ 
mises given before the preliminary Treaty, they could no longer 
enforce them by breaking off negotiations. The country would 
never have permitted an immediate renewal of the war, or even 
die threat or it, save under the most overwhelming and unmistak¬ 
able necessity. When France promptly took advantage of the cessa¬ 
tion of the blockade to fit out an enormous expedition, including 
twenty-two batdeships and 25,000 troops, to reconquer Santo 
Domingo from the negro Toussaint rOuverture, Britain could only 
feebly protest. The Admiralty could not even strengthen the West 
Indian Squadron, because seamen who had been pressed in time of 
war refused to serve abroad until the ships had been remanned by 
volunteers. 

The First Consul saw that the British Government was in a trap, 
and he acted accordingly. He refused all satisfection on matters 
not already fornoally conduded and instructed his brother to refuse 
even to discuss the aflfairs of Germany, Italy or Switzerland, “ All 
these subjects,” he wrote, “ are completely outside our delibera¬ 
tions wim England.” That country hao foohshly relaxed the 
blockade and made peace; its reward was to have the door of the 
Continent slammed in its &ce. Even its trade was not to be ad¬ 
mitted there: on this point Bonaparte now remained absolutely 
adamant. He announced lhat he would sooner have war than 
” illusory arrangements.” He had regained his own colonial empire 
and the fircedom of the seas, but his rival’s commerce was still to 
be excluded firom western Europe. 

Simultaneously he sought new strategic advantages for the day 
when he should be able to renew the war. At the end of the old 
year he put out a counter-project, amounting almost to a new 
treaty, claiming extended fishing rights in Newfoundland, the 
restoration of the fortifications of Pondicherry at British expense, 
an establishment in tbe Falkland Islands and the abolition of the 
right of salute at sea. In the same document, as though the matter 
were still open, he omitted all reference to Spanim and Dutch 
recognition of the cession of Trinidad and Ceylon and calmly pro- 
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posed to substitute the King of Naples for the Tsar of Russia as tlic 
guarantor of Malta. 

Cornwallis and Hawkesbury had the utmost difiiculty in resisting 
dicse claims. They were accompanied by every sort of trickery; 
the Spanish representative, when at last he was appointed, turned 
out to be a man who cither was or pretended to oc ill at Padua. 
The suggestion that the future inuMendcnce of Malta should 
depend solely on the weak Kingdom ofthe Two Sicilies would give 
France, with its prepondering influence over the smaller nations 
of the Continent, the power to betray Britain’s interests in the 
island at any moment. The difficulty was to get Bonaparte to see 
this or, at least, to admit that he saw it. Yet even while me negotia¬ 
tions were proceeding, he provided an illustration of what was 
likely to happen in the future. For after a visit to Lyons in January, 
1802, to meet the Deputies of the Cisalpine Republic, he calmly 
atmounced that he had accepted its supreme office under the style 
of President of the Italian B^public. Yet the independence of the 
Cisalpine, Ligurian, Helvetic and Batavian Republics had been one 
of the chief conditions of the Treaty of Lun^ville signed less than a 
year before. 

In this Bonaparte almost overreached himself, for the more in¬ 
formed part of the British public showed signs of strong resent¬ 
ment. ‘^The proceedings at Lyons,” wrote ifewkesbury to Corn¬ 
wallis on February lath, “ have created the greatest alarm in this 
country, and there are many persons who were pacifically disposed 
and who since this event are disirous of renewing the war,” ^ Even 
Hawkesbury expressed himself as shocked by the “inordinate 
ambition, the gross breach of ftith and the inclination to insult 
Europe ” shown hy the First Consul. Bui with the Powers pros¬ 
trating themselves at his ftet and the great mass of the British 
people still stubbornly set in its new mood of good-humoured 
indolence, there was little the Govetnment could do. As Coleridge 
put it,' “ any attempt to secure Italy, Holland and die German 
Empire would have been preprotcrous. The natton would have 
withdrawn all ftidh in die pacific intentions of the Ministers if 
the negotiations had been broken offi on a plea of this kind, £ot 
it had taken for granted the extreme desirableness, nay, the necessity 
of a peace; and this once admitted, there would have been an 
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absurdity in continuing the war for objects which the war fur¬ 
nished no means of reusing,” ^ 

Had It not been for tlie necessity of passing the annual estimates 
through Parliament and of knowing whether to budget for peace 
or war, it is doubtful whether Cornwallis would have ever com¬ 
pleted his mission. 

But on March 14th, when a decision could no longer be post¬ 
poned, the Government, roused by the First Consul’s perpetually 
rising demands, embodied the latest of them in a formal treaty 
which it instructed its plenipotentiary to present for immediate 
acceptance or rejection. If no answer was returned in eight days, 
he was to leave France. 

Yet, even after this, Bonaparte was able to wring a few small, 
final concessions from Cornwallis. For though the latter longed to 
be gone from Amiens and its dismal society, he remained acutely 
conscious of what he called “ the ruinous consequences of... re¬ 
newing a bloody and hopeless war.” Sooner than risk this, he took 
it upon himself to Addington’s subsequent intense relief to modify 
the tone of his instructions. And at three o’clock on the morning 
of March a5tli, after a five-hour midnight session, he brought his 
mission to an end and signed the Treaty, leaving the most important 
question—that of Malta—still indeterminate. The British forces 
were to be withdrawn within three months and their place taken 
for a further year by a Neapolitan contingent. The Order of St. 
John was to be reconstituted-—no one knew how—so as to be free 
firom external influence, and the island’s independence was to be 
guaranteed by the six major Powers, Britain, Prance, Russia, 
Austria, Prussia and Spain. The consent of the last four, however, 
had still to be obtained. “ Nothing surely can be worse,” wrote 
Pitt’s confidant, George Rose, “ thm loose stipulations in a treaty 
of peace that may occasion strife and ill-blood.’^ As another shrewd 
observer put it, the Treaty of Amiens bore the seeds of a just and 
durable war. 

But as the country had by now setded down to peace, tlie Govern¬ 
ment had no choice in the matter. It demanded a defiiiitive Treaty 
and was prepared to wait no longer for it.® Had Addington refused 
to give it, political power might well have passed to the pro- 
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Bonapartist Fox. The tliought temporarily silenced even the 
strongest opponents of appeasement. 

In April, 1802, London celebrated the official Proclamation of 
Peace. The general, unthinldng view was expressed by Southey’s 
landlady who, after struggling in the crowd till two in the morning 
in a vain attempt to see the illuminations outside the French Con¬ 
sulate in Portman Square, execrated all who disliked the Treaty, 
congratulated herself on the fell in the price of bread, hoped that 
Hollands gin and Frencli brandy would soon 611 too, and " spoke 
nndi complacency of Botiniprat.” ^ The crowd was prodigious, the 
principal streets as bright as day widi rows of candles blazing in all 
the windows in twin, interminable, tajpering lines of light, the 
fashionable gaming-houses in St. James s Street resplendent with 
lamp-lit crowns and patriotic inscriptions and transparent pictures 
“ emblematical of peace and plenty, ® And fer away in Grasmere, 
Dorothy Wordsworth by the lakeside watched the moon travelling 
through the silent skies, the stars growing and diminishii^ as the 
clouds passed before them- The sheep were sleeping and ^ things 
quiet. 

* •«•••*• 

A few weeks later Bonaparte received from his people the price 
of the setdement he had given them. By a plebiscite of three and 
a half millions to eight mousand thev affirmed that he should be 
Consul for life. From that day he called himself Napoleon. The 
era of the Cassars had returned to Europe. 

Yet the mastemiece of knavery and cunning by whidi the 
great Corsican had/ won his ends firom England laid the foundations 
of his own destruction. He had tricked the stubborn, stupid 
islanders, who did not know their own strength and the power of 
the terrible weapon their sea-captains had forged, into rela^g their 
stranglehold onhis ports and restoring his colonics. He had gaiiKd 
eighteen months to rcvictoal and rent the armed camp in which 
he chose to live, and with it twelve years of dominion and trium¬ 
phant wax. The sea vwnds with which France now filled her ex¬ 
hausted lungs fimned the distant camp-fires of AustciJitz, Jena and 
Fticdland, ; 
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For, through the ultimate justice of the moral law that governs 
die destinies of this world, Bonaparte had begun to defeat himself. 
He could have had his boasted New Order of European unity and 
progress had he chosen. Only one thing at that moment could 
have prevented it. That one thing the First Consul in his arrogance 
and reckless cynicism elected to do. By cheating and bullying 
the most confiding but stubborn folk in the world, he forged 
the weapon that was to destroy him. He united the British 
people as they had never been united before. He united them 
in a sii^le passionate resolve to put an end to him and all his 
purposes. 

Even as they rejoiced at the peace diey had made, they began 
to perceive instinctively that there was no peace. As is the way with 
a free country, the knowing few—and more especially those who 
were untrammelled by office and the still stronger bonds of loyalty 
and personal fiiendship—were the first to voice their protest at 
what Grenville called “ unnecessary and degrading concessions,” 
and Ganning the “ gross faults and omissions, the weakness and 
baseness and shuffling and stupidity of the Treaty.” But there was 
something more than Party feeling in the growing wave of criti¬ 
cism. Even Pitt, stiU flawless in his support of his old prot^gd, 
Addington, spoke strongly in fiivour of increased armaments at the 
VC17 moment that the negotiations were being concluded. "lam 
inclined to hope eveiwthing that is good,” he declared, " but I am 
bound to act as if I f^cd otherwise.” 

“ Peace, Sir, in a week and war in a month! ” was Malmesbury’s 
reply to the Duke of York’s request for the news when they met in 
the Park in March, 1802. When Addington moke of “ a genuine 
reconciliation between the two first nations or die world," Britain 
already knew in her heart that he lied. For there was no room for 
her firee spirit to exist beside the imperious, despotic philosophy 
that breathed on the other side of the Channel. 

The first to realise it after the dissentient Windhams and Gren¬ 
villes were the merchants whom Bonaparte had shut out of the 
Continent, If there had been no other feilure in the Treaty, this 
omission would have sufficed to prove his bad feith and to ensure 
Britain’s renewed hostility. For it robbed a trading people of the 
chief advantage they had promised themselves firom ^ peace. Its 
efects, at first confined to the ridi, were soon felt by the entire 
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nation, even by the ignorant multitude who had hailed the peace 
because it would bring cheap food and plenty. 

A stronger Government, and one doscr to the country's deeper 
feelings and historic destiny, would have known this from the 
first. Addington, ten years out of date, had mistaken war weariness 
for an expression of inability to wage war. As the sequal was to 
show, nothing could have been further firom the truth. He mis- 
luidcrstood the character of his countrymen. He preceded them 
where in the mood of the moment they fancied they wanted to go, 
instead of steeling them to stand firm in the place dictated by 
their own unalterable temperament. So long as despotic power 
reigned on the Continent, something in the English heart forbade 
Englishmen to test. It was a betrayal of that heart to let them think 
otherwise. 

Yet it may have been inevitable. Lack of social unity and the 
failure of the goveming class—so fit for rule in other ways—to give 
the nation guidance in the great internal revolution through which 
it was passing had weakened Britain’s war effort. So long as there 
was any shadow of doubt as to the nature of the Revolution mili¬ 
tant and the intentions of Bonaparte, the popular mind remained 
divided. The weak Administration ofAddington was the expression 
and price of that division: nations get the Government their fail¬ 
ings as well as their virtues earn. 

Bonaparte, like Hitler after Munich, resolved Britain’s dilemma. 
His actions—^unmistakable in their intent—^were to restore to the 
British people “ popular enthusiasm, national unanimity and sim¬ 
plicity of object . , , attaching to fhe right objects and enlisting 
under their proper barmen the scorn and hatiw of slavery, die S'on for freedom, the high thoughts and feelings ” ^ which were 

birthright and which hound them to the great names of their 
own past: to Milton and Hampden, to Latimer, Falkland, and 
Sidney and the reeds at Runnymede. After the licst Consul had 
betrayed the peace, had trodden down every remaining libetw in 
western Europe and, scorning his own promises, had insulted, 
threatened and cheated the only people save the Russians who had 
never flinched before him in the field, no Briton was ready to trust 
his word again or to believe that peijured France had anything 
better to oficr mankind than had his own imperfect but dear 
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country. The Peace of Amiens deserved the name of peace, wrote 
Coleridge, because it gave unanimity at home and reconciled Eng- 
hshmen with one another. The young rebels of yesterday became 
the patriots of to-morrow, bringing to the embattled cause of free¬ 
dom a passion and fire unknown in the earlier years of grim en¬ 
durance. Henceforward the British people were to follow and 
deserve great leaders: Pitt and Fox, Nelson and Wellington, Col- 
lingwood, Moore and Cornwallis, Castlercagh, Pcrcevsd and 
Camiing. In the final stage of their victorious struggle against 
despotism, Wordsworth and Scott were to be their poets, and 
Soutliey and Coleridge their pliilosophers 



EPILOGUE 

Light Out of the Past 

“ Yet now,” said Mr. Valiant-for-Truth, ” I do not repent me 
of all the trouble I have been at to arrive where I am.” After nme 
years of harsh, unremitting war England had achieved parity wi^ 
her adversary, made peace with her under a misconceptioa and 
found, in the hour of making it, that there was no peace. 

As always, she bad started to fight at a disadvantage. Our 
ancestors in 1793 were as unprepared for war as we in 1939. They 
were handicapped by all the defects of their libertarian virtues and 
institutions: by Party divisions, long-ir^rained commercial habits. 
Treasury pedantry and incorrigible amateurishness. Their politi¬ 
cians, being more used to compromises than decisions, were ill- 
fitted to choose between rival courses: to mate that option of 
difficulties which Wolfe defined as the problem of war. Having 
far-flung commitments and inadequate forces, they were weak at 
every point and strong at none. They left the initiative to the 
enemy and were unable to regain it Their one asset was their 
courage. In the face of repeated disappointment and disaster 
they mowed, in common with the people they led, an astonishing 
resilience. 

Such statesmen, like the British leaders of 1939, feiled to gra^ 
the strength and speed of the forces they had challenged. Facing 
men who were using a new dynamic of power to dominate the 
world, they put their trust in a victory based on finandal resources. 
They forgot that the symbols of past commercial activity—fiivour- 
ablc trade returns, accumulated bank balances and credits—could 
not avail on the battlefield. Economic like military strength is not 
the cause of human achievement but the result. It is not weapons 
which decide wars in the end but men, for it is men who make the 
weapons and then marshal and use them. 

For all their apparent bankruptcy, the Jacobins enjoyed an 
enthusiasm and coh«ion unknown to their op^nents. They fidt 
that they were fighting for a way of life whicn ofleted them and 
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their children a dignity and usefulness more in keeping with the 
eternal needs of human nature than the old dispensation. When, 
operating from interior lines under young and revolutionary 
leaders, uiey struck with concentrated force at the Allies’ defensive 
cordons, the slow and confused sitzkrieg of the first year was suc¬ 
ceeded by a lightning war of movement, terror and calamity. 
The monarchic^ States of the ancien regime proved no match in 
batde for the vigour and fimatic unity of Revolutionary France. 
They were routed by their own slackness, ineffideucy and selfish 
divisions almost before a shot had been fired. 

As in 1940, Britain was driven back to her last line of resistance, 
the sea. Her expeditionary force, deserted by its allies, was expelled 
from the Continent, the Banks of her trade routes exposed to attack 
and the ports of Western Europe closed to her ships. Her people 
suffered a food short^e as grave but frr less cqudly borne than 
in the present war. Even her vaunted finandal system came within 
a few hours of bankruptcy. 

But those who thou^t that Britain was defeated were proved 
wrong. In adversity her real strength became apparent. It Jay not 
in her gossamer web of trade and usury and amorphous commerdal 
empire—as the Jacobins, like their Nazi prototypes, supposed— 
but in the character of her people. Against that rodt the waves 
of conquest broke in vain. In the hour of danger our ancestors 
closed their ranks. They made many mistakes but they never 
bowed under the consequences. They learnt from them and went 
on. 

By 1797 they Lad discovered where their strength resided. 
Forced by adverse circumstances to concentrate on the sea, they 
made the destjnetion of the enemy’s naval power their first obi- e‘ re. In doing so they reaped the advantage geography and 

ry had given them. They learnt what Raleigh and Pepys, 
Ckomwell and Chatham had taught by precept and example: that 
an island Power wastes and dissipates its strength unless it controls 
the sea. Only by an absolute command of the ocean trade routes— 
such as to-day involves mastery of the air above as much as of the 
sea itself—could Britain secure her shores, obtain the sinews of war 
and sustain her allies. Without it her armies wore mere immo¬ 
bilised ^ectators of Ccmtinental batdes like the Qullo4en on her 
shoal at the Nile> 
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By putting first things first this country, within eighteen months 
of the fall of her last ally and the naval mutinies that marked her 
nadir, established a command of the sea so complete that, so long as 
she retained it and fought on, defeat was impossible. Discarcung 
seniority-encrusted Admirals who used sea-power as a defensive 
weapon till it all hut broke in their hands, she evolved under younger 
and more daring leaders a new offensive technique. Cape St. 
Vincent, Camperdown, the Nile and Copenhagen not only saved 
her from destruction but placed an unborn century of human 
destiny in her hands. It was then decided that Pitt's—and Jeremy 
Bentham's—England and not France's New Order was to shape the 
human fiiture. Henceforward the seas remained a ring of steel 
round the tyrant’s conquests. He had to break it or perii. 

But the colleagues of Pitt and Addington did not yet realise it. 
They had saved England; they had yet to Icam how to save Europe. 
Though Nelson’s glorious counter-attack and Kussian victories 
awoke universal hopes of a second fiont, the army which Britain 
had raised behind the shelter of her fleets struck too late and too 
from the main theatre of war to break an enemy acting on iuttrior 
lines. Its troops were insufBciendy trained in the new warferc and 
its commanders so oppressed by their own difficulties that they 
forgot those of their enemies. Instead of pushing boldly on and 
puaTrhmg' victory, they consolidated minor gains while die odds 
against them hardened. "When a few months later Bonaparte 
smashed Austria at Marengo, Britain, having shot her bolt, re¬ 
mained a helpless spectator of events on land. By her sea offensive 
she had enclosed the armed Jacobin in a cage. She had still to find 
out how to enter it and destroy him- 

Discouraged by that failure and the colla^ for the second time 
of all her allies, Britain relaxed her stranglehold. When out of 
necessity she resumed it, she did so without seeing any rational way 
of destroying the titanic power she had challen^d. Tune had still 
to teach her that, so long as she kept the sea routes closed to the 
conqueror, his New Order was denied the means of enduring life, 
while her own growing industrial strength, firedy nourished 
through those same watety channels, could become, like thm: of 
America to-day, a potent force for liberating Europe. She h^ still 
to learn, too, how a British army, based on the sea and enjoying 
perfect freedom of movement, could exert an inducnce out of all 
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proportion to its size ^ and could prove to an enslaved and restless 
Continent diat the Grand Arm^e was not invincible. 

Yet military prowess alone could scarcely liave conquered 
Napoleon’s Frmcc. It needed a human agency with its own super¬ 
lative efficiency even to resist it. Only one with a greater spiritual 
force could break it. After Nelson’s victories and the resumption of 
war Britain, having repaired her early defects and omissions, faced 
France at last on sometbing approaching equal terms. The struggle 
then became a contest not merely between physical forces but 
between rival principles. 

Tliat of Jacobin and Napoleonic France had one ineradicable 
weakness. With all its immense vitaUty and mihtary virtue and 
efficiency, it tended to worship itself. It lacked humility and there¬ 
fore understanding of the laws that ultimately govern the universe. 
Even at the outset the Revolutionary effort was impaired by human 
failings. The besetting vices of the men who set out to build a new 
heaven and earth in a day were impatience and arrogance. The 
resulting lack of discipline brought them into trouble as soon as 
they encountered an orderly and cohesive people like the British. 
The fleets which put out of Brest and Toulon with wild boasts and 
unharnessed enthusiasms were no match for the patient, hard- 
trained men who sailed under the " meteor flag of England.” 

But the vitality which sprang ftom the new philosophy of 
freedom gave the French people the honesty and vigour to correct 
these early faults. They learnt the first lessons of the harsh school 
of war more quickly ti^ their foes. They subjected themselves to 
discipline to achieve unity. Yet here again mey fell into moral 
errors which impaired their victories. In their impatience for 
victory they condoned cruelty and injustice. Because of this, the 
Terror which united France ended by dividing her. 

Ftom the worst frenzies of hatred and fear and their corrupt 
reaction the young Napoleon rescued Revolutionary France. He 
ended the persecution of party by party, annulled the proscription 
of religion and stemmed the ugly internal flow of blood. Yet, 
though as a result he shattered France’s enemies, the fatal flaw in 

1 Ab army supported by an invincible navy possess a strength which is 
out of all proportion to its size.”—G. F. R. Hoiderson, The Science of War, 
z6. 
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die Revolution remained: that human reason was divine and that 
the sum total of human reason, as expressed either by the majority 
vote of an assembly or by some other man-made device for testing 
the aggregate will, was divine too. Having seen the divinity of 
majority rule culminate in the Terror, France substituted the rule 
of a single national representative. But the belief persisted t>iar 
the aggregate reason of the nation and, therefore, of its represen¬ 
tative, was above moral law. 

The folly of this assumption lay in the 6ilure to see that, though 
human reason may part^e of the divine, human nature, through 
which reason has to operate, is perpetually vitiated by &ult5 of 
passion and selfishness which blind and distort it. Napoleon, like 
Robespierre and the Terrorists before him and Hider and Mussolini 
since, came to believe that what he wanted as a feUible man was 
synonymous with the promptings of his divine and infclliblc 
reason: in other words, mat he was not liable to error. He not only 
supposed that what he wanted was right but that he was bound— 
so long as he wanted it enough—to get it The greater his triumphs, 
the more deeply he fcU into this insane error. 

• ••*«*t* 

In tie course of a century of misplaced endeavour liat industrious, 
intelligent but obtusely pedantic race, tie northern Germans, built 
a similar thesis around a study of the Revolutionary and Napoleonic 
wars. The Prussian general and historian, CkuMwitz, basing his 
judgment on Napolron’s practice, applied to the new national 
States of tie nineteenth century the maxim that a nadon can achieve 
whatever it fights for irrespective of the morality of its object. 
The extent of bis blindness is illnstratcd^ a sentence of one of his 
pupils, Field-Marshal Von der Goltz. “ The statesman who, know¬ 
ing his instrument to he ready and seeing war inevitahle, hesitates to 
strike first is guilty of a crime against his country.” But what, one 
asks, recalling August, 1914, if me blow outrages the conscience of 
marikind atirf rouses in opponoits spiritual forces more tenacioos 
than the *’ will to victory of the aggressor? For this is what the 
practice of Von der Goltz’s tesst achieved when the German General 
StafiF marched into Bdrinm in defiance of treaty oUigatioos and 
human decency. And me icsult was not the triumph of Gennanv 
but her eclipse. She was indeed stabbed in the back, as Hitler said, 
but not by profiteers and defeatists in 1918 but by her own states- 
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men in 1914. It is not the first impact which decides wars but the 
last. It is not the United States wliich will suffer most from Japanese 
treachery at Pearl Harbour but the people of Japan. It is not Poland 
and Norway, Holland, Belgium and Russia wliicb will be the final 
victims of Hitler s conceptions of blitzkrieg but the people of 
Germany. 

For what dausewitz failed to sec was that the qualities needed 
to achieve victory derive firom moral laws which exist indepen¬ 
dently of human will and lust. A self-centred man or nation, how¬ 
ever efficient in the short tun, must fiul in the long, for its balance 
is in the wrong place. The England of Pitt and Wellington rested 
on a justcr and more enduring base than the France of Robespierre 
and Napoleon. The Great Nation, whose military and totalitarian 
virtues Clausewitz held out as an example to his countrymen, was 
defeated in the end by a nation with a far smaller population. He 
overlooked the mote enduring strength of a people who sub¬ 
ordinated sclf-wiU to the decencies of the human conscience. It 
never seemed to occur to him that there were any such decencies. 

For in the light of our own apocalyptic experience, we can see 
that Britain’s supreme asset was the innate respect of her people 
for moral law. Despite many shortcomings, neither they nor their 
leaders were capable of substituting for the rule of individual 
conscience the monstrous abstractions of the aggregate mind. 
Incapable of Napoleon’s activity and genius, they were equally 
incapable of his immorality and ultimately insane mistakes. For 
initim complacency, refusd to plan ahead, mental and moral 
laziness they paid dsai. Unhampered by Irish resentment, the evils 
of unregulatM enclosure and industrialism and the greed and 
sloth (hd battened on the Slave Trade, they might have defeated 
the armed Jacobin in 1799 or even earlier. But as, learning firom 
reverses, they corrected their grosser mistakes, two things emerged: 
the slowly growing moral stature of Britain an^ the dwinming 
strength of France. An infidel dictator might act as though he were 
above moral law and therefore in&Uible; a Ghtistian people could 
not. Acknowledging 

" Laws that lay under heaven’s ban 
All prindplca of action that transcend 
The sacred limits of humanity ”, 
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they waged war in conformity with the dictates of die individual 
conscience and individual common sense. Theirs was that saving 
humility and wisdom called by the Hebrew seers “ the fear of the 
Lord ” and by the old Greeks justice. “ Upon the morality of 
Britain,” wrote Ckileridge, “ depends the safety of Britain.” Not 
only her safety, he might have added, but the triumph of her cause. 
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Oglio, R., 233. 
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Otto, L., 336, 384. 
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Oulart, 363. 
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Paget, CoL (later Gen. Sir) Edw., 355, 
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Paget. Col. Ld. (later E. of Uxbridge), 
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Paine, Tom, 75,88 ; critidsm of Burke’s 

R^ections, 58, 60; Rights qf Man, 60, 
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Fakcnbam, Capt. (later Adm. Sir) T., 
201. 

Palatinate, The, 123, laS, 169 
Palermo, 396, 305, 
Palmer, Thos., iti. 
Paoli, ^cal, I16. 
Papal States, 223, 386, 293, ui. 
Pails; storming of Boswe, 36-7, 48; 

hunger, 47; King brought to, 49; 
attack on Tuileries, 73; September 
Massacres, 73; thrrats to, 73, 100; 
the “Red Mass,” 79^80, no; Then- 
midor, 129; Vendemialre, 166; Fruc- 
tidor, 235; under Directory, i^; 
Malmesbury in, 183-4; ComuralUs 
in, 387. 

Parker, Com. Ed., 381. 
Porker, Adm Sir Hyde, 356-366. 
Parker, Richard, 214-20. 
Parma, 173. 
Fossaro, uipe, 2te. 
Paul of Russia, Tsar, 258, 286, 309, 331, 

34a, 348, 360, 366. 
Pavia, iw, 236. 372. 
Peel, Sir Robt., 343. 
Pell^, Capt. Sir Ed. (later Ld. Ex¬ 

mouth), 188-90, 304 
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Penrith, 142. 
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Persia, 342, 349. 
Perth, 142. 
Philypeaux, Col. 300, 304. 
Philipsburg, 337. 
Phillip, Capt. (later Vice-Adm) A., at. 
Piacenza, 173. 
Piave, 40. 
Pichegru, (^., lao, 128, 131-2, 169, 
Ficton, l^j. (irfterwards Gen. Sir) Th., 

138. 
Piedmont (Sardima), 74, lot, 109, iii-a, 

169-71, 309, 329; blocked out of war, 
172; monarchy overthrown, 293. 

Pigott, Maj.-Gen., 331. 
FUlnitz, Deck of, 64. 
Pisa, 203. 
Pitt, Wm., 26,50,90,130,180; character 

and early career, 54-5, 75-6,^ 157-8; 
policy m appeasement, 55, 03-4, 66-7, 
70, 75, 82, takes stand on law, 79, 
84-5, 87; attitude to Revolution, 54-5, 
6^, 75-6, 114-5, 1^, 160.1, 237, 372; 
war aims, 87, 374; iraorance of war, 
94*5> 113) bwef in financial vic¬ 
tory, 92,144,146,163,171; optimism, 
102, 107-8, 111-2, 114-5, 117, 191, 231, 
290, 31a, 317, 327-8; resolution, 107, 
128, 136, 140, 178-9, 185, 209, 222, 26I 
343, 370; enlarges bottom, 137; fiscal 
policy, 144-7,194, 241-3, 292, 2j^ 343; 
scheme for social reform, 157-9; 
popularity, 155,196-7,352; duel, 263-4; 
peace overtures, 170-1, 180-a, 231-i 
236; launches counter-ofiPensive, 240-2, 
250, 253, 258-60, 292, 297-8, 348-9; 
Irish policy, 225-7, 350-2; resigns, 
252-4, 359; defendi Peace of Amiens, 
385; spe^es quoted, 66, 84-5, loa, 
114-5, 129,136,140,158,160. 185, 223, 
237, 240, 253-4, 292, 327, 370. 

Plymouth, rai 213-4, 347. 37i* 
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Po, R., 173. 
Poland, 63-5, 7*174. 82, 95, 125, i6t. 
Foie, Rear-Adm (later Adm Sir) G., 208, 
Pondicherry, 112, 184 n., 236, 3M. 
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19. 3^. <53. 7'. 9S. “I. i3fi, 343-3.3^3. 
366; m 1st Coalition, 64-5, 71-4, 84, 
95, 99, 111, 128, 130; betrays allies, 
133, 134; intrigues -with France, 180, 
a~. 3°8, 345- 

Puerto Rico, 191, 331, 
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Bastadt, Cemgress of, 243,358; massacre, 
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Raz du Sein, 187-8, 305, 346. 
Red Sea, 308, 349, 379. 
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Rhine, R., 66,130,13a, 178,180,184,336, 

300. 309. 3^. 
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Richmond, D. of, 93, 132, 144. 
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Ripon, 146. 
Riou, Capt. Ed., 365. 
Robe^ierre, Mwumilien, renounces con¬ 

quest, 63, 70, 79! Terror, 104-5, 
114, 122, laS, 173; guillotined, 139. 

Robinson, Henry C^bb, 335, 354, 
Rochefort, 117, 170,224. 
Rodicfoucaulo, Comte de la, 6,10,33 a., 

29 R. 
Rochester, 92. 
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Rome, 40,193, 355, a6o 293. 
Romilly, Sir S., 74. 
Romnqr, Geo., 25, 
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Rosetta, 282, 285, 369, 379. 
Roui-n, 245. 
RouLssrau, J.-J., 46, 88. 
Roussillon, 101, 107. 
Rowlandson, T., 25. 
Rutfo, Cardinal, 302. 
Russia, 38, 41, 63-s, 70, 74, 160, 181-2, 

224, 339; m 2nd (aialition, 286, 292, 
29M, 301, 303, 307, 308-11, 320-5; 
withdraws froiit war, 329-31, 335; 
League of Armed Neutrals, 325, 341, 
345, 348-9, 360, 365.6; cliaracttr of 
soldiers, 301, 319-30, 325-6. 

Rydale, 344. 
Rye, 74. 

Saldhana Bay, 166. 
St. Helena, 166. 
St. Helens, 189, 211-2, 214, 240. 
St. Hdens, Loid, 84 n. 
St. Just, A., to6,128. 
St. Lucia. 117,236, 382. 
St. Marcou, 353. 

I St. Neots, 150. 
i St Petersburg, 360. 
I St. Pierre, 336,38a, 
St Vincent, 138. 
St Vincent, C., 196-9. 
Sambre, R., I19-20, 126. 
San Fiorenzo, 116,183. 
.San Pietro, 367. 
Santa Cruz, 233. 
San Sebastian, C., 306, 
Santo Domingo, 49, 59, 67, 176, 236; 

British ezp^tton to, 83, iia, 167; 
evacuatioii, 308; Honapaite’s attempt 
to reconquer, 3^ 

Sanmarez, Capt Sir J. (later Adm. Ld,), 
*73. *76, 3^ 

Savoy, 74. 170, 236, 309. 
Scheldt, R., 77-8, 87, 120, 128. 
Sebfrer, O^, 168, 301. 
Scotland, ai, a8a; culture, 25; unrest, 

7S. lii. *541 threats to invade, 137; 
war effort, 346; coura^^ of soldiers, 
216,356,368; contribution to national 
leadership, at 93.9?, *13. iHJ+'S- 

Scott, Walter (latex Sir}, as, 337- 
Sedan, 72. 
Senogd, 382. 
Seringapatam, 302-3. 
Sheerness, 215-7, 330. 
SheflBdd, 6i, 77,152. 
Shelley, P. B., 25. 
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Sheridan, R B , 69, 81, 160, 192, 20i, 223, 

337. 38s 
Slups, names ot [(D)= Danish, (1 )= 

1 reach, (S )=:Spinish)J, Adamant, 
216, Ale\and(r, 267-8, 273-6, 278, 
281-2, Agammtmnon,ii6,\2Vi, Antoine 
(1'), 379. Aiqonaut, 243, Audacious, 
273, 280, JBaiJkur, 197, BtUeiopkon, 
275, 280-1, £ilkquttt\, 238, Bounlq, 
204, Biiinsaicl, 124, Ca ha (F), 138, 
Cambiidge, 214, taptain, 197, 199, 
Conqueiant (I ), 280, Cidloden 198, 275, 
278, 281, 396, Danntbioqe (D), 36}, 
Defence, 275, Dioits de I’Homme (F), 
190, Ldgar, 20^4, 209 n , Elephant, 
362, 36(1 Excellent, 199, Formidable 
ff), 379, iVanl/in (F), 282, Fratemite 
(F), 188^, GariMt, 371, Oeucreux (F ), 
383,338, Goliath, 198,27s, 277-80,282, 
Guerner fl ) 280, Guillaume Ten (1 ), 
283, 338; Haunt bal, 378, llermotie, 
231, /feireiue (F ), 280, Indejaiigable, 
188, Leandtr, 268, 286, Leonid, 220, 
London, 363, Matestu, 380, 283, 
Marlborough, 230; Mereure (1 ), 380, 
J/iflofizur,275,280, Monarch, 264, Mon¬ 
tague (F ), 124, Mititne, 367, 2^, 387, 
290, Orient (I ), 277, 280-3, 289, Olton, 
373, 275-6, 280, Prince, 124, Prmctpe 
de Astanai (3), 198, Queen Chailolte, 
124, 2<n-8, aio, 218; Repulse, 220, 
Ra^al George, 213, Riuieu, 364, St 
George, 358, 362, Sandwich, 315, 330, 
230, San Joseph (3), 199, 200, San 
Micolar (S), 199, Santtsnma Trinidad 
ffi), in 199, Seahorse, 331, Spartiaie 
(F), 280, Superb, yjg, 5toi/toire, 275-6, 
378, 281-3, Theseus, 230, af k, 280, 
3&»-3, Timoleon (F), 383, Toruiant 
(F), 280, Vanguard, 267, xjj, 280, 283, 
287, Venerable, 3l6, 338, Vengeui (F ), 
124-5, Victory, 175, 198, 300, Iftn- 
chelsea, 311, Zealous, 275, 277-8, 280 

Shirley, 36 
SictUs, Kingdom of Two, 75,115,135-6, 

331, 369, 37a, 285-9, 305, w 
Coahtion, 102, 109, iii; supplies 
Nelson’s Fleet, 368, 374-5; uii^es 
Papal States, 393, French occupy 
Naplea, 393-4, rcconqucst of, 303, 
Calabnan ports occupied by French, 
346. 

Sierra Leone, 137 
Siiyes, Lmminuel-Joseph, 171, 3>i, 330, 

33S- 
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Sinclair, Sii John, 240 
Skiw, The, 358 
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Smith, Adam, 25, 144-5 
Smith, Capt (litu Vicc-\dm Sii) 

Sidney, iii, 130, 25B, 32S, 356, toils 
Bonipirtc at Aut, 299, 304-5, sp. Stoves Convention ot 11 Arish, 336 

o factoiy, 23 
Souham, Gen , loo-i, 300 
Soult, Gim, 300 
Sound, The, 342, 358, i6o-I 
South Amciica, by, 167, 340 
Southampton, 108, 161-5 
Southey, Robtit, 27,191, 375 11,391, 394. 
Spam, 38, 40, 67, US, 201, 232, 335, 334, 

m ist Coalition, 101-2,107-8,110, aban¬ 
dons, 133, 135-6, 161, 165, ambitions, 
176-8, 180, deelates war on England, 
183, state of navy, 182, defeats, 191, 
196-200, Biitom tiics to knock out of 
svar, 339, wai weanness, 359, 305, 
339, courteous exchanges, 205, 233 n, 
359 n, 306, 339, lieaty of San ude- 
fonso, 34D, invades Poitugal, 340,377; 
at Peace of Amiens, 386, 388 

Spcenhamland, 149,158 
Spencer, Earl, 152,201,233 a, 238, aM », 

252, 268, 370, 399-300, 349, 358, Fust 
Lord, 137, 137, character, 137, 208-9; 
contends with Mutiny, 209-11, 316, 
322, sends Ileet back to M^iter- 
lonean, a;8-6o; resigns, 353, attacks 
Peace of Amiens, 386 

bpencer. Lady, 210, 288, 290 
Speyci, 74. 
Spitheod, 34, 119, 188, mutiny at, 

206-13,231. 
Stafford, Ld, 4 
Stanhope, Earl, 152 
Staihcmberg, ftinct, 258 
Stewart, Dugald, 25 
Stcwait, Dugald, Mia. 4 n 
Stockach, 300 
Stofflet, N, 163 
Stowe, 5 
Stuart, Lt-Gen Hon Sii James, in 

Corsica, J16-7, m Portugal, 259; 
captures Mmorca, 294-5, organises 
defence of Sialy, 296, pleads for a 
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resigns, 330; death, 331, 369. 

Stuart, Maj.-Gcn. James, 160, 301. 
Stubbs, Geo., 25. 
Suabia, 179. 
Suetcr, Tom, 32. 
Suez, 257, afil, 270 n., 299. 
Surinam, 383. 
Suvorof, Marshal, 192, 312; character, 

301; victories, 301, 303, 307, 309, 317, 
335^. 

S-vronboume, 371. 
Stveden, 115; makes peace tvith France, 

13s; joins League of Armed Neutrals, 
341-a, 348. 359. 3^1. 3<SS- 

Swilly, Lough, 291. 
Switzerland, 102-3, “S. 3®®. 3®7» 3®9i 

31a; French invade, 255, 297; Hel¬ 
vetic Republic, 255, 38^. 

Syracuse, 274, 290. 
Syria, 273, 2^, 354; Bonaparte invades, 

300. 304- 

Tagus, R., 196, 259. 
TaUeyTand-P4rigord, C.-M. de, 44, 66-7, 

82, 234, 243, 237, 286, 329, 340. 
Tallien, 129, 169. 
Tallien, The^a, 169,244. 
Tandy, Napper, 229,2^. 
Tate, Col., 192. 
Tenerife, 331; attack on, 233. 
Totel, 2O0| captured by French, 133; 

British blockade, 191, 213, axt-d, 322, 
224, 231, 313-4; capture Dutch sqiud- 
ron at, 314. 

Thdwall, J., 152. 
Thoiuirs, Capt. D., 279. 
Thugut, Baron Franz, 126,181,258,298, 

307. 335. 345- 
Thurlow, Lord, 3a 
•ncmey, Geo., 263, 
7t»KJ, Thet, 148,153 »., 361, 291. 
Tippoo S^ib, Saltan of Mysore, in¬ 

trigues 'with French, 257-8,201,270 s,, 
299; territories invaded, 302-3. 

Tobago, 112, 236, 382, 387. 
Tone, Wolfe, 312 n.; organises United 

Irishmen, 68, 229; in France, 184-6, 
244; off Irish coast, 189; in Holland, 
337; captured, 289. 

Todke, Home, 153. 
Torbay, 119, 190, 312,347, 3^ ^ 
Toulon, 187, 23a, 306; ju British hands, 

107-8; eVBLCuateo, iii, 112; blodadcd. 
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116, 138, 169, 27s 338; Bonaparte 
sails from, 261, 264, 260-7, 

Tourcoing, I2i. 

Tournai, 121,126. 
Trebbia, 307, 310. 
Trier, 65. 
Trincomalee, 166. 
Trinidad, 340; British capture, 191, 232; 

retain at peace, 383, 385. 
Troubridge, Capt. (later Rcar-Adm. Sir) 

T., 198, 233, 268, 274, 281, 305, 337. 
Turin, 101,115, 307. 
Turner, J. M. W., 25. 
Turkish (Ottoman) Empire, 29,257,273, 

354; declares war, 286, 292, 294; do- 
tence of Syria, 299-300, 304; defeat at 
Aboukir, ^; Convention of El Arish, 
336; he^ British Army in Egypt, 
354,367-8,379; Egypt restored to, 383. 

Toscany, 115, 135, 176; invaded, 174, 
341. 

Twmdell, John 192. 

Ulin,333. 
Ulster, 68,227. 
United States, 20-22, 51, 55, 119, 220, 

241297, 341. 
Ushant, 122-3, *87-8, 305, 346. 

Vado Bay, 306. 
Valenciennes, 99-100. 
Valetta, 271, M, 294. 305,334. 
Vansittart, N., 359-60. 
Vanstabel, Rear-Adm., 119,123. 
Valmy, 73. 
Vaitnnes, 63. _ 
Vaughan, Maj.-Gen., 138. 
Vendee, war in, loo-i, no, 163,165-6. 
Venice, Republic of^ 102; eztinguished, 

223.234,243, 309. 
Verdun, 72. 
Verona, 223. 
Versailles, 5,43,46,49. 
Vicogne,99. 
Victor, Gen., 300. 
■Wenna, 256; threatened, 168, 179, 215, 

345; Nelson at, 338. 
Villaret-Joyeuse, Rear-Adm., 122-3, 

137,187. 
Villeneuve, Capt, (Ister l^ce-Adm.), 266, 

283. 
Vinegar Hill, 264, 274. 

I Vedtaire* 42« 
, VorontsEof, Count, 0x4,339, 
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111, R , I'^i-a 
W il ebcld, Gilbcxt, i^8 
W ikhiiui, 313 
Wilts, l>rintL of (1 itti Gtoigt IV ), i, X], 

?i-2, 69, 247, 3S3 
Wnll, Govtinor] , 17 
W ilmtr Castlt, 239, 311. 
Waid, John, 411 
Unr lyoif, Btiliih 

Ai my, M nndu 
Campaign!,, inxiitirr, rjaudcrs and 

Holland (1793-5), 9^, 98-100, 
106, 109, 119-21, 126, 131-4, We« 
Indies (1703-8), 95,107-S, 112,117, 
138-9, 105, 166-7, 191, 307-8, 
loulon (1793), 107-8, III, Coi- 
acA (1794-6), 116, i6a, 168, 172, 
178, 182-3, Bnttiny (1793 and 
179s), 107'^, 111, 162-5, Noit- 
nioutici and Yen (1795). 161;, 
Cipc of Good Hope (1795), 139, 
166, East Indies (1795-d), i65, 
Poitugdl (1797-9). 244. aS9> *94. 
330. 334.339,^. Mysore (1798), 
302-3, Inland (1798), 262-4, 268, 
274, 280; Minorca (1799), 294-5, 
Siuly (1799), 296, Malta (1799- 
1800), 331, 337, Second Tionc in 
Holland (17^), 310-326, othei 
attempted landings on Continent, 
(1797-1800), 191, 251-3, 318, 327, 
331.339-40. nba (1796-1801}, 176, 
196, 224, 259, 377, 379, Lgypt 
(i8oi), 340, ^9-50, 354-6, 359, 
367-8, 378-9, 383-4 

Co-opiiation, 106-7, *16. t^S, *52-4, 
300, 304. 317. 330, 322, 325, 332, 
339-40, 3S4-? 

Eiacuations, in, 133-4, i^S. 182-3, 
326 

Inrauon, set undei 
Nai al Operations, general achieve¬ 

ment, 370, 377. 
JIame Waten, mobilisation delays 

(1793), 102, 106-7; frigate vic¬ 
tories, 112, 119, railure to inter¬ 
cept gram fleet (17^), 119, 122-3, 
battle of first cif Tune, 124-5, 
worlt doubled by faU of Holland 
(179s). I3S-7. i<Sg. victoiy oft 
lament, 164, evacuation from 
Yeu, 165; defence of Irclind 
(1796-8), 187-9, 258, 262, 264, 
305, blockade or Brest (1793- 

iPoi), 04, 102, 119, 122-3, 137-9, 
163, 116^0, 193, 111, 233-4, 250, 

305. 317. 34'^. 3S3-4. 378, 384, 
of lexcl (1797-9), 19c 206, 213, 
216, 222, 224, 231, 235, Compel, 
down (1797), 238-9, counter¬ 
measures against invasion (179S), 
250-2; igainst Ostend (17^), 
253-4; captuie of Dutch fleet 
(1799), 313-26, in Channel (1801), 
380-t 

Medihtranean, against Toulon (1793), 
^ 102, 107, no, against Coisica 
(1794), 110-11, convoy losses 
(1795), 137, 170, oft Italian 
Riviera, 137-8,168, loss of Italian 
bases (1790), 173-5, evacuation of 
Mediterranean (1796), 178, 182-3, 
187, 196-7, vietory of Cape 5t 
Vincent (1797), 197-8, Tenerife, 
233, block^ of Cadi/ (1797- 
1801), 223-4, 229, 259-60, 268, 274, 
305-6, 378; letum to Mediter¬ 
ranean (1798), 259-60, 266-0, pui- 
Buit of Bonaparte, 270-8, the 
Nile, 278-86, 290-4, block^ of 
Valetta (1798-1800), 288, 294, 305, 
330-1, 324 336-8, oceupauon of 
Minorca (1799). 294-6, defence of 
Aer^ 300, 304-^, BiuiVs laid, 
305-0, against Cadiz (1800), 339, 
in eastern Mediterranean (iboo-n, 
339. 34a, 349. 3S445, 309. 378, 
Algeciras (1801], 378-9 

Wist Indm, iia, 117, 167, 191-2, 
La ft Indies mid liouth Allant it, 112, 
166, 349, Sattii., (1800 and iSoi), 
34a, 349., 3S4. 357-66 

Navy, Ke undei. 
Opposition to Wai, pro-Rcvolutionary 

sympathies, 49^0, 55, 57-62, 67-9, 
7S. 77. 80, 151-6, 240, peace party, 
87, loi, 129, 151-2, 1556, 179, 223, 
373, social umesl, 68, 756, 148-51, 
344.353. riots, 61,77,149-S0. rSS-6, 
195, 37*. lepiession, 149-56, 236, 
344, war wcaimess, 170,181, 231-2, 

„ 371-S. 385 , 
Peace negotiations, 170-1,180-4, 231-2. 

23s. 240, 329. 359. 375-7. 380:94 
Pohey, balance of power, 38, 64, 80, 

232, 375, non-mteivention, 53-5, 
61-4, 67, 7^5, 78, 80, 82-3, guaran¬ 
tee to lloUand, 78-81, wai aims. 
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87-8, 139, 373^4: attempt to main¬ 
tain 1st Coalition, 84,95,97,109,138, 
130, 160,1&3; reluctance to support 
Bourbons, tot, 162-3; creation of 
anti Coalition, 393, 397-6, 309; 
attempts to maintain, 330, 335-6; 
attitude to Armed NeutraUty, 341-2, 
349; loyalty to Allies, 335-6, 383-3. 

Propaganda, complacency, 113, 215; 
emphasis on French barbarities, 87, 
114-5.153. 193. *19. 237. news¬ 
papers, 331, 240-1, 244, 248, 388-91; 
pamphlets, 153, 181; cartoons, 70, 
145, 160, 193, 318-9, 247. *5°. 
291. 

Scarcity, bad harvests, 75, 148, 310, 
344, 371; food ahortagte 75-6, 148, 
310, 344-s, 353, 371; remedial ac¬ 
tion, 148-9, 344-5, 371; wholemeal 
loaf, 148, 344; encouragement of 
allotments, i.;9; scheme for social 
reform 157-8. 

Security Measures, against aliens, 
80-a; against treason, 151-6, 217, 
236; a^nst invasion, 140-2, 184, 
237, 246-52, 257, 380-1. 

Strategy, “Blue Water," 95,97; multi¬ 
plicity of commitments, 93, 97, 
107-8, 113, 115; man power prob¬ 
lems, 90-1, 95, lor, 107, 117, i4<«, 
165, 167, 174, 190: use of exterior 
lines, 108-9,1x3,179; subordination 
of military to political olqectives, 
99, 109, 191; blockade, 119, 122-5, 
137. 187-9, *85, 346-7; counter- 
olfcnsive, 139, 350^ 358-61, 368, 
29>3. 30a. 309-»3. 317. 339-43. 349. 
354-5. 357^1. 3<S7. 37°. 379-Bo; 
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